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FOREWORD
to

VOLUME V: OCEAN MANAGENIENT

'Ocean Managemellt', the last volume of )'!farine Ecology, describes and evaluates all
the essential information available on structures and functions of interorganismic
coexistence; on organic resources orthe seas; on pollution ormarine habitats and on the
protection of life in oceans and coastal walers. The volume consists of four parts:
Part 1

Zonations and Organismic Assemblages
Chapter I: Introduction 10 Part I-Zonations and Organismic
Assem blages
Chapter 2: Zonations
Chapter 3: General Features of Organismic Assemblages in the Pelagial
and Benthal
Chapter 4: Structure and Dynamics of Assemblages in the Pelagial
Chapter 5: Struclure and Dynamics of Assemblages in the Benthal
Chapter 6: Major Pelagic Assemblages
Chapter 7: Specific Pelagic Assemblages
Chapter 8: Major Benthic Assemblages
Chapter 9: Specific Benthic Assemblages

Pan 2
Ecosystems and Organic Resources
Chapter I: Introduction 10 Part 2-Ecosystems and Organic Resources
Chapter 2: Open-Ocean Ecosystems
Chapter 3: Coastal Ecosystems
3.1: Brackish Waters, Estuaries and Lagoons
3.2: Flow Patterns of Energy and Matter

VI

FOREWORD

Chapter 4: World Resources of Marine Plants
4.1: Benthic Plants
4.2: Planktonic Plants
Chapter 5: World Resources of Fisheries and their Management
Part 3

Pollution and Protection of the Seas: Radioactive Materials, Heavy Metals, and
Oil
Chapter I: Introduction to Part 3--Radioactive Materials, Heavy
Metals, and Oil
Chapter 2: Contamination due to Radioactive Materials
Chapter 3: Heavy Metals and their Compounds
Chapter 4: Oil Pollution and its Management
Pan 4

Pollution and Protection of the Seas: Pesticides, Domestic Wastes, and Thennal
Deformations
Chapter 5: Introduction to Pan 4-Pesticides, Domestic \Vastes, and
Thermal Deformations
Chapter 6: Pesticides and Technical Organic Chemicals
Chapter 7: Domestic Wastes
Chapter 8: Thermal Deformations

The culmination of Marine Ecology, Volume V has its roots in, and draws much of its
basic substance from, the preceding volumes of the treatise:
Volume I ('Environmental Factors') is concerned with the most important environmental factors operating in oceans and coastal waters and their effects on microorganisms, plants and animals.
Volume I1 ('Physiological Mechanisms') reviews the information available on the
mechanisms involved in the synthesis and transversion of organic material; in thermoregulation, ion- and osmoregulation; in evolution and population genetics; and in
organismic orientation in space and time.
Volume II I ('Cultivation') comprehensively assesses the an of maintaining, rearing,
breeding and experimenting with marine organisms under environmental and nutritive
conditions which are, to a considerable degree, controlled.
Volume IV ('Dynamics') summarizes and critically evaluates the knowledge available on the production, transformation and decomposition of organic matter in the
marine environment, as well as on food webs and population dynamics.
Of necessity somewhat heterogeneous in concept and coverage, 'Ocean Management'
introduces the readers to fields of applied marine ecology, i.e. to man's use of oceans and
coastal waters for his own ends. In order to provide a solid basis for a sound assessment
of the sea's man-supporting qualities, Pans I and 2 deal comprehensively with the basic
multi-specific units encountered and with the resources which they constitute. After
summarizing our current knowledge on the large variety of organismic groupings in the
form of zonal ions and assemblages, and after considering the structures and functions of
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major marjne ecosystems, the significance of these units and .their components as
resources utilizable for food or for raw materials are reviewed in depth. Parts 3 and 4,
Iinally, evaluate man's potentially destructive impact. They locus on the different facets
of pollution and critically assess measures-currently applied and considered practicable in the future-for protecting life in oceans and coastal waters from detrimental
human inOuences.
Selected as early as 196;), the title 'Ocean l\ifanagement' still seems too ambitious, if
not somewhat misleading-even though, as anlicipated, a host of new data and many
new and important insights into the machinery of ecological systems have been brought
to light in the meantime. Environmental management requires the concerted,judicious,
responsible appll['ation of science and technology for the protection and con trol of those
properties of ecosyslems, species, resources, or areas that are regarded as absolute
requirements for the continued support of civilized human societies*. Our knmvledge
has remained insufficient for an objective, exact definition of such properties. Hence,
maintenance of a high degree of organismic and environmental diversity, and maximum
possible conservation of natural conditions is deemed essential to avoid or to reduce
irreversible long-term damage.
The means and aims of ocean management receive detailed attention in Part 2. Our
capacity for true management is still restricted to narrowly-defined areas and to specific
organisms, i.e. to a few heavily exploited or otherwise especially endangered species.
Marine ecosystem management remains problematic; it is in need or much more basic
ecological knowledge than is at present available.
The recent trend of using English as the international scientific language-in itself of
great significance for international communication and cooperation-has often been
disadvantageous to scientists with insufficient command of that language. It has
frequently diminished the representativeness and distorted the emphasis of the tOlal
information actually available. While organizing and editing Marine Ecology, I have therefore allempted to include scientists from countries which made important contributions
to the field of marine ecology, but whose scientists largely use non-English languages. In
this way I wanted to underline the international status and significance of marine
ecological research and the need to draw from different sources in order to provide the
best possible representation of the state-of-the-art. Of course, I had to pay for this: an
enormous amount of time and effort had to be invested in translation and manuscript
improvement.
While I am writing this last foreword of the treatise, Marine &ology is nearing completion. It is my sincere wish to thank again all those who have supported me during the
many years of planning, carrying out and finalizing this magnum opus. From 1965 to 1981,
the work on Marine Ecology has taken up most of my evenings, weekends and holidays.
Who can blame me for feeling relieved?
As was the case with previous volumes of this treatise, I have received much help and
advice while working on Volume V. With profound gratitude I acknowledge the close
and fruitful cooperation with all contributors; the support, patience and confidence of
the publishers; and, last but not least, the technical assistance of Monica Blake, Alice
Langley, Julia Maxim, Seetha Murthy, Sherry Stansbury and Helga Witt.

O.K .
O. 1980: I4lh European Marine Biology Symposium 'Protection of Life in Ihe Sea': Summary of symposium
papers and conclusions. Helgoliindu Mteresunlers' 33, 732-761.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO PART 2ECOSYSTEMS AND ORGANIC
RESOURCES
O.

KINNE

(1) General Aspects
While Part 1 of Volume V focused on the description, analysis, and evaluation of
zonations and organismic assemblages, i.e. of groups or species living together in a
dellned space, Part 2 concentrates on interacting and interdependent biotic and abiotic
components forced into a dynamic, functionally integrated supra-specific unit-the
ecosystem-by co-ordinated patterns or energy Oow, material cycling, and homeostatic
control mechanisms. After reviewing ecosystems of open sea areas, coasts, and estuaries,
Part 2 considers the resources which they constitute, i.e. their significance for supporting
human life.
The term 'ecosystem' was introduced, interpreted, and defined by the English botanist A. G. TA1\SLEY (1935); he realized (p. :500) that ecosytems
'show organisation, which is the inevitable result of the interactions and consequent
mutual acUustment of their components'.
In Volume IV of this treatise, 'ecosystem' has been delined as
'an integrated spatial entity of" interacting and interdependent biotic and abiotic
components which are linked by energy Oow and material cycling, by exchange
between biotic and abiotic and among biotic constituents, as well as by homeostatic
control mechanisms' (KINNE, 1978, p.I).
Terms closely related to the concept of ecosystems are 'association' (first introduced in
botany, and redefined by MARGt\LEF. 1977.1978), 'biocoenosis' (MOEBIUS, 1877; see
also this volume, pp. 647, 740), 'community' (PETERSEN, 1911, 1914), and 'organismic
assemblage' (Volume \1: PERES, 1982). for details and definitions concerning these
terms consult Volume IV, p. I and Volume V, pp. 4, 48, 49, 740-742.
Our treatment of the world-wide resources formed by marine organisms is subdivided
into chapters devoted to benthic plants, planktonic plants, and fishery products. While
the reviewers completed their assessments it turned out that the information presently
available on, and the extent to which use is being made of, planktonic plants is insufficient for a comprehensive, critical review. The present status is, therefore, briefly summarized in an Edilorial Note (pp. 832-833).
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(2) Comments on Chapters 2 to 5

Chapter 2: Open-Ocean Ecosystems
To a large extent based on information coHected during numerous Sowjet-russian
expeditions, this chapter opens up new vistas for many western marine ecologists and
elaborates important insights into the structures, functions, and dynamics of pelagic
ecosystems of the open ocean. Over decades a leading expert in the field of plankton
research, the reviewer synthesizes, evaluates, and condenses a vast body of information,
stressing basic phenomena, principles, and problems.
The largest biotope on earth, the oceanic pelagial, comprises a vast and unique
ecological supersystem which appears to have maintained its basic properties over
hundreds of millions of years. Within the different regions orthis supersystem, a hierarchy of ecosystems can be distinguished, from large, rather stable s\·stems, down to the
short-livt:d systems in small water lenses only several tens of metres in dimcnsion. The
major denominators of the functions and structures of discrete ecosystems in the open
ocean are the specific biological and physico-chemical histories ;\l1d properties of the
life-supporting water masses concerned, as well as their mobility, mixinp; dyn;lIl1ics, and
size. The water masses differ from each other and succeed each other both horizontally
(geographically) and vertically. While their vertical structurt: may be subject to change
in different climatic zones, as a rule, surface, intermediate, deep, and bottom waters can
be distinguished. The boundaries between adjacent water masses vary as a function
of time, water movement, and geography, thus forming-both horizontally and
vertically-zones of mL'<ing and transition.
The basic, evolutionarily old, ecosystems of the open ocean are large in size, but small
in number: two cold-water ecosystems (Ccntral Arctic and Coastal Antarctic Circumpolar); three subpolar (North Atlantic, North Pacific, Subantarctic); live central tropic
(two in the Pacific, two in the Atlantic, one in the Indian Ocean); and three equatorial
ecosystems. In addition, distant-neritic ecosystems of 'neutral' regions and coastal
ecosystems (Chapter 3) can be distinguished.
While it may be difficult to determine the borderline between neighbouring ecosystems objectively, runctions, structures, and seasonal dynamics are generally more homogeneous within each system than between di[ferent ~ystcms. DifTerences between the
ecosystems distinguished are especially related to species composition, cyclic processes
or reproduction, and differences in rates of biological activity. The borders between
related oceanic ecosystems are enforced and maintained by wincl. climate, earth rotation, and the dimensions and morphology of the ocean basins.
All marine organisms ultimately depend on solar energy entering through the ocean's
surface and on plant nutrients, including those transported upwards into the euphotic
zone by turbulence. The intensity and duration or solar radiation and the amount or
nutrient replenishment decisively determines the overall productivity of pelagic ecosystems. vVhile nutritionally dependent on plant material, animals in the pelagic ecosystems are in direct contact with primary producers only in the uf.lper, euphotic water
layer. Deeper down in the water column lhey utilize the rernain~ of dead, sinking surface
organisms and the products of their metabolism; in addition, they depend on vertical
migrators. [n open-ocean ecosystems, intensity and pattern or vertical nuxes of energy
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and matter are of basic significance. Biosynthesis by deep-sea bacteria is only of rather
limited, local importance.
Compared to their terrestrial counterparts, oceanic ecosystems feature: (i) A neritic
annual productivity which is some four orders of magnitude higher (phytoplankton ,""s.
land plants). (ii) Much less long-term accumulation of energy and maller in the bodies
of living organisms. (iii) Fast growth of plankton algae combined with short generation
times (up to I) generations d -I). (iv) I ntensive exploitation (gra:ling): sometimes almost
the total plant production is consumed immediately over large ocean areas, while on
land-even on meadows-less than one-sevenrh is usually consumed directly. (v) High
growth rates, rapid succession of generations, and higher organismic mobilities result in
much quicker material recycling than, for example, forests with their enormous reserves
of living mass and long generation times of trees (10 to several 100 yr); while in the
pelagial a community may attain a high degree of maturity within months, this may take
decades or even centuries in rerrestrial communities.
The development of an ecosystem as a function of time is a fundamental concept in
ecology (see also Volume I V: MARCALEF, 1978; Volume V: PERES, 1982). Ecosystem
development in general involves a progressive reduction of entropy as entities of transmitted and retained information accumulate. Confined to a drifting lens of ageing sea
water, pelagic ecosystems of the open ocean undergo a predictable, successional pattern
ofgraw-th, maruration, and death, beginning with the ascent of the supporting water lens
[0 the euphotic layer and ending with its relurn to the ocean's depths. While the
ecosystem requires, or course, continual energy for development, differentiation, and
sustenance, its overall energy budget is characterized by rapid net accumulation of
biologically utilizable energy during early system developmenr and by progressive
energy degradation with increasing system maturity. At early stages of community
development, the biomass of auwtrophic plants is high. Hence, the animal populations
present fllld abundant food and can develop at maximum rates. As lime passes, the
energy and matter initially accumulated are increasingly utilized; food availability
decreases and competition increases. Rates of production and consumption pass through
a more balanced phase until, finally, consumption dominates.
I n other words, following its birth in the euphotic zone, the pelagic ecosystem grows
and difJerentiates as it drifts along near the ocean's suface, initially accumulating, then
transforming, and later degrading its energy reserves as it sinks back to the dark and
dies. After serving as a cradle of life and as a vehicle for the transport of energy and
maller, lhe water body concerned rejuvenates during its journey through the lightless
depths of the ocean, replenishing its nutrients and (hus preparing to continue the cycle
upon re-ascending to the surrace.
Season, climate, and atmospheric plus hydrographic circulation can significantly
modify or even control dynamic processes in open-ocean ecosystems. The efleets of these
basic denominators of variability still tend to exceed the rapidly increasing additional
impact due to human activities. However, this may change in the future. Lack of
'buffers' (such as soil or microc1imates due to plant growth in terrestrial ecosystems)
tend to accentuate the consequences of external impacts and thus may render pelagic
ecosystems of the ocean more vulnerable to anthropogenic influences than terrestrial
ecosystems.
After dealing with organismic distributions in the pelagial and the phenomena
influencing and controlling them, Chapter 2 considers different types of ecosystems,
diiTerentiating between high-latitude regions, northern temperate regions, norrhern reg-
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ions of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, Southern Ocean, anticyclonic tropical gyres,
and equatorial upwellings.
In view of the high degree of complexity of oceanic ecosystems and the fact that they
arc largely inaccessible for experimentation, simulation and modelling of major processes and properties have become primary tools for analytical and interpretative ecosystem research. Present models concentrate on basic parameters and relationships at the
expense of(often interesting) detail. Proper experimentation with simulation models can
gradually lead to a basic concept, regarding the development and dynamics of the
system in time and space. Vertical stratification of plankton is caused and maintained by
physico-chemical and biological factors. The latter appear to be associated primarily
with competition for food which becomes increasingly scarce, energy deficient, and
uniform as a function of water depth. The vertical nutrition gradient modifies the
composition and reduces the individual density of communities in the deep sea; it selects
for increasing size ('deep-sea gigantism'), for passively food-collecting predators characterized by elongated appendages designed to exploit a large water volume, and for
specific adaptations to a unique but stable biotope. Reduced mortality and metabolic
rates, neutral buoyancy, omission of all 'unnecessary' body structures, simplification of
circulawry and excretOry systems, and long-term physiological (enzymatic) adjustments
to life at low temperatures-all this tends to maximize the efficiency of energy turnOver
and to minimize energy expenditure.
In the mesopelagial (200 to 1000 m), species dominate which still feed in the surface
zone during diel or ontogenetic migrations. The bathypelagial (1000 to 3000 m), is
characterized by low abundances and biomasses of animals, mainly subsisting on
organic animal matter from the surface zone. Most predators are passive lurers. The
abyssopelagial (>3000 m) features further pauperization of diversity and abundance.
There do not seem to be sufficient nutrients for passive predators and even carnivores
are very rare (e.g. gammarids confined to the bOllom). Among the few plankters, smallsized detritus feeders and euryphages dominate.
Management of pelagic ecosystems, while ultimately considered necessary, is still a
goal rather than an immediately available possibility-even after many decades of
increasing commercial exploitation and scientific assessment. Maximization of benefits
obtained from the open ocean, protection of life in the high seas, and resource maintenance require concerted international co-operation for developing and applying sound
measures of long-term management.
The basic prerequisites for managing ecosystems in the open ocean are: thorough
knowledge of the structures and functions of these living systems, aftheir f10w patterns of
energy and matter, the environmental requirements of their components, and of the
external factors which affect and control the dynamics of these systems. In addition to a
much-needed re-emphasis of basic ecological research, modern methods of cybernetics,
system analysis, and mathematical simulation are essential if we want to understand
system dynamics and to develop capacities for predicting system behaviour as a function
of time.
Chapter 3: Coastal Ecosystems
Coastal waters have long been of great, immediate significance to man-economically, culturally, and scientifically. Major human population centres and industries
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developed near the coast, and numerous universities and marine laboratories specialized
in the study of coastal communities. More accessible to general day-to-day experience
and to scientific inquiry than the open ocean, coastal ecosystems have been subject to
detailed and intensive exploration in several parts of the world.
Considering the tremendous amount and diversity of information available, we have
chosen to focus our attention on two perspectives: the signifIcance for coastal ecosystems
of (i) salinity and related envi ron men tal factors, and (ii) the sources and (low pa tterns of
energy and matter. The rirst perspective emphasizes categories and classifications of
brackish waters, estuaries, and lagoons; the second uses the knowledge available on
different types of coastal e~osystems for summarizing, exemplifying, and generalizing
principles of energy dynamics, trophic transfer, and nurrient cycling.

3.1: Brackish Waters, Estuaries, and Lagoons
Chapter 3.1 emphasizes the historical fact that the study of ecosystems, as we conceive
them today, began in the tidal flats of northern Germany. It was here that MOEBIUS
(1877) discovered, during his extensive studies of oyster banks, a now well-established
ecological principle: under certain, relatively uniform (in space and time) environmental
circumstances, interdependent groupings of different kinds of organisms tend to organize themselves in typical, predictable patterns. MOEBIUS recognised the oyster banks of
the shallow, muddy waters of Schleswig-Holstein to represent an integrated natural
community of different forms of life-a 'Lebensgemeinschaft', 'Lebensgerneinde', or
'biocoenosis' .
In most coastal ecosystems, water movement dynamics (Volume r, Pan 2) are essential determinants (see also Chapter 3.2). While turbidity and sedimentation tend to be
ecological master factors in numerous coastal communities, life in temperate, rocky
intertidal regions and in the coral reefs flourishes best without stream-borne sediments.
Brackish waters and estuaries have been studied by marine ecologists, especially in the
northern hemisphere. Here, a number of attempts have been made to classify the waters
investigated. Using, in essence, the types and quantities of organisms recorded in a
certain brackish-water area, several investigators have proposed-mostly localityrelated and hence speciric and often diverging-classification schemes and a concomitant number of terms, sometimes cumbersome and conflicting (see also Volume 1, p.

82:2) .
Nevertheless, Chapter 3.1 concludes that salinity has been, and is likely to remain,
'the most useful single factOr on which to base the c1assirication of various aquatic
regions' (p. 744). 'This statement should, however, not detract from the fact that, typically, functions and structures of an ecosystem depend on several factors acting in
concert.
It is for this reason that we had devoted a special chapter in Volume I (ALDERDICE,
1972) to reviewing organismic responses to factor com binat ions.
Interface systems between oceans, rivers, and estuaries are, in essence, shaped by
geomorphology and tides. Typically, they feature pronounced changes in salinity and
seasonal factors, high loads of suspended matter, a complex hydrology and chemistry,
and intensive organismic migrations. Increasingly, estuaries are subject to modifications
due to a variety of man's activities. Variability and instability render estuaries difficult
to classify in generally accepta bie terms.
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lmp~rtant aspects of lagoon classification have been developed from studies of Mexican coastal areas. Based on historical events which form barriers separating a coastal
water body from the- sea, different types of lagoons have been described. As a general
framework, these G,tegories may also be applicable to other coasts of the world.

3.2: Flow Patterns of Energy and Matter
In addition to ecosystem structures (species composition; see especially Volume V,
Part I), ecosystem functions (flow patterns of energy and matter) determine the characteristics. and boundaries of the system concerned. Within Cl given ecosystem, species
conlPosiiion is more consistent and species interactions are more intensive than across
the border tei neighbouring systems. Typically, the flow rates of energy and matter
maximize within the system, with lesser exports to or imports from other systems.
Depending on habitat and environmental factors, the roles of the essential system components-producers, consumers, and decomposers-may change, thus also modifying
quantitative and qualitative parameters in the flow patterns of energy and matter.
Chapter 3.2 reviews, compares, and evaluates the information available on selected
examples representing nine different coastal ecosystems: !\arragansett Bay (Rhode
Island, USA), Lynher estuary (Cornwall, UK), Asko area (Baltic Sea, Sweden), mangrove forest (South Florida, USA), Georgia salt marsh (Sapelo Island, USA), kelp bed
(Nova Scbtia, Canada), kelp bed (Benguela region, South Africa), sandy beach (Pon
Elizabeth, South Africa), and rocky shores (False Bay, South Africa). Among these
examples, .ecosystems can be distinguished that are largely based on different types of
nutritional resources: (i) phytoplankton, (ii) macrophytes and detritus; and (iii)
attached microalgae. Therefore overlaps between the system's main sources of energy
'lOd matter and other, additional, sources may modify and complicate the picture.
!\evertheless, in ecosystem analysis, characterization of dilTerent systems based on their
main resources of energy and matter can provide important insights into the system's
dynamics.
Abiotic factors, especially water movement (Volume I, Part 2) aITect structures and
functions in coastal ecosystems more effectively than in open-ocean ecosystems (Chapter
2). Near the coast, water movement tends to exert great inf]uence on sedimentation
processes, and-through aITecting the type of sediment-on the composition and activity of the local benthic fauna and flora. Wa~es, currents, and tides determine, to a
considerable degree, the distribution and flow routes of energy and matter within the
system. Thus, in a kelp bed, low water movement may turn the local community into a
largely closed system in which the 'faeces loop' retains detritus as a main food resource;
while upwelling carries the detritus away, diminishing the nutritional support, downwelling turns the phytoplankton into the main resource of the system.
In addition to abiotic {actors, biotic interactions, in particular predator control, can
determine the direction, intensity, and type of energy nows. A given system tends to
attain stability only within certain patterns of energy now. Deformation due to excessive
environmental change-natural or man-made-may destabilize the system and force it
to shin to a new steady state with diITerent structures and functions. The biOtic controls
ofa system may be complex and subtle; and include changes in behaviour ofkey organisms. The signi()cance of chemical interactions between organisms and within an ecosystem requires more illtention.
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A comparison of food webs in the nine ecosystems considered re\'eals that filter feeders
and/or deposit feeders dominate the consumers. Forming a feedback loop, faeces contribute significantly to the food supply, even in phytoplankton-based systems, such as that
in Narragansett Bay. Faeces arc even more important as nutrients in macrophyte-based
systems, i.e. mangrove forests, salt marshes, and kelp beds, because macrophytes are
less easily digestible and tend to be assimilated at reduced elTiciencies. Attached microalgae such as diatoms may also represent an important nutrient source for panicle
feeders in such systems. Consequently, the categorization into ecosystems based on
macrophytes or phytoplankton may entail appreciable areas of overlap: macrophytebased systems can comprise significant diatom components, and phytoplankton-based
systems may have considerable detrital components.
In regard to nutrient recycling, the question as to whether the micro-organisms or the
macrofauna constitute the major system component responsible for remineralization is
still open to debate; it requires more attention in future research, The role of these two
groups of organisms (or recycling may differ in different coastal ecosystems. In soft
sediments, for example, the large micl'Obial community (b~lcteria, fungi)-kept in check
by the micro- and meiofauna-acts as dominant decomposer, while on solid substrates
with less surface area for accommodating micro-organisms, rcmineralization may be
predominantly carried out by thc macrofauna.
The degree of coupling of the !lows of energy :-Inc! matter is another important aspect
in the dynamics of coastal ecosystems that calls for morc attention in future studies.
Presumably, carbon and nitrogen flows arc less closely coupled in coastal ecosystems
than in open-ocean ecosystems (Chapter 2). As in the open sea, nitrogen seems to
represent the main limiting nutriellt in coastal waters, while carbon now is more or less
synonymous wiLh energy now. Although coastal ecosystems ma), appear quite selfsulTicient, they can be strongly linked by a variety of transport and/or exchange
phenomena. Somc systems, such as the mangro\'e forests in florida, appear to depend
on large amounts of nutrient input transported by river runofl'.
Chapter 4-: \Vorld Resources of Marine Plants
Marine plants have been of much less importance as a resource for the human
population rhdn marine animals (Chapter 5). In spite ora gigantic potential, the actual
utili/;ltion of marine plants as human food and as raw materials has remained ralher
modest.

4.1: Benthic Plants
Chapler 4.1 assesses the world-wide resources of marine benthic plants on an ecological basis and with emphasis on climatic regions. The data available arc scarce, widely
scattered, and olien insufficient for presenting derinite quantitative statements. Only for
a few species of immediate economic importance is information available on the quantities harvested.
In order to be harvestable economically, a plant resource must be preselll in sufficiently large, dense, and accessible populations, essentially free from impurities
(epiphytes, epizoans, clay, etc.) Ideally it should grow in monospecific stands, Further
important considerations for harvestability include cost of labour, energy, and repair, as
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well as distance to potential customers. The climate should be bcneficial to harvesting
operations including on-the-spot drying of the plants collected.
While still only a very minute fraction of'world-wide living resource exploitation, the
commercial utilization of' marine seaweeds is increasing quickly. A growing number of
seaweeds are utilized as raw materials for industrial products and as food for human
consumption, especially inJapan, China, and Korea-collntries in which seaweed consumption has a long history. Nevertheless, the present overall imporLance of benthic
marine plants for providing human food is very limited-less than I· I % of the total
amount of food produced by agriculture, fisheries, and aquaculture. Only intensive
mariculture, ocean farming, sewage reclamation, and extension of harvesting into the
coldest seas could significantly increase the contribution made by benthic marine plants.
However, compared to cereals and other staple food, seaweeds are likely to remain of
marginal imporlance. Their nutritional significance rests not in quantity but in their
contents of vitamins, iodine, and trace elements. Even small dietary additions of seaweeds may relieve whole populations from goitre and from other diseases due to malnutrition.
Raw materials obtained from benthic algae include phycocolloids which sen'e as
emulsifiers and stabilizers. Phycocolloids of brown algae-alginic acid and alginates-are used in textile printing, for alginate fibres, jellies and cakes, beer and fruit
drinks, pharmaceutical products, paper-making, and ice-creams. O['the phycocolloids of
red algae, carrageenan is used in dairy products, for gelated desserts, jams, and fish
jellies; agar, a well-known gelling agent, serves as a culture medium for a variety of
micro-organisms and as a separator in macromolecular studies; it occupies a strategic
position in the production of cosmetics, dentistry materials, and food stulTs. In agriculture, seaweeds are used as (odder, food additives, lertilizer, and soil conditioner.
Chapter 4.1 considers in detail the distribution, abundance, productfvity, and harvestability of benthic marine plants for the major tropical, warm-temperate, coldtemperate, subarctic, and arctic coasts of the World Ocean. World-wide han'ests are
summarized in Table '-t-5 (p. 830) and Fig. 4-6 (p. 831).

4.2: Planktonic Plants
Chapter 4.2 had to remain unwritten because of lack of inf'ormation (see Editor's Note,
p. 832). While the potential resources of marine planktonic plants are gigantic, these
small inhabitants of the euphotic zone cannot be harvested economically. Commercial
cultivation of marine microalgae, on the other hand, encounter problems ofmarketability. Many phytoplankters have tastes, textures, or odours that render it difficult to turn
them into pallalable foods.
The primary use of planktonic plants is presently as food organisms in commercial
cultivation (mariculture) and research cultivation (Volume 1:If). However, lhey may
have considerable future potential as raw materials for pharmaceutical products and for
other industrial uses.
Chapter 5: World Resources of' Fisheries and
their \lanagemenl
One of the oldest activities of man, fishing still involves primarily harvestillg of wild
stocks. However, far-reaching technical advances in the sea fisheries (ship construction,
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catching technology, fish preservation and processing), especially between 1950 and
1970, have so enormously increased the world-wide harvesting capacity that progress
in internationally-controlled resource management has become vital. The basic
prerequisites for successful fisheries management are: (i) thorough knowledge of fish
distribution, abundance, reproduction, and population dynamics as a function of
natural environmental conditions and man-made interferences (particularly fishing);
(ii) detailed information on the general ecological situation in the area concerned; and
(iii) strict and reliable co-operation between all thost: harvesting the same resources,
with the aim of' transforming ecological knowledge into practical management policies
and of effectively executing the measures agreed upon,
In an attempl to summarize and evaluate general trends in world-wide sea-fish harvests, the data available have been considered from five different perspectives: catches
collected in different geographic regions, landings made by different nations, categorization of landed fish according to species, documentation of the gears used, and evaluation
of the procedures adopted lor processing and marketing,
Catches obtained in different gt:ographic regions re\Tallarge differences (Table 5-1; p,
841), Close to hall' of the world catch was taken in the northeast Atlantic and the
northwest Pacific Oceans, While highest on the continental shelves and in coastal upwelling areas, the amount ofharveSlablc fish dillers considerably as a function of geographic
region and local fishing activities, In general, the open ocean contains lOa few fish for
commercial exploitation, except for a few predators near the top of the trophic pyramid
(e,g, tunas, marine mammals) which act as aggregators of' the productivity of large sea
areas,
Comparison of the landings by different nations in 1979 yielded the following sequence among the leading fishery countries: Japan (10 million tons), USSR (9), China
(4' I), Peru (3'7), USA (3'5), Norway (2'7), Chile (2'6), India (2'3), and South Korea
(2' 2), The 1979 world total was 71, 3 million tons (Table 5-2, p, 843), Since 1950, annual
landings have increased rapidly in many developing countries, Technical progress, in
particular freezing at sea, has made it possible for countries with rather limited resources
on their OW)} coasts to become major fishing nations (e,g, USSR, Poland),
Among the principal groups of species caught were cods (10'6 million tons) and
herrings/sardines (15'6), However, since 1948 the relative importance of these fish has
decreased, and since the early 1970s many stocks of" herring and similar species have
collapsed, especially on the eastern side of the Atlantic Ocean (Table 5-4, p, 847), Orthe
other major species harvested, most play roles ecologically similar to cod (demersal
forms of temperate sheh'es) or herring (shoaling pelagic forms of temperate shelves or
upwelling areas). In 1983, the herrings ancltheir relatives (sardines, anchovies, etc.) are
still the largest group han'ested and include several orthe commercially most important
species, Characteristically, year-to-year changes in the landing statistics of these fish can
be Vel"y extreme, Examples are the collapse of the Californian sardine in the I940s and of
the Peruvian anchoveta in 1972. Commanding a high price, the contribution or tunas to
the total financial value of the world catch by far exceeds their contribution in weight
(approximately 4%),
Among the gears used, trawl (about 50% of the landings) and purse-seine (about
33%) now dominate the scene-a development paral1eling the replacement of manpower by modern machinery, Nevertheless, over the years, fishermen have devised and
developed a large array of fishing gear, taking advantage of the behaviour of different
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target species and adjusting theIr eOorts to climates and different in-situ conditions. A
world-wide comparision witnesses that similar solutions were often found to similar
problems.
Procedures for processing and marketing have undergone considerable change
in recent years. While some 50 yr ago more than half the catch was consumed fresh,
and most of the rest was smoked or salted, freezing, canning, and conversion to fish
meal and oil (feed for farmed animals) have greatly increased in importance. Canned
fish from the major fishery nations has become a standard source of cheap protein in
many developing countries. However, canning and freezing are also assisting developing
countries in the tropics to export high-grade expensive protein (especially shrimps, but
also tunas) to richer countries.
Considering the fisheries resources in the major regions of the World Ocean, northern
temperate waters, upwelling areas, tropical s('as, and southern temperate waLers are
disting-uished, as well as the Southern Ocean and open-ocean areas (Techniques, areas,
animals, and output of aquaculture operations have received attention in Volume III,
Part 3: KINNE and ROSENTHAL, 1977; see also KINNE, 1980, 1983, in press).
Most of the richest fishing grounds are located in northern temperate wilters. Here the
Northwest Pacific Ocean ranks first in terms of weight caught, followed by the Northeast
Atlantic Ocean. Comprising extensive areas of relatively shallow water, both areas are
made up from an array of ecologically diverse subregions. The Northwest Atlantic
Ocean is in many ways similar to the Northeast Atlantic Ocean. It features many of the
same, or closely related, species and a similar fisheries, excepL Lhat large, long-range
vessels play-or used to play-a much more important role in the western Atlantic
Ocean.
Upwelling areas include some of the world's richest fishing grounds. Upwelling occurs
seasonally in many coastal areas, as well as in the open ocean along the equator. The
reviewer focuses his attention on the four major coastal upwelling areas: Peru/Chile,
California current, Benguela current, and Canary current. In these regions the prevailing wind blows along the coast towards the equator; it thus forces surface water offshore,
replacing it by cool, nutrient-rich deep water. This and the intensive solar radiation,
characteristic of most upwelling areas, provide ideal prerequisites for a high productivity
in the surface waters concerned (Chapter 2). Significantly, the fish populations are
similarly composed in all major upwelling areas (Table 5-13), some feeding directly on
the abundant phYlOplankters (e.g. anchovies), most on zooplankters (sardines, mackerels, jack mackerels). While larger predatory fish (e.g. tunas) are nOL as abundant as
might be expected, marine birds and mammals tend to establish large and locally dense
populations.
Pelagic fish stocks in upwelling· areas may undergo extensive and, not yet lully understood, abundance fluctuations. Whole fisheries have collapsed suddenly (e.g. Californian
sardine, Peruvian anchovy, Namibian pilchard), while others which collapsed some
decades ago (e.g. Japanese sardine) have recovered equally dramatically. Demersal fish
populations are much smaller. Apparently, most of the marine production is recycled
within the surface layer (see also Chapters 2 and 3.2).
Tropical seas, while rich in fish, have been little exploited by the large fishery fleets of
developed countries and have received insufficient attention from fishery scientists
interested in stock assessment and management. Among the most important future
resources, tropical fish sLocks pose significant management problems, and-due to the
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large number of dilTerent, coexisting species-render the analysis of interspecific relationships difficult.
In southern temperate waters, the narrow shelf areas and low primary productivity
support only a rather limited fisheries. Local human populations are small, and are
<lmong the world's greatest producers and consumers of meal. The richest fishing
~rounds of the southern hem isphere-except upwelling areas-are on the Patagonian
,helf with large stocks of Merlueeius hubbsi and other gadoids. The presumably largest
stocks of pelagic fishes are those of Engraulis anchovita and GIl/pea Juegensis.
Surrounding the Antarctic continent, the Southern Ocean is the most isolated and
!east known part of the World Ocean. I nterest in the ecology of Antarctic waters, which
feature s~rprisingly high biological activities-even under the pack ice-and comprise
abundant fishery resources, have recently stirred considerable international attention.
Sealers and whalers harvested the Southern Ocean for Centuries. Technological
developments greatly increased the efficiency of marine-mammal huming-. Hence their
protection and management have become issues of great concern. The food chain in
Antarctic waters is very short with often only one link (mainly krill and trophically
related forms) between primary producers and maximum-size consumers. Hence, turnover elTiciency of the-not particularly intensive-primary produuivity into harvestable resources is very high. Maximum values ofoveralJ productivity have ken recorded
along the coas~s and the ice edge. The considerable resources of the Southern Ocean
seem to be sensitive to heavy exploitation. Following concerted harvesting, marinemammal and fish populations were soon reduced to uneconomic densities.
While potentially suitable as human food, krill poses several problems: (i) there is
very little meat in each individual; (ii) the meat is extremely delicate and hence must be
processed quickly; (iii) it is difTicult, and has not yet been possible, to develop a reasonably priced product that could attract a large demand; and (iv) processing is technically
difficult and there is a high content offluorine in the exoskeleton. Even the use of krill as
feed or fenilizer in agriculture and aquaculture is limited by the relatively high price of
the final prorluct. The potential impact of larKe-scale krill harvesting on Antarctic
ecosystems may be considerable and requires careful attention.
Although the open oceans cover some 80 to 90% of the area orthe total World Ocean,
their productivity is low and scattered. Imponant open-ocean resources are whales
(especially sperm whales), tunas, squids, lantern fish, and small mcsopelagic fish. Saury
and dolphins are harvested only when they are close to the shore.
Management of fishery resources comprises all decisions that alTect man's influence
on exploitable populations and the benefits thus received. In 1983, the direct influence of
fishing is much greater than that of other human inOuences (e.g. pollution and land
reclamation). Only the effects of fishing are considered in this chapter. Pollution and
related activities of man are dealt with in Pans 3 and 4- of Volume V.
Management policies must take into account the general ecological and social situation, as well as the economic and social conditions of the fisheI)' and fishing industry,
dlld the biological condition oft!w stock harvested. Management policies must seek and
find an appropriate balance point between high exploitation and avoidance of critical
long-term harm to the exploited stock. Because they did not meet these requirements,
most international managemelH measures have thus far been failures. 111 addition to
often insufficient ecological knowledge, the major shortcomings of fishery management
can be summarized in six words: lOO local, too little, too late. In order to be succe~sf"ul,
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management measures must be ecologically sound, universally accepted, and strictly
enforced by an appropriate authority. The UN drati texts for a new regime of the sea are
bringing fishing in Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) out to 200 miles, under the
jurisdiction of' the coastal state. Over 99% of' present catches are taken in territorial
waters and these EEZs. l\evertheless, international management co-operation would
still be required in respect to lish that might migrate between two or more EEZs or that
are caught on the high sea.
There are two basic questions which the fishery manager asks the fishery scientist: (i)
Are changes in the amount or pattern of fishing efTor! necessary in order to sustain stock
exploitability? (ii) Ifso, what kind ormeasures should oe adopted to efIect these changes
and what will be their effect? Interactions between species complicate the matter. For
example, if it is possible that overlishing or one species may induce replacement by other
equally well harvestaolc and marketable fish species, lhere would be-li'om an
economic viewpoint-less urgent need lor careful management of the lirst species.
Chapter 5 comprehensively summarizes and evaluates the information available on
methods and models of'fishery management and considers the ecological, economic, and
social implications of management measures.
Major shortcomings result from the fact that most management activities are
restricted to a single species and to a single fishery. Interspecific dynamics, concomitant
eOects of other fisheries (exploitation of interacting species), fishery damage (mortality
and injury of by-catch, destruction and modification of biotopes), other detrimental
effects of man (e.g. pollution), epizootics, and other disease phenomena (parasitization,
proliferative disorders, consequences of large-scale catch injuries) are insuflic;ently
taken into account. In other words there is great need (0 pay more allention to the
general ecological background of the target populations.
Even the most advanced management models do not include all factors considered
essential. They focus on feeding interactions and consider only fish of commercial size
(e.g. cod eats herring), neglecting cle\'eloprnental stages (e.g. herring eats cod eggs or
larvae). A comprehensi\'e model incorporating all potentially essential interactions has
not yet been achieved.
Over the next few decades, the contribution offishcries to feeding the growing human
world population is expected to increase but slowly. Especially the harvest of the types of
fish presently marketed will not be augmentable to the extent required and originally
predicted. There may be some increase though in the exploilation of hitherto unfamiliar
species and sea areas. In any case, the pressure on our li\'ing marine resources will
increase and so will the need for their protection and management.
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Science in Townsville, Australia. I t is a pleasure to acknowledgc sUfJpOl'l from the Director or
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2. OPEN-OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS
M. E.

VI"iOGRADOV

(1) Introduction
The pelagial of the ocean, the largest biolOpe of the biosphere with its immense
capacity of 1·4 milliard km 3 of dissolved mineral and organic substances, has preserved
its structure through hundreds of millions of years. The singularities which distinguish
the ocean from any other part of the biosphere are reOected in the properties of the
ecosystems in this unique biotope.
All oceanic ecosystems are more or less interconnected by different-scaled horizontal
and vertical water circulations so that, viewed from this standpoint, they may be
regarded as a single supersystem. However, the ecosystems of different regions differ
from one another and it is the extent of their similarities and dissimilarities that determines the biological structure of the ocean (ZENKEYITCH, 1948). Hierarchism is distinctly expressed in all pelagic ecosystems from the all-oceanic one down 1O the shortlived systems of water lenses with a scale of a few tens of metres.
The basic singularities of pelagic ecosystems which determine their structure, functioning, and their distinction from the ecosystems of the ocean bottom and the land, are
associated with the singularities of their biotope-its mobility, its constant mixing, and
the immensity of its water column.
(a) Mobility of the BiolOpe
The biotope of a plankton community consists of the water masses which the community inhabits. Each water mass is characterized by deflnite temperature and salinity
(T-S curves) and other physico-chemical and biological relationships formed under
definite physico-chemical conditions and existing more or less stably in time and space.
A plankton population may also serve as a characteristic of a water mass-in fact a
most conservative one. The composition of plankton is little affected by horizontal
displacements and gradual transformation of waters; the plankton organisms adjust
themselves to gradual changes in the environment which they inhabit and to which they
are confined. Therefore, the thermal, saline, and other limits restricting the distribution
of a plankton species within a certain region are usually to be considered not as the
extreme boundaries of its range but as the boundaries of the water mass to which the
given species is confined. This applies also to groups of species (see also Volume V:
PERES, 1982).
The water masses succeed each other not only geographically but also vertically,
occupying different water layers. Their assortment from surface to bottom is termed
'structure'. This structure may vary in different climatic zones, but as a rule surface,
intermediate, deep, and bottom masses are recognized.
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The moving water generates in the ocean \',tst gyrl"S or smaller eddies with neuual
zones between them. The planetary gyres usually include surface and intermediate water
masses, but may sometimes penetrate to greater depths. Eddies attaining diameters of
hundreds of kilometers and existing sometimes for several months (KOSHLYAKOV and
MONIN, 1978) seem to play an important, although as yet little known, part in the
existence of pelagic communities.
The hydrological boundaries between water masses are not constant in time but vary
within geographical coordinates with ensuing temporal variations in the boundaries
between the communities of these water masses. Moreover, the mixing of water masses
results in the intermixing and interpenetration ofdilTerent communities and the creation
of vast transitory zones (zones of mixing) both in the horizontal and vertical direction
(see also Volume V: PERES, 1982).
The mobility of the biotope imparts to the large-scale pelagic ecosystems some fundamental peculiarities inherent only in them, which determine their structure and functioning (these have been considered in detail by MCGOWAN. 1974, and REID and
co-authors, 1978). Noteworthy among them are the following. The basic pelagic ecosystems are large in area but not numerous, as had been pointed out earlier by BOGOROV
(1970). They are confined to the main cyclonic (in cold water regions) and anticyclonic
(in the tropics) gyrals and to the system of equatorial zonal nows. Thus, according to
VORON INA (1978), the following reg'ions confined to the main large-scale gyrals may be
recognized in the open ocean: two cold water ecosystems (a Central Arctic and a Coastal
Antarctic Circumpolar), three temperate (North Atlantic, North Pacific, and Subantarctic), uve central tropical (two in the Pacific, rwo in the Atlantic, and one in the Indian

Fig. 2-1: Basic ecosystems of the oceanic pelagia!. I: equatorial; II: or anticyclonic
tropical gyrals; Ill: north subpolar; IV: subantarctic; V: antarctic; VI: arctic
ice-neritic; V I I: distant-neritic and neritic. Oblique hatching: transitory zones
between communities. Black: North Atlantic expatriation region. (Based on
information provided by BEKLEM ISHEW, 1969; modified)
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Ocean) and three equatorial (Fig. 2-1). To them must be added the (distant-neritic)
ecosystems of neutral regions and coastal (neritic) syslems.
The mixing of watns and populations at the periphery of oceanic ecosystems may be
quite intensive so that the quantity of specific (endemic) species in ecosystems of the
various taxonomic groups may be reduced to from 5 to 30% of their total number. Thus,
for instance, in the equatorial gyral the basic ranges of about .')0% of the species are
situated in the northern and southern central gyres (HEINRICH, 1975). Strictly speaking
in their pure' form these basic systems, i.e. their core, occupy a relatively small area of
the ocean (Fig. 2-2), the greater part of its aquatory consists of regions transitory
between ecosystems which, in fact, are ecotones.
The functional and structural processes and the course orthe se(lson~d development of
communities are relatively homogeneous within each system and thl'ir dissimilarities in
the ecosystem are usually smaller than between different systems. However, the dissymmetry of the main oceanic gyres, caused by the fact that their centres arc closer to
the eastern coasts of continents, results in a considerable unevenness of conditions in the
gyres, in the formation of additional, smaller stable circulations (Fig. 2-3) influencing
the functioning of pelagic ecosystems, and the distribution of plankton.
Quantitative and qualitative differences exist between ecosystems in regard to the
processes of life activity. Some of these differences are accounted for by the degree of
eutrophication of surface layers and rate of life development which, in their turn, are
determined by the ascending or descending water movement in cyclonically or anticyc10nically oriented gyres. However, the essential attribute clearly distinguishing the
I

o

80

Fig. 2-2: Cores of major oceanic communities in the Pacific Ocean. (After
MCGOWAN, 1974; reproduced by permission of the author)
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Fig. 2-3: Schematic wind-driven circulation in ocean. (After MUNK, 1950)

ecosystems is the cyclic process of production in the ecosystems of cold water regions and
the constant production process in the ecosystems of the tropics.
Evolutionarily, all basic ecosystems are old, their self-dependence being assured by
such COnstant factors as wind system, earth rotation, dimensions and general configuration of the ocean; these parameters change extremely slowly. Paleontologic.al data point
to a protracted period of immu tability in the general character of water circulation.
(b) Decoupling Between Depths of Primary Production and Depths Where a Considerable Part of Organic Matter is Consumed
A most characteristic feature of pebgic communities is the separation of the depth of
primary production from the depths where the greater pan of this production is consumed. ,\nimal populations are brought in direct contact with the phytocoenosis only in
the euphotic layer; in all other parts of the immense water column of the ocean the
animals, although subsisting on the organic matter produced at the surface, utilize it in
the form 01' lhe remains of organisms dying in the upper layers, products of their
metabolism and interzonal animals migrating to the depths.
The plankton communities 01 the producing zone include autotrophs and, therefore,
do not depend on lood supplied from outside; in this respect they are energyautonomous and may be regarded as valuable biocenoses in the sense ofOOUlI'I (1971).
The communities of deeper layers exist on the energy coming from surface layers, i.e.
they are energy-dependent (Z,\IKA, 1967; VINOGRAOOV, 1970a). Nco-formation of
organic matter by deep-sea chemosynthesizing bacteria is of local importance and plays
a purely subordinate pan in the total balance of organic matler.
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However, a constant and sometimes very intensive exchange of populations takes
place between the communities of diflcrent layers. In colel water regions, the Ilpperinterzonal phytophages CaLanus cmtatUJ and C. plumchrus in the Pacific, C. IzyperborclIs in
the Arctic, C. jinmarchicus in the North Atlantic, and C. propinquuJ, ealaT/oides acutus,
RhillcaLaT/us gigas in the Southern Ocean sink to depths 01' 1000 to 2000 m and sometimes
to 4()00 to 6000 mailer leeding in the surface 'tone (VI~O(jRADOV. 1970a). These
crustaceans account for nearly half the biomass of the total population of the meso- and
bathypelagial (750-3000 m) and are thus the most Important components both of'
surface and deep-sea communities. Viewed from this standpoint, the encrgyautonomous communities of the surface layers and the energy-dependent deep-water
communities may be regarded as parts of a single large community populating the
whole, or nearly the whole, water column of the ocean; and the whole water column
itself, with all its inhabitants, may be seen as a single ecosystem. Nevertheless, the
population of the water column is stratified, which makes it possible to diflerentiate
communities characteristic of different depths and to examine their specific features.
(c) High Rate of Matter Turnover in Communities
Terrestrial plal1ls develop powerful suppOrting systems of roots and trunks; but these
are not required by marine plants except lor marine phanerogams. The aquatic environment with its dissolved mineral and organic nutrients facilitates direct food assimilation by plants through cell membranes, thus keeping the living mass of phytoplankton in
constant turnover. The specitic annual production of phytoplankton surpasses the
specific production of land plants many times. It is apparently higher than 100 and,
according to some estimates, reaches 370 (BoCOROV, (970) as compared with less than
(). I on land (BOLlN, 1972); this amounts to a diflerence of rOll r orders of magnitude.
Characteristic or the energetic exchange in terrestrial plants is the accumulation of
energy in the lorm of carbohydrates. In plankton algae there is almost no accumulation,
the energy being expended mainly on growth. In most plankton organisms intensive
growth is achieved by a rapid succession of generations and only in a few zooplanktivorous animals by increased body size (some coelenterates, whale sharks, sunfish, etc.).
Plankton algae may produce up to eleven generations within 24 h (FINENKO. 1977). In
tropical copepods a generation lasts from 10-12 to 30 d. A most striking example of high
growth rate are salpas; their weight may increase by 10% h- I , and the numerical
abundance of populations by ),6 to 2·5 times 24 h- I (HERON, 1972).
The labile changes in lhe biomass of food organisms and or their consumers may
result in grazing Out of practically the total plant production over large areas of the
ocean, whereas in land systems, such as pasture meadows, less than a one-seventh of the
production is consumed (MACFADYEN, 1964). Due to this lability, pelagic systems
depend more on environmental conditions than terrestrial ones (STEELE, (974).
VJ:"OGRADOVand VORONINA (1979) point OUt that the high growth rate and rapid
succession of generations on the one hand and the mobility and variability of the biotope
on the other contribute to a very rapid development of pelagic ecosystems. J n the slowly
developing terrestrial communities, such as the forests with their enormous reserves of
living mass and long life cycles-which in trees may extend to over tens and hundreds of
years-many decades and centuries are needed for the community to reach a mature
state, and many years and decades arc needed for herbaceous prairie areas with shorter
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life cycles of dominant species. In pelagic plankton communities, in which generations
Oash by as in movies, the developmental period is immeasur'lbly shorter; in the tropical
regions of the ocean it lakes no more than 3 to 6 mo. During this period, species are
succeeded by others, the num bel' of species and trophic diversity increases, food chains
extend, and a series of other successional changes take place. Under favourable hydrophysical conditions (stable water stratification) the community reaches a relatively
high degree of maturity (BLACKBURN and co-authors, 1970; GUEREDRAT, 1971; VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1973; see also Volume V; PERES, 1982).
(d) Spatial-Temporal Aspect of the Existence of Pelagic Communities
The concept of the development of an ecosystem (or a community) over time, i.e. its
succession, is one of the fundamental propositions of modern ecology (Volume V: PERES,
1982). MARGALEf (1968) writes: 'succession in ecology occupies the same place as
evolution in general biology'. Succession is a process of self-organization that goes on in
any system.
Any system formed by reproduction and interaction between organisms and the
environment develops towards the creation oran entity in which the value of entropy per
unit of retained and transmitted information is reduced to a minimum. Only those
structures of a system most capable of influencing the future with least expenditure of
energy are preserved over time. In other words, the process of succession is equivalent to
the process of accumulation of information, the system tending towards a certain stationary asymptotic state (MARGALEF, 1968).
Such an in terpretation of successional changes in an ecosystem applies also to changes
occurring in developing communities of the oceanic pelagial (VINOGRADOV, 1977b),
although these communities possess some singularities of their own chat inOuence the
character of succession-in the first place, a far greater degree of 'openness' as compared wi th terrestrial systems.
The fertility of the upper productive layer is as~ured by nutrients carried via turbulent
processes into the euphotic zone from deep-water layers where their reserves exceed
,their annual expendilllre by several orders of magnitude. The intensity of this inflow, i.e.
a purely physical process, controls the productivity of pelagic ecosystems. It depends far
less on organismic activities than the productivity of terrestrial ecosystems. Furthermore, pelagic systems are, as a rule, far more heavily exploited than land systems"
Transfer of organisms from the layer of their natural habitat to depths with unfavourable living conditions, translocation by currents away from the optimal horizontal
habitat area, grazing to extinction by carnivores--all these processes are very intense in
pelagic systems and involve the overwhelming part of their plankton populations. Intensified exploitation, as pointed out by MARGALEF (1968; see also Volume IV: \[ARGALEF, 1978), hinders or preven ts the sy~tem from attain ing maturity. It is interesting
that plankton communities attain a relatively high degree of maturity only in stratified
waters with weak mixing, where the outflow of phytoplankton cells from the euphotic
layers is reduced to a minimum.
Species diversity increases with progressive maturing of the communities. Thus, the
index of informative species diversity (SHANNON'S index) of marine phyto- and zooplankton varies from I· 4 to 2· 0 in you ng systems to between 4· 5 and 5· 5 in the late stages
"Exploitation' refers to any removal of living organisms from a given system (MARGAL£EF, 1968).
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of succession (Mi\RGAI.EF, 1968; "1'1\,10:" 1:'-1, 1971; ZER:--iOVA, 1976). In terrestrial ecosystems this index varies between the same range: li'om ]·5 in the earliest stages offol'lnation (KARR, 1968) to from 3, 5 to 4- 5 in matu re systems, such as, lor instance, the tropical
rain forest (LLOYD and co-authors, 1968). MARGAI.Ef( 1968) regards the value ofSHi\N·
NON's index 4-5 to 5,5 as the limit attainable only by fully mature systems. The trophic
di\'ersity of the community increases simultaneously with species diversity (TI\10~1:\,
1971): in the early stages of sLlccession non-specified phytophages or curyphages are
most abundant, while in the late stages there is a dominance of species with more
selective lood habits, consumers of larger lood units. Rcla tively mature oceanic systems
are characterized by a high share of macrophages and longer food chains. Organizational development of the ecosystem creates a great number of econiches and semiisolated subcommunities (see also Volume V: PERES, 1982).
Another determining element of succession in the oceanic pelagial is a rapid accumulation of energy during the earlier stages of the community's development and its
gradual expenditure with increasing maturity. Naturally some energy is expended also
at the beginning and some reserves are accumulated by 'mature' communities, but at
the earlier stages the processes of energy assimilation prevail over the processes of
dissimilation, while in the later stages the processes are reversed. The decrease in energy
stored by the community with its maturation is reflected in its biomass. In the earlier
stages of development the biomass increases rapidly and concentrates in the most labile
link of the community, the phytoplankton. When the processes of destruction begin to
prevail in the community the total mass of plankton decreases, but the biomass or
individual groups may continue to accrue, the increase concerning first the phytophages,
then the small, and evenlually the larger carnivorous forms, resultin~ in a cardinal
alteration of the trophic structure of the community (see Fig. 2-20). The pattern of this
migration of biomass along the trophic chain has been clearly demonstrated in field
observations (e.g. VI1\OGKADOV and VOROt"INJ\. 1964; GUERDERi\T. 1971; TIMONIN,
1971), and in the simulation of the functioning of a community (VI:\OCRADO\' and
co-authors, 1972, 1973).
With progressing maturity not only the structural but also the functional characteris·
tics of the community arc modified. In the early stages of community development,
when the biomass of aULOtrophs is high, the lood requirements of animals are well
satisfied at all trophic le\'els, thus assuring near-maximum increment. Later the degree
of satisfaction offooel requirements decreases with concomitant increases in the stress of'
trophic relalionships between organisms ofdiOcrent trophic levels. There is also a higher
degree of balance between the production at diflerent trophic levels and its consumption
(VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1976).
Thus, with progressing development and with displacement in space with the moving
water, pelagic communities undergo substantial changes. Therefore, when comparisons
of ecosystems of'different areas of a single large region are made, possible age differences
responsible for many of the observed dissimilarities, should always be taken into
account.
(e) Long-term Variation of the Structure of Communities
In addition to regular seasonal or quasi-permanent changes pelagic communities are
subject to more prolonged or irregular but significant variability. The high vaJ'iability
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associated with (luctuations in climate, atmospheric circulation, and ensuing hydrophysical circulation changes is widely known (BJERK'-:ES, 1969; Mu\l.\ and co-authors,
19H). I t is natural that this \'ariability exerts an extremely strong innuence-usually
eXIJlicabk but not always understandable-on pelagic communities .. \5 there are no
intermediate bulfers in the pelagial between organisms and em'ironment (such as, lor
example, soil or microclimate created by plants in terrestrial communities), these eUcels
may be very sharply expressed. The (luctuations induced by them in the biomasses of
zooplankton and commercial fishes are quite comparable with, and often stronger than,
the results of human economic activities. Several examples of such fluctuations have
been examined by ZELIKMAN and KAMSHlLOV (1960), LONGHURST and co-authors
(1972), COLEBROOK (1978). (See also Volume V: PERES, 1982.)
Among such phenomena, perhaps the best known and most thoroughly studied is the
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Fig, 2A: Annual nuctuations of zooplankton biomass. (a) 0-150 layer at the
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regularly recurring EI Nino: when the warm, strongly fi'eshened equatorial waters
penetrate: [u southward along the Peruvian coast they destroy the ecosystems of the
Peruvian upwelling (see below), causing catastrophic losses lO the Peru\·ian anchovy
fishery and killing millions of coastal piscivorous birds, predatory fishes, and other animals. The phenomenon is caused by the variability of the trade-winds induced circulation
over the Pacific Ocean (BJERKNES, 1969). The multi-year l1uctuations in the int"nsity of
the Kuroshio and the penetration orits branches into theJapan Sea may cause either the
appearance of enormous shoals of Sardinops at the shores or the SO\' iet Primorye (as in
1939-1940) or their entire disappearance from these waters for several decades. Such
multi-year nuctuations in the abundance orclupeicl fishes can also be observed in other
coastal regions.
Also in the open ocean abundance, biomass, and even composition of zooplankton and
fish populations are subject to strong' long-term fluctuations. They were distinctly displayed in the multi-year plankton collections at weather station 'P' in the Pacific Ocean
(Fig. 2-4); in work with a plankton indicator in the Nonh Atlantic (COLEBROOK, 1978);
in long-term observations on plankton composition in the English Channel; and in
plankton investigations in the Barents Sea (ZELIKMr\N. 1977).
During rhe 1960s and 1970s directional changes in the structure and productivity or
ecosystems have taken place in some inner seas and coastal regions exposed to particularly strong anthropogenic activities, but these changes bear no relation to the natural
nuclUations of these ecosystems.

(I) Structural and Functiunal Pallerns of Communities
The I'unctioning of marine communities is assured by an intricate gamut of' relationships between populations that consist of' organisms evolutionally adapted (Q existence
under the conditions of the given system. A definite part is pbyed also by the morphophysiological features 01 the organisms, their genetic characteristics, oehavioural reactions, etc. Different types or relationships are formed between the componenrs or the
communities based on exchange of energy, matter, and information; but it may be
assumed that the basic relationships that integrate the community as an entity and form
the groundwork of its structure and productivity are trophic ones of the predator-prey
rype. (ELTON, 1927). That is why investigations of trophic relationships within the
community, estimates of energ)' now through a biological system, nnd its utilization by
diverse trophic groups yield the most substantial information on the I'unctioning of the
communities.
In these studies the investigator is interested not only in certain isolated parts or
properties of separate elements blil also in their tOtality and interaction. Therefore,
equal attention should be devoted to the integral (structural) features (such as, for
instance, number of species, diversity, age and size composition, spatial distribution,
abundance, and biomass) and (Q the proce;<,t:s of interaction between its components,
i.e. to its differential (functional) characteristics.
The structural characteristics- -far easier to analyse than the Cunetional ones-are
also far better known. The species strUCture of the communities and their separate taxocenes, their singularities, and the laws governing their formation, have been discussed
by scores of authors. More and more works are appearing that deal with different
aspects of the spatial structure of communities, the size structure of \'arious taxoccnes,
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etc. Intensive investigations are conducted 011 the trophic structure, not to mention
hundreds of investigations on plankton abundance and biomass.
In contrast, few research activities have been devoted to the functional characteristics
of communities, for which quantitative assessments involve great difficulties. The only
exceptions are experimental mass determination of phytoplankton production (not yet
quite satisfactory methodologically; see the reviews by RA YMONT, 1963; RYTHER, 1963;
STRICKLAND, 1972; PARSONS and TAKAHASHI, 1973; SOROKIN, 1973; LORENZEN,1976;
KOBLENTZ-MISHKE, 1977; FINENKO, 1978) and far less intensive determinations ofba,terioplankton production and destruction (reviews by SOROKIN, 1971a,b, 1973, 1977b).
Determinations (or calculations) of marine zooplankton production are less frequent
and until recently dealt mainly with populations rather than with trophic levels (reviews
by MANN, 1969; MULLIN, 1969; GREZE, 1970; BouGrs, 1974; TRANTER, 1976; SHUSHKINA, 1977).
An increasing number of researchers are studying production at the community level
(RAYMONT, 1963; RAYMONT and CARRIE, 1964; PARSONS and co-authors, 1969;
SHUSHKINA and co-authors, 1974, 1978; LEBORGNE, 1978; VINOGRADOV and
SHUSHKINA, 1978). Methods of calculation have been developed (VrNOGRADOV and
co-authors, 1976; VINOGRADOV and SHUSHKINA, 1978) based 011 experimental determinations of metabolic rate, food assimilation, and conversion of assimilated food into
growth. These parameters not only permit evaluation of the production of various
trophic groups, trophic levels, and the community as a whole, but also the degree of
satisfaction of food requirements in different trophic groups (e5 = CjC,OTU"''),* the stress of
food relationships, the degree of balance of production and consumption between elements of different trophic levels

Pj

f;J=~'

L..., ',

ecological efficiency (SLOBODKIN, 1962)

Irif
,

wY=T'
}

efficiency of food assimilation

P+R

A

"=-R-=R'
now of specific energy through the community (MARGALEF, 1968) (Pp / B u), rate of
energy utilization

K jp =

:p

2-R,

= Pp

D

,~h

and many others .
• Where C, is the value of food consumption of the i th dement of the community; 'y' thc particular ration of
ith elcment on lhejth group of'fO()(I organisms; RI, metabolic rate; P, production ofith clcment; II, assimilated food; D, destruction of thc hetcrotropic part of lhe community (D = L;.bR,); (,.-1, fOod asslmilability;
tJJ' allochthonous organic matter (detritus, DOM) assimilated by bacteria. Elements of the cQmmunity: p,
phytoplankton, b, bacteria; a, protozoans,!, non-carnivorOliS metazoans; s, prcc!;tlory zooplankton.
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Thus ii becomes possible to appraise the intensity of processes in the community
and their changes with progressing maturity. Fina1ly, net and actual productions of
communities have been calculated. Net production

,

P=P-"R=P-D
o
p
L,
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z=b

(WINBERG, 1960)-equal to

.

Pu =

I

'-p

.

P, -

I

C, U,-I

1=6

(ZALKA, 1979; SHUSHK1NA, 1977)-permits us tojudge to what extent the organic matter
(primary production), formed at a given moment, is utilized by all heterotrophic
elements of the community. Actual produnion includes the utilization by heterotrophic
elements (bacteria) not only of the newly tarmed organic matter but also of the earlier
formed (during the productive phase of community development), or brought from
outside (Pac = Pp + M - D) (VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1976, 1980; VINOGRADO\,
and SHUSHKINA, 1978). (For an example consult Volume V: PERES, 1982.)

(2) General Patterns of Quantitative Life Distribution
(a) Large-Scale Horizontal Distribution
In diITerent latitudes varying amounts of solar energy enter the ocean which is
stratified differently and whose surface waters are enriched Witll nutrients different from
those required for the development of phytoplankton. Accordingly, distribution and
intensity of the diverse abiotic and biotic factors also undergo substantial changes in a
meridional direction. Although the amount of solar energy supplied to the surface of the
ocean changes only gradually, the changes in the general pattern of life distribution are
far less monotonous, giving rise to the formation ofdistinct latitudinal biological zonality.
(See Volume V: PERES, 1982.)
Another imponant factor is the effect of coasts and coastal shallows on which depend
many fundamental singularities of water circulation and the supply of nutrients to the
euphotic layers. Thus, a circumcontinental zonality superimposes itself on the latitudinal one (ZENKEVITCH, 1948) and the actual picture presented by the natural zones
(natural oceanic regions) is the result of the interference of both these types of zonality.
The rate of photosynthesis in the sea depends primarily on light energy and concentration of mineral salts. Another necessary condition is that turbulent mixing may not carry
away too large a portion of production from the euphotic zone, i.e. that a certain
relationship be preserved between the thickness of the mixed layer and the critical
depth (see, for instance, PARSONS and LEBRASSEUR, 1968). The rate of grazing by
zooplankton may also aITect the level of phytoplankton production. j t is the combined
effect of a1l these factors that controls the level of production in oceanic regions. Since the
problem of phytoplankton production in the ocean has been discllssed in detail in
Volume IV by FINENKO (1978), we restrict ourselves here to a very briefexamination of
the factors listed above. (See also Volume V: PERES, 1982.)
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Light
Polewards of Latitude 50° to 60° total solar radiation is less than 60 kcal cm- 2 yr- I ,
but in ice-free waters, during the months with daylight, it does not limit phytoplankton
development in the surface layers. However, during the winter period, illumination
becomes a limiting factor substantially reducing the vegetation period. In iced seas,
where ice reduces the period of the light optimum, the vegetation period is still shorter.
Thus, in the Central Arctic Basin, according to USACHEV (1961) and KAWAMURA
(1967), the vegetation season lasts merely I to 1·5 mo.
In low latitudes powerful radiation inhibits photosynthesis in the uppermost water
layers and the optim um of phytoplankton development shifts to greater depths. However,
the intensity of solar radiation in itself does not limit phytoplanktOn development neither
in temperate-cold water nor in Tropical zones.

M inewt N utTltiOIl
DifIerences in phytoplankton production in various regions of temperate-cold water
and Tropical zones depend in practice on the concentration of nutrients in the layer
above the basic pycnocline, and this concentration, in turn, depends on vertical water
movement through the basic pycnocline.
In temperate and cold water (Subpolar) zones, winter convection is the major factor
assuring the inflow of nutrients into surface waters. The thickness of the water layer
involved varies between 150 and 200 m in the northern part of the Pacific Ocean, bu t
may reach 800 to 900 m and more in some regions of the North Atlantic Ocean. Of
considerable, but apparently secondary, importance in the enrichment of surface waters
are water ascents produced by hydrodynamic causes. In the tropics, on the uther hand,
quasi-permanent hydrodynamic phenomena are of primary importance in determining
the level of production in different regions. A weakly expressed winter convection is
obsen'ed only in Subtropical regions, but as it does involvc the deeper waters rich in
nutrients, it induces particularly intense phytoplankton development (SEMINA, 1966).

Strati/ieation
As already mentioned, the development of phytoplankton depends not only on light
intensity and nutrient concentration but also on a defInite thickness of the mixed layer.
This must not exceed its critical value too much because otherwise too intensive an
outflow of cells from the eutrophic zone may prevent the appearance of flares of phytoplankton abundance (SVERDRUP, 1953). Turbulent mixing plays the same role in the
development of phytoplankton as graphite moderators do in nuclear reactors: too great
an increase in their surface causes arrest of chain reactions, and their total
removal-explosion.
An analogous phenomenon is observed in winler in the middle latitudes: when the
thickness or the mixed layer is increased by low illumination and deep convection,
phytoplankton does not de\'elop; hut in spring with increased illumination (and hence
increased thickness or the euphutic layer) and the appear;ll1ce of several shallow thermoclines in the heated water, an cxplosi\'c bloom or phytoplankton occurs yielding a
mass of surplus production. The same situation plays an important role in regions of
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Tropical upwellings where intense water ascents bring the thermocline nearer to the
surface.
III .-\nt,trClic regiolls Uudging from data orVOJ./.UNINA. 1(77) the main Jactor limiting
phYlOplanklO1l cle\'e!opment even in summer is not lack in nutrients but turbulent
mixing which sweeps the cells out of the euphotic zone.

(,'ra::.ing
Another facLO!' limiling the burst of phytoplankton dnd slowing down the development is depletion by grazing (CuSHING, 1959). Recent investigations reveal that this
effe~t is observed in some middle and polar latitudes during the relatively brief period or
biological summer (V INOGJ{ADo\' and VORO:-lINA. 1979).

Ir!fluence oJ Highly Productive Ecosystems on Adjacent Regions
In some highly productive local oceanic aquatories (rrontal zones, upwelling regions)
phytoplankton production considerably exceeds the foocl requirements of herbivores.
This 'surplus' production is usually assumed to be carried away by currents rrom the
region or its lormation into oligotrophic regions, thus enriching these (e.g. BOGOROV,
1959; MARGAI.EF, 197H). Howe\'er, calculations or the total production or communities
in lhe Peruvian upweJJing show that the surplus or phytoplankton formed on the shelf is
barely sufficient to supplement the rations or the nUJl1LTOUS herbivores of abundant
offshore communities concentrated in a narrow strip of water, some 100 to 200 miles
wide (SH USHK IN/\ and co-authors, 1978; V INOGRAOOV and SHUSHKINt\, 1978). Satellite observations reveal that large eddies may be torn aWJ) from current systems in
highly productive regions. Such eddies, bearing highly productive communities, may be
carried into the ocean over hundreds of miles; in this way high concentrations ofphytoplankton may be sporadically brought into the impoverished water of the open ocean
bordering on highly productive regions.

Quantilative Dzstnbution of Phytoplankton
The combineu elleet orallthe above-mentioned factors determines the general pattern
or the distribution of ~rimary production and the biomass (abundance) of phytoplankton (Figs 2-5, 2-6). The development or phytoplankton in the World Ocean reveals
features of" laLiwdinal and circumcontinental zonality.
Insufficient illumination during the vegetation period limits phytoplankron developmeJ1l only in the waters or the Arctic system covered by close pack-ice. In the high
latitudes of the Central Arctic Basin, primary production proved to be minimal (ENGLISH,
1965) and the numerical abundance of phytoplankton did not exceed 2600 cells I-I
(Kr\WA\1uRA, 1967). Beyond the continuous pack-ice cover, abundance and production
of phytoplankton increase. The very low values of primary production recorded in
Antarctic waters (Fig. 2-5) are apparantly underestimates; they are based on data
collected during the poor seasons (EL-SAYEO, 1970, and others) and do not take into
account phytoplankton development during the biological spring (see Fig 2-6).
I n temperate-cold water subpolar ecosystems abundance and production increase,
and in some regions (mainly coastal ones) they may reach maximum values recorded in
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Fig. 2-5: Distribution of mean annual primary production (mg C m- 3 ct- I ). I: < 100; 2: 100-150;
3: 150-250; 4: 250-500; 5: >500. (Based on information provided by KOBLENTZ-MlSHKE,
1977)

Fig. 2-6: Scheme of distribution of phytoplankton (cells ,-I) average for 0-100 m
layer. I: <10 2; 2: 102 _10 3; 3: 103-10"; 4: >10 4. (Based on information provided by
VOLKOVINSKY and co-authors, 1972)
.
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the oceans: 10° cells I-I and biomass val ues of about 20 g 01 - I (Bering Sea, near Kamchatka; SEM I!'lA, 1977a; Table 2-1). I n Subantarctic waters the biomass of diatoms may
exceed 3 g m- J (HASLE, 1969).
In the vast ecosystems of Central Tropical waters confined to anticyclonic gyres,
where the pycnocline lies hclow 100 01 and the ascent of deep waters is particularly
dilllcult, phytoplankwn development is pessimal. These arc typical oligotrophic and
ultraoligotrophic regions where daily primary production average of 20 to 50 mg C m -'/
(SOROKIN, 1977) and the biomass ofwater-boltle settled phytoplankton is reduced wa
few milligrams, olien to tens and even hundreds ofa mg 01- 1 (SD1J~A, 1974).
In Equatorial regions, especially in their eastern part with intense upwelling, the rate
of phytoplankton development sharply increases due to the complex dynamic system 01"
currents and intense mixing. The process of mixing is most intensive in the coastal zones
and particularly in the zones of coastal upwellings. Here phyroplankron development
and production reach their maximum values. Thus, for instance on the shelf in the
Peruvian upwelling, values of primary production of 1·2 g C 01- 3 Or 90 kcal m -224 h- l
and a phyroplank ton biomass of 170 g m-2_in the layer of maxima I concentration of 10
gm-J-were recorded (SOROK1N, 1978b). Nearly as rich are the upwelling regions ofr
the coasts of Oregon, northwestern and southwestern Africa, Somalia, and in some
coastal temperate-cold wa tel' zones. However, further consideration of these most
interesting regions is beyond the scope of this chapter. I t must suffice to say that in
oligotrophic (Arctic and Tropical) regions the numerical abundance and biomass of
phytoplankton vary no more than 2 to IS times, as compared with 5 to 100 times in
productin: Tropical, and 500 to 5000 times in productive temperate-cold water regions
(SEMIN.\, 1977a).

Distribution of Biomass

f?/ Net

Zooplankton

The map of' zooplankton biomass distribution shown in Fig. 2-7 is based on data
obtained for temperate and high latitudes during the summer periods of the hemispheres, when the hiomass in the a to 100-01 layer is near maximal. For Tropical and
Equatorial regions all data available were used irrespective of the season they were
obtained.
As was to be expected, the pattern of zooplankton distribution follows that of phytOplankton. Some of the dissimilarities observed are accounted for by dilTerences in the
material used (location and time of collection, number of stations); the remaining dissimilarities are associated with certain peculiarities of migration, developmental cycle,
seasonal abundance, and other structural characteristics of the zoocene. (See also Volume
V: PERES, 1982).
A most striking feature of the map is the vast aquatories occupied by ecosystems of
southern Central gyrals. The symmetrical ecosystems of' nonhern Tropical gyrals are
only weakly developed in the Pacific Ocean; in the Atlantic Ocean they occupy a smaU
area in the Sargasso Sea region, and they are virtually absent in the monsoon Indian
Ocean. In the central part of anticyclonic gyres-planetary halistases-in the presence
of distinct stratification, a general slow sinking of waters takes place. The communities
here are in a high stage of maturity, and the biomass of zooplankton is very low,
averaging less than 25 or even less than 20 mg 01 -J in the upper 100-m layer.
In equatorial ecosystems, especially in the eastern parts of the oceans with more or

Table 2-1
Types of waters of the World Ocean di[Tering in phytoplankton abundance and their characteri tics
reproduced by the permission of the author)

Type

Region

Mean numb r
of cells 1-1
(x 103 )

Mean
biomass
(mg/m- 3 )

iVlax.imum
number of
cells I-I
(X 10 3)

Maximum
biomass
(mg/m 3 )

2

3

4

5

6

Central Arctic Basin
Subtropical regions
of the Pacific
Ocean

0·8

Norwegian Sea
Coast of Kamchatka
Gulf of Panama
Peruvian upwelling

40
35
212

Oligotrophic
High latilUdeLow latitudes

0-1

'2-6

0·5-1

1·0

10

Eutrophic
MIddle latitudes
Low latitudes

Nolt" -

indicate no value available.

120
1000

>1000
500-1500

216
1290
+640

1650
20000
> 10000
1500-10000

V

(
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Fig. 2-7: Distribution ornet zooplanklOn biomass (mg m- 3) in the upper 100 m layer of the
ocean. I: <25; 2: 25-50; ~: 50-100; +: 100-200; 5: 200-500; 6: >500. (Based on
information provided by I:klGORO\' and co-authors, 1968)

less developed upwelling, the zooplankton biomass is higher than in ecosystems of
Tropical gyrals, usually exceeding 50 to 100 mg m- J . The biomass is particularly high in
eastern oceanic ecosystems along the coastal currents, associated with upwellings off the
coasts or America, Africa, and Java. Here, zooplank ton biomass often attains 200 LO 500
mg m- 3 and may reach gigantic values of several or even tens org m-.I.
In the northern hemisphere the ecosystems of Pacific and Atlantic Subarctic gyrals
yield about equal biomasses of zooplankton measured in hundreds of mg or e\'en in g
m- I in the 0 to 100-m layer during the summer maximum,
The exosystems of the Subantarctic present a single formation associated with the
western e1rift current. Plankton development is not simultaneous over the entire region;
seasonal process follow a north-to-south trend with maximum concentrations of zooplankton species alternating in the surface layer. Owing to this trend, at each moment the
standing crop of plankton in the Subantarctic proves to be lower than in the Subarctic
(100-200 mg rn 'J) although LOtal zooplanklOn production is probably rather similar in
both regions.
Finally, the ice-neritic ecosystems of the Central Polar Basin and ncar-Antarctic
waterS 01' the Eastern Winds Current are poor in plankton.

A'1acroplanktoll and Nekton Distribution
The data available do not permit construction of a map showing the distribulion 01'
these groups of pelagic anil1l;tls. P.-\RI:\' and NESIS (1977) who e1evoted special attention
to the peculiarities of' quantitati' ': distribution believe that distributional aspects are
also governed by latitudinal and circulTIcontinental zonation and that 'high indices 01'
abundance are observed only in those regions of the ocean where zooplankton is abundant' (p. 77). The greatest concentrations of macroplankton and nekton are characteristic of temperate cold water: boreal and subantarctic ecosystems and for the Eq u,ttorial
zone of the oceans. I t seems, however, that the' highest biomass
cephalopod molluscs

or
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and (ish is confined w the neritic oceanic zolle transitory between neritic and oceanic
regions and situated O\'er the marginal pans of the shelf and immediately beyond thtm'
(p. 77). Such concentrations are most characteristic of the peripheral areas of the zones
of coastal upwellings. Apparently they exist by exploiting the highly productive communities of the shelf upwelling which have much production surplus (SHuSHKJ0i.\ and
co-authors, 1978).
Concentrations of macroplankton and nekton are characteristic also of the zone 01' the
North Polar Front and the southern Subtropical Convergence. In Equatorial latitudes
(PARIN and NESIS, 1977) they are most abundant in the eastern parts of the oceans and
in the regions of local upwellings of the American Mediterranean and the Australiasian
Seas.

(b) Vertical Distribution
Increasing water depth and changing environmental conditions cause changes in (i)
species composition of the population, (ii) morphological, physiological and biochemical
singularities of organisms, (iii) organismic abundance and biomass, and (i\') struclllral
and functional characterictics of communities.
The vertical distribution of zooplankton is l~lr less inl1uenced by the distribution of
water masses than the horizontal one, and the pattern of \'ertical plankton distribution
cannot be explained only by changes in waleI' masses (e,g. BANSE, 1964; PAXTON, 1967;
VI:\OGRADO\', I 96H, 1970a, 1972), As layers with different thermohaline characleristics
are often very thin and many plankton animals are capable of vertical migration, they
may quickly mo\'e from one water mass to another, sometimes even passing through
water layers wilh high density gradients or from gradient layers to homothermal ones
(e.g. VI..:cETIC, 1961; VI:-\OGR.·\J)O\· 1956,197+; \'J:\OGR\DO\' and SHl;SHKI:\.\, 1980).
More than that: vertical migrations through layers occupied by different water masses
involve a considerable pan of the population inhabiting walers of the same structure,
They are evolutionally fixed and convey to the migratory species a number of biological
advantages (VI:\OGRADO\', 1968).
Of particular importance to communities of the oceanic pelagial is lheir small-scale
variability. The vertical plankton distribulion proves to bc extremely une\'en, limning
narrow (down to 1-5 m thick) quasi-stalionary layers with increased or lowercd concentrations of" community components; their structural and fllllctional characteristics
differ from lhe average situalion (e.g. SOROKI:\. 195Y; VI:\OGR,\[)O\' and co-authors,
1970,1977; LONGHURST, 1976; TIMONIN, 1976; VINOCRADO\' and SHl:SI-IKI:\t\, 1976),
The formation of such layers depends to a considerable measure on the non-uniform
hydrological microstructure of the upper oceanic walers (STO.\I:>'IEI. alld FEDORO\',
1967; FWOROV, 1976 (see also Volume V: PERES, IY82).
The prrsence of layers or above-average concentrations of plankton 1:.Icilitales lhe
existence of communities in oligolrophic regions or lhe oceall. If' the same numher or
organisms werc t'\'enly distribuled through the waleI' column, lhe clleq,"'y required I)\, lhe
consumers for search of lood would exceed lhe amounl of energy ohtained through
consumption. In layer; with abundance maxima not only is lilt' concentralion of plankton abo\'e average but also its palehiness is obs('\"vecl more orten thall beyond lhese
layers. This has been well illustrated by repealed soundings or lhe bioluminescenl fidel
(GITEI.ZOi\. and co-authors 1971; Fig. ~-H).
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Fig.2-B: Vertical distribution ol"biolumin<.:scent field intensity according LO data
of continuous soundings from a drifting ship. The patchiness within the layt'!" of
bioluminescence maximul11 extends Irom 50 to 30n 111. (Based on information
pl"O\'ided by LEVl'i and co-authors, 1975)

Also in the horizontal plane such aggregations (patchiness) of plankton are formed.
Their size may vary from some hundreds of" centimetres to hundreds of metres or
kilometres. The causes of their [ormation, their distribution, and their role in the existence of communities have been il1\"Cstigated in detail by many authors (e.g. CUSH lNG,
1962; STEELE, 1976; WROBLE\\'SKI and 0' BRI E1\", 1976). Recent investigation:; on these
problems are considered in a volume of collected papers edited by STEELE (1977).
(c) Surface and Deep Zones
Continuous shifting of plankton, its concentration variations with depth (depending
on season and time of the day) and changes in habitat depth ot'difTerent life-cycle stages
prevent the plankton population from being strictly confined to a definite water layer.
However, there can be no doubt that the ocean is naturally divided into a producing
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surface zone and a consuming deep-water zone (e.g. BOGORO,", 1948; BRUuN, 1956;
VINOGRAOOV, 1968).
Photosynthe~is takes place only in the euphotic zone of the ocean. The lower boundary of this zone is usually set at the depth of the compensation point, i.e. the depth at
which the accumulation of organic matter produced by photosynthesis during daylighl
is equal to its loss due to respiration during a 24-h period. Owing to turbulent mixing,
the lower boundary of the layer populated by living phYloplankton usually does not
coincide with the boundary of the euphotic zone, but the cells sinking beyond the
euphotic zone may be carried back again without losing their photosynthetic capacity.
Of vital importance to phytoplanktOn is the maimenance of a definite relationship
between the depth orthe euphotic zone and the thickness of the upper mixed layer. This
layer, with its lower boundary formed by the basic pycnocline, is the biotope of the
phytocene (e.g. SEMINA, 1966). The depth of the upper boundary of the pycnocline is
rather variable, ranging from a few metres in coastal areas or upwelling regions to 120 to
180 m in the tropical halistases of the oceans.
The vertical distribution of phytoplanktOn within the biotope is virtually ne\'er
uniform, influenced as it is by the interaclion ofa whole complex offactor~: illumination,
nutrient concentratioll, slability of water layers (turbulence), density gradient in lhe
ba~ic pycnocline, presence ofseasonal pycnoclines, maturity of the communily, elC. (e.g.
SVERDRUP, 1953; SOROKIN, 1959; SEMINA, 1966, 1977b; KAWAMURA, 1967; PARSONS
and LEBRASSEUR, 1968). Generally, the thickness of the layer of maximum phytoplankton concentrations (trophic layer, according to NAUlvlANN, 1931) corresponds to the
mean depth of the basic pycnocline. In regions where water stratilication is subjecl to
seasonal changes, the trophogenic layer is usually bounded by the depth of seasonal
pycnoclines (SEMI'M, 1977b).
The animal population of the surface zone consists of permanent residents (epiplankton) and animals that ascend to it during certain seasons for feeding purposes at certain
stages of their life cycle or at certain times of a 24-h period. Such active, regular
migrations of many animal species are an essential feature of plankton distribution in
this zone.
The consuming deep-water zone is virtually unaffected by seasonal changes. It
includes the intermediate, deep, and bottom waters or the lower part of the thermosphere, all the waters of the psychrosphere, and still deeper layers. Some of the species
feeding primarily in the surface zone stay the rest of the time in deep waters (interzonal
plank lon), rhus contribul ing to the transpon of organ ic matter from surface~ to depLhs.
Olher species never lea\'e the deep waters (deep-sea plankton); lheir connection with
surface species is realized through intermediate links of the food chain or is restricted to
their feeding on sinking organic remains. 'fhe populalions of both venical zones are
connected by close topic and trophic relations; a continuous, rather intensive population
exchange prevails, uniting the communities of surface and deep waLeI' layers.

(d) Differences in Surface Planklon Distribution in Cold-Temperate and
Tropical Regions

.\-fiddle and H(gh

Lalilude~

In middle and high latitudes, the basic pycnocline often occurs at depths of about 100
m and more. Accordillg' to Sl::\ll.'i. \ (1977 b) in edrly spring', prior lO the beginning of
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Fig. 2-9: Vertic... I phytoplankton di~lribution in the ~ubarclic region orthe
Pacific Ocean. I: early spring; II: latc autumn; Ill: summer. Right
columns: phytoplanklon distribution; lerl column~: water sliJbility; black:
permanent picllocline; venical hatching: Se,I$IHlal picnocline; arrow:
dcplb 01 compensatory point. (Based on inlormation pro\'ided by
SH.tl~A, 19H)

slratilication, phytoplankton is relatively evenly dislributed in Ihe bioLOpe. BUI very
soon) with the appearance of seasonal discontinuiLY layers, its concentration in the
surface layers sharply increases. The drive 10 utilize most f'ully the basic food resources of'
Lhe surface layers, the phytoplankton) causes herbivorous zooplankters to concentrate in
the ncar-surl~lce water layer during the spring-summer period. There animal populations I:Hlen on the \'crnal bloom OrphYlOplanklOrJ and most orits dominant species reach
their maximum annual biomass.
In sumtllt:r tilt' scasonal thennoclinc shifts to greater depths causing a corresponding
increase in the thickness of the trophogenic layer. The venical dislribution of phylOplankton is very une\'en, lIsually with a maximum in the discontinuiLY layer (fig. 2-9).
Tile bulk or tbe phytophagous animal populations now also occupies a larger water
column and ils dominant species with similar food spectra uegin 10 alternate in imporlance at dillpJ'ent depths (VI."l()(;R:\OO\·, 19:16).
In autumn with lhe destruction or seasonal pycnoclines, phYLoplankton distrihution
becollles morc uniklrm. With the beginning oj' homothermy, the entire surface wne
(clown to 150-200 rn) in some regions to greater depths) and wid1 the decrease in solar
radiation, the thickness or the mixed layer increases with a concomitant sharp reduction
in phytoplankton. Since living conditions in the surface zone are no longer favourable to
zooplankters their epipelagie populations decrease in abundance and interzonal species
shift to deeper layers.
L' nstablr venical SinH ifie<ltion and long periocls of corn plete homot henny apparen tly
preclude' the [ormation oJ'groups or zooplankton species confined to delinite layers orthe
surface zone.

I.ower Latiludes
Within the biotope ol'the phylOcclle, i.e. abO\'e the hasic pycnocline, concentrations of
phytoplanktoll may occur at allY depth depending on the relationship between the depth
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oC the compensation point and the depth of the basic Pycll,-,c1ine. Depth and position
of phytoplankton maxima change with the succession of communities, Atthe early stages
oCsllccession, phytoplankton concentrations are confined to the wide surface layer; later,
wilh the impoverishment of water, a characteristic two-maxima structure is {armed,
with an upper maximum in the layer of optimum illumination-supported mainly by
excretion of nutrient salts within the community-and a lower maximum above the
pycnocline-supported by an inOow of nutrients through the pycnocline and the
minimum of illumination required for the existence of phYlOplankton. In the mature
communities of oligotrophic halistases often only the lower maximum is retained
(SOROK IN, 1959).
Owing to the absence of marked variations in annual stratification, an assortment of
relatively isolated niches is created in the different layers of the surface zone that favour
the formation of animal groups confined to definite (sometimes very narrow) layers and,
among them, an intensive development of neuston organisms.
The relati\'e!y unilorm development of phytoplankton all year round, a higher annual
stability of ecosystems than in cold-water regions, and constant hydrological conditions
assure a more or less uniform circum-annual vertical distribution oCzooplankton. Since
there are no unfa\'ourable periods, the plankton animals are not forced to leave the
surface layers, so that seasonal migrations are eithcr absent or only weakly expressed,
and upper-interzonal species play no important role.
However, lack or small upper-interzonal mass species-the staple rood of mid-depth
macroplankton in Subpolar regions-forces most of the tropical mid-depth zooplankton
species to ascend regularly to the surrace zone. That is why the lower-interzonal species,
mostly macroplankters, playa more important role in the communities of low latitudes
lhan in the productive regions of high latitudes,
It must be noted that the interzonal species of cold water regions are distributed along
a very extensive vertical range. A large part of their population inhabits depths down
2000 to 3000 m. I n the Tropical zone, upper-interzonal species do not descend to such
depths, only single individuals are encountered below 1000 m, This difference betwcen
cold water and Tropical regions seems to be accounted 1'01' by the fact thar in the former
seasonal migrations pre\'ail, while in the tropics far shorter diurnal migrations are
performed. Also, the efTect of thermal stratification is important. In cold water regions,
occupied by waters with Polar and Suhpolar structures, temperature differences between surface and deep layers are reIClti\'c1y small- considerably smaller than seasonal
temperature fluctuations in the surface layers, Therelnre, thcre are no temperature
uarriers that could prevent interzonct! species feeding and developing at the surface from
sinking 10 greater depths at some stages of their life cycles. In contrast, in Tropical waters
surface tcmperatures m~IY diller from those of deep layers by as much as 20 ° to 25 °C.

(e)

QU~lntjlali\'c

PlanKton Distriuution in the \Vhole Water Column

,\1 icro::.ooplankloll (!'rolo::.oaj
:\0 reliable concept has emerged yet regarding- thc \'ertical distribution of unicrllular
heterotrophs, Proper quantitClti\'C evaluation has ucen hiJldncd by methodological (lif~
licuhies. Representative data can bc obtained only by analysing living matcrial, out no
sullieiently reliable and precise methods are as yet avail<lhle, nOI even for assc'ssing thc
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microplankton or surhlCe la ycrs (DODSO.'\ and TH()\!.\S, 196-1; Ho 1.\'1- H.\:\SE:'J alld
co-authors, 1970; TL\!i\i\TSE\··\ and SOlI.OKI:\, 1975).
Observations carried out in the .'vledilerrallean Sea, at the weslrrll coasls uf i\li'ie'l,
and ill the northwestern pal'! or the Indian Ocean ha\'c shown lh,tt deep water;; down [()
the 1000- to 3000-m layer are rich in unicellular heterotrophs-cocroliths and dinoIlagcllates (LECAL, 1952; BER:\ARD and LECAL, 1960; BER:\:\KlJ, 1961, 196:3). Their
abundance varies considerably from :300 thousand to 28 million cells per one multicellular animal (BERJ\ARD, I958y' However, repeated investigations in the Mediterranean
Sea yielded 50 to 200 times lower values lor dilTerent depths than obtained by BER"iARlJ
(GREZE, 1963). Heterotrophs were also far less numerous in the coJlection orR. v. Vityaz.
in the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
Another mass group of unicellular organisms is that of olive-green cells (see also
Volume V: PERES, 1982; pp. 40-41) which apparently may be flagellates (FOURi\IER,
1970). Thesc cells, according to many authors (e.g, HASLE, 1959; H:\\IILTO:\' and coauthors, 196H; \rl~~I.:\IKO\", 1975), occur mainly below the euphotic zone with a maximum of 500 to 1000 m; here their numbers may reach 100 lO 200 thousand crlJs 1-'.
Farther down they are less abundilnt, but even at depths 01":)000 to -1-000 m they usually
remain abovc 25 to 50 thousand cells I I. These cells were disco\'ered in great qtwntitics
in the guts ofdeep-sea isopods (M£:'\iz I.ES, 1962), some prawns (W HEELER, 1970), tun icates
(FOt R"iIER, 1970), and copepods (FOl'W\lER, 1973; HAfwl.,\c;, 197-1-). Surprising- is the
lack of correlation between the \'ertical distribution 01" unicellular hettTotrophs ,Inc! net
zooplankton which miglH ked on them, L"nexpeCled also is the taCt thai rite dominant
mass of mesoplanklOn at depths of 1000 10 3000 m consists of carnivorous forms rather
than of consumers of unicellular heterotrophs. The quantitative distribution 01" unicellular heterotrophs in the ('[Hire water column orthe ocean and its changes with depth
require;; further ;;pecial and thorough investigation.

Nel Plank/on (.HeJoplanklon)

or

The biomass
Ilet plankton in the det:p layers or the ocean is directly deIJencknt on
its biomass (production) in the surl~lce zone. The relationship uetwern the abundance or
plankton in the upper (0-500 m) and deeper (500--1-000 m) layns remains \'inually
constant 0\'1"1' the whole aqualOry 01" the ocean: two-thirds or 65% in {hr upper 500-m
layer or the tOlal amount in the 0 10 -I-OOO-m layer. This rl."lationship is disturbed onJy in
areas with an inflow or deep waters Ii'om neighbouring regions substantially diflerent in
their produCli\'ity or surlacl." plankton. II' these regions arc more productive in surl~lcr
plank lOn, [he amount 01" deep-sea (500-+000 m) plankton increases, possibly rcaching70% or the Iota I mass in the 0 to ,WOO-Ill column; il" the reg-ions are les;; prOdUCli\c, thr
percentage decreases.
The changes in tOlal biomass or zooplankton with depth (Tables 2-2 and 2-:)) arc
rather monotypic: in drpths O\'er !'lOO to 1000 m, both in the tropics and in temperatecold water regions, thcy are governed by the exponential dependence)1 = ae-"; where)'
= biomass of plankton; x = depth; a = a coefficient showing the influence of" the
quantity of biomass in the overlying layers; and k = a coefficient of {he rate 01" decrease
in biomass with depth (VI.\.;OGRADO\·, 1958, 1960, 1968; JOH~STO~, 1962; BA~SE,
196-1-). Dependillg 011 the changes in biomass in the surface layers, the corlliciellt II may
vary considerably, while k remains \'irlually constant dilkring only in the temperate cold
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Table '2-'2
Mean biomass (mg rn- l ) of meso- and macroplanklon in the mesotrophic equatorial (I '20 :\ to
12° S) and oligotrophic Iropical (10° N to 12° S and 1'2° S LO ·lOo S) regions of dIe Pacillc and
Indian Oceans. An:rage of ]2 series of hauls wilh BR nets (:\Iler \'):\OGfUlX)\', 1977a;
reproduced by permission 01" thc aUlhor)
Macroplankton

Mesoplankton

Depth (m)

0-50
50-100
100-200
200-500
500-1000
1000-2000
20(){)--1000

12°1\-12°S

% of total
zooplanklon
biomass

40° N-12° N
12° S-·Wo S

% of total
LOoplankton
biomass

3

4

5

6

7

27-6
25·9
14-1
6·1:1
4·1:1
1·8
0·+0

0
1.')·2
0·3
2-2
2·7
5·9
0·02

0

0
0
0
0·8
1·6

0
0
0
10·5
25-0
14·3
0

12°N-12°S

0
40 N-12°1\
12° S-+Oo S

2
63·5
52·3
18-8
7·8
.5·2
1·2
0·23

n5
1·6
22-0
34·2
1:13,(
8'0

O-:~

0

Table 2-3
Mean biomass (lllg 111-.1) of meso- anel macroplanklon in the nonhwestern part of Ihe Pacific
Ocean. Average of 9 series of hauls wilh BR nets· (Aller \'I:'oiOGRADO\" 1977b; )'cproduceel by
permission of'lhe aUlhor)

Depth (111)
0-50
50-100
100-200
200-300
300-500
500-750
750-1000
1000-1500
1500-2000
200(J-2500
2.100-3000
:iOOO-4000
-1000-5000
5000-6000
6000-7000
7000-8000

Mesoplanklon
biomass
626 ±
109 ±
108 ±
272 ±
234 ±
103 ±
51 ±
27 ±
19 ±
17 ±
.1·0 ±
',6 ±
(J·gl ±
0·86 ±

60
34
I:l
51
IY
15
10·5
2-1
1·/
2'H
0·1:1
0·17
0·08
0·05
0·6U ± 0·040'32

MacropJankton
biomass

MaeroplankLOn (% ollOwl
zooplanklOn biomass)

0
0
0

(J

0
0

{o. ::l

o· 1'2

{:H

+2

{ I·:i

5·3

{ 1·3

10·6

0·11
0-03
0
0
0

• Slalions of R. V. r'ilylJ" occupied in SuOlmcr 1966 in lhe Kllril-Kamrh:llka Trench.

6·9

:1·3
0
()

0
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walcr and Tropical regions where the decrease in nH'soplankLOll with depth is less
intensi\'e (Fig. 2-10). Thlls, lor instance, in the Kuril-KClll1chatka Trench y =
56'2e-"'~x,o-\ in the Kermadek Trenchy = 7· 75c-"';XIlI-\ in the Marian,! Trench y =
1·82e-H,~xlo-". and ill the Bougain\'ilk Trcnchy = 5'7+e-H'~~IO \ Hnc [y] = mg m-.I,
[x] = rn. However, a morc detailed analysis of changes in biomass with depth shows
that the decrease is actually nut so uniform and that there arc layers with higher and
lower gradients. 111 the mesoplankton distribution of the Kuril-Kamchatka Trench
Fig. ~-ll) three distinct inlcJ"\',l!s may be distinguished (Fig. 2-12). The first interval
~ncompasses the layer extending from the surface to 500 to 750 m; it is occupied by
surface waters and by cold-intermediate and thc upper part or warm-intermediate waters. Here plankton distribution is very uneven and subject to cardinal seasonal changes.
However, generally the biomdss in this interval amounts to hundreds ofmg III I. This is
the surface type of plankton distribution.
mg m"
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cal distribution of net zooplankton biomass (mg m - J), in
J:ig. 2-10: Vertical
c1increnl regions, I: Mariana Trench; 2: Bougainville Trench; :):
Kermadee Trench; +: Kuril-Kamchalka Trench, May 1953. (Aller
VINOURAIJOV, 1968; reproduced by permission of the author)
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mg mO'

0,01

0.1

1,0

10

100

1000

0"--

1000

2000

3000

-E

4000

a.

5000

.c;

Q)

0

6000

7000

8000

9000

Fig. :2-11: \'ertical distribution or net zooplankton
biomass (mg m- J ) in the Kuril-Kamchatka region
of lhe Pacific Ocean (averages or 9 stations in
rractioned sampling layers; July-August, 1966),
(Arter \'I~OGRt\DO\', 19701>; reproduced by
permission or the author)

The range 1000 to :2500 III corresponds to the mid-deplh type. Here the biomass
slowly diminishes by aboul hall' and amounts lO lens 01' mg m-I,
The third and largest inlen'al Wilh an abyssal lype or plankton dislribution extends
lhrough lhe entire water column uclow 3000 m. Here lhe biomass is reduced to a few mg
or tens ormg m- I and changes no mor(' than by about ten times O\Tr lh(' immense rallgc
Ii-om 2000 to 9000 m. Changes arc tal' marc rapid ill the 500 to 1000 and 2500 to :3000 m
inlet'\'als, approximaling ten limes in each case.
The surface lype or distribu lion is characterislic ol'changes in lhe quan tily orplanklOn
in the productive surr,\Ce zone and the underlying-layers inhabited mainly by inlerzonal
species reeding in lhe surf~lce zone. The mid-depth (bathyal) lype is characteristic or lhe
intermediate layers where the quantily or interzonal animals diminishes but is still
relati\'ely high, and where aULOchthonous carrti\'OITS, botll n1eso- and rnacroplanktlm,
arc dominanl. Tltt, abyssal type is characteristic or waters POOITSI in plankton. HCI'C'
f'uryphagous-detriwplJagoLis specif's dominate. TIle role pla\'<:'d hy carrti\'orous species

..
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I
Z
~lOOo,

o

- 0.5

05

1·0

1.5

Surface tyPe of plankton distribution

Abyssal type of
plonkton dislribulion

f

~
>::

5 .0

a.

OJ

Cl

6.0
7 .0
B.O

Fig. 2-12: Decrcase of zooplankton biomass as a function of
water depth in the Kuril-Kamchatka region of lhe Pacific
Ocean (averages of 9 stations; July-August, 1966). M:
distance (m) between tht" centres of adjacent sampled
lay(~rs; b l : biomass in the overlying sampled layer; b z:
biomass ill the undcrlying sampled layer. (After
VINOGRADOV, I 977a; reproduced by permission of the
author)

is insignificant and comes to naUi{hl with lI1CJ'e-asing depth. These species \'inually
disappear I'rom the plankton when its concentration drops hclow 0·5 to 0·25 mg m- i .
The biomass distribution in the Tropical ZOIle' more or less distinctly re\'eals the same
intervals with surface, rnid-dq>th, and abyssal types ol'distribution. However, the b0l1l1daries usually lie in sOl1lewhat dillcrelH depths than in boreal regions. The surface type
of distribution is succeeded by the mid-depth type in the 100- to 200-m layer, and the
mid-depth type- by the abyssal in the 1500- to 2500-m layer. These differences are
accounted {or by the predominance of'upper-interzonal species in the surtaee plankton of
Subpolar region~. A considerable part ol'the populations inhabit also the waters beneath
the surface zone. In the tropics, on the contrary, upper-interzonal species play an
insign ificant role. In Su bpolar regions a considerable mass 01' illlerzonal species perform
large-scale seasonal mi~rations with ranges up to 2000 to 2500 m, while in the Tropical
regions diurnal migrations prevail with a far lesser depth range. Therelore, in Subpolar
re~ions the mid-depth type or distribution-associated with the presence of great quantities of migrants ['rom the surlice zone-extends into iiI' weater depths than in the
tropics.
The uneven (stepwise) change in the rdte or decrease 01' mesoplankton l>iomass with
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depth has.a definite biological significance and is accounted for by the zonal sequence of
trofJltic relationships in the pelagic communities (see below).
Maaoplankton
Suustantial diOerences are observed between the vertical distributions of macro plankton and net mesoplankton. Macroplankters perform diurnal and onlOgenetic vertical
mig-rations of great amplitude and intensity which produce significant daily chang"s in
the depths of their concentrations.
Ouservations with echo-sounders on deep-scattering layers, hauls with large-meshed
horizontally towed nets UESPERSEN, 1935; LEAvITr, 1938), deep-sea trawlings in the
pelagial (LEGAND and co-authors, 1972; VINOGRADOV and PARIN, 1973; PARIN, 1975)
and, linally, observations from the bathysphere (BEEBE, 1934) and bathyscaphes (BERNARD, 1958; PERES, 1958a,b; DIETZ, 1962; BARHAM, 1963) allow the conclusion that
mesoplankton organisms form relatively narrow vertical concentrations. Investigations
on the vertical distribution of macroplankton have shown that its basic taxonomic
groups are very unevenly distributed along the vertical (PARIN and co-auohors, 1977).
Collections taken in different regions of the ocean UESPERSEN, 1935; LEAVITT, 1938;
VL\iOGRADOV and PARIN, 1973; PARIN. 1975) confirm evidence of the variability of
general vertical distribution. Thus, in the Equatorial regions of the Pacific Ocean,
according to collections with the lsaaks-Kidd midwater trawl the maximum of macroplankton biomass (5"5 mg m- 3 ) during the day occurs in depths from 1-50 to 950 m.
During the night the depth distribution becomes more even. But deeper down
(950-1200 m) the quantity of macro plankton noticeably diminishes to about 2 mg m- 3
and here no diurnal biomass \·ariations prevail. In other regions at mid-depths (from
SOO to 1.500-2000m) no distinct pattern was discovered in the rate of macroplankton
decrease wilh depth. Howcyer, below 1800 to 2000 m its quantity was always very low.
Ecologically, it is very important to assess, even if approximately, the role of macroplankton in the total mass of plankton, at different depths and in different regions of the
ocean. Tables 2-2 and 2-3 (p. 680) list the mean quantities of meso- and macroplankton * in
the Tropical (40° N-12° Nand 12° S-40° S) and Equatorial (12° N-12° S) regions of
the Pacific and Indian Oceans, obtained from vertical hauls with largt' closing plankton
nets of the BR 113/140 type. I n oligotrophic Tropici:d regions the maximum of macroplankton biomass lies in the 500 to 10Q-m layer. In lesser and greater depths
(200-500 m and 1000-2000 m) its quantity decreases. However, it is generally not so
high in the 500 to 1000 m layer not more than one-third of the total mesoplankton
biomass and one-quarter of the total plankton. A di(]erent picture exists in the productive Equatorial region. In the 200- to 500-m layer the macroplankton biomass accounts
for nearly 30% of the biomass of mesoplankton, increasing to 52% in the 500- La 1000-m
layer and in the 1000- to 2000-m layer it is live times that of the mesoplankton. Here
larger animals prevail more than in the 500- (Q 1000-m layer, their main concentrations
being conlined to depths of 1000- to 1500 m.
Thus, O\·er the entire aquatol)l orthe Tropical ocean the depths of 500- to 2000 III are
inhabiLcd by many large carnivorous animals (prawns, fishes, cephalopods). Their concentrations lann a kind ofli\·ing filter, or 'live net" as termed by BARHi\\1 (1963), which
• :Vlacroplanklon compri,es animals more lhan 3 em long.
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extellds heneath the productivc zOlle of the OCean and consumes a considerable pan or
organic mallcr of animal ori~in sinking I'rom the surface layers, Ov.'ing to this filter only
very small amounts of lood reach the deqJcr water layers which IJrO\'t to be the poon'st
in plankton, In Tropical regions where diurn;d migrations pre\'ail with a ran~(' or no
morl" than 500 to HOO Ill, the filter of cal'lli\'orous macroplankLOn is concentrated and
pressed to the lower boundaries of the producing layers, In the filter itself migratory
forms play an important role,
J n low-productivity regions the layer 01" coneentral ions of carnivorous macroplanktoll
is rclati\'dy narrow and the biomass not ,Ibundant, while in the prodLlcti\T regions, such
as the EC]uatorial Olles, this layer is extremely thick and encompasses a large water
column,
In the producti\'e Subpolar regions the main mass of upper-interzonal mesoplankton
species perform seasonal ontogenetic migrations of immense amplitude, ~ot only in
winter but also in summer a considerable part of their populations is dispersed in tht'
deep w"tns where it m<ty sen'e as lood resen'e lor the det'p-sea plankton, Hne the main
consumers of the upper interzonal species (mostly copepods) sinking to the deep layers
are non-migratory deep-sea mesoplankton predators, including e~pecially the lar~c
mesopl" n kton chaerogna t h (h'/lkrohTlia fow!eri) ,
But the relative quantity of macroplankron, especictlly or prawns and small lishes, is
smaller in mid-depths of Subpolar regions than in Tropical regions and more evenly
distributed over a wide range 01' depths down to 3000- to ..WOO m,
Both in Subpolar and in Tropical regions the main conccntrations or macroplanklOn
an: generally conlined to layers characteriZt'rl by a mid-depth type or mesoplankLOn
c1i~tribution. However, in the tropics the share or carni\'orous mclcroplankters in the
total pelagic population
these byers is noticeably higher than in Subpolar regions
(compare Tables 2-'2 and 2-:1); this indicates that a relatively greater ponion or mesop]'1l1ktcrs is consumed by macroplankters in the Tropical zone. It is probably this !;\ctor
that ,lccounts for the higher rate or decrease in mesoplanktoll biomas~ with depth in the

or

Tropical regiolls of the ocean (p, 681).
Probably, mid-depth concentrations arc form cd not only by carni\OrOIIS m'lcroplank(ers but also by large nekton lorms that Ired 011 them. Hence, commericd <,ggrcgations
01 mid-depth fishes may occur in the intermerliate water layers, In the linal ;Inalysis,
these fishes subsist on organic maller fanned in the producing zone; sincr their Iile cycles
arr signiticantly longer than the lil(' cycles of the preceding links or tl1(' lood chain, tlll'~
may yield a relatively greater total biomass,

Bio!op,lca! LOTlalify oj the Fe/agio!
The irregular changes in the faunistic composition or plankton with increasing depth,
the presence of layers with particularly sharp faunal changes caused both by physical
and biological factors, the existence of' zones with faunas possessing some eomnlon
morphological features, the changes with depth of'dominant trophic groups, and other
ecological ~ingularities or pelagic populations-all these fllctorsjustiJ).' the di\'ision of the
pelagial into biological zones inhabited by specillc communities (sec Volullle \': PEI{E:-.,
1982).
Since the close of the past century many authors ha\'r suggested scores of schrlllcs
relating to dilTcrent regions of the ocean or dilkrent groups of anim;ds, These schemes
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ha\'e been thoroughly examined (V"I:\OGRADO\''\ and co-authors, 1959) and laune! to 1)('
rather similar, which once more confirms the existence uf genend laws govel'l1ing tlte
venical distribution of the pelagic tauna. Tht> diflerences between these schemes consist
mainly in the placing of the boundaries of \'ertical zones and in a greater or lesser
fractionation of some of these zones.
By studying the distribution of diverse taxonomic groups in diflerent regions of' the
ocean and by generalizing earlier schemes it became possible to de\·ise a schenlf' of'
vertical plankton zonality for the whole vVorld Ocean. This has been achievcd hy
HEDGPETH (1957) and later by members of the biologicallaborawrics of the I nstitute of
Oceanology (BELYAE\' and co-authors, 1959).
The scheme of the \'ertical zonality of the pelagic fauna, hased on all contemporary
data, Illay be presented in the following form (Vl:\OGRALlO\', 1968):
Surface zone or
Epipelagial

0-100 (200) m
Transitory layer or
Mesopelagial

100 (200)-750 (1000) m
Deep-sea zone
below 750 (1000) m

Upper Subzone or
Bathypelagial

750 (1000)-2500 (3500) m
Lower subzone or
Abyssopelagial
below :2500 (3500) rn

Oceanic
depth

2500

(~500)-6000 In

Hadalor
ultraabyssal
depths: below

6000

111

The types of\"(:nical distrihution ol'plankwll biomass considered ,IIJo\'c (Fig. 2-1:2. p.
683) correlate well with this scheme and corroborate the validity or the gradatiolls
employed. The surface type or distribution corresponds to the surface zOlle anci the
transition layer (epi- and meso-pelagial), the mid-depth type corresponds to the bathypelagial, and the abyssal type to the abyssopelagial.
It should be especially noted that-in COntrast tu the bottolll t:lUna-no special hmbl
zone is recognized lor the pelagia!. The endemism or the pelagic l~llIl1a extelld~ to ()nl~ ;\
few groups and is \Try restricted. ,,'illt the passage ol'trenclles to the waters, in deplh., 01
about 6000 Ill, 110 signiticant changes uccur either in the irllCllsity orlhe c1('crea~e in tOl.d
pianktull biomass ur in the relatiunships IJet\\"een trophic groups. The structure or lhe
cOllllllunities changes, but only grae!ually by cie\"('loping tendencies th;ll .trise ill lite
upper layers or the ab) ssopeJagial (decreasing biolllass; reduniol1 or predalor~ 101"l1lS
down to extinction; illC!"('<lsed oligolllixedness of' the COllllllullities).
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(3) Ecosystems of the Surface Productive Zone
The pelagic ecosystems 01 cold water (Polar and Subpolar) regions difJer fundamentdlly frolll Tropical ecosystems, lirst of all by the relative evenness or clearly expressed
cyclicity of phytoplankton ,'egetation (Vli\OGRAJ)O\, 1968; YORC):" 1:".\, 1978), The
existence and dC\'elopment of all other plankton groups arc adapted to lhc cycle of
primary produclion, The ulilization or nutrients brought into lhe surface zone, mainly
by winter convection, begins only in spring when solar radiation increases and surf;\ce
waters become more stable (appearance of the seasonal pycnocline), In contrast, in
Tropical regions solar radiation is suflicient all year round; critical depth is nearly
continously below the boundary 01 the upper mixed layer and stratification remdins
relatively stable. The development of phytoplankton is virtually circum-annual.
(a) Ecosystems 01 High Latitude Regions (Central Arctic Basin)
The ecosystem or the Arctic Basin (see Volume V: PERES, 1982, Chapter 6) includes a
community that lives under drift ice beyond the shelf zone. Since access to this region is
difficult, our knowledge of it is rather limited.
The greatest contributions to the study of arctic plankton have been made by largescale expeditions (FARRAN, 1936; BOGORO\', 1946) and, especially, by permanent drifting stations (VIRKETIS, 1957, 1959; ENGLISH, 1965; DUNBAR, 1968; HUGHES, 1968;
VINOGRADOV and ivIELNIKOV, 1980).
In character the ecosystem of the Arctic Basin is deri,'ed from the circumpolar system
of the arctic pelagial, generated uy the dimat ic perturbations of the Pleistocene; it
functions in an extremely rigid oscillatory regime. Since primary production is very low,
none of its species is able to realize its spawning potential which in turn makes the
ecosystem a pessimal one. The system is characterized uy a levelling or po~ulation waves
greater than the ecosystems of ice-liTe waters. A seasonal variability of zooplankton of
two orders or magnitude is observed only in 3 to I\- species; in the remainder il is reduced
to one order or e"en less. Changes in biomass production ami destruction are recognizable only in the upper 200-rn layer of arctic waters (about-I'8 °C), where the productions of the thin euphotic pelagic zone and the cryopelagic flora are utilized,
The communities of the ArClic Basin are characterized by the following specific
features: (i) short (about ),5 mo) phytoplankton vegetation (USACHEV, 1961; KAWA;"-lURA, 1967) with only few monocydic mass forms HOR-'1LR, 1976; BELYAEVA, 1980).
(ii) The important role of cryophilic populations as providers of organic matter
(ANDRIASHEV, 1970; M£LNIKOV, 1980), (iii) Absence of species with narrow food
specialization; prevalence of predation; illl porlance of m icrozooplankton and detrit us <'''
food sources. (iv) Capacity of storing energy in the (arm of lipids and ether waxes as
energetic reserves (LA \VRE:-:CE, 1976); this ena bles the euryphages not only to slll'vive
periods of food absence but also to continue to reproduce all year round at a very low
rate. (,.) Circum-annual monality. (vi) A peculiar alteration of diapause and anivity
inherent in both plank tel's and in cryophiles (GEORGE and ALLEN, 1970; KOSOBOKOVA,
1978). (vii) Ylarked time lag in the appearance of maxima of zooplankton abundance
associated with a low level of metabolism and a correspondingly longer life cycle of
species, i.e. 3- to 4 limes longer lhan in arctico-boreal waters. (viii) Large body-size,
inherent in dominant species, associated with a low metabolic rate which is evolutionally
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favourable to long-functioning structures. (ix) Low fecundity; spawning of eggs rich in
yolk. (x) Monotony of ecological niches in the pelagial under the ice, and, hence, low
species diversity in inhahitants of the upper 200 m.
Spatial heterogeneity facilitating species coexistence is achieved in several ways. The
infrastructure of submerged ice surfaces, with its diversified configurations of planes
that favour a palchy development of nora and fauna, gives shelter to cryophiles, and
seasonal changes in the microrelief of the underwater icc surface enhance the diversity of
the biotope for cryopelagic organisms. The spatial heterogeneity of the system is supponed by a permanent aggregation of dominant species (HUGHES, 1968; HEINRICH and
co-authors, 19BO) as well as by their vertical ontogenetic migrations in which amplitude
and time are specific for dominant species.
Evidence confirming the heterogeneity of the biotope is provided by the development
of Calanus glacialis in big clearings where the number of young individuals in the 0 to
5-cm layer may reach I to 2 thousand m- 3 (SHUVALOV and PAVSHTJKS, 1977). Gregariousness is inherent also in the arctic cod Boreogadus saida and black cod Aretogadus
g/aeifllis, which occur under the ice cover. Probably the frail zoocene of the Arctic Basin
would not withstand the stationary pressure of planktophageous vertebrates were it not
(or the fact that the cod which feed mainly on cryophiles ascend in winter to the surface,
while the plank tel'S sink to the depths.
Striking evidence of the ecological polyvalency of the mass species of the arctic ecosystems is seen by DUNBAR (1970) in their 'taxonomic indiscipline', i.e. the high variability
of the northern representatives of the genera Ca/anus, Pseudoea/anus, Parathemisto, H)'/Jeria,
ThyJanoessa, Sagilta, Jlg/flT/tha, and others. The existence of cryptic species in some of the
genera has already been confirmed (FROST, 1974; PAVSHTIKS and VYSHKVARTSEVA,

(977).
The seasonal aspect of community existence may be assumed to be the following.
Biological spring sets in with an increase in phytoplankton abundance both in and under
the ice. The algal population under the ice is assumed to be potentially heterotrophic
(KALFF, 1967; HORt'IJER, 1976). Primary production is low; in summer maximum values
in clearings do not exceed 5 to 6 mg 14C m- 2 d- I (ENGLISH, 1965). The onset of
photosynthesis depends on ice conditions which change fi'om place to place and fi'om
year to year. To the ice nora proper which enriches the surface waters belong the
diatoms Pinnularia, Navicula, MeloJira aretlea; the main mass of the spring bloom consists
of Thalassiosira hioeu/ata, T. gravida, T. Iryalina, Coseinosira poiyehorda, the pennate diatoms
FrogiLlaria oceanica, NitZJehiafriglda, and Llemophora sp. The production of algae overgrowing the lower ice surfaces may lJe relatively high.
Summer phytoplankton is characterized by an increase in the number of diatoms
ChaetoeeroJ, Rhizosolenia which attain their maximum value of 180 thousand cells I-I
during the two-week bloom period. Dinoflagellates and peridinians are few. A reserve
for phytoplankton blooms instantaneously flaring up in a clearing during spring and
summer is provided by the resting spores of diatoms which may remain in an anabiotic
state lor more than 500 d. These spores preserve their producti\T ";ipacity even after
having passed through the guts of copepods (HARGRA \ES and FI<ENCH, 1977; DURBIN,
1978). By the middle of August almost nothing remains of the aUlOlrophic production,
and IOwaI'd September the number
cells becomes reduced to a few hundred cells 1-1
(BELYAEVA,1980).
Seasonal changes ill zooplankton are characlCTized by an ascent in July of the
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copepods Ca/anus hyperboreuJ, C. glacialis, .'vficrocalanus pygmaeus, and Melridia longa into the
upper 50-m layer, where the young- copepoditcs leed and breeding begins in the hulk of
the population (parts or the populations or thesc species breed all year round), The
abundance of these dominants increases toward.J uly about ten timrs more- than during
the dark period, and in Aug-ust copepods make up 50% to 90% or the total zooplankton
population in thc 0 to i5-rn laycr. Analogous data have been obtaincd rrom a region
north or Greenland in collcctiolls taken at the ice station l\r1is-1 I: 86% of the IOtal
biomass consisted of copepoc\'s, hall' of them represented by Calanus. On the a\'erage,
during the period of its maximum in the Arctic Basin the zooplankton biomass reached
290 mg m- 2 (dry weight) ill the 0 to 500-m layer (HOPKINS, 1969).
Submarine ridges and banks ra\'our vertical mixing; thus in late July to August O\'er
the Lomonosov and Mendeleev ridges isolated patches of seston may yield biomasses or
200 to 500 mg m- l . In the rrontal zone north of the New Siberian Islands and the
Wrangel Island patches of 1000 mg m- J were recorded (PA\'SHTIKS, 1971a,b). Unlortunately, no data are available to the extent of such high-biomass patches. Important in
this seSlOn are the biomasses of the ctenophore Beroe' cllcumis, the jelly fishes AglanLlw
digila/e, Ileginopsis /moen/iae, and the siphonophore Diplzyej arclica. This group has to be
considered destroyers of copepod biomass; to it should also be added the chactognaths.
The greatest biomass among the copepods is that orCalanus hyperboTeus, C. glacialis, Oi/hona
jimilij, and, temporarily, MicToca/anus pygmaeus; among the amphipods, Paralhemislo. In
August Oicop/euTa /ahradoriensis and Fritillaria borealis increase in number.
In wintcr under the ice juvenile amphipods Apheru,1O g/acialij, LaguTlogammarus wilkil<.kii, Pjelldolibro/us TlaTlseni and P, glacia/i.I' arc abundant. In winte-r in the surl~\ce layer the
relative abundance or predatory Melridia longa and or two species of chaetognaths
inClTases,
The rcosystem of the pelagial of the ;\rctic Basin is, in many parameters, similar to
the arctic ecosystem orthe North European Basin orthe Atlantic Ocean (see below); it also
is rrstrictecl from abO\·c by the icc CO\'er and bounded below by cold oligotrophic water.
The functional connection orthe pelagial with the shrlfis realized through the icc with
its cryophilic community, This latter circumstance evidences thc existence of features of
functional symmetry or the ice systems or the Anwfctic sh..:lf and the Arctic Basin
(A:'JIJ/{L\SHt;\', 1970).
(h) Ecosystems or Temperatr Region~
In the northern hemisphere temperate Subpolar water regions occupy the vast
spaces of cyclonic gyrals in the p"ciric and Atlantic Oceans north or 40° N and the
marginal seas. In the southern hemisphere thc,. extend O\'er the immense region of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (\\'estwind Drift) (0 the south or thr Subantarctic (or
Subtropical) Convergence, The structurr and \'ariability orthe planKton communities of
thesr regions ha\'e been thoroughly studied, Y,\SIJ:\O\" (1940), KJEI.IIOR:\ (1952), WILBOKG (1955), GRU/.OV (1963), P,\ VSHTIKS (1969), ZEl.lKMA,' (1977) and COLEBROOK
(197H), im'estigatrd the ;'\Iorth Atlantic Ocean; BOCORO\' and VI\'OCR.:\DOV (1955),
VINOCRAD()\" (1956, 196H), BRODSKY (1957), McALLlSTF.R (1961), HEll-'RICH (1962),
P.\I{SONS and LI::BH.i\SSEUK (I96U), PA/{SO:-lS and ANDERSOi\ (1970), MOTODA and
Ml\'ODA (1974) and SEMINA (1974) studied the North Pacific Ocean; HARDY and
GUNTH£I{ (1935), HARI' (1942), FOXTON (19S6), Mi\f{R (1962), ANDREWS (1966),
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I-LAsLE (1969), EL-SAYED (1970), VORONINA (1972, 1974, 1977) and many others
worked in Antarctic waters.
Highly characteristic of the communities of cold water regions is a relatively low
species diversity (sharp dominance of a few species) and a similarity between life cycles
of leading species. The absence of stable stratification in the surface zone, long periods of
winter homothermy, brevity, and temporal fluctuations of phytoplankton vegetation to
which the dominant species are adjusted-all these factors preclude narrow lood
specialization of phytophages. Substantial temporal changes in habitat conditions and
low predator pressures contribute to low species diversity (MARGALEF, 1968; PAINE, 1969;
SLOBODKIN and SANDERS, 1969). The necessity of utilizing the short bursts of phytoplankton development forced the phytophages to evolve a high plasticity of life cycles.
Examples are: mixed age composition of populations, seasonal changes in sex ratio,
changes in fecundity, varying rates of development in diflerent individuals, and even
dillerent ways of morphogenesis (VORONINA, 1977).
The oscillatory type of population dynamics inherent in thc mass species of cold water
communities enables them to adjust their development to changes in their habitats and
to exist in an environment with sharply varying conditions. The communities of these
regions do not reach high degrees of maturity. This, however, does not imply that they
are unstable or evolutionally primitive, as suggested by DUNBAR (1960, 1972). These
simpler systcms prove to be most eHicient and adequate to biological progress under
conditions of cyclic fluctuations in their em·ironment and under-utilization of food
resources (NI':SIS, 1965; VINOGRADUV, 1968; ZELlKMA:'-I, 1977; VINOGRADOV and
VOIWNI:'\A,1979).
(c) Communities or the Northern Regions of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans

Structure
The Subarctic region of the Pacific Ocean (see also Volume V: PERES, 1982; Chapter
6) comprises all aqualOries extending from the Aleutian islands to the zone of mixing,
including the waters of the Kuril-Kamchatka region, the Western cyclonic, and the
Alaskan gyrals. To this region also belong the greater parts of the Bering and Okhotsk
Seas. Most of these waters are dichothermal, i.e. during the summer a cold-intermediate
layer or 'wimer water' is preserved in depths of 70 to 200 m. The extension of these
0
0
waters may \·ary Ii·om year to year. They may be absem eastwards of 180 to 170 \ \ .
(UOA, 1963), bu t a sharp halocline is presen t all yea r round at a depth of 100 to 200 m
also in the eastern parts (DODI\.IEAD and co-authors, 1963). The depth of the basic
pycnocline and the presence of seasonal pycnoclines have a substantial etlect on the
productivity of the diflerent regions of this aquatory (PA!{SO:'oiS and LEBRASSELiR, 196B;
SE\IINA.1977b).
In the open regions of the oceaIl, the basic elements of the zoocene in Subarctic waters
are the copepods Cala,lU~ plume/1Iw, C. cri~lalus, EucaLanUJ bungil, .'vlelridia pacijica, Oi/hona
.\ imiLis , and the chaetognaths Sagilla elegans s.1. and Eukrohnia hamata. The three firstnamed species yield 80 to 95% orthe total mesoplankton biomass in the upper 200-m layer
during the spring-summer season and deterrnine the general aspect of the community.
At this time in the surlace layers the main m;t'iS of the zoocene (90% of the biomass and
0
more) is representect by upper-interzonal species. East of 160 \V the surraCf layers arc
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occupied by translormed waters or the Pacific Current, with a somewhat diOerent
distribution of the mass specic:s Ca!rlllll:> ai.llallo, C. li/umc!lluI and r.·IIC1l/al//Ij !1Ii1/,pii which
occur here mainly in depths helow 100 Ill.
There is no dichothermy in the waters of the :\onh Atlantic Ocean. Here the saline
surbce waters sink in winter to considerable depths, so lhat not only is the 0 to 150m (200 m) layer involved in winter homothermy, as in til(' Pacific, but far deepcr ones
down LO 400 to 1000 m and more.
The basic element of the communities' zoocenr is Ca/al/lojillmarchicus s.l. Less important are usually Ca/anu, hyperboreuJ, .Helridia /oll.l!.a, M. /ucens, /',eudoca/(muJ e/ollgaluJ.
Oilhona similis, O. atlantica, Pareuchaeta norvegica, Sa,e,ilta e/egalls and appendicularians. However, among these only Ca/aTllI,jinmarcllicllj s.1. occupies a dominant position everywhere
(except, panly, in thc :"Jonh Sea).

Seasonal Changes
The urge toward maximum possible utilization of phytoplankton, the main food
resource of the surface layers, causes all the phytophages of the surface and upperinterzonal zooplankton to concentrate during the spring-summer season in the subsurf~\ce water layer. The vernal bloom of phytoplankton represents the main feeding and
fattening period for these populations. if at this time a surplus ofphytorlankton production is available, herbivorous species with similar food spcctra do not compete for food.
It is abo dUTing the vernal bloom that the annual maxima or biomasses of dominant
species are (arm cd . I\ aturally, as there is not perfect balance between the prod uctiol1
and consumption of phyLO- and zooplankters, their abundance maxima di\'erge somewhat in time. For fattening, which lasts ol1ly a short time, an extremely rich source of
food is used. This results in the strong dominance of a few species best adapted to the
exploitation of this resource and in possession of the highest biotic potential.
The sinking of the seasonal thermocline during the summer is accompanied by a
corresponding increase in the thickness of the layer of main phytoplankton concentrations, whilc in the open sea regions the totld quantity of phytoplankton diminishes. Now
the greater pan of phytophage populations occupy a larger water column and a tendency becomes apparent in the dominant species toward alternating an importance at
dillcrcnt depths.
Tn wintcr with hOll1othermy of the entire surface zone (down to 150-200 m, in some
regions even below that) and diminished solar radiation, the thickness of the mixed layer
increases beyond the critical depth. This results in a nearly complete disappearance of
phytoplankton. When the li\'ing conditions in the surface zone arc no longer favourable
to the zooplankton, its populations either greatly decreasc in abundance or sink to
dec per layers, the process starting in e(trly autumn. The first alternative takcs place
among smaller epiplankton animals which produce se\'eral generations per year (Oithona
simili, etc.); the second one is available only to animals large enough to have a long life
cycle (like ea/allus) and capable of performing vertical migrations of great amplitude-.
The second alternative seems to be more profitable judging from the fact that the
upper-interzonal herbivores substantially surpass epiplankton animals in biomass.
Three basic types of life cycles may be recognized in boreal communities of herbivorous species (HEINRICH, 1961). To the first type belong species in which the shedding of
eggs begins only during the vernal burst of phytoplankton development. The biomass of
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species orthe first type reaches it annual maximum in summer with the older copepodile
stages becoming dominant. To this type belong Calanus jinmarchicus s.!., the most
dominant of North Atlantic communities (e.g. REES, 1949; MARSHALL and ORR,
1955) and Eucalanus bungii in the Pacific Ocean, a species in which not only breeding bu t
also the passage of older copepodites into the adult stage takes place with the onset of
vernal phytoplankton vegetation. In the dominant species of the North Pacific
zoocene-CalanUs plumchrus and C. crista/us-on the contrary, reproduction docs not
depend on phytoplankton abundance and mayor may not coincide with its vegetation
period. They breed in deep water layers and their first copepodite stages rise to the
surface into the zone of 'bloom'. The adult females have reduced mandibles and do not
feed. Calanus hyperbareus also has a life cycle of the second type: its main breeding takes
place not long before the beginning of phytoplankton vegetation below the euphotic zone
(WIBORG, 1940; DIGBY, 1954). The third type of life cycles is characteristic of species
capable of circum-annual reproduction, but with generation abundances strongly
affected by the amount of available phytoplankton. Most epipeJagic species belong to
this type.
The breeding periods of carnivorous species are very protracted and may extend over
the whole year. In any case, their seasonal fluctuations are slight as compared with the
corresponding fluctuations of the herbivorous zooplankters (GRAINGER, 1959).
In diflerent regions of the ocean the extent of divergence in the time of phyto- and
woplankton biomass maxima is determined by the type of life cycles of the dominant
species. In the North Atlantic Ocean during the vernal phytoplankton maximum,
Calallus species are represented by relatively few females and early young. After a 'period
of delay' their effect on phytoplankton increases and reaches its maximum in summer
with the passage of the main mass of the population into elder copepodite stages. This,
according to CUSHING (1959), accounts for the lack of balance between the cycles of
phytoplankton production and consumption (Fig. 2-13). In the northwestern Pacific
Ocean the picture is substantially dillerent due to a diflerent type of life cycle of the
dominant species Calanu) plumchrus and C. cristatus. From the very onset of phytoplankton
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Fig. 2-1~: Annual cycles or plankton communities in temperate
and high latitudes. I: Arctic-Siberian Seas; ~: :'-iorwcgian coast;
3: Baltic Sea; 4: southwestern part ofJapan Sea; 5: neritic zone
of Bering Sea; 6: Gcorgia Strait. Solid line: phytOplankton
biomass; broken linc: zooplankton biomass. Same scale for
absolutc quantities or-zooplankton during the annual maxima in
all regions. (Based on information provided by HEI:-JRICH,
1961
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devclopment, the early copepoditts of these species arc already in the surface layers,
rapidly growing and actively leedin!{on phytoplankton, Consequently, there is no 'period
of delay' in grazing and phytoplankton production is better balanced with consumption,
Actually, however, the trophic relationships in the communities are not restricted to
that of phytoplankton versus herbivorous zooplankton, so that no dependable concept of
the succession of productive and dcstructive phases in community development (its
balclnce) can be obtained by merc e\'aluation of the biomasses of phytoplankton and
herbivorous net zooplankton, The links hacterioplankton-protozoans-heterotrophic
naked flagellates-infusorians greatly complicate the situation. With the exhaustion ot'
nutrients above the thermocline, phytoplankters cease to develop and their main mass
dies; but the organic matter of the dead biomass provides energy lor a violent development of bacteria and heterotrophic protozoans feeding on them. Their biomass exceeds
10 g m- 3 in the 0 to 150-m layer (SOROKIN, 1974). This phase in the succession of the
community seems to play an important role in assuring a high production ot'minute
animal food, which is actively consumed by the young of dominant mesoplankters,

Productive ChoracleriJticJ oJ :Hesop/ollktoll
Estimates of herbivorous mesoplankton production, or rather of the production or
dominant copepod species, have been made by many authors, According to Y;\SH~OV
(1940) and KAMSH J LO\' (1958), the annual production of Calollus jinmorchic/ls in the
Barents Sea-where it accounts for about 80% or the tolal mesoplankton biomass-avcrages 55 to 65 g m- 2 , In the northwestern part of the Pacific Ocean the annual production of the dominant Calanus species is estimated at 60 lO 70 g m -2 (MEDN I KOV, 1960), in
the western part or the Bering Sea even at liS g m- 2 (HEINRICH, 1956), However, the
LOtal production or mesoplankLOn is much lower than the values given above owing to
elimination of herbivorous species by mesoplankton carnivores (chaelOgnaths, coelenterates, ctenophores, copepods, etc,),
Naturally, the amount or production \'aries !i'om one year to another, hut despite the
substantial climatic changes or our century and increasing anthropogenic interlc-rences,
the annU<d production (biomass) or zooplankton ill the open regions orthr seas and the
ocean apparently does not undergo substantial direction." changes. Thus, for instance,
in the Norwegian Sea the mean annual Iluctuations or biomass and production or
zooplankton during 1959 to 196:~ were not more than t,volold (TI~lOCHIN,\, 1968), in
the southeastern part of the Barents Sea not more than threefold (ZI::I.IK.\I<\:\, 1977).
Relatively small mean annual fluctuations were found also in multi-year analyses
(19·~8-1975) taken with lht: Longhurst/ Hardy plankton sampler in the North Atlanti
Ocean (COLEBROOK, 1972, 1978). Thus, as pointed out by ZELJK.\-tA:"l (1977),
zooplankton
'despite the considerable climatic perturbations and a cenwry long pressure or
anthropogenic f~lctors prcserves a stable enough mcan level or production which is
f.\·idence of a well expressed homeostasis or the sY'stem' (p. :>:)).
Of' course changes in productivity may be more slrongly expressed in heavily polluted
shelf regions and inner seas. Data are available on changl:s in the producti\'ity and e\'en
species structure of communities-for instance in the Baltic, Black, and Mediterranean
Seas, as well as Georges Bank and northeastern coastal waters of' the United States,

J
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More important changes invoh'ing open sea regions arc wrought in the structure of
nekton communities. The formerly dominant, commercially valuable [ish species (herring, cod, saithe, haddock) have been greatly reduced by lishery and their niches fully or
partially occupied by other, commercially less \'aluable plankton consumers, e.g, blue
whiting, arctic code, and capelin (PONOMARENKO, 1968; SONINA, 1973).
(d) Ecosystems of the Southern Ocean*
The global ecosystems of the Antarctic and Subantarctic (see also Volume V: PERES,
1982; Chapter 6) occupy, respectively, the waters extending from the Antarctic
Convergence (South Polar Front) to the Antarctic Continent, and fi'om the Antarctic
Convergence in the south to the Subtropical Convergence (Subantarctic Com'crgence)
in the north. The antarctic ecosystem is confined to waters of Antarctic structLll'e comprising antarctic surface, deep, and near-boltom water. The subantarctic water structure
consists of Subantarctic Surface, Antarctic intermediate, deep, and near-bottom waters.
Light intensity limits phytoplankton development at the surface from April to September in 60° S and from March to August in 70° S. Nutrient concentrations in the
euphotic zone remain high throughout the year (HART, 1934; HARDY and GONTHER,
1935; CLOWES, 1938). During the months of daylight the rate of phytoplankton
development depends on the stability of water stratification (GRAN, 1931), i.e. on the
formation of the thermocline at depths less than critical. (The formation of summer
stratification is associated with ice thawing and heating of the water.) In the northern
Antarctic summer stratification begins in mid-Octobcr (CCRRIE, 196+) and gradually
progresscs southward. Correspondingly, thc phytoplankton bloom begins in the north in
October and attains its maximum in December.
Seasonal variations in phytoplankton distribution in the Antarctic are associated
mainly with the formation ofa belt of bloom and its advance to the south. The shifting
from (he Antarctic COI1\'ergence to the boundary of pack-ice takes about 2 months.
(HART, 1942). During the vegetation season a succession of groups takes place differing
in size and taxonomic status (HART, 1942; STEYAERT, 1974). This schedule may be
disturbed by various factors. Extreme variations in the abundance of algae extend over
five orders of magnitude.

Structure and Functioning

0/ Communitin

The main mass of the zoocene consists of' herbivorous copepods which supply more
than 70% of the total zooplankton biomass (VOROi\));!\, 1966a.) Most important among
them are three species: Calanoides aeutus, Calanus propinquus, and Rhincalanus gigas. Their
life cycles, like those of the dominant copepods of boreal plankton, are adjusted to the
utilization of brief periods offood abundance and all of them follow virtually the same
course. Development and changes in the age composition of populations are accompanied by changes in \'Crtieal distribution, location depth of maximum concentrations,
and sequence of dominance of development stages along the vertical (Fig. 2-1+).
In the early period of the community development, i.e. during the biological spring,
the overwintered individuals concentrate within a narrow near-surface layer where,
'This sccrion is basco on data

or \'ORO.\I:\A

(1977, 1978).
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Fig. '2-H: Seasonal changes in the vertical distribution or
interzonal phytophage abundance. (Based on information
provided by VORO:-iINA, 1972)

feeding intensely, they soon reach sexual maturity ,mel spawn. The young, likewise, me
conlined to the narruw surface layer, hut with progressing cle~'Clopmellt the new generation disperses as the older individ uals mO~'e to greater depths. For a ecrtdin time the
population occupies the entire euphotic layer, but later the animals begin to sink l>elow
it. During its \'ernal ascent the population extends widely along the \'enical but the
migration ends at the surbee in a dense concentration of all indi\·iduals.
Seasonal changes in tot,d plankton <lbundance are determined by the combined dTects
of the life cycles of different populations. In the upper 100-111 layer two maxima occur
during the year (Fig. 2-15). The first is associated with the \'ernal ascen t of mass
filter-feeding copepods, the second with the development of their new generations. The
re1aLi\'e!v poor o\'erwintered populations do not fully utilize the primary production and
thus do not impede the accretion of phytoplankton biomass which reaches its maximum
af'ttT the lirst peak of zooplankton. Later, growing-up new generations begin to utilize
phytoplankton Illore intensi\·ely. This probahh- ,lecounts for the seasonal reduction or its
ahundance.
An important leatlllT in the organization ora plankton community is the di\'ergence in
time of certain stages orJife cycles in closely-related species. This may be demonstrated,
for instance, by comparing the age composition or cope pod populations collected at
random stations. The population of Calanoides aculll.\ is everywhere in a more advanced
state than that of Calanlls propinqulIs, while Rhillcalanuj gigas lags behind both of them (Fig.
2-16). These difTerences are caused by diflcrent timing- of such e\'Cnts as ascent to the
surlace, breeding ancl sinking to the depth. This results in partial di\'Crgence of maxima
of difTerent populations along the vertical (VORO:" [1'\.'\, I 966b, 1972).
\nother important ellect of the temporal di\'ergence of life cycles in closely-related
species is the spati<ll cli\'crgeJlce of their biomass maxima. Tlte asynchronistn of' plant
and animal maxima is reflected in the spatial distribution of' their hiomass. The cir-
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Fig. 2-15: Seasonal changes in the quantity of phyto- and zooplankton in the Antarctic
Ocean. A: Latitudinal zones; B: seasonal changes in biomass of phyto- (broken line) and
zooplankton (solid line) in the indicated zones. (Based on inlonnation provided by
VOKO.\iI1'iA, 1977)

cumantarctic ring of phytoplankton bloom always occurs farther south than the ring of
zooplankton summer maximum (VORONINA, 1970a,b). During the period preceding the
zooplankton peak the highest concentrations of both groups of organisms usually coincide in the upper layer of the pelagia\. Later they become vertically decoupled; (irst,
when-due to the overgrazing ofphytoplanklOn-its absolute maximum is located at a
greater depth than the abundance maximum of its consumers, and then-at the end of
tlte season-when the main mass of animals shift into the subsurface layer so that the
<.t1gal maximum is above them (see also Volume V: PERES, 1982),
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Fig. 2- H.i: Seasonal changes in venical struclure of the zoocene in the
Antarctic Ocean. Position and extension of population cores (ponions or
populations between 25% and 75% le\'Cls
abundance). 1: CalanoidtJ aculus;
:2: Calanns propinquw; 3: Rhincalanw Ri.~aJ. (Based on information pro\'ided by
\'ORO:\I:\A. 1972)
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In the Antarctic lhe wide amplitude ol"f1uflualions in lhe abundance ofphytoplankton clI1d the protracted period of ils undcrcxptoitalion are symptoms of unbalance in the
cydes of phyto- and zooplankton. HowevCf, the degree 01" this unbalance seems to be
subject to significant local variations depending on hydrological conditions and the
composition of zooplanklon. In regions where the thermocline is sharply expressed so
that the copepocls of the wintering stock are unablr in spring lO penClratc through it into
the productive layer, primary production is undi'rcxploited more lhan anywhere else
(VORONINA, 1970a, 1974). At the Antarctic Convergence, where primary production is
reduced by sinking water and zooplankton aCcrues on allochthonic individuals, the relationship bel ween phytoplankton and lhe b.iumass of" herbi\'ores is considerably lower
than in other regions, and phytoplankwn consumption is correspondingly considerably
higher.
A mathematical simulation 01" seasonal distributions of CaIOllU)' propinquuJ and
Calanoides {/eul/1.> populations in the Southern Ocean has been developed, based on the
scheme ofVOJ:{O,\I:'<A and co-authors (1980a), which permits assessment orthe annual
production of these species and estimation of the production of all mesoplanktonic
herbivores. In eopepods this amounts to about 65 g m- z, or including small euphausiids,
{Q 70 g m -~ with average annual PIB coefliciems of 4· 5 for Calanoides aculus and 3· 8 for
Colanus propinquus, i.e. to values very close to those obtained for mesoplankton production in temperau' regions or the northern I)(~misphere.
Tmphie Web

In the Soulhern Ocean the trophic-web structure is relatively simple. Phytoplankters
are consumed by filter feeders: copepods, euphausiids, and tunicates; copepods and
eu phausiids, by hyperiids, chaetOgnaths, pred'ilory copepods, sq uids, fishes, and
whalebone whales. Fishes and squids also leed on amphipods and are in turn eaten by
sperm whales and small-tooth whales. Thus, the trophic net comprises four lJasic levels:
producers, phytophages, and predators of first and second order. Their quantitative
characteristics are probably most reliably represented by the following ('stimates: in the
Antarctic Oc('an the mean annual biomass or net planktOn (mesoplanktOn) amounts to
26 g m-~ in the 0 to IOO-m layer (t'OXTO:"l, 1956), and in the Indian and Pacific sectors
of the Southern Ocean, to 10 to 20 g m-~ during the summer maximum in the upper
100-m layer (VOI{():\I.\i,\, 1966b). Most important in biomass are copepocJs l73%),
followed by chaetognaths (10%) and euphausiids (8%). The biomass of euphausiids,
according to trawling data, is about 0-7 g m-~, increasing in regions of maximum abundance to 30 g m- 2 (\1ARR, 1962). The biomass of ,",,'hales durin~ the period of high
abundance was 0·56 g m-~, and the quantity of plankton consumed by the whales during
the summer season 10 g m-~ (NEMUTO, 1968; M,\CKl'-l lUSH, 19r~).
Recently, a radical reorganization is taking place in the quantitative relationships
between the separate elements of this trophic net. The initial stock of whales during the
last 40 years was reduced by 85 to 90% by rapacious extermination (MACKINTOSH,
1970) and a corresponding decrease is observed in the consumption of their food objects
(VORONINA, 1977, p. 86).
Thus, the communities 01" temperate regions are characterized by: low species diversity, relatively simple trophic net, ordered spatial structure which regularly changes in
time, maintenance of CI mean annual level of productivity, i.e. well-expressed hom eo-
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sti\sis, greater or lesser gap between phyto- and zooplankton maxima (depending on the
(\'pe 01" seasonal cycles in the dominant species), and significant locai differences in the
balancing or phytopbnkton production and consumption.

(e) Ecosystems of Tropical Regions
The ecosystems orTropicat regions occupy a great pan orthe ocean aquatory, approximately (i'om 40° N to 40° S. Most important reorganizations of the structural and
functional singularities of their communities take place at the northern and southern
boundaries, where the tropical ecosystem is replaced by the ,arctic-boreal and the subantarctic ones.
Within the Tropical region the composition and mode of existence of plankton communities are rather similar. This suggests a structural unity of the tropical community as
a whole. However, there are hierarchical differences. The most substantial differences
are observed between the communities of Central anticyclonic gyres, the community of
Equatorial zonal flows, as well as distant-neritic and neritic communities. We shall
restrict ourselves here to a brief consideration of the two first-mentioned types inhabiting
the water of the open ocean, Coastal and estuarine ecosystems receive attention in
Chapter 4. Many features of oceanic tropical ecosystems have been discussed in detail in
a number of recently published papers and re\·iews (PARIN, 1968; VI:\OGRALJO\',
1971,197:>; BE, 1977; HEINRICH, 1977a,b; REID and co-authors, 1978; VORONINA, 1978;
and many others). (See also Volume V: PERES, 1982; Chapter 6.)

(£) Ecosystems or Anticyclonic Tropical Gyres
The anticyclonic gyres that form the halistases of central (southern and northern)
waters are zones of planetary coO\wgences homologous in all oceans (Fig. 2-1). They
are generally characterized by <\ ptT\'alence of descending water motion, a thick, heated
mixed water layer, and a deep pycnocline. Nutrients are brought into surface layers
mainly at places of quasi-stationary water ascents induced by current divergences. At
the northern and southern peripheries of [he gyrals some seasonal mixing takes place,
but the areal-size of such regions is small as compared with the total aquatory of the
gyre, Over the greater part of a gyre access of nutrients to the surface is impeded; they
reach it through the pycnocline wry slowly and in very small quantities, though still
sufficient to ensure a maximum of phytoplankton development at depths of70 to 100 m
(SOROKI:\, 1959; VI\;OGKALJU\' and co-authors, 1970). Abo\'e these depths the community subsists mainly on regenerated nutrients (see below),
Of substantial importance ill (he penetration of nutrients into surface lavers from
under the pycnocline seems to be local cyclonic synoptic eddies moving over the aquatory of the gyre (KOSHI.YAKOV and MO)lIN, 1978), which contribute to a greater
concentration of nutrients in the euphotic layer and to the appearance of short bursts of
phytoplankton developmf'n l. NC\'erthcless, it would be no great error to assume that the
system is balanced at every gi\-en moment, i.e. [hat the inllo"" of energy into the syslelll
is equal to its dispersion. Therefore, it becomes possible to obtain a concept of the
communities' production cycles from the results of short-term observations. This greatly
facilitates the study of tropical ecosystems and the modelling of the processes occurring
within them. As the ecosystems of Central gyres and of the Equatorial region have
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many common structural and functional features, it is convenient [0 consider them
together, but some of the singularities inherent in equatorial ecosystems must be gi\'en
special consideration,

StTl/ctural Characteristic!>
The main mass or species or the Tropical zone are members or communities of both
anticyclonic gyres and the Equatorial current system. HEI~RICH (1975, 1977a), who
has closely examined this, points out that-in the Pacific Ocean-widely tropical
species of euphausiids, chaetognaths, and rhizopods account for 60% of' the total species
number or these groups. A 1~lr lesser percentage have their basic distributionill range in
the gyre. Thus, for instance, in the northern cyclonic gyre they account for' only 19%,
and in some groups lor 5% to 30% of' the species, Certain species may be absent at the
periphery of the gyre and occur together only in one of its pans, as a rule a rather small
one (Fig. 2-2), Many species are characterized by extended areas of expatriation
encroaching upon the biotopes of neighbouring communities (Fig. 2-17), Therefore, ill
the Tropical zone the boundaries between communities with different species structure

-1

--- 2 n 5

:3

[36

.4EiJ7~

Fig. 2-17: Distribution of expdtriated species, Boundaries of communities. I:
central; 2: equatorial. Regions of expatriation of species with ranges based on
the communities; 3: equatorial; 4: distant-neritic; 5: transitory zones; 6: central.
(Based on information provided by H El:\RfCl-I, 1975)
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are not sharply outlined, but their reality has been confirmed
nunJl'rir~d methods
(HEINRICH, 1977b).
Most abundant in tropicat communites are, as a rule, tropical srf'('ie~ and
species with ranges limited by a given community. Expatriating specit:s are lew (HEINRICH, 1977a) . Depending on ecological and biogeographical singularities of distribution,
maximum abundances of some species may be confined to the highly productive waters
of eastern Equatorial upwellings; of others, to oligotrophic Central waters (VINOGRADOV and VORONINA, 1964; GUEREDRAT, 1971). For instance. the copepod Candacia
pachydactyla and the pteropod Creseis virgilIa vi7gula in the Equatorial Pacific arc most
numerous in a narrow productive belt between 8° Nand 8° S. Candacia aetlzioplca is
confined to eutrophic and mesotrophic waters, C. bispinoj(l to oligotrophic waters (Fig.
2-18). I n such species, belts of increased abundance are associated with divergences and
convergences (VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1961; V]NOGRADOV and VORONINA,
1962,1963). Lastly, there are species with Ii ttle or no d ifTerences in abundance in Central
and Equatorial waters. or species with maximum abundance in some distant-neritic
areas (HEINRICH, 1977a).
Small-scale chan~es in species abundance within a single gyre are caused by
heterogeneity of the biotope. REID and co-authors (1978) relate, for instance, a decrease
in species diversity of euphausiids in Tropical regions with a well-expressed oxygen
deficit (Gulf of Panama; Arabian Sea). This limits the spreading of many migratory
forms. In anticyclonic gyrals abundance maxima are associated with the more productive waters on the edges of halistase, while in its Central highly oligotrophic regions no
species reach a maximum ol'abundance. The tropical communities are richest in species
numbers. The spatial, particularly the vertically stable, heterogeneity of the biotope seems
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Fig. 2-18: Zone of distribution of Ccl1ldacia bispillosa and C. aethiopica in the equatorial
zone of the Pacific Ocean. I: C. bispinosa; 2: C. fllihiopica; 3: region with
phytoplankton abundance above 1000 cells m- 3 in the 0-100 In layer. Dots: location
of stations with observations. (Original)
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to ue a major factor ensuring high faunistic diversity. Indeed, in Tropical regions, ill
most taxonomic groups species diwTsity changes little, showing a small increase only in
thc coastal regions ofwcstern currents (RElI1 and co-author, J978). HI'Il\;RICH (1977a),
however, points out a more \'aried pictnre: abundance increast' ol"some groups in waters
of certain ecosystems (c.g. Foraminifera in Equatorial waters), of other groups in other
gyres (e.g. Euphausiacea in Central waters). In communities transitory between highlatitudinal and tropical, the number 01" species decreascs in all groups.

Development

0/ Communities

Investigations orthe distribution of diverse groups of plankton (phyto-, bactcrio-, and
zooplankton), as related to the variability or physical, hydrochemical, and biophysical
fields, permilled the advance ofa theoretical scheme orthe turnover of nutrient salts and
organic mauC\" which determine the pattern or de\'e1opment or pelagic communities in
the tropical waters of the ocean (Fig. 2-19).
In zones of ascending water (quasi-stationary divergence or currents or another type
or upwelling) where the thermocline is situatcd near thc surface, the nutrient::. illtenscl)
penetrate into the surface layer and phytoplankton uegins to develop. Simultaneously,
water withdraws from the zonf' or 'loSeent, the temperature (density) stratification 01
water layers becomes more marked, mixing sl<lekens, and the upper houndary or the
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Fig. 2-19: Turnover or nutrient sailS and organic maller in the sll,cession of a
tropical pelagic cOl1llllunit\·. I: Ascent or nUlrient salts and dissoked organic
mal tel' in the di\·ergence zone; '2: lheir repealed use in the produClin'-destruCliw'
cycles of the community below the thermoclinc; :{: loss with sinking organic
remains and migrating organisms; ~: turbulent ilSCenl of nutrient sailS through the
thermocline; 5: their illcorporation into the producti\'e cycles of the surlace
community, which dots not compensate lhe losses with ~l desccnding 1I0w; 6:
thermocline. Lower: Change in the pattern or phytoplanklon distribution at
dilTerent distances frol1lthc di\'Crgenee zone. a: Upper conc"ntration maximum: b:
lower concelllration maximum. (Based on information pro"ided by \·,,,OCR.\l)O\
and co-authors, 1970)
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thermocline shifts to a greater depth, Nevertheless, the nutrients under the effect of
turbulent mixing continue to penetrate into the upper mixing layer, although now in
lesser quantity. The combined activities of phytoplanktOn and bacteria consume the
nutrient salts supplied from below, forming a maximum abundance of life above lhe
thermocline. Nutrient salts hardly penetrate the overlying water layers and hence this
water cuts off the overlying pans of the community from its biogenous resource. However, this isolation is not complete.
Organisms inhabiting the layers above the lower maximum subsist mainly on nutrients transported by water currents from zones of ascending to zones of descending
water motions. These nutrients. being invohed in the production-destruction cycle of
the community, are virtually totally incorporated in the bodies of organisms and their
concentration in the surrounding water is near to analytical zero. \'\Iith the 'ageing' of
waters and the constant removal of nutrients by the migration of organisms into deeper
layers and precipitation of phytoplankton and detritus, the biogenous environment of
the surface layers becomes gradually depleted; daily primary production reduces its value
from several tens ofmg C m- 3 to some hundreds ofmgC m- 3.
Maturing communities are carried by the water withdrawing from the zone of water
ascent so that the temporal pattern of their development becomes extended in space.
Since the process of water ascent is quasi-stationary, the communities near the upwelling zone in the early stages of development are characterized by a maximum of phytoplankton, which farther downstream is succeeded by a maximum of herbivorous zooplankton with a more protracted development, and still farther from the zone of water
ascent by a maximum of carnivores. The maxima of groups differing in the duration of
their dC\'elopmelH do not coincide in space (VINOGRADOV and VORONINA, 1964; VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1973; see also Volume V: PERES, 1982). A clear-cut representation of this phenomenon was obtained by TIMONIN (1971) in the Indian Ocean. In the
zones of water ascent and community formation the planktOn biomass reaches its maximum, and species diversity its minimum (SHANNON'S index <2); with increasing
maturity the species diversity of communities increases in convergence zones to a maximum SHANNON's index of about 4 to 4·5.

Trophic Structure and ProductIOn
A certain pan of primary organic matter passes through phytoplankton to herbi\'or-

zooplankton and then to carnivorous plankton and nekton (the so-called 'pasture'
type offoocl chain). ]n the early stages, primary producti"n is not Cc!tnplt-tely consumed
by heterotrophs (including bacterioplankton) and a considerable portion of it (sometimes
up to 50% and more) passes out of the community. In highly productive regions such
'surplus' organic matter may occur in very large qual1lities.
On the other hand, as shown by calcUlations, in the vast aqualOries of the oligotrophic
Tropical regions primary production is not sufficient to satisfy the energy requiremC'lHs
of the communities (e.g. SOROKIN, 1971a,1977b; SOROKll\ and co-authors, 1975; Vli\OGRADO\' and co-authors, 1976). However, there is another route by which energy is
supplied to the community, namely through detritus ,mel dissolved organic matter-lirst
to bacteria and protozoans and then to filter feeders and predatory invertebrates.
GUS
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Although in this 'detritus type of rood chain' much energy is lost through the appearance
of additional trophic links, this route plays an important role in the lood supply of
pela~ic communities (for details sec \'olumc 1\': CO:\O\'EJ{, 197H).
SOROKI:\ (197Ia; see also Volume IV: SOROKI:\, 1978) assumes that (he dissoh-<>d
organic maller lormed in surplus in the highly productive cold water regions sinks into
the deep layers with the descending !low 01" cooled water; it is then transported by
meridional currel1ls and brought to the acti\'C layer of the ocean in zones of quasistationary water ascent. Here, owing to high temperatures, it becomes susceptible to
bacterial decomposition, Thus, in these tropical communities bacteria play th<> role of
local producers. The amount of allochthonous organic matter hrought into the communities of oligotrophic Tropical regions through the detritus food chain may surpass
several times (2-5) the quantity of organic matter generated by primary production
(SOROKI;\, 1977b, 197Ha). Some authors consider these \'alues o\'er-estimated (e.g.
STEE'vlt\N'\i -N I ELSE~, 1972; R-\:\SE, 1974; see also SIEBL·RTH,,1977). In the succession of
pelagic comm unities the period of organic matter accumulation (burst of phYlOplank ton
developmenti is very short as compared with the time during which energy expend itun' prevails over energy accumulation. In tropical communities this relationship may
be very roughly estimated as I : 30 or even I : 50. Therefore episodic, instantaneous
recordings will almost always fall in the destructive period of community metaboli~m
which is supported to a considerable extent by the earlier accumulated organic matter.
lfthis were true, the role of allochthonous organic mauer may prove to be less important
than assumed by SOROKI"l. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the energy supplied to the community through dissol\ed organic mailer plays a significant role in ils
eXistence.
The food chain in the highly mature communities of anticyclonic gyrals is extremely
long and may reach seven trophic 1e\'els (PARI,,!, 1968,1970). Owing 10 the highly mixed
composition of tropical communities, zooplankton production cannot be e\'aluatcd by
the production of" a few dominant species, The data a\'ailable on the production 01' ils
di\'erse trophic components are very scanty and do not allow average e\'aJuations lor
tropical ecosystems. Howc\'er, some assessments Illay be mentioned: GRELE (197:)a)
estimates the production or phytophages in sOllle points 01' the Tropical Atl<lntic Ocean
at 150 g m- 2 , predators at 84 g m- 2 , and detritus feeders at 44 g m- 2 (sec Volume V:
PERES, 1982; Chapter 6), In the mesotrophic Tropical regions of the Pacilic Ocean at
the periphery of gyres, the annual production of mesoplankton herbivores, according to
data of SHUSHKINA (1971), SI-lUSHKINA and KISLYAKOV (1975), and VI;\IOGRADOV
and co-authors (1976), has an approximately similar \alue of J 20 to 180 g m -2 in ca. 0 to
150 m. However, in waters with diflerent trophic conditions-depending on the state of
maturity of the community-the production of separate trophic groups of zooplankton
may vary within a very wide range and the diurnal net production of its entire zoocene
as a whole community may be equal to or below zero during the destructive phase of
community development (SHCSHKI."'IA and KlSLYAKOV, 1975; SHUSHKINA, 1977;
VINOGRADOV and SHUSHKJNA, 1978).

(g) Ecosystems of Equatorial Upwellings
In the immense aqua tory of the oceanic Tropical low-productivity zone regions 01
quasi-stationary ascents of' illlermediate waters stand out which carry nutrients into Ihe
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euphotic zone and ensure a high productivity of their plankton communities. In openocean waters ascents are most intense in Equatorial regions.
The region of the Equatorial upwelling sensu lata-fairly narrow and only slightly
expressed in the western part oCthe ocean-widens in its eastern part and the phenomenon itselfis subslantially intensified (WYRTKI, 1966). In the Atlantic Ocean upwelling
is constantly observed east of 30° to 20° W, from 6° to 7° N to 7° to 8° S. In the eastern
Pacific Ocean it is 11l0re constant and clearly traceable to the east of 180° to 160° E. The
region of its manifestation, gradually widening in an eastern direction, extends from 8°
to 12° N to 6° to 8° S. In the Indian Ocean, owing to the monsoon circulation, coastal
upwellings are most clearly expressed, but occasionally a strong upwelling on the
equator is observed in the eastern part of the basin.
The rate ofwatcr ascent to the surface directly on the equator, the Equatorial upwelling sertJu stricto sO-la-speak, or the Equalorial Divergence also increases from west to
east, reaching its maximum at 93° to 100° W in the Pacific Ocean and at 5° to 10° W in
the Atlantic Ocean. Concomitantly, the upper boundary of the thermocline rises, contributing to the enrichment of nutrients in the surface layers.
The speed of water ascent at the equator may attain 1O-~ and even 10- 1 em S-I
(POLOSIN, 1967; ROTSCHI and jARRIGE, 1968; CHEKOTILLO, 1969). In the zone of
upwelling it is rather variable at different points. This leads to the lormation of lenses of
water rich in nutrients and in a 'cloudy' distribution of plankton (patchiness). Judging
from data of soundings of the luminescent field, the horizontal extension of such 'douds'
is of the order of hundreds of metres (LEVIN and co-authors, 1975).

Formation oj Plankton Communities
The composltlon, distribution, and productivity of equatorial communltles are
assured by the rise to the euphotic zone 01" water rich in nutrients, the transport of
developing communities by zonal flows, and the transverse meridional transport of
communities from zones of rising to zones of sinking water. The narrow zones of ascending water extending along the equator and alternating with zones of descending movement impart a 'banded' pattern to the distribution of regions with high and low plankton
biomasses. Thus, in the eastern Eq uatorial part of the Pacific Ocean the upward movement is most intense on the equator and the divergence at the northern boundary of the
Equatorial Countercurrent (about 10° N). Along this line extend well-outlined maxima
of plankton biomass (Fig-. 2·6) observed by many authors (e.g. BRA!\DHORST, [958;
KING and HIDA, 1957; KI!'JG and IVERSL'\, 19W; VINO(jRADOV and VOROi\I:\A,
1963). A similar 'banded' paltern of distribution in the zone of Equatorial upwelling is
observed in the Atlantic Ocean (GRuzov, 1971) and in the Indian Ocean (VINOGRADOV and VORONINA, 1962).
The time required for the development of algae is too short (or the upwelled waters to
shih away from the place of their ascent, but the ourst of 7..ooplankton following the
phytoplankton bloom occurs at a considerable di:;tance II·om the zone of ascending
movement. According to a rough estimate by SETTE (1955) about 50 to 150 d are required
in Equatorial regions for the dn·dopment of all trophic links of a community and,
according to BLACKBljRj\; and co-authors (1970) the maxima of small fishes and
cephalopods in these regions lag behind the chlorophyll maximum by about 4 mo. The
simulations performed by VINOGRADOV and co-authors (1973) yield analogous values:
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Biomasses 19 m-'i) orthe basic elenWllls orthe plankton community at the equator in lhe Pacific
Oce<lll (0 to 120 III layer; January to February, 1974) (Original)
Group of organisms
Phytoplankton, II
Bacterial, b
Protozoans, a
Mainly herbivorous metazoans,}
Mainly predatory metazoans, s
Total zooplankton (including protozoans), <:
Total plankton

0

0

0

0

97 W

122 W

1-10 W

155 W

+6·.')

.')·1
2·8
2·8
2·0

4·5
5·2
1·6
3·1
I·g
6·6

·I·g
2. 1)

16'5
2·0
6·0
+-6
12·6
75·6

2·'
6·9
14-8

16'~

2'7

2·8
2·5
7·9
15·6

70 to lao d. During this interval the community may be carried along the equator over a
distance of 1000 to 1500 miles and be shifted by the meridional componelll 150 to 260
miles to one side of the equator. The shift will be greater the more prolonged the
development of the species or the farther the place of the organism from the producer in
the food chain. Therefore, as a rule, concentrations of macro plankton and of large fishes
feeding on it occur far down the zonal flow or to the side of the zone of divergence.
The communities of the euphotic zone (vertical mixed layer) formed in the zone orthe
Equatorial upwelling are carried with the surface water of the South Equatorial Current
westwards along the equator, undergoing on the way certain successive changes. VVilh
advance to the west the biomasses of all their elements including zooplankton, macroplankton, and fishes also undergo certain changes (e.g. KING and DEMOND, 1953; VINO·
CRADOV and VORONINA, 1963; VORONINA, 1964; BLACKBURN, 1968; BLACKBURN
and co-author, 1970; Table 2-4).

Seasonal Change.) in Plankton Composition and Abundance
Seasonal changes in plankton communities in the tropics are determined by the
singularities of wind regime and water circulation. In the zone orupwelling they depend
mainly on the rate of water ascclit and location of divergence lones which, in turn,
depend on seasonal strengthening or weakening of the trades. Special investigations of
seasonal plankton biomass variability in the vast Equatorial zone of the open ocean
(100 0 30' W_121° 30' W; 16° N-IO° 30' S) were carried out by the 'Estropac' expedition. This expedition disclosed substantial seasonal fluctuations of diurnal phytoplankton production-from 127 to 318 mg C 01- 2 (OWEN and ZEITZSCHEL, 1970). The
zooplankton biomass was found to change in the same phase as chlorophyll but with a
very small amplitude. Seasonal fluctuations of very small amplitude were observed in
the biomass of small fishes and cephalopods, which lagged 4 mo behind the fluctuations
of chlorophyll (BLACKBURN and co-authors, 1970).
In the eastern shore area of the Eq uatorial Atlantic Ocean two periods may be
distinctly recognized in the life cycle of plankton communities (GRuzov, 1971; VINOCRADOV, 1971; see also Volume V: PERES, 1982). The first (February-May)
is a period of depression with relatively stable stratification and heating of surface
layers. At this time, and particularly toward the close of the period, the Equatorial
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zone (ION_SO S) diiTers but little in plankton abundance Ii-om oligotrophic Tropical
regions and only directly at the equator does its biomass show a certain inn-ease.
The second period U une- December) is a period of increased intensity of water ascent.
The biomass and production of algae reach their annual maximum, thus contributing to
an intensi\'e growth of phytophagous copepods and a 'rejU\'enation' of their populations.
The favourable food conditions of this period result in increased fertility and the appearance of new abundant generations of phytophages consisting of very large individuals_
The zooplankton biomass accrues rapidly. Towards the middle of this period (August),
phytoplankton de\'elopment begins to decrease, and its species composition undergoes a
cardinal change: peridinians and coccoliths become dominant. In October the rate of
water ascent increases again, and diatoms again become dominant. There is a wave of
mass development of tunicates (Thalia democratical followed by a W,lve of filter-feeding
crustaceans. Zooplankton biomass reaches its annual maximum during the period of
attenuation of water ascent. At this time, the reduced rate of' photosynthesis can no
longer satisfy the food requirements of the augmented mass of herbivorous zooplankters.
Food conditions become unfavourable and, gradually, spring depression sets in
(GRCZO\', 1971).

Funclional CharacterislicJ
Let us consider these characteristics on the basis of an example of the community of the
Equatorial upwelling in the eastern part of the Pacific Ocean. This will allow some
conclusions regarding the development of'the community during its displacement by the
stream of the South Equatorial Current from east to west (VINOCRADOV ancl coauthors, 1976; VINOGRADOV, 1978a; VINOCRADOV and SHUSHKINA, 1978. (See also
Volume V: PERES, 1982.)
The sharp decrease in biomass (Table 2-4·) and production (Table 2-5) of all ele0
ments of the community west of lhe region or most intense water aSCCnl (97 W)
substantially changes the intensity of many processes in lhe community, although the

Table :2-5
Functional characteristics 01' the plankton community at the equator in the Pacific Ocean (0
120 m layer; January to February, 1974) (kcal m- 2 24- h- I ) (Original)
Longitude

*B o

PI'

Pb

l'

97°
0
122
0
140
0
155

50·3
10· 7
12· 7
II· 7

24·1
5·3
1·5
5·7

6·6
2·9
2·3
5·0

1-9
O-!H
0·B9
0·B3

• Ell
P,

"

PI'

:2·8
0·61
1·0
0·83

P,

PplB o

K,,,

Do

/'0

P"e

/'.,el Bo

0'98
0'25
0·33
0·31

0'47
0·50
O' :~5
0·19

1-:33
0·58
0·58
0·43

18·2

5·9
-3,8
-:3-H
-7,8

19'9
3·0
'·9
·1·9

0·39
0·2B
0·15
0'42

= Biomass or the community.
= Produclion of difkrenl groups or the comnlLlIl;ty (Tahir :2-+).

P 18 0 = Specific energy flow.
I
= EflIciency of primary production.

f(3p

Do

Po
Pac

to

= Total heterolrophic destruction of the community.
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\'alue of the specific flow of energy PJ B o) remains \'irtually unchanged (Table 2-5). All
0
groups are most productive in the zone of most intense upwelling (97 W). Here, too,
positi\'e and net production of the whole community arc high, indicating that the community is now in the productivc phase or dc\'Clopment.
With the transport of the surface-layer community to the west by the South Equatorial Current upwelling becomes less intense and net production negative, i.e. the organic
mallCr produced by phytoplankton within the community is now sufTicient to compensate for the energy expendilllrc of bacterial nora and zoocene. This means that the
community in this region subsists not only on the organic malleI' that it produces but
also on energy accumulated earlier (organic matter) or on allochthonous organic matter
brought into the community from outside, lor instance, fi'om eastern regions of more
intensive upwelling or in the process of the ascent of Antarctic Intermediate waters,
according to SOROKIN's (1971 a, 1973a) suggestion. The production deficit increases
from cast to west and, concurrently, decreases from cast to west the efficiency of primary
0
0
production of organic matter (KIp (p. 706) from 1·3 at 97 W to 0'4 at 155 W). These
values of K Jp' together with the values of primary production given above, permit us to
consider the waters of the region of most intense upwelling as eutrophic and the waters
of the rest of the region as mesotrophic (VI\,OGRAOOV and SHL'SHKJ\'A, 1978).
The decrease in the biomass ofphylO- and bacterioplanklOn li'om west to east reduces
the degree of satisfaction of food requirements (0 = c/c m ,,,,')* by I· 5 to 2 times in nearly
all trophic groups. The value of specific grazing of difTerelll groups increases considerably, while the efficiency of food assimilation diminishes ('I). There is also a concomitant
increase in the stress of trophic relationships, balance of production, and consumption
between some trophic levels (e) and efficiency of energy transfer (ecological efTiciency)
through the system (w). Thus, the ecological efficiency increased in flagellates from 3%
0
0
at 97 W to 17% at 150 W; in infusorians, li'om 14% to 21-26%; and in fine-filter
feeders, from 5% to /1%. Owing to the high concentration of carnivores in the whole
upwelling zone (44-55% of zooplankton biomass) 50% to 80% of the mesoplankton
production is consumed by its own member organisms, and in mesolrophic waters of
reduced upwelling the production intensity of mesozooplankton, after a sharp decrease
becomes negative. However, the actual production of the community developing on
primary production and allochthonous organic matter, remains positive over the whole
0
aqualOry of the Equatorial upwelling investigated east of 155 W. This confirms the
values calculated by SOROKIN and co-authors (1975) which point to the prevailing
importance of' the 'detritus food chain' in the community of the Equatorial upwelling.
According to SOROKIN and co-authors (1975), in the productive regions or intensive
0
upwelling (97 W) up to 80% of the energy of primary production is brought into the
community through the 'detritus food chain'.
Distinctly expressed in the Equatorial upwelling is one of the basic singularities of
developing communities: increase in biomass and accumulation of energy (K3p > I) in
0
the early stages of development (97 W) and the expenditure of energy in more mature
0
communities (west of 120 W). This general process of energy accumulation by the
community and the subsequent expenditure of the stored reserves permits us to speak of
the entirety of the succession process in the plankton community on the equator.

'See p. 666.
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(h) Models of the Functioning of Pelagic Ecosystems
The ecosystems of the ocean are extremely complex and variable. Im'estig<\[ions of"
their functioning arc beset with many difficulties and their development or reorganization under the eITect of changing abiotic and biotic factors entirely unpredictable. Investigation by experimentation is largely inapplicable to natural ecosystems. However,
there is another way-that of simulating major processes in the ecosystems; this allows
the prediction of certain aspects of system behaviour. Moreover, the construction of a
model is a valuable tool for checking the co-ordination of separate experimental facts
and observations. Therefore, modelling should be regarded as a specifIC method for the
study and description of ecosystems.
However, in the construction of such a model only basic parameters and relations can
be used and many interesting details must be omitted-a circumstance which inevitably
incites protest from scientists who have devoted much time and eITort in studying these
interesting details (e.g. HEDGPETH, 1977; see also KINNE and BULNHEIM, 1977; and
Chapter 4). This critical attitude towards the modelling of biological systems is supported by the fact that mathematicians are often inclined to create and develop ecological models which are obviously inadequate.
In modelling the behaviour and development of populations it is convenient to base
the evaluations on the numerical abundance of individuals, but this criterion is not
applicable in the analysis of multi-species communities. As early as 1925 LOTKA suggested using as criterion the energy now through the system or the turnover of" substances within the system (e.g. fixed nitrogen). The energy approach has the advantage
that the potential energy of primary production can be utilized only once-the energy
now in the system is undirectional. This permits evaluation of the production processes
in a given block of the system by the diflerence in energy input and output. However,
with the energy approach, processes of mineralization and rcutilization of nutrients,
inOuences on system development of complex catalytic substances, aminoacids, vitamins, etc. escape the attention of the investigator because the role of all these components in the community is unrelated (Q their energy content. Recently, much attention
has been given to the modelling of turnover of matter (primarily nitrogen), bUl the
obtaining of initial data (parameters) for such models is rather complicated and cumbersome so that as yet relatively few data are available.
The construction and investigation of mathematical models of the functioning of
marine pelagic ecosystems has a fairly long history (PATTEN, 1968; STEEI.E, 1975;
DUGDALE, 1975). RILEY (1946,1947a) seems to have been the first to lormulatc problems of modelling ergocenes ofa community and to suggest a practical solution. RILEY's
model of seasonal phyto- and zooplankton development on Georges Bank and on the
coasts of New England takes into account the basic abiotic and uiotic parameters, many
of which had been determined in eXfJcditional work. The model, like most of" the subsequent ones, is based on trophic relationships on the interpn::tation of VOLTERRA (1936),
while the processes of biosynthesis are limited by the principle ol"minimum. fn elaboration of the ideas of RILEY a classical model ofthc systfm nutrients-phytoplankton-zooplankton (RILEY and co-authors, 1949) was developed where the first attempt was made
at a conjoint modelling of biotic and abiotic processes in the ecosystems and at the
evaluation of their role in the functioning of the system. As noted hy PATlTN (1968) this
model is 'a classical contribution to quantitative plankton ecology'.
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STEEl ,F: ( 1958), using the ideas 01' R IJ,EY's model, de\'eloped a model 01' t hc dynalll ics of
plankton in the :\orth Sea, which describes the seasonal dynamic:> ol'tllc conlIllUni{\, in ;l
two-byer sea with ,l thermocline, :\ Illodel of"the production cycle of"the Clllirc communit)' (including fishes) was proposed by Cl'SIII:\G (1959), :\otewonhy arc the illlercsting
work ol'STF.F.I.E (197+) on a modrl or {he 'plankton ecosystem' and the rnodrl of"\'()R.
0:\1:\:\ and co-authors (1980a,h) lor asses$ing the production of the populations or
dominant species and or the elltire herbi\'orous zooplankton in the Sou{lwrn Ocean,
Detailed analysis 01' the methods 01 modelling the phylO- and zooplankton dynamics in
natural communitirs is gl\en by P1.:\TT ,lIld co-authors (1977) and STEELE and.'vll'LLJ~
(1977) ,
Among models or nutrient tUl'llover in ecosystems we mention those or nitrogen
turnover in the sea by MJYAKt~ and WAD" (1968) and of the turnover of dissolved
silicon in the ocean by GRII.L (1970). The most detailed models orlhis trend are those of"
the dynamics of ecosystems and their components in zones of upwellings (DUGDALE and
MACISAAC, 1971; WALSH and DUGDALE, 1971; WALSH, 1975, 1976; WHITLEla:, 1978),
Recently, a comprehensive model of a multi-component physico-chemico-biological
marine system has been proposed by SERGEEV and co-authors (1977), On lhe whole,
modelling is an extensively developing trend of modern scientific research,
With the use of the energy principle, some progress has been achie\'ed in the simulalion of' marine ecosystems. \V1\'I3ERG and ,\:\ISI~IO\ (1966,1969) prO\Td that it is
possible to create a detailed model of'the cte\Tlopment ofa pelagic community by strictly
adhering to the energy principle in the description 'of lhe processes, MF.:\SHLT~I:\ and
UW'O\' (1970) widened their model by introducing nutrient elemcnts into it and factually translorming it into a mockl of' all aquatic ecosystem. The most comprehensi\'e
formulation of a model of the balanced relationship of matter and energy in marine
pelagic ecosystems was presented by I,Y,\I'['.'<O\' (1971).
The approach of LYAPU~()\' (1971) to the modelling of' complicated systems
(LYt\PUNOV and YABLON~KY, 196:1) is in its general features similar to tIll' lllacroscopic method of ODUM (1971), The system is presented in an assemblage of relatively
,llJtonomously funCI ion i ng clements linked by connect ing channels, The rult of' ,.;iglla Is
may be played by portions of' m;t[tcr or information and, accordingly, Illatel'lal and
informational connections may be recognized bf:lween the elements of' the systcm.
,,\ mathematical model of' balance relationships in an ecological system can lw constructed only on the condition that a certain degree of'compJetencss h;\s been achieved in
tIll' study of the simulated object. [n other words, a conccpt must be formed of'the
energy distribution between the elements, of the laws governing the intensity of energy
now between the elements, or whal enterS the system, and of what (and in wh<tt quanlities) lea\'Cs lhe system or is extractcd li'om it,
Later on, in accordance with the results of il1\'Cstigations carried out during the
specialized cruises of' the R, \" \" l'iU'u::. and tlkademik Kurchalol', LY r\ PC :\O\"s model was
substantially sLlpple'mentcd and relined, Thus, in particular, horizon wi ad\'ection oCthe
de\-e\oping community by currents was introduced, the three-layered hydrological structure of the euphotic zone (\Valer linder, in, and aoove the thermocline) was taken into
accounl, and trophic l'ebtionships were calculated-not according to the scheme of
VOLTERR:\ (1936) but to the equ;ltion proposed by h'LEV (1955), In addition, [he
various groups of phytn- and mesoplankton, bacteria, ;ind protozoans were recognized
as subslantial elements or the system, Most import,lllt of' all, coefficients of' equations
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could be quantitati"ely c"aluated for defined regions (Central Tropical pan of (he
Pacific Ocean). As a result, a model of the development or the pelagic community of lhe
Tropical epipelagial-Ij'om the moment of its formation in the zone of divergence to its
reaching a quasi-stationary state in the halostase of the anticyclonic gyral-was
developed ready lor processing in an electronic computer (VINOGRADOV and coauthors, 1972, 1973).
Simulation models of seasonal changes in the areal distribution of elements (for the
Sea of Japan) were constructed on the same principles, beginning with phytoplankton
and bacteria and ending with squids and fishes (MENSHLiTKIN and co-authors, 1974), a
volumetric model of the variability of areal and vertical distribution of plankton elements in the Equatorial zone of the Pacific Ocean (VINOGRADOV and MENSHUTKIN,
1977), and, finally, an as yet preliminary model of the pelagic ecosystem of the entire
Pacific Ocean (MENSHUTKIN, 1979).
Let us consider in greater detail a simulation of the development of the community of
the Tropical epipelagial; its relevance to the actually observed pattern of plankton
distribution has been clearly demonstrated (VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1972, 1973).
This made it possible to carry out model experiments on the development of the system
(VINOGRADOV and co-authors, 1973,1975).
An analysis was made of the community inhabiting the surface layer down to a depth
of 200 m. The layer was divided into an upper mixed layer, the thermocline layer, and
the layer below the thermocline. The changes in the system were investigated by 24-h
periods and intervals of 5 to J 0 m along the vertical. The vertical connection between
these layers was realized by light penetration, turbulent diffusion, phytoplankton
and detritus sinking, and diurnal migrations of zooplankton. The principles on which
the equations of the model are worked out, the schemes of its spatial structure, and
determinations of its parameters have been described by VINOGRADOV and co-authors
(1973) and VINOGRADO\' and \1E:\ISHCTK1N (1977).
The simulated changes in the biomass of the system elements with time and, consequently, with distance from the zone of water ascent· show the h\ghest rate of accretion
(Fig. 2-20) in the biomass of phytoplankton and bacteria. Phytoplankton reaches its
maximum development all the 3rd to 7th day, bacteria on the 5th to 8th day. Small
filter feeders lag somewhat behind, and large filter feeders have a still slower rate of
development; the biomasses of various groups of carnivores reach their maximum values
only on the 35th to 50th day.
By the 50th to 80th day the system attains a near-stationary state. This is characterized by a low biomass of all living elements and a nearly balanced relationship between
photosynthesis and nutrient inflow. In this quasi-stationary state the biomass of the
basic elements of the system is subject to autofluctuations. The model also permits
prediction of changes in vertical distributions of all elements as the system develops; the
results obtained prow' to be close to those observed in nature.
The results of a comparison of absolute biomass values derived from the model with
observations in nature are given in Table 2-6. Considering the relative roughness of the
model, its agreement with nature may be regarded as acceptable and sufliciently reliable
to be used for predictions of" the behaviour of a real system under varying parameters.
Let us consider the results of some model experiments.
The possibility or 'fertilizing' oceanic waters by introducing mineral salts of nutrient
elements into the euphotic zone has been repeatedly suggested. The model permits
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fig. 2-20: Simulation ol"biomass changes as a function ol"time. Elemellls
of a tropical community in the 0-150 m layer. p: phytoplankton; b:
bacterioplankton; m: micro-zooplankton; f, and f2 : small « 1 mm and
large (> I mm) lilter-feeders; S,: cyclopopoids; sl: carnivorous
calanoids; Sj: chaclOgnaths; a: protozoans. (Based on information
provided by VINOGRADOV and ME!'iSHUTKIN, 1977)
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Table 2-6
Biomass (cal m- 2 ) of the elements of a community in the 0 to 150-m layer (Original)
Observations in the
Model output

Elements of the community
Phytoplankton
Bacteria
Filter-feeding copepods
Carnivorous plankton

Observations in the
ocean
Virya~

Virya~

51. 6493
60-80 d
900
'2180
238

30th day

40th day

80th day

51. 6429
30-<~0 d

1319
167:>
2754
896

1092
864
1338
1274

827
564
542
496

2000
4100
945
1100

462

quantitative estimates of the results of such a fertilization. I twas (ound that the ensuing'
substantial increase in nutrient concentration of the early period of system development
is perceptihle only during a short time as it soon regains equilibrium due to increased
grazing of phYlOplankton; thereafter the system returns to its former stationery level
(Table 2-7)< Thus, 'fertilization' of regions where communities are formed does not
result in an increase in the biomass of higher trophic levels with more prolonged
development.
Quite another picture is obtained after the regular addition of nutrients to the system.
Their short-term effect does not change the pattern of community development in
principle, but results in the community's reaching a quasi-stationary stale at greater
biomass values of the higher trophic levels (Fig. 2-21).
Analogous numerical experiments with the model on other parameters show that even

Table 2-7
Simulation ofphYLOplanklOn biomass (cal m- 3 ) at varying initial values of nutrient concentrations
(Alier VINOGRADO\, and co-authors, 1973)
n=400mgm- 3

n = 100 mg m- J

Time or existence of system (d)
Layer(m)

10th

50th

100th

Q·I

0
10·g
10·7
10·6
10'9
10·9
10·9
11·2
17·0
128

10th

.10th

100th

O-:~

O· )
161
7-8
7·8
7·9
7· I
18·9
10·3

0
15+

-0-10
10-20
20-30
:)()-40
40-50
50-(;0
60-70
70-HO

0·3
31· 7
39·6
39'4
36·6
:,()·7
41·7

80-~)O

I·g
0·6
3·1

90-100
100-150

13"~

8· 7
9·+
9'2
9· 7
9'5
11·4
15· 7
31·f
:l6
2·1

2,(

37·+
289· 7
207· 7
295·1
153· 7
62·1
15·6
2·1
0·6
3·1

10·4

10·4
10 i
II}S

+·2

8·8
17· 9
17·9
H

2·2

2'4

~~9·0
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Fig. 2-21: Biomass changes as a function oftime. Elements ofa tropical pelagic community
in the 0-150 m layer at regular (evcry 5 d) intrusions of nutrient salts (nitrogen) into
the upper mixed layer. p: phytoplankton; b: I>acterioplankton; a: protozoans; m:
nauplii; 1'1: small filter-feeders; s,: carnivorous Illcsoplanktoll. (Based Oil information
prO\'idcd by VI\()GI{ADO\' and co-authors, 1975)

\'cr)' sharp changes in the initial conditions-such as lor instance a hundredfold or

thousandfold increase in the concentration ofcarni\'ores-will alTect the population only
for a short time, after which the system returns to its standard level.
far more important is the influence ol'such constantly acting factors as rate ofvertical
water motion, intensity of turbulent mixing, or solar radiation. Thus, for example, the
pattern of vertical distribution of diverse elements has been proven to undergo a sharp
change if the rate ol'water ascent is reelueed from 10- 1 cm s", as assumed in the model,
to less than 10- 1 em S-I, conversely, elevated to 10 l to 10- 1 cm S-I.
It was found that the functioning or the ecosystem depends substantially on the value
of the specific production of community clements ami, first of all, on the specific production or phytoplankton. Thus, irwe assume thaI a maximulll diurnal specific phytoplankLOn production exceeding a unit in the initial phase of' syStelll de\Tlopment reaches a
constant level orless than o·() on the 15th day (THO\I!\~, 1970), then the community will
virtually dic all' on the 30th to 50th ddy, On the other hand, a vn)' high specific
phYLOplankton production in oligotrophic watns (KOBLEi\T/.-MISHKE and VEDERNIKO\" 1976) will also lead to situations nOl obscl'\'cd in nature.
Thus, experiments with the simulation model allow us to form a concept of the
development of' a system in difTerent situations and to derive sometimes trivial but
sometimes also quite unexpected conclusions,
Models of pelagic ecosystems are important not only from the standpoint orthe actual
results obtained. No less important is the ract that the application of modelling in
oceanographic research has greatly modified our approach to the collection and treat-
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or

ment of samples and to the organization 0(' fieldwork. If a simulation
processes going
on in the ocean is to be recognized as the resulting and generalizing stage of t!H'
investigations, then the need for a complex and comprehensive study of the object being
modelled becomes imperative. Omissions or insufficient knowledge of processes referring to om: ot' the elements may depreciate efforts directed toward the study of other
elemems of the system.
(4) Deep-Sea Communities
(a) Vertical Distribution
The vertical stratification of plankton in the water column of the ocean is tOO extensi'T
to be caused only by the gradients of physical and hydrochemical factors (BA"lSE, 19Gc~,
VI!\OGRADOV, 1968,1972). It is preserved despite the presence of vertical turhulent
eddies that contribute to the mixing of separate parts of the community and biotope.
Evidently there must exist some inner factors within the community which help to
uphold high gradients of stratiflcation against the external forces that operate to lower
them. It seems possible that the memhers of the community havt' to spend energv
especially for maintaining their stratified distribution.
The biological mechanisms responsible for planklOn stratification within the water
column are not quite clear. They may include, for example, competitive exclusion of
dominant ecologically similar species according to the principle of GAuSE (1934).
In marine pelagic communities which occupy rather similar biotopes, ecological dil~
ferences comprise mainly differences in food habits of their component species. In situations of'Q\'erensured' food supply, the coexistence of ecologically similar species with the
same food habits is possible, but with the diminution of food resources competition
increases (see also Volume V: PERES, 1982), At first a partial overlapping of
the trophlt: projections of thc ecological niches of closely-related species takes place,
preventing coexistence; at this period general competition between trophic groups ma,'
still be low. But with a further decrease in food supply more and morc species and,
finally, entire trophic groups, become involved in competition.
In the western part of the PacifLc Ocean VI:\,OGRADO\ and PI\RI:\ (1973) discO\Trecl
a vertical sequence in the importance of mass groups of carni\'orous macroplanktoll: in
the 80- to 120-m and 300- to 400-m layers, Myctophidae wcre dominant in biomass; in
depths of about 200 m, prawns; in 120 to 170 In, cephalopods. Below 500 m, ooth
predators and planktophagous fishes were dominant. The pattern of stratifLed distribution and alternation of dominant specics is most evident in direct obsen'ations. All
researchers who have explored great depth, beginning with 13EE~E (193-1), mention the
striking alternation of layers with dominance of diflcrent species (e.g. BI::R:'-l:\RD, I 451);
PERES, I 958a, 1965; DIETl, 1962).
Owing to vertical water mobility, the extremely small extent or vertical habitat WIles
compared with regions of horizontal distribution and the capacity of most plankton
animals for active vertical replacement, there is no total exclusion of one species by
others, nor complete di"ergence with depth. In "crtical plankton distributions. the
principle of competitivc exclusion is manifested primarily in a "ertical divergencr or
layers with a dominance of ecologically similar species with the same food spectra.
Nevertheless, even a gradual change in the amount onood with increasing depth-when
reaching a certain limit-will produce sharp changes in the structure oflhe community.
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(b) Reduction of Energy Expenditures
Energy is brought into the communities of oceanic depths with the organic matter
formed in the surface layers in the euphotic zone. The ways by which the organic matter
penetrates from the surface zonc into different depths, its quantity or ratc of supply, the
form in which it occurs there, are deeply rooted in the singularities of the existence of the
pelagic fauna and the character of its \'enical distriburion. The fact that the pattern of
vertical quantitative pl<lnkton distribution is gencr;dly similar throughout the entire
ocean (e.g. VINOGRA[)()\', 1960,1%2lJ,1968; Yl\SHNOV, 1961; LONGHURST and WIL·
L1AMS, 1979) is evidence that in each case this distribution depends not only on the
complex of local conditions (abiotic and biotic), but also on some general cause. This
determinant factor pl'O\'es to be the quantity of available food, i.e. the value of food
resources (see also Volume V; PERES, 1982).
The ways in which lhe organic nutrient matter penetrates into the depths, the form in
which it is present there, have been discussed repeatedly and in great detail (MENZIES,
1962; VI:\OGRi\DO\, 1962a,1968; FOL'R\'EIR, 1972; ivl.>\cDo:\ALo, 1975; MCC.-\\'E,
1975). 'vVhatever the route and source-whether in the form of metabolic products of
higher living animals, their remains, or in the bodies of animals perlorming venical
migrations or entrained from the coasts and the shelf by bottom current-in every case
the amount of this organic Illalter will be gradually reduced with its sinking to d~eper
layers due to partial consumption by the inhabitants ofintennediat(' layers and mineralization, so that the deficit of food <I\'<lilable to the inhabitants 01' the pelagia! will augment with increasing depth.
Apparently the quantity of deep-sea plankton depends not only on the value of its
production in the euphotic zone but also on the balance of the life cycles of surface
communities which determines the extent of the utilization of this production in the
euphotic zone within the communities themsel\'es. BAi'\SE (196.J.) was the first to note
this possibility. However, since there are no experimental determincltiolls of the
ecologico-physio!ogical characteristics of deep-sea plankton, the suggestion could not as
yet be \"erifled. \Vhere aquatories, as well as the struClllre 01' deep-sea communitie:>
themsel\'es, ctifTer in the balance of production and destruction 01' surface plankton such
a relationship would never arise (V INOGRAOOV, 1968). At least, in temperate regions of
the ocean the flow of organic malttT from the surface down to the depths hab a certain
seasonal cycling. This cycling apparently should bring seasonal patterns in the life cycles
of the deep-sea animals (SCHOL,\ER, 1968; Mi\l';CHLJ~E, 1972). In fact, in the KurilKamchatka Trench seasonal changes were found in the age 01' the populations of some
pelagic animals at the depths more than 6000 m (VINOGRADOV, 197Gb).
In the upper nutrient-enriched layers the animals may easily compensate for even
considerable losses of energy associated with aClive movement by more intensive feeding; this is not always possible in the impoverished deep waters.J0RGENSEi'< (1955) is of
the opinion that the energetic expenditures of plankton filter feeders are rel'unded only,
provided that the quantity of assimilable detritus in the water exceeds 25 mg I-I. Actually,
the content of organic detritus ill deep waters may be significantly lower. 511\1.\1.GA UZE:"I (1968, p. 52) poims au t that:
'abundance of means ofsubsistcnce prove beneficial [for evolutionary development]
also for perhaps less adapted, but in return active a.nd fertile individuals. Con-
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trariwise in the absence of the required materials the selective advantages will be on
the side of most strictly adapted and e\'cn narrowly specialized species with the
most economical metabolism, even if at a decrease in the general level of their
activity" .
Adaptations to existence under conditions of extremely scarce food resources in various animal groups with different food habits may manifest themselves in difTerent ways
and to different degrees. However, the tendency towards a reduction of energy expendi.
lUre must be inherent in the entire population ofgreat depths. Even the upper-interzonal
animals that spend only a part of their lives in deep waters greatly reduce their energy
exchange during this period. Thus, CaLanus 'zy/Jerbore/lj' which winters in depths of500 to
2000 m reduces llS energy expenditure for respiralOry exchange by three times. This
change in breathing rate is purely adaptive and does not depend on temperature (CON.
OVER, 1962).
With increasing depth and poverty of food resources the animals become subject 1O
changes in mean body size. In bathypelagic depths, carnivores ~nd some other forms
increase noticeably in size, the increase being accounted for not only by a predominance
in represen tatives of large-sized genera but also by 'deep-sea gigantism', i.e. increase in
size with depth in species of a genus or closely-related genera. Thus, in SergesleJ the mean
body size increases in different species from 28 mm (S, vigiLax, habitat depth:
110~650 m) to 94 mm (S. robustlls, habitat depth: 550-800 m); in Meningodora species,
from 36 mm (M. mycciLa, mean habitat depth: 1280 m) to 74 mm (M. miLlis, mean
habitat depth: 1550 m).
To explain the phenomenon of deep-sea gigantism some authors (WOLFF, 1960, 1962;
BIRSHT£IN, 1963; BELYAEV, 1966) ascribed it to the abiotic factOrs, first of all to
pressure and low temperature. MAUCHLINE (1972) suggested that the more important
factors are different aspects of ecological pressure and, especially, increased longevity
combined with low growth rate. But TSEITLIN (1977) proved that the main factor
determining the increase in size of carnivorous species is the impoverishment or food
resources. A definite role is played also by the low temperature. Proceeding from the
known formulae of food rations and their dependence on temperature, TSEITLIN suggested a method for quantitative size evaluation in planklOphages of different groups
with increasing depth and changes in food concentration (mesoplankton biomass). The
calculated result obtained by him coincide with th(' nbservcd data.
The principle of economy in energy expenditure is expn'ssed first orall in a decrease of
activity. Deep-sea animals are predators in the overwhelming majority, not actively
pursuing their prey but passively waiting for it. This is evidenced in particular by their
(sometimes significantly) elongated appendages which ensure control over a considerable volume of water. A number of deep-sea cephalopods have greatly elongated arms
which may be 15 times longer than the animal's body (ChirllOleulhi5 veraTzyi). In some
predatory deep-sea copepods the buccal appendages are noticeably increased by elongated articles of the maxilliped basipodite and bear rare but strong and long setae.
WICKSTEAD (1962) observed in a live copepod such setae extending downward and
forward, forming a trap which closes instantly when the prey enters the field orits action,
while the predatory capepod itself makes no attempt to pursue the prey that swim past
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it. Puu:s (in M,\RSIJ.\I.I., 1960) observed from the bathyscal-'he the IJchaviour of

Chau/ioduJ; he writes rhal
'these fishes "o\er in the waleI' wirh the long axis of rhe Lody ;ll an acute angle lo
the hOl"iwntal plane, Lhe Ile;\d being above the tail. At the same lime the long
second dorsal ray, which is tipl-'ed with luminescent tissue, is cun'ed larward over
rhe head W LhaL (he extremity 01 the ray lies in front of the mouth.'
And about G)clolhonf and Gonostoma:
'Ces animaux som loujours immobiles, paraissanl flotter; ils semblent altendre la
proie sans la poursuivre, et il m'a ere impossible de voir quelles sont les nageoires
dont Ie mouvement aide a leur equilibre' (cited after MARSHALL, 1960, pp. 107 and

I J 0).
How many prey organisms an: needed by such a predalOr for ils suhsistence?
GOKE!..OVt\ and TSEITLIN (1979), who studied the changes occurring wirh incre;t.sing

depth in the rations of the \ cry same ()ielothone observed by PEKES, laulld that its sp('cific
die! rations decrease with depth with a concomitant increase in the body size of the fish
(Table 2-8). The authors, having estimated the size of the prey of G)clothonf, note that
C. alba on an average captures a single prey once in 2 d, C. pseudopaLLida once every 3 d ,
C. pallida once every 10 d. Proceeding from entirely different premises, MACDONALD
(1975) calculated that the ostracod Ciganlhocyris requires for its suosistence on the (lverage of I prey mo- l .
'fhe drastic decrease in mobilir)' is accompanied lJy a reorganizarion of the entire
organism resulting in its pronounced specializarion (e.g. DF.NTON and MARSIIALL,
195H; lvIARSHALI., 1960, 1971; WALTERS, 1961; V[,\OCRADO\', 1968).
The basic adaptations tend towards neutral buoy,mcy at which the animal may
remain in a suspended state without any muscular elTort and thus reduce energy expenditure. A decrease in specific weighr is achieved mainly by the reduction of heavy tissues.
The bony skeleton is replaced by a cartilaginous one, the muscular fibres weaken. The
subdermal region and spaces between muscular tissues are (Illed with jelly-like mesenchyma, and a part of the subcutaneous cavities are filled with fat. Most of the soft tissues

Tahle '2-H
Specific diel rations and body sizes or Cye/otholl/' speci('s living in dilkrenl depths (Based on
inforrnatiun provided by GORELOVA and TSEITI.IN, 1979)

Fish species

'vlean depth 01
habitat (rn)

eye/o/holle alba

550

C. p,eudopat/ida
C. pat/ida

750

HOO

Weight (g)

L('ngth (em)

0'05ti
0·115
0·289

'25
:i6

+6

Spccilic dieJ
ration (e/W)
0·016
0·012
0·00-1
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become jelly-like in consistency so that the average water content in the tissues of some
deep-sea fishes increases by 80 to 90% and their protein content proves 2 to 4 times lower
than that in fishes living in shallower waters (DENTON and MARSHALL, 1958; WALTERS, 1961; CHILDRESS and NYGAARD, 1973). The swim bladder loses it basic purpose
(preservation of neutral buoyancy at changing pressure) and either disappears entirely or
becomes reduced and filled with fat (MARSHALL, 1960).
The integuments of deep-sea pelagic decapods are far thinner than in shallower-water
living species, thus HymenodoraJrontalis has a relatively hard exoskeleton, but the deeperliving H. glacialis has an extremely soft one. Moreover their tissues have high lipid
contents-up to 72% ofdry weight (VINOGRADOV and co-authors; 1970; CHILDRESS and
NYGAARD, 1973). The same phenomenon is characteristic of other plankton crustaceans. I n the deep-sea chaetognaths Eukrohnia Jowleri and Sagitta macrocephala the gut is
encircled by parenchymatous tissue IIl1ed with fat. Deep-sea cephalopods (Vamp.JTlIleuthis, Vitreledonella, Amphitretes,Japetella, Eledonella) have lost the greater part of their
supporting and muscular tissues, and their muscles, thus partly degenerated, are
replaced by jelly-like tissue so that in body consistency they resemble jelly fish.
The reduction of musculature results in a simplification of the circulatory and excretory systems. I n pelagic deep-sea fishes the surface of gill plates is greatly decreased,
pointing to a less intensive breathing rate, while the low breathing rate, the secondarily
simplified excretory system, and the reduction of sense organs are indications of reduced
energy expenditure. Indeed, measurements of metabolic rates in deep-sea species carried out at habitat depths show that they are several times lower in mesopelagic plankton animals than in surface species (CHILDRESS, 1971; MEEK and CHILDRESS, 1973); and
at a depth of 1800 m the rates are two orders of magnitude lower than in shallow-water
fishes of the same size (S:\-lITH and HESSLER, 1974). The calculations of the intensity of
the metabolic rates in surface and bathypelagic fishes by protein equivalent make
apparent difTerences of one order of magnitude (CHILDRESS and NYGAARD, 1973).
The adaptations associated with the tendency to reduce energy expenditure and food
habits are extremely profound and varied. They alter the appearance of pelagic deep-sea
animals far more than adaptations to changes in all other environmental factors. In
other words, it is the change in food availability-not the change in physical parameters
(light, pressure, or temperature)-that primarily determines the structure and mode of
life of' pelagic animals in the deep sea.
The principle of economy in energy expenditure is not restricted to the lowering of the
level of basic and active metabolism. Accord ing to WALTERS (1961) neoteny, widely
occurring in many groups of deep-sea animals, is one of the main evolutionary adjustments observed in waters of great depths poor in food resources. Owing to their neotenic
development, deep-sea animals seem to require less energy for reaching sexual maturity.
The amount of food resources also determines tht.: structure of communities at different depths. The number of species decreased with depth to a lesser degree than plankton
abundance. As a result, each specit.:$ is far more dispersed in deep waters than in surface
layers. The species di\'ersity of communities increases, as well as their stability which,
according to MACARTIIUR (1955), rises with increasing polyrnixedness and the number
of Jinks in the tood weh. It is further known that the efficiency of ultilization of food
resources by a community increases with the latter's stability, while higher stability
enablcs it to subsist on a relatively smaller supply of energy to the system (MARGALEF,
1963; see also Volume IV: MARGALEF, 1978).
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(c) Structural Characteristics ofColllmunities

MesopeLagial (20U-f()OOm)
The main mass of the population consists of species which are directly associaterl with
the surfilce zone and feed there during their ontogenetic or diel migrations. Herc, especially in temperate-cold water regions, zooplankton concentrations are in some cases
nearly identical with those in the surface layers. An imponant pan is played by bacteriophages (radiolarians: phaeodarians, etc.), which utilize the high concentrations of
bacteria and unicellular heterotrophs usually confined to depths of 500 to 600 m
(SOROKIN, 1977a). In addition to migrating animals (carnivorous and non-carnivorous)
carnivorous forms that do not ascend to the surface layers ,He of substantial importance.
The highly polymixed communities of the mesopelagial have a somewhat lower species
diversity than the communities of the surface zone in rhe tropics and exceed surface coldwater communities in this parameter.

Bathypelagial (1000-3000 m)
The communities of the bathypelagial are characterized by a relatively low numerical
abundance and biomass which even in the most productive regions of the ocean does not
exceed 20 to 30 mg m- 3 , and by a considerable predominance ofwophages over detritoand phytophages among which in cold water regions upper interzonal filter feeders also
play an important role. In the upper layers of the bathypelagial they may account for 30
to 40% of the lOtal mesoplankton biomass.
The bulk of the population consistS ofcarni\'orous forms subsisting on animal organic
matter coming from the surface zone (Table ~-9). However, most of the predators are
not mobile; they do not pursue their prey but wait for it. The polymixedness of tlte
communities is high: many groups of pelagic animals reach a high degree ot'species
diversity here. The scantiness of food resources and necessity 01' reducing the energy
expenditure for uasal and active metabolism arc accompanied in many groups by substantial morphological reorganization, which results in a taxonomical detachment of the
bathypelagic (auna from that oj I he surlace. This is true first of all (or the groups which
in the surface layers are represented by acti\'e predators, but in the bathypelagial restrict
themselves to luring prey (BJRSI-IT.U:-i and VINOGRADO\', 1971).
Low population abundance combined with a relatively high species diversity results
in a vel)' high dispersion in the distribution of indi\idual species, far higher than in
lesser depths. The increase in the index of community diversity evidences its greater
stability which, according to MA){Gr\LEI' (196:{, 1978), enables it to exist with a lesser
inflow of energy into the system, i.e. on more restriCted (ood resources.

lbyssope/agia/ (be/ow 3000 m)
Community structures at de-pths below 3000 m have heen very little studied. Here,
numerical abundance and plankton biomass arc extremely low. There are only a few
species. No group exhibits a maximum ofspecies diversity below 3000 m. In contrast to
the hathypelagial, ahyssopclagic communities may be characterized as being
oligomixed. Owing to the extreme degree of plankton rarefaction, even passive predation
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Table 2-9
Changes with depth in the trophic structure or the communities in the northweslern part of the
Paci.lic Ocean (summer 1966). Biomass of major trophic groups in percentage of total net plankton
in each layer, nOI taking into account inlerzonal lilter reeders which do nOI reed at the depth or
capture. Averages from 9 stations (Original)

Depth (m)

0-50
50-100
100-200
200-300
300-500
500-750
750-1000
1000-1500
1500-2000
2000-2500

filter feeders
(phyto- and detritophages)

Snappers (predators
and necrophages)

Euryphages (mixed
type of feeders)

2

3

'1

85
58

II
3

8

·l2

.):1

55
55

28

17

10
13

27
54
54

36

5

'77

2
3

133
139
72

2500-:WOO

5

:1000-4000
4000-5000
5000-6000
6000-7000
>7000

4

4
2
2

8

39
22

4-

III

3:l
IH
l.'i
H

2:1
57
74

15
21

in

29

6:l

77

seems to be un tenable as a sou rce of energy, and carnivorous species lose their imp0rlance. They are represented mainly by gammarids confined to the bottom. Plankton in
these depths consists primarily of small-sized detritus feeders or euryphages.
The species impoverishment in the abyssopelagial is undoubtedly also caused by the
bct Ihat-due to the high degree 01" rarefaction-the dispersion ofsomc species uecomes
so high that the meeting of sexes for reproduction is no long-er assured. Because of this
the inhabitation of abyssal depths, where total numerical abundance is extreme)y low,
can prevail only under the condition of a relatively monotonous species composition.
E\·idence from the community of the oceanic water column completely confirms the
statement by ELTON (1927) that the essential factor maintaining the inlegrity or communities, i.e. the essential integrating force, is of trophic nature (see also KINNE,
1977, p. 724). The organic malleI' photosynthesized by phytoplankton and penetrating
into the greenest depths or the ocean is the m~tin trophic link connecting the populations
or all layers of tlte water column. The wide eurybatlt\Tity or many species, the vcrucal
migrations during which the animals cover hundreds and thousands or metres and II)
which most plankton animals are involved, assure this connection (see Tahle 2-9).

(5) Conclusions and Possibilities of Management
At present, the exploitation of biological resources or the ocean is directed nearly
exclusively towards the remm'al of"tlte productiol[ of natural communities in the I()rm 01
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the linal links of the trophic chains-fishes, cephalopods, molluscs, whales. Today,
comll!clTial fishery encompasses practically the whole aquatory of thc ocean.
The need for further increase in catches calls lor a sound scientific fundament on which
the most rational trends of commercial fishery can be based. The attention of researchers
must locus first on the elucidation of quantitative patterns of distribution of forage
org,lIlisrns, determination of the productivity or the ocean, study or relationships between the feeding areas of lishes, and hydrophysicfll and hydrochemical factors, i.e. on
what today would be termed biological ocean asseSSmellt. These il1\'estigations ha\'e
indicated ways of rational fishery management and helped to maximize fishing eITiciency. Fundamcntal questions of the general structure of the ocean have been elucidated, its productivity assessed, and a wealth of material on species composition and
biology of its inhahitants has been accumulated and systemati<:ed.
At the same time, the scantiness of the commercial resources of the ocean was pointed
out (for details consult Volume V, part 3), and an upper limit ofRO to 100 million twas
set for commercial catches. This limit only slightly exceeds the present level, which in
1974 reached 60 millions (GL: U .:\:\0, 1976; see also Chapter 5). The greatest increase
was observed between 195H and 1961, when the world catch rose every year by 3·4
million tor 9%. I:ktween 1964 and 1%7 this increase dropped to 2·6 millions and
between 1967 and 1971 to merely I· H million t or 3· 7%. In I: 972 there was even a
decrease in IOtal world catch which, by 1974-, still failed to return to the 1970 level.
It is obvious that a rurther, even very profound intensification of the sea fishery and
the inclu~ion of the few remaining untapped regions and fish stocks could not help much
to attain the goal of 100 10 150 million t of fishery products set for the year 2000
(MOISEEV, 1969). This goal cannot be achieved by the methods used today in the
exploitation of fishery resources. Catches may be increased but only [or a shorl time,
until the 'free lishery' reaches its ceiling. Any further increase may undermine the Ilsh
resources of tlte ocean, a process which may pro\T irre\'ersible for many valuable marine
specIes.
There is an urgent need lor turning from 'h'ee hunting"' to the management of the
biological productivity of the ocean and to the type of husbandry practiced on land
(Volume I II: KI:"lNE and ROSENTHAL, 1977; KINNE, 1983). To achieve this task-new in
the very principle of its concept-of exerting purposeful inOuence on marine communities new propositions have to be evolved. The development of rational methods for
influencing marine communities and elTective marine husbandry has to be based on a
thorough knowledge of the strUCture and functioning of these communities, clearcut
concepts of production processes, matter conversion, and energy flow at dilTerent trophic
levels (Volume IV). A theory must be evolved for the management of biological systems
in coastal waters and in the open ocean. The complexity of marine ecosystems and the
difJiculties which beset their investigation makes absolutely indispensable-as pointed
out by MONIN and 'co-authors (1974)-the cybernetization of marine ecology, i.e. the
use of methods of mathematical simulation for predicting the behaviour of systems
sul.~ject to directed changes of one or other of their parameters.
In the international program Glooal Oceanic Research (1969) developed by the
UN ESCO, special emphasis is placed on the necessity of studying the production process and the functioning of oceanic ecosystems as groundwork for their directed
modification .
.sufficiently new and as yet imperfectly developed methods fOf investigation of the
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functioning of ecu5ystcms should be applied at first in 5tudies of systems simpler and
more easily accessible, uut at the same time highly important in the general economies of
the ocean. Such are the communities of the pelagia I where the uniformity orenvirollmental conditions contributes to a strong dominance of trophic relationships. In contrast to
benthic systems, any relationships not directly trophic are of secondary importance in
pelagic communities. At the same time, abiotic conditions which directly aflect the
functioning of communities are more easily determined and aS5essed in the pelagia!.
In temperate and cold water regions, for assessing the energy balance of a system
during its entire production cycle, circum-annual characteristics of the given community
are required; technically, these are nOt easy to obtain. In this respect communities of
Tropical waters which are subject to far less seasonal variations ofTer great advantages-as at each given moment the system may without great error, be regarded as
being balanced. The complicated species structu re and high species diversity of tropical
communities present no special difficulties when the energy principle is used to estimate
their functioning.
Having methods for investigating pelagic communities at our disposal would greatly
facilitate our turning to the study of predicting the behaviour of systems, including the
populations not only of the water column but also of the ocean floor, i.e. of systems
which may be factually used in cultivation and husbandry on the shelf.
Similarly, the problem of management also comprises the creation or models designed
to study the developmental dynamics of commercial fish populations in ditTerent
aquaLOries; this will permit their more rational and efficient exploitation. Today such
models already exist or are being created for se\·eral fish species (e.g. [or Scomberjaponicus
in California, Cololabis sail'a in the northwestern Pacific Ocean, and yellow fin tuna in the
eastern Pacific Ocean) (FR..-\:\CIS, 1974; PARRISH, 1971:l).
I t may be expected that elaboration of the problem of managing biological systems
will provide a theoretical basis for (i) rationally directed changes in oceanic communities, (ii) increased output of economically valuable products, and (iii) effective
farming in the ocean. Allthis wu!tl increase the production ofanimal protein obtainable
from the ocean.
Another task of increasing importance is the assessment of the effect of various
anthropogenic activities (pollution, rishery) on the biosystems of the ocean (Volume V,
Parts 3 and 4). Viewed from this perspective the essential fact is that anthropogenic
pollution primarily afTects the surface layers of the ocean, i.e. the most productive
ecosystems in the euphotic waters which ensure the supply of energy for populations in
the entire water column. Naturally, the study of the effect of pollution on the surface
community is of primary importance.
Abundant information has already llcen acculllulated on the biology of marine organisms, their interrelationships with one another and with the abiotic environment
(Volumes I, I I, Ill, IV), including anthropogenic influences (Volume V, Parts 3 and 4).
Actually, an approach has become possible to analyse the functioning or communities
exposed to \·arious external influences.
Any consideration of the pelagic ecosystems or the open ocean should take into
account that a system deYeloping ill time is shifted with the flow of 'ageing' water
through space. Therefore, it i5 the succession oC the community along the whole journey
or the water-from the momellt of its ascent to the euphotic layer to the moment of its
sinking-that should be considered as the elementary unit. Of course, the ecosystem will
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not be in equilibrium (energy balanced) a{ any given moment of time. Near the zone or
its formation the system accumulates energy, while 'farther downstream' it spends it. It
is during the 'accumulation period' that the system is particularly vulnerable to depressing factors. Therefore, pollution exerts maximum damage where the systems form in
regions of upwellings and current divergences in the tropics or during the periods of
planktOn development in temperate latitudes.
Consequently, the problem ot' assessing the ellect or anthropogenic pol1ution on the
ecosystems of' the ocean should be approached in twO ways: (i) By obtaining definite
data all the character and extent 01' influences or the most common pol1utants on mass
lorms (or groups) or hydrobionts; this would enable us to account lor their effect in
simulations of' ecosystems and to predict their development. (ii) By developing
mathematical models which take into account the stochastic character or pollution and
the possibilities of controlling its extent.
A model or the runctioning of ecosystems under pol1ution represents only a particular
case of' a more general model which accounts for the presence or management, where
pollution may be understood as any kind of anthropogenic interference and management taken as a substantial optimal use of natural resources in the broadest sense of'
these concepts.
Thus, gcneral1y formulated, the problem exceeds the limits of separate domains of
natural sciences and becomes a subject of engineering ecology in which not just simulations but analytical optimization'll models are used, models of theoretical cybernetics
(syslemology) with their components of information and management theory. The main
premise of these investigations is bilsed on the assumption that the probabilistic characteristics of the level of pollution of an ecosystcm depends of the amount of'resources
allotted to combat it.
Thc task, as pointed out by BIH'S! I.O\·SK Y (1975), is reducLd to the distribution at'
a\'ailablc resources in such a way thilt during a cenain period of time the expectation of'
the le\'C1 of pollution should prove to be a minimal constant value and the dispersion of
the pollution le\'elto be lower than a certain pre-assigned \·alue. The converse problem
is also int(Tcsting.
Thc resolution or the direct !ask-the distribution of resources-should facilitate a
'fi-eezing' or the level of' ecosystem pollution al the minimal value possible li)r a given
value of ('xpenditure, illl(-! the resolution of the converse task will allow us to find out
what quantity of resources (expenditure) is necessary for the 'fi-eezing value' to correspond to the pre-assigned one.
Thus, large ecosystems may ue considered as subsystems o1'a single economic system.
This perspective will pnmit us to develop a strategy of optimal marine management
considering the effect of' commercial and non-commercial (pollution)' human activities
on marine ecosystems, and to suggest the most rational method for their directed
changes. The transition of mall's activities from hunting to agriculture required
thousands of'years; in the ocean it is expected to be realizcd within the next few decades.
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3. CO,i\S'TAL ECOSYS'rEMS
3.1 BRACKISH WATERS, ESTUARIES, AND
LAGOONS

J.

\Y. HElJGPETH

(1) Introduction

The ecosystems of concern in this chapter arc those of the coastal regions of the
oceans-brackish waters, including brackish seas (which arc part of the estuarine continuu m of environmen ts), estuaries, and lagoons. Ecological subd ivisions of these regions which haw' heen treated as ecosystems include the shallow ncar-shore bottoms, the
sheltered tidal flats, open sandy beaches, subtidal seagrass m('adows, the marshlands of
estuarine regions of the temperate zone and the corresponding mangrove complexes of
tropical seas, the upwelling regions of the western sides of the continents, and the coral
reefs of tropical seas. In most near-shore and estuarine systems turbidity and sediment
supply are necessary comprments, but the rocky intertidal regions oftemperatt seas and
the massive coral reefs of the tropics flourish best remote li'om the influence of strf:amborne sediments.
It is inevitahle that marine ecologists should know much more ahout these regions
and their ecosystems because they are not only more accessible, but are of utmost
economic as well as scientific interest, and because many of them are near population
centres with established universities and marine laboratories dedicated to the stuely or
the marine and estuarine environment. Although studies of the Elbe Estuary and the
Baltic Sea date [i'om (he 1860s, intensive work on most coastal and estuarine ('(1\·ironments did not begin umi! the 19205, when the Dutch began to dam ofl' their waters to
convert the drained regions to agriculture, and industrial pollution stimulated lhe study
or estuaries in England. Since (he end of the Second World \Val' studies or all sorts of
coastal and estuarine environments increased at a rapid rate. The first stock-taking of
this research on all internalional basis was made at an (mernational Symposium held in
the United States, atJekyl1 Island, Georgia (L.>\LTF, 1967).
Since that time, the flood gates ha\'(' been opened, stimulated by substantial r{'search
grants from public agencies in the United States, Canada, and many parts of Europe,
and intensive activities by the research statTs or the various academies in the US:SR. In
(he United States, the ESlllarine Research federation was established in 1971, and has
since carried on the International Symposium with as many as 700 participating members every other year. In 1978, the Federation assumed publication of Chesa/Jeake Science
as its oflicial journal and 'Estuaries' as a new serial. In England, the Estuarine and
Brackish Water Sciences Association \vas organized in 1971 and established as its journal 'Estuarine and Coastal Marine Science' (new title: 'Estuarine Coastal and ShelfScience'), with
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an international board of editors representing most of the research centres in this field.
The association also publishes separate monographs on estuarine and coastal topics.
Important contributions to estuarine ecology arc published in the international journal
/vlarinc Ecology-Progress Series, and extensive papers on estuarine and coastal topics
appear in the several 'annual review' and <advanced series', as well as in journals
devoted to marine biology, oceanography, and limnology.
In addition to all this material there is the vol uminous 'grey litera ture' of' reports and
documents by government agencies, UNESCO, and private concerns involved with
projects in estuaries and coastal regions. Most of this material is reproduced on office
equipment without editorial control and duplicated in limited quantities. Many of these
documents are ephemeral or based on extant published litcrature, but some of the
reports contain original information and data. Unfortunately, many of these documents
are generally unavailable or obscurely catalogued by libraries, and extensive citation of
them in the formal literature can lead to frustrating and futile searches. Eventually some
of these items are published in available form.
It is impossible now for anyone person to absorb all the material published about
estuaries and coastal zones in the last two decade-s, anu the cost of keeping up with the
(~xpensive separate volumes, 01' varying scientific standards, would bankrupt atl but the
greatest libraries.
In spite oLdlthis activity no special term has been proposed for the study of estuaries,
an indicatioIl, perhaps, of the complexities of the subject. Students of estuarine and
brackish waters seem content to call themselves marine ecologists, oceanographers,
engineers, or limnologists who happen to be interested in estuaries, lagoons, and brackish waters according to their specialized approaches. Since no need has been expressed
for some special word to describe this activity, it seems best not to suggest one. Such
organizations as the Baltic Marine Biologists and Baltic Oceanographers indicate common geographical affinities or research interests, but propose no new words to describe
themselves.
The study of ecosystems began in the tidal flats of northern Germany, with the
recognition by the fisheries biologist KARL MOEBIUS that there were natural groupings
of organisms, interrelated and associated with certain environmental factors or conditions. He suggested that the oyster banks of the 'Waddensee' in the shallow waters of
Schleswig-Holstein were a natural community or biocoenosis (MOEBIUS, 1877). His
term, a hellenization of the German 'Lebensgemeinde' or 'Lebensgemeinschaft'
endures to this day. The now commonly used term 'ecosystem' is a broader, more
flexible concept. I n the words of its creator, the English botanist, A. G. T ANSLEY (1935,
pp. 299-300), ecosystems
'are of the most various kinds and sizes. They (arm one category of the multitudinous physical systems of the universe, which range from the universe as a
whole down to the atom. . Some of the systems are more- isolated in nature, more
autonomous, than others. They all show organisation, which is the inevitable result
of the interactions and consequct;t mutual adjustment of their components.'
TANSLEY (1935) considered the ecosystem, as he defined it, to comprise groups of plan IS
or units of vegetation, rather than single species. In the sea, especially the shallow
coastal regions and in estuaries, plants, in many cases, especially of the 'level bottoms'
and rocky inlertid(d regions, arc the short-lived, often seasonal members of the natural
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complex in the marine em'ironment, whereas animals are the long--li\'ed, stahle members
ol'the characteristic marine community. The most characteristic organisms ol'the sea are
the great variety and numbers of animals that subsist on microscopic floating plants,
eggs, and larvae and material suspended in the water, especially lJivalve molluscs, but
also the hosts of such smaller specialists as barnacles, bryozoans, hydroids, and corals
U0RGD1SE\" 1966), Orcourse, it must be pointed out that the oyster banks of MOEBIUS
(1877) represented a relict, dying system even in his time, for already the beds of the
Danish region of Schleswig were depleted, and hy 1895 they were gone Irom the southern part of Schleswig-Holstein (H.\GMEIER and KANDLER, 1927). Today there is hardly
a trace of oyster shells (CASPERS, 1950) to demonstrate that this was the region in which
a fundamental idea of ecology was developed, This does not, of course, invalidate the
idea, for the oyster banks of the northern Wadden regions were a survival of warmer
climates and warmer seas, and their disappearance was inevitable with climatic changes
and reduced reproductive potential.
MOEBIUS (1877) did not aucmpt to count the members of his biocoenosis. The
introduction of numerical methods in marine ecology was made by VICTOR HE;\iSEN in
1884 with the first attempts at quantitative plankton sampling in the North Sea and
North Atlantic Ocean (HENSEN, 1887). Inspired by HENSEN's example, DAHL began
the first counts of bottom organisms per unit area in 1893 (DAHL, 1921), C. G.JOI-IAN~ES PETEI{SEN introduced these methods in the shallow estuarine seas and bays or
Denmark to ascertain lhe amount of lood availauk to the important commerciaillsh or
Denmark. He carried these studies on for many years, culminating in a series of papers
on the valuation of the sea (PETERSDI, 1918). 1n the course or these studies, PETERSEN
noticed that his samples of worms, molluscs, echinoderms, etc. li'om the bOllom of
Danish wattls had recurrent similarities of species composition characteristic of the
various types of bottom in the dilTel:ent areas. He I'ecogni<:ed these groupings as 'communities', with less well-defined groupings as 'associations'. PETERSEN considered his
communities to be of a lower level or complexity tban the biocoenosis, and eventually
summarized his researches in his famous diagram of the trophic structure of the sea.
In reeen t years the distinction between biocoenosis and ecosystem has become blurred
(Volume V: PERES, 1982). In the few references 10 'ecosystem' in the First Estuary
Symposium (LAUn, 1967) there was no attempt to deline or restrict the term. MARGALEF (1967) equated the biocoenosis in its biotope with the ecosystem (sec also Volume
IV). In Volume IV olthe present tlCJtisc on Marine Ecology, 'ecosystem' has been
deli ned as
'an integrated spatial entity of interacting and interdependent biotic (living matter)
and abiotic (non-li\'ing matter) components which are linked by energy flow and
material cycling, by exchange hetween biotic and abiotic and among biotic constituents, as well as by homeostatic control mechanisms. The boundaries of an
ecosystem, or those between adjacenl ecosystems, depend on the specificity of their
structures (e.g. species composition, habitat properties) and functions, but often
also on subjective criteria such as convenience, conceptual perspective, or choice of
methods. Most of the ecosystems studied are themselves components of larger
ecological systems' (KINNE, 1978, p. I).
LE\VIS (1980) accepted ecosystems as a broad, usefully vague term which indicates
that we must look at the shore primarily as ecologists. But there are many kinds of'
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ecologists, as any casual examination of the abundant literature on coastal and eS(llarine
ecology demonstrates. The ecologists interested in ecosystems work in the tradition of
PETERSE\i, who was the first to attempt a reckoning, imperfect as it was, uf nature's
budget. The essence or the ccosystem approach is the understanding of the processes,
not the produClion of balance sheets. This has been well stated by MANN (1980).
(2) Categories and Classifications
Brackish water and estuarine systems are best known (i'om the northern hemisphere.
The majority or the continental land mass is north of the equator, and there are more
rivers and embayments, despite the fact that two of the world's largest river systems are
in South America and another one in Afi'ica, for the most part below the equator. There
are three great low-salinity seas in the northern hemisphere, relics of glaciation and
pluvial stages of the past: Hudson Bay (520 000 km 2), Black Sea (430 000 km 2; or
461000 km 2 including the Sea of Azov), and Baltic Sea (3lH 000 km 2). Of these, Hudson
Bay has an average summer surface salinity 0[23°/00 S and is ice-bound for months every
year. We know much more about the Baltic and Black Seas because they are more
accessible and more scientists live along their shores. Another large relict sea is the
completely isolated Caspian Sea (436 000 km 2), with an average surface salinity (as or
the early 1970s) 01'12 to 13°/00 S. This sea falls outside the brackish-estuarine continuum,
and cannot be considered in detail here. Since the summaries by ZE:\KE\'ITCH (1959,
1963), the Caspian Sea is increasing in salinity and its biota is undergoing changes
because of diversions from the Volga River, and it may be some time before an adequate
summary of the state or affairs is available.
(3) Brackish Waters

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word 'brackish' comes from an Old or
Middle Dutch word, 'brak' meaning perhaps ti'esh water 'broken' or spoiled by salt,
therefore worthless. This became 'brakwasser' and 'brackwasser' in modern Dutch and
German. The French 'saUlll<ltre' (fi'om Latin 'salmacidus') implies water or salt concentrations up to that of sea water. In Russian, the word is 'solono\·atii'
(COJlOHOBaTbIH ). \fone of these words is precise with respect to the degree of saltiness,
and in English the word has orten been used lor waters of greater salt concentration than
that of sea water. In the ecological sense, especially in Europe, brackish waters are
relatively stable environments of salinities lower than the adjacent ocean waters. Two
entire seas, the Baltic and the Black Sea, are considered brackish waters, although the
Black Sea is often considered marine in Russian literature. In addition LO these large seas
whose lower salinities are maintained by narrow connections with the ocean, Europe has
many embayrncnts and backwaters that (arm series or brackish waters, such as the
'fjords', bays, and broads 0(' I)enm<trk, the 'Iimans' (actually, the word JlHMaH mC,ll1S
estuary) along the northwestern edge of the Black Sea, and the 'etangs' of southern
France. Holland, once one of the richest brackish water regions, has diked off most orits
brackish water environment and cOIl\'ertecl it to farmlands. In North America, the
greatest de\·elopment of brackish or low salinity waters is along the northern coast of the
Gull' of Mexico, where they are known as back or inner bays, or 'lakes'. In general,
brackish water regions are best de\Tloped in regions of subsiding shores with small or
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moderate tidal ranges, including del laic coasts (e.g. The Netherlands), where rainfall or
drainage patterns produce an excess of fresh water increment over evaporation. [n
xerophytic tropical regions such as \1exico, where evaporation predominates during
much of the year, embaymenls of the sea tend to develop salinities higher than those of
the adjacent ocean.
In the years belore closing oll' the 'Zuider Zee', the Dutch, under the leadership of
H. C. REDEKE, studied their brackish waters inrensively, and continued to study the
changes in the 'Zuider Zee' after its separation from the North Sea in 193~. The name
'Zuider Zee' was changed to the 'Ijsselmeer,' and the changes in the nora and fauna of
its wa tel'S were swdied as the waters became less saline. Some large areas have been
diked off and convened to polders.
SECERSTRAI.E (1959) provided a historical review of the classification of brackish
waters up to that date. In this review he considers that brackish water biology, 'as a
science', began with REDEKE's significant paper, 'Zur Biologie der niederlandischen
Brackwasser typen. Ein Beitrag zur regionalen Limnologie' (REDEKE, 1922). In this
paper, REDEKE put forward a classification of brackish waters according to chlorinity
content, based on his intimate knowledge of faunal distributions in the brackish waters
of Holland. The terminology of this classification was based on an earlier classification of
fresh waters in which the terms 'oligohaline', 'mesohaline', and 'polyhaline' were used.
RElJEKE moved these terms further seaward, and they have since been widely used.
REDEKE's system was modified by the Finn, VALlKANCAs (1933), who expressed the
concentrations in salinity rather than chlorinity and made some modifications. This
joint classification is usually referred to as the 'Redeke- Valikangas system'. In the
context of limnologists looking toward the sea, 'marine water' was regarded as
'ultrahaline'. Researchers in environments where evaporation exceeded fresh water
input, either by reduced stream now or precipitation, applied such terms as ultrahaline
and hyperhaline to salinity conditions higher than those of sea water, that is, above
38%0 S, and usually above 40%0
Various workers have attempted their own classification; many of these are summarized by SEGERSTRALE (1959). [t is obvious from these various schemes of salini ty
classification that most of these attempts reflect the environments and distributions of
plants and animals familiar to the individual researchers. In this context, the information presented mainly constitutes a guide to the types of environments concerned. For
example, ZEI{~OV (1913), who wrote one of the great monographs of marine ecology,
considered the marine region to extend from 15 to 47%" S in his 'General Hydrobiology',
and classified it as 'polyhaline', a term applied in most other characterizations to waters
of suboceanic salinity up to about 18 or 20%" S.
Both REDI::KE and REMA:'-iE derived their classifications from the numbers of animals
in the various regions from fresh water to the sea. REMANE (1933) summarized his
observations of animal distribution according to salinity in a famous curve, often criticized as being a subjective diagram without objective data, but reproduced in almost
every marine biology and ecology text. Later REMAi'\E (1971) has been careful to
emphasize that salinity is not the only factor governing the distribution of organisms,
since temperature, substrate, depth, and other factors also influence occurrence (KINNE,
1964; Volume 1: GESSNER and SCHRAMM, 1971; KINNE, 1971; ALDERDICE, 1972).
Originally, REMANE (19T3) did not include any indication in his curve that there is a
group of completely euryhaline organisms (mostly ciliates and diatoms) that are found
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in cvery rangc from fj'esh water to near saturation le\·els. HEDGPETII proposed inclusion
of these by a black line at the base of the curve (HEDGPETH, 1967). In the English
edition of his book on brackish waters, RE:\1A:'<E included this in all odd way that
suggested some change in abundance through the gradient rather than an ::l'imost conSlant, or very low, number of species. Although including 'brine species', K (NNE (1971:
Volume I, Fig. +-73, p. 824), while considering this holo-euryhaline gWllp in his text
(p. H23), omitted it from his revised graph. It seems appropriate therefore to resubmit
this revised diagram herewith (Fig. 3-1).
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Fig. 3-1: Quantitative relations berween aquatic invenebrate species occupying jj'esh,
brackish, sea, hypersaline or brine waters. For e<lch salinity (0-200%0 S) the rel<ltive /lumber
of species is indicated by the vertical extension of the respective areas. Rough estimations.
(Based on RE~11\NE, 1934; HEDGPETH, 1959; KIi'iNE, 1971; after KINNt::, 1971; modified;
reproduced by permission of Wiley, Chichester)

Salinily has been, and will probably continue to be, the most useful single factor on
which to base the classification 01" various aquatic regions, from those containing hardly
any salt at all to those of saturated brine. In the 25 yr after RED EKE's scheme was
advanced, several varying schemes of classification Wl~re proposed, including extensions
of the system into hypersaline coastal lagoons such as those of southern France and the
Gulf Coast of the United States.
In his review of25 yr of the study of European brackish waters, SEGERSTRALE (1958)
concluded with the comment that 'the time seems ripe for the creation ofa system which
covers the whole salinity range of the sea', and urged that an international committee be
nominated to revise and integrate the system of classification. A committee given this
charge did meet, under the auspices of the International Union of Biological Sciences, in
Venice, during the Easter week of 1958. The result of this symposium was the so-called
'Venice System' (CASPERS, 1959a,b). The full proceedings of the symposium were published as a supplement to Volume II of Archivio di Oceanographia e Limnologia (1959). As
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could have been predicted, the classification recommended was a compromise that
recognized each parlicipa"l's parlicular area of concern, so thal suodivisions, especially
in the lower salinity rallgcs, were included.
This double-layered system seems to have met with no particular resistance, and the
terminology, at least of the major divisions, with the possible exception of'mixohaline',
has been accepted. As one of the members of the symposium, I was not pleased with this
word, and have found no lise lor il myself, although it could be used as a category for
eSl:Uaries as opposed to marc stable IlLlckish water regions.
Almost immediately, the classification was criticized as inadequate for universal
application, since it did not take temperature and biological factors, especially in tropical regions, into consideration (HARTOG, 1960). Later, HARTOG (1964) declared the
Venice System 'not fit for a biological classification' and proposed eight categories in a
lypological system:
(I) Brackish seas
(2) Stream mouths in a tideless sea
(3) ESluaries
(4) Small streams in tidal regions subject to rapid and drastic salinity changes
('Schock biotopen ')
(5) SL'pr<t!ittoral pools
(6) Lagoons and isolated backwatel's
(7) Tidal zones
(8) Coastal groundwaters
While his paper provoked considerable discussion, enthusiasm was restrained, and there
seem to have been no converts.
A scheme has been developed for AUSTralian waters by SA YLY (1967) on the basis of
permanency and stability of the aquatic environments, and the degree or salinity variation within each category. This scheme includes both coastal and inland Or 'athalassic'
waters. Two categories of salinity variation within these typological groups are recognized: homoiohaline (narrow range) and poikilohaline (broad range). It is prolJable that
application or this somewhat restricted classification on a 'universal' basis would produce subdivisions as complicated as Hr\K10G's system.
As REMr\:\E remarked in his commcnts on HARTOG's (1960, 1964) presentation, there
were two groups at thi' Venice Symposium, one concerned with salinity changes and the
other with stable salinities; but it was possible to be on hoth sides since the two aspects
are combined in naturc. The Venice System was a compromise, born of the inevitable
biopolitical nature of tile meeting. It was not emphasized that a classification scheme
that attempted to meet all possible examples known is not really a classification that
among other uses provides acceptable adjectives to deal with thc complexities of the
continuum of nature. VVe need categorics to handle knowledge, and our need is increasing as our computer technology, wilh ilS digital processing of information, increases.
A different scheme has been proposed by CARPELAN (1978) which is an expansioll of
KOLBE's (1927) halobien system, based on the distribution of dialOms according to the
abundance or species. CARPELAN bases his system on the distribution of 86 species or
dialoms found in salinities from 2 to 96%0 S in coastal lagoons in southern California. He
recognizes seven categories of distribution, including a holo-euryhaline group found in
equal abundance throughout the salinity range, and a hyperhaline group (of two
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species) in salinities from 52 to 1009'00 S with a lower tolerance to 30 to 37%" S. This
proposed change in the 'concept orsalinity boundaries' is intended 'to be consistent with
current genetic, ecological and evolutionary theory'. This places the emphasis on classification or the environment on the tolerances and occurrences orspecies, rather than on
groups of species comprising a characteristic biota. Such a scheme based on distributions and tolerances of groups of species in a single taxonomic category also invites
specialists in other groups to attempt classifications that reflect evolutionary trends and
genetic theory.
However, while eco~ystems and communities are the products of interaction with
their environment, the concept of an ecosystem as an evolving complex under natural
selection on the analogy of a species implies a more coherent gene pool and possession
or hereditary characteristics than can be demonstrated to exist. ObvioLlsly, communities
and ecosystems change with time, butthe action of the changing factors is effected on the
separate species rather than on the system as a whole. The mechanism of change in
ecosystems is different, reflecting the response or individual species to the modification,
loss, and possible restoration of niches or functional roles within the system.
The salinity classification developed for stable brackish waters on the basis of the
obsen'ed occurrence of biota is difTicult to apply to estuarine conditions, and many
estuarine workers ignore the terms or apply them only in the most general way. CASPERS
(1959a) identified several regions in the lower Elbe with brackish water categories,
indicating their seasonal changes in the river (Volume I, p. 960: Fig. 4-138).
In his exhaustive review of the distribution of species in the estuarine environment,
WOLFF (1973, p. 176) concludes that 'a biological subdivision or the estuarine environment based on salinity is impossible'.
One solution to this problem is to ignore the biological characteristics and prepare
diagrams combining the two most significant factors involved-temperature and salinity-according to their monthly means (Figs. 3-2, 3-3). These 'hydroclimagraphs'
(HEDGPETH, 1951, 1953) present the seasonal variations of means in an easily understandable manner, but require a considerable body of data that is not available for many
parts of the world. They have been used for Baltic localities and for Danish waters by
RASMUSSEN (1973).
Presentation or averaged data for each month, or even the extremes, does not express
a real condition, but simply provides an impression of the type of environment concerned. The monthly means or extremes of temperature and salinity do not always rail in
the same month. Presentation or data as actually measured in situ may produce very
different polygons, tha t give a better impression of the variables actuaJly experienced by
organisms, especiaJly in near-shore temperature localities. PET(:;R GLYNN and DONALD
P. ABBOTT (pers. comm.) prepared a diagram (Fig. 3-4) or temperature and salinity
conditions at Pacific Grove, Calirornia (USA), a locality or strong upwelling, showing
the conventional polygon of means lost within a cloud ordata points (excluded Crom the
centre or Polygon A 1'01' clarity) and the maximum and minimum conditions (B,C) well
beyond the limits or the mean. The minimum temperature extremes are typical or the
coasts or Oregon and California during upweJling periods. Unfortunately, the kind or
data necessary ror such a presentation are not generaJly obtained. For earlier years or
records before recording instruments became generally available, many of the temperatures were taken by immersing a thermometer in a bucket at noon, and determining
salinity with a hydrometer at the same time.
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Fig. 3-2:

(4) Estuaries and Lagoons
Estuaries are strongly innuenced by geograJ-lhy clOd tidal flows, They constitute interface ~ystems between rivers and ocean, often characterized by complex water masses,
changing salinities, large seasonal variatiom and migrating organisms, by high silt
loads. complex chemistry, and, increasingly, by system-foreign deformations due to
human activities. Eswari('s are difficult to classify, and there is no common ground
where those interested in the various aspects can agree upon the kinds of environments
that are estuaries. A definition like that proposed by KETCHU.\I (1951, p, 199), 'an
estuary may be defined as a body of water in which the river water mixes with and
measurably dilutes sea water', could without much straining refer to the lenses of diluted
sea water that drilt for hundreds of miles away li'om the mouth of the Amazon or to the
measurable dilution ol'waters on the continental shelf of North America between Cape
Cod and the Chesapeake Bay. Nevertheless, in his last paper, 30 yr later, KETCHUM
(198~\ p. I) still favoured his 1951 definition, However, the northeaSt Pacific coastal
region, especially the Gulfof Alaska, is a region of precipitation in excess of evaporation,
and the resulting salinity structure of the coastal waters had been suggested as an
estuarine analogy (TULLY and BARBER, 1960). Recent studies by ROYER (1981, 1982)
indicate that the volume of fresh water added to the area may exceed 23 x 103 m:! S-I. If
this water, known as the Alaska Coastal Current, were [rom a point source it would
constitute one of the largest rivers in the world, ranking between the La Plata System
and the Lena. A similar condition on a smaller scale occurs in Faxa Bay, Iceland, where
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several small strrams and coastal current from the south pruduce estuarine characteristics in the bay.
\'ot e"eryone is salislied wilh the concept or an estuary as thr tidal reach ora ri"cr as
it meets the' sea, bounded hy the geomorphological features ur the el1\·irunllll'lll. This
was ob"ious at the time of the First Internatiunal Symf-losiulll Ull Estuaries held 011 Jekyll
Islalld, Georgia, ill 1961 (L\lTF, 1967).
The Symposium was opened by PRITCHARO (1967) who rilcd livc dillcrcnt dictionary
ddinitions or 'cstuary' anrl lhr.n proc('('ded to 011(>1' his own: 'An estuary is a semienclosed coastal hody urw,ller which ha~ a rree connection with the open sea and within
which sea water is measurably diluted with fresh water derived from land drainage'.
This same ddinition was alrcady puhlished in a paper hy C,\;o.IERO:\ <md PRl'lCH:\RD
l19h:l, p. 306). It attempts to delin\.' an estuary as an environment in which the Ii-rsh
water dilutes lhe sea water and 'pro"ides lhe density gr<lclicnti> which drivc thc characteristic estuarin(' circillation pattCl'ns'. As restrict('d, this ddinition withdraws from
considering PRIT(:J1.\RI)'~ (195.1) carlin terms, 'negativ(" and 'neutral' estuaries, as
more applicahle to lagouns, sincc th('y arc cl1\·ironmcnts in which there is no appreciable
fresh water influx as contrasted with ~ea water or in which circulation is so reslrict('d and
influx lacking or rcduced by evaporation that salinitici> ,liT higher than those of the
ocean watcr. :'-lc\'erthclcss, these basic patterns of salinity distribution arc lIserul in
dem()n~tralillg the essential difJerence between estuaries ,\eII~/I ~Iriclo and lagoons.
PRITCH:\RIJ'S definitions are an attcmpt to 'lead to a practical limitation or the term',
Onc is tempted to suggest thal the preferred definition would be that whieh illcludes
only conditions lhat conform most nearly to the equations or mathcmatical morlcls orthe
detineT.
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In the second paper of the Jekyll Island Symposium, CASPERS (t 967, p. 7) reviewed
definitions in the context of biological characteristics of estuaries. He was more concerned with defining the limits of an estuary than defining the estuary itself. In his
opinion, the upper limit of the estuary is not defined by salinity, but by tidal forces, that
is, 'it is determined hydrodynamically rather than hydrochemically'. The lower end of
the estuary is 'fixed by geomorphological features'. In many streams, especially on
low-lying coasts or regions of flatlands and low relief, tidal action occurs miles above the
penetration of the salinity wedge. In the Amazon there are perceptible tides 600 miles
from the ocean, bu t no one considers all this distance as an estuary. Conversely, the Gulf
Stream is not thought of as an estuary, although it has hydrodynamic properties of 'a
river in the ocean'. The riverine aspects of the Gulf Stream have since been described by
PRATT (1966).
CASPERS (1967) does restrict his concept of estuaries as environments 'limited co river
mouths in tidal seas', and regards as 'extended estuaries' the situations where tideinduced currents occur in fresh water zones. As with most of the concepts and definitions
of what estuaries are, these characterizations reflect the experience of the individual
researcher. We can all, probably, agree that like considering the climate we were originally born in or acclimatized to as the 'normal climate', the estuaries we have studied
most are the best examples of their kind and are the ideal estuaries. To some, the
extensive system of bays, sounds, and river entrances of the South Atlantic coast of
North America are not really estuaries, but a system of coastal lagoons.
Unfortunately, in the United States we have been required, because of our Estuarine
Sanctuary Act, to select for consideration estuaries 'representative' or 'characteristic' of
each physiographic region of the country, and for obvious political reasons must also
consider the mouths of streams flowing into the Great Lakes as 'estuaries' for Sanctuary
status. Such political considerations aside, estuaries are environments where estuarine
conditions can be recognized on the basis of salinity, sedimentation, and nutrient conditions, and the presence of certain types of organisms, such as salt marsh plants, sea
g.rasses, mangrove swamps, and various animal forms, especially massive populations of
burrowing and sedentary bivalves, migratory crustacea, and fishes, many present only
at certain stages of their lives, and so on. Very few if any of the animals that predominate in these low-lying sheltered situations can live permanently in fresh water, although
most of them can live in the sea, but thrive best in the sheltered conditions behind
barrier islands, offshore bars, bays, and river mouths of various shapes and sizes. We
can recognize estuarine conditions even if we cannot always agree on how to define an
estuary, or, for that matter, a lagoon.
Lagoons, like estuaries, are often associated with streams, but are more characteristic
of regions where stream flow and sedimentation are intermittent and wave action builds
up sand bars that isolate their waters from the sea. Under such conditions, tidal action is
effected in the upper levels and a salinity wedge does nOl occur. These conditions are
more characteristic of dry climates such as southern Texas, western Mexico, and western Australia, but coastal lagoons are not restricted to semi-arid or desert regions. They
also occur along the Arctic Ocean, the Black Sea and the northern Adriatic, and South
Africa.
On the northeast Pacific coast, especially northern California, wave action may prevail over the drainage of small streams to build up substantial bars; in some cases, thrsr
bars are permanent and the result is a fresh water lagoon. In many small Streams along
the California coast, summer flows of streams are inadequate to prevent formation of
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bars across the mOlllh; these bars are usually broken by the first he;wy rains of the
winter or 'rainy season'. In such e!wironments, fresh water may seep throuKh the bar
and lorm substantial fr('sh water lenses in suhtidal sands. Because of the lack of large
streams, lagoons are shallow, and usually til<' sediment is predominantly sandy, instead
of having the line silts characteristic of ('stuarine environmellls. The origin, dynamics,
and productivity of coastal lagoons were reviewed and to some extent summarized in the
symposium held in \;lexico City in 1967 (AYAI.A CASTA;\ARES and PHI.EGER, 1969).
As FAJRBRIDGE (1980) emphasizes, PRITCHARD's (1967) definition of an estuary as 'a
semi-enclosed coastal body ofwattr which is in fi'ee connection with the open sea and
within which sea water is measurably diluted with fresh water derived from land drainage' describes estuaries familiar to PRITCH.\RD; 'but has totally lost the original and
critical tidal and river qualifications' of the classic delinitions. To put it another way, the
estuarine bodies of water along the coastal plain of the Mid- and South Atlantic regions
of North America do not fit the traditional definition of estuaries, which according to
FAIRBRIDCE requires relationship to a stream valley with 'tidal and river qualifications'.
To meet til<' requirements of a classification applicable on a world-wide scale, Ff\IRBRIDGE proposes a schcme of 'physiographic' types:
(i) High relief estuary, U-shaped valley IJrofile:jjord; rdated, but morc sllodued I elief:

jjiird, flr/h, ua-Ioch.
(ii) Moderate relief estuary, V-shaped profile, winding "alley: ria; abe" (western
Britain); special limestone karst type: calanque, cala.
(iii) Low relief estuary, branching valleys, funnel-shaped plan: coas/al plain esluary
(open); flask-shaped, panly blocked by bar or barrier island (with lagoons or sounds):
coas/al plain estuary (with barrier).
(iv) Low relief estuary, L-shaped plan, lower course parallel to coast: bar-built estuary.
(v) Low relief estuary, seasonally blocked by longshore drift and/or dunes, with/or
without eolianite bar: blind ejtuary.
(vi) Delta-front estuary, ephemeral distributary: deltaic ejtlla~y; in interlobate embayment: illierdel/aic ej/uary.
(vii) Compound estuary, flask-shaped ria backed by low plain: lectonic ejluary.
Fi\IRBRfl)(;E's (1980) diagram of these basic physiographic types is reproduced here
as Fig. 3-5. In a tabular summary of selected rivers of the world, FAIRI3Rfl)GE designates
the estuaries according to three categories-delta, funnel, and barrel.
With the exception of the tidal river requirement, f,\IRBRIDCE's (19BO) classification
includes lagoons as well as estuarics. His catcgories 4· and 5 arc identical with those for
lagoons, especially no. 5 for 'blind estuary' with stagnation during dry seasons. Many
lagoons, however, are not closed ofl" so complctely, and stagnation (which implies
reduced oxygen content) docs not occur. The essential difference between a lagoon and
an estuary is that processes of aggradation, especially the buildup or sand to form a
barrier beach or sand spit, are dominant in a lagoon, whereas in an estuary stream flow
is the dominant force that prevents the buildup of a barrier system. Most lagoons are

• :\ccording 10 Welsh diction;lric~, aber is estllilry; in plilce "ames it is combined with the name or the ~tri'am,
e.g. Aberystwyth, Aberdovey. In BrelOll, howe"er, L1,e same word is also applied to rocky bays without
tributary streolm,.
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r'ig. 3-5: Sketch maps of basic estuarine physiographic types. Hydrodynamic characteristics not
considered; discharge, tidal range, latillldc (climate), and exposure all play important roles in
modifying these examples, besides long-term secular processes such as tectonics and eustasy.
(Arier FAI RBRJDGE, 1980; reproduced by permission of Wiley, Chichester)

associated in one way or another with rivers, but the now may be intermittent, or
reduced almost to non-existence.
A very detailed classification of coastal lagoons is offered by LANKFORD (1976) as a
result of his study of Mexican coastal lagoons. The primary basis of this classification is
the historical even ts leading to the [ormation of barriers that separate (he coastal body of
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water from the sea. Five types arc recognized (Fig. 3-6): (i) Ditfercntial erosion-depressiam formed by non-marine processes during lowered sea level, i.e. drowned valle), and
river mouths, canyons, or karat depressions. (ii) DiITerenlial terrigenous sedimentation-lagoons associated with fluvial deltaic systems that occur most fi'equenliy along
deltaic plains and some ma~' be very young (only a few hundred years). (iii) Barred
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inner shelf-the inundated inner margin of the continental shell; proteCled by wa\'e/current produced sand barriers. Usually the major orientation of the lagoon is with the long
axis parallel to the COast. (i\') Organic- the depressions are formed by growth of algae,
corals, or mangroves. (v) Tectonic-formed by faulting, folding, or volcanic activities;
these are divided into structural and volcanic categories (L\.'\KFORD, 1977,
pp. 196-197).
While LANKFORD (1976) gives examples of the various types occurring in Mexico,
this classification can also apply to other coastal areas. Physiographically, the coast of
northern California, for example, is a lagoon coast. There are several large lagoons, one
of them now almost completely fresh and stabilized by a highway causeway. The most
interesting lagoon is Humboldt Bay, formerly associated with two ri\'ers which no longer
flow into it. It lies on a tectonic coast with a history of recent earthquakes, and diversion
of the Eel River is probably related to earthquake activity, although the very low summer
flow of this stream has reduced its capacity to maintain an estuary. Hea\)' winter flows
extirpate marine or estuarine organisms from its tidal reach, but during the summer
period the coastal water moves into the river. In this respect the estuary of the Eel River
resembles the VellaI' Estuary at Porto Novo (India) on the Bay of Bengal, as described
by DYER and RAMAMOORTHY (1969). During the monsoon season the VellaI' Estuary is
occupied by water from the Bay of Bengal. As for the Mad River to the north of Humboldt Bay, this is a much smaller stream that occasionally overflowed into the northern
arm of Humboldt Bay (Arcata Bay) A levee or dike has prevented this in recent years,
and as a result of the heavy rains of the winter of 1981-1982, the mouth of the Mad River
has shifted nort.h.
Humboldt Bay appears to be derived from the past confluence ot' the Eel and Mad
Rivers; at present it is a Compound Bay with a single opening, now maintained by
breakwaters or jetties. About half the high tide area of the bay is exposed at low tide, and
it is estimated that 44% of the high tide volume is exchanged on each tidal cycle
(HARDING and co-authors, 1978). Its principal source of fresh water is from small
streams and surface runoff. The bay is well mixed, without se<.lsonal stratification, and
the phosphate concentrations 'resemble values for rich, upwelled waters' (op. cit.). These
characteristics indicate that Humboldt Bay should be classified as a marine domi·
nated lagoon.
It does not necessarily follow that an embayment can be considered it lagoon rather
than an estuary on the basis of the ratio of tidal prism to high tide \'olume because that
ratio is around 50%. \Villapa Bay, on the southwest coast of Washington north of the
mouth of the Columbia River, for example, has a tidal prism estimated at approximately
45% of the total high tide volume of the bay, but flushing time, depending on wind and
the volume of water in the Columbia River plume (which moves northward during the
winter months), acting as a low-salinity water mass at the mouth ofWillapa Bay, resulls
in conditions that can inhibit exchange between sea and embayment to a flushing time of
20 d (HEDGPETH and OBREBSKI, 1981). Hence, although Willapa Bay is [ormed
primarily by a sand barrier or spit, the local characteristics or near-shore conditions in
the sea on the influrner or several small but permanent streams result in an ell\'ironment
that is distinctly estuarine, as aucstcd by the high productivity of oysters in the bay.
The influence of the Columbia River plume on Willapa Bay was dramatically demonstrated by the detection of unexpectedly high levels of 65Zn in a worker at the Hanf, Ii d
nuclear installation more than 300 miles upstream from the mouth of the ri,·er. This
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person had eaten oysters from Wi/lapa Bay, in which the isotope, released from the
Hanford Works, was concentrated by a factor of more than ~OO 000 times that of sea
water (PERKIN~ and co-authors, 1960).
During summer, when stream flows are low, estuary flushing may be enhanced by the
process of coastal upwelling, as demonstrated for Grays Harbor, just north of Willapa
Bay (DUXBURY, 1979). This is made possible by the upwelling process, in which subsurface water rises to the surface and is moved seaward by the driving force of the wind.
Where this process impinges on an estuarine system, downstream flow may be entrained
and fiushing action maintained in spite of reduced stream volume. This interaction
between oceanic and estuarine processes may occur in those parts of the world where
upwelling is a regular phenomenon.
A strong case of coastal upwelling as a delimited ecosystem has been made by recent
students of the phenomena, as reviewed by various contributions in BOJE and TOMCZAK (1978) and by BARBER and SMITH (1981), although CUSHING (1971) considers
upwelling to be essentially the same process as the seasonal overturn and mixing in
shallow neritic seas, e.g. the North Sea. The most significant difference is that in a
seasonally mixed system there is 'one major productivity event per year, while in coastal
upwelling systems the duration of conditions favourable for maximum productivity is
significantly longer' (BARBER and SMITH, 1981, p. 34).
Along the northwestern and northern shore of the Black Sea, from the mouth of the
Danube to the Sea of Azov, there is a series of shallow embayments and lagoons, usually
associated with river drainages of the present or geologically recent past. The term
'liman' is applied specifically to these bodies of water. Several of them are estuarine in
nature as the word liman implies, others are restricted or completely closed off from the
sea. ROZENGURT (1967) has recognized three types of Iimans: (i) periodicaJJy closed off
from the sea; (ii) completely separated from the sea; and (iii) open to the sea with
continuous fresh water inflow. Tides are almost negligible in the Black Sea (about 8-cm
range), and the most noticeable changes in sea level are the result of wind action and
stream runoO'. This action results in well mixed, unstratified systems.
On coastal-plain shorelines of seas with well-developed tidal characteristics, sedimentalion patterns correspond to the tidal ranges of the various localities. HAYES (1975) has
summarized these conditjons in three categories according to tidal ranges as 'microtidal,
mesotidal, and macrotidal'. As examples of the microtidal category, he includes most of
lhe eSlUaries of the Gulf of Mexico, and his mesotidal type includes the situations
encountered on the northeastern coast of the United States and in the Wadden Sea.
Although HAYES does not give an example of the macrotidal model, the estuary of the
Plate is an obvious example of this general condition.
HANSEN and RATTRAY (1966) proposed a classification of estuary types computed
from salinity distribution, and river runoff now velocity. OfFICER (1976) considers this
scheme the best system so far developed for estuary classification. It is based on stratification-circulation diagrams.
While al1 of tbis may satisfy many researchers concerned with salinity exchange
problems in estuaries, it is somewhat cumbersome for ecologists, and we are reminded
by FiSCHER (1976) that these idealized models based on venical profiles in midstream
do not adequately consider conditions where there is pronounced lateral now into the
shallows, especially of such an estuarine system as San Francisco Bay. The field experience oCthe estuarine ecologists suggests that the more interesting, complex, and produc-
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ti"e ecosystems are those where tidal l1uxes, mixing or stream and oceanic walers, are
complicated by lag efleets relatcd to physiographic as well as hydrogr,q..>hic condilions,
vVhere the water flows o'ut in all overwhelming mass, as (i'om the Amazon Ri\'er, there is
no estuary within the boundaries or the ri\'er, and it falls to oceanog-raphers to trac\, the
mixing processes and to study the organisms il1\'oh-ed (~lr at sea (GIBBS, 1970, 197'2), A
more charaetnistic estuary is developed in the lower reaches or the world's second
largest ri\'er, the Zaire (formerly the Congo). The salt wedge penetrates about -W km
upstream; beyond this there is a flood iJlain region with di\'ided channels, 'the braided
area' of about 50 km. 'fhe estuarine reach is actually at the head ora submarine canyon,
and fi-om it cold saline water is upwelled into the river. This is a diflerent process fi'om
the coastal upwelling associated with wind patterns. The influence or the ri"cr has been
detected for at least -WO miles at sea ((or it description or the physical features of lhe
lower Zaire and its estuary, see EISivlA and van BENNEKOM (1978) and other papers in
the same issuc or the NetherlalldJ Journal q/ Sea ReJearch). Gf'neral information on the
biological characteristics or this region is not yet available.
The ecosystems or estuaries and lagoons are interface syslems between the sea and
fresh waters. Tidal action is a significanl component or typical estuaries although in
some cases it lllay be subordinated to wind action. In estuaries of the northweslern Gulf
of Mexico, for example, where the tidal range is ahout GO cm, the water le\'el in the bays
is often controlled by the wind, and there is also a pronounced seasonal \'ariation in sea
level, with the high levels occurring in spring and autumn (COLLIER and HEDGPETII,
1950). In the Sea 01' Azo\', where tidal range is greatly reduced rrom that or the Black
Sea, wind tides, associated with a pattern of daily ons:lOre and ollshore winds, may
cause sea-level fluctuations in the order 01'4 m (ZE:>:KEVITCH, 1963),
The physical properties or a tictal estuarine system were studied in detail by PRITCHARD (1952) in theJames River, a tributary of Chesapeake Bay. His observations demonstrated that there was an upper water layer with a nel downSlre;ll11 mo\'ement, and a
deeper water layer with ;1 net upstream mOlion. These essential features of estuarine
systems wcre studied by LOKEN/. (18b:.,) who idcntilied and measured the salinity wedge
(' Keil') in the Elbe River. PRITCHARD designated the boundary between these layers,
where there is a negative vertical \'elocity, as the surlaee of 'no net mOlion'. This region
is or considerable ecological significance, since it enables organisms with limited swimming powers, such as crab and oyster larvae, to maintain their place in tile estuary and
to colonize localitics upsllTdm by mo\·ing intO the upstream flow, and e\'ading the
downstream flow by modifying their vertical migration. Further studies orlhis transport
mechanism, Wilh special reference [0 IaIY<lC or decapod crustacea_ h<l\'C been carried out
by S.-\I'\DIFI::R (1975), who suggests two types orm('Challism, olle il1\·oh-ing recruitment
by retelllion or lan'ae, the other recruitment by immigration ofju\'eniles and adults.
Various combinations may OCellI' within dillerent populations in llit: samc estuary.
I t is at this interaction betwecn outllowing li-esh water and inflowing- sea water that
sediment is 'entrapped', \'ery small panicles flocculaled and prccipitated by tilC change
or chargc, with a rcsulting increase in nutrient concentrations. This is the characteristic
phenorncnon or the estuarinc' system. The region where this occurs has bccll termed the
'null zone' (H:\.\SE:\, 1965; PETEKSO:\ and co-authors, 197.'», or ,he 'entrapmcnt 7.01lC'
(AR'l'HL)K and BALL, 1979). The best characterization is that of ODlhvl (1970), who
refers to estuaries as 'nutrient traps'.
Olher prominent inrcr!;lce zones associated Willi tidal or met('orological se,1 level
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action arc those between the soft sediments or the cstllary margins, the exposure 01
serliml'lIts or tidal nats to air, fresh water rllnoff alld r<lin, and the \'ertical or slrcp
gradicnt exposure of rocky inlcrtid,t1 surl;IC'('S, On rocky or harcl surbces wave anion is
oneil a significant componenl, especially on the outer shores, but W<l\'e eflrCls may be
damped on sheltered surfaces inside estuaries,
All or these interl;lce or ecotone areas support rich and \'aried ecosystems or subsystems, and may be considered the aqualic analoguc of the 'edge efleet' of tcrrestriijl
ecologisb (e,g, LE( )1'01.0, 1933), ClassifiCdtion of thcse systems prrsents ,is nlclily dif~
ficulties as that or cn\'ironmcnts according to their salt content, although sllch salinity
c1assiticalions ha\'e the ackantage of being based on one objccti\'c criterion, :\ scheme
for systems classification based on energy llow characteristics has been proposed by
ODUM and COPELAND (1972), This scheme auempts 10 take into consideration the
major ractors ofcn\"ironmental support and perturbation, such as light, wa\'e lorce, tidal
action, pollution, thermal alteration (in addition to seasonal variation), han'esting,
fishing, and the inlluence or the organisms themselves, Unfortunately, this system
includes such a mix of criteria, some of them not easily quantifiahle, that it does not
result in a simple or co-ordinated schenK, although it has served adequ;lt(']y as the
organization scheme lor a 'I-\'olume catalogue of Coastal Ecological Systems of the
United Stales (ODt:\1 and co-authors, 1969), The classification recognizes six major
divisions including 4-6 'categorics' of coastal f'cosystems, Some ideas, o\"er-emphasized
by sanitary engineers, have been treated with restraint. For example, the 'health' of a
system is not recognized as an entity, and 'indicator species' are, on the whole, not
considered useful criteria in this context. Diversit)' is considered in a general way, but no
magic index or numerical expression is attempted,
Obviously the OnUM-COPELAND scheme does not meet MANN's (19R;!) need for
a cogent lheory of ecosystems, and in his discussions of the various kinds or coastal
ecosystems he lIses the traditional categories of systems according to the dominant or
characteristic organisms, e,g, sea or marsh grasses, mangroves, coral reefs, etc., and
sediment communities, MICHAELIS (1981), working in the Wadden Sea, classifies the
benthic communities in the traditional way according to the characteristic species, Do'\Y
(\981) in the comprehensi\'{' summary of manv years slUdy or eSlUaries or southern
Afi'iea, avoids categories of systems, and uses a simplified scheme fiw eSlllary
classification: normal estuaries, divided into 'saltwedge', highly stratified, partically
mixed, and vertically homogenous; hypersaline estuarirs; closed or blind estuaries, and
lagoons (or \'arious types), In the summary treatment, of the cSlUarine ecosystem and
el1\'ironmental constraints, the emphasis is on general f-lropenies and processes (without
a singlc ccosystem cliagram or model') (DAY and GKINI)LEY, 1981),
Eventually it may be possible to agree lIpon a classification orecosystcms according lo
a hierarchical scheme as ;vL\:\:\ (19R;!a) suggests, bUl ('~tuaries and coastal waters, as
intrinsically non-hierarchical silUations, can best be recognized according to their
descriptive and dynamic properties, Such circumstances do not provide concepts for
classilication scheme that would meet ,ill possible conditions encountered in nature,
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(1) Introduction

This chapter reviews the structures and functions in coastal ecosystems by means of
few selected examples of coastal regions which have been studied as ecosystems. The
essential structures of primary producers, consumers, and decomposers may vary
according to the habitat and physical forces involved, and these determine the quality
and quantity ofthe flows of energy and m,ttler and of the ecological processes that occur.
Table 3-1 lists estimates of primary production from seven studies of coastal ecosystems. Three different sources of primary producers are distinguished: phytoplankton,
microalgae attached to sediment particles, and macrophytes (comprised of both large
seaweeds and higher plants). Most of the systems receive primary products from more
than one of these sources. Only Narragansett Bay (USA) is based solely on phytoplankton production with negligible inputs from attached algae or macrophytes (KREMER

'rable 3-1
Primary production in some selected coastal ecosystems. Values are expressed in g C m- 1 yr- I .
(Compiled from the sources indicated)
Source of primary IJroduction

System (Reference)
Narragansett Bay
(KREMER and ;\!IXON, 197H)
Lynher mud flat Cornwall
(WARWICK and co-aulhors;1979)
Baltic, Askii
UA~SSO" and co-authors, I YH2)
Mangrove Forest, Florida
(LuGO and co-authors, 197H)
Sapelo lsI. Ylarsh/Esluary
(POMEROY and WIEGERT, 1981)
Nova Scotian Kelp Bed
(MILLER and co-authors, 1971)
Benguela Kelp Bed
(NEWEI.L and co-authors, 1982)

Phytoplankton

-\ttached
microalgae

Macrophytes

9H (100%)
82 (36%)

Total

98

H3 (6·1%)

191 (72%)

22:>
75 (28%)

266

890 (100%)

890

1216 (8.J.%)

IH5

226 (11%)

1750 (89%)

1976

502 (40%)

767 (60%)

1269

9(6%)

150 (10%)
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and NIXON, 1978). This example is therefore closest to the classical open-sea food chain.
At the other extreme, the Florida mangrove forest example (LUGO and co-authors,
1976) is based solely on mangrove production and other sources are regarded as negligible. Comparison of the estimates of total production should be made with caution
because of the differing methods of measurement used and since the estimates are based
on different assumptions. For example, the Nova Scotia kelp production can be averaged over the seaweed belt only or expressed as an average for the whole of St Margaret's Bay (Canada), while the phytoplankton production estimate is based on the
whole of St Margarets Bay (MAi\N, 1972). There is a general trend of increasing primary production from cool and temperate coastal waters to the tropics although the
highest estimates are from kelp beds in cool waters. We shall follow this trend in our
series of examples, adding complexity with successive examples.

(2) Basic Ecosystem Processes
(a) Narragansett Bay: A Phytoplankton-based System
KREMER and NIXON (1978) have described the development ofa numerical simulation model which they use to gain insight into the functioning of a coastal ecosystem.
Narragansett Bay is located at 41 0 N on the Rhode Island coast of New England (USA),
has an area of265 km 2, a mean depth of9 m (75% is less than 12 m deep), and sediments
ranging from sand to silt/ clay. The oceanography of Narragansett Bay has been studied
for at least 20 yr and the model developed after several years of intensive biological
study. The model is divided into eight geographic compartments and is mainly concerned with the dynamics and interactions of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and the
nutrients nitrogen, phosphorus, and silicon. The system is based on primary production
by phytoplankton, which is grazed by zooplankton, principally copepods (Acartia) and
filter-feeding benthos, primarily the hard clam (/vlercenaria). Migratory Atlantic menhaden (BrelJoortia) enter the Bay in summer, the juveniles feeding on phytoplankton and
adults on zooplankton. Unused phytoplankton forms detritus which is also contributed
to by nearby saltmarsh grass and fringing seaweeds, both of which are considnt:d to be
too minor to be included in the model. Detrital panicles, including the attached bacteria, are fed on by deposit- and suspension-feeding benthos: bivalves (Nuculo and
Yoldia) , and a polychaete (Nephtys). Suspended detrital particles also contribute to the
diet of Mercenaria and the zooplankton. Carnivores in the system are a ctenophore
(Mnemiopsis) which feeds on copepocls and various demersal fish feeding on the benthos.
The top carnivores are butterfish (Prepnlus) , which prey on ctenophores, and abundant
sport fish such as striped bass (Marone) and blue fish (Pom%mus) that feed on menhaden.
Fig. 3-7 shows the conceptual model used to simplify the basic food web described
above to five biological and two abiotic components linked by lines indicating the flows
of energy and materials. The biotic components include the essential ones of most
coastal ecosystems: primary producers, zooplanktonic herbivores feeding on phytoplankton. benthic consumers feeding on phytoplankton, or detritus, planktonic, and
benthic carnivores. The positive feedback to primary producers ofnutrient regeneration
is shown, as is the negative feedback of self-shading by phytoplankton. An obvious
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Fig. 3-7: Energy-flow diagram depicting the main processes modelled in the Narragansett
Bay ecosystem, using the circuitry symbols developed by OLlU1\1 (1971). (See also PLAIT
and co-authors, 1981.) Main energy sources (circles) arc sun and tides with arrows
indicating the direction of energy flow. 'Bird houses' represent passive stores 01" energy or
materials, such as detritus and mineraJ nutrients: N, P, and Si. Bullet-shaped symbol
represents primary producers, here phytoplankton (Phyto). Hexagons refJresent
consumer populations, such as zooplankton and benthos. Downward arrows: energy loss
by respiration. Positive and negative feedbacks to phytoplanktoll production indicated by
'work-gates' which regulate the now of energy and matter. (After KRt::\IER and Nlxo,\;,
1978; reproduced b>' permission of Springer- Verlag)

omiSSion from the diagram is a living decomposer component which is implied 1O be
associated with the detrilus.
By taking mean values of energy Oows in the eight geographic compartments of the
model explained by KREMER and N1XON (1978) rough estimates oC the fate of phytoplankton carbon production in Narragansett Bay r;m be made: 59% is grazed by zooplankton, 25% by benthic filter feeders, and the remaining 16% becomes detritus directly
while some :22% of primary production is voided as faeces and adds to the detritus.
Thus, although the system is based on phYloplankwn production, and the imponant
planktonic food chains which are traditionally regarded as being centred around heruivores, at least one-third of the carbon available to consumers as load is detri tus CI'a ble
3-2).
Similarly, the flows of nitrogen, usually regarded as the most important mineral
nutrient in the sea, can be analysed. The zooplankton eXCrete some 40% orlhc nitrogen
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required by J-lhYlOplanklon annually (16.31 g N m-1yr- I ), 50% is released by the benthic
community, and the remaining 10% is not accoullted for, but may cOllle from planktonic
decomposition or carnivore excretion.
The importance of detritus and lhe benthic component of the Narragansctt Bay
~y~tem has subsequently been confirmed in Marine F:cosystem Research LalJoralOry
('MERL') mesocosm tanks on land, which simulate the natural systcm. These tanks do
not reproduce the natural Ouctuations of the hay unless the benthic sedimentary component is included (PILSON and NIXO:-i, 19130), confirming the importance ofsediment~ to
nutrient cycling in shallow coastal ~ystems. Water exchange in the MERL mcsocosm~ is
based on an average turnover time lor the bay or about once per month (M. PI LSO:" ,
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pel's. comm.), suggesting that it (unctions as a 'relatively closed' system in terms ofwatcr
exchange.
The role of detritus in a phytoplankton-based coastal system is also shown by the
analysis of trophic structure and fluxes in the Belgian region of the North Sea by jOJR1S
and co-authors (1982). Some 50% of the annual phytoplankton production sinks to
the sea floor as detritus, supplemented by an additional component from the faecal
pellets of zooplankton. Thus, the benthos is heavily implicated in the nutrient cycles 01'
this coastal system too.

(b) 'The Lynher Estuary, Cornwall: A

Mudfl~.t

WARWICK and PRICE (1975) and W.-\R\"ICK and co-authors (1979) ha"e described
an intertidal mudllat in the estuary of the Lynher River, Cornwall (UK), in which
energy flow has been studied o\'er a number of years, The study area consisted or a
25 x 100 m grid just below mid-tide level, with exposure times at spring tide ranging
from 'Ii to 5! h, depending largely on the degree of fresh water inflow. The salinity
ranged from 32'foc S in summer to 8·2%0 S in winter, while interstitial salinities ranged
from 19·3 to 34·4%" S,
\VAR\\'ICK and co-authors (1979) summarized information on carbon flow through
the mudflat community by means of a steady-state descriptive model in which each or
the 13 major animal populations in the community is treated separately, The animal
populations have been pooled into two main functional groups, filter feeders and deposit
feeders (Fig, 3-8), the latter subdi\'ided into macro- and meso-fauna (>'~5 Jl.m sie\'e
size), and the true meiofauna, which pass through a 45 /lm sieve. The main source of
primary production is the phYLObenthos, mainly diatoms on the mud surbce, which
contribute 143 g C m-~ yr- I . Primary production by phytoplankton when the mudflat is
covered by water at high tide is estimated to be some 82 g C m-~ yr- I , of which only
19.3 g C is filtered by filter feeders, the remainder either being exported {i'om the mudflat with the receding tide or being deposited as particulate organic carbon in the sediments. About hall' the estimated food of filter feeders (20.7 g C) consists of bacteria
suspended in the water column which presumably utilize phytoplankton exudates as
their energy source. The filter feeders on the mud flat are mainly species of the bi"ah-es
J\;lya and Cardium and of the 'mesofauna/' polychaetes Manayul/kin and Fabricia, Manfly"nkia species are the most important filler feeders in terms of energy flow, consuming some
19.5gCm- 2 yr- ' .
The lood of the mudflat deposit reeders is derived mainly from phytobenthos
(143 g C m- 2 yr l ), in strong contrast to the Narragansctt Bay subtidal system where
benthic diatoms are negligible. There is almost equally as large a potential contribution
of sedimentary particulate organic carbon (Ill g C m- 2 yr- I ), but WARWICK and coauthors (1979) estimated that only 10% or this is available as assimilable food, the
remainder being refi"actory. A large proportion (75%) of the particulate organic carbon
contributed to the sediment annually is derived from the faeces of benthic animals. Some
34% (76,7/2'25) or lhe total primary production is \'oided as faeces and returned to the
sediments, in contrast to ~~% for the J-lhywplankton-based Narragansett Bay communI{ y.

Amongst the deposiL reeders, the true meiofauna «'~5 Jl.m sic\'e) account for 6.5% of
the production (25.9 g C m- 2 yr-'), of which 3.3 g is consumed by predators within the
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Fig. 3-8: Carbon flow on a mudflat in tilt' Lynher Ri\'er estua)')', Cornwall (L:K). \'alucs are in
g C m- 1 yr- I . Prinl<lry production by phytobenthos (mainly diatoms) and phytoplankton.
Storages as particulate organic carbon (POC) in sediment and water column; consumers are
filter feedcrs and deposit fceuers, both ol'which recyclc matter through their faeces (F). Some
material is exported by tide." including re-suspended sediments, and zooplankton grazing
accounts 1(11' a snl:lllti'aClion of suspended organic carbon. Tot:lls are given at the bottom of
diagram; symbols as in Fig. '3-7. (Based on data in W.\R\\·ICK and co-authors, 1979;
reproduced by permission of Blackwell Scientilic Publications)

inrauna (Nephtys and Protohydra). The remaining 22.6 g C m- 1 yr- I is available as food to
mobile predators such as birds, lishcs, and crabs, whose impact and contribution has not
been estimated.
No nitrogen budget has been calculated (or the mudOat community, but it is reasonable to postulate that the excretory activities of the inr~1Una would meet the nutrient
needs orthe phytobenthos (R:\Il'\E and PATCHING, 19HO).
(c) The Asko/Landsort Area of the Baltic Sea: Mixed Rock and
Sort-Boltom Communities
A team or 21 scientists have collaborated in intensive studies oj' a shallow-water
ecosystem in the Baltic Sea archipelago. During the early 1970s much eITor( was concentrated in a sound at Asko (Sweden), 200 mlong by 50 m wide, with a maximum deplh of
0
10m. The location at 61 N is subject to ice-cover in winter, as wI·11 as perennial low
salinities of about 6.3%05, resulting in a very low species diversity and communities
comprised of both marine and fresh water species U!\:-;SSO:\ and \VULFF, 1977). In spite
of"this, mosl reatures are marine, and interesling techniques were used to gain an insight
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Illto tile fUllctioning of the system which-comhined with ohsc!,\"l(ions O\'er a wiel"
area-haw allowed some generalizations lor the whule Baltic Sea (c.g.j.\\:-,:-,U\, 197H).
The study rccognized lour main ~ul)systems which w('l"e C'<Jch studieel separatC'ly and
IOgethn to estirnatC' biomass, cnergy 110w, and nutrient cycling (j.\\SSO\· and WU.FF,
1977). The su bsvst('ms arc as follows:
(i) A 50-crn wide band of the filamentous green alga CladojJhol'fl in the region where
atmospheric pressure changes cause water-Ie\·el fluctuatiuns and winter ice-scour
occurs. I t is an important habitat and a nursery ground for small crustaceans,
(ii) A rock zone colonized from 0.5 m to abom 2 to 6 III depth by the brown alga Fueu:J
vrsiculoJUs; this zone supports a distinct animal community in which the hlue mussel
,\1y/iIUJ edulis is dominant. .1,1, rdulis ('xtends below the Fueus zone to depths orabout 25 m
on suitable substrates (K:\LTSKY, 19HI).
(iii) The soh bottum/Ruppia subsystem found at dCf)(hs I::xceeding some .j. m, with
plants lading out at increasing depth,
(i\') The pelagic system of planktonic organisms which prm'ides the.: medium which
links the suosystems aneltl'ansports materials and e.:nergy between them and dlshore to
deeper water.
TI'l(' subsystems have been studied using plastic bags to enclose representati\'(' samples ol"each community while changf"s in oxygen concentration, nutrient coneC'ntration,
light intensity, pH, ancitemper<Jture were monitored for ~.j.-h periods by SCCBA di\'ers,
The biota were ielentilied and weigheel ailer each continuous sampling period to give
biomass estimates orurganisrns from bacteria to fish (j,\\sso\' and \\·U.FF, 1977), Th
results or diurnal oxygen changes showed that production of the Cladophora and hiCU:J
subsystems is approximately balanced by the f~lst respiration of consumcrs. The pelagic
subsystem was found to be an o\"('rall producer with phytoplankton primary produclion outstripping respiration or the planktonic community. The HUIII}/(l and solc-hotlom
suhsystems were found 10 be O\'erall consumers, with production rate.:s amounting to
about f10% of respiration rates, halfofwhich being due to IJarteria. PUlling togethn the
results, til(" IOtal system was found to ha\'C a high dq('ree of sell~maintcnance
(I'/R = 1.1) which might mislead one intu belie\'ing that the 100 m x 50 m sound system was largely self~contained. Analysis or the food web shows otherwise.
Since 1977, work has extended to cover a wider (160 km l ) area in the archipelago
south of Stockholm. Fig, :~-9 shows the thrce principal subsystC'ms: harri bottoms,
pelagic, and son-bottom communities, and inelicalCS sOl11e or the l11atnial and f'ncrgy
flows betv/een them. The e1iagr:ull emphasizes the role of lisll in rnergy transfC-rs, since
the.:y migrate.: bctween tl\f" subsystems at dillcrf"J)( seasons (j.\\s:-,o\' :lnd \\·U.FF, 1<)77),
Fig. :;-10 shows the same systcms, th is time emphasizing thf' role of Ill(' IllUSSel, .1~)'/ilu.\
eduli:J (K.\L'TS,," Y, 19B I). The pelagic systcm has an cstim:lled phvtoplankton produrtion
I
01" 150 g C 111-:1 yr- (K:\l'TSKY and W,\I.LF.\!TI"iU:-;, 1980); of' (his, 56 g C m-' yr I is
C'stililated 10 Ix filtercd by thr mussel population, The mussels in turn contribulc
copious amounts of'Llcces tu thc pool ofc!ctritlls, SOI11(' of which is degraded ill :Jilll and
some or which is trallspol'lcc! out of the subsystcm to soli-boltom are:l~ where [he
consumcrs depell(1 Oil outside sources of lood . .\-lost of the production nf .\1. edu!l\ is
channelled into reproductiun ancl relativcly little is 1;lkcn bv prcd;'tors (K . \lT.,>K Y,
19H I). ,H. eduli:J larvae, howcwr, are an illl port a III sourer or looel lor herring lan'ae and
other cilrni\{)rous zooplanktoll in the pelagic slIbsystem. The most important rule 01"
mllssels is in recyrling nutriC'nts to the algal'. K,\L'TSKY and \\',\1.1.1-:\'11\['" (1~)H0) ha\'(:
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Fig. :)-9: Diagram of ,omc 01 thc In;lin energy ,Inc! matnial llo\\"~ linking hard-IJotlOl1l,
pclagic, ;md soli-bottom ~ub,,> ~lel11' in till" Bailie Sea. Seasol\,t1 migT;lliolls of lish ,cl"\"e to
link SUI,S\'stems; aeh ('cli\ e proeesse., 01 upwelling and downwelling ("all be ~een to hl"
important ill maintaining lhe cycle 01 1I11trients, Symhols a, in Fig. .)-1, with work-I\,II('s
allowing bidirectional or unidirection,t1 energ> 110ws as indicatrd hy al I'm",. (.\11('1
j.\:\SS():\, 197H; l"I'pl'tlduccd from .. ldmlla.! ill UCI'IIII1i,!!,ra/i/!l' by permission of the I'lel\llllI
l'llhli,hill.l{ Corpn)

calrltlatul th;lt mussels release more nitrogen ami phosphorus than nccded 1>y all doe
benthic algae, Ica\'in~ enough excess to supply 6% or tht, nitrogen and 17% of the
phosphorus demand or the pelagic system O\Tr the entire 160 km 2 Asko/Landsorl study
area.
Thi-s recycling role is particubrly important in summer, since it allows cOIltinued
growth of"bel1lhic algae arter thc spring phytoplankton hloom has depleterlthc nUlritllls
in the watercolul11n. In Fig. :)-IU brokell ,IITOWS indicate lIutrient flows fi'Ollllllusscis to
thr pelagic subSystfll1 and to bellthic algae. or the benthic algae, FIIClIs l'fJiclI!O,H!c1 has till:
highest biomass, but it is not readily cau:n by herbi\ores (R.\ \'.\:\1'.( l, 19(9) and most F.
veJiclI!oJlIJ production is carried out 01" the hard-hottom area to deeper sort bottoms whcn
plants are broken up during storms (JANSSON and co-authors, 19H:l). Slow decomposition occurs in the sort-bottom subsystem, and where this is belo\\" the thermocline,
upwelling is required to bring nutrients back to thf' photic zone.
This exarnple has shown that dillcrent coastal ecosystems may be stron~ly linkni,
although they may be apparently sell~maintaining [i'om purely energetic con:;iclrrations,
with oxygen production matching oxygen consumption. :\nalysis or the strllctllre or tlte
sy-stem into its main funCtional components (e.g. filter If(xlcrs, macrophytes, phytoplankton, decomposers) is nectssary and where these <lIT geogr,tphicallv separated, the
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physical mechanisms by which materials are transported from one component to the
other are also important. In both examples in which nutriel1ls were studied (~an'agan
sell Bay and Baltic Sea), the benthic fauna has ueeIJ shown to be of major importance in
recycling nutrients.
(3) Macrophyte-Based Systems

(a) A South Florid<i Mangrove Forest
Mangroves are unique coastal ecological systems in that primary production occurs in
the leaves of plants which are never covered by water. The food webs are based on
detritus derived from these leaves and thus provide one extreme in the contin~um of
coastal systems, ranging from those based on detritus derived from higher plants to
those based on phyropJankton (ODUM and HEALD, 1975). This chapter does not
attempt to cover all aspects of mangrove ecology; they have been reviewed elsewhere
(e.g. MACN.'\E, 1968; LliGO and SNEDAKER, 1974). The chapter concentrates on energy
flow through the food web and the little that is known about nutrient fluxes.
ODU\1 and HEALD (1975) studied the mangrove forests of southern Florida (USA)
which are llooded seasonally by fresh-water runofrrrom the Everglades, while tidal nows
from the Gulf of Mexico introduce saline water resulting in salinities ranging up to
30%0 S. The North River Basin formed the main study area of21·2 km- 1 , two-thirds of
which is covered by red mangroves Rhizophora mangle and one-third by open water.
Primary production was found to be 2·41 g dry organic matter d- I or about
350 g C 111- 2 yr- I ; this agrees well with calculations by MILLER (1972), who used a
sophisticated model of photosynthesis to predict net production by Florida mangroves at
some 400 g C m- 2 yr-'; 83% of the mangrove primary production was in the- form of
leaves. Algal production was negligible. ODV,,! and HE:\LD (1975) ascribe this [act 10
the high tannin content and low nutrient staws of the water, lind to shading by the
mangrove plants.
Fig. :1-11 shows a conceptual model or the North Ri\'Cr food web. The main Oow of
energy is indicated by broad arrows; it depicts a food chain of mangrove leaves-bacteria and fungi-detririvores-middle e~mivores-topcarnivores. Detritus decomposed
very slowly in air on the forest 0001', but faster in freshwater (54% remained in litter bags
after 4 mo); while only 9% ofleafmaterial remained in litter bags placed in seawater for
4 mo); mainly because of the greater variety and activity of leaf-chewing animals in sea
water. The leaf material changed in composition as it decomposed through autolysis and
microbial activity, with fungi playing a much larger role than reported in marine situations (see also FELL and MASTERS, 1973). The detrital panicles became smdller, the
proportion of protein increased from 5 to 21 % (see also FENCHEL and BLACKBURN.
1979), and the calorific content increased over 6 mo, from 19·7 to 22·2 kJ g-I ash-free
dry mass. Roughly half the detritus formed was exported from the North River Basin
into surrounding bays, mainly as particles in the range 50 to 350 11m which contained
bacteria, fungi, and yeasts. The remainder was consumed locally and only 2% of leaves
remained permanently to form peat.
The detritivores can be subdivided into three types: the 'grinders', such as the crab
Rhithropanopeus and the amphipod MeLita, which take larger particles (mean 75 11m) and
chew them; the deposit feeders, such as killifish Cyprinodon and Adi71ia, the goby Lopho-
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Fig. 3-11: Conceplllal model of enngy f1ow~ in a Florida mangro\"C lood \veb, showing lhe
major nows :IS hc.I\·Y arrows. SulJdi\ ision 01" detritus and delriLi\'ores into componenl
categories is also indicaLed and dissol\-cd organic matter is indicaLed by broken lines. Tht'
role orraeces as a feedback IOdetrilUs is shown. (AfLerODU\\ and HEALD, 1975; modified;
reproduced by permission 01" the i\cadernic Press)

gobiUJ, and the shrimp Pa/aemonele.l (eating particles of 22 to 55 pm); and the filterfeed ing mussels COllgeria and Hracltidonle.\ (Ii I tering- particles of 12 ~m mean size). 1\11 01
these utilize food of\'arious types, including the f~leces produced by the dctriti\'ores and
other ;lI1imals, so that reli'actorv detrital material may be ingested, voided, colonized by
micro-organisms, and re-ingested se\'eral times O\'er, provided it is not transported out
orthe system by watcr currents. This process was first described by NewELL (1965); it
has been referred to as lhe 'faeces loop' by NE\\"EI.L and co-authors (19H2), The importarll food or detritus Iceders has usually been belic\'ed to be the micro-organisms associated with the ctetriLUs, which undouhtedly enrich lhe protein content oldetritus (ODl·.\1
and DE 1..\ CRL'I., 1967; FE:'\t:HEL, 1970, 1977; \11.\'\:-:, 19n, FJ:::\CHEL and H.\RRISO,\,
197G; FE'\CHEI. anct JV>Rl;E'JSEN, 1977). Howe\'cr, Ct\MMEN (19HO) and STl::\I{"]' and
co-aulhors (19H2a) Il;t\(' shown that considerable amounts 01" lhe plant material itself
can he assimilated by some dctriti\'ores in the absence 01" micro-organisms.
The final steps in the main lood web in South Florida mangro\'es are lhe small clrni\'ores (minnows and small game fish) and LOp carnivorcs (g,lTllC lish, piscivorous birds,
rtc.). al"minor importance is lhe side chain to grazing terrestrial insects, which consume
some 5% of mangro\'('-Icar production (HE.\I.D, 19(9). The importance 01" olher side
chains was not quantified by OrH.·\,t anct HE:\l.]) (197')), but dissoh'ecl mall(~r gi\'ell oIl'
by mangro\'c IC<I\'es anct algae would clearly be a SOurCe ol'nourishmen( lor bacteria and
fungi, which LOgether with algae are prryed on by protozoans. As indicatrct in Fig. :5-11,
lhe protozoans arc a\ ailabk as lood 10 lhe c1etriti\'olT lrophic group, either lhe liller
lCeders il" suspended, or the deposit reeders if in the sediments. Fig. :)-11 ;lIso indicates
that 50% of (he delril~d material is exported by lhe 010rth River to neighbouring" bays
and inshore waters. This is almost certainlY utilizcd in similar bshion b\· other detriti\'ores, the question of 'expon' being' mainly a mdllcr of how OIH~ dclincs (he sysl('111
boundaries.
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Much less is known about nutrient nows than energy flows in florida mangrove
forests. What is known suggests that they are unusual in that only a small proportion of
the nutrients appear to be cycled in the mangrove forests, a large proportion of the
nutrients are supplied by fresh-water runofffrom the Everglades (LuGO and co-authors,
1976). Their simulation model demonstrated the dependence of the mangroves on nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen) derived terrestrially, and measurements of nutrient
concentrations suggested that river runoff accounted for 92 to 96% of nutrients, while
tidal now supplied the remaining 8 to 4%. These do not take account of rapid recycling
which is likely to occur amongSl micro-organisms at low nutrient concentrations, eSpecially at the warm temperatures found in mangrove forests.
(b) A Georgia Salt Marsh
Energy and material flows have been more intensively studied in the salt marshes of
Sapelo Island, Georgia (USA) than in any other marine system, indeed probably in any
ecosystem. These studies have been continuing since the mid-1950s and have built up an
impressive body of knowledge, drawn together in one volume edited by POMEROY and
WIEGERT (1981). The ecology of salt marshes has been studied from many different
angles to elucidate the physical, chemical, and biological processes involved. Some of the
earlier classic salt-marsh studies included ODUM and SMALLEY (1959) and TEAL
( 1962). Since the early 1970s the research a t Sapelo Island has included a succession of
simulation models (WIEGERT and co-authors, 1975) which led to further hypotheses,
research to validate them, and newer models based on the findings.
Fig. 3-12a summarizes the main carbon nows over the whole marsh and estuary.
Twenty-one percent of the area is assumed to be subtidal. WIEGERT and co-authors
(1981) depict carbon fluxes in the salt marsh in three phases: air, water, and sediments.
The communities also differ from short Spartina to ta11 Spartina to subtidal areas. For
simplicity these are not indicated separately in Fig. 3-12, although processes in air
(involving the insects and arachnids) are clearly different from those in water (which are
aerobic) and those in the sediments (which an; largely anaerobic).
The major primary producer in the salt marsh is the marsh grass Spartina, whose
growth is about equa11y apportioned between above-ground (shoots) and below-ground
(roots) (POMEROY and co-authors, 1981). Roughly 5% of the above-ground production
is assimilated by insect gra.zers (TEAL, 1962) and about 10% of insect assimilation is
passed on to spider carnivores. Thus, in energetic or carbon terms the aerial grazer food
chain is unimportant. Th(' remainder ot" the Spartina production becomes dissolved or
particulate organic malter, either in the water or in the sediments. The microbial
community utilizes the organic matter as an energy source and respires some 30%
(340 g C m- 2 yr-') of the Sprrrtwa production left after grazing (CHRISTIAN and coauthors, 1981). A large parr or the remaining organic matter is processed anaerobically
in the sediments, but its proportion has not been quantified in nature (WIEBE and
co-authors, 1981). Nevertheless these authors have shown that the lour main anaerobic
processes-fermentation, dissimilatory nitrogenous oxide reduction, sulphate reduction,
and methanogenesis-are closely coupled in the salt marsh and need to be studied
simultaneously in order to explain changes in one rate from the state of the other three.
The main factors affecting these processes appeared to be interstitial water now rate and
substrate availability.
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Fig. J-12: Flows of carbon and nitrogen ill a Geolxia saltmarsh. (A) estimated Ilows or carboll
showing primary production, faeces produce! (F). carbon assimilated, and carbon respired (R).
all in g C m-~ yr- I . Particulate lCeders assumed 10 ha\'e an assimilation ellicit'nc)' or jO%. Tid,1I
import and export 01' dctrilLls (particulate organic milller, POM, pillS microhes) shown as
unestimated amount ol'car'bon processed anaerobically in Ihe sedimellts which leeds back to the
aerobic POy!. (B) shows the corresponding 110ws 01' nitrogen assuming tire C : :\ ratios gi\'('n lor
Spar/iI/a and algae. Nitrogen is recycled \ ia organic raeees (solid lines) and inorganic ions
(broken lincs). Tidal import and export ol'detrital and inorganic nitrogen also shown. Symbols
as in Fig. J-7. (Based on POMEROY and WIEGERT, 19HI; reproduced by permission of
Springer- Verlag, New York)
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The various particulate feeders include filter feeding mussels, clams, and oysters,
deposit-feeding fiddler crabs, snails and polychaetes, and 'deposit-suspension' feeders
such as mullet and shrimp (MONTAGUE and co-authors, 1981). These animals feed on
phytoplankton and benthic algae, as well as on detritus derived II'om Sparlina, faeces,
and other sources. Most salt-marsh literature assumes that detritus is the main food
source (e.g. TEAL, 1962) but recent evidence suggests that algae are more important in
the diet than detritus, both from gut content analyses and from 12C/:IC ratios (WETZEL,
1976; HAINES and MONTAGUE, 1979). Thus, although it appears that some
845 g C m- 2 yr- I might be available to particulate feeders as detritus, much of this refracwry (VALJELA and TE\L, 1979) and a larger fraction of the algal production of some
229 g C m -2 yr- I is incorporated in the estimated 121 g C m -2 yr- 1 ~ssimilated by particulate feeders. I f one included all Sparlina and algal production, the carbon transfer efficiency to particulate feeders would be 121!( 1185 + 229) = 8· 6%, which is misleadingly
low in view of the transler of some organic matter through several processes in the
sediments or its transport out of the system. The carbon transfer efficiency from particulate feeders (Q scavengers and carnivores-such as blue crab, catfish, and shark-is
about 20%. The diagram (Fig. 3-12a) depicts the feedback of carbon to the detritus pool
via faeces and also indicates that aerobic microbial respiration accounts for some three
times more carbon than all the macro-consumers together. In spite of the apparent
surplus of carbon, much of it is refractory and poor in nitrogen, and it appears that food
limits the population size of consumers, as evidenced by the widespread occurrence of
omnivory (MONTAGUE and co-authors, 1981). The micro-organisms appear to be in
equilibrium with the DOC supply with bacteria being kept in check by ciliates grazing
on particles, often of faecal origin (CHRISTIAN and co-authors, 1981).
Nitrogen nows are depicted in Fig. 3-12b. The estimates are calculated from assumed
C : N ratios of 35 : I for Sparlina and 6 : I for algae. Thus, in conrrast to the carbon now
figures, algae contribut p over half the nitrogen available to consumers. Nitrogen fixation
contributes 14·8 g N m- 2 as opposed to the estimated 65 g N lost by denitrifying
bacteria. Some 3·6 g N is contributed by sedimentation and rain and the balance of
about 47 g N is believed to be gained from seawater through tidal exchange. Thus, like
the Great Sippewissett marsh (VALlELA and TEAL, 1979) the high rates of nitrogen
fixation are exceeded by denitrification, but, unlike Sippewissett, the Sapelo Island
marsh gains negligible nitrogen from groundwater and there is a net transport of nitrogen by seawater into, not out of, the marsh.
Flows of phosphorus have also been studied at Sapelo rsland. Standing Slacks suggest
that phosphorus is never limiting (WHITNEY and co-authors, 1981), and that its recycling ra te is rapid and independent of inputs from the ocean (POMEROY, 1960). The role
of the mussel Geukensia demissus in transferring phosphorus from the water to sediments
was highlighted by KUENZLER (1961), demonstrating that a population of negligible
importance in energy now could have a major role in the ecosystem.
Salt marsh studies have shown that other macro-consumers may also play an important role as controllers of energy now, rather than as direct metabolizers of energy. As
illustrated in Fig. 3-12, macroscopic animals degrade less energy than microbes (TEAL,
1962; POMEROY and co-authors, 1977) and nutrient remineralization through excretion
is generally inversely proportional to body size (JOHANNES, 1964; BUECHLER and DILLON, 1974). However, many large animals masticate food, reducing thc particle size and
making the egesled material more accessible to microbial attack by increasing its surface
area. Some animals such as marsh crabs aerate the sediments by burrowing, others
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such as liddler crabs ,mel mullet turn o"er and aerate the top layers or sediment
(ED"':\RDS and FREY, 1977), allowing aerobic micro-organisms to play their role.
finally, WJEGERT and POMI~R()Y (1981) conclude that the physical and chemical
attrihutes 01" the salt-rnarsh soil confer stability on the system. These in turn are most
afTectrcl by the tidal (lows which are also responsible for maintaining nitrogen balanc~,
and lor the transfer of carbon. Long-term or permanent changes in the pattern of tidal
flow alleet the "egetation and the soil characteristics whereas perturbations of a more
biological nature apparently have much less eITect on the c('ology of the marsh.

(c) NO\'a Scotia Kelp Beds: Commercially Important Food Chains
MILLER and co-authors (1971) published the first synthesis of energy flow through a
kelp-bed food web. Their paper addresses questions concerning the relationships between the main primary producers, kelp, and the yield to man or lobsters, the top
carnivores in the community. The main food chain in terms or energy flow leads li'om
kelps to sea urchins to lobsters to man, although predators such as rock crabs (Cancer)
and wolfTish (AnorhicaJ) also feed on sea urchins. To complicate matters, lobsters and
wolfTish also prey on crabs (BREDI and MA'f'l, 1976). It is apparent tha t a large portion
ofkclp production is not grazed by urchins or periwinkles, and that there is a 'surplus' of
kelp-derived detritus which is exported from St \1argaret's Bay.
During this study or the kelp beds in Nova Scotia (Canada) between 1968 and 1976, it
was observed that aggregations of sea urchins became more fj'equent and larger, leaving
rock areas de"oid of kelp; 90% of the lormer SUbtidal seaweed beds disappeared during
this period (MA:\:\, 1977). The urchins in healthy kelp beds showed crvptic behaviour,
hiding in cre\'ices hy day and appeared to feed mainly on pieces of drin weee!. Those in
aggregations showed active feeding behaviour, were not cryptic, and advanced on kelp
beds eating through the holdfasts and stipes or plants sO that they drified away, Large
areas of'barrens' cO\'ered by sea urchins spread down the south shore ofNo\'a Scotia, far
beyond 5t l'v[argaret's Bay. Lobster catches in these barrens eventually became reduced
(''''HARTON and MANN, 1981), possibly due to reduced recruitment (G. Hi\RDING, pel's.
comm.) or to overfishing (BREEN and MANl\. 1976) and probably due to both (MANN,
1982b). Tilus it appears that a feedback from the barrens further reduces lobster stocks
after a time lag. This may be due to increased mortality orlobsters without kelp cover, 01'
due to depleted primary produCti\'ity and hence lobstrr food, suggested by the
drastically reduced urchin gonads in the barrens (MAN0J. I 98:2a,b).
It appears that the reduced densities of lobsters and possibly also other predators
(\1:\:\:\, 19H2a,b), led to less predator control ol"urchins, and with a resultant increase in
population size, urchin beha\'iOllr changed, causing destrllcti"e grazing on kelps. This
remO\'ed the main source orprimary production and also altered the habil,H, increasing
the exposure
lobsters and crabs to predators. This was not an isolated phenomenon
but has been documented O\'er a -WO km stretch or coast (\VH.-\lnO:\ and M.\:\:\, 1981;
yl:\:\:\, 1982a,b). Fig. 3-13 suggests how this $Vstern appears to h,1'e switchecl in structure
from ,{ macrophyte-based systcm cOlltl'ollro h)' predators to a lood chain ill lhe 'barrens'
based Oil the much lower producti"ity o(miunalgae, supplemented by settling detritus
(.\1.-\.Y,\, 1977), possibly of phytoplankton origin. The latest reports are that there ha\'e
been mass mortalities of urchins in some barren areas during the warmest months of
1980 and 1981, and that kelp beels are reappearing there (A. R. 0, CHAP\Ir\;'\ and K. H.
MAi\"N. pel's. comm.). Apparently the 'barrens' community is an unstable one in which
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the

hmi(ecl hv lowl ;l\'ail,l!lilll\ since their growlil rill(' is greatlv reduced
(WH.\RI'().'\ and \'1.\.'\:\, 19HI), and anersc\'eral years the inrJ"L\srcl metabolicdelll;lnds
orhiRhn IcmperallllTs at the end ofsumll\er makc them ndncrabk to fungus dise<lsrc·. It
relllaillS to be seen whcthn the S\'stcm will rn'Crt to the mol', producti\'C condition
based 1m k,lp plants and whrther lol>ster yiL'ld~ \,'ill incrca.'>r again.
;\spccts or nitrogcn Ilo\\' halT been sllIdierl in :\o\'a :-:icotian kelp beels, although a
nutrient budgct has not hren attemptcd fin- the complete ecosystem. Al the primary
produ,('l' Iel'el, it has bcell sbowlI t1l<lt the a\'ailahility of combined nitrogen limits kelp
growth at certain times or year. During thr winter months it has beell shown that krlp
plants in St \1argarets Bay lakr up nitratc and store it in their tis:,ue:" enahling thcm to
maintain I~lst growth rates a!'ter the phytopl;\l1kton spring bloom had depicted the
nitrate concentration in seawater (CH.-\P.\L\.'\ and CR.-\IGIE, 1977). It appears that high
ratcs or photosynthesis are maintained through the summer, but growth is redu(C'd onr.f'
thr nill'ORrn reserves arc used up and excess pho(osynthatr' is released as dissoh'cd
organic mailer (H.-\TCHt-:R anel co-authors, 1(77), presumahly to be rapidly Lltilitcd by
bacteria which can meet their nitrogen rcquirrmcnls I.·om cxtn'mc!l' low concentrations
U1dllll, ,Ill"
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in seawater (AZAM and co-authors, }(j83a,b). Thus, carbon fix;Jtion and nitrogen uptake
by kelps are only loosely coupled when nitrogen becomes limiting at certain seasons. On
the other hand the same species in an area of upwelling at the mouth of the Bay of
Fundy, Nova Scotia (GAGNE and MANN, 1981) and these populations, like L. paLlida in
the Beng-uela upwelling system, do not store nitrogen in their tissues for use at other
seasons ~GAGNEand co-authors, 1982).
Amongst the consumers, sea urchins in Nova Scotia have been shown to supplement
the poor protein content of their kelp diet by harbouring micro-organisms in their guts
which fix dissolved nitrogen from seawater and incorporate the fixed nitrogen in their
tissues (GUERINOT and co-authors, 1977). In addition, FONG and MANN (1980) have
suggested that urchin gut micro-organisms help digest plant proteins and synthesize
additional amino acids which are essential to the diet of the urchins and are not found in
Laminaria. One may conclude that both the primary producers and main consumers are
at times limited by their nitrogen supply in St Margaret's Bay and that both have
evolved mechanisms for making the best use of a limited supply of nitrogen.

(4) Closed and Open Systems
(a) A Benguela Kelp-Bed Ecosystem
Inspired by the work of MANN and co-workers in Nova Scotian kelp beds, a similar
study was undertaken in the southern Benguela upwelling region of South Africa, near
Cape Town. Preliminary accounts of the food web have been described in twO publications (FIELD and co-authors, 1977; VEUMIROV and co-aulthors, 197i). The principal
difference from Nova Scotian kelp beds is that the South African spiny lobster jaJus
lalandii feeds mainly on the mussel Aulacorrrya ater, while Homarus americallus in Nova
Scotia feeds mainly on the most abundant prey, urchins and crabs. After analysis of the
biomass composition and distribution in South African kelp beds(FIELD and co-authors,
1980a) a series of swdies was aimed at the dynamics and energetics of the dominant
populations: kelps (MANN and co-authors, 1979; DIECKMAN, 1980), sea urchin
(GREENWOOD, 1980); mussel (GRIFFITHS and KING, 1979a,b; STUART and co-authors,
1982a); amphipod Talorclustia (Mu IR. 1978), isopod; Ciro/ana (SHAFIR and FIELD.
1980a,b) and Ligia (KOOP and FIELD, 1980, 1981), and lobster (NEWMAN and POLLOCK, 1974; POLLOCK, 1979; GRI FFITHS and SEIDERER, 1980; SEIDERER and coauthors, 1982). Other studies were directed at the composition and degradation of
detritus from dissolved matter (LINLEY and co-authors, 1981; LUCAS and co-authors,
1981) and from particulate kelp and mussel faeces (STUART and co-authors, 1981,
I982b). Based on these studies and assuming that export losses balanced imporl gains,
NEWELL and co-authors (1982) drew up an energy budget which showed the annual
primary production in the kelp beds was about balanced by the energy requirements of
the consumers.
The assumption that imports balance exports is not a trivial one on an open coast and
current measurements at dim'rent stations and depths arollnd a kelp bed showed that
under active upwelling or downwelling conditions o/Tthe Cape Peninsula the watercolumn
may turn over as much as seven times per day (FIELD and co-autbors, 1980b; 1981).
\VLiLFF and FIELD (in press) set out to explor,e the implications of such upwelling and
downwelling water transpon on the food-web structure within the kelp-bed communllY,
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using a simple 111'llhemiltic.d simul.ltion model. The model ,howrc! Iltat when there was
no W,lIer transport, or there <.tIT rapid c1l,.ltlges in transport direction so thal lhe same
wawr is transported into and oul 01" thr krlp hcd, rr.-sLlspcnckd I:lt'ces can make an
importanl conlrihillion 10 the drlrilus and to tlte main ()od ch,lin which arlequalely
suppol'led tlw liller lCeders and lobslers. This sillialion is (lnalogolls 10 Il)od chains 01"
many csluanlle and sail-marsh detritus communilies in willch lhere is relalin"ly little
export ol"rnalerial (sec pp. 763, 769). Modelling downwelling condilions which prevail in
the four wimer months and occur sporadically in summer, phytoplanklOn blooms from the
ofTshore regions of lhe Henguela region were advected inlO lhe model kelp bed so Ihal
the main food chains were based on phytoplankton, which (ormed increasing proportions of the consumer diets with bster downwelling. The rnodel thus depicts a lood web
analogous to the phytoplankton-based one in Narraganselt Bay (p. 759). When the
model was used 10 simulate upwelling condilions, incrcasing poniolls 01" delritus were
exported from lhe community Wilh bster rale~ 01" water tr'lIlsport. Thus, although
delritus remained Ihe major proportion of lhe diel available, smaller quantilies were
a\'ailable to tiiler I"eeders wilh laster upwelling and only at Ihe slowest upwelling rates
was there suflicienl (ood to meet consumer rcquiremcnls. Tilus, paradoxically, Ihe
consume,s lended to SLJn·e under upwelling condilions because Iheir detritus supply·
was adveeted away.
Fig. :l-I'~ summarizes results obtained when a realislic sea~ollal upwelling index was
used. The model shows thaI the animal populations could main lain <I stable biomass on
Ihe food available, but they revealed a net cnergy gain (equivalenl 10 positive scope ror
growth and reproduction) in lhe lour winter rnOlllhs when downwelling predominates,
and a negative scope (or growlh during the upwelling season. The modd prediction has
been conlirmed by lipid analyses which ~how a large propOrtion 01 neutral lipids (storage produCls) in winter samples 01" mussels, while summer samples suggest starvation
with small proponions ol"neutrallipids (I. E. HORt;A.", pers. comm.). Sensitivity analyses on Ihe kelp-bed simulalion model show lhatlaq~e changes in biologiectl paramelers,
such as food sekni\'ity and <!ssimil<llion efTicicncy, have relatively lillie elTect on the
energy gain 01" I"tlter leeders compared to Iheir greLlI senSili\ity 10 Ihe rate of water
transport in upwelling and downwelling. Thus, one may conclude (hat physic;d <!cl\"cction processes may have a dominating influence on lile nature of, and biomass mainl<lined by, neM-shore cornmunilies.
(b) A SOUlh African Sandy Beach Ecosystem
Sand beaches are lound on coasts exposed 10 waif.! movement in the form OfW3\·es or
currents which prevent the sedimentation of line muddy material. Traditionally they are
regarded as 'open' systems which liller Jiving and non-living particulate material
imponed from primary producers elsewhere, and return mineral nutrients to the ocean
(PEARSE and co-authors, 1<)42; BROWN, 1964). This may be true of intertidal sandy
sediments, which are insufTiciently stable for significant populations of algae or higher
plants to develop on or in the sand (BROWN, 1964; ML\iRO and co-authors, 19/H).
However, McLACHLAN (1980) has pointed out that rhe beach should be considered
together with its adjacent surf zone, which may then comprise the necessary producer,
consumer, and decomposer componenls to form a funcrioning ecosystem. The princip~d
remaining criterion for a viable ecosystem is that the flows 01" energy and materials
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within the systl'm should Ix grcatcr than lhe imports aud cxporlS 10 ,llld It'om it,
.\ICL.\CHl..\:\ and co-,\lllhors (19H I) present e\'idencc to demOllStrate that this i,~ lrue for
.1 bedch ;11 Port f.lizabeth, Soulh ,\lrica. in the lirst slud\' ul"a sandy "hore as a complele
ccosyslcm,
Se\ eral workers han' ohsClycd lhat surr zoncs ;UT area" 01" inlCllsi\'e phyloplankton
gro\\'lh, Wilh dense bloums 01" dialoms (R,\I''l(),'\, 195-1; LE\\'1.\ and "UKRI:--, 197U;
LE\\T\ and co-authors, 1975; 'vlcL\Clll..\'\, 19BO), by implicatioll pruduCli\ity being
higher in the surrzone than outside it. This, suppol'lcd also I)y e\,id('ncc ol"celllliar water
:irclIl;ltion patLcrns on some "and~ shores (H,\RIUS, 1978), suggests lhat Ilows within
thcse surl~zon('s and heaches 1Tl;IY indeeu he greater than lhe imports and ('xports,
Fig, :~-15 depicts cnergy and nutrient Ilows in the sandy shore ecosys(('m at Pan
Elizabcth (South ;\li'ic.I), The width 01" sandy shore ecosystems, I"rom the high-watersprings mark to lhe outer limit or circulalion cells and turbidity beyond the breakers,
\'aries according to the state ortide and waves, and the slope oCthc hcach, \-1CJ,..\CHL.,\:\
and co-authors (19UI) thi're!ore express energy nows per metre 01" shoreline rather than
per square melre or slllbct' arct. The s\'stem is based on imports 01" carrion (estimated
by regular SUIYCY" or strips 01" beach) ami particulate detritus, ami by phytoplankton,
The proportion;, 01" ph\'toplan ktall proLl uction inside (he S) stem and imported to it haq·
not \et hccn (,~lim,lled, hut the tOlal amount ol"particuJatc maIler ha" been calculated
rrom the reC]iIll'('ll1cnts ul the lilter !'r(xkrs and thc interstitial buna, The carrion consists
mai nlv or medusac and the Port uguese-man-of~war,P/~Yj(tlia, which ;IIT consumed by the
sC<l\Tnging \\'hclk ill/Ilia (I3RO\\'\, 1971), The only other major in\'ertelJl'Cltc carni\'olT in
the sy"tem is lhe crah Oral/pr,1 which PITYS principally UII molluscs, The remaining
milnobunal hiomass consists chielly or thc hi\'ahT" /)OI/(II 11'1"/0 and D, .IOrd/du,l, and til('
mysid (;aJIrOJ(/CCIIJ pJammod)'tes, all filter !Ceders (BRO\\':\, 1%4; \-ICL.-\CHL,\\, 1977),
The energy reqtlirements of the macrofauna were calculated fi'om PIB ratios (MCLi\CH.
L\:\, 1979a; :'vlcL.\CHI.i\:\ and H,\:\J:;KO\I, 1979) and rrom respiration rates I)YI::, 1979;
[hE and \IcG\\'Y:\:\E, 1980), gi\'ing an estimate oC 109 -121 kJ m- I yr- I required by
lilter kedcrs and 0500 k.J m I yr I h\' SC1\ i'ngers,
TIll' sand has a rich illlersliti.iI biota 01" Ilaclcria, proW/();IIlS, ;lIld meiuLtulla whose
lood rcl,ltions arc poorl~ underslood in del,lil, hUI the hiomass alld respiration rates
han'!wen quantified (.\[CL\CI-Il .. \:\, 1977; DYE, 197~)), TIll' inlerstili,d lood web is based
on dissohTd and particulilte org'lnic mattn ('vlcl:\TYRE and cO-'lIlthors, J970) which is
liltl'l'('(lthrough the sand COIUlllll hy \\.'a\T action and hv tides (\'olul1Ie I: RIEDl., 197Ll;
RIEDL, 1971h, KIEDI.;lnd .\1.\(:11.\\, I 97:Z), The \'olume liltncd h;ls heen quantified by
:"1(:1.\<:1-11.,\:\ (1979b, I~BU), I)issokcd and particulate m;lltu arc ulilized hy baclUia

Fig, 3-11: Dia!.(r,lll1ll1allc (t'IH'cSclllallon ollhe ehangllig pallnll "I'cnergy l10w under upwelling
ilnd down\\'clling condllions ill .1 soulhern I.kngucla kt'lp lwei, (,\) l'pwclling condililH's:
neghglhle ph~ toplanklOn rre'flll ,I, clear \,'iller "'elI:, lip Irolll helo\\' the photic zone ,lnd
lran~p0rls c!elriliis Olll 01 lhe ,y~ll'lll. lSj ()mnlwelling eondilious: pll\'loplanklOn Illooll1s Irolll
ulbllllt'<, "IT c;llTied Ihl'()ugh kelp hl'lls prO\'irlin~ a resel'\oir 01 ullrognl-rich looel, (ej Input 01
,e.l,on<Llh- ;1\ <'1'<114('(1 upwclling/downwelling index, sho\\'ln!.( m;ljor SUlllnllT upwcllinl/: ,eilson
(:-'J ,1nel Winll'1 downwelling sea>on (\\') 101 a simul:llion 01 .'i ~ I, (D) Simulalion-Inodd OUIjHI(
~ho\\'ing cnngy Imlallc!' ill" tiller !ceder communilY, whieh "ullers nel 10"" uuder upwclling .mel
l.(;lill uncler dowllwellillg conditions; horizollt,d lint' shows le\ cI 01 enngy gaiu l'('(]llircd III
1ll,Iiniain oiJ,CI'\ ed liltfr leeder biomils" (.\ller Wl 1.11 .,nel FIELD: Illodilied: reproduel'eI Ily
permission or Inler- Research, Halslcnbek)
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Fig. 3-15: Energy and inorganic nitrogen flows on a sandy surf-beach ecosystem at Port
Elizabeth (South Africa) in relation to the sea on one side and sand dunes on the other.
Energy flows (solid lines) given as kJ (01 shore)-I yr- I . Nitrogen flows given as g N
(01 shore)-I yr- I . Cellular water circulation patterns are believed to retain phytoplankton
in the surf ZOne, allowing much recycling of nutrients within the system. Symbols as in
Fig. 3-7. (After McLACHLAN and co-authors, 1981; modified; reproduced by permission of Academic Press, London)

which in turn. ar,e preyed upon by bacteri-detritivores (principally protozoans) and
carnivorous meiofauna, forming a 'closed' food chain within the interstitial community
(MCINTYRE and co-authors, 1970), and exporting only the minerals excreted. Energy
requirements of the bacteria and meiofauna were calculated from biomass and respiration measurements, using literature values for P/R and PIB ratios, respectively. The
interstitial energy requirements were calculated to be 236325 kJ m- I yr- I , which combined with the requirement of 109 421 kJ m- I yr- I by filter feeders gives an estimated
I
345745 kJ m- yr- I of phytoplankton plus dissolved and particulate organic matter.
When the imported carrion is added to this, the total energy input works out at
354083 kJ m- I yr I of which about 67% goes to the interstitial fauna, some 31 % is
consumed by filter feeders, ]. 8% goes to scavengers, and 0·2% is taken by birds and fish.
These estimates ignore the particulate matter filtered by fish such as mullet which
migrate in and out of the surf zone.
Nitrogen mineralization has been estimated for the macrofauna from ammonia excretion rates published for bivalves (BA YNE and co-authors, 1976; LEWIN and co-authors,
1979). Nitrogen mineralization rates of the interstitial community were estimated by
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a~suming

that dissoh'ed and suspcnord organic matter h<l\'(' ,111 energ~ content 01
1G kJ g -I and con{a in -1% by mass o!" ni trogcn to gi\T a yield 01" 5~) I g \ III I rcm ineralized per year (MCL\CHL.-\\" and co-authors, 1981). l\utrienl runolrerum the land is
hdiC\Td to be insignificant in lhe SV:,lem sludied. The lotal arnounl 01" nilrogen
remineralized (9+1 g:'J m- I) is either used within the syslem or is exported 10 {he ocean.
The rel;tti\'c proportions arc unknown, allhuugh it is argued that (he dense liller-I"eeding
populations ob~el'\ ('c! arc only likeh" to occur when circulation pattern~ lrap nutrients
recycleJ by the beach biota within lhe "'stem long enough to <"low phYloplankton
blooms to de\Tlop.
Obsen'ations 01" diatom blooms in the surl" LOne in \'arious other parts 01" the world
(R;\I'~o\", 1951; LEW!\" and \"OKfU~, 1970; LEI\'!\" and co-author~, 1975) suggest that
this may not be an isolated phenomenon and th;il intertidal sandy beaches and the
adjacent sur!" zones may I"unction as ecosystems with some coherence. The extent to
which they aCl a~ 'dige~ling and incubating systems ... exporting minerals 10 the sea'
(PEARSE and (,o-;lIIlhors, 19+2) is likely to \'ary Ji'om beach to beach according lO local
wa leI' mmTmenls. On long open beaches 01 gende ~Iope thrre are wide surf zones, and
cellular circulation patterns lhen lend 10 develop (~ICL.-\CHL\\" and co-authors, 1981),
so that the pltvsical lorces determine whnher therc is an ecosystem with some integrily
and its own populations 01' primary producers and nutriell{ cycling. Cel'lainl\' sandy
beache~ arc always open systems, and direct measurements are required to quantif)' the
1Iows 01' watel lhrough 'Ind within such systems.

(c) Rocky shores
Although there Ita\"t~ been m,lIl>' studies ol"keding, compflition, prcdallon, ,wd community inler"clioll~ on roch ~hores in c!illrrent parts 01 the world (c.g. CO.'\\"ELL, 1970;
D.\YTO\" 1971; P.\I\"E, 197+, 1977; BK.\\"CH, 1975, 1981; L\"DERI\"()()IJ, 1976), there
h"\'e been no Cjuantitati\'C studies 01 energy ur maleriaillow through ;r complete rock\"
shore communily. The reason lor this is clear, lor rocky shorf's arc nT\' complc:o-; comrnunitie~, 'Illd ill addition, much malerial is {ransponrd to and Irom rocky shore~ by
W<l\"("S and CIIITenl.,>, with rates of transport thal are \'ny dillicult 10 measure.
In an alll'nll>[ [0 lililltis gap, llti~ sectiun willulilize clald ,It present heing gathered on
a rocky shore at J)alel>rooK, htlse Bay, Iwar Cape Town (South A/rica) by G..'vl.
BR.\ '\CII <lncl his slllrknls who arc assemt>ling inlulTll;ttion on energy lIow through the
system, \!C:Vl·.\I() (19HO) studiecl Dalebrook ancl li\'e other rocky shores c:o-;posed to
a([ion ;Jnd compared these with six rocky shore~ sheltrred Irom wa\"(' aClion. Table
3-~~ summaril.es hi., data. The mean hiomass or animals and ~eaweeds all exposed shores
was O\'Cr thrce times higher than (halon sheltered shores anclthis applied to all trophic
categories. Filler It'tclers dominate the biomass on e:o-;posed shores, exceeding e\'en the
primary producers, while on shelterf'd shores the more L1~lIal balance is or primary
plodllcers lollowed I>)' herbi\'ores and detritus leeder~. Thus, it appears (here is both a
hellrr supply or load 10 support more filttT feeders, and a higger biomass oj' algae all
expo~ed shores. The sources 01 primary production on rocky shores are dillicult 10
qLI;ullil)' although some seaweed production rates ha\'e been measured (e.g. K.\.'\I\ISII~:K, 1966; KH.\ILO\· and BlKL.\KO\;\, 19G9; LiT!TK and VIL'RR.\Y, 1974; TO\\'LE
and l'L\R:-.E, 197:1; BKI\""-HL"I~ and JO.,\E:", 1974; BR(\""-HU:>, 1977a,b). Lsing lie
upt'lke, FII~L.l)J\"(; and BR;\\"CI-I (unpuh!.) h,\\"(' eStimated the net production olthe four
W;t\T
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Table 3-3
Biomass (g dry mass m- 2) of different trophic categories, comparing transects across tbe elllire
intertidal region at 6 exposed and 6 sheltered rocky shores near Cape Town, South Africa.
Percentages are given in parentheses (Based on MCQUAID, 1980)
Exposed

Sheltered

Min.

Max.

Mean.

Min.

Max.

Mean.

Primary producers

197

Herbivores/detritus feeders

(21 )
29

Filter feeders

(1)
44
(I)

(5)

27
(31)
23
(3)
0·3
(0'1)
0'4
(0'6)

233
(79)
41
(13)
10

(8)
12

366
(37)
54
(5)
565
(56)
26
(2)
1010
(l00)

488
(89)
66
(52)
19
(8'5)

Cam iva res/ scavengers/ornn i vores

710
(81)
127
(24)
1361
(73)
49

Category

TOTAL

15

(18)

(:l'6)
l~

(4'4)
292
(100)

locally commonest intertidal algae (Viva, Gelidium, Gigartina, BiJurcaria) at the surface
and at I-m and 2-m depths. Using macrophyte biomass data, these rates give estimates
of some 97 g C m shoreline -I d -I in summer and 23 g C m -I d -I in winter. I f there is a
20-m wide intertidal zone of which the lowest 10-m band has macrophytes, this gives an
estimated 1100 g C m- 2 yr- I of macrophyte production.
Using short-term clearance and exclusion experiments, BRANCH and BRJTZ (unpubl.)
have found that the surface film of sporelings and micro algae, normally grazed flat by
limpets and other gastropods, grow to heights of 7 to 8 cm within 2 wk. They estimate a
productivity at least as great as that of the seaweeds whose biomass is obvious, and one
can thus estimate to be some 1100 g C m- 2 yr- I . Presumably, when nutrient concentrations are low, these high rates of production by benthic algae are made possible by the
rapid rate of ammonia and phosphate release by the animal community (SOLOVEVA
and co-authors, 1977; KAUTSKY and WALLENTINUS, 1980; RAINE and PATCHI:\lC,
1980). On shores frequented by large colonies of birds, paniCtllarly islands, the contribution of bird guano to nutrient cycling can be imponant, resulting .in enhanced
seaweed growth on the shore (BRANCH and HOCKEY, unpub!.).
Finally, phytoplankton contributes to the diet of filter feeders. CLIFF (1982b) has
shown that chlorophyll a concentrations decrease shorewards along a 6-km transect at
Dalebrook during most seasons, suggesting that shallow-water filter feeders may deplete
phytoplankton biomass. Chlorophyll a concentrations near the rocky shore ranged from
I to 19 J.l.g I-I, but averaged a little over 2 J.l.g I-I. If we assume that some 20 m:l of
unfiltered water passes over each square metre of jruertidal shore per day and that the
phytoplankton carbon: chlorophyll ratio is 100 (average of local summer and winter
values, ANDREWS and HUTCHINGS, 1980), then some 1500gC m- 2 yr- I is available to
filter feeders from phytoplankton. This is not an unreasonable estimate and is comparable with phytoplankton primary production in the nearby southern Benguela region
(BROWN, 1981); however, it obviously depends very heavily on water exchange rates
which have not been measured.
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Fig. 3-16: Hypothetical diagn,m ofpossible carbon and nitrogen 1I0ws on an exposed rocky shore,
basl'd on observations near Cape Town, South Africa. Flows are ('xpressed as g C m- 1 yr- I
unless otherwise indicated, and standing stocks as g m- J Ofw<lln. The inlluence of tides, wav('s,
aud currents in transporting phytoplankton, detritus, and excreted mincrals (broken lillt's)
indicated by means of direclional work-gates. Flows are approximate and the relative proportions of plankton and detritus in filter feeder dit:ts unknown. Symbols as in Fig. 3-7. (Original;
partly based on BRANCH and BRj\NCII, 1981)

Fig. :)-16 shows a hypothetical carbon-llow diagram for an exposed rocky shore such
as DaJchrook. Phytoplankton primary ]..Jroduction is ofTshore and imported into the
intcniddl area by tides, WLl\'CS, and longshore currents generated hy wa\'es. Thus, the
rate ofphytoplankLOn productioll is not as important to the inlertidal shore as the rate of
water exchange, which is indicated oy 'work gates' in the tlow diagram. Even a low
concentration of phytoplankton or detritus can provide a large amount of food if the
reservoir is large and the rate or transport last. CLIFF (1982a) showed that detritus forms
over 80% of the suspended particulate matter on this shore, butlllost of it was unidentiliable and therefore not likely to have been recently eroded rrom seaweeds 011 the same
shore. If filter feeders preferentially assimilate phytoplankton, and egested faeces are
fe-suspended as detritus, it is c.tsy to see that Ihe acti\'ities orfi!ter feeders would rapidly
increase the proponion of detritus in suspension. At present we do not know the relative
amounts of energy assimilatrd from detritus and phytoplankton by filter feeders on
rocky shores. Grazers, how('\'cr, ('at mainly the thin eo\'ering of sporelings and diatoms
on rock surfaces at mid-tide levels and account lor nearly all this production by 'gardening' (BRANCH, 1981).
The rate of nutrient cycling can be v<;;ry roughly guessed at rrom data on ammonium
release by mussels (BAYNE and WIDDOWS, 1978; KAUTSKY and Wi\l..LE:.lTINCS, 1980).
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Assuming lhill the (iller lCeders which dominate the biomass on exposed rock\" shore.,
(Table :3-3) excr{'t(' \"H I-\" ;tt the same rate as mussels (5-IO.ug \"H ,-\" g-I hi), ami
that this applies also 10 the other animals, the mean biomass 01'6-15 g rn- 2 may CXCITtC'
between 28.5 and 228 g)J m- 2 yr- I . trone assumes thal seaweeds require nitrogen in lhe
alomic ratio 01'20 C : 1:\ (K.-\L·TSKY and \,',\LLE:\TJ:\L'S, 1980), then production rates 01
between .J.85 and 3875 gem -2 yr- I could be supported on the shore by the animal
ammonia released. 'rhe mean qduc calculated 101' nitrogen rclease would support
2175 g C m-~ yr- I of seaweed primary production, which is close to the estimatcd
2200 g C m- 1 yr- 1 lor large and small algae (Fig. 3-1G). These approximate calculations
therefore support the conclusions of K.-\L·TSKY and \\'.\LLI::\TI:\l·S (1980) that the
macro-fauna are potentially important in recycling nutrients, and that lhey may supply
lhe needs orthe primary producers. HO\"'T\"Cr, on rocky intertidal shorcs this is al present
speculati\'e, since there hm'c been lew measuremenls or nutrient release, and rapid water
exchange takes place caused by tides, Wa\TS. and currents, L"ntil water exchange ratcs
ha\'e been measured, budgeting calculalions must remain speculali\"t: since potential
lood, laeces, and excreted minerals are carried inlO ,mel out or the illlertidal region lieely,
(5) Conclusion

Comparison or the nine coastal ecos\'stems l'C\'iewed shows that three (:\arragansell
Bay, o-\sko area or the Baltic Sea, and Pan Elizabeth sandy shore systems) are based
m;linly on phytoplankton primary IJroduction. Four (the Georgia sail marsh, Florida
mangro\"t: lorest, :\O\'a Scotia, and Benguela kelp beds) are based largeh' on macroph\'le~ and detrilllS while thc Lynher mudflat is based principalh' on attached microalgac. The rocky shore example is not qua11litati\'e, but all tbree sources <tppear to
contrilJLllc roughly equalh'.
\,'hen the food webs are comp,trcd, Jl is clear thal 'iller teedcrs and/or deposil feeders
dominate the consumers in all the s\'Slems and that faeces make ,1I1 imponant contribution to delritus, forming a feedback loop, e\Oen in wholly phytoplankton-based systems
such as \arragansell Bay. In macrophyte-hased syslems, beces hecome yet morc
important because the SlructLlr,d components or macrophyles render til(' plant rnaten;t!
less digeslible (KRI::'TE:\:-'E.\", 197L) and assimilalion dlicicncies are thus likeh' to he
generall\" lower than on phytoplankton. HoweHT, Jl now appears lhat ('\Tn in
macrophytc-dominated syslems like salt marshes and kelp beds, phytoplanklOn and
aWlched diatoms are emerging as imponant loads or panicle leeders (H.\I:\E:">, 1975;
C\RTF.R, 198:2; \\'U,FF and FIELIl, in press). These lindings suggesl thal sonIc o"lhe
di~tinctions between syslems based on macrophytes ;tIId lhose Ilascd on ph\·topbnkton
may not be clear-cut, since- macrophyte-based systems ma\' ha\'e an irrq..l Ortant diatom
componenl and the phytoplankton-based syslems ha\'e considerahle detrital comlJonen ts too .
..\biotic cn\'ironmental I;.lctors such as W<l\TS, tides, and cunents (Volume I, Part :2)
are likely to pia\' a much more impol'tant role in coastal systems than ill lhe open ocean,
because they are normally more marked and they lend to reach the bOllom, aflecting
the sediments. In the first place, the degree or watcr mo\'emenl (Volume I: RIEDL,
197Ia,b), ob\'iously determines the type of" substratum-rock, coarse sand, one
sand, or mud. This in llIrn delermincs the physlGd structurc and composition or thr
community. Thus, macrophytes can only become established il" the- substralum is
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stablr: either rock lor seawccds Ol mud lor m,lI1grOH's and salt marshes. \\'''ltl mo\'t'mellts [dn also inllllcncc the Ilows 01" ent... ~\· and matter lhroug-h a COlTlIlllllllly; lor
example, cellular water cirClll,ltlon pa{{crns in <I s<mely sllOre Slll"!" zone can calise nlllrients to be rel<linecl <Inc! rapidh' recycled ill d higb-energ'Y en\'ironlllclIl, allowing the
dn'clopmen t 01" dense phYlOpla nk IOn blooms to Sli pport th f d nimal COmlllllllJ lies
(\1 (:1..\(: J-I L:\:'-i and co-aut hor:" 19H I). ~Ol only an: tbe a\"t'rage and maxim urn conditions
01" water mm'ernenl important, but chang-es III w,lter mO\'emfllt can C'<lIIse lemporal"\
changes in the 110w' 01" energy through a food web. Th us, \ \' L HI and 1'"1 ELI) (in press)
ha\'e shown by means 01 <"I simulation model thal under calm conditions a kelp-bed
community is essenlially' a closed system with a strong 'beces loop' retaining detritus as
the main lood source <lno supporting the obsen'ed consumer biomass. Under upwelling
conditions, watC!" Iran sports detritus away Ji'om thf consumers and biomass cannOI be
maintall1ed, willie under downw("lIing conditions the lood web switches to one based on
phytoplankton, wilh a 1~\\'oural)le C : ~ ratio (RL·~SI::LI.-HL"\"lF.l{) 197U), and consumers
also ha\'e an ample energy supply. In all the other coastal systems l"C\'iewed waleI'
mmTl11ents h,l\'e also been shown to be important in transporting lood or nutrients into
or within the system.
It is not only abiotic JacLOrs that control the structure ofcoast,lI communilies and the
patterns 01 energy Ilow through them, The history of kelp beds documented in [\o\'a
Seoti<t (see Fig. 3-11-) suggests strongly that biotic interactions, <mel in panicular predator control, can determine both the magnitude and the pattern
energy 110w. It
appears lhal the SVSlem is only stable within a certain range of energ\' 110ws ,md that
man's aui\ iues may tip the balance 01' biological imet,IClions out of the domain of
stability, allowing il to change to less sl,lole stales wit]) altcred C'nerg'y pathway's and
dilkrent 110w rates. These l)jological interactions md\' 1)(" \Try complex ,md sublle, such
as changes in the behm'iour of in\'enebrat("s (Lllcl{:\:-'TEI:\ and co-authors, 19HI) and
ha\'e been shown to play an important role ill rocb' shore comlllunities hy P.\/"iE and
co-workers (e.g. P\J:\£, 197-/).
There is Jess information on nutrient cycling than on energy (or carbon) !lows ill
coastal ecosyswms. In the Jew examfJles in which nutrient cycling lates ha\e been
estimated in whole coastal ecosystems tl1l're is no clear e"idt'nce as to whether microorganisms or the lllacro-l;lIl1lil is mainly responsible lor IT-mineralization. In :'\'lcragansett Bay the benthos (including microbes) appc;lIs to LJe slightly more import<!nt than
zooplankton (1"<lble :J-'2) but on the sandy bedch lhe interstitial launa rf-mineralizes
over 50% more than the macro-buna (Fig. 3-15). The relati\ (' pl"Oportions are presumably directly related to the tOldlmetabolism olthe hctCTo(l"opiJic pOpUI'lliolis. Howe\'er,
e\'en omi lting upwelling areas, coastal areas in gener,t1 ha \'e iJ igher prima ry prod L1ction
rates, and thereJore nutrient cycling rates, Ihan lhe open sea (RYTHER, 1969). This is
almost certainly brought about by the lact (hal physictl forces (w<l\es, tides, ,1I1e1 currents) bring aboLit mixing between the benthic communily and the water column.
Re-miner,dization of nutrients by benlhos has been demonstrated in se\"Cral different
types of coastal community (e.g. NI:\o.\' and co-authors, 1976; K..\l."TSKY and WALLE:"TI.\L.S. 1980; R\I:'-lE and P'·\'ICJ-I1NG, 1980), and there is no reason to believe that this
phenomenon is not important in ,til coastal areas.
In the water column, because orthe roughly equal biomass distribution across Ihe size
spcctrum from bacteria to fish (SHELDON and co-authors, 1972), and the faster growth
and metabolism 01 smaller organisms (FE:\c.:liEL, 197+) it (ollov\'s that most nutrip,nt
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rceye/in/{ is \·ia the -microbial loop'. This loop ill\'okes the smallest or~anisms in the size
range 0.:2 to I GU J.lm (\VII.I.I.\\IS, 19B!), with microllagrllates and othn microzoopbnkton the 111:00r mincr,t1izer.s. III a 'Jonh ::;e~l coaslal ~lrea il is cstimated that O\'er :1~% 01"
the phytoplanklon net IJroduction is utilized by hacteria UOIRIS and co-authors,
1982). It is not known to what extent bacteria are net mineralizers, since they hoth
release inorganic materials ,lIld lake them up in competition with phytoplankton (,-\1.:\\1
and co-authors, 19B:-iGl,b).
In soil sediments, there is usually a large microbial community with bacteria and
I"ungi acting as decomposers in both aerobic and anaerobic conditions; these in lLIrn ar
kept in check hy ciliates and other m icro- and meiol~luna. The many intclwo\'en biolo~i
cal and chelllical interactions which occur in the scclime'nts are be.yond the scope ol"this
re\'iew; they ha\'e been re\'icwed by FE'\CHEL ,md BI.t\<.:KJ:lL'R'\ (1979). Thus, one would
normally expect the smaller organisms to contribute most to re-mineralization in sediments, as in the water column (see Fi~, 3-15), Hov.'C\'Cr, in exceptionallv dense populations such as dam beds it is possible that the macro-fauna may so dominate the biomass
that this compensates (or the greater specific metabolism ol"microbes, On hard substrata
there is less surli\ce area 011 which a microbial community can bccome establishecl and
re-mineralization is likely to be mainly by the macro-I~lulla. Thus, lllusseiS such as
,\~l'lih/j (K.\LTSK Y and \\'.\I.I.E.'\TI'\l·S, 19HO) and (,eukenJia UOK]),\:" and \',\LlELA,
1982) ha\'c ueen shown to release large quantities of mineral nitrogen used lor photosynthesis (SOLO\'E\',\ and co-authors, 1977; see also Figs, :1-10, :1-16), and lor uptake uy
heterotrophic micro-organisms ('JIXO,\ and co-authors, 197fi).
An important question in coastal ecosystems is whether the nows or energy and
minerals arc tightly or 100sf'Iy coupled. It appears that in coastal systems, as in the open
sea, nitrogen is the main limiting nutrient, and caruon now is almost synunymous witl
fnergy 110w, so the problem re\'okes around whether (';Irbon and nitrogen flows are
closely coupled. I\E\\·El.l. and FIELD (I 9B:2) ha\'e compared carhon and nitrogen
budgets in a kelp-bed conlllluility and show tk,t nitro/{en appears to hc transferred from
onr. trophic compartment to another much more efliciently than carbon at all le\'cls in
the lood web, This may well he a manifestation 01" a shortage' of nitrogen ha\'ing forced
the widespread e\'olu tion 01" nitrogen-conscl'\'ing mechanisms, FE'\ClIEI. and BI..\CKIll"R:" (1979) h<l\'(' demonstra[ed that if load and keder ha\'t the same C : !\ ratio and
relnain in steady Slatc, tllcn carbon and nitrogen must also be gi\Tn oIl' as CO~, beees,
and urine in the same C : :\ IJl'Uportions, i_t', the processes are tight'" coupled, This may
occur generally in the open sea where the lood weu is pl1\'LOplankwn-based and phytoplankton, bact('I'ia, zooplankton, and lish all ha\'e C: :\ ratios in the region of' -i to
7 C : 1:\, Howc\'er, in co~,st~" s\'stems macrophytes may cuntributc, and the>' h,l\'e
widely ranging C : :"J ralios reaching:15 : I or e\'en 75 : I (Rl'SSI::LL-Hl·.\;'I'ER, 1970), To
cOI1\Trl such material to lood or suitahle CJuali[y requires ei[her extrm'agant use or
carbon while cOllselying nitrugen, or inorganic nitroge'n must be taken up Ii-om the water
to make up the c1ctici t, as bacleria ca n do \'t'ry cllect i\Tly (. \1.. \\1 and co-a uthors, 1983", b),
The extent (0 which m<trroph\'lC cictritus orhigli C : :\ ratio is processcd, is thlls probahh'
an import<.lIH bctar in uncoupling carbon "nd nitrogcn Bows, I t appears likely, thcrcl(JI'(~,
th;'l carbon <Indnitrogen IJu\\'s arc more tighlh' coupil'd in the open s('" th,lIl in coastal
sy~tenl:>, :lndthost' coastal :>y:>tems with the highest dctrital componelll .lIT likeh' to h.l\ l'
!('<tst coupled carbon and nitrogen 1I0ws,
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4. \VORLD RESOURCES OF MARINE
PLANTS
4.1

BENTHIC PLANTS
C ..\'lICH.\'\EK

(1) Introduction
The total world lJi(Jm;\ss of marine benthic plants has never been assessed. There does
not ('\Tn exist sullicienl data for a rough guess. Only lor species of economic importance
arc figures a\'ailable regarding the quantities actually han'ested and reponed to national
and international statistics. Ollicial data on catches and landings of seaweed are published in the FAO yearbook of fishery statistics, and a first attempt to review world
resourccs and har\Csting orseaweed was undertaken by FAO (MICHANEK, 1975). More
comprehensive and updatcd, this chapter reviews the world-wide resources or marine
benthic plants with special emlJh<lsis on climatic regions and ecological aspects.
Differences in composition of marine floras following differences in climatic conditions
were observed and ill\'estigated early (K,jELUIA:'\, 1883; B0RGESE:-! and J()~SSO:-i,
1905). Later, much atlention was gi\'cn to the features
sociology and zonation (GIS.
U:i'\, 19:30; STEPHE:\Sl)]\ and STEl'HE:'\SO:-J, 1972) and to the significance
floristic
discontinuities (DRUEIlL, 1970; HOEK, 1975). NOluntil reccntly, however, have marine
plant distributions been relatcd [0 climatic regions in coa:;Lal waters on a world-wide
basis (;'vIICI-I..\\,lEK, 1979a; Fig. 4-1).
It is ob\'ious, but scarcely accounted lor in research papers and textbooks, thai
biomass, produCli"ity, grazing, and utilization by man is likewise showing different
aspccts in different climatic regions. In this chapter an attempt will be made to relate the
world resources of benthic plauts, as known rrom data on harvests, to the great climatic
regions and to focus on special features where local conditions in a certain area bring
about remarkably large' or small quantities.
Rich natural growth or algae will by no means always rorm a harvestable resource. In
areas like the Straits
Magellan, the Kerguelen Island, and the west coast
Spitsbergen extremely largc quantities are found, but commercial utilization would
encounter considerable problems: long distances to purchasers, sparse population, high
cost of labour, faulty repair facilities, long periods or rough weather during which
harvesting is impossible, and temperatures lao low ror sufliciently rast on-the-spot drying. Along the cold-temperate coasts
Europe, in the warm-temperate Mediterranean
Sea, the tropical Caribbean, and in many other areas usually another problem prevails:
the algal mass is composed of a large number of species-including epiphytes-entangled with each other, or distributed in a mosaic of patches 100 small ror elTieient harvesting. 1\ good merchandise should consist or a single species with a minimum
mixtures

or

or

or

or

or

or

Fig. 4-1: Geographical distribution of marine algae. Delineations of climatic regions in coastal wate
temperate; W: warm temperate. (After MICHAJ'IEK; J979a; reproduced by permission of Walter
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and impurities. In other words, a commercial resource should, if at all possible, be
monospcciflc. Otherwise, upgrading costs may be as high as the initial harvesting costs.
Of vital importance is the kind of product obtainaLle li'om the raw matcrial. For
human consumption by far the most imporrant species is the Japanese kelp Laminaria
japonica. Many times more expensive are the highest grades of nori produced from
species of red Porplryra and green M071ostroma.
An increasing p;lrt of the algal raw material harvested is used lor technical products-all b,tsed on the polysaccllarides of intercellular spaces or cell walls. These are
not, as in higher plants, polymers of glucose but of other sugars or related acids,
conveying particular properties to each kind.
In common terms, seaweed hydrocarbonates are referrecl to as phycocolloids. They
form viscous gums, used as emulsifiers and stabilizers for a wide variety of purposes,
depending on the particular consistency desired. In brown algae, the most important
colloid is alginic acid. This is a heteropolysaccharide ofD-mannuronic and L-guluronic
acid residues arranged in a non-regular pattern along the chain. The proportion and
arrangement of the acid components varies from species to species each having a typical
range of composition and giving particular properties to its alginic acid and alginates.
These are used in textile printing, (or alginate fibres, forjellies and cakes, ueer and fruit
drinks, in pharmaceutical products, and papermaking. About 0.1 % sodium alginate
added to an ice-cream mix modifies the freezing procedure so that only small palatable
ice crystals are formed.
A great number of phycocolloids are derived from red algae, The most famous are
carrageenan and agar. Both are polymers of D-galactose and 3,6 anhydrogalacLOse- in
carrageenan of D-type, in agar of L-type. Carrageenan is used in dairy products, for
gelating materials in desserts, jams, and Iish jellies. The advantage of carrageenan
relative to other kinds of emulsifiers and stabilizers in foods is that it is possible to
manufacture 'tailor-made' products, to control texture, mouth-feel, and stability in gels,
liq uids, pastes, and suspensions.
The term 'agar'-in its Malaysian form 'agar-agar'-is sometimes used lor the
phycocolloids from red algae, and also for the dried raw products which often form the
commercial commodity. More often 'agar', applied in a more restricted sense, refers to
bacterial agar, including the dried extracts from species of Gelidium , Gelidiella, Pterocladia,
Ahrifellia, and sometimes Graci/aria. Here we reserve the term 'agar" for phycocolloids
from red algae which are insoluble in cold water but soluble in hot water. At 32° to
39°C, a 1'50/0 solution settles into a solid gel which does not melt until at 85 °c. Related
phycocolloids, like phyllophoran, which do not completely comply with the definition,
are called agaroids, a term which often includes GraciLaria gum. In pharmacy, agar is
used as a culture medium lor bacteria and fungi; its extraordinary gelling capacity is of
great jm ponance in the produClion of cosmetics, den tistr), objects, and a variety of foods.
Even a 1% agar gives a stable gelation, allowing the final product to be cut into slices.
For the biochemical purification of' enzymes, polysaccharides, proteins, and other
biological macromolecules, agar is used for 'gel liitration', a mild separation technique
for macromolecular studies.
The remaining gums from red algae, 'ca ....ageenans', includr gums from species of
Chondrus, Gigartina, and Eucheuma, usually also from Furcellaria, f fypnea, Ph)dlophora, and
lridea. Further breakdown is possible into substances such as 'furcellaran' and 'hypnean'. The botanical names of certain genera of red algae are also used as trade names
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for commercial products. In some cases the terms are unequi\·ocal. Furcel/ana always
means Furcellariafastigiata; Chondrus should mean Chondrus crispus which is also known
under the trade name 'Irish moss'. However, a shipment of ' Irish Moss' from Canada
may well contain a mixture of C. crispus and (;igartina slel/ata which has a very similar
appearance and occurs in sim i lar or identical locali ties. In each of the genera Eucheuma
and Hypnea more than 20 species names are being used. Most species are difficult to
determine taxonomically even for a specialist and some are known to be confusing.
'Zanzibar Weed' is the trade name for a mixture of Eucheuma species. One of these is
referred to by commercial firms as E. cotlonii, but is probably E. striatum. Another one,
commercially sold as E. serra, was identified as E. spinosum UVISH IG£:-J I , 1973). The
agaroid Graci/aria is found in commercial quantities all around the world. The common
type is called G. verrucosa (syn: G. cOI1Jervoides). However, it is very much doubted whether
the Graci/aria verrucosa found in Chile, florida, the Mediterranean Sea, [nelia, Thailand,
Philippines, Taiwan,Japan, South Africa, and Australia is indeed the same species. 'lhe
genus is in for taxonomic revision.
I have adopted here the names useel in the pertinent literature-in a few cases
corrected or modernized, in others, species names were omitted when in doubt or
assumed not to have any informative value. In many cases only generic names are given
in the original papers.
Products from algae, other than chemo-technicals, are algal meats used as food additives for cattle and poultry. The presence of trace elements and vitamins in algal meal
facilitates improvement in health and gain in weight on these animals. Large quantities
of seaweed are used as manure, some as fodder.
The conventional Lise of seaweed and seaweed products in crop production has been
investigated in agriculture and horticulture. SENN and KINGMAN developed a
method to test for plant growth hormones. They have reviewed more than 20 yr of
research concerned with seaweeds for agriculture usage, as well as for greenhouse and
other horticultural crops (Sf"~ and KING;VIAN, 1978). Among the numerous examples
that can be mentioned, liquid spray of AscoplrylLum nodosum resulted in significant
increases in soluble solids of tomatoes, protein content of soyabean, and even in the
quality of chrysanthemum. The observed physiological responses exceeded those
explainable on the basis of known chemical seaweed composition.
The influence of environmental factors on marine algae is treated by SA:\TELlCE~
(1977) and ROUND (198\). Chemical, physical, and biological factors aiTecting the
production of biomass in mariculture were reviewed by JACKSON (1980). Pathology of
marine algae was surveyed by OGATA (\975) and ANDREWS (1976). An important part
of the pathological conditions is caused by environmental stress. Disease phenomena,
those induced by organisms as well as those which are not, are often associated wilh
nutrient deficiency, high temperatures, low salinities, and high plam densities (OGATA,
1975). The same background factors may be responsible, in many cases, for overgrowth
of commercial species in cultures by undesirable epiphytes. It is of basic importance for
the success of a marine culture to m;lintain optimal conditions, including optimal
density. For many diseases there is still no curl', and ifelimination of stress factors is not
successful, removal of diseased fronds is necessary.
On a world-wide basis, 3'4 mitlion lons ofseaw(,l'd are harvested each year. According
to NAYLOR (1976) the first-hand sale value of the world production of seaweeds was
US $765 million and the total commercial value of the seaweeel industry was approach-
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I'able 4-1
Annual seaweed har\Tst (world lot"l) I't'!ated to climatic zones and expressed in tcrms of
dlOusands oj tons wet weight (Original)
Coldtemperate
''''',lters

Warmtemperate
waters

Brown algae
Red algae

1585
239

900
591

,n

Area percentage

54%

44%

1-5%

Group 01 algae

Arctic and
subarctic
waters

Tropical
waters

5

Percentage
per algdl group
7-=1-%

:Z6%

Nole: Not Included arc 2000 tons of green algae Ii-om warm-temperate waters (sec South Korea) and
300000 tons of 'maerl' which are eorallinous red algae in cold-temperate waters-but which are nOl
'seaweed' ,

ing some US $1000 million yr- 1 These flgures are increasing as the volume grows and
the amount of information becomes larger.
What is actually harvested (Table 4-1) may be compared to an estimate of potential
resources Crable 4-2) founded on assessments of natural beds, bur also including, to a
minor degree, estimates or the outcome of a reasonably increased mariculture in areas
where such a trend is discernible_ These data are based on official records from countries
contributing to international Statistics (fAO, 1979) on information accounted for in
seaweed literature (MICHANEK, 1975), and on personal communications from psychologists and officials.
According to present knowledge and estimates, some 50% of the resources of red
algae- but only 16% ofhrown algae-are utilized_ Five-sixths of the world's unexploited
seaweed resources are made up of 12 million tons of brown algae in cold waters_ This
does not necessarily mean that seaweed utilization will develop along these lines_ For
fertilizer and caltle ked brown algae are as good as red_ For gelling, emulsifying, and
thickening purposes the alginates can often compete with colloids extracted from red
algae, but not always, since they are chemically active, in contrast to agar_ Actually, the
present demand seems to favour tropical red algae from mariculture_

Table 4-2
Estimated annual poten lial of harvestable seaweed. Thousands of tons wet weight. World total
(Original)

Group of algae

Subarctic
waters

Brown algae
Red algae

150

Area percentage

0-9%

-

Colutemperate
walers

Warmtemperate
waters

Tropical
waters

Percentage
per algal group

13610
522

1136
94-2

104-5
106

91 %
9%

80' 7%

11-9%

6·6%
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(2) The Tropics

(a) Ecology and Productivity
Tropical waters are characterized by relatively small changes during the year in
temperature and sun inclination (Volume I). Usually, monthly mean values of temperature do not vary more than 5°C, and the mean temperature for the coldest month does
not sink below 20°C. In such waters, biotic ('coral') reefs develop on hard bottoms and
mangrove swamps on soft bottoms (MICHANEK, 1979a). The tropical marine Oora has
been described by certain authors as being characterized by the absence of littoral
marine algae. In many areas solar irradiation is so strong thaI algae of the types found in
the intertidal belt on higher latitudes cannot tolerate the high temperatures in com bination with low air moisture. On such shores exceptions may be found in some lithothamnia and other lime-incrusted algae adapted to intense irradiance and, to a certain
degree, drought. In the same areas a rich flora may develop at a water-depth of 10m.
Such conditions may be common in the tropics, but must nOI be generalized as being
valid for the entire region. Where favourable conditions prevail, a rich littoral Oora
develops. Florideans are dominating both in number of species and in quantity. Usually
they are dark purple to greyish brown. In comparison with other regions the number of
short-lived species is low. The main part of the marine benthic plant biomass consists of
perennial species which can tolerate sunlight all year round.
Even if the four seasons encountered in temperate waters are not mel in the tropics,
there is in large areas a distinct seasonality in algal biomass, fertility, and phycocolloid
quality. This is due to the effects of the monsoon climate: seasonal protection from
excessive sunshine, washing of the intertidal belt during low water, and dilUlion of
surface water. There are also seasonable changes in turbidity as well as alternations
between calm and rough weather.
The periodicity is displayed in the appearance of short-lived species, such as Porphyra
suborbiculata, in the development of new branches on perennial species, e.g. in Laumu:ia
ceylanica, or in seasonal fertility, e.g. in Champia ceyLanica (SVEDELlUS, 1906).
Chemical composition and biomass also undergo changes (Table 4-3). For proper
management of a seaweed resource, such changes must be known. The ecological
dynamics of" tropical marine waters do not favour the formation of large quantities of
algae. The low proportion of harvested algae is striking-only 1·4% of the world
total-most of which comes from mariculture. However, for technical purposes, many
tropical red algae are in demand, because their phycocolloids have very pronounced
gelling properties. Also economic considerations make tropical algae attractive to chem-

Table 4-3

Hypllea musciformis. Periodicity on Kathiawar peninsula NW India
(Based on data by RJ\MA RAo, 1970)
Reproduction month:
OCI.
Biomass is high only in
Hypnean cOlllem is high only in
Gel strength is high only in

Dec.,jan., Feb.
Uan.), Feb., Mar.

MaL, (Apr.).
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ical industries. The buyer can have them at low prices because of low labour cost. The
seller is eager to produce them because most countries in the area have unemployment
problems and are much in demand of export articles. In the long run, however, production for human consumption should he given priority over export of raw technical
materials.
The high value for public health of the protective substances, vitamins, proteins, and
trace elements, which are all present in marine algae at remarkably high levels, corresponds to an increasing demand for such additives (0 the St~lp1e food of most populations
in tropical areas. These demands are most pronounced among inland populations. This
is a serious problem all over the world. Food deficienci('s, especially in protective substances, increase with the distance from the sea, and are most pronounced in populations which concentrate on a staple food with lew additives. The need for providing
compensating additives to a diet deficient in some respect was known already during
pre-l nca and] nca periods. Inhabitan ts of the Andean region obtained dried Viva lac/uca
and Porphyra cofumbina from the coast through exchange, or sent for them by messengers"
Dried stipes of Ph),llogigas were used as 'goitre sticks'. These customs are still prevalent.
In Peru, for example, dried Porphyra are brought in considerable quantities to the market, where endemic goitre has a high prevalence (ACU:TO OSORIO, 1971; MICHAN£K,
1979b), and Ci,gartina ehamissoi is eaten fresh along the Peruvian coast.
(b) Tropical Coasts of the We:;tern Atlal1lic Ocean
The Caribbean Sea is extremely rich in number of species, but the quantities of algae
are moderate, and seaweed utilization extremely poor. In terms of ecology, the main
reasons for this are that the commercially utilizable algae do not occur in vast monospecific stands sufficient for large-scale harvesting. The continental coasts are dominated by sand beaches, the volcanic islands often have steep cliffs without fringing reels;
there are no extended nat bottoms at a suitable depth and the algal mat is often low and
dense and made up of a mixture of various species.
Many members of" the algal flora along tropical coasts of the western Atlantic Ocean
are edible, and are appreciated in other parts of the world, for example, C"aulerpa racemosa, Hypnea muscifomul, and Laureneia obtusa. A few algae are consumed by man: species of
Viva are said to be ealen as a salad in Trinidad and Jamaica: in Barbados they are
brewed into a 'bush lea' reputed to have medicinal properties. In Trinidad, jellies are
prepared from Graeilaria, and in Antigua and Barbuda, Euclzeuma isi/orme is eaten. There
is even some inter-island trade in Codium decortieatum dried in Barbados and exported to
Grenada (RICHARDSON, 1958). Drift seaweed is used as crop fertilizers for coconut
palms and cocoa plants, both in fields and in private gardens.
Hypnea species comprise the most important benthic plants for a possible carragenan
production. In Venezuela, H. cervicornis and H. musci/ormis are especially abundant. As
possible sources of phycocolloids, DIAZ-P1FERRER (1967) mentions 55 species, among
which those of the genera Euelzeuma and Digenea arc known to give products of high
quality. In Puerto Rico the most abundant agarophytes and carragenophytes are Digenea
simplex, Gracdaria verrucosa, Hypnea rTlusciformis , and Bryothamnion triquetrum. The latter is
also observed in great quantities as a drift alga. During summer storms and winter high
tides, hundreds of thousands of tons of drift algae are cast ashore (DIAZ-PIFERR£R and
CABALLER DE PEREZ, 1964).
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Cuban waters are rich in Sargassum species, some of which may fi'inge the coast in pure
stands. In addition to sessile forms, two species of pelagic Sargassum aggregate along the
shores in considerable quantities all year round-in June and July in extraordinary
quantities-while Gracilaria domingensis and f-fypnea musciformis may be locally abundant
in restricted parts of the coastline. Yet their biomass is nowhere sufficient for sustaining
industrial productions of agar or carrageenan. Such discon tinu ity and low abundance of
benthic marine plants seems to prevent commercial utilization in the entire Caribbean
area. While the resources are sometimes considerable, they are never really sufficient for
economic industrial exploitation. However, the present world-wide trend to neglect
naturally growing seaweed, and (Q turn to mariculture, i.e. seaweed farming under
controlled conditions (Volume III: BONon'O, 1976), renders the prospects for commercial Caribbean seaweed production now more promising than ever before.
IndLlstry considers marine benthic plant production in terms of profitability. In their
search for raw materials they aim exclusively at products for phycocolloid production.
However, there are alternatives: Hypnea musciformis, for example, also serves as vermifuge
against species of the parasitic nematode genus Ascaris, which is estimated to infect
one-third of mankind. In Cuba, as in other places, vermifuge production would require
smaller quantities of raw material than local hypnean production.
The largest seaweed stocks have remained unutilized: the gigantic masses of freefloating Gulf weed, Sargassum. Within the Gulf of Mexico the Sargassum stock is estimated
at 90000 tons (PARR, 1939). The Gulfweed is probably concentrated in certain areas
and hence easy to harvest. If half of it could be gathered, this would yield 1000 tons of
algin yr- I . In the Sargasso Sea the seaweed biomass ranges from 5 to 10 million tons.
Through satellite technology it would be possible to direct a potential harvester to places
of maximum Sargassum aggregations via the shortest route.
Turtle grass Thalassia lesludiTlum is the most abundant among the marine plants of
Cuba. A good half of the submerged coastal platform Nonhwest of Cuba is covered by
turtle grass prairies. This phanerogam is found from about 0.5 m (0 11 m depth with
densest development at 3 to 5 m. The mean value for the biomass is 4 kg m- 2 , which
makes a total of almost 8 million tons fresh weight or half a million tons dry weight.
Nitrogen componen ts amount to 14% of the dry weight and growth ra te corresponds to a
duplication of the biomass in 200 d (BUESA, 1972).
During rccent feeding experiments with sheep in Florida (USA), those which were
given 10% turtle grass in their fodder grew faster and utilized their nourishment more
effectively than the controls. Nevertheless, utiliz.ation of this rich resource in the Caribbean, as in so many other areas, still remains at the experimental stage.
Much richer than the Caribbean Sea in industrially utilizable raw plant material is
Brazil. As unemployment is a severe problem in the northern states of Brazil, a seaweed
company was organized some years ago with the obligation to provide work for 24000
people. Following the official records from the company, in the early 1970s these employees collected 4000 tons of agarophytes, 50 000 tons of alginophytes, and 45 000 tons
wet weight of unspecified seaweeds within I yr. This indicates the natural resource
paten tial of the area (Fig. 4-2). Unfortunately, the 24 000 collectors were working without thl'" guidance of ecologists who could have provided advice and controlled optimal
harvesting and resource conservation. Ecological and technological problems, together
with the economic burden of tao many employees, led to the collapse of the enterprise. Is
this an example of what we have to expect in other, comparable areas: seaweed harvest-
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Fig, +-'2: Drying, sorting, and upgrading of seaweed in 1I0nhern Brazil. (Reproduced by
permission of Dr. de Sternb(::rg)

ing directed not by supply and demand-and environmellt policy- but by employment
policy considerations and by high production targets?
In the Sao Paulo region, OLIVEIRA, flLHO and PAULA (1979) estimated the standing
crop of easily harvestable SargaJJU/1l spp" which eq uals a sustainable yield, They found a
total amount of 388 tons fi"esh weight (corresponding to 7 tons alginate) and conclude
that the southeast coast has enough raw material to support at least the il1lcrnal consumption of algin in Brazil.
(c) Tropical Coasts of the Eastcrn Atlantic Ocean
Few shorelines are as poor in benthic marine algae as the tropical parts of West
Africa, This area provides an example for illustrating the ecological obstacles in the
development of rich algal resources, natural or cultivated, in the tropical zone, The low
biomass of benthic algae in the Gulf of Guinea is still more remarkable when compared
to the adjacent deep sea, which is known to harbour a rich biomass of phytoplankton,
zooplankton, and fish during peak upwelling periods, Phosphate-P, west of Congo,
amounts to 9 to 22 mg m- 3 , Evidently, the living conditions are strikingly different in the
open-sea and in near-shore surface waters.
In addition to the inhospitable open coast without any archipelago, and the unsuit-
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able substratum of laterite rocks, sand bOltoms, and other unstable substr:ll;l, the main
reason for the poor benthic algal nora must be due to the fact tll;lt attached algae are
never, or are only occasionally, w;lshed hy the nUlrient-rich waters of the Benguela
Current. Heavy tropical rains dilute the surface-water layers, both directly and through
large rivers. River water is very turbid, and does not allow light to penetrate deeply. In
the uppermost water layer, where light may be sufficient, salinity fluctuations are
strongest: in the intertidal belt these fluctuations oscillate between salinities close to zero
during tropical rains and saturated salt brines during intense sunshine. In permanent or
temporary lagoons behind coastal sand bars the salinities periodically fluctuate beyond
the ranges endurable for the majority of these species. Thousands of kilometres of
mangrove swamps line the lagoons and estuaries, and the intensity of grazing is tremendous. On rocky shores one may find virtually nothing but sea urchins.
In tropical West Africa no algae are eaten by man and there is only one area where
algae are produced for industrial use: Senegal. Here the above-mentioned conditions do
not prevail. The upwelling of phosphate-rich waters, characteristic of the warmtemperate pan of the African coast from the Straits of Gibraltar to Cap Verde, are local
and seasona1. During summer they are found in the northern part of that coastline and
during winter in the southern part, and also south of Dakar ofT a small part of the
tropical coast. This is where a submarine prairie is found, extending 120 km Southeast
of Dakar, consisting primarily of Hypnea species and developing from January to April.
The width of the prairie depends on the smoothness of the bottom slope and exceeds
15 km between Mbour and Point de Sangoma. The quantities available are indicated by
the recent construction of a factory with an annual capacity of 12 000 tons wet weight.
Twelve thousand workers will be employed along the whole Petit Cote. 1t is estimated
that each man will collect 200 to 300 kg wet weight of Hypnea a day and earn about
US $1· 5 to 3 d- l. These surprising figures may ha ve a simple explanation: seaweed collection is a way to provide money for unskilled workers in a society changing to a monetary
basis. Deliberately, [his chance is offered to as many hands as possible.
(d) Tropical Coasts of the Indian Ocean
According to international statistics, the annual seaweed production of the entire
Indian Ocean amounts to 427 tons of red algae. Even if the true figure were 10 or 50
times higher, as a contribution to world resources this is negligible. Nevertheless, the
efforts in seaweed utilization are worth mentioning because they reflect significant
trends, hopes, and difficulties.
Madagascar has a long tradition in the production of GeLidium, much of which was
exported to Japan. However, from 1973 to 1976 the export declined from 3800 tons to
zero. Tanzania is building up a production of industrially demanded carrageenan
species, mainly of the genus Eucheuma. Actually there has been all export from Zanzibar
since around 1935, but the most rapid expansion in [his trade occurred since 1964.
\-Vhile the harvest was estimaled at 3000 tons in 1968, orTicial records are nOl available.
France imports the largest quantity, followed by Denmark and Britain. Eucheuma stria/urn
is foremost in quantities among the commercial species in Tanzania, followed in
importance by E. spino~um and E. platycladurn. There are good natural resources, but
over-exploitation is threatening and modern maricuhure methods have been introduced
(MSHIGENI, 1973, 1976). In Djibuti a pdol attempt to cultivate E. ~pinosllll1 on strings
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was successful and showed that farming is feasible in areas devoid of na tural popula tions
of ElIche1l7l1a (BKAUO and PEREZ, 1979).
Democratic Yemen and Oman have now turned their attention to a usually neglected
marine plant resource, their sea grasses. In Khor Umaira Bay, considered to be a good
pasturage for marine turtles, five kinds of sea grasses were found, belonging to the
genera G)modocea, Halodule, Syringodium, and Thala.ssodendron. The densest growths occurred at depths from 2 to 3'5 m. In the sample quadrats, where several types of sea grasses
were growing together, wet weights of up to 4200 g m-} of grasses cropped at the ground
surface, and up to 420 g m-~ of 80°C oven dried materials were recorded (FAO, 1973).
During the turtle-grass survey in Oman previously unrecorded stocks of HYPllea and
Sargassum species were observed with standing crops of 2500 tons and 28 000 toos ,
respectively.
India has for long made efforts to produce nationally as much as possible of the agar
needed for cholera vaccine and bacteria cultures, and the alginates required for textile
colour prints. There are two seaweed production areas: the Kathiawar Pellillsula in the
northwest and the Mandapam-Cape Comorin coast along the Gulf of Mannar in the
southeast. The numerous estimates of quantities often differ considerably (M1CHX\LK,
1975).
For the 680 million inhabitants of India, algae cannot contribute significantly to food
supplies and health-unless, with respect to the latter, the available resources are
reserved for the population of the sou them valleys and foothills of the Himalayas, where
the highly prevalent goitre is said LO be more formidable perhaps than in any other part
of the world (MICHANEK, 1979b).
For a rational and beneficial use of the world's seaweed resources sim ilar preferences
should be given to all countries with endemic goitre; this applies among others LO all
countries with highlands. Areas with excessive rains sulfer from such a leakage of soil
iodine that all plant products show a deficit in iodine content; consequently, both
animab and man exhibit a high prevalence of goitre.
While endemic goitre is the easiest or all known diseases to prevent, the world figure of
incidents is in the vicinity of 300 million. Algae concentrate iodine from sea water:
seaweeds have an iodine content 100 to 40 000 times higher than Ihat of the ambienc
seawater. Areas all over the world where seaweed resources should primarily be distributed to populalions with a high prevalence of goitre, are identified in Fig. 4-3 which
also shows major seawl'(·d resources.
Indonesia's old traditions and recent boom in seaweed production focus on the Pacific
pans of the archipelago. On the coastline towards the Indian Ocean, however, a small
production has started in 1974 along the southwest and southern coasls of Sumatra and
Java, yielding 300 tons yr- I during the late 1970s.
The traditional seaweed consump~ion in the Far East, strongly developed in China
and Japan, has declined in tropical countries for more than a century, and is now almost
forgolten in Indonesia. Burma retains more of the tradition. The red alga Catenella nipae
is a characleristic component of the algal flora found on the breathing roots of mangrove
trees, to which it is attached by characteristic haptera. Together with Bostrychia radicans,
Calo,glossa adnata, and C.leprieu7'ii it forms a pneumatophore-covering association, in
particular co-existing with Avicellllia alba and A. marina in the outermost /i'inge of Lhe
mangrove. The same species also occur on muddy rocks in salt marshes, and the seaweeds nourish even where they are only occasionally wetted by ocean spray. I n Burma

Fig. 4-:>: Distribution of endemic goitre and of seaweed resour s. Hatched: areas where endemic goitre
SNEDDE:--l, 1960); horizontal dashes: area rich in resources of brown algae; vertical dashes: areas ri
197%; Goode Homolosine Equal-area Projection; reproduced by permission of the University of Chi
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they are eaten raw or after ha\'ing I)(>('n boiled lor an hour, in both cases with sesame oil
and spices, Parcels or dried Calme//a, sold in the market of Rangoon, actually contained
,dl members of the Hostrychietum association of mangrove algae (Z,-\.'\E\'ELD, 1959),
Marine benthic algae are rich in iodine on account or their remarkable ability to
concentrate this substance from sea water. The use of algae as a remedy lor endemic
goitre was established by the Chinese in 2700 He:, In the highlands of Thailand, Burma,
and Vietnam, some regions show goitre incidences of well o\'er 50%, often at \'cry
pronouned stages of development. Among the Kachins in the steep hill-sides along the
north-east frontiers of Burma, vitamin A deficiency is regarded as the most important
single goitrogenic factor (KELl.EY and SNEDDEN, 1960), Of the algae eaten along the
Burmese coast, all rich in iodine, species ofCraci/aria and Enteromorpha arc known also to
be rich in \'itamin A,
(e) Tropical Coasts of the Pacilic Ocean
Some Thai areas of endemic goitre also sufTer from beriberi, or B I a\'ltaminosls,
Among the algae of Thailand, Porphyra, CraciLaria, and Rhodymenia-in addition to their
iodine content-are also rich in vitamin B I , As long as there arc not sufIicient amounts of
algae for all, the resources available should be reserved for and channeled to such
populations, where they can be expected to have a twofold heneficial impact on the
consumers' health, in this case the areas known for both serious goitre and for vitamin A
or B deficiencies (MICHANEK, 1979b),
Only a small part ofChina, the Hainan island in the South China Sea, is tropical. Here
we find two Eucheuma farms, producing 300 to 400 tons yr- I , lfwe disregard the japanese
production along the delineation line of the tropics, we wil1 find almost three-quarters of
the world's true tropical production in two cUllntries only: Indonesia and the Philippines, Both are traditional1y seaweed-consuTlling areas and exporters or edible algae,
Recently, both increased their production and export considerably with an orientation
towards industrially demanded species,
In the Philippines, Eucheuma harvesting has in recent years developed from a primitive
gathering of wild crop material to a highly specialized maricuJture, In th(' late 1960s
research was started by the Marine Colloids company on simple biological applications
at optimal salinity, temperature, water exchange, bottom conditions, plant depth,
and plant distance, and on the two complicated problems of senescence and seasonality (DOTY and AI.\',\REZ, 1975), Overharvesting of natural resources led to a catastrophic decrease in the export of Eucheuma resulting in farm cultivation, Best results were
obtained in salinities above :H%o S, under good water-exchange conditions and with
plants suspended 0,6 m above the bottom on nylon lines attached to stakes driven into
the sand, If the lines reach the bottom they are climbed by predators which consume the
algae, Excessive light might damage the thalli and induce premature 'aging', For example, Eucheuma planted over light-reflecting sandy bottoms has frequently failed to
develop properly, When the plants reach an average weight of 800 g, about 2 mo after
planting, they are pruned back to 200 g again; hence, no replanting is needed (DOTY,
1973), The success was revolutionary, and as of mid-1974, there were over 1000 farms in
the Sulu Sea and the Visayas Sea exporting over 600 tons mo- I of dry Eucheuma, or twice
as much as the total world supply the year before,
The success led to attempts of a similar cultivation in Indonesia, Malaysia, China,
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Fig. 4-4: Eucheuma spinosum is rinsed and dried on the platform of a farmhouse on poles. (Photo:
courtesy of). R. Li ~l, Genu Producls, Philippines Inc.)

Djibouti, Tanzania, and other countries. In 1975 a competing enterprise, Genu Products, started research and initiated marine farms north of Bohol-all three cultivation
areas mentioned are in the archipelago between Luzon and Mindanao, the t"vo largest
islands. On the Darajong Ruf: 200 farm houses were constructed on poles in the sea and
with platforms on which the product was dried (Fig. 4-4). In 1979,500 ha were cultivated with 15 million plants in water; 2000 people were working daily on the farms (LIM
and PORSE, 19BI).
While biological and technical problems were solved faster than expected, economical
problems were not. An exportation peak of 6000 tons dry weight was reached in 1974,
i.e. 10 to 20 times more than the previous years. This exportation was only 60% of the
annual farm production, and the price of Eueheuma eottonii dropped from US $0'40 to
$0·05 kg-I at the source (RICHOHERMOSO and DEVEAL. 1979). Following the fall in
price, production declined; later, both prices and production recovered slowly. In 1979
harvests of E. spinosum unexpectedly increased more than four limes the 1978 production, i.e. to 3250 tons dry weight; again, prices declined c1raslicall\' (L\ITE and
RICOHERMOSO,19B]).

The chief source of agar-agar, Graci/aria, has been hal'\'ested in Manila Bay in quantities of 35 tons d- ' . During dry seasons, when the natural growth of green algae in
milkfish ponds is slunted due to high salinity, tons of cracilaria arc given as food
supplement to pond-cultivated fish. Some 20 species of mostly red algae are used as food.
In addition to Eueheuma and Graci/aria, Porphyra, HYPl'ica, and Laureneia arc the most
popular species besides brown SargaSJum and green Caulerpa.
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In Indonesia, as in the Philippines, areas away from densely populctted regions are
centles for seaweed produClion. This fact add~ LO the \'alue of the seaweed traele lor the
development of the countries involved. The Sulu archipelago ill the southwest of the
Philippines has the most highly developed Euc!leuma larms, wilh I.arnooallga as the
leading export harbour. In Indonesia, seawef'd production is likewise spread over the
entire island group, hut among the provinces the Moluck Islands in the northeast
provide 85% of the lOUt! production, which amounted lo 8426 tons dry weight in 1975,
out of which only one-firth was exported.
Ujungpandang, the port of Macassar, processes three-quarters of the export, with
Ambon, southwest orCeram, being second. Importing countries are-by order or magnitude-Denmark, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Spain (SQEGIARTO, 1979).
In terms 01' climatic zones, the largest area to be dealt with is the tropical Pacific
Ocean. However, to the east or Philippines and lhe Moluck Islands, there is no production or seaweeds.
As already mentioned, there is a hydrobiological and a biological definition oflropical
marine waters: they are warm seas with minor temperature Ouctuations where mean
surface water temperatures during the coldest month do not sink below 20 "c and th('y
arc waters where reelS orcor~tls and coralline algae develop on hard bottoms. In practin'
the twO derinitions give del ineat ions which usally coincide in detail. In Japan, however,
at the southern end of Kyushu, biotic reefs are found in waters with winter temperatures or only 17°C (while summer temperatures exceed 27 °C). Along the relatively
short coastline which forms this interesting exception it is essential to study the general
character or the algal flora. This provides strong evidence 1'01' the conclusion that the
southern-most part 01' the Japanese coast is essentially di!Terent rrom that of the rest of
the main islc1l1ds. For instance, the total production of Digenea is confined to the three
southern-must protectorates on Kyushu, mainly to Kagoshima.
In times past, algae were an important part of rood in the Paciric Ocean. Poor people
along the coasts of Hawaii lived for long periods exclusively on fish and algae when they
did not have access to taro their staple source or carbohydrates. For women, food was
most onesided: up to the death of Kamehamea the Great in 1819 there was a death
penalty for women who ate bananas, coconuts, tunles, pork, or certain fishes. During
hard times there would not have oeen much lllore than sea\vceds for them.
At the turn ot' th(' century there were still more theln 100 words in use in Hawaii for
various kinds or edible algae. But only the elder aborigines knew them; young people
either were unfamiliar with the words, or confused the species. In 1907, more than 70
species of algae were still eaten in Hawaii. Today, only small quantities arc consumed by
people who like to keep traditions alive. Abandonment of seaweed-eating habits and
oblivion of preparation methods and recipes is a trend observed in many old cultures.

(I) Tropical Marine Vegetation
DAWSON (1962), a phycologist or many waters, has compared diversity and productivit,; on both sides of the Isthmus or Panama. His observations give an indication of
some of the problems or the tropical marine flora (p. :J77):

'The most generally reduced algal flora ever encountered by the wriler occurs in the
vicinity or Punta Catedral on the central Pacific Cosla Rican coast. There, a mar-
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vellously varied rocky shore occurs, replete with headlands, offshore rocks, islands,
bays and coves of striking beauty. One can compare the physiography favourably
with that of the Monterey Peninsula in California where one of the richest algal
floras of the world lives. However, this most promising offshore area, as viewed
from a distance, proved to be an algal desert in which only the most meager
assortment of plants occurred at lowest tide levels, and then only in certain limited
and protected small areas. Where one might have expected a hundred species, we
found hardly more than a dozen.'
Similar species-poor floras were reported by DAWSON (1962) from the Perlas Islands
in Panama to Muzatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico. Throughout this region he found seaweeds to
be absent or reduced, especially in the intertidal. Nowhere did calcareous coral-coralline reefs prevail, as in the opposite Atlantic Ocean or at the same latitude westward in
the Pacific Ocean.
The Atlan tic coast of Costa Rica, on the other hand, is dominated by sandy beaches
that stretch monotonously along most of the shore, and only towards the southeast have
some calcareous strata provided small areas for the development of coral-coralline reefs.
Notwithstanding this apparently un hospitable character of the shorter Atlantic coastline, and the fact that the Pacific coastline has been more widely investigated, we find a
larger number of species in Costa Rica's Atlantic flora: 196 species compared to 142 in
the Pacific Ocean, and a much greater abundance of marine plant life in general.
DA WSON (1962) explains the striking paucity of the Pacific-coast seaweed flora as
being influenced primarily by the tidal factor: Atlantic tides are of low ampliwde,
scarcely I m, and of mixed diurnal character with only one low tide daily. The Pacific
tides are st:midiurnal, with a marked low tide twice daily, and have an amplitude of
about 3 m, which prohihits the development of fringing reefs with accompanying
favourable algal habitats. The tidal dynamics always result in one low tide during the
day during which the intertidal vegetation is exposed to intense insolation and desiccation, and also to fresh-wa(er inGuence during the rainy season.
No auempts have been made to evaluate the relative impact orthe possible reasons for
the low productivity in tropical waters, e.g. desiccation, excess light, saliniry fluctuations, low contents of nutrients in the water, and grazing.
from a short excursion on Curacao Island, TAYLOR (1942) mentions that large and
broken rocks afforded good protection for the algae and, unfortunately, for an unusual
multitude of Diadema sea-urchills; this fact made collecting very hazardous. In a large
concrete bathing pool, apparently not in use, there was a heavy growth of Cau/erpa
sertularioides and of Hypnea cervicornis. This incidental observation is of interest since it
suggests that profitable seaw(".:c1 utilization in this area, as well as along most other
tropical shores, might depend to a vel)' large extent on the control of grazing.

(3) Wann-Temperate Oceans
(a) Ecology and Productivity
Warm-temperate waters exhibit seasonal temperature dynamics, but no production
pause during winter. In this season, the relative productivity of phytoplankton-if it
were dependent on radiation alone-would decrease by abou( 50 to 60% as compared LO
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summer productivity within the same latitudes. On the contrary, for tbe intertidal nora,
the winter decrease in insolation is ad\'antageous; the danger of being killed within a few
calm days due to intensive solar irradiation-often characteristic or the hot and dry
summer and autumn-is less. Likewise, rough winter weathcr favours intertidal algae
through higher surfand stronger splash intensities. Annual and ephemcre specics therefore exhibit a bloom in late winter.
Warm-temperate surface waters an'd intertidal beaches are strongly innuenced by
meteorological conditions in latitudes where dry and desiccatin?: air masses sink down
from higher atmospheric levels. Bringing little rain and much sunshine they cause desert
belts on land and calm weather at sea which leads to weak water currents. Vertical
water circulation is likewise faintly developed, and plankton production in the open sea
is low. The transparent blue waters of the Mediterranean and the Sargasso Sea have
been called the 'deserts of the sea'. Waters with desert characteristics extend in rather
narrow belts on both sides of the wide tropical oceans. Also, benthic organisms feature a
paucity of species 011 warm-temperate shores.
The quantities of seaweed harvested within the warm-temperate zones are very high.
Brown algae, consisting largely of giant kelp, account for more than one-third of world
production; red algae more than two-thirds. Since they are highest in price, the value of
seaweed production from warm-temperate waters is higher than that from ~Il1Y other
region. There is a confusion of terms. Some authors use 'subtropical' as a sYllonym to
warm-temperate, others use 'subtropical' for the non-equatorial parts of the tropics.
(b) Warm-Temperate Coasts or the Western AthlOtic Ocean
There is no commercial production of seaweeds along the US coast, frol11 Cape Cod to
Rio Grande at the Mexican Border. Lack of'rocky coasts is one reason for this-sand,
pebbles, and other moveable substrata dominate. Labour costs is the other reason.
Seaweed collection or cultivation demands a large amount of labour; hence, competition
on equal terms with low-wage countries is not possible. During the war, species of
Graci/aria and Hypnea were collected in North Carolina and on Florida's east coast
(HUMM, 1951).
The US Gulf coast was described as barren taxonomically as weU as quantitatively,
until recently when imposing numbers and quantities of algae were reported. A previously unobserved nora was detected in the eastern Gulf; especially in ofTshore waters
(EARLE, 1969). To the west of Mississippi along the Texas coast the number of species is
likewise much higher than imagined before. At least in the bays behind the Barrier
Islands species of Gracilana occur in vast amounts (EDWARDS, 1969, 1970).
The fact that a seaweed nora rich in species and biomass could remain unreported
within the US is indicative of the many gaps in our knowledge of world-wide seaweed
resources. The warm temperate part of southern Brazil includes tv.'o very large coastal
lagoons, possibly suitable for Graci/aria cultivation, while northern Argentina is poor in
natural habitats for commercial algae.
(c) Warm-Temperate Coasts of the Eastern Atlantic Ocean
Portugal and the Atlantic coasts of Spain, favoured by tidal changes along rocky
coasts and with vast areas inside the 20 m isobate, produce some 30000 tons of red
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algae. While Gelidium sesquipedale is the source of agar, Chondrus crispus, Cigar/ina acicularis,
and G. s/ella/a are sources of carrageen. I n the Azores, another agarophyte, P/eroc/adia
capillacea, with an annual harvest of about 1800 LOns is utilized for the extraction 01"325
(Ons yr- I ofa high quality agar-agar. The standing crop seems to allow for an expansion
(0400 tons agar-agar (FRALICK and ANDRADE, 1981).
In striking contrast, the entire Mediterranean Sea does not support any important
and stable production of algae. In the Yugoslavian archipelago and elsewhere there are
rich belts of at least 20 species ofCysloseira. The members of this genus, however, are not
suitable for the production of alginates. There are also quite imponant monospecific
masses of Cracilaria verrucosa in the coastal lagoons of Italy, especially in the southern
part of the Po Delta. Sea grass and algae cast ashore are used as soil conditioners and
manure in most countries, particularly in Greece. Some agar is extracted as a by-product
of a fOOd-canning industry in Egypt.
The most evident difference between the Atlantic beaches north and south ofGibraltar and those of the Med iterranean Sea !.:ast of the Straits is the absence of ecologicall y
significant tidal fluctuations within almost the entire Mediterranean Sea. The area
which appears to have the best prospects for seaweed u tjlization is the inner part of the
.\driatic Sea which, as an exception from the general rule, also has some tidal amplitude.
There is further a most evident difference between nutrient loads in the Atlantic
Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. The water deficit of the Mediterranean Sea is compensated through the Straits of Gibraltar, and the entering Atlantic surface water is very
poor in nutrients. This has a well-known impact on phytoplankton, zooplankton, and
fish production, and must also be expected to influence the productivity of benthic algae.
Besides the absence of an intertidal belt, the most conspicuous feature in the marine
flora is the absenc!.: of large rockweed such as Fueus vesicu/oms, F. serratus, Ascophyllum
nodosum, and the keJ p Lamillaria d(t:i/ata, L. hyperborea, and Saceorhiza poLyschides, which
fringe the temperate coasts of the Atlantic Ocean and are replaced in the Mediterranean
Sea by a large number ofCystosciro species, which may reach a few dm in length, but may
also stay at a few em, much more often than the Atlantic rockweed.
Dense mats of cartilaginous algae comprising many species mixed with corallines like
Jania rubens, Amphiroa rigida, or lime-incrusted green algae like Halimeda luna and Dasycladus clavaeJormis are also characteristic of exposed localities. Dead parts of Posidonia
oceanica may enter as warp and weft in the algal cover on fringing reefs.
Less exposed localities are often dominated by PadiTla pavonica and various other
Dictyotales. None of these biotopes is suitable (or harvesting algae. A high degree of
epiphytism and a rich mixture of species makes monospecific stands rare. It is significant
that the famous 'Corsican moss', an efficient anthelmintic, marketed as 'Muscus corsicanus', is made up ofa mixture afred algae of which only Alsidium helmill/hoeorton is for
certain a vermifuge.
The algal belt in the Mediterranean Sea is wide since the algae reach remarkable
depths. In Malta, attached algae penetrate to depths of 100 m and more. In contrast to
an over-simplification found in some textbooks, green algae dominate the submarine
cliffs li'om about 15 m depth to the deepest point sampled, 75 m (DREW, 1969).
The few kelp species entering the Mediterranean Sea are found not in the upper
sublittoral as in the Atlantic Ocean, but at depths where, in many coastal sea areas,
there are no benthic algae at all. Laminaria rodrigue<.ii, an endemic species, is reported off
Strom bali, Montecristo, and other Thyrrenean isles far off the coast in depths from 50 to
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90 m and L. ochroleucha in the Slraits of Messinil fi'orn ·15 t-o 85 III in deep rheophilous
biocoenoses (G I,\ceo,\,·:, 1969).
On lhe west coast orC:orsica, I.amillmia mdn~ftlle<.ii was found in very dense populalions
between 75 and 90 m when inspected I>y a diving saucer. While light pcnelration is
responsible for {he lower bathymetric limil it is harder LO interpret the upper one which
is able to ascend 10 :10 m in Tllnisia.
As a resource of raw material, a relatively narrow kcl p bel t at such dept h is uninteresting
hut rock lobsters PalillUrUJ vulgari.!, scallered in other biotopes, are numerous in biotopes
populated by Lamillaria rodriguc:;.ii, a raCI well known to fishermen, which makes the
discovery of L. rodriglle<.ii populations in the Mediterranean Sea of real economic interest
(FREDJ, 1972).
Below surfaec waters, conditions may sometimes favour lhe development or large
seaweed quantities dominated by a single species. Such a situation is usually preferred by
commercial utilizers. In the GulfofTaranto, between Calabria and Apuglia, PARENZAN
(1970) est imated for CladophoTfl proliJera a biomass of over I million tons at depths of 29
10 3·~ m. The northwestern Black Sea harbours 5 to 6 million tOl\s of Phyllophora nerVOJ{/ at
depths or 30 to 60 m; here, in a huge mass, this alga covers a mud-shell gravel noor or
abollt 15 000 km~ in a region called I.ernov's Phyllophora Sea. In 1978 not less than
13900 tons were collected for lhe production or the agaroid phyllophoran.

(eI) Warm-Temperate Coasts or the Western Pacific Ocean
The People's Republic of China is lhe worlci'.s largest producer of seaweed with it
wet-weight harvest in 1978 of more than , ..') million LOns or kelp and 50000 tons of laver,
corresponding to about 275000 tons or dry 'haidai' and 7200 tons of dry 'zicdi'. These
amounts result from a total of328 IOns in 1952, !+() 000 IOns in 1959, and ,')50 000 tons in
1970; they show what can ue achieved when bold targets are firmly implemented.
There are really no specific ecological prerequisites lor such a production, and the
natural resources are rather renected hy 300 tons in 1952. Bcfore 19"1·9, as much as
4·0000 to 50000 tons of dried seaweed were imported annually, corresponding to
24·0000 to 300000 tons weI weight (CHI':'\C, 1068). All recent figures rder to the whole
of Chin". The carly production, however, was restricted 10 the relatively short coast-line
along the Yellow Sea, which hrlongs to the cold-temperate <:ane.
Laminaria japonica docs not grow spolllaneously in warm-temperate waters, If transplanted, it will die during the too warm summer. Nevertheless, millions or young plants
are produced in nurseries in Llida, in the northern-most coastal province or Liaoning;
each autumn the)' arc Iran sported to aquaculture co-operatives along almost the entire
coast of China. The transport requires control of temperature, oxygen, moisture, and
micro-organisms. On lhe spot, the young sporophytes are all transplanted by hand to
ropes or rafts. They are then allowed to develop during winter as long as the temperatures are low enough to favour growth, and an' finally harvested before they deteriorate
on account of the rising spring temperaturts.
In the Yellow Sea, where the temperatures are low enough for year-round cultivation
of Lam ilia ria japol1ica , there are other drawbacks. The water is so turbid that around the
Huang Ho and other estuaries transparency may be limited to 10 cm, and special
arrangements must be made to keep the kelp lamina in the photic layer.
Another problem is that the waleI' is £00 deficient in nitrogen for suc('I'"I'ul aquacul-
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ture without fertilization. [n the Yellow Sea the content of nitrate-nitrogen rarely
exceeds 5 mg m- J , while in the warm-temperate provinces of Zhejiang and Fujian the
corresponding values are 86 to 227 mg m- J A long-term fertilization method employing
moderate quantities was de\·eloped. Porous clay cylinders containing nitrates are suspended among the plants and during the growth period nutrients seep out slowly
through the walls of the jars.
The extraordinary dC\'elopment of aquaculture in China shows that the potential ol'<l
certain coastline for producing seaweed cannot be estimated from natural growths. The
ultimate productive 'potential' can be drastically changed following sound research and
management. Limitations due to unfavourable substrate, light, or nutrient conditions
have been successfully compensated as in some other countries.
China, however, is the only country where, on a large scale, natural limits set by
climatic regions have been trespassed. As a rough estimate one-quaner or possibly
one-third of the total production of Laminariajaponica is obtained from seedlings transplanted each au llIm n to the central and southern provinces. I I' so, the harvest fi'om the
transplanted pan of the Chinese Laminaria production is in the order of 380000 tons or
even 500 000 tons of a cold-temperate species grown in a warm-temperate region.
The People's Repuolic of China is also unique in directing a considerable part of the
seaweed production towards inland areas where the positive effect on the consumer's
health is much more pronounced. In general, coastal human populations are healthier
than those of the inland areas (VELASQUEZ, 1953). Their food is more diversified, and
the marine components are rich in trace clements. Following the rule that high mountain
arras comprisc a population with high goitre prevalence, the province in China with
maximum goitre manifestation is Yunnan bordering Burma. Also around Beijing
Peking), entire village populations were earlier reported to be almost 100% goitrous
KELLEY and SNEDDEN, (1960).
The total area of zicai (Porphyra) cultivation in China was 3400 ha with a population
of 7200 tons dry weight. The southern species, P. hai/anensis, accounted for 90%, the
nonhero species, P.yezoensis, for 10% of the total production (TSE:'-1G, 1981).
In Taiwan, seaweed cultivation has developed along another line. Gracilaria is grown
extensively in brackish water ponds in the southern parts of the warm-tcmperate west
coast. Along the tropical east coast there is no such pond cultivation. C. VW'ucoJa is the
species most commonly cultivated followed by C. gigas and G. lichenoideJ. Ovcr 300 ha of
ponds are cultivated, most of them smaller than I ha. The salinity of the pond water is
usually kept at 10 to 20o/(>() 5, bu t ma y sometimes be as low as 4%n S or as high as 4O%n S.
The yield is about 12000 tons dry weight yr- I , or roughly 100000 tons wet weight. The
product is used mainly for the domestic agar industry, export, <lnd for the feeding of
abalone, Haliolis, and other mariculture animals. The farming method mostly practiced
is that of a polyculture system. Fronds of G'racilaria are torn into pieces and freely
cultivated in ponds with milkflsh, Chanos ,hG/IOS, grass shrimps, Penaeus monodon, or crabs,
Scylla serrata. These animals free the seaweed fi'om its epiphytes and the polyculture
increases the value of both plants and animals (CHIA:'\G, 1981).
Japan is the leading seaweed-producing COllntry with regard to the value of the
products. It has the oldest unbroken traditions lor a diversified large-scale production.
Japanese seaweed fishery and aquaculture include a greater number of species and
products than those of any other country. Number one in value among these is nori, the
thin black-violet sheets obtained [i'om Porphyra yezoensis and other Porpl!yra specirs
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through a complicated labour-intensive method. In 1979 some 8.8 billion sheets were
prepared, mostly by hand. The raw material used accounted for less than one-third in
weight of the Japanese seaweed han·esl. The value orthe final product exceeded threequarters of thl" total {or all algae. Close to 300 000 families were engaged in the production and each family produced 300 000 sheets. The old traditions-rich diversity and
high production-of Japanese seaweed cultivation and preparation w~s comprehensively treated by several reviewers: OKAZAKI (1971), Bi\RDACH and co-authors (1972),
MICHANEK (1975), \1IL:RA (1975), SAITO (1975), KORRI:"1GA (1976), and CHAPMN'Ii
and CHAPMAJ\~ (1980). Along the warm-temperate coasts of Japan, Porplryra and
agarophytes dominate in production. Of all kelp species in cold-temperate waters, only
'7Idaria pinrlatijida is found under natural conditions and is cultivated in warmtemperate areas, although this species has two-thirds of its production in the coldtemperate parts of Japan. In cold-temperate waters it attains a length of about 2 mol'
more, white in warm-temperate waters, its maximum length is I m. Two other species,
U. undal'ioides and U. peterseniana are confined to the warm-temperate coasts ofJapan; the
former yielding a product of inferior quality.
In spite of the outstanding production of red algae inJapan (362000 tons in 1978 of
which some 265 000 tons are Ii-om warm-temperate waters) the yield does not meet the
demand, and hence additional quantities are imported. Nori and other edible products
an' mainly taken from Korea, a country whose production is directed towards meeting
Japanese standards. Algae for technical purposes are bought from Chile, Argentina,
South Africa, and other countries.
Sou th Korea is a lead ing nation in terms of' utilizing green algae and is in fact the only
nation with a production of over 2100 tons. Argentina produces 5 tons and Fiji 7 tons;
this concludes the world list accounted for through FAO (1979). The leaf-like Monostroma, rem iniscent of' a thin sea lettuce, may be prepared into sheets like those of the red
alga Porphyra. Such 'aonori' may command a higher price than any other algal product
for consumption.
Korea is the world's third largest producer of both brown and red algae with landings
in the order of' 220 000 tons and some 650 000 tons, respectively. The brown algae are
mainly Cndaria kelp and Sargassum rockweed, previously derived from 'marine fisheries',
i.e. collected li'om natural stands and nowadays cultivated to an increasing extent on
ropes. Cultivated Porpkyra lenera, P. ye~oe'lSis, P. seriata, and P. kuniedai are the
dominating red algae species. The problem with attempting a precise account is that
other species are collectively reported as 'miscellaneous aquatic plants'. This includes
most of the species collected from their natural stands, e.g. Hidkiafusiforme, a member of
the Sargassaceae with bulbous blades, which is one of the Far East algae most often sold
in Western countries for 'Oriental cooking'. Another brown alga under the 'miscellaneous' entry is KjeLlmanieLla crassifolia, closely related to Laminaria. A number of red algae
also collected include Pachymeniopsis elliptu:a, Chondrus ocellatus) and wild Porphyra spp.
Ge/idium amrmsii, both from aquaculture and from natural habitats, is included under this
heading.
In per capita production, Korea thus surpasses its quantitatively leading neighbour
countries. Korea is a prominent fishing nation, particularly in aquaculture. In contrast
to China and Japan, its fishery is very much directed towards export. The main market
for Korean-produced laver is Japan, and production depends on Japanese demand. In
con seq uencc, governmental eITons to develop the seaweed business are concentrating on
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improving the quality of the products to meet Japanese standards. In particular, there
are great price differences for nori products between various quality grades.
The fishermen are often shon of cash and have had problems in following the present
trend which demands a 1~lst switch from collecting natural stands to mariculture on
nylon ropes. The south coast is the chief centre of production. The eastern coastline is
steep, has rough weather, and there is no cultivation. The west coast has a turbid
brackish surface water, poor in certain nutrients. Cultivation is feasible only with
nutrient additions.
(e) Warm-Temprrate Coasts of the Eastern Pacific Ocean
Kelp does not always develop best in cold waters. In fact, the most productive forms,
and at the same time those which art' most easily harvestable, are the giant kelps
distributed along bOlh warrn- and cold-temperate coastlines. Even these, however, show
different patterns in the two climatic regions, as can be seen from a summary of the
classical survey of US and Mexican kelp quantities (Table 4-4).
These figures are questioned. Their \'alue lies in the clear demonstration of the importance of a distinct temperature change for the distribution of seaweed species and the
development of resources. Bull kelp Nereocystis lutkeana disappears at Point Conception,
California. Here occurs a sharp change in water masses. This is also the northern point
for the abundant growth of the commercial red alga Gelidium cartilagineum.. The exact
point where the northern Macrocystis integrijolia is replaced by the southern Macrocystis
pyrifera is at Monterey Peninsula, somewhat further to the north.
The harvestable quantities indicated in Table 4--4 should not be confused with
biomass. They are based on the result of two annual harvests at I m below the sea
surbce_ The difference between the figures of the survey and of quantities actually
harvested are very great, and it has been concluded that the early estimates should be
reduced to 5% orthe figures given. The highest kelp harvests in Califor-nia were taken in
1917 and 1918 with 395 000 tons each year. After a cessation in the 1920s, 10 000 tons
were harvested in 1931, 100000 tons in 1950, and 150000 tons in 1971. In 1974, the
harvest reached 170000 tons (MCALLISTER, 1975; K. WILSON, pers_ comm.)
OfTicial records show thal Mexico harvested 30 000 tons and the US 160 000 tons of

Table 4-4
Annually harvestable quantities of kelp following the optimistic 1911 to 191:1 survey of US and
Mexican Pacific coasts. All values expressed in tonS wet weight (Original)
Bull kelp
tUlkeana)

(Nereo~J'Stis

Cold-temperate waters
(\Vashington, Oregon and two-thirds of
California)
vVarm-temperate waters
S. California, N. and Central Baja
California

3350000

Giant kelp
(M aCTocyslis inlegrijotla)

749000
M. pynJ'lra
35 175000
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brown algae in the eastern central Pacific in 1978. A part of this area lies within the
colel-temperate region but no background data for a detailed assessment are available.
In Chile, there is a boom in seaweed production. The allnual seaweed exports have
increased almost ten times /Jet ween 1969 and 1979. The n urn bel' of fishermen involved in
seaweed exploitation was almost 5250 in 1975. The export products were worth over
US $17 mi1lion in 1979 UOYCE and SMHELJCES, 1978, SANTELlCES and LOPEHANDlA,
1981).
Traditionally, Graci/aria is the most important genus and the vicinity ofConcepci6n is
the harvesting centre. As the southern end for distribution of Macrocystls integrifolla is
found in this area, it has been regarded as the limit between the warm-temperate and the
cold-temperate marine flora, although marine zoologists place the boundary somewhat
further to the south, stating that a transition region lies north ofChiloe (KNOX, 1960).
Since the limit is still uncertain, it is less important to make a breakdown of the
Cracilaria resource in terms of climatic regions. Available data on the estimated potential
resource indicate that a fraCtion in the order of 41 000 to +4 000 tons dry weight is found
in the warm-temperate area, while :18 000 to 39 500 tons dry weight or close to half the
potfllti~d resource should be referred to the cold-temperate region. The actual export,
howl'vlT, from these two areas was 8360 tons and 1270 tons dl)' weight, respectively, or
only 13% Ii·om the cold-temperate south; this may indicate that this area is not so well
developed as the climatically more favoured central Chile.
Including the less important genera lridea, G'elidium, and Cigar/ina, converted into wet
weight and updated to 1979 we find a total hal-vest of some 58 000 tons red algae in
Chilean warm-temperate waters and some 8000 tons red algae in cold-temperate areas.
Recently, the harvest of the brown alga Lessonia has increased strongly to 6000 tons dry
weight. The conversion !actor is not given; mOSl common lor brown algae is 6: 1; this
would indicate a han est of some 35 000 lOns.
(4) Cold-Temperate Oceans
(a) £cology and Productivity
Cold-temperate waters are characterized by a strong seasonality in temperature and a
period of low radiation in winter, during which photosynthesis decreases to about halfol"
the summer values in the southern pans and to zero in the northern parts. l\ilany species
of algae are fenile at the end of this production pause.
The vegetation is dominated by hrge quantities of brown algae. A rich belt of rockweed covers the littoral and upper sublittoral regions. It is followed by a likewise
well-developed kelp bell. In terms of biomass, most of the vegetation is found above
15 m. In a popular way, the cold-temperate coasts could be described as those, where
during low waIn the solar radiation is no longer intensive enough to kill permanently or
occasionally the linoral vegetation, as it may in the warm-temperate region, and
where very low temperatures are not frequent enough to limit essentially the same
li[(o1'al vegetation, as it may in subarctic regions. Annual and ephemere species reach
their highest development during the later part of summer.
Available data on potential har\'l~stable biomass indicate that the brown algae of cold
temperate waters account for more than three-quarters of the world potential of harvestable marine algae. Certainly, the optimal conditions in the intertidal belt alone do
not account for this outstanding resource.
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The seaweeds harvested in cold-temperate waters amount to more than 50% of the
total world harvesl. Not less than 88% of the harvests from cold watns ar.· mad(: lip of
brown algae. Biomass production taken as an excess of assimilation over respiration is
favoured by low temperatures. I n the warm waters of tropical and temperate oceans
respiration is considerably higher. Night and day it consumes a large part of the photosynthetic products. The very high biomass in cold-temperate waters must be credited to
the light energy available-still sullicient to build large quantities of organic
matter-but even more perhaps to the fact that temperatures are low enough to leave the
primary producers an optimal remainder of the photosynthetic products due to minimal
respiratory consumption.
I t is also possi ble tha t the role of secondary producers is significantly different in the
warmer regions of the oceans than it is in the colder regions. There are reasons to assume
that grazing is a major cause for the low biomasses found in tropical coastal waters,
which are known to have a high primary productivity and which sustain a rich stock of
consumers.
(b) Cold-Temperate Coasts of the Western Atlantic Ocean
Between the Labrador Current from the north and the Gulf Stream from the south,
the cold-temperate province in the northwest Atlantic Ocean is confined to a restricted
area between Newfoundland and Cape Cod. Most of it is a rocky indented coast, offering
many intermediate stages between shores exposed to oceanic waves and really sheltered
ones. Vast areas of flat rocks or glacial drumlins have moderate depths and are thus
favourable for algal growth. South of Boston there are sandy beaches and consequently
very few algae, never reaching commercial quantities.
The natural potential resources for kelp and rockweed are the rocky coasts of the
Canadian Atlantic and Maine as exemplifIed by Laminan'a species and AscophyLLwn
nodosum. Commercially, however, the area is dominated by a red alga ChondruJ crispus,
also known as 'I rish Moss'. The biomass of the mentioned brown algae might exceed
that of the Irish Moss by more than ten times, but in harvest figures the relations are
reversed. 1n 1969 a harvest of 44 000 LOns of I rish Moss accounted for 82% of the
quantities and 95% of the value of the total landings (FFRENCH, 1971), and in 1978
Canada harvested 32 000 tons of red algae and no brown algae at all. These proportions
may reflect the great industrial demand for Irish Moss, the most important raw material
for carrageenan. However, lack of data for brown algae in world statistics is probably
due (0 faulty reports. In southwestern Nova Scotia, there is a commercial marine plant
industry based on species of Lamilwria, Chondrus, and AJcoplzyLLum; it has been operating
for approximately 45 yr, 'W yr, and 20 yr, respectively. The harvesting and extraction of
algin from AscoplzylLum is an important local industry (PRINGLE and SEMPLE, 1980). A
kelp export of 1000 to 3000 (Ons lasted only from 1942 to 1949. In 1978, Marine Colloids
purchased several 100 tons of kelp for a dried food product (SH.·\IU', 1980). Carrageenan
extraction in the United States is a $30 million industry, which is close to 90% based on
imported raw materials.
The horizontal distribution of Chondrus coincides largely with the cold-temperate area
with commercial quantities in Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, ancl
Maine, and with northern-most findings in Newfoundland. It is not distributed in the
subarctic and, contrary to erroneous statements, not recorded from Labrador (\YILeE,
1959; TAYLOR, 1962).
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In the vertical range, maximum densities have heen laund from the low-water level to
7 m below. Along the exposure gradient, Chondrus is absent in maximal exposed sites, as
well as in the most protected ones. J t g-rows abundantly on semi-exposed open coasts
and in estuaries with strong tidal currents. Carefully and moderately harvested plots
allow regrowth of biomass after 5 to 6 rno (MATHl~SON and PRINCE, 1973).
The maximum quantity landed was 53 000 tuns in 1974 and the mean annual harvest
during 1967-1976 \vas 34000 tons yr I. In NO\'a Scotia 700 han'esters crop 65 distinct
beds with handrakes. This method has oeen used since the 19405, but with increasing
demand in the rnid-1960s the basket dragrake was introduced. I t is feared that the
increased efforl and modified halyestiIlg techniques have reduced the productivity of the
beds-possibly permanently. A reason could be that dragraking removes the holdfasts;
in a preliminary assessment of this technique 2000 mm 2 of hold fast was observed in each
kg of Chondrus crispus harvested. Since it takes 2 yr to attain a holdfast of 4 mm 2 , this
annual removal of holdfasts has serious consequences on productivity (PRINGLE,
1979).
The lluctuations oflandings during 30 yr including a period of low catches, another of
high catches, and finally one of decreased landings, were related to fishing efforl and to
catch-per-unit-effart. Maximum sustainable yield was estimated at 12000 to 14000
tons for the harvesting district investigated (PRINGLI::, 1981).
A total estimate of biomass in the Canadian Atlantic Ocean cannot he extrapolated
from local assessments. For an evaluation or kelp resources, however, it is often of
greater interes.t to know examples of quantities within areas of the size of a possible
harvesting effOn. The small Seal Islands southwest uf Nova Scotia, distinguished by
waters of high clarity and strong currents, harbour an abundance of kelp with Laminaria
longicruris growing atop bouldcrs, and L. digitata and Alaria eSC/denta often in depressions.
The kelp growth covers about 5.7 km'. In the late 1940s, M,\cFARLt\:'\E (1952) estimated an average yield of 25· I kg m -2, while-after a re-visit in 1977- MCPEAK (1980)
arri\'Cd at a maximum production of87 700 lUns of kelp, corresponding to 15.~3 kg m- 2
Sampling methods could be a possible reason lor this difTerence, the earlier investigation
being carried out with a Peterson grab and the latter with scuba divers. A change in
density during the three decades is also possihle. Finally, there is evidence for a strong
annual \'ariation in biomass of the kelp beds studied during consecutive years.
1\ problem which has attained increasing attcntion is that of the destruction of kelp
beds by sea urchins. Beginning in 1968, sea urchins became locally abundant and
over-grazed the kelp beds, cOlwening large areas to urchin-dominated harren grounds.
Almost all kelp beds in 5t Margaret's Bay (140 km 2) were destroyed within 6 to 7 yr.
There is evidence in fa\'our orthe hypothesis that urchin-dominated barren grounds are
a new, stable configuration of the ecosystem, and that a long-term decrease in primary
and secondary productivity of these coastal w,tlers can be expected (MANN, 1977).
Contrary to what was found in the North Atlantic Ocean, the linoral belt of the
cold-temperate coast of Argentina is quantitatively poor (KOHNEMANN, 1970). Species
of Porphyra, Viva, and Enteromorpha arc encountered, but seldom in valuable quantities.
On the other hand, in the sublittoral, gigantic seaweed prairies occur; these comprise,
for example, the red algae Craci/aria vern/cosa, Iridea sp., and Cigartina sk.ottsbergii, and
luxuriant kelp forests with Macrocystis pyrifera, Lessonia nigrescells, L.Jlavicans, L.Juscescens,
DeJlnarestia menziesii) DurviLLea antarctica, and D. caepaestipes.
According to an assessment of quantities available for industrial utilization, there are
sufTicient resources for an annual production of 15000 to 20 000 tons of algal meal, 1000
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to 1500 tons of alginates from Macrocyslis, 1000 tons oragar from Gracilaria, and 100 tons of
carrageenan from Cigartina. These end-products would correspond to harvests of
roughly 200 000 tons ofMacrocystiJ, 100 000 tollS ofCracilarUl, and 1500 tons of Gigartina.
The present agar production of about 300 tons yr- I (from maybe 25 000 tons of fresh
Gracilaria) is confined to a small production area in the territory ofChubul (OLIVEIRA,
1981).
(c) Cold-Temperate Coasts of the Eastern Atlantic Ocean
Present official records from Norway, Iceland, France, and Scotland indicate that the
brown algae dominate with a total or about 130 000 tons.
Iceland has old traditions of' using the red alga Palmaria palmata for human consumption and of letting sheep and cattle graze on Ascophyllum nodoswn. An indUSlrial production has started just recently and was in its fourth year in 1978 using 12 000 tons.
Along almost the entire Norwegian coast there is kelp down to 20 to 30 m. In fact, kelp
vegetation covers an area of ca. 10 000 km 2 or about the same as the total agricultural
area of Norway . The biomass of kelp in Norway is estimated at 'several tens of million t'
with a regrowth time of 4 to 5 yr (HALM0 and co-authors, 1981). The rockweed Ascophyllum nodosum grows abundantly mainly in the intertidal and is estimated at I· 8 million
tons wet weight, Fucus serratus at O·g million tons, and F. vesiculosus at 0·3 million tons.
A. nodosum requires 4 to 6 yr for full regrowth after harvesting; annual harvesting is suggested at 17 to 25% (BAARDSETH, 1970). Following official statistics the total Norwegian
production of brown algae is now stabilizing at some 65 000 cons. Data from industrial
sources indicate a greater harvest: three seaweed-meal factories produce a total of 10000
tons with A. nodo5um as the only raw material, and one factory for alginates produces
more than 3000 tons 1'r- l . If we assume a conversion factor of about 3·2: I for wet
rockweed to seaweed-meal and IS: I for kelp to alginate we arrive at a total harvest of
brown algae in the order of 80 000 tons.
Norway is now the world's second largest producer of alginate and one of the largest of
seaweed-meal. A5cophyllum nodosum is the most harvested species. Laminaria l!Jperborea and
L. digitata are likewise used for algin production. The factories are situated in southwest
Norway; until 1974 the rich resources north ofTrondheim were not utilized.
Far-reaching degradation of kelp beds in northern Norway have been reported; it is
interesting to compare these with those observed in California, and in Atlantic Canada.
In Californ ia the depletion of Macrocystls beds by Strongylocentrotus purpuratuJ and S.jimlciscanus was first explained as a consequence of eradication or the sea Oller, which was its
primary predator. Historical data, howe\'er, indicated thelt those portions of the beds
close to sources of waste disposal were affected first (TEGNER, 1980). Ln Canada the
corresponding population boom of S. droebachiensis was first ascribed to over-fishing of
lobsters, their main predators. Also in this context it is now argued that the decrease in
lobster numbers cannot be the only factor controlling sea-urchin populations; among
olher potential causes pollution has been mentioned. Against this background it is
interesting to note that the recent boom of the same sea urchin species in Norway is
observed along thl' C()~lsts of northern Norway only-north orthe natural distriuution of
the lobster and north of the area of a noteworthy pollution. It is hard to think or a
predator which has changed suflicientty in numbers to explain the uncontrolled growth
of S. droebachicmlL A possible clue could be that herring, or some other hea\'ily depleted
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fish sIJccies, had been fi:'<.>din~ pre\·iol.lsly at some sta~c on the planktonic \;)I"\"al' 01" the
sea-urchins (H.\GL\, Ill!.!l).
Potmtial resources are considerably higher than those actually har\Tstcd. ,\ SUI vey of
8500 km of coastline in Scotland arrivcd at 10 million tons of Laminariaceae, predominantly Laminari(l hyperharea from which 1 million LOns wet weight could
hanTstcd each
year. In 1978, :3:2 700 tons were han·csted.
1n France thc !,amill(lria landings show strong fluctuations: 5G 000 tons in 1950, 6000
Ions in 1965, 16 000 LOns in 1975, ann 33 000 tons in 1978. Certainly the most rceent
figures indicate an upward trend lor the alginate industry. The production areas arc
Normandy and Brittany (Fig. +-5).
Harvests orred algae arc reIJorted li'om France only (2000 LOns); France also reports
2100 tons of'miscellaneous aquatic plants'. These figures could be based on or include
'Irish moss' from Normandy and Brittany but scarcely 'maerl', the calcareous rcd algae
PhymatoLithan (syn. Lithothamnion) calcareum and Lithothamnion coral/jades; these are col-
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Fig. 4·-5: Brctagne. !.omiT/aria h:)J"vcsting. (Pholo: courtesy or J.-P. TROADEC)
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lee ted olIGlenan Islands in the south of Brittany and mainly in the GulforSt Malo, The
annual harvest of maeI'I is in excess of 300000 tons (BLLJ:-iDEN and co-authors, 1975);
apparently it is not reponed at all in the French statistics, or not as algae, Maerl is
composed of calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate and used in agriculture and
horticulture as a soil conditioner-smaller quantities also serve as animal food supplement and as filter material for treating acid drinking water.
Denmark and Ireland have some seaweed production, although not accounted for in
international statistics. Denmark had for 20 yr a most particular locality for FurcelLaria
Jastigiata, the excellent 'Danagar' raw material. North or the Peninsula Djursland, circulating currents gathered detached tufts in large amounts at moderate depths of mainly
3 to 4 m. In the early 19605 trawlers collected 20000 to 30 000 tons annually, finally
resulting in over-fishing and total stock depletion. After this ideal fishing ground had to
be abandoned some of the trawlers continued to collect in various smaller areas yielding
an annual total harvest in the order of 10000 tons, F. Jastigiata also penetrates into the
Baltic Sea and is found attached to stones along the open coast between Klaipeda and
Ventspils in quantities estimated at 80000 to 90 000 tons, in the Gulf of Riga at some
10 000 lOns. In 1960, loose-lying resources on soft bottoms at the islands ofHiumaa and
Saarema were estimated at 150 000 tons. Data on landings are not available, but 25 000
tons would be a conservative estimate.
A century ago, when kelp was burned for iodine production, Ireland produced 6000
IOns annually. Later 1000 to 1700 tons yr- I of air-dried stipes of'Laminaria hyperborea were
collected for alginate production. A governmental factory was unsuccessful, and now
most of the harvest is exported 10 Scotland for the extraction of alginate. L. hyperborea
production has dwindled from 2000 tonS dry weight in 1973 to 325 tons in 1979. At the
same time Ascopl!JlLum nodosurn has increased by 60% to 62 000 IOns wet weight. Chondrus
crispus the 'Irish moss' amounted to 165 tons dry weight in 1979, one-quarter of the 1942
peak value. A product called 'blackweed', consists of the total driftweed, mainly
Phaeophyta: species of Fucus, Ascophyllum, and Laminaria. I t is dried and milled and used
for animal feed or for the manufacture of liquid seaweed extracts. The quantities sold in
1979 were 8250 tons dry weight (GUIRY and BLUNDEN, 1981).
In Iceland, Norway, and Scotland, Chondrus crispus and Palmaria pa/mala were used for
human consumption-a custom which is now more or less abandoned. In Ireland,
however, small quantities of these species are still consumed. The strongest survival of
such traditions is met with in Wales, where laver porridge is a traditional food.
'There is still a considerable trade of POTphyra in South Wales, where consumption is
in the order of 200 tonnes (wet weight) per annum. The raw material is almost aJl
imported from Cornwall, the Solway Firth, North Wales and Dunbar, with small
quantities imported from Ireland when supplies from more accessible collecting
grounds fail. The Porphyra is washed, boiled, minced and prepared for eating by
warming in fat, sometimes being made into cakes with oatmeal' (DIXON and
IRVINE, 1977; p. 36),
In the southern hemisphere cold-temperate conditions are characteristic of Namibia
and the west coast of South Africa, Localized inshore upwelling of cold waleI' during
spring and summer cause an extraordinary condition: within such upwelling regime,
summer water temperatures are generally significantly lower than those in winter.
Laminaria pallida, a major component of the subtidal kelp beds, is morphologically sirni-
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lar (01.. digitata of the northern hemisphere (DIECKMANN, 1980). In the upper subtidal,
Ecklollia maxima and .Hacrocyslis angwlij"olia add substantially to the biomass of the kelp
beds, hut neither compares for size with the giant kelps of the Americas.
Following South African regulations, only drift kelp was collected. Recently for the
first time, direct exploitation of the standing s(Ock of large kelps has been allowed, which
has also given opportunity for all assessment of the exploitabiJity of the kelp beds.
SIMONS andJARMAN (1981) investigated 700 ha of kelp field at Kommetje, west of Cape
Town by means ofaerial photographs. Under-water studies were carried out by SCUBA
divers who collected I-m wide transects through the kelp. It appeared that Eeklonia
maxima covered 250 ha, Laminaria pallida 450 ha. The standing crop (excluding hold fasts)
of E. maxima was 33 000 tons wet weight, that of all kelps 66 000 tons. Fronds of E.
maxima increase their biomass by 1% d- I , or produce about seven times their own weight
in a year, total standing crop turning over about twice a year. VVhen harvested from
stranded material only, about +00 (Ons (air dry) was taken annually from the beach at
Kommetjie. About 90% of this (i.e. 360 tons or, 24(J{) IOns wet weighU would have been
E. maXima, which is preferred to L. pallida. Maximum commercial harvest in this field is
3000 tons yr- I wet Ecklonia stipes at which rate the E. maxima field at Kommetjie would
be worked once in 5·5yr. Mean harvesl per elTort was ca. I ton (diver-hour)-I.
An extrapolation of the biomass found in the investigated area over the entire rocky
west coast would give a standing crop of 5 million tons of kelp in the cold-temperate
waters of the Republic of South Africa. Assuming that only 10% of this pOlential arrives
on the shore, and that only 10% of the coast is commerci<.dly accessible, some 50 000 tons
wet weig'ht of harvestable kelp materializes (R. H. SIMONS, pel's. camm., M ICHANEK,
1981).
(d) Cold-Temperate Coasts of the Western Pacific Ocean

Laminaria beds dominate the whole area; they consist mainly of Laminaria japonica.
Along the Siberian coast they are estimated at 2 million tons, out of which 40% grows in
Kamch;ltb. Probably this peninsula is situated too far away for a seaweed industry.
Kamcha tka has became well-known for being the only area where an alcoholic beverage
is produced from algae. Raw material for this is dulse, Palmaria. The Kamschadals also
use HoLosaceion, Fueu5, Alaria, Chordaria, and Porpl!yra as food.
AhnJeltia plieafa beds are roughly estimated at 100 000 tons near Vladivostok, 25 000
tons on Sakhalin, and 50 000 tons in the Kuriles. Harvests are processed locally or
exported toJapan. Sakhalin and the Kuriles used to have a very important production of
kelp. It is not known if this production is maintained under Russian hegemony.
In J <lpan, one-quaner of the red algae and a good nine-tenths of the brown algae are
produced within the cold-temperate region: the north island Hokkaido and the three
northern-most prefectures on the east coast of the main island. The Japanese total is in
the order of 300 000 tons brown algae. The standing crop of alginophytes along the
coasts ofHokkaido is estimated at about I' 7 million tons. There are at least six Laminaria
species of commercial interest and also three very closely related genera: Kjellmaniella,
Arthrothamnus, and Cymathaere.
Kelp production has been hampered by a phenomenon called 'reef burn', a growth of
coralline algae which has spread dangerously in recent times. Vast areas, all around
Japan, are now covered by such algae-crustose as well as articulate-on which
Laminaria does not attach. Possibly, sea urchin grazing is the initial cause.
During drying each lamina is scrutinized for mussels, bryozoans, algae, and other
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epiphytes. High grades are sold for food as various kinds ofkomhu. Lower grades and a
lew species unsuitable for food are used as a raw material lor. alginates. Since supply is
inadequate, alginate raw material is also imported, mainly ,Hacrocyslis.
Very little is known about seaweed production in the Korean Democratic Peoples
Repu ulie. However, there are reports of 100 tons Gelidium and 600 tons AlmJeltia
(YAI...IADA, 1976). Reasonably, there could also be Porphyra and Laminaria. The fact that
algal biomass is cssentially higher in cold-temperate waters, as compared to warmer or
colder oceans, is illustrated well by numerical data recorded from the French Southern
Territories. On the east coast of the Kerguelen Main Island an assessment of the
quantities present has been made in the Baie du Morbihan (GRUA, 1964). In this bay,
45 km 2 are covered by Iv/acrocyslis pyriftra in stands estimated at 100 kg m -~ in clear waters
and 600 kg m-~ in the least transparent waters. To this must be added a rich undergrowth
estimated at up to 15 kg m-~ in clear, and 5 kg m- 2 in medium transparent water. GRUA
calculates the total biomass of M. pyriJera in the bay at 6· 3 million tons, which would give
a mean density of 140 kg m- 2 .
DELEPIl\E (1976) investigated the biomass available for harvesting (expressed in
terms of down to 0'5 m bclow surface). He found individual values from 3·4 to
22·5 kg m-~ and mean values ofdifTerent beds fi'om 7 to 12 kg m- 2 . After 6 mo there was a
full regrowth. Kelp beds around Kerguelen Island covering over 200 km 2 would give a
biomass in harvestable depths of I to 2 million tons. Ifa crop of about one-quarter of the
standing stock could ue sustained and two harvests a year be taken, the potential would
be 0·5 to I million tons wet weight. Dry weight would be 10% of wet weight and
alginatcs 20% of dry weight (DELEI'INE, 1976; EVERSON, 1977). The ecological basis for
this amazingly large standing crop is found in "ast areas of favourable uOttolllS at
moderate depths, optimal temperatures around 4· ° to 6 °e, and rich nutrients: 20 ,Ltg-at
ofN I-I and about 1·75 oCP I-i.
The two assessments quoted may diITer suhstantiall>' in methods and results; however,
the essential point remains that even the largest biomasses recorded are not necessarily
commercial resources. As Kerguelen Island primarily serves as a naval base, manpower
for any work would have to be brought from very distant places. The possibilities for
drying are doubtful and algin extraction would require much fresh water and energy. To
bring untreated raw material to Japan or Europe would be expensive.
Tasmania is in a better position to develop seaweed resources since it is inhabited, has
technical facilities, and is situated not far from a big market. On the east coast Macrocyslis
/)yrifera covers an area or 120 km~, growing at depths of~{'5 to 30 m, and is estimated to
yield 355000 tons fresh weiglll if three crops a year are taken; this corresponds to 3000
tons km- 2 01':3 kg m- 2 (in Calilornia, USA, 3 kg m- 2 may be removed on one harvesting
occasion). Other Macrocyslis beds are found on the Tasmanian west coast and in Bass
Strait. A company working in southeast Tasmania had a specially designed vessel with
Glades similar to those on a hay mower; these cut the giant kelp at a depth of (·2 m
below the surface. The \'essel had a crew of four men, a capacity of 20 tons h- i , and a
carrying capacity of 45 tons trip-I. The alginate industry, however, has now ceased
operating; it was replaced by a collecting company exporting dry i\4acrocyslis. Nevertheless, Tasmania must be regarded one of the world's best-situated large, under-exploited
resources.
Still higher figures are mentioned for South Australia, where the coast of Victoria lies
in the cold-temperate area and is fringed by Atlacrocyslis, estimated at I 400000 tons.
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This quantity, how('ver, cannot be regarded as a rcsourcl' comparable to those of Kerguelrn Island and Tasmania. The spccies growing on the coast ot"the Australi,lJ) continent is /vl. angwtifolia; it thrives close to the shore down to j III below the low-water level
and cannot be harvested t"rom a ship. The plants normally reach a length or G m as
compared to 60 m in the Tasmanian /vl. pyrUera which grows at depths ofT5 lO 30 m.
III New Zealand, :Hacroc}Stis PJ'riIera grows in the Foveaux Strait and Cook Strait in
beds which have becn estimated at 8500 tons; they could yield 2800 tons annually.
Another alginophyte of possible interest, Durvillea antarctica, grows abundantly along
the east coast of the South Island. In five transects through the DurvilLea band its
standing crop ranged from 36 to 190 lOns kll1- ' of shore. The problems are that only a
fraction of the shore is a suitable rocky habitat, alld that regrowth after harvesting needs
several years. It seems unlikely that there is sufficient D. alltarctiea in New Zealand to
support an alginate industry with the desirable quantity 01'30 000 tons )'r- I (HAY, 1979).
(e) Cold-Temperate Coasts of the Eastern Pacific Ocean
The giant kelp or the warm-temperate waters 01" southern California and Mexico,
.Hacroq.ltis pyrijera, is estimated to produce almost 50 times as much harvestable quantities as M. illtegriJolia along the twice longer cold-temperate Pacific coastline of the US.
These closely related species are so similar that they were not kept apart during early
assessments. However, they respond difTerently, e.g. with regard to temperature preferences.
Macrocysti.l pyrijera grows at 10 to 20 m depth in southern California and in Baja
California southwards to the end orupwelling at Pta San Hipolito. Normally it reaches a
length of 20 lO 30 m. The longest plant recorded along the Pacific Coast of North
America measured 45·7 m (FRYE and co-authors, 1915). A closed vegetation creates
enormous beds which do not reach the shoreline and in the shelter or which small boats
are protected li'om the rough sea.
!\1acrocystis integriJoLia, the species ofcold-temperate waters in the nOr( hern Pacillc Ocean,
grows from I.ero ticle level clown to 9 111 in sheltered inlets or other areas protected from
filII wa\e action by rocks or reefs or inside the outer protection Ji·inge of the bull kelp.
The lower limit is not usually set hy the biology of the alga but by the grazing of the sea
Ul'ch in SlrongyloceTztmtusji·anciscanus. In Bri tish Colli m bia, the M. integriJoLia kel p beds are
typically restricted to 0 to .f m below zcro tide, which usually results in narrow (4 to
20-m wide) beds parallel to the shore. At thcse depths harvesting is difficult. An
enhancement programme suggests planting on artificial substrate over soft bottoms
wherc no sea urchins are lound and, at a clepth II In below the grazer-produced lower
limit or adjacent natural kelp-beds (DRUEHL, 1979).
The first sun'ey over the entire US Pacific coast was conducted in 1911 to 1913 due to
a great demand of kelp for potash, later also for acetone, iodine, and a bleaching agent.
For an area slightly smaller than the cold-temperate region, the estimate arrived at sorn,~
20 million tons or han'estaLJle giant kelp. Conservative recent estimates stay at I· 5 to I
million tons 01" commercially available giant kelp; other estimates range from 1· 5 to 30
million tons, including all alginophytes.
The lloating kelp beds in Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and south east
Alaska are dominated by Nereocystis Lutkeana, which is rfcorded lor 7H to 9'~% uf the
harvcstaule biomass.
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Among the alginophytes, Hedop/~y/lum JesJile, A/aria margillata, and Laminariawcchalllla
nourish in northern latitudes and may reach 50 to 100% of the quantities of the giant kelp
(SCAGEL, 1961). However great the potential resource, currently it is not utilized. While
the US report 200 tons of brown algae in the northeast Pacillc, Canada has not reported
at all. As mentioned, pan of the statistical area-the eastern central Pacillc-is
cold-temperate and possibly some of its 160 000 tons of Macrocystis are taken from
within this part,
In southern-most Chile, there is an estimated potential 01'200 000 tons dry weight of
Macrocystis pyrijera in Magellan Strait and close to 300 000 tons in the Beagle Canal area
(SA:\TELJCES and LOPEHANDIA, 1981). The wet weight equivalence would LJe in the
order ofa total of 5 million tons. Studies on regrowth after harvesting havejust started.
This is one of the world's largest, untapped resources-untapped mainly for climatic
reasons: the area is cold, moist, and stormy. It attracted the attention of Captain Cook,
who gives the trustworthy figure of 40 m length [or a single plant. Other early circumnavigators of the world ga\'e 500 m, a pirate tale which entered serious scientific literature.
Possibly the South American beds of algae are now under the influence of changing
ecological cond itions. DAYTON and co-authors, (1973, p. :H) give some new obsen'ations:
.. contrary to our original expectations, the Chilean sea urchins apparently have
few important natural predators. As might be expected, these sea urchin populations usually consumed almost all the non-coralline macroalgae,'
The general pattern they observed was of rather small beds of what appeared to be
young plants.
'The lew larger .HacrocystiJ beds we saw were in the southern region of the Gulf of
Coreovado where man is in the process of harvesting Lo.\ochinus a/buJ, the sea urchin
that most efliciently overexploits the kelp beds.'
" , . In contrast to the Macrocystis of California, which tends to grow at depths of 10
to :10 meters, the .Hacrocystis plants in Chile are much more shallow, usually occurring from the intertidal to about.s meters and only rarely as deep as 10 meters. The
algal understory beneath the il.t1acrocystiJ canopy alsu was relatively poorly
developed both in species diversity and in structural contributions.'

(5) Subarctic and Arctic Oceans
(a) Ecology and Proclucti\'irv
Su ha rClic waters oller only a \'ery shon \'egelation period-lhat or the ice-(i'ee months.
I:\'en during these, pancake ice may grind olr all \"l:~getation in lhe littoral bell. Consequently, rock weed like FUCUJ alld other perennial algae are missing near the waterline or
confined to protected areas. Frequent occasional fi'osts may kill most of the intertidal
(Jora, including that of rockpools. Hence, the littoral may be \'oid or algae Or m~lY have
only ephimeral co\'Crs ofgreen algae. The highest biomass \'alues are found in sublittoral
kelp IJeds at depths of 10 to 25 m; here the main biomass consists of lJerennial alg~w.
These are [a\'ouITd by high nutrient [e\'els and low temper~lluITS, seldom ()\'Cr .1 c e .
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An excellent early summary of the characteristics of a subarctic marine flora was
given by KJELLMAN (1877, p. 68) for the west coast ofNovaja Semlja and Vaigach. The
following is a slightly revised translation:
(i) In most places a littoral algal vegetation is missing completely. Where there is
one, locally, it is poor in specimens and consists of small forms only. (ii) The main
part of the algal vegetation is found in the lower sublittoral, but those parts of this
level, which have an algal vegetation, are insignificant compared to those where
algae are missing. (iii) Within the sublilloral there are various communities among
which rhat of laminarians is the most frequent, most extended and richest in
species. (iv) A particular Fucaceae-community is missing. (v) Green algae are few.
(vi) There is a general poverty of specimens. (vii) The algal flora is monotonous.
(viii) It is lush (e.g. where the vegetation is not hampered by the particuLlr drawbacks of the subarctic environment it is luxuriant).
The extreme conditions of the subarctic region, in particular the need to compensate
for a very long period of insufllcient light, makes the vegetation sensitive to small
changes in environmental conditions. Some of the richest biotopes of the world oceans
are found in subarctic waters favoured by good water exchange; vast areas are
completely deserted where glacier silt or river-mou th deposits create unfavourable
substrates.
(b) Subarctic Coasts of the Arctic Ocean and Adjacent Seas
Ungava Bay and Labrador exhibit typical subarctic features. Where mud Oats occur
they are covered in August and early Septem bel' by a slippery turf of Vaucheria species.
Rocky shores are generally poor in algae, but moderately exposed littoral areas may be
covered by a brown band of the annual species Chordaria jlage/lijormis, Petalonia fascia,
and ScytosipllOn lomentaria. Kelp of immense size are (ound in sublittoral beds. In quiet
areas of moderately exposed coasts, Laminaria longieruris emerges to the low tide level,
seldom attaining a length of 15 m and a lamina width of j.:1 m. In more turbulent areas
vegetation is restricted to considerable depths, beginning at approximately 9 m. Here,
Laminaria nigripes and Alaria grandi/olia grow in great abundance mixed with the deepwater species L. solidungula. Along fully exposed coasts small beds of relatively low kelps
of the same species and Agarum cribosum were found at 8 to 16 m depth. Contrary to
KjELLMAN's observations on Novaja Semlja, protected littoral shallows are overgrown
by large populations ofFucus vesieulosus (WILCE, 1959).
In Discovery Bay, 1000 km further to the north, divers found forests of Laminaria
longicruris so dense that they could not enter. Individual specimens with gas-filled stipes
of 5 m plus lamina of 5 m length were measured UEN~EBORG, pel's. comm.).
Even if the quantities are impressive, the region is far outside the harvestable area.
Like all subarctic occurrences, only a high price for some particular species could render
harvesting commercially feasible. One such species, which could be harvested ifit would
show, for example, outstanding pharmaceutical properties, is Tumerella pen,!yi.
There may be considerable quantities of Aseophyllum llodosum and kelp around southern
0
0
Greenland. A. nodosu11l occurs from 65 N on the eastern side to 70 N on the western
side, but quantitative dara are wanring.
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The su barctic east coast of Iceland is characterized by large forests of Alaria in
exposed localities, meadows of Halosauion, Chordaria, and Acrosiphonia and on protected
slopes and in rocky lagoons, Saccorhiz.a and Coilodesme. MUNDA (1972) reports some
species as being harvestable; enormous amounts of Laminaria hyperborea are washed
ashore along the north and east coast and could possibly be Llsed as raw material for
alginatcs or as fodder for animals; Alaria esculenta is most abundant along the northern
and eastern coast and could easily be harvested in the upper sublittoral of exposed
coast-lines. Harvesting could also be feasible for Saccorhiz.a dermatodea and Chordaria
flagelliformis. A Porphyra species of linear shape is characteristic of exposed sites where it
is found without accompanying species. It has a protein content of 37 g (t 00
I dry
weight.
Surprisingly, the subarctic area where exploitation of kelp resources would most likely
be feasible in practice is the nonhern-most: Spitsbergen. The weather is usually clear and
calm, communications are not so bad as in most other arctic areas, and technical skill
and certain repair facilities are available. Finally, and most significantly, the coal
resources-possibly the richest unutilized resources of the world-provide cheap energy
for drying. Whrther algin extraction could be carried out in Spitsbergen will depend not
so much on energy costs as on the weighing of the high local prices for labour against the
high transport COStS for dry weed compared to algin, the former being at least ten times
bulkier.
The resources are unexpectedly rich for the Latitude 77 to 81 N. White the shores of
Greenland plunge steeply down hundreds of meters, Spitsbergen is surrounded by a flat
shallow shelf. The area above 15 m is usually 1 to 2 km broad, often 5 km, and partly
covered with a kelp forest. Exceptions are only some local white spots of sand, and
outside the glaciers vast an:as covered with silt. The kelp vegetation is dominated by
Alaria grandifolia, Laminaria digitata, and L. saccharina. Remarkable advantages for a possible utilization are the facts that all three species have stipes of more than I m length and
that the kelp stands are exceptionally free from epiphytes.
The many deep fjords will add very little to the possibly exploitable resources because
of glacier silt or otherwise unsuitable bottoms. At their thresholds, on the other hand,
skippers complain about kelp masses making it a problem to enter at low water. The
lamina choke the propellers and smaller vessels have to be pushed through kelp forests
covering the bottom of the fjord entrances. Such v('ssels also find it difficult to raise
anchors when these are loaded with kelp. Standing crop in a welJ-developed kelp vegetation, sampled by diving on numerous places along the west coast, averaged 10 to
15 kg m~ (JENNEBORG, unpub!.).
With an estimated standing crop of 10 kg m -2, a shelf width of I km between 2 to 15 m
depth (conservative estimate compensating for uncovered or unsuitable areas), and a
coastline of 1000 km, the total standing crop would be in the order of to million tons wet
weight. Even a large-scale utilization would consume only a negligible fraction of the
biomass (50000 tons would correspond to 5%0, which would not influence regrowth
and would scarcely raise difficulties regarding an exception from conservation regulalions, according to which also the sea around Spitsbergen is declared protected.
I n contrast [Q the subarctic west coast of Spitsbergen the flora of the arctic east coast
has not yet been investigated, nor even visited by a marine botanist; it could be expecled
to be extremely poor in species and quantities.
Richesl in biomass of all subarctic seas is the Barent's Sea. The LOtal phylObenthos
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was assessed to some tcns of million tons, the annual productivity likewise to some tens
of million tons. In AscophylLum beds biomass values of up to 20 kg m- 2 have been
recorded. Estimates from the Murman coast arrive at a total of 500 000 tons of rock·
weed in the lilloral and 500 000 to 600 000 tons of Lamlilaria Jaccharina and L. digitata in
the sublittoral. The White Sea supply of marine planrs exceeds that of the Murman
Peninsula; there are 800 000 tons of Lamina ria, 250 000 tons of Fucus , and 400 000 tom of
the sea grass Zo~tera marina (ZENKEVITCH, 1963).
(c) Subarctic Coasts of thc Antarctic Ocean
There is a striking contrast between the severe conditions for life and the poor plant
growth in terrestrial and intertidal grounds and the comparatively abundant subtidal
growth of algae in many parts of the coasts of the Antarctic Ocean. In ice-free places
underwater forests of large brown algae (species of Desmarestia, PhylLogigas, and Himan·
tothallus) and many red algae (species of CaL{ymenia, lridea, Cigartina, Plocamium) are found
in the sublittoral to considerable depths (SKOTfSBERG, 1907, 1941; ZINOVA, 1964). The
seaweed flora, however, is out of reach for any possible commercial utilization. In
addition to this it is protected by the Antarctic Treaty.
(6) The Arctic Ocean

The true Arctic Ocean is the area which is either covered by ice all year round or
where, if the ice melts, fmther solar energy will be used rather for melting more ice than
for raising the sea temperature. In practice this equals most of the Arctic Ocean, with
the exception of parts under the influence of the Gulf Stream.
The southern-most part of the Arctic Ocean is the C,tnadian Archipelago west or
Baffin Bay; it may even include Hudson Bay. I n the southern hemisphere only the
Antarctic continent is high arctic, and the so-called Antarctic Ocean is subarctic, including the nora [i-inging the Antarctic continent.
From the definition of arctic conditions it could be expected that there are no algae at
all, other than ephemera Is, although nutrient conditions are sufficient to support a rich
plankton development during icc-free periods. However, kelp has also been observed; in
a year-round study CHAPMAN and LiNDLEY (1981) determined biomass and followed
development at Igoolik Island in the Canadian Northwest Territories at a latitude of
69°20' N, where ice cover persists for up to 10 rna )'1'-1. The average fresh biomasses of
kelps were: Laminaria solidungula, 867 g m- 2; L. long/cruris, 97 g m- 2; Agarum criboJum and
Alaria grandijolia, 26 g 01- 2 each. The productivity of L. solidungula was, according to
ditTerent measurements, 27 to 73 g C m- 2 yr- l . The biomass figures are far from those
recorded in subarctic waters but confirm the impression that low respiration rates are
more important than high assimilation for the production of biomass. Of course, as a
commercial resource all arctic biomass is out of the question.
(7) Unrecorded Uses of Algae

'From hand to mouth'-any direct use of the fruits of the seas, which is neither
measured nor reported, will regrettably be neglected in a statistical context. Industries
buying weed and producing liquid fertilizers or seaweed meal for fodder arc included in
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production statistjcs, farmers spreading canloads of drift weed for soil conditioning or
letting their sheep feed on landed plams are normaJly not accounted for. There are few
exceptions, e.g. France and New Zealand, where somebody has guessed at the extent of
such activities. Marine benthic plants also include the vastly distributed, richly producing sea grasses, which have been unfairly neglected, as their utilization is normally not
commercial.
In milkfish farms, the fish feed on green algae, cultivated for them in the ponds; other
fish farming is dependent on phytoplankton. No figures are available, not even rough
estimates are entered into assessments of the seaweed quantities involved.
The usefulness of seaweed and sea grasses reaches far beyond direct utilization by
man. In coastal waters, the benthic llora nourishes the benthic fauna which is the basis
for fish life. No coral polyps could build a 'coral' rccfwithout the cementing of encrusting coralline algae; hence the appropriate term should be 'biotic' reefs. Sea grasses and
mangrove trees play an important role in land formation. They are assisted by less
conspicuous but most importam filamentous algae, trapping finer soil particles, and
plant debris. In many waters blue-green algae fix indispensable nitrogen; in rice fields
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World harvest of marine algae on oceans and climatic regions. Thousand tons wet weight
(Original)
Ocean
E. Pacific

W. Atlantic
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Total
% red

1325
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53
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32·6
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% red
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5
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0
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0
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-
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-

-

-

0
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8
8
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0
25
25
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Fig. '1--6: Distribution 01' harvested quantities of marine algae in relation to climatic regions in
coastal waters. Black sectors: red algae; white sectors: brown algae. A: arctic; S: subarctic; C:
cold temperate; IN: warm temperature; T: tropical. (Original)

they may be the only fertilizers. In China, present research considers the possibility of
'fertilizing' the nitrogen-poor waters of the Yellow Sea by introducing a suitable nitrogen-fixing blue-green alga in order to amend the conditions for Laminario cultivation.
(8) Summary

A breakdown of world figures for harvests of marine algae on oceans and climatic
regions is given in Table 4-5 and graphically illustrated in Fig. 4-6.
(9) Conclusions
Seaweed utilization is rapidly increasing, but only as raw material for industrial
products and for human consumption-the latter within the three nations which are
already the biggeSt consumers of seaweed food: the Japanese, the Chinese, and the
Koreans. Two additional important lines are neglected: seaweed as feed and as
medicine. Exploitation of the therapeutic significance of seaweeds could mean better
health for billions of people. This obvious and urgent aim for a potential mutual effort of
those with know-how and those with need has been obscured by overriding industrial
needs for colloids and possibly also by the doubt in over-optimistic claims that seaweed
could save mankind from Starvation (which, of course, is not realistic). A rough estimate
shows that if 4- billion people were to share the present world harvest and consume il all,
this would give each of us three-quarters ofa kg yr- I in fresh weight, or 100 g yr- I in dry
weight. Only intensive mariculture, ocean farming, sewage reclamation, and harvesting
in the coldest seas could add to these modest averages. Compared to cereals, seaweed
will remain marginal in importance. However, this is no excuse for the present situation.
A properly planned effon in production and distribution of marine bl'nthic plants is
likely to decrease the sufferings of individuals and raise the health Standard and produc·
tion capability of communities.

4.2

PLANKTONIC PLANTS

Editor'J Note: Eight years of discussions and engaged correspondence with a number of
pOtential authors for this chapter have convinced me that, at preselll, the information
available on the world-wide resources of marine phytoplankters is insufficient for producing a comprehensive, critical chapter which focusses on this aspect of applied marine
ecology. While I initially succeeded to persuade successively three experts to author the
chapter, all eventually gave up. A fourth expert presented a review that turned out to
focus on the types of primary producers in the seas, their productivity, and the methods
used for measuring primary production (Volume I V), rather than-as requested-on
the potential resources which phytoplankters constitute in the various parts of the World
Ocean and on aspects of a potential management of such resources.
Of course, one cannot blame the experts for this. It was my fault to have insisted on a
chapter for which there is not suf1icient substance in the literature and on a topic
obviously without much interest. I had adhered to my original intention to have each
focal point reviewed in a concept de\'e1oped over many years 'rather than to follow, as
usual, the meandering path along which information happens to have accumulated'
(Volume 1: Forcwor'd, p. viii). But then, in a comprehensive, integrated treatise it seems
just as important to point out gaps in our knowledge than to summarize and critically
evaluate the information at hand. Here, then, is such a gap; another one was the topic of
Chapter 5.\ in Volume 1.
'1'he potential world-wide resources of marine planktonic plants are gigantic. However, marine phytoplankters cannot be harvested economically. In most cases, they are
too sparsely, widely, and irregularly distributed. Hence, man can make use of them in
economic terms only indirectly, i.e. after they have been collected, consumed, and
transformed into animal bodies in the food web.
Although in principle harveslable, temporary plankton blooms are still difficult to
predict and may contain detrimental or even poisonous substances (e.g. red tides:
Volume V, Part I, p. 356).
At present, the most promising way to exploit marine microalgae for man's use is to
cultivate them (Volume III). However, even in aquaculture, large-scale use of marine
phytoplankters for food and feed production still encounters a number of problems.
Attempts to market them as human food haw thus far been unsuccessful. Most phytoplanktcrs appear to be characterized by tastes, textures, or odours that make it difficult to
turn them intO palatable foods.
What is needed is the development of new processing techniques, possibly involving
(enzymatic) breakdown and subsequent re-synthesis of essential nutritive components
prior to end-pmduct marketing. Several marine planktonic plants have been shown to
have high protein contents and amino-acid compositions that witness high nutritional
values for animals and man. Also, the levels of carbohydrates, lipids, vitamins, and
nutritionally important minerals are often high and, in principle, of potential economic
interest. Here lies a wide open field of applied research, of interest to food producers and
to searchers for raw materials in industry and medicine.
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Resource utilization projects leading Ear into the ('lIurt' should furthtT include
atlempts to isolate the physiological mechanisms of CO 2 ami nltro~cn fixation ami of'
rcbted biochemical systems involved in the production or organic material from their
immediate cellular environment and to establish thcln in crll-fj'ee media (e.g. \'olunl('
Ill: Kinne and Rosenthal, 1977; Kinne, 1980, in press). Unicellular marine phytoplankt('r5 may hold the key for such moc!crn Lio-engineering projects.
Several hundred million tons or marine phytoplankters are presently used (lnllu<tlly (IS
food for commercially culli,ated molluscs and lishes. In research cultivation (Volumc
I I I, Pans I and 2), the number of planktonic plant species utilized as lood for a larg-e
variety of marine animals, especially at the larval stages, is rapidly increasing-, and the
use of phytoplankters as raw materials for a variety of ph ann ace utica I products and lor
other industrial uses appears at last to be attracting some attention now.
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(1) An Overview of World Fisheries
(a) Illlmdllction

Fishing- is olle orman's oldest activities, Exca\'<ltions of the ancient :Yliddle East sites
haH' found tablets gi\'illg recorels or the cHches or indi\'idu<ll types or lish which Gill
easilv I>e rccognized as the sam!' species supporting lIlt" <lrtis~ln~t1li';/I('I'jcs Orloelay, E\'cn
with the incl'l'asing us\' nlthc Sl'd li)r transportation, lor recreation, ~lIld, cspeci<llly in th"
last lCw \'(:'ars, as ~I source oroil and olhn minerals, lishing is still olle orman's main uscs
or the sea, Though the dcwiit'd ch;lracteristics or lishing haH' changed, the I>asic nature
orli"hillg 11<Is not cklngecl, The lisherman is still a hunter, depending on the wild storb
orlish to pr()\'ide his liq'lihood, He has tllnelore to I>c a practical cwlog-ist, undcrstanding the populations he pursues-wher\' lhe\' :IIT most abundant, the patt\'1'll or lheir
mon:lllcnts, and how thcy react to the weather and Ihe changing seasons,
.\s lishing g"rt'w rrom :1 purely subsislen('f' acti\'ily, p\,(J\'iding looel lor thc fishcrmall
and his 1:lmily, Ihe lishel'll1;ln alsu cam\' 10 depend on markcls 101' Ilis lish, !-'ish are \'('1'\'
perishable, and ('\'('n in temperate climates last al best a fe-w days unless sume form
jJt'csel'\',llion-until I'eccntly drying 01' salting-is used,
The growlh or lishnies throughout the world has thus I>een gO\'nned by the irlleraclions Urse\er:II difJerenl f;IC(()r~a high na 1lI 1''11 production or fish, the abililY lO catch ,I
desir;lbk species in good numlll'rs, mcthods of processing the fish al'ter caplurc, and lhe
presence or Illarke'ts 10 alJsorb lhc calchcs, ESjJl'Ci;,IIy in the lWO dccade~ between 195U
and I ~)7() lcchnieal imprO\'CnHTlls and gn'atcr ckmane! led lO an !'nurmous increase in
world-\\'idc cdtche~, lhOllgh this was preccded !J\' 1110rc localized jumps in proe!uctiull,
lor ex"mplc Ihe growth of steam trawlns in till' ."~onh Sea toward.s the 1'1\(\ or thenineteenth century, Tile lechnical ad\'ances at sea, especially in freezing fish at sea, and
in the supph alld opn;llion of lung-disl:llIce lishing Ileels, together \\:ith the imprO\ul
Iletwol k of wUrid lrade (a 1)luclin luna can he on the Tok\,(J marke{ ItJr sashima Wilhill <I
day or lea\ ing the walers on til(' C;lnadian east coast), h<l\'(' rerno\'ed ll1o.st of the
tcchnie,t1lilllits to the spread orlishing thruughout the world, Tr;lw\ers are lishing allthc
shalluw arr;IS li'om SpiLt!Jcrgen 10 South Georgia, and tuna long-I inns .scattered O\'l'r "II
the warmer oceans, Neverthelcss, lhe biological constraints mean that the bulk or the
world calch comcs li'om a tew rl'iati\'Cly reslrictcd ;lreas which are particularly t:I\'uurable lor fishing, The mOst oUlstanding or (hese are the cuastal upwclling areas 01' the
subtropical belt, oil' the semi-deseJ'l coasts or northwest :\Ii'ica, Namibia, Pcru/Chile,
and California (CS.-\). The .shallow shclLm~as ortemperatc wattt's, which !l<,,'C been (he
cradic or mosl lypes or lishing, also remain one of the most proclucti\'e regions,
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(b) Distribution of Catches
The nature of the fisheries in each region 01" the world is discussed in detail in the
following sections. A good graphical presentation is also given in the FAO Atlas of Ihe
World's Fisheries (FAO, 1981 a). Here only a broad oven'iew will be gi ven of' where th
fish are caught, who catches them, what species are caugl1l, ~tnd with what gcars. These
can be summarized in a series of tables, taken mostly ['rom the annual FAO Yearbook oj
Fishery SlalisllcS (FAO, 198Ic).
The first of these gives the catches from the m,uor areas into which the oceans have
heen di"idec! for statistical purposes Crable 5-1). The boundaries between these areas
correspond to the c1i"isions used in the later detailed discussion, but in addition three of"
the areas (eastern central Atlantic, eastern central Pacific, and the southeast Pacific
Oceans) have heen divided to treat the major upwelling areas separately from the
less-productive parts of' the same region. In addition to the marine catches, the catches
from inland waters arc also shown in Table 5-1 (and in the totals of national catches in
Table 5-2 below). To the consumer the difference between marine and freshwater fish is
not important-far less than the difference, say, between herring and lobster or sole.
Consideration 01" the freshwater catch is important to give a complete picture of fish and
fishing in human aflairs, especially in some parts of"the de"elopin~ world (central Africa,
parts of south and southeast Asia). No distinction is made in these tables between
production from aquaculture and catches from wild stocks. Cultivation accounts for a
significant fraction of the production from fresh waters ill some parts of the world
(notably China and India), though it 111 list be stressed that there is a considerable 'grey
area' associated with stocking and moderate supplemental feeding between intensive
aquaculture on the one hand, and completely unmamlgcd fisheries on wild stocks on the
other. So far as marine fisheries arr concerned, howe"er, cultivation does, with a few
exceptions, contribute little in terms of weight to the world fish production. The exceptions arc the culti"atioll of molluscs.(oysters, mussels, ctc.), mainly in western Europe
and Japan.
The striking feature ofTablc 5-1 is that although the ocean areas in each of the regions
are approximately equal, there are very large difTerenCl:s in the cCltches taken. Just two
regions (out of IS, excluding the i\ntarctic)-the northwest Pacific, (lnd northeast Atlantic-account between them lor close to half the world catch. The catches in the northwest PClcific-fi'olll the south coast of China to the western Pacific-exceed those from
the rest of' the Pacilic and the Indian Ocean combined; the catches in the Atlantic are
dominated by those in the northeast-from Gibraltar to Greenland and Spitzbergen-in
the same way.
This discrepancy arises essentially from two causes-the prorluctivilY of' harvestable
fish is not the same in all areas, and some areas are more he,\\'ily lished than others
(though this dillerenee is decreasing). Many f'aetors determine how productive an area
of ocean is of fish sui table for man to han·cst. R YTH LR (1969) has dramat iea lIy illustrated the differences that can occur between broad types of marine systems-the open
ocean, the coastal zone (approximately the continental shelf), and upwelling areas.
Criticisms can be made about the details of' his results, especially concerning the ditTerences he tween dinerent zones in the number of trophic levels between primary production and harvestable fish, and in the transfi'r efficiency between each level. Also the
division belween the zones is not sharp; there are many areas where there is weak or
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The~e alT I)~

IIU Illeam e\ ellh' distrihuted. The 110rLhea~t .\tbnlic ()ceall cOlHains
ollc-sixth or the shell' area or the world wilh the :'-iorth Sea being olle or the gre;tl
traditional lishin~ grounds, while Ihe arc or westCl'I1 Pacilir Orean I'rum till' Ja\a Sl';\
tlll'Ough lhr south <lnel rasl Chin<l Se<ls to j;lpan <lcrount 101 allOul onC-lhird, In rontnlsi. the Indian Ocean, and 1110S1 other part~ ur the .\t1antic <lnd the Pacific Oceans,
ha\'(' narrow sheh'es. In parts or the castel'll sides or the latter oceans the bck 01' shell' is
halanced by the presence of'sll'ong upwelling. The Peru\'ian upwelling and the associated
ancho\'C'ta lishcry, onCe the largest in the world. is probably the besl known or these, but
analogous s~ steins exist oll'Calilornia, and norlhwest and southwest. \I'rica. lu each case
the richness 01 the seas is in sharp contrast to the deserts, or Ileal' deserts on bnd, hOlh
hring raused by the same paucl'Ils ur winds,
0\'('1'

(c) \'ational Calchcs
Anolher way or looking at the distrilJltlion or calches is accordlllg lO the country
atching the fish. Sllmmary clata on natiollal lish ealches arc gi\'Cll in Table 5-:2. This
gi\'Cs the calches by till: major countrics (those Ih;ll ha\'(' taken 0\·1.... a milliOIl lons ol'lish
in one or more recent years), anel also b) the main geog-raphiral or politi\-al groupings,
[n addition to the catches in 1978, figures are also gi\'en lor 1950 (0 prO\'ide some idea of
the pattern or development in dilrerent areas.
Lookin~ lirsl at the figures Jor 1950 it can I)e seen how thc greater part ol'lhe calches
(nearly two-thirds or the total 01'21 million Ions) were taken by the de\'eloped countries
01' the \\·e::.tern worlel (including japan in lhi~ group), (jenerally thr~r catches were
laken li'om the rich resources <ll'Ound Ihe coasts ol'the coulltries concerned, which in the
case ol'jap,lI1 and the Lnitcd Slates with hOlh largc resourccs and largr 10c<1I markets
prU\'i<kd calches of sr\'Cral million tons, OtlH'r dC\T!oped countries witll plrnty or lish
IJuI smaller populations, nota!>'" :'\()n,,'a~ :lIlCl Canada. had dc\'('loped fisheries based
mostly on exports, to a large extenl in traelitional forms such as dried or salted cod, The
Lniteel Kingdolll also had catches ol'around a million tOII~, hut while l1Iuch ol'lhis carne
li'om local waters, the British fi~hery (or marc strictly Ihe English fisher~) also took a
substanlial pan or Its catch fl'om marc distant walers (e.g. around Iceland), a characleristic which becamr a lCallll'l' or other countrirs ill later years.
In con trast t he catches hy dc\'eloping COUll tries as a whole were st ill low in 1950,
1-'ishing was carried Out \'irtuall~ entirely hy anisanal fishrrmrn. usually wilh canoes
and other non-mechanized boats, ~everthcless, in countries with largc populations and
extensi\T areas or inland and shallow co,lSlal wat<TS thr nUluber 01' li~henl1cl1 were
:nough 10 pruducr substantial ratchcs; India and China hOlh recorded calches 01' O\'er
thrcc-quarters 01 a million tons (stati!>tics 01 the~e lisheries arc 1)\, their naturr not \ tT\'
precise, and the true calches Illay han' been 11I0rc) , Thrse totals include both li'esh\\:ater
and ll1dJ'in\' lish, and in mall\' de\ eloping countries, inclueling Iwth Inelia and Chin,l. a"
well as Illan~' .\Ii'iran countries, fi'eshw;ll<T catches mack lip a major part 01' the total
catch, Indrcd, where the lisher) popul~ltion was hi,~h, ane! tlJ(' li~h high'" prirl'c1 01
particularly ndnl'l'able 10 li~hing, declines in sun Ie inland fish slocb dur to lislling- \\'('1'1"
"II read \' !Jccoll1i I1g 110t icea hie, e.g. in the lishcn' lor the ,)(/Iolh('J(ldol/ {','Cllfelllll,' \ 'I dall/a} in
Lake \'ictoria (G,\RROI). 1961),
Devc!o!Jmcnts since 19:>0 ha\'e followed some \Try dillerent patlerlls. In the three
decades sinn: 19.-)() worlel catches ha\'e Ile;lrly trehleel, .\Io:>t countries ha\T sh,lred in this
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Table 5-2
Total landings, including landings from inland fisheries, in 1979 (1950 in brackets) by major
countries and groups of countries (thousand IOns) (Based on FAa Yearbook oJ Fi.lltfl,J Slatisllcj,
Vol. 4a)
Developed countries
USA
Canada
Japan
EEC

De\'eloping countries
(2957)
(1048)
(3374)
(2819)

Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
'K
Oillf'r weSlcrn Europe
Iceland
Norway
Portugal
Spain
South Africa
USSR
Other eastern Europe
Eastern Germany
Poland
Olhers

Total-Developed countries
-Developing countries
World total

Ali-ica

3511
1332
9966
4623
(251) 1738
(509) 732
(551) 365
(186) 427
(258) 324
(989) 905
6535 (3213)
(373)
(14·6B)
(307)
(598)

1645
2652
242
1205

659 (255)
9114 (1627)
11+8 (130)
(:~O) 224
(80) 60 I

263 (77)

37 I.') 1 (I 5 140)
34 I 35 (5760)
71 2B.') (20 900)

3701 (805)

Morocco
Ghana
Nigeria
Senegal
Tanzania
Latin America

(134)
(20)
(40)
(50)
(35)
10 128 (665)

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Cuba

(58)
566
( 153) !H3
(!l8) 26:3:{
( 10)
153
(H)
875
(11+) 3682

~1exico

Peru
Asia

280
230
53
30H
34-1

20 :203

Bangladesh
China
India
Indonesia
N. Korea
S. Korea
\1alaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Thailand
Oceania

(aJ
(912)
(817)
(+50)
(27.'))
(:219)
( 150)
(2+0)
(226)
(158)
103 (18)

6·10
405+
2:H3
17]2
1330
2162
69B
300
1·171i
1716

(aJ IIlcluded in Pakistan

expansion, but there have been exceptions. These exceptions are mostly those countries
who were already, by 1950, taking much of the potential harvest from the waters around
their coasts. The obvious example is the United Kingdom whose catch has removed very
close to a million tons for the whole period. Canada and the United States have experienced a somewhat similar stagnation. Although the catches off their coasts have grown
since 1950, these increased catches have been taken mainly by foreign vessels because
the fish concerned have been too low priced, or too expensive to catch, to attract North
American fishennen.
In contrast there have been many countries whose catches have greatly increased
since J 950. The most remarkable, and best known, has been the Peruvian anchoveta
lishery. Before 1955 the rich resources of the Peruvian upwelling system had hardly been
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used, except lor the production or guano. Around 1955 a fish-meal ushery stanco, partly
through using equipment made idle by the collapse of the Calilornian sardine stock.
Thereaher, helped by the large and grO\ving world market for fish-meal to supply the
rapidly developing broiler chicken industry, catches or anchoveta douuled each year
until reaching nearly 8 million LOns in 1965. Later, catches continued to grow, hutll10re
slowly, to reach a peak of over 12 million LOns in 19iO. Other countries whose catches
ha\'c also grown rapidly to supply the fish-meal market include Chile (hased on the
southern pan of the same upwelling system as Peru, with anchoveta also supplying
nearly all the catch), Norway (on a succession of pelagic species, shifting fi'om herring LO
mackerel to capelin as stocks decline), and Denmark (based on a \'ariety or small
species-herring, sprat, and Norway pout-in the ;'Ilonh Sea).
Almost as striking as the growth of the Peruvian fishery, and at least as important in
terms or value, though less well known, has been the growth of trawling by Thailano.
Prior to 1960 lhe large quantities or demersal fish existing in the wide shell' areas or the
South China Sea, including the GulfofThailand, had only been exploited to any significant extent in the shallowest areas near the coast, by a variety of relatively inefTicient
gears. In the early 1960s olter-board trawling was introduced by German technical
assistance, and the subsequent growth increased the catch of demersal fish hy a factor of
ten, to reach over a million tons by 1970. Their catches have continued to grow, if more
slowly, since then reaching over 2 million tons in 1978, putting Thailand in the top
dozen fishing countries in the world, ahead of" all European countries except Norway.
Though their growth has been less spectacular than those or Peru or Thailand most
other developing countries have seen their catches grow rapidly since 1950. A part of this
increase has been due LO the growth of export-directed industries. Peru and Chile are
exceptional amOllg developing countries in being major producers and exporters of
fish-meal. Many tropical countries, however, notably Mexico and India, produce large
quantities 01" shrimp. Because of their high price, shrimp earn important amounts of
foreign currency, and the de\'c!opment of the shrimp fisheries in several countries has
been pushed forward by outside interests, often in the form ofjoint ventures. The larger
part of the increase in the catches of developing countries has corne from the steady
growth and expansion 01" the existing local fisheries, without a great deal of outside
assistance. Improvements in gear and vessels, particularly mechanization, and, orten
equally important, imprO\'ements in marketing and distribution, have allowed the
catches of countries like the Phillippines and Indonesia, with great resources around
their coasts, to grow to over a million IOns.
While these developments or local fisheries hay" been striking, the feature 01" the
world's fisheries in the 1960s and 1970s which distinguishes them from earlier
periods-and almost certainly from future periods-has been the importance of longrange fishing. The invention of freezing at sea, and particularly of the large factory
trawler pioneered by the British Fairtry, has enabled countries with lew resources around
[heir coaSlS to become major fishing countries, as well as allowing those with good, hut
still limited, local resources to expand their catches beyond those limits. The most
noticeable examples have been the countries of eastern Europe; .Russian catches
increased nearly six-fold between 1950 and 19i5, reaching O\'er 10 million LOns in 19iG,
ann the expansion of Polish catches (to over HOO 000 tons in 1975) has heen almost as
stL"iking. Another im ponan t long-range fishing country has been J apan- p:.trticulaL"h· le)L"
tuna- hut others, including some developing countries (c.g. Republic
Korea, Chana,
and Cuba), have (heir own long-range !leels.
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The importance of lhese long-range flee-Is is shown in Table ;)-:l, which g-i\'(,:s lhe
sUllimary information on tllf calches by non-local \TSscis (i.f'. shifJs working off the
eoaslS or eouillries Olllf'r th~i11 lhal or their home port). Table 5-:3(:\) shows that this
nOIl-loea I lishcry is coneen tr<t ted in three ma in areas-the ;\Ion h Pacific O(Tan, lhe
.\orth .-\tlalllic Oceall and \\'est :\li'iean waters (principaJJy in the upwelling areas ofl"
the desert coaSlS or northwest ,(lid southwesl :\l"riea)- where ca lch rates a re high enough
to allract ships li'om br away. The c1ala are gi\'en lor 1972, since from that time onwards
countries were, in growing numbers, extending their jurisdiction O\'er fisheries rrom lhe
traditional 3 10 1:Z miles OUl, usually [Q :200 miles, in accordance wilh the new legal
regime that was emerging rrom the long t.Irawn-out United Nations Conference on the
Law ofth(: SC'l. Despilc the importance of local fishing in the northern t('mperate waters,
the rich grounds, such as oll":"oiewfoundlancl or in the Bering Seil, were allracti\'e enough
to long-range Oe(;ls, lor these \'essels to take up to a quarter orlhe LOtili catch from these
waters. all' \Vest Ali'ica, local-based fishing-particularly in the poor, sparsely inhabitcd coaSlS bordning- the richer fishing grounds-has been much less, and longdistance lishing has ;:tccounl('d for nearly two-thirds or the total. In most otber pans 01"
the world catch nues haw' not, fXCep! for tuna, been high enough to attract much
non-local lishing.
f\nothn way lO look ilt the impact or non-local jishing is in terms or the countries who
are doing the fishing, 01 oll'whose coasts they are fishing. This is showll in Table 5-3(B).
Contrary to what mighl be expected, this is nO! simply a matter 01" Oerts rrom the
advanced t.In·elopcd countri('s fishing oil' lhe coasts of the poorer cOLuHr·lcs. As already
nOled, a number ofde\'eloping countries (Korea, Cuba, Thailand) depend on fishing in

Table 5-3
(:\)

C~llChcs

by long-range \TSse's in 1972 according to region o'·C;Ij)ll.lI"<'
(lhousallcilOlls) (Based on Gu.L.\:\U, 197~)a, Table I)

:'-ion-local
,\r('a

TOlal

North :\lJamie ()cran
xorth I';lci lie On'an
\\'CSt .\11 ican walers
Olher area,

15 O:l(j
17305

5959
5190

II

6124
17654

3701
ISOI)

209
621

TOlal

5ti 109

16 :j59

H·II

.\11 species

Tuna

(H) Calches by long-range \"(sscls accOiding

to counlry (thousand lOllS) (B<lscd on GLLL\:-II>
1979a; Table 2)

Localion
'\,llionalily

or lishing \ esse I

De\"('lop... c1 countries
DCH'loping countrics
Total

or lishing ground

OJl"dc\"(.'loprd counlrics

011 c1e\Tloping countries

TOIal

I () 716

·+57:2
641

152HH

5:l13

16 :{59

430
II 1-1-6

1071
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the waters all' other countries lor a signj(jcanr pan 01 their catch. Equally, much 01" the
non-local fishing is done ofr de\'elopcd countrics, notably LSA and Canada in the
northern temperate warErs.
(d) Species Caught
The third way oj' looking at the world carches is in terms of the species caught.
Summary dara for selected gears from 1948 to 1978 are gi\'en in Table .'l-+. The total
number of species of fish, crustaceans, and molluscs that appear in commercial or
subsistence fisheries in one part of the world or another is unknown, but is cerrainly
large-probably thousands or tens of thousands. It would be unpracticable to list
catches of" them all, e\'en if the data existed. In f~lct, in most tropical countries-where
the largest number of species are caught-data on the species composition 01" the carches
are sparse and sometimes are completely lacking-a malleI' which makes the scientilic
study of the fish stocks and thcir state of exploitation \'ery difllcult.
For the large industrial fisheries of the de\'eloped countries, and for a growing number
of other fisheries, species data are a\ailable. Table 5-4 gi\'es thc breakdown of the total
catch according to the broad groupings used by FAa, It also lists the catches for a
selection of the major species (roughly those for which annual catches ha\'e exceeded
half a million tons).
Looking at {he indi\'idual species in Table 5-+ it can be seen that the two species that
were the mainstay of the traditional fisheries of northern and western Europe-the
herring and the cod-figure largely throughout the period, but their rclati\'e importance
has fallen more or less steadily. In 19+8, these twO species accounted lor o\'er -~ million
tons, or for O\'er 20% of the total (if figures were a\'ailable they would ha\'e shown an
e\'en greater share in earlier years and earlicr centuries; for a gelleral history or the cod
fisheries sec, for example, 1.\:\ IS, 195+). Since 1948 the relati\'e importance of" {hese
spccies has declined, and incleed since the early 1970s the actual catches ha\'e fallen,
following the collapse of" many of the herring stocks, especially on the eastern side of the
Atlantic, so that in 197H they accounted for less than 5% of the' total world catch.
Of the other m<~ior species, most are closely analogous to either cod (i.e. de'mersalli~h,
mostly gadoicls, of the temperate sheh-es) or herring (i.e. shoaling pelagic lish of" eithn
the temperate shelves, or the major upwelling areas). Among the closcst relatives to the
cod are the hakes (\'arious specics ol".lIerluccill.\) , which occur in Ilearly all rhe tempcrate
waters or the world. The Europcan species (.\1. mer/uce/uj) is less auundant (recellt
catches only about 150 000 tons) than se\'eral other species, nOlablv the Cape hakes
(actually two species, .\4. capensi:. <llld .'\4. parado.tll:» (i'om thr Hengucla upwell ing area ofr
southwestern Af"riea, for which the catches are shown ill the tabk, ancl which reached a
peak or over HOO 000 tons, The most important orthe relatiws oreod, in terms ofweight
caught, is now the Alaska pollock Theragra chaLcogramma. This species occurs in all colder
shelf waters of the North Pacific Ocean, from northern Japan to Alaska, and in particular on the large shelf area or the Bering Sea. Catches have reached over 5 million lons,
making this-lollowing the clecl ine of the I'eru\'ian anchO\ ela- the biggest single species
lIshcry in the world.
Despite rhe decline of the anchO\'eta, however, lhe hen"ings and their rclati\Ts (sardines, anchovies, etc,) still comprise the biggest single group of species, alld include
sC\'eral 01" the most important indi\'idual species. :\ lCature of mallY of these species has
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Table 5-4
World catches of main species and spt'cie" groups (million tons) (tlased on 1':\0 fwrbook 0)

I;ish,~)'

Sialislio)

Group

31
32

33

:H

Flounders
Cods, etc.
- Atlantic cod
- Ala"ka pollock
- Blue whiting
- Cape hakes
- Haddock
- Norway pOUl
Misc_ demersal
- Sand eels
- Atlantic redfishes
Jacks, mullets
- Capclin

35

36

37

T. capmsis
T. murphyii

Herring, sardines
- Atlantic herring
- Pacific herring
- Jap,lll pilchard
- Chit. pilchard
- Europe pilchard
- i\nchoveta
- Gulf menhaden
Tunas
- Skipjack
- Yellow/in
\!aekcrels
- S. ja/JOlliCIO }

- S. scombruJ
38
39
45
46
53
54
57
56

Sharks, ctc.
Unspecified
Shrimp
Krill
- Othcr crustaCeans
Oysters
Mussels
Squids
Clams
- Other molluscs

Freshwater species
Total·

1948

1958

1964

1970

1975

1978

1979

0·05
3·61
2·09
0·19
0·05
0·04
0'41

0'79
4'49
'2'56
0·34
0·04
0·08

1'19

0
0·30
0
0-46
0·38
0-08
0-10
0-57

2'23
0·10
0'55
I· 74
0·10
0·06
0
7·36
2'55
0·60
O-l-\
0-02
0..15
O' 78
(). 70
0·99
(). 24
0·20
0·99

1·16
11·86
2"Ll
5'02
0·06
0·66
0·53
0·69
5,21
0-52
0·60
5·89
2·25
0·32

1·\5
10·59
2'03
3'95
1'12
0'45

-

0:32

0·54

0'<.)'2

0'3:)
2·92
0-33

0-34
+9+
0-'14

0,+0
7·08
0'56

1·32
10'52
3·]4
:3-06
0·04
0·76
0·91
0·31
3-95
0-19
0-6t
4-07
1·51
0·06
0-12
21-57
2·32
0-5H
0-02
0-07
0·48
13·06
0-55
1'60
0-39
0-33
3-14
I· 79
0·68
0·51
7·55
0'98

1·26
10'41
'2·17

-

0·99
6-02
2-68
0-92
0·03
0'(4
0'59
0·11
2-93
0·12
0·70
1-97
0-04
0-03
0-01
18·72
3·54
0- 73
0
0·05
0·51
9·80
0- 71
1-20
0-'23
0-25

0- 18
0-55
0-02
0·03
0
4·72

O'H

O':~O

-

-

-

-

0·29
0·35
0·13
0'33
0'16
0·32

0·41
0·64
0·17
0-47
0-32
0-32

0·61
0·30
0·47
0'44
0-43

0·67
0·71
a-56
0·93
O' 71
0·31

13' 74
[·.'i3
0'48
0'53
0·23
1-07
3-32
0-54
2-07
0·54
0·51
"16
\·87
)'10
0·60
7- 35
1-33
0-04
0-66
0·135
0-47
1'19
0·94
0·45

2'49

5·31

6·00

6'41

7-39

2·:n
0-58
-

19-3

32·3

1'~l5

O·HO

51·4

66-2

66'5

• [ncludcs small quantities 01' miscellaneous animals not specilied in the table.

:~'90

0'55
0'52
0-:3'1
0'42
5·60
0'81
O' :~2
8·09
3'16
0·55
(,01
14·35
0·94
0·17
1'93
1·86
0·80
1'18
0·82
2'52
0-79
0'50
+76
2-56
0·72
0·61
7·62
1-65
0'14
1-07
0·90
0'56
1·34
1'12
0·64

O·:H
O··H
5·29
0-64
0·36
7·il5
2-9:1
0"\7
1'29
15,6-\
0'8-l
0-19
2-00
3-35
0-73
1-41
O'HI
:.1042
0·70
0·58
4-52
2-57
0·76
0'57
7,)0
1·53
0·39
1·07
0·87
0·58
156
1·013
a-55

7'50

7·92

70'5

7 J-3

Ranking of
indi\'idual
species in
1981

5
I
11
38
27
34

4

16
7
10
2
3
9
8
19
13
20
6
18

25
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been the high variability in the catches (e.g. MURPHY, 1977). This variability is best
known from the collapse of several major fisheries, e.g. that of the Californian sardine in
the I940s (MURPHY, 1966), of the Peruvian anchoveta in 1972 (GULLAND, 1975), and of
many North Atlantic herring stocks in the last decade. Changes are, however, not all
downwards. NAGASAKI (1973) has pointed out that around Japan the fluctuations in
dilTerent species of pelagic fish have tended to balance, so that the total catch has not
changed much. Of the species concerned, the most striking changes have been in the
catches of sardines Sardinops melanosticta. Catches of this species reached over 2 million
tpns in 1939, collapsed to almost not~ing by the 1960s, but very recently have recovered
to pass the I million mark in 1976 and over 3·5 million tons in 1981 (Table 5-4).
It is not clear how much of these changes in pelagic fish are due entirely to natural
fluctuation, and how much to the additional stress caused by fishing. Certainly the
fluctuations in the abundance of scales of sardine and anchovy observed in boltom
deposits ~lT California-and hence presumably of these species in the watl'rs
above-over a period of several centuries (SOUTAR, 1967) must have been due to purely
natural causes. Equally, the collapses of several pelagic stocks after short periods of
intense fishing can hardly be ascribed to coincidence. Elucidation of the factors causingdeclines in these stocks is necessary for the identification of the measures to achieve their
proper managemept and, as far as possible, maintain catches from them at a high level.
It is therefore a malter of both great scientific interest and practical importance.
A th~rd group of species that desnves mention are the tunas. Though the weight of
tunas caught is only about 4% of the total of all species, their high price means that their
contribution to the total value is much greater. Apart from the two species picked out in
Table 5-4--skipjack and ydlowfin-which are both strictly tropical, the major commercial species of tuna include albacore and bluefin, which are also widely distributed in
temperate waters. Indeed, the southern bluefin-believed to be a separate species-goes
deep into subantarctic waters in the southern Indian Ocean. Between the different
species tunas therefore cover nearly all the warmer parts of the ocean waters. The distribution of tuna fishery-and more particularly of the fishery with long-lines by Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan-is equally wide. It therefore provides the exception to the general
picture of commercial fishing being concentrated on-and indeed almost confined
to--- the shelf areas, and particu lar! y the upwelling areas.
(e) Gears Used
The fourth way of looking at the fish catches is in terms of the gears used in catching
them. There are no comprehensive statistics that describejust how much fish is taken by
each type, but it is clear that the world production is dominated by two main types of
gear: trawl and purse-seine. In round figures, the various types of trawl probably
account for about half the world catch; ca. one-third (including much of the 20 million
tons that go into fish-meal) is taken by purse seine, the rest by other gears.
This dominance by just two basic types of gear is relatively new. The rising importance of these active gears dates only from the time when it was found possible to use
machinery to replace manpower in handling fishing gear. Historically, fisheries have
relied much more on less active gears-especially on hook and line. Even now these
gears are the mainstay of the artisanal or small-scale fisheries of the developing countries, and provide employment for far more people than the technically more advanced
methods.
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It is impossible here to more than touch on some ortlle more' intercsting- types of gear
u~rcl. The num bel' of dilrcre:n t ways that someone, somewhere, has managed to dr\'ise to

catch fish, taking advantag-t often or special local condition~, is bewildering. In one of
the standard' descriptions or the fishing gears or the world, VON BR:\:\iOT (1904) gives 15
basic classes or gear, each of which is fUl'thcr di\'ided into a dozen or more dim:rent
types. The main outline or this classilication, basr.c1 originally on the discussions al Ihe
Jo'i\O Fishing Gear Congress in 1957 (KRIS'IJONSSON, 1959) is as follows:

Collecting by hand
Although this is the simplest possible method of fishing, and normally limited to the
poorest fishermen collecting shellfish ofTthe beach at low tide, this class includes highly
successful fishermen of southeast Australia (and elsewhere), who collect abalolle while
using SCUBA gear. However, their contribution to the worlel food supply is small.

Har/Joom' lind spenT.\'
This method is besl known (or notorious) as the method IIsed by the whaling industry
(see also Volume I I [: KI:'-i\"E, 1977); otherwise it is virtually only IIsed by iudi\'idual
fishermen, probably as much for suGsistencr as
commercial activity, but in variou~
lorms is widespread throughout tbe world.

,I

Stupej)in,1.!, mttlwdJ
The IOtal production li'om these methods is small, hm the uncontrolled use of poison
or of explosives (especially on coral reefs) Cell1 cause more long-term damage to the
re~ource than les~ indiscriminate methods which catch much more lish,

Hooks and lineJ
This i~ generally thought oras a lypical melhod of fishing of the ,Imateur sportsman.
:\s such the contribution to the total catch is far from negligible C\TJ1 in the sea, e.g. in
the coastal waters of the United States the sports catch exceeds the commercial catch or
all but a handful of specie'S. In addition catches by long-line'S, trolling, squid jigs, elC,
account (or a good proportion of the commercial catches of some or the larger and more
\'aluable species, such as tulla or halibut.

Traps
Though widely used, in forms that range from enormous madragucs L1sed for tuna in the
Mediterranean Sea to small devices lhat art' remini~ccnt of nothing so much as aquatic
mouse-traps, the total catch from traps is small. On an industrial seale they are mostly
used for lobsters and crabs, but they are also important as one or the main ways (with
Jines) of harvesting bottom-living fish on rough ground, including coral reefs.
11 erial I raps

These depend on the fact that many fish attempt to escape enemies by leaping out of
lhe water. Onee out of the water, they lack control, and can be caught fairly easily.
Several forms of this type of trap, e,g. in Thailand and on Lake Chad, even arrange
for the fish to fall directly into the fisherman's boat. Aerial traps are not a method for
bulk catches.
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Scoop netJ and bag nets
Kept open by a Ij'ame, thcse are the predeccssors or the trawl. The larger types (stow
nets) depend on the now of the tide; the smaller ones are worked by hand. Thcy are 110\-\'
not importanL e'ven in the artisanal sector.

Dragged gear
This class contains dredges, and the many forms of trawl (one-boat or two-boat,
mid-water or bottom, etc.). Despite its importance to modern industrial fishery it is not
widely used in less advanced fisheries.

Seine net
Beach seines were probably the most powerful type of gear in the pre-industrial age.
Some of them, for instance along the west coast of [ndia, could reach enormous sizcs,
and it is said (PHILLIPS, 1966, quoted by VON BRA'JDT, (972) that Maori seines in New
Zealand were a mile long and required 500 people to haul them. E\'Cn today seines
accoun t for a large part of the catch in several developing coun tries, bu t are not important in industrial-scale lisheries_

Surrounding nets
This class includes the modern purse seine, which alone accounts for a big share of
catches in industrial fisheries for all types of pelagic fish. The ancestors of the purseseine-Iampara nets and ring nets of various types-ha\'c a long history, and are still
commonly used in many parts of the world_ The use of lights to attract and hold fish
while the net is set around them is \'ery common.

Drive-in nets
Though fish can be driven into many types of gear, these relatively uncommon gears
rely on driving the fish by splashing on the surface, by the fishermen swimming, etc,

Lift nets
Various devices which wait for the fish to collect over the net, and then lift them out or
the water are widespread, Because they usually require a large fi-amework of poles they
are a conspicuous feature of harbours and river mouths, particularly in the developing
countries, though the total catch taken is small.

FalLing gear
These work on the opposite principle, coming at the fish from above. The picturesque
cast net is a typical example of this class ofgear. It pro\'ides widespread employment but
not much fish in poorer countries.

Gill-nets
With the replacement of drift nets by purse-seines and pelagic trawl as the chiefway of
catching herring and other pelagic fish, catches by this class ofgear have declined. While
no longer important in the de\'eloped coulltries, except locally, gill-nets of\'arious types
are still widely used in the poorer areas.

Tangte-net.
These relatives of the more size-selective gill-nets are moderately widely used when a
\'ariety of sizes or species of fish are being pursued, but are nowhere very important.
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This \'Cry brirl'catalogue witncs~rs lh~ll it is impossible to lalk aboul a t\'PiGtlli~hing
gear. Fishermcn ha\'f' de\·ised a wiele \'ariety ol'gears to take advantage or the beha\'iotll'
ordilkrenl species, \'arving physical conditions orcstuaries and ri\Trs, etc. What is less
clear rrom such a sUlllmary, but emerges fi'om looking al gears li'om dillerent parts orthc
world, is the degree [0 which lishermen in diflerenl places han' found \'cry similar
solulions to similar problems. Large hraeh seines arc lound in mosl places when: open
sheking be;lchcs and lhr presence of big schools or fish close inshore gi\'C fa\'ourable
physical and biological conditions [or this sort or gear. The type of basket trap used in
the coral reclS ol'lhe Indian Ocean is almost identicallO the lraps used in the Carihbt:cll1
Sea.
To some CXl("nl the replacement of wind and human muscles hy engines as the prime
source or energy lor fishing, and {he subsequt:nt de\'clopmenl or the trawl and purseseine, has lcnded to reduce the \'(triely or gears. Certainly, anyone whose introduction to
commercial lisheries was the lhri\'ing trawling ports or the Humber or the Elbe in {he
early 1970s mighl be rorgiven for feeling thal fishing had hecome syonyrnous with
trawling. The successi\'t~ oil crises, the need lO be less indiscriminate in order to protect
lhe more \'ldncrable stocks, and the reduced access to many grounds as a rcsult of
changes in {he bw or the sea, arc all helping to 1'C\'Crse this lrend towards the large
super-trawler or super-seiner as (he ultimalc fishing machine. The present demand is for
something lhat is more Ilcxible and requires less I'uel. Some of' the more successl'ul
technological ad\'ances in recelll \TarS haH' concerned the less energy-consuming types
ol'gcar, e.g. long-lining or squid jigging, making them less labour intensi\'e (e.g. through
machines to bait (he hooks aUlomatically) while I11dilllaining the other ddvantages.

(I) Processing and \t1arketing
TIlt' fInal assessment ol'the world lish catch is in ttTlllS ol'how the fish is lreated once it
is landed. Tablc 5-5 shows the changes ill the disposilion of the \Vorld catches since 1938.
Fin' main melhods arc distinguished: utilization of fresh lish, freezing, canning, and
curing for direct human consumption, and reduclion to meal and oil 101' feeding to
uroiler chickens and other farm animals. !-'iIi)' years ago more than hall' the catch was

'Llhlr .5-.1

Disposition or world landings of lish, according lo main uses. Average annual quantities (million
tom) (Based on 1",\0 Yearbook rlj FiJhery Statistics)
Disposition

1938

Fresh
}
heezing
Curing
Canning
Meal and oil
\-1 iscellaneous

II·]

TOlal

19tH-52

1953-.57

1958-62

1963-67

1968-72

1973-77

1978

12'6

15·9
3·5

IB·9
9·5
8,]

:)-6

3·6
H·O

17·9
6·0
8·2
4·7

16·2

1·0

1·0

1'0

22· 7
],0

19,(
12·5
7·9
9·3
19·0
]·0

20<)

5·7
),5
]. 7
1·0

10'l
1·2
5·7
I·g
2·0
1·0

21-0

21'9

28'9

3!}6

66·3

69·1

72·4

].g
7· I
2·7

7-6

54']

6-:2

IJ<Z
H'I
9· 7

20·0
1·0
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consumed fresh (so little was frozen that the amounts were not distinguished in most
statistics), and more than halfofthe rest was cured-smoked or salted. Since then these
uses have declined in relative importance; the amount consumed fresh has grown fairly
steadily, though less rapidly than the total catch, while the amount cured has not
changed much. In contrast the amounts (i-ozen and canned have increased steadily. The
quantities used for fish-meal have increased even more, but less steadily; after growing
extremely quickly in the late 1950s and 1960s they reached a peak of around 25 million
IOns in 1970 and have since declined. This rapid rise and partial decline coincides with
the rise and collapse of several fisheries directed almost entirely at the production of
fish-meal (e.g. Peruvian anchoveta; herring, fished in NOl"\vay by purse seine). As these
fisheries collapsed there have been few other alternative stocks which olTered the necessary high catch rates that could support new fish-meal fisheries, and maintain the
overall world production. The growth of new large-scale fish-meal fisheries, where they
might otherwise have occurred (e.g. on anchovy in the southwest Atlantic Ocean), has
also been discouraged by increased production of soya-bean meal. This provides an
alternative source of protein for supplementing animal feeding stulTs; fish-meal can only
be marketed if it can be sold at a price competitive with soya-bean mea1.
These changes have been reflected in changes in the pattern of world trade in fisheries.
Until recently the only form in which fish could last long enough for international trade
was dried or salted. The traditional international fish trade was the export of salt herring
from the Nonh Sea countries to eastern and southern Europe, and of salt and dried cod
from the North Atlantic countries (Newfoundland, Canada, Iceland, Norway), tG southern Europe, as well as to West Africa and the Caribbean. While some remnants of this
trade-at least in salt cod-remain, most curing is now done for trade within the
country. In the developed countries this is mainly done to make a more attractive
product, but in many developing countries smoking or sun-drying still remains the most
usual way of enabling fish to reach consumers away from the coast or productive inland
waters.
The flow to developing countries from the big fishing countries of temperate waters is
now more often in cans. Canned mackerel from] apan has become a standard source of
cheap protein in many parts of southeast Asia and Oceania. With the collapse of many
herring stocks, herring has become a much less important item of international trade,
particularly as a low-cost product for poorer people. Similarly, most of the cod catch is
now frozen. In the form of fish fingers, or similar products, it appears in the richer
countries' supermarkets. The main flow of cod is now from Canada, Iceland, and
Norway to the United States and western Europe.
In some cases the flow has actually been reversed, fish going from the poorer countries
(generally short of high-grade protein) to the richer countries. The commonest case is
that of shrimp. Penaeid shrimp of va rio liS ;;pccies are widely distributed throughout the
tropics. and are common whenever conditions are favourable. Only a simple freezing
plant is required to produce a high-valued product which can be relatively easily marketed. Many tropical countries have important shrimp fisheries, and the exports of
Mexico, India, Indonesia, and Thailand have each exceeded $100 million annually
(including other crustaceans and molluscs). The direct contribution to local food supply
iJy these fisheries may be small. Though in some areas, especially in southeast Asia, it is
the contribution of shrimp to the catch that maintains the economic viability of trawl
fisheries for shrimp and finfish; the fish are used for local consumption. However, in
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mosl cases the social v,duc or the lishnies as prO\'ider or c'11p!oyllH'nl and gcne-raln.- of
cash is comideral>le.
Tuna also ;11"1: distributed from lropical walers to the COIISU11ler in (CIl1I XTat CalTas-nowbly Japan anel the Uniled States, SOll1e are exported ill cans, hUI mas! ,liT
rro'l.en, in part J()r sll!JseqllclIl canning in lhe recipielll country, ;11lt! in pari lor dircct
consumption, In the case of Japan this Illay il1\'oh'e freczing at 'TI'\' I()I.\.' IClnpcratures
(-30 0 to - 10 0C:) ten the higl1-\'aluecl sashimi markct. 1:01' thcse species or larger IUlla
the dirrn il1\'oh'cTllent or dcveloping countric-s relatively close to lhe lishing grouncis
may be sillali. since Illuch tuna is caught by long-range Ileets of plll'se-Sei1ltTS or longliners,

(2) Regional Resources and Present Fisheries
(a) Introduction
The fisheries resources arc grouped hc-re in broad regions characterized by generally
homogeneous ecological conditions: northern temperate waters; upwelling areas on the
eastern continental coasts; tropical areas; southern temperate areas, and other resources (Southern Ocean, open ocean), For the most part subdivisions of these
broad regions correspond to lhe statistical regions used by FAa in its Yearbook 0/
Fi~her)' Slali.llio and other publications. They also correspond in most cases to the areas
or responsibility of lhe various regiollal fishery bodies. The exceptions arc some of the
major upwelling areas (Peru, California, and northwest :\Ii'ica) which ha"e been treated
separately from the rest of the region. For each region a Jescription is given or the nature
of' the resources, a brief' history or the major fisheries, the present pattern of fishing, and
the possibilities for increased production or impro\'cd management. The material is
largely drawn Ii'om the repons of working partics and other actj,'ities or the various
regional fishery bodies, much of which is produced in a summary lorm in the annual
reports prepared by F:\O for its Committee on Fisheries (FAO, 1ge1),

(b) l"orthern Temperate \Vaters
/Iiurlhfl/jl Allaillic Oceail
j{(',IUIlI-ce~

This is one or the richest rrgions or the world, ranking second in weight caught only
alier the northwest Pacific Ocean, and accounting lor about one-lil'th of' lhe total world
mc\fine lish catch. It is also among thr most complicated regions, Four major subregions
can be distinguished: northern waters (f'rom Greenland and Iceland to Norway and north
Russia); Baltic Sea; waters around the British Isles; and southern waterS from Ushanl to
Gibraltar.
\11 subregions, except the last-mentioned, have large areas of relatively shallow
water-allOgether nearly one-fifth of' the lolal shelf area of the world, This, and the high
primary producti,-it)' of much of the region, explains the richness or t he local fish slocks,
while their closeness 10 some of the world's biggest markets accounts for the earl> and
sustained de\'elopment of the fisheries on these stocks.
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I n the northern region, the fisheries have been dominated by two species: the cod and,
a little way behind, lhe herring. Even now when some of the stocks have been depleted
by over-fishing, and every effort has been made to make full use of the other species
(among which haddock and redfish are the most important) cod still mak(' more than
half of the total demersal catch from the subregion. While herring is the only pelagic
species that has been used to any significant extent for human consumption, the biggest
pelagic catches are now those of capelin, used mainly for production of meal and oil.
Cod and herring are also important around the British Isles, but the more southerly
species-especially whiting, plaice, and sole among the demersal species, and mackerel
among pelagic species, as well as smaller species such as sand eels, Norway pOUl, and
sprat which are chiefly used for fish-meal-are also important. In their review of the
west of Scotland stocks, GORDON and DE SILVA (1980) list about 40 species for which
some biological information is available, as well as twice as many for which there are
published data on distribution. Thus, no one species dominates the catches in the
subregion as a whole, and there are some tCII species which contribute at least 5% to the
total. More significantly, each of these tt'n is sufficiently common, at least locally, and
sufficiently distinct in its distribution to be the main support to some group offishermen.
The Baltic Sea is a peculiar region . .It is connected with the open ocean by narrow and
very shallow passages between the Danish islands and between Denmark and Sweden.
Salinity decreases steadily from the Belts, where it is 200/00 S on the surface and 300/00 S at
the boltom, to not more than 2%0 S at the ends of the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland. The
lack of strong circulation also results in the periodic build-up of low oxygen concentrations in the deeper parts of the Baltic Sea. This build-up is assisted by the development
of a strong halocline, with the surface waterS being almost fresh, and the inflow of high
salinity water being restricted to the bottom layers. The amount of inflow, which seems
to be governed by the strength and persistence of westerly winds, seems to vary appreciably (FONSELIUS, 1962) and this has an important impact on the fish stocks, and marine
life in the Baltic Sea generally. Only a few marine species have coped sufficiently
successfully with the unusual conditions in the Baltic Sea to become commercially
important. Three species-cod, herring, and sprat-account for some 80 to 90% of
recent catches, and much of the rest of the catch is of a variety of catadromous, anadromous, and freshwater species.
South of the British Isles there is a marked change in species composition, with the
typical northern species (cod, herring, etc.) giving way to a more southerly fauna (sardines, hake, sea breams). A number of species, notably hake and mackerel, occur also in
the waters around the British Isles, particularly in the more oceanic waters to the west,
but to a large extent this part of the region (from Ushant south to Gibraltar) has at [east
as much in common with the northern part of the eastern central Atlantic Ocean, from
Gibraltar southwards as with the waters around the British Isles. Unlike the rest of the
region, the continental shelf is narrow, except in the northern part of the Bay of Biscay,
and the total potential is low compared with the more nonhern waters, even though the
upwelling system, which is responsible for the rich resources ofT northwest Africa,
extends seasonally as far north as Portugal.

The fisheries
The history of the fisheries in the northeast Atlantic Ocean is to a large part, and
especially up to the last couple of decades, the hislOry of world fisheries. Excavations of
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waste dumps in ancient sites ha\T shown the importance or lishing in northwestern
Europe, especially around the ,'Iorth sea and Baltic seas, e\'en in prehistoric timcs. The
later importance or lishing, and especially or salted anc! dried cod ~lnc! herring- in the
rq~ional economy and ill international trade, is horne Out in the history or the region. For
example, a major dispute between England and the Low Countries in the se\'enteenth
century and one orthe causes of the Anglo-Dutch war:; orthe middle orthe century, wa:;
0\'('1' fishing rights lor herring in lhe North Se~l. Again the changes ill fortune in the cities
of the Hanseatic League JUI'ing the \'1iddle Ages can be ascribed in part to changes in
the distribution of herring in the northern ~orth Sea, the Baltic Sea, and the southwestern coast or Norway. Beca usc in :;everal of the fisheries the fishermen could not work far
li'om the coast, they were particularly ndnerilble to changes in the behaviour or migration pattern of the fish, which could take the lish out of their reach. HC)CLL:\U (1978),
for example, has described the changes ill the herring fishery ofT the western coast of
Sweden, which has ueen subject to large flUCllli.llions. The exact periods seem subjcct to
argument, though certain periods (1556 to 1.')89, I H7 to 1808, and 1877 to 1906) clearly
tealllred a high local a\'ailability of' herring.
For the purpose 01' understanding the fisheries in the I980s and their prohlems, the
important part of fisheries history "tarts with tile application ofinclustrialtechnolog\' (0
lishery, and especially with the replacement or human muscle by machine". Here is a
clear difference between the demersal fisheries (lor cod, plaice, etc.) and the pelagic
fisheries (particularly lor herring). The presen t phase or demersal fishing Sla ned a Ii lIle
over a century ago, around 1875, with lhe start of the English steam trawler fishery in the
southern North Sea. The history orthis development has heen well descrihed by ALWARD
(191 I) and summarized by CCSH I:\G (1966). Coupled with the availablity or icc that
kept the fish rresh on board for many days, and a good network of railways that took the
fish quickly /i'om the Humber ports of Hull and Grimsby to the inland markets, the
lishery was initially highly successful (ALW.\IW, 1932). This success was repedted stock
alter stock throughout the world. While the success lasted, the Oert grew in numbers and
size of \·essels. Thi:; growth was ine\'itably followed hy a fall in abundance of the
fa\'oured species and a drop in catch rates "lid in profits. The more enlerprising lishermen then looked li.lI'lhn afield, first to the more northern parts or the r\'orth Sea, and
then outside the ~orth Sea. For some three-quarters or it century there was a steady
expansion, mostly northwards 10 the Faroes, Iceland, northern ~orwity, and the Barents
Sea, and westwards to Greenland and Labrador, hUI also southwards. [n the early years
01 the century, English trawlennen-who took the lead in this expansion-were lishing
lor plaice oil' northern Russia (rderred to by them erroneously as the White Sea; ATKI'\SO:", 19(8), and for hake 00- \-loroceo.
As the expansion pl'Ogressed, the fisheries on the grounds first exploited tended (0
stagnate for a time. This was especially the case when the !leet had grown in numbers
too much, but the indi\'idual \'essels had not the size or range to mO\'c to other ground".
The best example was the British ~orth Sea fleet of steam trawlers during the interwar
period. The high catches which lasted for a couple or years (1919-1920) because the
stocks had enjoyed 4- yr or \'ery little fishing initiated the building or numerous new
ships. Thesejoinedthe large !lumber of vessels which had been built, on trawler designs,
for mineswceping during the war, to give a fleet unsuitable for anything except trawling
in the North Sea, and so large that the individual vessel could cam lillie more than its
basic running costs. As a result the Oeet changed lillie, except for a few losses, between
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I1120 and 19:)9- a faCl which had an importaJll side-cHecl on llie dC\'E~lopmcn t of fish
jJopubtion dynamics. The classic work or BE\'FRTO\"j and HOLT (1957), based mainly
on Ihe plaice fishery between the wars, gives lhe impression {hat a long period or roughly
conSlant fishing elJort is typical of' fish cries. This aspect or the plaice fishery is \'Cry
untypicaJ and theTe are \'cry lew fisheries-other than the tradilional artisanal
fisheries-thaI have remained steady, even over a whole decade,
Gllimalclyeven the British ~orlh Sea (Jeet adjusted to the local conditions-wealher
and sea, distance from P0rl to the fishing grounds, and calch rates (and hold capacity
required). This resulted in a Oeet of trawlers appropriatc to these conditions. The vessels
now rangc rrom large stern trawlers (usually with freezing capacity) of as much as 1000
tons CRT or more working in the harsh waters arEast Greenland or thc Barents Sea, to
small coastal trawlers, with a crew 01'2 or 3, working on inshore waters or the Baltic Sea,
or in the English Channel. In either case a fairly smooth linc of descent can be traced
from the original steam lrawlers of'the North Sea in the late nineteenth century. In Ihis
descent changes are noticeable beyond the slow evolution: these include the transition
from steam to motor propulsion; the introduClion to the \'igneron-Dahl gear in the
I920s; the change from side-trawling to predominantly stern trawling (first in the very
small vcssels, and the very largest factory trawlers, and now for nearly all sizes); and the
reversion to beam trawling ror soles and some other flatfish, Special mention must be
made of the growth of fishery for small species (sand eels, ~orway pout, cte.) lor
fish-meal and other industrial purposes (pet food, or lood for trout and mink farms;
Popp M.-\DSE:-.i, 1978), This grovvth in the 1950s and I960s parallf'led the growth of the
grea t purse-seine fishtlries for pelagic species, also in terms ofcatch reduction to meal and
oil. This has taken place mainly in the North Sea, with Denmark being tile leading
country, With minimal handling on board, small boats and small (2 01':3 men) crews can
deal with large quantities offish. Though lhe main target species ha\'e little or no \'alue
lor direct human consumption, there is inevitably some by-catch or more valuable
species (especially haddock and whiting), which has gi\'en rise to considerable argument, at all levels up to Prime Minisler, bctween Ihe countries engaged in these lisheries,
and those lor direct human consumption.
The pelagic fisheries-for herring, mackerel, pilchard, etc.-were slower to emerge
Ir'om the traditional pallern into the age or moclern technology, As late as the 1950s lht
bulk of the British herring catch was taken in driet nets in a manner (except ror the
replacement of sails by Sleam lor Ihc means ofpropl.llsion) which had changed little for
ages. Trawling (or herring--at first mostly with uOllom trawls rather than mid-wattr
trawlers-was started before thc war, but the modern age or the pdagic lisherics really
slarted with the use or purse-seine and power block. In the )iorth Atlanlic this was first
used on a large scale by the Norwegians. The Norwegian fishery, working mainly lor
fish-meal, grew rajJidl~' in the 1950s and I960s, directcd first on herring (P,-\RRISH and
S,\\'ILLE, 1967), lhen on mackerel (H.-\\IRE, 1978) and, more recently, on c<lpelin; it
reduced several of' these stocks to \'ny low levels before adcquale controls were introduced, [c('"land and ot her COUllt ries ha \'C also adopted the purse-seine, and in northwest
Europe thrrc is now a fleel of' highly elTicirnt \'essc!s, capable or catch rales well ahm'e
the tolerancc capacity or the resources, if they werc to be maintained Ihroughout thc
year. The pressures or these technologically elTicicnt ancl highly mobile l1eels arc among
the major problems or managcmenl in tl1l'se regions.
The rise of trawl and purse-seine has not complctely eclipsccl other methods orrishing.
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In the 0Iorth Sea the Danish seine, ill either its Scottish ('lly-draggillg-') or [);lllish (I"rom
anchor) I"orm has remained an rtkcti\'e altcrnati\T to the {rawllor haddock alld whiting,
or plaice and cod, ITSjJCCli\ d\"o requiring sm;dl l!('ws <lnd (esjJccia'h' ti'Ol1l ,1nchorJ less
I"uel. \IOSI ol"thc miscellancous lishing metllOcls are wilh sillall hO;llS luI' lh('lf'sS COlllnlOn
types ol"sea lood, e,g, (raps lor crahs or lolJSlerS, but ill 1«'laml allClnorthnll :'\iurwa\' the
traditional fisheries lor spa\"lIns wilh gill-nets ;md othcT gear arf' slill a signilicant
component 01" til(' coel lisllCry,
The result has been lhat the northeast l\tlalltic includes as grral a varicty of fishillg
methods and fishing \"Cssels ,IS am' jJ,trt 01" the wadel, Social hlctors ha\"(' maintained
some or the simpler methods in the lTlore isolated ;lreaS, while elsewllf're ecollomic forccs
ha\'e caused Ihe ('\'olulion or highly dlieient ,lIld technic;dly ach'ancecl methods, This
only rarely has mcalll thr usc or \'er\" large alld fxpensi\"(: \'essels, Onl\" in the ex{remf
west and nurth or thr regiun, oll'Crecnland and in Lhe l:3arents Sea, has the weather and
the distance li'om pan allowe'd lhe 10ng-tfl"lll success 01" tlte large' I~lctory-trilwler-tlle
popular image ol"nlOdern lishing, Elsfwhere il is the slllalllO medium-sized \'('ssel, ulten
still {~lInil\" owned, that represents cl1icient lllodern !l,m"('sting.
niP

olf/lf ~/ llif Jlock.,

The state or the Slacks is n:gularlv reviewed bv a bewildering array ol"workll1g groups
ul" ICES,* dealing ('ither with indi\'idual stocks or, more' usually, groups 01" stocks in a
particular area, \:Iost or (Il('sr now meet annu;dl), and thcir repons, a\'ailable as working p'l!xrs at the annual meeling or ICES, arc rt'\"iewC'd and surnmarizccl by ICES's
:\d\'isory COlTlmillff on Fishery \'bnagemrnl (.\(:1-"\1), The :\(:1-'\1 report is presrllled
10 thf' Baltic Sea Fishery Commissioll and to the :\ortlH'ast :\tlanlic Fisltny Commission, as well as to nalional go\'ernmrnts, and is thr basis lor the m,tnagemf'lH measures
taken, especially lor the Ic\'el 01" the Total :\IIowable (:,It,hes luI' lhe lonhcoming )'ral".
"'hill' this report is readil\' a\'ailable wilhin ICES, it is not so well circulaled outside
,-\!so tlte pressure UII lhose scientisls carrying OUI Ihr assessments is such lhat they kl\e
lillie tinl(' to bring the work La lhe st;tge orlannal jJublic<ttion. ,\ Ilutable rxception is the
report of the symposiulll on the :\orth SC'a lisherie" held in 1975 (HI::.\II't-:I., 197H).
Otherwise this In'iew 01" ,hr state 01" the stocb i" largely laken li'om Lhe Iinpublished
repurts 01" lhr ICE:::; wOl"killg parties, and espccially tlte ,tnnual reports 01' 1\(:1-'\.'1.
Thf /lOll/urn reltlOll

The situation in this rq~iol1 is IIIOSt rasily descrihrd, since the C\'ents in rach 11I,ljor
stock ha\'(' largely (ollowrr! the simple stock ,ISSf'SsmC'I1L models. Fig, 5-1 shows trends in
the lotal catch of ,ad li'om the so-called ,-\rclO-:\orwegian stock, <md the estimate 01" lhe:
total amOunt or fishing on it. This lishery wkes place in threr main ,lreas: (i) <It Lhe
beginning of the: year and on lhe approaches to the spawning arra ,lrOLind the Lolotfn
Islancls; (ii) in the keding grounds lu the north-Irom Bear Island to Spitzbergen; (iii)
10 the coast in the Barents Se'<L Ii,otn the Russian coa~' northwards, Before the Second
World \Var, catches rapidly expanded (as diclthe' amounl ol"lishing, particularly by the
growing English clistant-water fleel, though I"ull statistit"~ arc not 'l\'ailahlc), reaching a
peak in 19:37, Catches ,md etlon dropped during the war, but reCO\'elTd rapidly to the

• Imcrnalional Council lor lhc Exploration uf Ihc Sea,
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Fig. 5-1: Trends in total catch and amount of fishing on the Arcto-Nor... . egian cod.
(Reproduced by permission of the International Council for the Exploration of
the Sea)

pre-war level. Thereafter the amount offishing grew steadily, tripling between 1950 and
1960, but the total catch remained at around the same level. The rise in !.he amount of
fishing was accompanied by a great increase in total mortality rate. This is shown in
Fig. 5-2, though it must be stressed that Virtual Population Analysis (GULl,AND, 1965)
has shown that the fishing mortality is by no means constant with age (as is assumed by
the simple analysis) and in fact the fishing mortality is high in the younger ages (around
3 to 7 Yl') exploited in the trawl fisheries, drops in the larger, but still immature fish, and
then rises again in the mature ages exploited in the mixed-gear spawning fisheries.
Given the long life of the Arctic cod and the great potential growth of more than an order
of magnitude between the time the 2 to 3 year-old cod first become vulnerable to
trawling in the feeding areas, and the time when the 8 to 10-year-old cod first spawns,
the events in this stock can be broadly accounted for by yield-per-recruit calculations.
The pattern ofexploitation since I950-Iow size at first capture, and high fishing mortality-docs nOt allow the individual fish, on the average, to survive long enough to grow to
a good size. Though the number caught is high, the weight landed is less than could be
achieved by a more rational pattern of fishing. The distinction between catches and
landings is important because a large but unquantified number of small cod are known
to have been caught but discarded by the trawlers in the feeding area.
The same remarks apply to the other stocks of larger demersal stocks- haddock,
plaice, saithe, redfish, as well as cod at Iceland, East Greenland, and around the
Faroes-though the time at which they become fully exploited has varied. The plaice
stocks were smaller, and plaice responded better to being kept on ice for long periods (or
at least somewhat stale plaice was better accepted on the English markets), and the
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plaice stocks in ~outh\\'est Ireland, and ofT the \1urman Coast (the '\\'hite Sea' of' the
Humber lisherme:n) werc prub:tbly fully expJoitrcl before the First World \\'ar; lcelalld
cod, and h;tddock (and jJrobably also the Faroe slOcks; cr. PARRISH and JU(\/:S, 195:$)
were fully exploitcd in the 19:HJs, Saithe only became hdlv exploited in the: 1960s and
1970s, particularly as a result of' purse-seining lor the younger lish,
'Recruitment over-fishing' does not seem to have oeell such a seriolls problem tor the
northern demersal stocks, \1 are accurately: it has not yet been so generally accepted as a
serious problem, In both the Icelandic and Arcta-Norwegian stocks, there h'1\'e been
fluctuations in abundance, over and above the general trend due to changes in the total
amount of fishing, which arc clearly due to \'ariations in year-class strength, often with
several good year classes (e,g, those of 1948, 1949, and 1950 and of 1963 and 1964 in the
Areta-Norwegian stock) occurring together. These oft.en correspond roughly with high
adult abundance at the time or spawning, GARROD (1977) has examined the
slOck-recruit. relation {or this stock, Though, given the usual scatter of points, the results
are no more convincing than for other sets of slOck and recruitment; they are highly
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~uggesti\·e. Combined

with yield-per-recruit calculations, expressed as egg productionper-recruit to be expeCtcd under dilTcrent fishing ITgimes, thest: indicate that fishing
mortality as high ;.IS has been ohser\"t:d in sume recent years could not be maintained
indelinitely without collapse of recruitment.
yLtnagemel1l 01" the northern demersal stock has therelore concentrated on measures
10 increase lhe yield-per-recruit, i.e. on increasing the size at lirst capture through
mesh-size regulations and other measures, aud reducing the fishing mortality, particularly through catch quotas. In doing this there has been a noticeable diflerence in
success regarding the two major cod sl.Ocb. Around Iceland, extension of jurisdiction
has brought the stock efTcctively under control ofa single country (apart from those fish
which, while spawning in southwest Iceland, spend their earlier years around southern
Greenland), Protection 01" small fish has been achieved not only by the use or a large
mesh, hut also by closing areas to trawling, at least for short periods, whene\'l.;r undesirable proportions or small fish occur in lhe catches. The amount of fishing by hath
Icelandic and, in limitt:d numbers, loreign H'SSe1S is also strictly controlled, The stock is
in a healthy condition, and catches are being maintained at a high level (Table 5-6).
The distribution ufthe Arcto-Norwegian cod stock falls into the area o/jurisdiction of
two countries, includin~ an area-the so-called grey zone-whose jurisdiction is disputed between Norway and the USSR, l'vlanagement measures are therefore the lowest
common denominator of the lWO counlries which, gi\'en the difTerent interests (USSR in

Table 5-6
Reponed landings Irom some 01 the major stocks in thl" northern pan 01" the northeast .-\llantic
Ocean (lhousand lOllS) (l3ased 011 Ices Cooperali\'e Research Reports)
I'rincipal Slale

196:2

1966

1970

19H

1977

1979

601
657

1520
-l91

62
19

H
9

II:!

-1

:29

-15

I-

:1H!J

I:) 1+

1:25

192

11+ 7
.J62

29-1)
761

IH29
l:l68

928

557
:,I:!O

956
506

11-15
'101

913
'J7i

-l85

-Ill

-He,l!,lOrl I

Herring:
1 + II·
Va + bt
Capelin:

1 + JI
\'<\

+ b

-

Cod:
I + II
\'a + I)
Hclddock:
J + II
\a + b
Saithc:
I + II
\''1 + b
Redlish:
1+11
\'a + b

IH-I

UO

In

79

HG
6ll

2:)1
.">7

112
65

110
68

121

203
78

265
}.j6

26-1

I I:!2

J(i')

IH

'97

91

:55
107

29
80

97

186
69

II:)

t-il
:)(j

75
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smaller e(Kl, "iolw'ly mainly in sp;lwning cud), 1("IHIs 10 be nTV low indeed. While it has
1)('t'11 ac,rccc! lor a long tinle, al !e;lst al the I('\Tl or sricnce, lhat a nlcsh sizt' or ISO mm
wonld bl' c!e:>irablc, the !cgalmcsh in 19110 W;IS .'ilill onl\ I~(J n1l11. The clli,eti\c 11lf'sh
size, as cstimated li'OIn the sizcs or fish actually landed, was ('\CII smaller. ACFM
(ICES, 19BO: 'LIlliI' 7) g.l\·(' the lollowinl!, eslimale:>:

:\rea I (Barent:. Sea)

Arc\ I I (Norway Coast
,lnd Bear !sland)

90 111m

III mill

l.' K trawl

11~1mln

II:) mm

.\ol'\vay trawl

1\9 mm

120 mm

LSSR trawl

The amount orlishing has heen controlled by catch quotas since 1976, bUl the quota
set has orten h('cn in cxcrss or that recommrndcd by scientists, Also, the artual quantities caught an: belif'\'cd to ha\T exceedrd the quotas, particularly sin('c there haH'
probahly been ronsickrablc quantities or small lislt discarded at sea, which arc not
included in th(' landings or qUOl;IS, and lor which the data an: \'ery poor. :\s a result Ill("
Jishing Inol·tality h(ls remained al a \'ery high le\'CI, the stuCK is in a poor condition, and
the most recent catches ha\'(' heen \'ery low.
In contrast, the principal pda~ic sLOeb-.\t1anto-Scandian and Icelandic hcrring-provide good example:> or'!'euuitmrnt o\'erlishing', al least ill broad outline, The
f\tlanto-Scancli<ln herring, which 11,,:. a \'Cry Ion/-( pOlential lift span (more than 20 yr)
has long been noted Ic)r great \'ariation in vear-clas~ ~tren~t11 (HJORT, 1911;
DR.·\('ESV'D, 1970), Outstanding year classes oilly occur al intern\!:;, perhaps;ls much
as 10 or 15 yr apart, but if'they WlTe nOllisllcd too hard, thcy wert capablc orsupportillg
a \'iahk rishery until the nexI good yeal class came along. The last outstanding year
class was Ihat or 19.')9, though thosc or 19b() and to a lesser extent 1961 were also good.
Instead oj' being lished a t a modera te k\'CI, corresponding to the hislorical pa !tern, these
~ car classes W('I'C fished C'Xtremely hard, particularly lor fish-meal hy the new :\orwegian
purse-seine tket and by the large CSSR drirt net lle('ls. O\cr 5 x 10" lish or thesc year
classes were caught in 1966 and, despitc blling ahundance,:l x to" in 1967, Therearter
catches dropped ca ta:>trnphically li'om a total, or all ages, of' o\'er ]. 7 million tons in 19bb
to less than ~5 000 tons in 1969. )ione or the year classes since 1961, ;It least up to 19HO,
has pro\'jded more than a hanelrul or fish, What W,IS one or the world's leading fisheries
has disappeared.
A short run or poor year classes would ha\'e been nothing Ul1usu,i1 lor this stock, but
such a long period without anything e\Tn approaching the previous long-term average
must indicate something more than chance, I t seems that e\'en ir the spawning stoCK is
reasonably abundant, unless some so fZlr unidentified sct of' environmental factors are
h\'ouraLJe, the year class will not Le a\'erage or hrtter. However, unless the spawning
stoCK is adequate, e\'en lavourable el1\'ironlllental conditions will not proctuce a good
year class, Thr prognosis for this stock is that recO\cry wilJlJe slow; good em'ironmental
conditions will be required for the current very low-spawning stock to produce even a
1l10del';ltC' year class, The stock must be allowed to reach maturity and to spawn lor a
suflicient period oryears until another year orra\'ourablc conditions occurs to produce Cl
,good year class and thus rebuild the sLOck.
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Much the same has happened to the main stock of herring around Iceland. Catches
around lee/and (which included some fish from the Atlanto-Scandian stock) reached
over haifa million tons in the late 1950s and early 1960s, but collapsed from 480 000 tons
in 1966 to only 30 000 in 1968. They havc rp.mained below even this level ever since. The
only other significant pelagic fish stock in the northern region is the capdin. The two
main stocks (around Iceland and in the Barents Sea) both seem to be heavily fished.
Catches rose to 3· 7 million tons in 1977 and have since fallen slightly, but the stocks
appear to be in a reasonably healthy state.

The Baltic Sea
These stocks have been reviewed by TH CROW (1978). More recent information is
provided in the section or the ACFM report dealing with Baltic stocks; it provides
advice to the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission. More than 80% or the
current catches, as well as of the estimated potential, is made up or the three major
species (cod, herring, and sprat). All three seem to be heavily fished, with catches being
around the IC\'el or the maximum sustainable yield. Many or the minor species are taken
incidentally in the trawl fishery for cod, and are probably also fully exploited. There
may be some potential though 1'01' expanding the catches or minor demersal species.
Very recently the sprat stock has practically collapsed, although catches have been
restricted by the TACs agreed upon by the International Baltic Sea Fisheries Commission. The reason is not clear, but a likely explanation is increased predation by rich year
classes of cod. This is a striking example or the weaknesses or single-species management
(LINDQUIST, pel's. comm.).
Waters around lhe British isles
While substantial catches (over I million tons in recent years) are taken to the west
and south or the British Isles (Areas VI and VII orthe ICES statistical system), the bulk
or catches in this part or the region are taken in the North Sea. Possibly more significantly, most or the major fishery laboratories or the countries of northwest Europe
(Aberdeen, Bergen, Hamburg, Ijmuiden, Lowestoft) lie around the perimeter or the
North Sea. The North Sea and its commercial fish stocks are thererore much better
studied than the rest or lhe subregion, ancl indeed better studied than those in virtually
any other area or comparable size in the world. North Sea fish stocks-particularly the
plaice-have provided the raw material or fish population studies, 1'1'001 the time or
BARANOV's (1918) analysis or the length composition 01' plaice catches onwards. In
particular the English plaice fishery during the interwar period provided most orthe raw
material tor BE\'ERTO:\' ell1d Hou"s (1957) major sllldy or fish population dynam ics.
Much of this research, especially that or recent years, was reviewed at the ICES Symposium on '~orth Sea fish stocks-recent changes and their causes', held in Aarhus in
1975. The published papers of this Symposium (H r.:vl PEL, 1978) provide a very convenient entry into the massive literaturc on these stocks. The paper by HOLDEN (1978)
presents compact descriptions or the trend in total catches or Illost species.
This literature, and the e\'olution of the catches rrom lhe \'arious stocks, shows that in
some respects the dynamics of these stocks are well understood. An early output uf
research was knowledge of the growth pattern of each species. This could readily be
combined with some estimate of natural mortality (0'1 or 0·2 were often taken as
cOIl\'cnienl approximations, though not always with convincing e\'idence) to prO\'ide
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yield-per-recruit curves. The history of the changes in the yield-per-recruit from these
stocks substquent to tht studies has generally confirmed the predictions-explicit, or
implicit in the results-of these studies. For example, GUI.LAND (1968a) showed that
the increase in North Sea plaice landings between the interwar period and the late 1950s
and early 1960s could largely be explained by an increase in yield-per-recruit, brought
about by a reduction in fishing mortality, and an increase in size at first capture. These
in turn were due to a reduction in the size of the Oeet (mostly through war-time losses)
and a shift in the position of the main fishing grounds to the northern and deeper waters
where small fish are less abundant. This increase matched closely the calculations of
BEVERTON and HOLT (1957).
The various studies showed quite clearly that at least by the 1930s and probably much
earlier the three main and best studied species of demersal fish (cod, plaice, and haddock) as well as the less abundant, but still medium-to-high priced species (sole, turbot,
etc.) were he,lvily fished, and the only way to increase the yield from a year class, once it
was recruited, was to fish less, and protect the smaller fish and thus give the individual
fish a reasonable chance to grow to a tolerable size.
For the principal pelagic stocks (herring and mackerel) yield-per-recruit calculations
gave more equivocal results. In the main herring fisheries, i.e. excluding the industrial
fishery for small immature herring, recruitment does not occur until a relatively large
size; combined with what is commonly supposed to be a fairly high natural mortality this
gives a very flat-topped yield-per-recruit curve, with the maximum, if any, occurring at
high fishing mortality rates. On the basis of this type of calculation it was, until the late
1960s, not uncommonly believed that it was impossible to 'over-fish' herring, and that
though the stocks might be becoming heavily fished, there was little risk of total herring
catches falling.
The recent history or the North Sea fisheries shows how poor a description of the
events in these stocks is provided by yield-per-recruit calculations, and how incomplete
is our understanding of the total dynamics of these stocks. Attempts to make prognoses
about future trends in total catches or catches of particular species have often been
proved wrong extremely promptly. To take examples by scientists who have made major
contributions to our knowledge of the North Sea and its biological systems, BEVERTON
(1962) noted that haddock catches, in addition to a high variability also showed, between
1905 and 1960, a definite downward trend. The response of the stock was to
undergo a remarkable rise that brought catches from a low point of lillle more than
50 000 tons in 1952 to well O\'er 600 000 tons in 1970-- nearly three timl·S the peak
pre-1960 catches, taken in 19'20 when the war-time accumulation was being fished
down. STEELE (1965) notes that despite over-fishing and war-time respites the total
demersal catch in the North Sea had kept remarkably constant- at around 400000
tons-for some 50 yr, and that this total appeared to agree well, given reasonable
transfer efficiencies, with the total primary production in lhe North Sea. The immediate
response of the stocks was for the catches to increase to I million tons and more, due to
increases in all the main demersal species, including haddock.
The point here is not to remind the reader of the ability of natural systems to make
fools of even the most eminent scientists, but to contrast our good understanding of the
behaviour of the yield-per-recruit with the lack of understanding of the behaviour of
recruitment. In the North Sea since the 1960s there have been two major recruitment
changes: the collapse of herring recruitment, and increases in recruitment of many
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demersal fish (especially gadoids such as cod, haddock and whiting), and probably also
sprat.
The collapse in herring recruitment, which first occurred in the most southern (and
probably most heavily fished) Downs stock, and later in the northern Banks stock, can
be reasonably ascribed to the existence of a stock-recruitment relation for which the
chances of average or better recruitment are poor at low stock sizes. For such stocks,
which probably also include the Atlanta-Scandian herring stock, and several other
pelagic stocks, a high fishing mortality can only be maintained for a short period.
The rise in recruitment of other species is less easy to.explain. It is tempting to ascribe
this to some sort of interspecific mechanism, and certainly the timing of the so-called
gadoid outburst agrees well with the decline in the herring. However, the exact mechanism is not clear. Competition between species (.in some ill-defined form) or the eflect of
predation of adult herring (and also mackerel) on larval cod or haddock have been
suggested, but the details do not match well-neither herring nor mackerel are feeding
in numbers in the areas and at the times when cod larvae are abundant.
Nevertheless it is reasonable to suppose that some kinds of interspecific actions play
some role; and these interactions have received increasing attention. Most notable
among- these studies are those of the Danish group (c.g. ANDERSEN and URSIN, 1977)
who have developed complicated models to take account of some of the interactions
between species. These mainly concern the effect of reeding, i.e. how much herring is
eaten by cod to maintain their growth, and the effect of this on herring abundance.
These show, for example, that measures to increase the yield-per-recruit of cod by
fishing less, and thus having more and larger cod in the sea, would mean much higher
predation by cod on smaller species and hence fewer of these species to harvest. The
result could mean, taking all species together, a smaller total catch from the sea, However, these models, though complex, still provide no quantitative prediction of the effect
on recruitment of one species of changing abundance of other species.
A quantitative description has been attempted by GULLAND (1981). He pointed out
that the price offish from the North Sea is far from constant, and that the overall eflixt of
the developments in North Sea fisheries in the last 20 yr has been to increase the
proportion orthe lower value species, particularly the sand eel and Norway pout which
are used only for fish meal. The result hq.s been that while the total weight taken from
the North Sea increased greatly in the 1960s and 1970s, the total value (at constant
prices) has not. At pre~ent each individual species offish capable of being exploited with
present technology, costs, and prices is fully expoited, i.e. with a fishing mortality
approaching or beyond that giving the maximum yield-per-recruit. However, the nature
of yield may be affected by adjusting the intensity of fishing on each species so as to shift
the recruitment in a favourable direction. It is reasonably certain that reducing the
fishing effort on herring, and so far as possible keeping the spawning stock at a high
level, will result in better herring recruitment. It should be possible to restore the stocks
to the levels of the 1950s and earlier, though the catches that can be maintained will be
lower than those taken in these years-perhaps around 500000 tons, compared with
700000 lons in most years, and over I million tons in 1965 (.BURD, 1978; the rather
higher figures by HOLDEN, 1978, in the same volume include catches in the northeastern
North Sea which came from the Atlanto-Scandian stock, and not the North Sea stocks).
GULLAND (1981) therefore suggests that the value of the total catch might be increased,
at the cost of some reduction in the lotal weight caught, by paHerns of fishing thal
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cncouraged high recruitment of\'aluable species. 'fhis might im'olve deliherately 'overfishing' sand eel and :'-iorway pout, and keeping some of the pelagic sLOcks moderately
low so as LO facilitate higher recruitment of plaice, hadduck, and cod.

SOli/hem region
The dynamics of the stocks in this area have been less well studied thall those further
north, and there are fewer explicit assessments of their state of exploitation. Probably the
hest studied has been the hake; and an ICES working group has reported on this stock.
The catch statistics of some countries, at least until recently, did not show where catches
were taken, so that some catches from further north (from the entrance to the English
Channel as far north as the west of Scotland) have been reported as coming from the
stocks in the Bay of Biscay and the Portuguese coast. With these reservations it does
appeal' that these hake stocks are very heavily fished, and that thel'e has been a steady
decrease in rotal catch over the last few decades. This decline is probably due 10 a high
fishing mortality and a small size at first capture. The effective mesh size used in most of
the trawl fisheries is very small, and very large numbers of extremely small hake are
taken in the Bay of Biscay.
Hake have, on the average over the years, made up between a quarter and a halfofthe
tOlal demersal catch. No other species approach hake in importance, and their dynamics
arc less well studied. Presumably the S;lme ractors--very high fishing effort dnd small
mesh size-that affect hake affect these other species too, and thcy are probahly also
heavily fished.
Catches of the main pelagic species (pilchard, sardine) have declined from around 200
to 250000 tons in the earl>' 1%Os to Muund 150000 toTiS in the 1970s. The reasons lor
this decline, which has heen most marked in the catches by Ponugal, rather than Spain,
are unclear, but do not appear to be related to over-fishing. At the same time, the shelf
area is narrow and the waters not particularly producti\'e, so the potential CHch would
not be expected to be high. Probably therefore the current catches are a significant
proportion or the potential, and the stocks of sardine (and horse mackerel, the other
imporLClnt pelagic species) are at least moderately heavily fished.

Future prospects
Through the nonheClst Atlantic the stocks are nearly all hea\'ily fished. Catches
continued to expand until 1976, when over 12·5 million tons (excluding molluscs and
crustaceClns) were take-no Thi:; was achicved by continued cxpansion onto previously
little used species, usually smaller and or less \·"due. Though this is still continuing-lor
example the large stock ol'blue whiting 10 the north and \veslward of the British Isles is
only just becoming exploited on a large scale, catches in 1979 passing a million tons
compared with only lOa 000 IOns in 1976-the possibilities ror further expansion are
very limited. Possibly, some or the pelagic spl'cirs in the southern zone could support
higher catches. The opportunities lor improving the performance of the fisherirs (high
value of catches, lower costs, or better allocation or benefits between participants) must
come from better management. This in turn requires adequate ecological knowledge to
know what to do, as well as the (essentially political) capacity to act on this knowledge.
1n (he single-species fisheries of the northern region, thc basic ecological knowledge is
ther('~--cod (and other demersal fish) should be fished at a lowel fishing mortality, thus
<'\'oiding the catching or smaller fish. The adult stocks of herring should be maintained
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at a high enough level to ensure adequate recruitment. Around Iceland (where only one
country is involved) it has been possible to introduce efTecti\'C measure:; along these
lines. The cod stock (and the fishery on it) is in a healthy state. The relatively small
summer-spawning herring stock is recovering, though the larger spring-spawning
stock-like the spring spawning Atlanta-Scandian stock-is still at a low level, and may
take many years to rebuild. I n contrast it has been less easy to introduce effective
measures for the Arcto-Norwegian cod stock, which is at a low level.
Further south, both the scientific and political problems are difficult. The biggest
scientific problem is how to deal with interactions between species. The closest approach
to a quantitative description-the model ofA.\iDERSEN and URSIN (1977)-is far from
complete, but still involves so many parameters that their estimation within acceptable
confidence limits is extremely difficult. I I is also difficult to confine attention to a single
species, to say what size of spawning is necessary to ensure good recruitment, apart from
a general acknowledgement that the current herring spawning stock is too small. There
are two political problems. The more obvious one is that for most stocks there is no elear
single authority. Around the North Sea there are uncertainties on the relative authority
of the European Economic Community (EEC) and the individual countries, while many
stocks in the North Sea, as well as elsewhere, are shared between two or more countries,
or between the EEC and Norway or other non-member countries. The less obvious but
at least as significant problem is that there has been little discussion of the various
long-range and short-term objectives of management, nor is there any obvious forum in
which such discussions could take place.
ICES is purely a scientific (essentially biological) body, and has deliberately avoided
getting entangled in economic or social aspects of fishery management although ICES
has arranged for 'dialogue meetings' between biologists and managers to improve
mutual understanding. The result has been that arguments have concentrated on shortterm issues, and the only agreed technical advice from international groups has been on
biological matters. The decisions taken have therefore generally followed closely the
biological advice, apart from delays, and a tendency for catch quotas to slip upwards
slightly. This has been a pity in several ways. First, the scientific difficulties have meant
that the recommendations of the biologists are mostly based on single species yield-perrecruit models, and are for a number of stocks specifically aimed at giving the maximum
yield-per-recruit. This is very likely to be above the level giving the greatest IOtal yield,
and virtually certain to be above the level giving the greatest social and economic
benefits, howev('!' these are determined. Secondly, by receiving a single recommendation
(usually for a Total Allowable Catch) from the biologists, the administrators, and
politicians can avoid taking the diflicult decisions on policies-e.g. on whether to aim at
a maximum catch or maximum net economic returns, and the tracie-off between shOrlterm imerests (high catches now) and long-term objectives (low catches now so as 10
re-build the stocks most quickly)-which need to be taken, and can be made only at the
political level.
The immediate prospect is therefore uninspiring. Arguments, often at the highest
political level, are likely to continue to be concentrated on short-term mailerS. Probably
the biologists now have sufficient information, and everyone has acquired sufficient
sense, to avoid further serious declines in stocks, and there may be a slow rebuilding of
some stocks. Catches will remain around, or perhaps a little below, their present level.
However, the size (and costs) of the fleets involved in taking these catches will remain
much too high.
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In the long run there is cause for optimism. The potentially vcry wick scope ol'lishery
management, and the great \'ariel)' 01" benefits that can be obtained, are being much
more generally discussed (FAO, 1980). \"hile the LOtal catch from the northeast Atlantic
cannot be increased much, olher types or bendits might be increased greatly. Greater
total \'~due might be obtained by shirting the balance in the species caught towards those
I"etching a higher IJrice, and I"or many species by catching I"ewer but larger fish; costs
could be greatly reduced, and lherc might b~ a politically more acceptal>lc distribution
of benefits. Although up to 198:3 the existence 01" the EEC and the centralizing or many
fishery decisions in Brussels seem merely to have complicated the problems, it may well
be that the EEC structure in the long run makes it easier to take the necessary decisions.

Northwest. Atlantic Ocean
This region has many similarities with the northeast Atlantic Ocean; many or the
species are the same, and if" dillerent are mostly replaced with closely related species.
The fisheries are similar, except that very large long-range vessels have played a much
more important role in the western Atlantic Ocean, and the research (and until recently
the monagement) has been co-ordinated anc! stimulated through an active international
body. The mode of operation of the International Commission for the Northwest /\tlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) ditTer in detail from those of ICES (in respect of research, and
(he provision of scientific advice to managers) and \lEAFC (in respect of management),
but the broad pattern was very similar. leNAF documents, and especially the reports of
the Standing Committee on Research and Statistics (STACRES), provide an excellent
guide to the Ilsheries and the state of exploitation of the stocks which is invaluable (0
those familiar with, and with rfady access to, this material. Like the reports of the ICES
working groups and ACFjI.,1, ST!\CRES material is not easily a\'aibble to the general
scientific community.

The stocks
0

The region considered here ex tends li'om 1he polar regions sou thward to 35 \l a.nd
from the shores of North America eastwa.rd to the southern tip of Greenland. In the
north, the shelf (ofr Labrador and West Greenland) i.~ moderately narrow, but further
south otT Newloundland, f'.iova Scotia, and !\"ew England it widens 10 ~i\L: SOl11l' of the
larger areas of shelf in the world. The southeastern tip of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, and the isolated Flemish Cap westward, are among the few areas of shelf that lie
1110re than 200 nautical miles seaward 01" the accepted baselines. This central area also
receives the benellt of mixing of warm water li'om the northwestern flank or the Gulf
Stream, and cold waters of the Labrador Current. The area is therefore highly productive, and has for centuries supponed large fisheries.
The main species in the northern half" of the rcgion-I"rom Nova Scotia northwards-arc the same as in the northeast Atlantic Ocean, and indeed there are some
common stocks. Cod from soulhwest Greenland migrate round Cape Farewell to spawn
at Iceland, and the exceptional individual cod has moved li'om the North Se,l to the
Grand Banks (GULLAND and WILLI!\'vISO:\, 1962). The Greenland cod stock, including
the more northerly group that stays at Greenland, is at the northern edge of cod distribution and is highly sensitive to changes in climate (CLiSHl!'lG and DICKSON, 1976). Prior
to the 1920s only few cod were found there, but following a rise in temperature a major
stock was established, which pro\'iclcd annual catches of up to 400 000 tons. In lhe 1960s
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the water temperature dropped; since the good 1957 year class, recruitment has been
very poor, and annual catches have dropped to 30 to 4-0 000 tons. Apart from cod, a few
other demersal fish (redlish and flatfishes) are caught, but by far the most valuable
species is the deep water shrimp Pandalus borealis. The coastal waters of \Vest Greenland
are also notable as being one of the ocean feeding grounds of salmon from both sides
of the Atlantic.
Further south, from Labrador to Nova Scotia, comes the kingdom of the cod. In the
scattered communities along the coast ofa harsh and generally barren land not only is
fishing the principal way of life, but fishing means fishing for cod-so much so that in
common parlance 'fish' without further qualification means cod. Only for the inferior
species is it necessary to specify what is being talked about-capelin, halibut, etc.
In fact cod makes up only about half the harvestable potential of all commerciatly
useful species, the proportion decreasing further south. A number of more or less discrete cod stocks exist (GARROD, (977). The biggest is thac in Labrador and off the east
coast of Newfoundland (Divisions 2G-J and 3K and 3L of ICNAF). Recuitment (at age
2) to this stock is given by GARROD (his Table 18) as some 2 x 109 individuals annually-nearly twice that of the biggest stock in the eastern Atlantic Ocean. The next
biggest, with a potential perhaps a quarter as big, is the Grand Bank stock (Divisions 3N
and 0). Other stocks are found in the Gulf of St Lawrence, off Nova Scotia, and on
Georges Bank. None of these stocks makes such long migrations as the Arcto-Norwegian
cod, but the limited migrations, more or less perpendicular to the coast, are economically and socially very important. The inshore movemenc for feeding in the summer
makes the cod available to the various inshore gears of the coastal communities.
Apart from cod the most valuable demersal species in these more northern areas are
red fish, grenadiers, and a variety of flatfishes, though none of these approaches cod in
importance. Pelagic species are not important off Labrador, but oIl Newfoundland,
especially on the Grand Banks, capelin are abundant. Herring occur in large numbers
off southern Nev"foundland as well as in the Gulf of St Lawrence.
Further south, off Nova Scotia and New England, some of these northern species,
notably cod and herring, also occur; however, they no longer dominate the ecosystem.
Among demersal /ish, haddock, silver hake, and a variety offlatllshes are all important.
Important pelagic species include mackerel, and in the south of the region, menhaden
(though this species is better discussed in the section on the western central Atlantic
Ocean). Squid, which seem to be increasing, should also, so far as their ecological
position is concerned, be included in this group. Other molluscs of the more familiar
types-scallops and clams-also flgure highly in the statistics, though because they
are based on whole live weight (including shells) the weights over-estimate their
importance.

The fisheries
The history of th.: fisheries in the northwest Atlantic Ocean is at least as long as the
history of European contact with this region. Fishing was undoubtedly important to the
coastal Indians, but details are little known. The voyages of earl)' European fishermen,
too, are much less well recorded than the voyages of exploration of Columbus, Cabot,
and Cartier-traditionally fishermen are secretive about where they get the best catches.
Nevertheless, it is clear that even by the first decade of the sixteenth century the riches of
the Grand Banks were becoming known, and fishermen were flocking to the area /i'om
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Portugal, France, and England (\10RISO:\, 1971). The fishermen soon look to gOll1g
ashore to salt their fish, and in due cuurse the coastal settlements hecame more J-lennanent. For the next ,~OO yr the llshcrics in the region were ,limOSl entirely Ii)!' cod, and
more specillcally ror salt cod f(JI' Europe and, to <I growing extent, lor the CarilJbean. It
W,l~ also predominantly a hand-linc fishery, either f'rom small boats working directly out
fwm the numnous small fisliing ports scattered ,dong the coasts or Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia, or li'om dories (small one-man boats carried on larger sailin~ schooners of
the type so well described by Kipling in 'Captain Courageous'). A paw::rn gradually
emerged of three scales of fishery-local fishing by small boats; medium-range fishing
fiom ports of New England, particularly Gloucester; and long-range fishing by European vessels, pal'licularly rrom France, Spain, and Portugal.
These patterns of' fishing, though definitely of the pre-industrial age, proved very long
lasting. In the 1950s Portuguese schooners, with their decks loaded with dories (Great
White Fleet) were still sailing, albeit in small numbers, to the Grand Banks and to West
Greenland. Some of the small fishing communities of Newfoundland changed even more
slowly. Nevertheless, by the second quarter of the twentieth century modern Ilshing
methods, as represented by the otter trawl, were changing the pattern. In the Europeanbased salt-cod fleet trawling steadily took over from the hard conditions or the dory
\'esseJs and, except in Portugal, had become the dominan1 method by the Second VVorld
War. However, salting flsh is labour-intensi\'I', requiring large (and increasingly expensive) crews even when the fish are caught uy Irawl; helice, Ihe salt-cod Oeels have
steadily declined from their peak in the 1950s. The laSt French salt-cod trawler !ef't
sen'ice in 1980.
The pattern of inshore fIshing hilS changed even more slowly, particularl)' along the
coasts of Newfoundland. Here lhe same types of' gear-cod Iraps, hCl nd-I illing, etc.-are
still continuing, though the calches of cod arc now mainly J-lrocessecl in the 10ealfiTczing
plants rather than being dried and salted. The modern, highly mechanized forms of'
fishing-particularly trawlinl-{ and purse-seining-grew \'ery slowly in the local fisheries.
The chief developments came in the southern half of the n:gioll. [n New England a
~onh Sea type of trawling hecame established during the interwar period, principally
on haddock on Georges Bank, though cod Clnd yellow-tail Ilounder and olher assorted
Oat fish also fe,llUred in the catch. Hy volume the biggest fishery WelS on menhaden in the
southern limit of the area, though since Ihis species is only used lor fish-meal the \'alue
was small.
The modern age of' fishing in the northwest Atlantic Ocean really began with the
I~lclory trawler. The prototype of this \'essel was the British Fairlry. These trawlers were
never very successful under nritish conditions or wages and market prices, hut the
t)"pe-~llarge slern trawler of 1000 gross tons upwards with i1bility to proecss and freeze
some tens of tons of' fIsh per day- was very sllccessful adopted by the ('astern Eu ropean
countries, and :1lso Spain, where en:w costs were less.
The freezer trawler, accompanied in the case of' the So\'iet fleets by a variet)' or
support ships, including large mother-ships which processed the catches of the smaller
vessels in the fleet, encouraged the growth of very large Iket:; which could move easily
from species to species, or from ground to ground. While the countries that traditionally
had long-range flcets in the northwest Atlantic werc very conservative in their
tastl'-the Portuguese in particular sticking so strictly to cod that any incidental catches
of halibut (a fish which fetches several times the price of' cod on most markets) by their
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dory vessels were used for bait-the newer fleets were quite happy to make abrupt
changes from one species to another.
Some idea of the changes that took place in the last quarter century are given by the
summary catches by country (Table 5-7) and by major species (Table 5-8). These
figures are taken from the Statistical Bulletins of ICNAF, and its successor NAFO (the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization). These Bulletins provide an invaluable
source of data on the fisheries of the northwest Atlantic, including very detailed data on
catches and fishing effort. Until recently published data referred to the area as established by the lCNAF Convention-roughly southward as far as Georges Bank. This was
divided into five major areas (I: West Greenland; 2: Labrador; 3: Newfoundland; 4Nova Scotia; 5: New England, including Georges Bank), which in turn were further
subdivided so that statistics can be collected and published by areas which match what
is known about the stock divisions of the major species. Recently the statistical coverage

Table 5-7
National catches in the northwest Atlantic Ocean (thousand tons) (Compiled from the sources
indicated)

Canada (M + Q)t
Canada (N):i:
USA (Areas 1-5)
USA (Area 6)
Denmark
France
Spain
Portugal
Germany (FR)
Germany (DR)
Poland
USSR
Iceland
Italy
Notway
Romania
UK
Japan
Coastal states •
Traditional countries
Other coumriesll
TOlal

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

364
294
504
60
I-r;
161
206

529
294
477
94
151
177
185
97

581
306
350
719
121
1+0
23+
197
181
93
57
1386

75-!-!-71

592
256

273}
727
6+

990

22

-

-

-

-

2513

·10

213
10
H

2
38

9

-

73
276
163
206
89
:216
!:II3
-

-

(1222)§
510
113

( I39-l-)§
513
460

2077
571
1329

-l-7
10
7
38
2366
512
1388

1845§

2367§

3977

4266

-

-

9

-

25

44

3
56

-

71
40
122
100
~O

113
IW:l
1167
16
-l53
2

1978

I

1981

697}
450

1163

383}
775
90

1236

:;9
36
23
52
7
I~

211
7
17

115
31
29
12
5
22
3
11-!16

-j.

2

I

25
1909
262
1650

37
2395

98

72

357

185

3821

2850

2771

24
2514

-Data not a\·ailablc.
'Figures include Faroese catches as well as those or Greenland, but exclude French catches landed in St
Pierre and Miquelon.
tCalches in \'Iaritime pro\ inces and ~uebcc.
lNewroundland.
§Excluding catches in Area 6.
l)Data for 1955-1978 li'om ICNAF StatistiCal Bulletins; 1979 data fi-om FAa Yearbook !!J !-'uhrl)' Slali,l/c."
Vol. 48.
II Including data not listed separately.
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Table 5-8
Landing~

of major 5pecies from the northwest Atlantic Ocean (thousand lOns) (Based on FAO,
1981, and ICNAF Statistical Bulletins)

Species

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1981

902
198
46
123

1134
159
47
288

1462
249

1199
48
222
230
294
6
851
229
223
390
100
16
519
4327

639
29
232
216
247
367
448
287
200
389
120
70
519
3764

588
83
61
130
215
39
224·
28
263
219
195
49
678
2771

Cod
Haddock
Silver hake
Redfish
Flatfishes
Capelin
Herring
Mackerel
Menhaden
Other fish+
Crustaceans
Squids
Other molluscs •
Total

t

t

§

§

149
16

180
31

t
t
t

t
t
t

§

§

t
t

t
t

383

237
209
7
266
16

232
398
79
10
479
4027

'Includes small quantities of other invel'lebrates.
tNo data available for statistical Area 6. Figures given only for species confined to Areas 1-5.
tFigures include other pelagic fishes.
§Catches very small, no separate data available.

has included a Southern Area 6, from Georges Bank to 35° N, i.e. to include the whole of
the northwest Atlantic Ocean as used in FAO global statistics.
Table 5-7 witnesses the dramatic rise of Soviet catches; in several years around 1975
they exceeded those by either Canada or the United States. The rise in Polish catches, at
least relative to the size of the country, were almost as dramatic. In contrast, only
Spain-among the traditional countries-managed to increase its catches, while those of
France steadily declined.
Table 5-7 also shows, in the data for 1978, some of the great changes that have taken
place in the region as a result of the emerging new regime of the sea, and the establishment of200-mile zones oflisheriesjurisdiction. The reasons for this, and implications for
the exploitation and management of the resources, are discussed in the following sections. Here it is sufficient to note that foreign fishermen are only allowed to operate
within the new EEZs (Exclusive Economic Zones) when they can do so without damage
to the stocks, and are under the strict control of the coastal states. Th(, ITsult has been
that non-local catches have dropped enormously.
Table 5-7 and Fig. 5-3 show similar data for the major species. Several types of trends
can be di~tinguishcd. First there are the species caught only by the coastal states, these
show no ob\'ious trend. The prime example is the menhaden-though over its entire
distribu tion there have been big changes, as discussed in the section on the western
central Atlantic Ocean (p. 962). The molluscs, other than squids, also as a whole show
little trend. This is also true of some of the clams taken in the southern area by the
United States, but there have been ups and downs in the scallop fishery on Georges
Bank, in which both the United States and Canada take part. Then there are the
traditional species, such as cod, haddock, redfish, and herring, in which catches built up
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Fig. 5-:): Trends in catch from sdected stocks in the northwest Atlantic. (a)
cod in Subarea 3 (Newfoundland); (b) cod in Subarea I (West Greenland);
(c) silver hake in Subarea 5 (New England); (d) herring in Subarea 4 (Nova
Scotia); (e) mackerel in Subarea 5. (Based on data from the International
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Statistical Bulletins)

f)'om a moderate level, reached a peak, and then declined. This decline has been for two
interconnected reasons. In part there was a real, and sometimes severe, decline in the
real stock abundance, but there have also been switches away from the species concerned to other more abundant species, Finally, there are the species such as silver hake,
mackerel, capelin, and squid which in the 1950s were not exploited, or were only
exploited at a moderately low kvel, and on which new and large-scale fisheries
developed, Some of these have not been long-lasting-notably capelio-but others, e.g.
squid, have up to the present beeo able to sustain a high fate of exploitation.
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Slate oj Ihe slocks

The activities of the long-range fir-CIS, searching out any species or areas where (,Hch
rates arc high, has meant that all abundant stocks in the region have become heavily
fished, as have most of the other demersal species that are caught by the bottom trawl.
Even when they have not been the subject of"directed fishing, they have been caught incidentally, but in quantities thay may be high relative to their abundance, in fisheries
directed at other species. The elTects of heavy fishing, which has led to the collapse of
some stocks and the partial or almost complete switch of fishing away from others, has
led to very great differences between the catches in the peak year of' fishing on a stock,
and the recent catches.
Some examples of this, mostly for stocks from which the peak catches have exceeded
100000 catches, arc given in Table 5-9. for convenience, and to enable the widest range
or data to be used, the data are presented for catches of a species in a particular
statistical area. This often corresponds to a stock, but not always exactly. The greatest
discrepancy occurs in cod. The identity of the stocks of this species, and thr-ir dynamics
and state or exploit(l tion, has been reviewed by GARROD (1977). Areas I and S correspond reasonahly well to individual stocks, but the large Labrador stock is caught in both
Area 2 (mostly by large, distant water fleets) and in northern Newfoundland (mostly by
local vessels), i.e. the data for Area 2 cod are only part of the catches from the Labrador
stock. On the othtr hand, the data for Areas J and 4 include catches ii'om several
stocks- though the sta te of exploi ration of these stocks has been broadly similar over the
years.
Despite the superficial similarity of the events in these stocks, the underlying nature of
the dynamics vary. A few stocks have been sunering from Iiule more than 'growth

Table 5-9
Northwest Atlantic Ocean: Catches from selected species and areas in the year in
which the grealest catches were taken, compared with present catches (Based on
[CNAF Statistical Bulletins)
Species
Haddod
Redlish
Cod
Haddock
Haddock
Silver hake
American plaice
Cod
Cod
Cod
Herring
Herring
Mackerel
Silver hake
Mackerel
Capelin
Capel in

Area

Peak year

Peak catches

3

1955
1959

104246
451
85
155
323
101
451
736
247
407
·159
232
299
315

3
I

4
5
5
:3
~

3
4

5
4

6
4

5
2
3

196~

1965
1965
1965
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1971
1973
1973
1975
1976

1978 catches
I

68
~~8

33

'27
27
58
34
192
164
51
217
I

48
I

145

II

266

74
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over-fishing'. These include many of the cod stocks, with the notable exception of WeSL
Greenland. In the 1960s and early 1970s these stocks attracted very heavy fishing from
long-range neets. Because of their mobility these fleets tended to concentrate on a stock
when it was particularly abundant, for example when one or two outstanding year
classes were present. Furthermore, the catches during the initial burst of intense fishing
on the generally long-lived species of the region often represented lO a large extent the
removal of an accumulated stock of a number of year classes. For both these reasons
the annual catches during the initial period were usually higher-often considerably
higher-than the annual catches that could be maintained from the stock indefinitely,
given average year classes, however well the stocks were managed.
CaLches from several of these stocks have been lower than the potentially sustainable
level in the most recent years for a number of quite difTerent reasons. Once they had
become heavily fished, it proved exceedingly c1ilTicult during the international openaccess conditions prevailing prior to the extension ofjurisdiction by the coastal state, lor
any effective action to be taken to reduce the overall amount of fishing. Management
actions were restricted to controls on the mesh size, though, as in the northeast Atlantic
Ocean, there has been concern that the effective mesh size may have been lower than
that legally in force. Once they had extended jurisdiction the coastal states were in a
position to control the amount of fishing to whatever level was heJd to be desirable. For
the Canadian cod stocks this level was clearly felt to be such as to provide high catch
rates for the coastal fishermen, i.e. below that giving the maximum sustained yield, and
well below the level occurring when jurisdiction was extended. It was possible, howe\'er
by allocating only small catches to foreign fishermen, to reduce the fishing etlon quickly;
it takes a much longer time for this reduction to attain its full effect on the slOck. During
the transition period, while the stocks are being rebuilt to the desired level, catches are
bound lo be low. The consequent drop has been particularly abrupt in the case of cod in
Area 2 because most orthe Canadian inshore catches I,"om the stock concerned are taken
along the northern coast of Newfoundland, outside Area 2.
In other stocks the role of over-fishing has been much less clear, and in some has
probably been no more than marginal to the role of natural factors. The decline in Lhe
West Greenland stocks, due almost certainly to a rail in water temperatures, has already
been noted. Another stock whose decline is probably due to natural causes is the haddock in Subarea 3. This supported major fisheries (principally by Canadia and Spanish
trawlers) from 1945 onwards. The peak catches in 1955 were due to the extremely good
year classes, but until 1956 there were other average to good year classes which maintained the stock. However, since the very successful 1955 year class and the good 1956
year class, all year classes ha\'e been poor. The cause of this is unknown, but the result
has been the virtual disappearance or the fishery.
In other stocks there have been declines or collapses of recruitment which might also
be due to natural factors, but for which the impact or excessive fishing can also be held
responsible to a greater or lesser extent. One example is the Georges Bank haddock. On
superficial examination the events in this slOck provide a clear case of recruitment
over-fishing. Prior to 1965 this stock had been exploited almost exclusively by the
United States with some fishing by Canada. Though there had been concern that
the stock was being over-fished on a yield-per-recruit basis (i.e. suffering fi'om
'growth over-fishing'), recruitment, though variable, had held up and catches had
remained around 50 000 tons or a little less for a long period. In 1965 the LJSSR entneu
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the fishery, and in not much more than a 12-mo period took well over 100 000 tons. Total
catches (including the USSR) were 155 000 IOns in 1965 and 127 000 tons in 1966. Since
then the stocks and the catches have ~teadily declined, catches reaching a minimum of
only 5000 tons in 197+. The decline in the stocks resulted in ICNAF applying catch
quotas to this stock for the 1970 season and onwards, the first stock to be so controlled in
the region. The immediate cause of the decline was a fa ilure of recruitment, no good year
classes having entered the fishing since that of 1963. Recruitment has lately been rather
better, and the stock (and catches from it) are slowly increasing.
While the match between increased fishing and reduced recruitment is strikingly
good, the match between abundance of the spawning stock and year class is not particularly good, even though it would be expected to be bener since it is closer to the direct
cause and effect.
In fact, the initial impetus which disturbed what had been a reasonably stable situation came from recruitment, not from fishing; this was the occurrence of the outstanding
1963 year class. When this first reached commercial size as a 2-year-old fish around the
middle of 1965, the haddock stocks on Georges Bank first became attractive to the
long-range fleets. When they moved in the abundance was much above normal, and
even when they moved out, in the second half of 1966, the abundance was not much
below normal. What was abnormal was the run of extn'mely poor year classes from 1964
until well into the 1970s. Of these the 1964 year class came from a spawning stock that
was similar to that which produced the outstanding year class, and it was not till about
1968 (when that year class had been fished out) that the poor recruitment could be
unequivocally matched to a very poor adult stock. The exact cause of the poor year
classes is therefore far from certain, but until it is better understood it would be sensible
to be cautious and to maintain a substantial spawning stock.
Similar remarks apply to herring and, more especially, mackerel where also low
recruitment has contributed to low catches. The recruitment of mackerel in particular
has been highly variable, even in the absence of fishing. Also for these species the
possibility of interspecific factors having a strong eITect on recruitment has been
examined (e.g. LETT and KOHLER 1976). The variance in estimates of some of the
parameters, e.g. the quantity of fish larvae catl"n by an adult of another species, which
have to be incorporated in most of the models, make it difTicullto confirm or reject them
through direct observation, or to use them to make quantitative predictions. However,
the estimates do give opportunities for some qualitative insight into the likely interactions between species.
These interactions, and the need to took at all the commercial species together, have
been given particular attention in the southern pan of the area, notably on Georges
Bank. The need originally arose from the operational interactions between fisheries on
different species. When total catch quotas began to be applied in the early 1970s, first [or
haddock and then for other demersal species, the incidental catches of the species being
managed by vessels targeting on other species raised big problems. Some by-catch is
inevitable, and prohibiting the landing of any incidentally caught fish would only have
meant that they would have been discarded, almost entirely dead, with little conservation advantage. ICNAF, in common with many other regulatory bodies, used to allow a
small percentage of protected species (often 10%) in the landings of vessels primarily
fishing for other species. However, where the 'protected' species is scarce, and the other
species common, even a small percentage of incidental cat.ch can account for a large
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percentage of the allowable catch of the protected species. ICN AF, in addi tion to looking
at the problems of setting Total Allowable Catches (TACs) for a set ofindividual species
with interacting fisheries (e.g. FUKUDA, 1976) therefore looked at alternative strategies,
including the control of the total catch or total amoullt of fishing. Another reason for
doing this was that such a control would tend to put some limit on the exploitation of
species which became the new target of the mobile fleets in the early years of such
exploitation, until such time as direct assessments of the stock, and calculations of a
T AC, could be made.
Though the first impetus to look at the total stocks came from operational reasons, it
was also recognized that the biological interactions provided another and more basic
reason for looking at the total biomass. Fortunately, unlike the situation in the North
Sea, a data base existed on the results from trawl surveys (CLARK and BROWN, 1977)
which was independent of the commercial fi~hery data and the latter's biasses due to
changes in species composition. Though there are difficulties in using the survey data
directly because of differential availability of the various species to the gear, it did enable
estimates of total biomass of all commercial fishes to be obtained. Together with the
statistics of total catches, these were incorporated in a SCHAEFER-type analysis (see
Fig. 5-4 taken from BROW;-'; and co-authors, 1976). On the basis of analyses of this type,
indicating full exploitation of the total biomass, ICNAF introduced the so-called second
tier system of T ACs. This set a limit on the total catch of all species; when this was
reached (or in practice when the total national catch reached the national allocation of
the second tier T AC), alJ fishing had to stop, even though some or all of the species
TACs (or the national allocation) had not been reached. This system was introduced in
1974, and represented one of the first attempts to manage a multi-species fishery in a
manner that gave some recognition ofche interaction between species (FAO, (978). It
may be noted that the second tier T AC was usually I(;s~ than the slim of the species
TACs (e.g. 924 000 tons in 1974 compared with a species total of 1056000 tons).
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Fig. 5-4: Yield-drort curve for the wtallish biomass in (he southern
part of the ICNAF area. (Points are actual observations, but the
curve is fiued to the mean elTort over 3 yr). (After BROWN and
co-authors, 1976; reproduced by perm ission of the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries Organization)
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Future prospects
The northwest Atlanlic Ocean, wilh the establishment uf 1C:\.-\F in 19-1-9, saw one of
[he earliest atlemplS to (mlnage larg-e intcrnationallisheries under the old [J<111ern of the
Ll\V ofthc Sea, IC)it\f ;Ichieved some successes, IHJwbiv in the compilation of Slat is tics,
co-ordination of scientific research, and in the considcration or some of the general
prolJlerns or rna nagemen t, incl uding the incorpora tion of ('conom ie considera tions (e ,~,
TDI PLDIN\ and Gl'UA\'D, 1965; IC:"iAF, 1968), While the success of the Commission
in the new era of extended jurisdiction. These attempts have been most significant in the
ultimately acceptable to the coastal states, it was by no means negligible. The
im[JleJllentation of mesh regulations in the 1960s, and particularly the selling ofTACs,
initially for Georges Bank haddock in 1974 and then lor all the most important stocks,
was as much as has been achieved by many national governments in respect of stocks
under their sole control. The T ACs usually corresponded 10 fairly high levels of fishing
efTort, though here again ICNAF made a procedural advance 01" quite general value by
using the value orfishing mortality ofFo,' (GLLLt\;-"'O and BOERL\1t\, 1973) 10 provide an
oqjective value which is closer to what is likely to be socially or economically desirable
than that giving the maximum yield (or the maximum yield per recruit, which is more
usually the one that can be calculated),
The northeast Atlantic is now seeing some 01" the major attempts to manage fisheries
in the new era of extended jurisdiction. These attempts have been most significant in the
nited States, where the extension ofjurisdiction was implemented by the comprehensive Fishery Conservation and Management Act 01" 1~76, In addition to establishing a
fishery conservation zone, out to 200 miles from the base line (in Title I), and establishing the legal mechanisms Jar cOlllrol m'Cr any foreign fishing in the zone (in Title 11) the
Act, in Title III, sets out in considerable detail a national fishery management programme, concerned essentially with the control of fishing by US nationals. The main
sections of this table set out the general objective-to achieve the optimum yield, defined
earlier as the amount offish that 'A, which will provide the greatest overall benefit to the
Nation ... ' and 'B, which is prescribed as such on the basis orthe maximum sustainable
yield. , . as modified by any rcle\'ant social and economic factors'-established regional
Councils with general responsibility for overseeing management, and set out what
should be conlained in fishery management plans for \'arious fisheries.
It is too early yet to see exactly how this ambitious undertakin~, which involves all the
waters surrounding the United States from Alaska and the PacifIC islands to New
England and Gulf of Mexico, will work out. As in any attempt to design almost from
scratch machinery to deal with <t very complex situation in new circumstances, it is
certain that there will have to be modifIcations in the light of experience, On the other
hand, the major jJrinciples-that fishery management should be based on broad objectives encompassing more than the maximization of the physical yield, thaI all major
interest groups should playa part in determining the management policy, and that the
policy should be implemented through clearly enunciated plans-will surely stand.
Some changes can be foreseen, at least in general terms. For example, the definitions 01'
optimum quoted abo\'c do not seem to be entirely compatible, and it is probable thelt
Definition A, reflecling broad national interests, may tend to be given greater weight
than Definition B, which reflects the wording in the dral"t texts orlhe new Law of the Sea.
Again, the detailed working of the regional management councils, the di\'ision ofresponsihilities between them and the US National Marine Fishery Service, and the prepara-
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tion of management plans, has proved to be cumbersome, leading to slow reactions and
adjustments of management measures to changing conditions in the sea, e.g. the occurrence of an unexpectedly good (or bad) year class.
So far as the other major coastal state in the region is concerned, there has been much
less basic upheaval in the way Canadian fisheries are managed. Nevertheless the
impacts on the fisheries have been much the same. The first obvious result was a great
decrease in the amount of foreign fishing (Table 5-7). Such foreign fishing as remained
was very much the exception-mostly catches from the Flemish Cap, and the extreme
tip of the Grand Banks which lie beyond the 200-mile limit, or catches of species such as
squid for which there is so far no established local fisheries, but some small catches from
the stocks which the coastal states cannot fully utilize.
This was followed by ,1 period of euphoria among the local fishermen, partly based on
a feeling that all their troubles had been caused by foreign fishing, and had thus been
remov,ed, and partly on the sounder basis of direct experience of rising catches. It soon
became clear that to achieve long-term success, fishery management had to include
control of local fishing. This is proving much more difficult, and it is too early to see
how successful the coastal states will be. By the minimum, but still essential, criterion of
the maintenance of the biological producti\·ity of the stocks the future looks good. The
coastal states have sufficient authority, as well as the necessary scientific information, for
there to be some confidence that the stocks now being re-built will in future be maintained at a productive level. What is not so clear is whether management will be
successful in realizing 'the greatest overall benefit to the nation'-whether the nation is
the United States, Canada, or Greenland. This is particularly the case if the costs of
management (including the costs of research, administration, and enforcement) are
taken into accoun t.

Mediterranean Sea and BLack Sea
The stocks
Though the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea have long coastlines, especially
along the northern shore of the Mediterranean Sea, the shelf is generally narrow. Only
in the northern part of the Adriatic Sea and in the Black Sea are there moderately large
areas of shelf favourable to commercial fisheries. The hydrographic conditions are also
unfavourable to high levels of production. Being nearly completely enclosed, the
Mediterranean lacks, in general, the strong currents and good vertical mixing that
renews the nutrients in the surface waters. There is an inward flow at the surface
through the Straits of Gibraltar (which is balanced hy an outward flow at greater
depths) which moving along the North African coasts makes these waters ralher more
productive than the European coasts, though this is in part balanced by the greater
runoff of nutrients from the land in the north.
The Black Sea is even more isolated, with just a little exchange of water through the
Bosphorus. The sea is highly stratified, with very low salinity water (16 to 18%n S)
overlying moderate salinity water (21 to 25%n S) often deficient in oxygen and containing high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide.
The result is that the abundance offish in the Mediterranean Sea is not high, with the
shoaling pelagic fish being rather more abundant than the demersal fish. The species
composition is similar to that of the adjacent part of the open Atlantic Ocean, though a
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few Indo-Pacific spi"cies have entered the eastern :vIeditnrancan following the opening
of the Suez Canal (BE"- TU\'!A, 1966). Among the pelagic species, sardines al1(l anchovy
are most abundant throughout the region, though mackerel and horse mackerel are also
imponant. In the eastern :Y1editerranean, sardinellas (both Sardinel/a madere/ljij and S.
auri/a) also occur. ,-\ large number of species occur in the demersal community, including
a variety of cephalopods. No OIle species is particularly important througbout the region,
though local fisheries may contain high percentages of one or two species. For example,
hake is important in se\'eral parts of the northeastern part (around the Balearics and in
the Gulf of Lyons).
Only a few species ha\'e been successful in the unusual conditions of the Black Sea,
but some of those that have, occur in large quantities. The Black Sea anchovy stock is
probably the most abundam stock in the whole region.

The .fisheries
The countries bordering the northern Mediterranean Sea have a high demand for fish.
Until recen tly this demand arose largely because meat was scarce a nd expensive, and
fish was a cheap supply of animal protein. In addition to encouraging local fisheries
this resulted in large imports of salt cod and belTing II'om the richer waters further north.
Now the demand is as much or more tor fish as a pan (and increasingly an expensive
part) of a day or a holiday by the sea. This demand is lor fresh fish, even though it may
not be as fresb as the closeness of the restaurant to the sea might suggest. Despite the
relative scarcity of fish, the fisheries of tbe Mediterranean Sea ha\'e therefore been well
developed. Because of the high prices reached in the European countries the value of
Mediterranean fish is among the highest of the regions of the world, even though the
weight is relatively low (FAG, 1981).
The fisheries are mostly loced, involving small boalS making short trips, usually of a
day. If it is worth making longer trips, it is generally-especially since (he cldvent of
freezing at sea-worth making really long trips into the Atlantic Ocean to Lhe much
richer ground all' northwest Africa, or in the northwest Atlantic, The exception is in
Sicily. From here the rclati\'e1y wide and lightly exploited shelf areas of Tunisia and
Libya are within reach of short \'oyages ofa few days. Sicilian pons, particularly Mazara
del V<lllo, have thus developed the biggest /leet fishing within the Mediterranean Sea
comprising hundreds of trawlers of up (0 :tiO tons and ,lOO to 500 hp. Similarly, a
proportion of the Sp<lnish Oeet, especially those based in Ylalaga and Almeira, fish along
the Mediterranean coast of Morocco <lnd Algeria, Elsewhere the typical Mediterranean
vessels are small trawlers for demersal fish, or similar size \'essels using surrounding n("(s
for small pelagic fish, usually with lights. Among other types of gear mention should be
made of two spectacular types used-thougb now to a much decreased extent-for large
pelagic fish. Enormous traps-madragues-were used along the coasts of Spain, North
Africa, and Sicily to catch large bluelin lUna as they passed along the coast on Lheir
spawning migrations. Also, in Sicily a special vessel with one extremely high mast with a
crows-nest (to spot the fish), and an eq ually long bowspri t projecting we11 forward of the
vessel (on which the barpooner stood) is used to harpoon swordfish when they lie quietly
on the surface on calm warm days,
Su mmary statistics of ca tches in 1978, according to the main species groups and the
major areas into which the Mediterranean Sea has been divided by the General Fishery
Council for the Mediterranean (GFCM) are given in Table 5-10. Apart from some
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Adriatic

• Mostly hake.
t Mostly sardine, but includes sardinella, and some anchovy not explicitly identified.
Hncludes north African waters as far east as the Algerian/Tunisian bordrr.
§Water' north of a line from the Gargano peninsula to the Yugoslav/ Albania border.
1Jlncludes north African waters from Cape Bon to '25° E.
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Other crustacea
Cephalopods
Other molluscs
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Other demersal fish
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Horse mackerel
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Other pelagic fish

Catch cOnlent
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0·2
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2·0
0·6
) 1·8

',1
2'46'1
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2'6
7'4
7·2
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Aegean

8·2
8·8
414·4-

+

2·7
0'4
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+

1·421·6
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116·0

g·O

[·6
2·3
5·7

Black Sea

11·1
15·0
13·0
45·5
36·6
131'9
1200·9

10·2

8·3
11·0
39'6
45·9
67' 7
15'6
60'5
342'8
313'5
11·7
5·9

Total

Mediterranean Sea; 1978 catches (thousand tons) by area and main species groups (Based on Statistical Bulletins or the GFCM)

Table 5-10
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Ouctuatiuns in the catches of aneho,'y in the Black Sca (which rtachrd a jJrak of over
350000 tons in 197H), tlit· IIgllre~ in the table are close to til(" calcites in allY year over the
past dccade,
Tahle 5-10 shows that the catches are not evenly eli, ideel brlwcen the regions, (,'en
allO\ving lor the somewhat dillerent sizes. Almust as much comes li'om tile small area of
the central and nurthern Adriatic Sea as from any other area except the Black Sea (this
GIrl he mainly explained by the relatively wide shell" area), whereas very lillle is caught
in the eastern Mediterranean (Le,'ant and Aegean areas). This distrihution is also
shown by the national catches. Over a quarter of the total cltch (arollnd :150 000 cons) is
taken by Iwly, This is c1usely followed, t'speci;dly in years when the Black Sea anchovy
catch is good, by catches in the Black Sea by the USSR, Other countries exceeding
100 000 tons are Spain and Turkey (almost wholl)! in the Black Sea),

Stale oJ the slocks
There is a long history of marine biological research in the Mediterranean Sea, In
addition to the scientists from the coastal countries, scientists from northern Europe
have fClt the attraction of the Mediterranean sun and sea, and have worked at institutes
like the Hiolngical Station at Naples. However, relatively little attention has been paid to
the quantitative study of the fish stocks. Recently, more attention has been given to
resource assessment, particularly through GFCM and the activities orits Working Pany
on Resources Appraisal and Fishery Statistics (T1WADEC, 1979). The reports of this
working party (e.g, GFCM, 1978) and also of its subsidiary groups that have looked at
individual areas in detail (e.g. GFCM, 1980) contain convenient ~llmmaries of'the
results, as well as entrie5 [0 the literature descrihing national studies in more detail.
The hasic material for making assessments has not oeen very good, particularly as
regards statistics of catch and corresponding fishing effort, As shown in Table 5-10, even
in 1978 much of the reported catches (o,'er a quaner in thc important Adriatic region)
consists of unspecified fish, without definite indication oreven whether they were demersal or pelagic. The situation is still worse as regards elTort data. Figures on numbers of
voyages made, or days <It sea by vessels ofdim:rent categories, with their corresponding
catches, which arc now supplied as a matter of routine in several other parts or the
world, have until recently been lacking in most Mediterrdnean countries. Action is being
taken in most countries to rectify this, Similarly, only a limited numher of estimates of
the ,'ital parameters of growth and mortality (especially the division or total monality
hetween th,tt due to fishing and to natural causes) are available. The best-known stocks
are those in the western Mediterranean, where Spanish research workers have been
particularly active, but even there the data are far from compleLe (sec Tables 6,1 to 6.7 of
GFCM, 1980, which show what estimates are available lor the main species by subarea).
Most assessments have therefore bcen done by application of simple production or
Schaefer-type models, though some yield-per-recruit calculations have been made. Also,
estimates of standing stock arc available for some pelagic slOch from acoustic surveys,
for demersal fish from trawl surveys UUKIC and PICCI:\ETTI, 1979), and for some adult
stocks from surveys or eggs and larvae (PICCINETII and co-authors, 1979),
These estimates give a reasonably consistent picture of the degree of exploitation
decreasing from west to east, and from nonh to south, Exploitation of demersal stocks is
also much heavier than thaI of pelagic stocks, For demersal fish off the coasts of Spain,
France, and italy the amOUl1( of fishing has passed the level giving the maximum
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sustained yield in the 1970s. [n general, the total yield has decreased little, iLlt all (i.e.
the stocks appt.:ar to oe sufl(~ring only li'om 'growth over-fIshing'), but an exn'ption is the
turbot in the Black Sea. Here there has been a serious decline in recruitment, and hence
in total catch, which appears to be related to a reduction in adult stock, i.e. there is
'recruitment over-fishing' (GFCM, 1979). The other demersal stocks, as well as the
pelagic stocks (except possibly anchovy) in the northwestern part of the Mediterranean
Sea, are also at least moderately heavily fished, so not much increase in yield can be
expected. The main opportunities for any increase comes from the pelagic stocks along
the North African coast, and in the eastern Medi terranean (though the potential of the
latter area is probably small).
Apart from the direct impact offishing, at least one fishery seems to have been aflected
by other human activities. This is the Egyptian sardinella fishery (SHAHEE\i, 1976).
Prior to the construction of the Aswan High Dam there was a substantiallishery (mostly
in the period September-NO\'ember, towards the end of the period of annual Nile flood),
which LOok some 7000 tons of .sal'dinell a annually. After 1965 this declined, reaching less
than 500 tons in 196H. [t is, however, not known whether this represents a real decrease
in the stock, or merely the failure of the stock to move into the region off the Nile delta
when this area ceasee: to be so attractive.

Future prospects and management
Given the state of' exploitation of the stocks the future well-being of the fisheries
depend on how well they are managed. For most of the demersal stocks this means a
reduction in the amoun t of fishing (or at least a halt to the current increasing trend), and
better protection of small fish, e.g. through increasing the mesh size in the trawls.
Several countries have had for some time legislation setting a minimum mesh
size-mostly at +0 mm-and others are introducing similar legislation, as a result of
discussion and recommendations ofGFCM. However, as these discussions have shown,
legislation by itselfdoes not improve matters unless it is properly enforced, and enforcement has been weak in most Mediterranean countries. This is partly due to the past lack
of communication between fishermen, administration, and scientists, which also
resulted in lack of research directed towards fishery problems. Thus, neither the
administration nor Ihe fIshermen understand what benefits would arise from protecting
the smaller fish or reducing the amount of fishing. Equally, the fishermen do not understand why certain measures ha\·c been introduced, nor do they accept them as being
necessary. The difliculties of enforcement are enhanced by the fact that most of the
fishing- is carried out fi'om a large number of small and scattered fishing ports, rather
than the few industrial ports of northern Europe, where a few full-timc enforcement
ofTicers can han; some chance of controlling most of' the total national catch.
This situation is now well appreciated Ly GFCM and its member countries. Recent
recommendalions of' GFCM put as much weight on explaining to fishermen why a
minimum mesh size is to their ad\'antage, as to the lormal steps or legislation and legal
enforcement. It can be hoped lhat in a lew years this will result in the general Lise oCa
larger mesh of at least 40 mm (possibly larger) and some increase in the weight (and
still more in \·alue) of demersal landings. As always this willihen increase th(" incenti\'t'
to add more vessels, so that the henefits will be dissipated unless there is control on the
total fishing effort. Though this control is more diflicult than that on mesh size, seH'1 al
Mediterranean countries ha\T already gone far in adopting some form or ellort control,
and limitation orenlry (PI'ARSE, 1980).
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For Lhe pelagic species the current need is, with some exceptions (e.g, sardines in parts of
the westem \1editl.'ITancan), lor expclnsioll of efJon. Several eoulltries have programmes
lor de\'Cloping this, including campaigns to increase public demand for these tYf.>es
offish. Jfsucccsslid, this would also help di\'en demand and hence ellon from oelllersal
specil's. Though attell1f.>ts to change public taste are often unsllcccssl'ul, and this may
well be the case in the European countries, the plans lor developing the pelagic tisheries
of Lhe north AIi·iGlll countries may he more successful. Optimistically, therefore, in the
li.llure Lhe Mediterranean fisheries may achin'e a small increase in tOlal catch, dul.' to
belle I' managed demersal slOcb and marl' fully exploited pelagic stocks. This increase
need im'oh'e little increase in LOtal costs,

NortheaJI PaciJic Ocean

The stocks
The region is di\·ided into (wO dissimilar fJans by the Aleutian Peninsula, and the
chain of islands extending from it. To the norch lies the wide shelf of the eastern Bering
Sea-at over hall' a million square kilomelres one of the largest expanses of shelf in lhe
world. South of lhe i\la~kan chain the shelf is narrow, lying ofr mountainous country,
with \'Cry broken coastlines. The fish stocks renect these differences, with the more
strictly demersal fish being most ahundant in the Bering Sea. In general the species
composition is analogous to that in the North Atlantic Ocean: flatfishes, gadoids (notably Alaska pollock), and rockfishes (related to the redfishes) arc most important among
the demersal, herring and capdin among the pelagic lishes, The northeast Paciric Ocean,
particularly its eastern side, diflers from the North Atlantic Ocean in the abundance
of salmon and marine mammals.
The Pacific Ocean, has, in the st('e1head, a lish that in heha\'iour and in stalus among
spans lisherll1en is very close to the Atlantic salmon. In general imporlancc, lhough, this
spccies is dwarfed hy the five species of Pacific salmon (OncorhYllchus) (excluding the
.\flasou salmon, O. mosou, whieh is confineo to the Asian side), These have, at leastLO the
locally based fishermen, always been of much greater interest than pelagic or demersal
fish. Much research has be('n carried out on salmon-summarized, illier alia, by L\RKI:\
(1077a) and FOF.RSTER ( 1968), All salmon ~pecic:; arc born in fresh w~lter; the)' move to
the sea whell small ancl achin'C nearly all their growlh in the ~ea (mostly in the open
Pacilic Ocean, though son1(' fish stav in coastal \ViI(er~); when fully grown they IInally
return to their pl~\re of birth, when" thev sfJawn. Unlike Atlantic salmon, all Pacific
salmon die after spawning, The sprcies c1ifTer chielly in the location and duration of their
fi'eshwater lile. Pink salmon sf.>awn at the mouth of thl.' ri\'ers or Slreams, and move to
the sea as fry; sockeye salmon move from the spawning ~treams to lakes, where they may
spend more than a year belor(" migrating to the sea, Pink salmon also spend the least
time at sea-two years-a period so well fixed that run~ in odd and even years operate
almost as independent stocks, usually with one or other hcing strongly dominant.
A large variety of maflne mammals, from whales to sea otters, occur in the region
(SC,\;"'I\<lO:\, 187-+), some olthem, notably the luI' seal, in very large numbers. The larger
baleen whales and the exploitation and management of these whales are to a large extent
independent of the fisheries, but this is not so for some of the other mammals. Estimates
of the consumption of finfish in the Bering Sea (1,3 million tons by pinnipeds, and 1'1
million tOns by toothed whales, of which ov\.:r I million lOns is pollock) exceed the lOtal
catch by fishermen, except in a few exceptional years (L\E\':\STL and FAVORITE, 1977),
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Clearly this consumption, and any major change in it, must have some impact on the
species consumed, and on the fisheries harvesting them.

The fisheries
UntiJ the arrival or the Europeans, the human population along the Pacific coast of
North America was small. Salmon and other fish were well known to the local Indians
all along the coast. In the north, hunting whales and other marine mammals had been,
and still remains, an important part of the Eskimo way of life-now raising difficult
problems in the management of the bowhead whales. The total catches were small and
had little impact on the stocks. This changed when the white man arrived. Among the
first were fur hunters from Russia and from eastern North America. They found riches in
the smaller marine mammals, particularly the fur seal and the sea otter. Both were
depleted during the nineteenth century, the latter close to extinction. Since then marine
mammals have ceased to be of more than minor direct economic importance, but their
management is of scientific and general public interest, and as some of their populations
recover their interactions with fisheries are receiving increasing attention.
Large-scale exploitation offish started with salmon towards the end of the nineteenth
century. Catching salmon is easy, so that without controls most of the run to a given
river can be caught. The precise homing of the salmon and the comparatively close link
between the amount of spawning stock and subsequent recruitment (RICKER, 1954)
mean that the effects of taking too much from a run show up clearly 2 to 4 yr later
(depending on the species concerned). The need for controls has therefore been accepted
from earl)' times, and soon after the access to large outside markets (at first principally in
the form of canned fish, but now increasingly as frozen fish) encouraged large-scale
fishing, the form of the salmon fisheries has been determined mostly by competition between fishermen and those setting regulations. The most efficient methods (traps, weirs,
fish wheels) which operated in the rivers have long been prohibited. Current
methods-purse-seines, gill·nets and trolling-are mostly used in the coastal waters in
the approaches to the spawning rivers. TheJapanese developed a large gill-net fishery for
feeding in the open Pacific Ocean, which reached its peak in the 194-0s. After the Second
0
World War it was restricted to waters east of approximately 175 W; at the time this was
expected to eliminate catches offish born in North American streams. Later studies (e.g.
ROYCE and co-authors, 1968) show that the oceanic movements of salmon are more
wide-ranging than was believed, and theJapanese fishery did take numbers of American
salmon, particularly from fish coming from Bristol Bay in Alaska. In addition to commercial fishing, sports fishing from central British Columbia southwards has considerable politicaJ influence. Especially in the states of Washington and Oregon, it takes a
significant proportion of the total catch of the preferred species (particularly chinook).
Finally, the catches by native Indians are still significant; they have achieved much
more political importance as a result of legal decisions in the United States.
The other long-established fishery by the coastal states is the long-line fishery for
halibut by the United States and Canada. This !ish grows to a great size; together with
ils long life and high value this has made it very vulnerable to growth over-fishing (as
opposed to the recruitment over-fishing of salmon). The need for management of the
halibut fishery has been long recognized (e.g. THOMPSON, 1950). Because the halibut
moves actively along the coast, and because most of the fishing, until the change in the
general legal regime of the sea, was carried out beyond the limits of national jurisdiction,
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this has required joint actioll by the t\\'o cOlllltries concerlled, and catches ha\'c been
controlled by thc International Pacilic Halibut Commission since 19:n.
The other dcmersal specics supp0r!cd some smalilocallishing, but large-selic catching did not stan ulltilthe distant-water lleels became intfrcsted in the arca, Thr patlel'1l
of'pulse-lishing'- i,e. rapid de\Tloplllent offishing on one s(Jecies, high calchrs I()J";\ lew
years, and then a switch to another species as the abundance 01' the first one
declined-already noted in the nortllwest Atlantic Ocean has been panicularly marked
in this region. Earliest allention was gi\Tn to yellowfin flounder ancl other llatfish in the
Bering Sea, of which calchcs (almost entirely by japan) reached o\"Cr haifa milliun tons
in 1961, falling to under 100000 tOilS in 1965. Attention of Japanese, and now also
USSR, vessels then turned to Pacific Ocean perch in both the Bering Sea and the Gulf of
Alaska; catches of this species apJJroached haifa million IOns in 1965, but then also fell,
Since 1966 the chiel' allention or the long-range lleets has been concentrated on i\laska
pollock, mainly in the Bering Sea, Catches ofthi~ ~pecjes pa~sed one million tons in each
year Irom 197-1 10 1976, bllt following the extension of jurisdiction over flsheries, lower
limits on total catch have heen set by the coastal state, Long-distance fleets also fish, on
a smaller scale, on hake alung the Washington-Oregon coast.
Pelagic fish have not ill general uet'n high enough in priee to atlract local fishing, or
auunrlant enough to allract distant-water fisheries, The exception is the herring in the
Washington-British Columbia region. This supported a medium-sized fishery, mostly
for meal, aroullcl Vancouver Island, but collapsed, apparently from hea\")' lishin,C;, in the
late 1960s. Following (and quite possibly as a result of) strict controls, the population
has rcco\'eITd (HOL:RSTO:\, 1980), .-\1 the same time a market was estahlished for the
export of roc tojapan. The \'cry high prices for roe meant that the \',due 01" the small
catches allowed was many times lhal ol'the brger catches taken earlier lor n1f:al and oil,
leading, at least in the short run, (0 gre,tt satishnion 01" the fishermen with the rnanagement programme,
r'\. number 01" crustaceans are \'aluahle ellough to allract loc,d lishing. The most
important are those lor the very large king crab and snow crau in the Bering Sea (lhough
the lishnies on these wne lirSI de\"l"loped hy the Japanese), but there is also a highly
localized and \Try intense shrimp lishery round Kodiak. Catches 01" Dungeness crab,
mostly off \\'ashinglOn and Oregon, are also significant.
Statistics of the calches in 1979 arc summarizcd in Tahle 5-1 J, This table show~ that
there is very liltlf' O\Trlap in the sfJccies taken by the two coastal states and by the few
countries that maintain long-range flects in the area (Bulgaria and the German Democratic Republic fished brielly around 1975). Though the (,Hler account for some twothirds of" the weight caught, these catches arc or the bulk, lower-valucd species, and in
terms of" \'alue, the proportions ,Ire at least re\TI"Sf~d.

The slate of the stoch
For the North Pacific Ocean there is no organization like ICES, There is no lorum for
international review of the lish resources as a whole whose fJublications could provide
ready access to current knowledge of the state of exploitation. Hmvc\'er, a number of"
org<lIlizations do this for specific stach or groups of stocks. The most general or thest' is
the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission (INPFC). Under the so-called
(lbstention principle of" this Commission, drawn up in 1952, non-coastal countries, i,e,
japan, should abstain Ii'olll fishing stocks fully exploited and proJJerly managed-with
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Table S-ll
Catches of main species and species groups in the northeast Pacific Ocean in 1979 by countries
(thousand tons) (Based on FAG Yearbook of Fishery StatisticJ)
Canada
Salmons
Halibutt
Other lIatfish
Pacific cod
Alaska pollock
Pacific hake
Pacific Ocean perch
Other demersal
Pacific helTing
Dungeness crabs
King crabs
Snow crabs
Shrimps
Totalt

59·9
3·9
6·3
9'1
:304·

-

!:l.g

'.3-7
43'5
1·2
-

-

154·4

Japan
-

117·4
36·7
619·<1
3·6
0'3
49'7
0·4

-

832'4

Korea

-

Poland
-

-

1·7
3·2
ImHl

-

I· 7

-

+
+
40'423·0

+
+
-

-

-

-

-

119·7

-

64·0

USSR
-

53'9
2'4
33·9
101·1
0·9
10·1
-

-

210·3

USA

Total

243'2
9'6
24·\

303·2"
13·S
203·5
57·8
809·3
141·6
13·3
108·7
73'6*
18· 7"
70· )
59·6
43·1

6·3
3'1
13·9
3·3
43·5
29·8
17,6
70·1
59·6
43,[
593·3

1974·1

'Includes small quan lilites in eastern central Pacific (off California).
tExcludes incidenlal catches in trawl fisheries for other species.
Hncludes small quanlilites of other species, especially molluscs.

the implication that other stocks could be exploited. This puts the onus on the coastal
states to demonstrate, at INPFC sessions, that the stocks they did not want theJapanese
to touch-salmon, halibut, and some herring-did in fact fulfil these conditions. The
state of certain salmon stocks is also reviewed by the International PaciJie Salmon
Fisheries Commission, concerned with salmon spawning in the Fraser River, which
enters the seajust north of the US/Canadian border. Its drainage basin, though largely
in Canada, includes parts of the United States. The studies show that the salmon stocks
are fully exploited, and are, by and large, being properly managed at least in biological
terms. The state of lhe stocks, and the success of management, depends on the balance
between escapement (number of adult salmon going upstream to spawn, having escaped
from the fishery), numbers of juvenile salmon, run of adult salmon approaching the
home streams, and catches. The stock-recruitment curve for salmon is dome-shaped
(RICKER, 1954). The greatest recruitment, or run, is produced by a fairly high escapement. Under average conditions the greatest sustainable calch (run less the cscapemen t
necessary to reproduce the same run) would be taken by maintaining a slightly lower
escapement, though one still giving a high run. In the past, many scocks have been
fished down to below this level.
Salmon runs have also been affected by other human activities: dams can prevent
adult fish moving upstream to spawn, and fry can be killed passing through turbines or
in the tail-race; insecticide spraying may kill fry and juveniles; changes in land-use can
damage or destroy spawning grounds, etc. The classic example of incidental damage to
salmon runs was the rock slide at Hell's Gate on the Fraser River caused by railway
construction in 1913. The overall effect orman's activities has been to reduce the (olal
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runs of salmon on the northeast Pacific, and catches have fallen accordingly. Catches
were around 3-'>0000 tons (1'0-1'5 X 10H fish) between 1920 and 19'W (LARKIN, 1977),
but rell to lillie more than hall' this in the 19605, though since then there has been some
increase (the 1979 catches, listed in Table 5-11, were the highest for many years).
So long as halibut was caught almosl exclusively by the North American long-line
fishery, for which it was the target species, its dynamics fitted well with the simple
models. Tlte stock, or stocks, had been clearly over-fished by the 19305, and slowly
rebuilt since then to yield somewhere around the maximum sustainable yield of approximately 40000 rons (THOMPSON, 1950; CHAPMAN and co-authors, 1962). Since the
1960s there has been a steady decrease in total catch, which cannot be explained by
changes in the fishery directed at halibut. This is almost certainly connected with the
increase in trawling for other species in both Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska. These
fisheries, mostly by Japan and the USSR, cenainly take a small proportion of small
halibut in their catches, which in total weight exceed the halibut by much more than an
order of magnitude. However, there are some doubts, reflected in the reports of INPFC
and IPHC, as to the exact magnitude of this incidental catch, and thus as to the extent to
which the decline in the directed halibut catch (from 39 000 tons in 1965 to 13 000 tons
in 1979) is wholly due to the trawl fisheries.
These fisheries are certainly fully exploiting most of the other demersal fish. This can
be seen, at least in a crude way, by the successive collapse of the fishery on yellowfin sole
(550000 tons in 19G1, 95000 IOns in 1979) and Pacific Ocean perch (470 000 IOns in
1965,13000 tons in 1979). The same can be demonstrated more elegantly by analysis of
age data, catch rates in the commercial fishery, and-additional information that makes
the study of the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska easier and more accurate than of other
areas-data from surveys carried out before large-scale exploitation took place (ALVERSON and co-authors, 1964; MOISEEV, 1964; HITZ and RATHJEN, 1965). The status of
the Alaska pollock is less obvious; there has not been the same dramatic fall in catch
rarrs, the survey data is equivocal because many of the fish are well off the bottom and
are not sampled quantitatively by the trawls used; also the Alaska pollock is much
shorler lived, particularly than the Pacific Ocean perch, and therefore in some ways less
vulnerable to heavy fishing. However, it seems fairly clear that it is close to being fully
exploited and not much increase in sustained yield could be expected. The same is true
of the other demersal fish.
The status or the stocks of'pelagic fish has not been so well studied, with the exception
or the herring around Vancouver Island. This stock (or sfOcks-the exact stock structure
is not entirely clear) is probably one or the few examples ofa pelagic stock that collapsed
and then recovered after protection (MURPHY, 1977). No other significant catches of
pelagic fish are taken, though it appears that some stocks are quite substantial.
One source of evidence of the abundance of pelagic stocks comes from the study of the
consumption of these species by the higher predators (larger fish, marine mammals,
birds). Estimates of food consumption have been a large element of studies of the
interaction between species carried out in this region at least as intensively as anywhere
else in the world (LAEVASTU and FAVORITE, 1977, and other reports from the same
group). This interest in species interaction in part arose from the very different interests
of coastal and non-coastal states. Another factor was the high public and political
interest in marine mammals, and the concerns on the one hand that the increasing
catches offish would harm marine mammals, and on the other that the recovering stocks
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of marine mammals would have an impact on species on which they feed, and which also
suppor! important commercial fisheries.
This impact is clearest for the sea otter. After being nearly extinct at the beginning of
this century, this attractive animal is now re-establishing itself along many parts of the
North American coast as far south as California. It is an efficient predator on some of its
preferred prey-abalones and sea urchins. Indeed" it is so efficient that sea otters do not
leave enough to support an economically viable catch fate for commercial fishermen on
these species, especially since they will take prey at a smaller size than is attractive (or
even legal) for the fishermen. The picture is made complicated further because the prey
of sea otters, at least the sea urchns, are themselves very efficient in grazing down their
food, the large kelps. Without sea otters it S('('IllS that it is difficult for kelps to establish
or maintain large growths, whereas with sea otters there can be dense kelp beds. These
in turn provide a favourable habitat for juvenile fish which, when grown, may move
offshore to support commercial fisheries. Th(' balance between sea otters and fisheries is
not simple, especially as different fishenncn may be interested in abalones, sea urchins,
and commercial finfish favoured by kelp beds,

Future prospects and management
The future of the fisheries in the nortlwast Pacific Ocean must to a large extent be
determined by salmon. Salmon fishing moved comparatively quickly out of the early
phase of uncontrolled exploitatjon- the choice was control or rapid disappearance of the
stocks. The last 50 yr or more have seen the establishment oC more and more complex
controls over the fisheries. They have also seen the growth at a somewhat slower pace
and less strictly, of controls over assorted activities in the drainage basins of the spawning streams, aimed at maintaining the biological productivity of the stocks. This has
been successfully achieved, though the success has not been 100%-witness the decline
in catches between 1940 and 1975. It is now recognized that this achievement is not
enough, and attention is being given increasingly to two other aspects: controls that
enable greater net economic benefits to be realized, and measures to increase the biological production.
The irrationality of the traditional pattern of salmon management, at least as viewed
from the economist's point of view, has been pointed out by many economists, notably
CI{UTCHFIELD (e.g. CI{UTCHflELD and PONTECORVO, 1969). Until the early I 980s,
entry to the salmon fisheries was open to all. Hence, the fishing capacity that could be
deployed at the beginning of each season greatly exceeded-by an order ofmal?;nitude or
more for some stocks--that necessary to harvest a desirable amount of catch .. \5 a result,
the biological objective could only be achieved by severe restraints on the fishermen's
activities. These took the form of banning the more efficient types of gear, and restricting
the times and places where the other gears could be used-often [Q only I or 2 d a week.
This had the effect of raising the total costs of the fishery La approximately the value of
the catch, while without these constraints they need be no more than perhaps a qll:lrter
or less. That is to say, an economic rent from the resource of perhaps three-quarters or
more of the gross value of the catch (i.e, some hundreds of millions of dollars), which
might have appeared as cheaper fish for the consumer, greater net income for some
fishermen, or income to the central government, or to fishery agency (i,e, ultimately (0
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the tax-payer), had been dissipated in building extra boats <Inc! geal, Cldditional fuel
costs, ctc. However, ecollomics are not the only criterion. If the economic relit is to be
obtained, many people who would like to fish must be prevented from doing so, either by
some lorm of limited entry, or hy discomaging them through a high licellce ree; the latter
would fi.ll1nelthe rent out of the fishery and into the go\'(:rnmenl. Any practical alternative has met strong opposition on soci.d, political, or evcn, in the U nitec! States, constitutional grounds. Progress I~as therefore been slow, with some trend of increasing ellectiveness from south to north-i.e. from where fishing is only marginal to the regional
economy, and where there are vast numbers of am atcur or part-time fishermen wishing
to go salmon fishing at weekends or in their holidays as much as for a change li'om city
jobs as for the money, to Alaska, where fishing is one of the keys to the state economy.
Alaska has now an eflective limit on entry, and licences to operate a vessel in one or
other of the local salmon fisheries were in 1978 changing hands at some $25 000
(AD.\SIAK, 1979)-an indication of the extra returns, over and above the normal reLUrn
on inv/"stment in the hardware of vessel and gear, that was expected by these fishermen.
Licences in the British Columbia fishery have been changing hands at a similar rate
(FRAZER, 1979). These schemes have gone some way to realizing the rent potentially
available from the resource, which now go to the present fishermen in the form of
increased capital value or their vessels, provideclthey have a licence. However, they have
not gone far ill reducing the excess capacity, and there is a lon~ way still to go.
The possibilities of positive enhancement or fish stocks in miti~ation of overexploitation has a long, and not particularly happy, hist0l1'. In the early years of the
twentieth century, soon after it became recognized that a number of preferred species
had been depleted in the North Sea and elsewhere, a number of stations were set up to
hatch and release fry of cod and other species. It was soon clear I hat l hese efforts were
not efIective; if the fry were released soon after h::ltching, the few millions produced were
a tiny fraction of the natural production; if they were held until they had reached a size
at which the greatest incidence of mortality was over, the costs of doing so would exceed
the likely benefits. It now seems that Pacific salmon arc an exception to this, and that
some forms of enhancement are practicable anc! economically attractive. At the simplest,
this involves no more than improving the natural spawning success by providing-sometimes at no more cost than a few hours work with a bulldo<.er-the most
favourable spawning conditions in terms of the nature of the flow, and of' the stream
bottom. Most eflorts have gone" into the development of hatcheries in which the fish are
raised until a suitable size-usually that ::It which they would normally migrate to the
sca. One reason for this success is unc!oubteclly the considerable expertise that has
grown up O\'er the years in tht' rearing of'trout fiJI' stocking streams for anglers and, more
recently, for directm<lrktoting. Another reason may be that salmon smolts are adapted to
a change in their whole way or life when they blve the rivers or lakes and move to the
sea. The change from hatchery to natural conditions may nOt therefore be an excessive
shock. In contrast, some experience of the release of hatchery-reared plaice in the Irish
Sea is that for a few days the presence of these inexperienced young fish provides good
feeding for the local predators, and that thereafter very few are left.
Whatever the reason, the percentage return of at least the more valuable species
(chinook and coho) is suflicielltly high so that the value or those fish that return when
adult exceeds, often by a good margin, the costs of producing thr small smolts. There is
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therefore a growing amount of salmon being raised by public agencies (state/provincial
and federal) for release in order to increase the total supply. The problem with this is
that hatchery-reared salmon are not immediately identiflable (apart from a fraction that
may be tagged or marked by fin-clipping or other methods) so the beneflts are not
immediately identifiable. More seriously, the benefits cannot be directly realized by
those responsible for the production of smolts. Attention is therefore being given to
salmon ranching (THORPE, 1980). This takes advantage of the precise homing of salmon, and the fact that the place to which they return can be determined by imprinting
them just before release and movement to the sea to ensure that fish released will rnurn
to a given place. This may be a spot or stream with no natural stocks. Here they can be
harvested by those releasing them, and by no one else. Apart from the technical problems of raising fry and smolts in the most efficient way, these activities will probably in
the long term raise the question of how much salmon the North Pacific Ocean can
support. Until now the limits to production have been in freshwater, and the growth and
natural mortality in the sea have been treated as being independent of density. Clearly
there must be a limit to the amount of food available to salmon in the surface waters of
the North Pacific gyre (where most of them seem to feed), vast though it is. Even if
consumption by the current salmon stocks is still well shan of this limit, there must come
a time when it will be approached if the salmon enhancement programmes are successful, and expanded without limit.
Most of the other management problems in the northeast Pacific Ocean are relatively
straightforward. Management of the halibut fishery has gone through similar stages to
that of salmon, first restoring and assuring the biological production, and tackling the
problem of also ensuring the economic well-being of the fishery (CRUTCHFIELD and
ZELL~ER, 1962). Complications that are being tackled include the impact of large-scale
trawling for other species in the Bering Sea and the effect of the new Law of the Sea on
balance in the fishery benveen the United States and Canada (COPES, 1981). Cntil the
new fisheries jurisdiction, long-liners behaved very much like the halibut, moving up
and down the coast (outside national territorial waters) more or less at will. This is now
not possible. Canadian vessels cannot go into US waters and vice versa. This reduces the
efficiency of both sets of vessels, as well as affecting the relative shares of the total catch
taken by the two countries.
For some other fish stocks (e.g. cod, sable fish) and, more notably, some of the important crustacean fisheries, the effect of new legal situation has been, as elsewhere, to
greatly reduce, if not to eliminate, foreign fishing, and to allow the local fishermen to
increase their catches. A problem somewhat special 1O the northeast Pacific Ocean
concerns the large stocks of low-valued species (flounder, Alaska pollock) in the Bering
Sea, for which there is Ii ttle sign of any locally based fishery developing on a scale
commensurate with the size of the resource. This foreign fishing is being continued,
though under control, and at a rate of exploitation that should maintain the stock at
some optimum level. Licence fees are charged, at a few percent of the estimated v<due of
the catch, and do not cover the full costs of the management and enforcement programme, including the necessary support activities, such as research. So far no attempt is
being made to enforce a pattern or harvesting and licence fees that would maximize the
net return to the coastal state, or indeed to estimate what such a pattern would be
(presumably a high licence fee, combined with a low fishing effort, which would give
catch rates high enough to cover the fees).
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.\'orllzwesl Pac!/ic Ouall

The .,Iocks
This region is the most producti\'e in the world, ;IJld also one of the most dinTse.
Though cOI1\Tniently discussed with the other northern ternpcratt: regions, it actually
extends from the subarctic waters 01 the northwestern Bering Sea to the subtropical
w;lters of the southern coast ofChin;1. Sen:ral distinct subregions can be distinguished:
the northern region (Sea of Okhotsk and western Bering Sea); the waters around Japan,
including the Sea ofJapan; the Yellow Sea and East China Sea; and the northern part of
the South China Sea.
The northern pan is very similar to the eastern part of the North Pacific-except that,
lacking the wide shelf area of the eastern Bering Sea, demersal species are not so
important. Salmon spawn in streams from {he Arctic circle south to northern Honshu
(the main Japanese island), but for most species the chief centre of spawning is Kamchatka. Though the total catch is about the same as on the North American coast, and
much research has been carried out in Japan and the uSSR, the literature is much less
well-known to the English-speaking world than the Canadian and US studies. A convenient entry to this literature is K:\SAHARA (1961). KASAHARA (1964) prO\'ides a good
rC\'i("w of:'-Jorth Pacific resources in general. The main species or salmon arc the same- as
on the eastern side, with the addition of masu (chCTry) salmon-thollgh churn are
considerably more, and sockeye less, abundant. Among other species, Alaska pollock is
by f~lr the most important.
Around Japan, and also 011 the western continental side of the Sea or Japan, the
continental shell' is narrow. The waters are productive. but relati\'e!y little or this production appears as demersal fish, and the main species are a \'ariety or pelagic species,
:\mong these, herring, saury, mackerel, sardine, anchm'Y, and jack mackerel are, or
have been at some time, important. To this list should be added squid, which fills a very
similar ecological niche. As in other areas these species ha\"(~ shown high \'ariability,
with a succession of species becoming dominant, and then apparently collapsing. Special
note should hc made of the sardine; catches ol"this sfJccies rose to a peak in the 19:105,
collapsecl, hut now ha\'(' retllrl1ed to or even abo\'c lile level or the peak years h.·tlr a
cCllturyago.
In contrast, o\'er the wide shell' areas or thc Ycllow Sea and East China Sea, demersal
species become relati\'ely more important. In some ways this region is comparable to the
:"Jorth Sea with se\'eral species each making up an important part orthe total, and one or
the other olien being the main constituent of some local or seasonal fishery. The species
arc different, with yellow croakers, lizard fish, and others replacing cod and plaice. The
presence of a good stock or prawns (PenaellJja/Jonic/lj), which because of the exceptionally
high price can support a directed fishery r\'('n whrn the proportion by weight in the
catch is small, may perhaps be compared to sole, which plays a comparable role,
particularly in the Dutch fishery. P,japollicuJ spawns and spends its early months in the
Po Hai; then migrates through the Yellow Sea to the deep waters or the East China Sea,
This pattern of mo\'emeIH raises several complicated problems of management.
The southern end orthe region, in the northern part or the South China Sea, has most
of the characteristics or other tropical and subtropical waters. There are a grear number
or species so that the fishc.-ies are generally directed ,It a group of fish, rather than at any
particular species. This is shown in the statistics of Hong Kong in which, as gi\'en in the
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FAO Yearbook, only two of the 30 categories distinguished are individual species, and
(except for the large category of various and unspecified fishes), no category makes up
more than 10% oflhe total. Information on the fisheries and fish stocks in this part of the
region is, except for Hong Kong, rather slight. Present catches make up some 10% to
15% of the total of the region. The problems of assessment and management of these
fisheries-which are probably fully exploiting the demersal species in the shallower
water, with possibilities for expansion on some of the pelagic species and, with less
certainty, some of the demersal stocks in deeper water-are similar to those of the
fisheries in the region to the south. Further discussion of the general problems is given in
a later section (p. 938). The present section will concentrate on the more northerly part
of the region.

The fisheries
Information on the fisheries in the region is more diflicult to obtain than for any other
region. The fisheries in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea were estimated by
FAO in the 1979 Yearbook o/Fishery Statistics to have taken 1·2 million tons in 1979, but
that figure is based on an assumed division between seaweeds and fish (including
molluscs and crustacea) in the officia!ly announced figure of 1·6 million tons for 1976,
and subsequent extrapolation to later years. The' official figures themselves give no idea
of what types of fish and other species were included in the total, or indeed why the tOlal
was so much bigger than estimates previously available outside Korea. All that can
confidently be said is that catches by North Korea are large, and they are mainly taken
in the waters around Korea, probably mostly on eastern, Sea of japan, side.
Until a few years ago the same fog obscured any view from outside of the fisheries of
the mainland provinces afChina. Now the political changes there have opened events in
China, including fisheries, to the outside view. Detailed studies of the fisheries are still
scarce, even in China, but ZHU DE-SHAN (1980) gives a good general overview of the
recent fisheries.
In the absence of a widely based multinational fishery body, to which the USSR is
committed to providing detailed statistical information, the generally available statistics
of the large Soviet fishery is of total catch in the region (around 3 million tons), with a
breakdown by species (two-thirds being Alaska pollock), but with no details on the area
of capture. However, the main obstacle to access by scientists in Western Europe or
North America to information on japanese or Russian (and to a lesser extent Korean)
fisheries is the language. Reviews in English are available in KASAHARA (1961, 1964,
1972) and for the pelagic fisheries, in NAGASAKI (1973).
Japan has always been one of the world's most important fish-catching and fish-eating
countries. The coastal fisheries around japan have a long history of slow growth and
development, which accelerated in the nineteenth century with the opening up of the
country to Western ideas. This brought steam power and gears, like the bottom trawl
(with single vessel, and pair-trawl) and long-line, and led to a rapid growth comparable
to that in the North Atlantic Ocean at around the same time. The same pattern of full
exploitation of local stocks leading to movement to more distant waters was repeated.
Thus, by 1960 japanese trawlers were moving into the Yellow Sea and South China Sea,
initially to fish for porgies. As these were reduced, in the next decades the trawlers moved
to less valuable species, such as croakers and lizard fish (KASAHARA, 1964). While this
expansion is comparable with the expansion ofEngtish trawlers to Iceland and northern
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Norway at abou t the same time, another expansion ofJapanese fishermen to the north
was marc comparable to activities of European lishermen along the Newfoundland coast
some centuries earlier. Along the coast of the Kamchatka Peninsula the rich runs of
salmon attracted Japanese fishermen, who started building traps along the coast from
the 1880s onwards. The legal rights to exercise this fishery, under which a limited
number of positions (lots) along the coast for traps reserved for Japanese fisherie,s were
established following the Russo-Japanese war in 1904 to 1905, and lasted up to and
during the Second World War, ending in 194·5. Since then the large Japanese salmon
catch has been laken almost entirely by gill-nets, operated (at least in the pre-200
mile age) on the high seas.
The developmen t ofJapanese fisheries since 1945 has been governed by the fisheries
law of 1949, which gave clear recognition to the limited size of the resources, and of the
social interests of small-scale inshore fishermen. The fisheries are classified into three
groups: coastal fishery (small boats, up to 10 tons, working a great variety of gears, with
trips seldom lasting overnight); offshore fishery (boats from 10 up to 200 tons, mostly
using seines of various types, and trawls, and making trips of around a week); and
distant-water fishery (tuna long-liners, large trawlers, whaling, etc. mostly outside the
northwest Pacific). The nature of the controls are discussed below, but the effects have
been to channel new developments into the distant-water fisheries, and to a lesser extent
the oflshore fisheries, while maintaining the coastal fisheries. Of the 8 million tons
caught in 1979 (Table 5-12) a little over 2 million tons (including most of the molluscs
other than cephalopods) were taken in the coastal fisheries, a few hundred thousand tons
(most of the salmon, and much of the Alaska pollock) in the distant-water fisheries, and
the majority (around 5·5 million tons) in the oflshore fishery (with pelagic species such
as sardines, mackerel, and squid predominating).
Korean and Chinese fisheries have developed in much the same ways, though at
different paces and rather later than theJapanese. Before the Second World War, Korea
(under Japanese occupation) had a large fishing industry. Between 1937 and 1940
Korean catches of sardine averaged j·l million tons, compared with an average annual
Japanese catch ofjust under I million tons. The division of the country and the Korean
war disrupted fishing, but by the late 1960s the fisheries in South Korea were expanding
rapidly, reaching over 700000 tons in 1970 (twice the average of the 1950s), 1·2 million
tons in 1972, and over 2 million tons in 1976. Some of this expansion has been into
distant-water lishing (lUna long-lining throughout the world, trawling in the Atlantic
Ocean), but there has been a steady development of all types of fishing in local waters.
Table 5-12 shows that South Korea reports a more even and wider spread of species
than any other country in the region. The catches are less dominated by the main
pelagic species than those ofJapan-in part reflecting the wider expanse of shelf on the
west coast of Korea. Very little is known about the fisheries of North Korea, and doubts
surround even the reported total. What is known, and comparison with information on
the pre-war fisheries, suggests that fishery development has followed a similar course,
though somewhat later than in the south.
Development of the fisheries in the mainland provinces of China, in the sense of the
growth of motorization and the increased use of trawls, started in the 1950s. By the
mid-1960s heavy trawling in the East China and Yellow Seas was leading to the decline
of some of the preferred demersal species (yellow croaker and hairtail); more recently,
greater attention has been paid to increasing effort on pelagic species, first with gill-nets
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Tabk 5-12
Catches of major species (species groups) in the northwest Pacific in 1979 (thoLisand IOns) (Based
on FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics)
China
\-Iainland
Salmon
Flounders
I\laska pollock
Other gadoids
Large yellow croaker
Small yellow croaker
Gther demersal"
File fish
Saury
Various jackst
Herring
Sardine
Anchovy
Gthcr clupeoids
Tunas and Scomberomorus
Hairtail
ivlackerels
Shark and rays
Various and unspccified
Crabs and lobsters
Shrimp
Squids
Cunlelish and octopus
Gther molluscs
Various
Total

Taiwan

Hong
Kong

Japan

North
Korea

Soulh
Korea

1:30

131

182
9+0

:l

47

H:.l
36

105
:j:§

**39
**

*30

437

250

3

124
59

17
81
15
6

68

I :l

:l
:;

J

*

IB8

2
35

*t

73

:I:

17

69

.j:

30

1586

t

7
7:l
368

H8
106

*

:.:)J 0

+
+7
162
.~

2
60

+:l

18

:329
66
51

87
27
25

310

*

131

H6

16

42
90

30

6

17

2

-133
6-1

2133

3

26

38
33

2938

731

2

12
121

28
1591

183

10

230

3

3

52
2015
106

lc)
355
313l
6

42
164
12

107:1

:32

+
687

LSSR

120

19·~

IGO

IH

82

3
31

6:36

7
3HI

.,

3H

15

81M

1:

1264

1763

326H

"Group 33 or FAO classification, other than yellow croakers.
tCroup 3-1 or FAO classification other than saury.
:l:Significalll quantities probably included in 'Various and unspecified', or in 'Total'.
§310000 tons in 1978.

and later with purse seines, using light attraction. Despite these developments the bulk
of the Chinese landings in the mainland provinces is taken with small vessels (below
60 hp and :10 t), though there are also over 1500 larger vessels (over lOa t, but most
under 250 ts). In the other Chinese prO\'incc, Taiwan, the local fisheries in the South
(:hina Sea have followed much the same pattern, being carried out by small to mediumsized vessels, using a variety of gcar in the cOilstal zone, and mostly trawls (especially
pair-trawls) and purse-seiners, or similar gear in the ollShore areas. Taiwanese fishermen have also actively developed long-range fishing, notably long-lining for tuna in all
oceans, and trawling orr northwestcrn Australiil and other parts of the Indian Ocean.
The Russian fisheries are an exception to this general picture of the fisheries being
mainly carried out close to shore, expanding- with the use of small to medium-sized
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vessels inca the offshore regions. There is relatively little fishing by small vessels, and the
main fishery is by medium to large trawlers for Alaska pollock (Table 5-12).

Slale oj the slocks
In general, nearly all stocks in the region, like in most regions close to the major
fishing nations, are heavily fished. The precise reaction of individual stocks to this heavy
exploitation varies. In the north, the species have reacted according to standard single'
species models. The salmon, like the salmon on the American side of the North Pacific
Ocean, has suffered mostly from 'recruitment' over-fishing, and-to a lesser
extent-damage to or loss of spawning grounds. The fisheries reached their peak in the
late 1930s, when average catches of pink salmon were some 1'5 X lOH fish. These
declined to about half this in the 1950s, but since then stocks, and catches, have
recovered.
The various stocks of Alaska pollock are all now probably fully exploited. Catches
rapidly expanded from less than half a million tons in 1960, to nearly 2 million tons in
1970, and only just under 4 million tons in each year from 1973 to 1976. Since then the
reported catches have declined to a little over 3 million tons in 1979. Some of this decline
may be an artefact, since it excludes any catches by North Korea, and these may have
been increasing in the last lew years. In addition, there have been real reductions in
catches by the countries with better statistics as a result of actions taken by the coastal
states. Because of the varia tions in the seasonal distribution of the hh, Japanese fishermen used to take pollock off the USSR, while Soviet fishermen have fished ofT Japan.
Since the introduction of EEZs by both countries in 1977 the catches by fishermen of
non-coastal states have been strictly controlled. While the immediate impact has been
some fall in total catch, the stock is probably recovering and in due course catches can be
increased again. The other species, including various species of flatfishes and rockfishes,
also taken by trawl in the northern areas, are probably at least as heavily fished as
Alaska pollock.
Further south, changes in species composition have been as important as declines in
individual species in both demersal and pelagic fisheries. In the demersal fisheries in the
East China Sea and Yellow Sea the catch rates of preferred species declined soon after
large-scale trawling began. As so often, the data available is not sufficient to determine
how much of the subsequent changes in the composition of catches are due to real
changes in the relative proportions of different species in the sea, and how much to
changes in the fishing practices of the fishermen. Some of the early changes, e.g. a
decline of catches of porgies and a shift towards less valuable species, can be explained
fairly directly by a direct reduction by fishing of the preferred species, explicable on a
simple yield-per-recruit model, and a change in fishing tactics towards other species.
Recent changes seem to have been more fundamental. Chinese catches of yellow croaker
ofT the east coast have almost collapsed. Catches of small yellow croaker, for example,
fell from 160 000 tons in 1957 to only 20 000 to 30 000 Ions in the 1970s (ZHU DE-SHAN,
1980). At the same time, catches of file fish-which is a much lower valued fish-have
risen greatly, not only in China but also elsewhere. This was first noticed in the mid1960s in Japanese waters, in the late I960s off southern Korea, and in the Yellow Sea
and East China Sea in the 1970s (FAO, 1981). Such changes in demersal fish communities are not well understood, or even well documented, but an increase ofa similar
species (BaliSles caroLensis) has occurred off West Africa.
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The changes in the pelagic stocks are rather better documented, and have been even
more dramatic. The most dramatic events have been in the sardine stock. Until very
recently the japanese sardine served (with the Californian sardine and, later, the North
Sea herring) as an example of stocks that had collapsed (MURPHY, 1977). japanese
catches fell from nearly I 590 000 tons in 1936 ro 9200 tons in 1965. A common impression was that this collapse was due to poor management, and that very careful management would be required if the stock were ever to recover. This recovery has now taken
place. Catches dramatically improved froJTl 1972 onwards, exceeding I mil1ion rons
sincl:: 1976. A similar recovery has occurred olT Korea·.
The sardine population is not homogeneous, and probably consists of four subpopulation~ (KONDO, 1980); these have not changed in the same way. At the earlier peak of the
population and of the fishery, the main japanese fishery (as well as the equally large
Korean fishery) was in the Jp.pan Sea, on the Kyushu and japan Sea subpopulations.
The recent recovery has been largely due to an outstanding 1972 year class (though later
year classes have also been good), which has been moSt apparent on the eastern side,
mostly from the Pacific subpopulations. The appearance of the 1972 year class seems to
have been preceded by a slow increase in abu~dance, and a spreading of the population
and of the spawning p'reas, but the immediate trigger has been ascribed by KONDO to a
shift in tqe Kuroshio current.
The qther pelagic species, including squid, have all undergone similar, if not so
extreme, changes. Thus, the catches in Hokkaido herring fishery which produced up to
800 000 tons in the period from 1900 to 1930, fell rapidly from 1930 onwards and, unlike
the sardine, there has been lillie recovery (MOTODA and HIRANO, 1963; MURPHY,
1977). Conversely, catches of mackerels, particularly of the Pacific stock of chub mackerel Scomber japonitus increased rapidly in the I960s, from less than half a million tons in
1965 to 1·4 million tons in 1970, staying at around that level ever since.
Though the trends in individual species are highly confusing, and not easy to relate,
either to changes in fishing pressure, or (with some exceptions such as the apparent link
between sardine recovery and changes in the path of the Kuroshio) to environmental
factors, the trends in the total catch of pelagic species around japan are simpler.
NAGASAKI (1973) examined the period between 1958 and 1969, during which there had
been big changes in species composition. The rank order of the five main species,
according to weight in the Japanese landing-~-whichin 1958 was in the order orsaury,
anchovy, horse mackerel, squid, and mackerel-had been exactl~ reversed in 1969; the
saniine which was eighth in 1969 was in first place by 1976. Despite this, the total of all
pelagic species changed very little; apart from an exceptionally low catch of I 900000
tons in 1964, the Japanese catch of these species varied no more than from 2 304000
tons in 1960 to 2 758000 tons in 1968 (a difference of only 20%). While there is undoubtedly some compensatory elTects within the overall Japanese fishery-the various fleets
can only catch so much, and the various markets can only absorb so much, so that ifone
species increases greatly, catches of the other species are almost certain, in the short run,
to decline- it would seem that some compensatory mechanism exists also in the biological system.
In fact, the extreme steadiness noted in the period studied by NAGASAKI (1973) may
be partly accidental. Since then the total of the main pelagic species has increased to
rather over 4 million tons in 1979, probably representing a considerable increase in the
elTective a,mount of fishing.
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An exact compensation, whether operational or biological, would be unlikely. The
rlilTerenl species and dilTerent stocks of the same species, occur in difTercnt areas, are
fished by somewhat dilTerent fishermen, and go to different markers, e.g. an important
use of saury is for bait in the tuna long-line fishery, for which other species are secondrate substitutes. Most individual fishermen or fishery enterprises are therefore nor in a
position to switch indiscriminately from species to species, not worrying whether catching sardine or mackerel, so long as the weight caught is the same. Equally, the dilTerences in the areas and seasons that are important for spawning, larval survival, or
feeding are difTerent for each species so there is no simple case of a constant basic
biological production going indiscriminately into one species or another.
Nevertheless it does seem clear that the pelagic species do interact, even though we
are unable to specify exactly how, and that the assessment of individual species cannot
be done in a meaningful way without reference to what is happening to the other species.
As a whole, the stocks are heavily fished; it can be stated fairly confidently that the total
catch cannot be expanded much beyond the present level of a little under 6 million tons
(excluding possible catches by North Korea); equally, catches are not likely to fall much
below the present level. It is much more difficult to say anything definite about, say,
sardine or herring. Sardine catches are probably near their peak, but might continue at
the current level, or collapse back to the level of the 1950s. Ifsardine collapses, the 'gap'
will probably be filled, but what species or combination of species will increase is
unknown.
The most important demersal stocks in the southern part of the region are those in the
Yellow Sea and East China Sea. With the improved information now becoming available from China-the maj:Jr fishing nation-it should soon be possible to make reliable
and fairly detailed statements about the state of this resource. Summary repons suggest
that, except for file fish, the demersal resources are all fully exploited (ZHU DE SHAN,
1980). Until recently, the only detailed data readily available au tside China concerned
only the japanese fishery. This has been directed only on those species reaching a good
price on the japanese market, and has been somewhat restricted in area. Several of these
stocks had become heavily fished nearly half a century ago, as shown by the declining
catch rates in the I 930s, and by the dramatic increase in catch rates as a result of very
greatly reduced fishing cLuing the Second World War, especially in 1944 and 1945
(KASAHARA, 1964). This recovery suggests that the impact of fishing was essentially on
the post-recruits, with a reduction in survival of fishable sized fish, and hence in numbers and mean size. This elTecr can be rapidly reversed as soon as fishing pressure is
relaxed. Of more concern are the indications thar there are changes in the recruitment
pattern, with the recruit:nent of both species of yellow croaker (and other valuable
species) going down, and being replaced by file fish. Such changes may not be so easily
reversible by reducing fIshing.

Management and future prospects
The state of management in the region is highly variable (KASAHARA, 1977). japan
has perhaps the most advanced and sophisticated management system in the world,
fully in keeping with her position as the world's leading fishing country. In other areas,
e.g. in the offshore waters around the Korean Peninsula, the difficulties of communication between the countries concerned, even at the level of interchange of data, have
inhibited any efTective management.
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Regulation of fisheries inJapan has a long history, which has been reviewed by ASADA
(1973), with local measures dating back as far as the eighteenth century. The present
system is mainly based on the fisheries law of 1949. This took account of several conOicting pressures present in any fishery- the social problems of the inshore fishermen, who
often have little opportunity to diversify; the need to expand the national supply offish
(particularly important in the conditions of Japan in 194·9); the need for economic
efficiency (or at least to avoid gross inefficiencies) in all sections of the fishery; and the
fact that all resources are limited, but some (especially those near japan) are more
limited than others.
The japanese fisheries are divided so far as management controls are concerned into
two main groups: fishing rights fisheries and licence fisheries. The former comprise the
smaller-scale inshore fisheries. They are further divided into (i) common fishing rights,
issued to local fishing cooperatives and permitting a defined group of fishermen to
exploit a certain inshore area in common; (ii) set-net fishing rights; as the name implies
this allows the operation of a set net in a prescribed position; and (iii) demarcated
fishing rights, which allow the holders to engage in aquaculture in a given area. The
effect of these controls has to maintain the status quo in these coastal fisheries, without
the social tensions and economic losses that would otherwise occur, but without much
opportunity for development.
The licensed fisheries are subdivided according to the specific fishery concerned. For
the larger offshore and distant-water fisheries, e.g. tuna long-lining, factory-ship whaling, salmon gill-net fisheries, etc., the licences are issued nationally. For the smaller
fisheries, e.g. small-scale trawling, purse-seining by vessels from 5 to 50 gross tons, etc"
the licences are issued by the prefectural government. The numbers of licences are
limited, according to the productivity orthe resource. Though licences are only valid for
a fixed period, and must then be renewed, preference in issuing licences is given to
existing ljcence holders, so that licences, which are transferable, have a definite value.
For example, in 1963 when the tuna long-line fishery was particularly profitable a
licence was worth $1 SOO per ton. These controls have been especially successful in
keeping the expansion of new fisheries under control. Though Japanese fishermen have
been successful in developing new fisheries, especialty on tuna, but also on trawl fish and
cephalopods in many parts of the world, these fisheries have not gone through the
periods of extreme boom and bust typical of other fisheries.
This Japanese system has worked well so long as only japanese fishermen harvested
the stock concerned, or at least the activities of other fishermen were negligible. This is
the case for the local stocks around Japan, and also held trut: for a number of other
stocks, even those a long way from Japan-e.g. most of the world's long-line tuna
fisheries in the 1950s, as well as other stocks even today, such as squid off New Zealand.
In the northeast Pacific Ocean many of the stocks exploited by Japan are fished also by
other countries, either because of the movements of the fish, or because the Japanese
fisheries have taken place adjacent to other countries, e.g. in the East China Sea or the
Sea of Okhotsk. For such stocks the effect of independent Japanese action is becoming
steadily less through the growth of !Ishing by other countries. This has been accelerated
by the changes in the Law of the Sea, which is bringing many of the areas being fished by
Japanese vessels under the control of some other state.
These controls, especially in northern waters, are mostly taking the form of limits on
the total catch, e.g. of salmon in the gill-net fishery, or of Alaska pollock in the trawl
fisheries, though very detailed other controls are applied in some fisheries. The man-
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agement of the king-crab fishery olT the west coast of Kamchatka involved the division of
the whole area into a large number of strips, allocated to USSR, or Japan or closed to all
fi~hery (KASAHARA, 1972). These internationally agreed catch limits and other controls
are applied in conjunction with the national licence controls. Similar catch limits are
being applied to foreign fisheries, e.g. by USSR for sardine, in the waters now falling
within the Japanese EEZs.
Arrangements for the detailed management orthe several stocks that migrate between
different EEZs remain complicated because of the absence of any international fisheries
body with comprehensive membership. Indeed, between some countries any communication, even at the informal or technical level, is extremely difficult. Nevenheless, in the
apparently most dif1icult situations some agreements can be reached. For example, there
was for some time agreement bet,vccn Japan and China, at the level of the lishermen's
association, at a time when formal links between the countries were most distant,
regarding the number of Japanese trawlers that could fish in certain areas of the East
China Sea, though admittedly this came after a period between 1951 and 19S4 during
which more than ISO Japanese vessels were seized in the East China Sea by Chinese
patrol vessels (KASAHARA, 1972).
The other obstacle to effective management in the central area is that major scientific
problems concerning the interaction between species remain unsolved. It is far from
clear wha t action should be taken to restOre herring in northern Japanese waters (possibly at the expense of sardine), or to reduce file fish in the East Ch;na Sea and w restore
the yellow croakers, or indeed whether there is any action thaI could be effective in the
absence of fundamental changes in environmental conditions. On the positive side, all
the countries in the region have long fishing traditions and are perhaps more aware than
others that fishery resources are limited, and unless conserved can be damaged, to the
lasting loss of the fishermen. For example, China is giving (he management and conservation of its marine resources one of the top priorities in its fishery policies. The immediate prospect is therefore of no great change in the fisheries in the region, with catches
being maintained at around the current level, but without any significant improvement
in the managemenr of the resources.
(c) Upwelling Areas
The upwelling areas include some of the richest fishing grounds in the world
1969a) and attract considerable multi-disciplinary scientific interest (BOJE
and TOMCZAK, 1980). RYTHER (1969) estimated that they produced around half the
potential harvest of fish from the sea; though the exact flgu res are open to debate, and
particularly how far a given upwelling region extends, the general point holds true.
Upwelling is not a rare phenomenon, occurring seasonally in many coastal areas, as well
as along the equator in the open ocean, but attention here is focused on the four major
coastal upwelling areas- Peru/Chile, the California current, the southeast Atlantic
(Benguela current), and ofT northwest Africa (Canary current). In each region the
prevailing wind blows along the coast towards the equator, moving the surface water
offshore and replacing it by cool, nutrient-rich water from the depths. The richness in
the upwelling sea areas is usually matched by near desert ccnditions on shore. The
physical aspects of upwelling have been described by SMITH (1968) and DIETRICH
(1972).
The fish popUlations are broadly similar in all major upwelling areas. The continuous
(CUSHING,
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supply of nutrients gives rise to high production and standing stocks of ph\'toplankton
and zooplankton, and thus to large populations of small pelagic species, some feeding
directly (at least in part) on phytoplankton (e.g. anchovies), but most on zooplankton
(sardines, mackerels, and jack mackerels). Perhaps surprisingly the larger predatory
fish (e.g. lUnas) are not noticeably ;Ibundant in these regions, but birds and marine
mammals can bl' extremely abundant. Exploitation of guano deposits of Chile, Peru,
and southwestern Africa were among the first commercial uses of the riches of the
upwelling areas. Besides their abundance, the pelagic stocks of these areas are noticeable
for their instability. The sudden collapses of the fisheries for Californian sardine, Peruvian anchovy, and Namibian pilchard are well known, as are the arguments as to the
precise role of over-fishing and environmental causes in any specific case (e.g. WALSH,
1978). While fishing has had an important role in recent changes, evidence from scale
deposits otTCalitornia (SOL "fAR and I~.\\cs, 1974) and off Peru show that changes were
occurring well before the fisheries became significant. Changes have also occurred in
distribution. In its heyday the Catifornian sardine occurred as far north as British
Columbia (MURPHY, 1966); now its stronghold is off Mexico, and only small quantities
occur as far north as California. Conversely, during the 1970s the Moroccan sardine has
spread a long way south from Morocco as far as northern Senegal.
Demersal fish are much less important, particularly in the Peru and California systems. Partly this is because the shelves are generally narrow. There seems also to be a
more fundamental reason, in that most of the production is recycled within the surface
layers, only a sma\! proportion reaching the bottom, mostly in the form of faecal pellets
rather than the remains of phytoplankton and similar detritus which provides the basis
of the rich benthos of areas like the North Sea (WALSH, (975). The dominant demersal
species in most regions are the hakes, which in fact get most of the food from zooplankton (when sma\!l or fish in midwater.
Table 5-13 shows the main species in each upwelling area, together with some summary information on the catches- the catch in 1979, and also where the fishery has
collapsed, the catch in the peak years, and the year in which that occurred. Also shown
is the catch in the whole FAO statistical region concerned, except for the eastern central
Atlantic Ocean, for which the figures are only for the northern part of the region. For the
eastern central Pacific Ocean, the region extends welt beyond the upwelling system of
the California current to include the tropical regions otT Central America, and the
statistics include substantial quantities (perhaps 750000 tons) of tropical species, notably thread herring in the Gulf of Panama. The other regions correspond well with the
upwelling areas, at least as well as can be expected when attempting to match a fixed
geographic grid to an ecological system which changes from season to season within a
year, and also from year to year.
Some features of Table 5-13 may be noted here, though the fisheries are described in
more detail below. First there is, as already mentioned, a broad similarity between
regions; secondly, the handful of species listed dominate the catches (over 90% in the
Peru current), unlike the typical tropical areas when the number of species is extremely
large. In this respect the upwelling areas are more similar to temperate areas such as the
North Sea. finally, although catches of the Peruvian anchovy were very sma\! in 1979,
the lota! catcht'S in the Peru Cll rrent system were more than twice those of the Benguela
current, and four times that in the other two systems. This is roughly consistent with the
relative productivities of the four systems estimated by CUSHING (1969a), though his

S.japonlcus

Mackerels (Scomber)

6899
93%

42%

6446

684

213

S.japoTluus

36

161~

1287

T. murphyii

3347

1413

186

·Mostly caught in statistical Region 67 (northeast Pacific Ocean).
tOata from FAO (1981) ror northern pan or eastern central Atlantic Ocean; other data rrom Yearbook
tExcludes tuna and similar oceanic species, but includes catches or other species.

Total, above species
Regional loral
Percent of specified species in total

T. symmetru;us

Jack (horse) mackerels (Trachurus,
Caranx)

S. sagax

E. nngens
(12300, 1970)

M. gqy!
(500, 1978)

Peru/Chile

17

186

S. caemlea

Sardines (Sardinops or Sardina)

Sardine/las

303

E. mordax

Anchovies (EngrauLis)

(791, 1936)

142'

:\4. prodlUlUS

Hakes (Merlu.ccius)

California

387

44

2

37

(1979).

1032
1632+
63%

112

] 247

1 203

of Fishery Sta!islics

S.japonUus
(170, 1977)

T. Irachu rus
T. Irecae
C.rlwncus
(492, 1977)

S. piLchardus
(983, 1976)
S. aunta
S. madermsis

unspecified

E. enaasic/wlus

/11. nuT/lUcius
M. senega/ensis ]
/,,1. cadenati
(102, 1976)

N.W. Africat

S.japonuus

T. capensis
T. trecae
unspecified

S. oceUala
(1632,1968)
S. maderensis

unspecified

E. capmsis

2124
2519
84%

35

30

272

465

207

96

570
14

M. capensis.] ~54
M. paradoxUJ
(804, 1976)
A1. poll!
16

Benguala

Main commercial species offish in the principal upwelling areas with 1979 catches (thousand tons) In brackets: catches in the peak year, if
markedly different from the pr('sent harveSl (Complied from the sources indicated)
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results showed the Benguela current to be roughly as rich as the Peru upwelling area.
This difference may lie in the diffcrences in species fished, and their trophic level.

Southeast Pacific Ocean
The region considered here comprises the whole of the statistical region of the southeast Pacific. It thus includes the temperate waters of southern Chile, in addition to the
upwelling areas ofT northern Chile and Peru. The fisheries of southern Chile are confined
to a narrow continental shelf, and carried out a long way from major markets. They have
features in common with those in the similar waters of the northeast Pacific Ocean;
indeed, some of the species of Pacific salmon have been transplanted to Chile, though
without marked success so far OOYNER, 1980). Crustaceans (particularly squat lobster)
and molluscs (mussels and clams) are at least as important as finlJsh.

The }uheries
The history of modern fishing in the region started with the development of the
Peruvian anchoveta fishery in the late 1950s. Prior to that there had been fishing along
the Peruvian and Chilean coasts, mostly on a small-scale artisanal level. The most
important fisheries had been the Peruvian fishery for bonito and Chilean trawl fishery
for hake, both averaging around 50000 tons yr- 1 . There was also an important guano
industry, whose interests in a high supply of food for the birds conOicted with the
interests of the growing anchoveta fishery (MURPHY, 1981).
The growth of the Peruvian anchoveta fishery was stimulated by the fact that following the collapse of the Californian sardine fishery, a lot of equipment for fish-meal
factories was available very cheaply. It was further assisted by the simul taneous growth
in animal feed technology, which provided an almost unlimited market for fish-meal and
other high protein supplements to incorporate in feeding stuffs [or broiler chicken and
other intensively farmed animals.
Once the feasibility had been established, rapid growth was inevitable. No pan of the
process from catching the fish to marketing the meal required great experience or high
technology. In the calm seas, and amid the vast schools of anchovy , anything that floated
could, and did in the early days of the fishery, catch enough to make money. The outside
investment was minimal; the earnings from a boat or plant in the first year or two were
enough to provide for the construction of the next boat or the nex t fish-meal plant. The
result was that, starting at a level of about 100000 tons in 1955, the catches doubled
each year for nearly a decade.
This could not last, and in the absence of market limits, the limits were set by the
resource, enormous though it was. These limits were being approached by 1962, when
the catches had exceeded 6 million tons, and the total catch by Peru had passed that of
Japan, making it the biggest fishing country (by weight) in the world at that time. The
fishery then entered a 10-yr period of quasi-stability. The Peruvian government was well
aware, at least in principle, of the dangers of over-fishing, and lIsing the advice of the
Instituto del Mar del Peru (sometimes with the assistance of Panels including outside
experts, IMARPE, 1970a), introduced an increasing array of controls (VALDEZ.
ZAMUDIO, 1973). During this period the total catch edged slowly upwards, from just
over 8 million tons in 1963/64 to 1965/66 to 10 million tons in 1967/68 to 1970/71. The
catches in the calendar years varied rather more because of changes in the impact of the
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regulations within a season, and reached a peak of 12· 3 million tons in 1970. This period
also saw a great deal of rationalization orthe industry. 'vVhile the industry as a whole was
grossly inefficient because of the excessive capacity-far too many boats and far too
many fish-meal plants (lMARPE, 1970b)-the efficiency of individual vessels and plants
had increased.
The vessels were equipped with echosounders, power blocks, and fish pumps, which
greatly increased the speed with which they could find the fish, shoot, and haul the net
and get the fish on board. Making the necessary corrections for these changes in order to
use the catch and effort statistics to follow reliably the trends in stock abundance was an
important early stage in the assessment of the anchoveta stocks (SAETERSDAL and
co-authors, 1965). Ashore the use of stick-water plan t and general im provemems in the
way the plants were operated meant that virtually all the protein in the fish was recovered, and the costs of the operation were kept to a minimum. Events in the Chilean
fishery in the 1950s and 1960s followed much the same pattern but an order of magnitude lower. Soon after the Peruvian fishery became well-established, moves were made
to develop a similar fishery in Chile. These plans were over-ambitious, since the potential was much lower, but the Chilean anchoveta fishery did grow to around I million-very respectable by most standards.
The third phase of the fishery started in 1972. In that year, recruitment from the
spawning in the middle of 1971 was extremely poor. The possible reasons for this are
discussed below. The effect on the fishery was that catches dropped drastically, and with
subsequent recruitment also being poor, particularly in 1977, they have remained low
ever since. The best year (1976) produced only a little over 4 million tons, and catches
were only 800 000 tons in 1977 (Table 5-14). During this time the stocks were being
carefully monitored, both by routine analysis of the catches and by acoustic surveys
UOHANNESSON and VrLCHEZ, 1981), and the catch quotas were set on the basis of the
results.
This phase of severe crisis, which was particularly severe in the north and centre of
Peru-the more southern anchoveta stocks were less severely affected-merged into the
present phase ofne"" growth. With the decline orthe anchoveta there was new interest in
the other pelagic species, particularly since these had much better chances of being used
for direct human consumption, either locally or for export, canned or frozen. A proportion of these species had always been included in the lishmeal landings, which though
small and unrecorded could have added up to what by common standards would have
been a substantial fishery. In the late 19705, directed fishing for sardines, and to a lesser
extent, for other species, grew rapidly. Though this was in part a reaction to the decline
of the anchovy, it was not a simple diversion of effort. The other species, particularly the
mackerels and jack mackerels, are more active than anchoveta, and cannot be caught by
the small-meshed purse-seines used for anchoveta. Furthermore, if the fish are to be used
for canning or other direct human consumption, they must be handled much better than
the bulk catches destined for meal; this means usually a new boat, preferably equipped
with refrigerated sea-water or other methods of keeping the catch fresh. Together with
the need for new types of processing equipment ashore, the change in attention is
requiring a lot of new investment. As in the case of the anchoveta boom some of this is
coming from within the industry, but the problems of over-investment and over-capacity
are looming ahead.
Table 5-14 reveals that there has also been a big increase in hake catches. Prior to the
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Table 5-14
Catches of major species from the southeast Pacific Ocean (thOUSilnd tons) (Bilsed on FAa
Yearbook of Fishery StatiJtics

1970

Species

Country

Anchoveta

Chile
Peru

783
12·277

Sardine

Chile
Peru

+

Jack
mackerel

Chile
Peru
SSR

Chub
makerel

Chile
Peru

Hake

Chile
Cuba
Peru

All species *

Chile
Cuba
Peru
USSR
Total

1971

1972

961
378
10'277 4·447

1976

1977

192
434
383
270
)·768 3·583 3·079 3·863

19
792

229
1'\57

51
)·:363

1973

1974

1975

1978 1979

68

175
6

132
6

187
6\

399
74

2:32
63

327
175

621
87)

738
1·075

1·619
1·728

112
5

158

87
19
5

122

194
127

26\
38

342
54

:)41

505

587
463
49

598
151
532
89
118

-

9
-

-

-

-

9

\0

88

66
1

-

17

26

1·200

\'487

-

)2·533
-

13·733

'1·3

-

9

65

67

46
6
132

-

13

-

-

-

-

+
63

24

43

32

IS

II

II

109

85

53
4-0

I·ll

46

183
97

30
31
93

::17
30
107

34
45
421

93

+
93

664 1·128
899 )·379 1·319 1·929 2·63:3
10
24
44
25
43
19
55
10·526 4· 722 2'323 4·139 3·441 4·:)38 2'528 3·355 ::1-667
5..j.
35
:39
546
12·016 5'550 3'037 5·293 +364- 5· 759 :3·895 ..j.·384 6·876
I

792

-

'Excludes catches of tuna in the open ocean by long-range Ileets, mostly long-liners.

1970s hake catches had been confined to Chile, but lately Pcru has paid more attention
to this species. These catches have been taken in the north of the country, Clnd there is a

big gap in the distribution of hake between these grounds and those fished by Chile.
Since the hake is mostly in deep water, and caught by the bottom trawl, it is not readily
taken by the locailleels. [nstead, the fishery has been developed by large foreign vessels,
either under licence or as pan of joint venture agreements.

State of the stocks
A large number of scientists have studied the Peruvian anchoveta fishery, including
many of the leaders in fish-population dynamics. The methods and approaches used
have progressed from the simplest models, to more complex ,ingle-species analyses, to
methods that attempt to understand the whole system. At each stage improvements
were significant to explain some of the unexpected events or the past, only for further
developments to show that the explanations were far from sullicienl.
The first approaches were to fit some type of production (Schaefer-type) model to the
catch and e[lon statistics. Between the 1960/61, the first for which good statistics were
available, and 1965/66, catch-pcr-lillit-efforl, when corrected for changes in vessel elTiciency, declined to about half. Such :l decrease corresponds to a stock being exploited at
around the level giving the MSY. Though the effon was thereafter controlled, it did tend
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up, and so also, albeil more slowly, did lhe toud c<llr.h (conlrary to lhe simple
model). i\. number of modifications 10 lhe simplesl form uf the production model were
lhen used; som{' of thrse were no more than mat.hematical refinements, bUI a more
fundamental change in approach was used by SCHAEFEK (1970). He included the predat.ion by the guano birds as a component of 'fishing mOrlalily', including lhe estimated
consumption by the birds among the 'catch', The significance of this is that during the
c1nelopment of the fishery there had been a declillc in the bird population. With this
adjustment the increase in total 'effort' and total 'catch' was less than otherwise calculated, and the increase in actual catch was in part due to a greater share of the total
being taken by man rather than birds,
LJ p till 1971 these sim pIe models provided a reasonable description of the fishery, and,
in showing that the stocks of anchoveta were being fully exploiled, provided some basis
for management. However, even before the events of 1972 showed to everyone how
incomplete the clescriprion was, some scientists were putting out warnings. At its second
session in March 197 I the Panel of Experts of Population Dynamics (TMARPE, 1972)
warned that
'the high effort has three bild results. , . (c) the instability of the population is
increased and there is an increasing risk of tht' collapse of the entire stock, [and
also]. . under heavy fishing a succession ofycars of poor environmental conditions
can so reduce the stock that it cannot casily reco\·er when environmental conditions
return to normal'.
The Panel also noted that several stocks seem to have reacted to impending crisis by
what appears to be a final attempt to rectify matters Wilh the production of a single
outstanding year class, after which recruitment fails-the recent history of the Georges
Bank haddock stock, discussed in a preceding section, in which the eXlremely good 1963
year class had been followed by an almost complete recruirment failure, was in the
minds of several Panel members. The Panel therdore noted
'With this in mind the occurrence of the extremely good year-class which supported
the fishery throughout 1970 may not be entirely comforting (IMARPE, 1972).
One of the Panel members, G.J. Paulik, went further in a detailed scenario (PAULIK,
1971) of how an 'un thinkable catastrophe
the des truction of the world's greatest
single species fishery' could occur. The stages of what he called 'this apoc<rlyplic vision'
were: (i) heavy fishing pressure diminishes abundance in such a way that the bulk of the
catch is taken from recruits before they spawned; (ii) adverse environmental conditions
cause a near failure of the entering year class; (iii) weak upwelling currents concentrate
the residual population in a narrow band about 10 km from the coast; (iv) within 2
months the entire population of 4-5 million IOns is caught; (v) the government imposes
an emergency closure when catch-per-unit drops to zero; (vi) the fishery is closed. But jt
is too late-only small, scattered schools of anchoveta survive.
'Ihis gloomy vision was fuHilled more quickly and more closely than the author
probably expected. Spawning in the middle of 197 J (the southern winter) was a failure,
and very few small fish recruited in the early months of 197'2, during what had normally
been the period of peak recruitment. At about the same time the environmental condi-
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tions were unusual. Starting roughly in the last months of 1971, surface temperatures
were well above normal, and the fish were concentrated towards the coast. The fishery
was closed in January and February as usual to protect the small fish-the peladillawhich are particularly abundant at this time. The catch rates in March and April were
extremely good. Monthly quota of I 800 000 tons were achieved in 13 and 20 fishing
days, respectively. These catches were enough to remove most of the older fish in the
stock; with the recruitment failure the stock dropped rapidly, to perhaps a third or less bf
its pre-1971 level. Recruitment in the next few years remained poor, at about half the
average between 1961 and 1971 (CSIRKE, 1980) until 1977, when recruitment was very
bad-possibly less than half that in 1972. Catches which had been controlled by the
Peruvian government, in fair accord with the changes in stock, and which had recovered
from a trough of 1·7 million tons in 1973 to 4-3 million tons in 1976, dropped sharply.
They were below I million tons in 1977, and still only 0· 7 to 1·4 million tons between
1978 and 1981.
The proximate cause for the collapse of the anchoveta fishery has undoubtedly been a
failure in recruitment. There have been changes in the distribution and availability of
the anchoveta, and in their growth, but these have had much less inOuence on the
changes in abundance, and in catches, than the changes in recruitment. As in most
fisheries direct evidence on natural mortality is slight, but there certainly has not been
the large-scale mass mortalities, typical during 'red-tides' in some other areas (VALDIVIA, 1978). The doubts concern why the recruitment has been poor. Possible reasons
are environmental effects, pure recruitment, over-fishing, and combinations of these
factors. The most popular candidate among environmental effects has been the £1 Niiio.
The impact of the £1 Nii'lO on the fishery and on Peru's economy is discussed extensively in GLANTZ and THOMPSON (1981), In this GLANTZ presents an interesting discussion of the value of being able to forecast an EI Nino.
As commonly used, EI Nino refers to the occurrence of above-average surface temperatures along the coast of Peru, often accompanied by rain, and unusual weather generally
on land, These seem part of a complex phenomenon extending across much of the
Pacific Ocean (WYRTKI and co-authors, 197G). There is probably nothing that is a
typical EI Niiio, nor is there a precise black and white separation between 'normal' years
and '£1 Nino'. Nevertheless, some years-notably 1965, 1972, and 1976 among the most
recent (WALSH and co-authors, 1980, Fig, 12)-can be picked out as having well above
average surface temperatures, and in this sense being 'El Nino' years. The 1976 £1 Nino
coincides neatly with the prJOr recruitment in 1977-01' rather with the carly weeks and
months of life of the fish which recruited in 1977. It appl';lrs that conditions in the
sea-abundance and quality of the plankton-during the 1976 El Nino were less favourable than usual for larval and early post-larval fish. The coincidence is less good in 1972.
Though the abnormal temperature became apparent early in 1972, at about the same
time as the poor recruitment to the fishery was occurring, it is probable that the size of
recruitment had been determined some months eartier. Also, the 1965 El Niiio had little
obvious impact on the anchoveta stocks,
The effect of the abundance of adults on the recruitment of anchoveta was most
carefully examined by CSIRKE (1980). He showed that while the low recruitment between 1973 and 1976 could be explained by the low abundance of the spawning stock in
the previous years, this was not the case for the poor 1972 recruitment. It may be noted
here that because it is not possible to use the scales on anchoveta !O detlTrnine their ;I~e
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exactly, the recruit year classes ofanchoveta are usually referred to by the year in which
they enter the fishery, and not the year in which they were spawned. The spawning
biomass in 1971 was not greatly below the average in earlier years. What was different
was that the fish were much more concentrated, so that the density in the spawning
areas was much higher than usual. CSIRKE noted that in the RICKER formulation for the
stock-recruitment relation R =
exp( -bS), the negative term in the exponential (- bS)
which described the interactions, including perhaps predation of adult anchoveta on the
eggs, resulting in higher mortality was likely to be a function of the density of spawners,
rather than abundance. He therefore suggested that it should be written in the form
(with some change from his notation) R
exp(-bD), where D is an index of density.
For the anchoveta, independent indices of density (from catch-per-unit-eITort data), and
of biomass (from virtual population analysis, and acoustic surveys) could be obtained.
With this model he obtained a much better explanation of changes in recruitment,
indud ing the poor recrui tments in 1972, though the actual recruitment was even worse
than the model predicted.
This discrepancy is presumably due to environmental eITects, and it would be possible
to identify one (or indeed several) environmental factors that correlate with the residual
changes in recruitment, not accounted for the CSIRKE stock-recruit relation. At this
stage the number of degrees of freedom available becomes small compared with the
range of environmental factors that could be considered. It is therefore impossible to
determine on statistical grounds whether a good correlation is significant and indicates a
real cause-and-eflect relationship, or is pure chance. What can be concluded is that the
anchoveta can be fished down to the level where the adult stock is afTected, and that the
impact of this can be sharpened by environmental changes. The pattern of fishing on
anchoveta since 1972 probably represented a quasi-equilibrium state. So long as there
were no unfavourable factors, as great a harvest was being taken without further depIction of the stock, but this did not allow for rapid recovery.
Apart from the direct eITect of fishing, and of the physical environment, the effects of
other fish species should now be taken into account. Acoustic surveys oIT Peru UOHANNESSON and VILCHEZ, 1981) have shown that the combined biomass of mackerel,
horse mackerel, sardine, and saury ranged between 3 and 7 million tons in the period
1976 to 1979, compared with an anchoveta biomass which was no more than 4 million
tons after 1976. Judging by the catches the relative importance of these species oITChile
is even greater.
I t is too early to assess their state of exploitation with much confidence, especially in
view of the changes that have taken place in species composition of both stock and catch.
Catches of these other species oIT Peru in 1979 were over 2 million tons. If the biomass
were 6 million tons, this would imply a fishing mortality of two-sixths or O'33-not
exceptionally high, but still approaching the level at which other pelagic stocks have
reacted severely to the eflect of flshing. The impact is probably not equal on all the
species. Sardines are probably already heavily fished, whereas there may be some room
for expansion of catches on jack mackerel and, more surely, on saury.
The real question regarding the evaluation of the current stocks is not so much the
quantities that can be taken from under current conditions (which is perhaps I million
tons of anchovy, 3 million tons of sardines, and 2 million tons of other species), but how
the species interact. In particular fishery managers wish to know the extent to which this
harvest, of perhaps 6 million tons, can be considered as an alternative to the harvest of 8
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to 10 million tons of anchovy, plus a handful of other species, which was taken under the
conditions of the 1960s. Furthermore, if these are alternatives, to what extent can the
manager control which of these conditions (or some other combination of species) occur?
For example, if the greater gross weight of catch taken in the 1960s represents a preferable condition (and this is probably nOt the case, in view of the better use that can be
made of sardines) , can the anchoveta stock be restored to its former glory by deliberately
over-fishing sardines and other species?
Answering this question may require wide-ranging studies. \VALSH (1981) has looked
at the whole production cycle in the system, and how it seems to have changed between
1966 to 1969, and 1976 to 1979. Primary production may not have changed
much- though reductions in the grazing on herbivores by fish, and changes in the way
the nutrients are recycled could alter this quite a lot-but other aspects such as the
production or bacterioplankton and detrital carbon have changed in addition to fish
production. It may be necessary to understand how these changes operate, and the
influence of these various factors at all stages of the life of anchoveta and sardine in order
to answer questions on what pattern of lishing (over-fishing one species, and careful
protection of another) would result in the desired sustained mix of species in the catches.
On the other hand, the determining factors may be quite lew. For example, GULLAND
(1971) found a good correlation between the survival of Californian sardine from spawning to recruitment, and thl:' total abundance of spawning pelagic fish (sardines plus
anchovy). If this correlation, which held over the period of dramatic changes in sardine
stock from 1932 to 1957, in fact describes the result of real cause-and-effect mechanism,
then achieving the right mix of species may be easy. All that hil~ to be done to achieve
say a high sardine biomass is to keep the spawning population ofsardine high, and that
of anchoveta low.

Management
Some of the countries of South America, including Peru and Chile, were among the
first to embrace the idea of extended jurisdiction over fisheries. Off these countries
200-mile limits have been in force for a quarter of a century. Thus, they have been in a
position for a long time to enforce regulations if they appeared necessary to the government without the need to involve the complex machinery of international agreements.
The rather poor results show that having authority is only one of the prerequisites for
succ('ss; failure to achieve management objectives have been due inter alia to taking too
narrow a view of the problem (e.g. concentrating solely on biological aspects), or to
incomplete scientific advice (particularly in relation to complicated recent changes in
the biological system). As always, the tendency to apply unpalatable restrictions too late
and too weakly has played a part, but compared with other fishery authorities the
Peruvian government has usually acted firmly and without undue delay.
The development of management up to 1972 has been reviewed by VALDEZ·
ZAMUDIO (1973). The rules set were based on biological assessments, and were aimed to
keep the total catch within the recommended limits, and to protect the fish when they
were smaJJ or in poor condition, so that the meal yield was small. [n summary, the
measures were as follows:
1965: Closed season during August.
1966: Closed season during June, July, and Augusl.
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Closrd season flon1 mid-February w mid-ivlarch (the season when small fish were
particularly abundant), and also Il'omJune to August. fishing was also prohibited
on Saturdays and Sundays.
Closed season fi'om mid-february to mid-March. ,L\ quota of9·5 million (Om was
s('t for the period I ~epteml)('r 1967w 31 May 1968. In addition, the closed season
lor June, July, and August was continued.
A quota 01'8·2 million IOns was fixed for the 1969/70 season. The other comrols
(closed seasons, and 110 fishing on Saturday and Sunday) were continued in this
and following yea!'.';.
In addition to existing controls, fishing was stopped from a pon where 30% or
more of the landings were of fish less than 12 em long,
Vessels were only allowed to land fish up to a maximum of 70% of their hold
capacity. Large boats (150 t capacity and upwards) were only allowed to fish on
Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays. Smaller boats were allowed to fish also on
Thursdays.
After the collapsc of the slOck became apparent in the middle of the year, fishing
was stopped. Since then the fishery has been opened and dosed almost on a
momhly basis, usually in the light orthe latest information on the stocks from the
lns(itllto del Mar del Peru.

From the biological side these regulations have been fairly consistent with what
appeared 10 be needed in the light of current knowledge. The small fish were protected,
so far as this can be done in a purse-seine fishery (for which mesh control is not a
practical method) by closures at the beginning of the year, and other measures. The
controls on the amount of fishing were also effective in keeping the fishing mortality well
below whaL it might otherwise have been. Though the common pressures for increasing
efrective effort, that occur in nearly all managed fisheries, did allow the fishing mortality
to increase above the target, the impact on the stock would not have been serious in
many other stocks.
The other failure in (he management scheme was not examining the economic aspects
until they had become lOa serious for l'~lSY resolution. While the fishing effort (and
fishing morrality) were being kept undn control, the capacity was nor. The number of
boats and, more especially their size and efficiency, expanded continuously, as did the
capacity of the processing plants ashore. The results are shown in Table 5-15. This table
shows how the number of days open for fishing steadily declined from the time that
regulations were lirst introduced. The decrease, at least in the first years, did not
represent a real reduction in the amount of time that the individual vessel operated,
since the closed periods were used for maintenance, etc. otherwise done during the open
season. However, soon this slack was taken up, and from 1967 or so onwards the
regulations meant that expensive catching and processing equipment were unused, and
crews and factory staff idle, when they could have been produClively occupied. The total
costs of fishing were therefore much higher than they need be. 'fhis effect ofa control on
e[lon, without controls on capacity, are readily predictable on theoretical grounds and
ha\:e been observed in many fisheries, including some of the first to be controlled under
effective international agreement, e.g. Antarctic whales and Pacific halibut.
The extent or the over-capacity is shown by such figures as thl' daily catch of over
150 000 tons in November 1971. That would be equivalent to taking the entire British
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Tahle 5-15
Changes in capacity, ellon and catches in the Peruvian fishery. (Based on 1\IARl'E,
1974

Year
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

~o.

olboats
-11--1
667
756
1069
1655
17--14
1623
1650
1569
1490
1455
1499
1399

Total gross
tonnage

Total catch
(thousand IOns)

16 :H2
21 94·9
43261
71 991
127 670
140059
1:~8 080
150856
154727
138561
128652
179698
199 114

1909
2943
4580
6275
6423
8863
7233
8530
9825
10263
8960
12277
10282

~().

ol"fishing
days
29·1
279
298
294
269
297
265
190
170
167
162
180

89

catch in a week. The Panel of Experts on the economic effects of alternati\'e regulatOry
measures, which met in 1970 and 1973 (IMARPE, 1970b, 1974), pointed out that there
was enough processing capacity to turn the whole world's fish catch into fish-meal. At
the prices then prevailing, the long-term benefits from a more rational capacity could
have been some $30 million annually, While some degree of over-capacity above the
economic optimum is probably desirable on social grounds to provide additional employment, the 1972 capacity was well above any such optimum. The need to keep, so far
as practicable, large numbers of fishermen and factOry hands in employment, was a
considerable, though not insuperable, obstacle to rapid and drastic action to reduce
catches when the crisis occurred in 1972. The management actions taken since thcn,
\vhich have included phased opening of the fishery to different groups of \'essels and
factories, have had as an objectiye equal to that of maintaining the resource, that of
minimizing social distress,
The collapse 01' the anchoveta has removed any immediate chance of a complete
rationalization of the ancho\'eta fishery, and of achieving greatly increased economic
benefits. It has produced two new management problems, The first concerns the rapidly
growing fishery on sardine and other species. Capacity ashore (in canning plants, which
also have their own fish-meal plants for oOal, etc.) and aOoat (in boats with better nets,
and the ability to keep the fish in better conditions) is growing rapidly. Action is needed
to ensure that e\'en il' the stock is protected, the same story of over-capacity is not
repeated.
The other problem is the rnssible interaction between species. Biological problem:>
have already been mentioned. The economic problems are almost as intractable ancl
equally challenging. Assuming that it is possible to know what to do to achic\'e anyone of
a variety of combinations 01' different species, what combination should he aimed (or? [t
is reasonably certain, because anchoveta have a higher proportion of phytoplankton in
their normal diet, (hat the greatest weight would be taken uncleI' conditiuns of almost
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pure anchoveta, i.e. the conditions of thc 1960s where the sustainable yield ofr Peru
might be around 8 million tons. It is unlikely that a system that included many sardines
and mackerels could produce as much, perhaps no more than 3 to 5 million LOns
(including the production off Chile). However, anchoveta can, at present, ue used only
for fish-meal; it therefore fetches a low price, and virtually all the meal has co be
exported, mostly to the markets of the richer developed countries. The anchoveta have,
therefore, never made any significant direct contribution to feeding the people of
Peru-though as a provider ofemployment and an earner offoreign exchange the fishery
has been very important. Sardines can be used for direct consumption, and canned
sardines fetch a much higher price on the international market than fish-meal. With the
collapse of the fishery off sou thwestern Africa there is a gap in suppl y that the developing fisheries oil Chile and Peru have been excellently placed to fill. Also, the Peruvians
have developed a tuna-type of pack [or sardines that has found a new market in the
United States where tuna prices have risen beyond the level where tuna and tuna
sandwiches are a cheap food.
As stated, the choice does not appear laO difficult, but there are complicating factors.
Anchoveta are easier and lherefore cheaper to catch than sardine. Pric('s of fish-meal
and canned sardines (or other products) on the world market are variablr; the fish-meal
price could rise substantially ifsomething went wrong with the US soya-bean crop for 2
or 3 years. Conversely, the price of canned fish could drop if some of the stocks now
depleted recovered. Intensive research is going on in many places to find better uses for
the smaller pelagic species such as anchoveta, and a technological breakthrough could
greatly raise the value of anchoveta.
Even this understates the manager's difficulties. At present, and probably for some
time to come, no one knows what effect management will have on the species balance in
the sea. The manager has to deal with probabilities of unknown size, e.g. that lishing
sardine hard may increase the recovery rate ofanchoveta. His concern thaI the level of
the sardine qUO!;t desired by the industry could damage the stock may be relieved by the
feeling that if it does it may also help the anchoveta. The best answer to some of these
problems lies with the industry; if it is well equipped to deal with a variety of species,
then the decline of one particular species may cause no great harm. Peru suffered more
than Chile from the collapse of the anchoveta not only because its anchovela fishery
was much bigger, but because the Chilean industry moved more quickly onto the other
species. At lhe same time this ability 10 switch from one species to another, if not
matched by a similar mobility on the part of the management, can lead to a progressive
depletion of all elements in the system, as was tending to happen in the northwest
Atlantic Ocean in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Eastern Central Pacific Ocean
This region, as defined for the purposes oCFAO statistics, extends from 40° 30' N (the
north of California, USA) to the Peru-Ecuador border [about SO S). It therefore
includes the upwelling region of the California currenl, and also the tropical areas along
th~ central American coast from central M('xiu) southwards. In addition, the inOuence
01" the upwelling system of the Peru current sometimes extends strongly northwards into
the waters off Ecuador. The area of continental shelf in the tropical zone is small, and
there are relatively few islands with surrounding reefs. The truly tropical fisheries of this
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region are therefore of relatively minor importance; they are included here, and not
discussed separately. The exceptions are the fisheries for luna, for which this region is
one of the world centres. Tuna and other fisheries are discussed in detail in a later
section.
In the Californian current system the main species are typical of upwelling systems
(Table 5-13). 1n addition to thost' listed ill the table there are a variety of demersal
species, among which rockfishes are most nOl<lble, though their abundance is much
lower than that of the pelagic species. Pelagic species, e.g. central Pacific anchovcta in
the Gulf of Panama, are also impOrtdnt in somt' parts of the more tropical areas further
south, particularly where there is local upwelling, and in the northern extension of the
Peruvian upwelling systems.
In the tropical areas generally tht: t:conomically most important species are the varied
species of penaeid shrimp.

The .fzsheries
.
Some haifa century ago this region supported what was among the biggest fisheries in
the world-that of the Californian sardine. 1\t that time, the very large sardine stockwhen combined with Californian drive and know-how, and particularly the large markets for canned sardine, and to a lesser extent fish-meal-aIlO\ved the fishery to grow
rapidly. Even the economic crises of the early 1930s caused no more than a temporary
reduction in growth rate, until catches reached a peak of nearly 800 000 tons in 1936
(Fig. 5-5). Though the economic pressures for expansion probably continued, and were
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Fig. 5-5: Changes in the catches of sardines from lhe US Pacific coast. (Alter ~lLRPHV>
1977; reproduced by permission of the California Cooperative" Oceanic Fisheries
Investigations, Yols. 8 & 9)
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intcnsilied during the Second World War, catches ne\'er again reached mOlT than
700 ()OU tom, and after 1945 started a continuous and catastrophic decline. The histor-y
of this uecline has been told many times, the most conq~nient references bring by
\1lRPHY (1966 and, in summary, 1977). Almost as striking as the decline in IOtal catch,
has been the shrinking sou thwards or the area of the stock (as measured by the local ion
of the catches). In the early years as much as a quaner of the total was taken all' British
Columbia (Canada). These catches fell from ~~5 000 tons in thc 1945/46 season to zero
three seasons later; several seasons later the catches air Washington and Oregon (USA)
had also disappeared. In the 1930s three-quarters of the CaliJornian catch came li'om
northern California; this fell to half or less by 19.50, and by 1960 nearly all the catch was
taken ofr southern California or further sOUlh.
The Californian pelagic industry was never based wholly on sardine; it used some of
the other species as supplement or alternatives, especially as the sardine stock declined.
However, none of the species ever supported catches approaching those of sardine at
their peak. The mackerel fishery in fact beha"ed very similarly to that of the sardine,
reaching a peak of 67 000 tons in 1935, and declining to only 3000 IOns in 1953, though
with some recovery' thereafter (P.\RRISH, 194+; KRr\:'-ILR, 1969; TRO.-\DLC and coauthors, 1980).]ack mackerel catches have recently been somewhat larger, but no more
than 70 000 Ions at their peak. The biggest resource is undoubtedly the anchovy. Attention was focused on this species by the extensive CalCOFI studies. These, among the
most intensive studies of the fish stocks in any region of the world, were set up following
the collapse of the sardine. They included regular and widespread surveys of fish eggs
and lar\~I\:; the basic data from these surveys, and the various CalCOfl reports, provide
an excellent source of information. Among other things, these surveys showed the presence of a very large and increasing stock of anchovy.
The development of an anchovy lishcry in the United States has been slow. After the
collapse of the sardine (and also mackerel) there W,\S understandable concern that the
same might happen to other species. Apart from its actual and potential value [or (ishmeal, the anchovy is also important to the large Californian sports fishery. Though
statiStics are not good, it is possible that the sports catch 01" many of the lurger
species-especially of striped bass, but also of many demersal fish-is much largt"r than
the commercial catches. AncllO\'Y is a popular bait (or spons fishermen, who also believe
that the presence of a substantial stock of anchovy and other food fish is important in
maintaining a good stock of sports fish. The fishery managers in CalifonJia ha"e therelore adopted a cautious anitude, and allowed only a slow' and carefully controlled
growth in the fishery.
The main recent growth in pelagic fishery has thcrefore been in Mexico-though often
wilh the participation of US commercial interests. Apart from a rapid growth in
anchovy catches-up to a quartn of;\ million tons in 1979, three limes the catch in
1976-the sardine stock has remained in healthy condition in the southern part or its
range, and also now supports large catches. In contnlst, the interests of the Californian
fishing industry is now concentrated very largely on tuna, mostly to the south and west
of the Californian current systcm, and to some eXlcnt olltside the whole eastern Pacific
Ocean, off the west coast of Ali'ica, and in the western Pacific Ocean.
Pelagic fisheries are also important in tile south or the region. The Gulfof Panama is a
small pocket of relatively rich watcrs in the generally poor tropical area, and has supported a lishery for anchoveta CetengrauliJ myJlicelus and thread herring for a long period.
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Total catches and the balance between species have Ouctuatcd, with ;t pl'ak or ne;uly
200 000 tons, mostly anchoveta, in 1977.
The central, tropical part of the region lacks the iarge varied fisheries on the mixed
demersal communities of the shelf area, or or the reefs, that arc typical of many other

Table 5-16
Selected statistics of catches in the eastern cenlral Pacific Ocean (thousand tons) (Based on FAO
Yearbook of Fishery Statistics)

1938

1948

1961

1970

1975

36

18

20

+

+

46

22

20
20

+

Catches

Country

Mackerel

USA

Jack mackerel

USA

Sardine

USA
Mexico

503

USA
Mexico

+

t

t

Anchoveta

Panama

t

Thread herring

Panama
Ecuador

1981
39

13

14

35

122

346

t

4

87
5

150
60

57
367

t

t

29

44

84

t

t

.

7
35

20
140

26
613

Tunas

t

t

t

31'f

368

406

Various demersal§

t

t

t

59

32

t

t

t

91
:,0

25
40

257
26

44

7
7
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tropical areas, particularly the South China Sea area. As Table 5-16 shows, the total
catch of the large variety of demersal species included in the FAG category 33 (croackers,
snappers, etc.) only amount to a few tens of thousands of tons. This rigure should be
inCI'c~lsed by a large proportion of the v:lried and unspeciried fishes shown in the statistics, alld also, as far as catches, but noc landings, are concerned, by the fish clUght
incidentally, and then discarded by the shrimp trawlers. Even with chese adjustments
the total is not large.
The important tropical {Isheries are those for shrimp, which are carried out along
much of the cemral American coast. Two main groups of fishermen are concerned; the
industrial fishery using what are more or less standard 'Gulf of Mexico' trawlers (based
largely on US designs and practice), which are used in many parts of the world. These
work mainly on the offshore grounds on the older adult and subadult shrimp. Nearly all
the catch is frozen and exported, largely to America, but to an increasing extent also to
Japan. The other fishery is the su!Jsistence fishery by inshore fishermen, often using
simple traditional types of gear. These mainly exploit the juvenile shrimp in the coastal
and lagoon areas. Because of the high value of export shrimp, the interests of the
industrial fishery are given high priority in setting comrols on the fishery-for which
there is also a biological basis because of the diITerences in size caught. There has,
therefore, been a decline in the catches of the Mexican inshore fishery, from around 2000
tons in the early 1950s to a few hundred tons in 1970 (McGOODwlN, 1979).
The slocks

I n the absence of a local in tern a tional fishery body there is no convenien t source for
reviews of the state of the stocks in the region, looked at as a whole. This is also true of
the stocks in national waters, though there have been some summaries of knowledge at
the national level (e.g. MACCALL and co-authors, 1976). The pelagic fisheries in the
Californian current have also been reviewed by TROADEC and co-authors (1980) in a
paper presented at the ICES symposium on assessment and managelllcnt of pelagic
stocks. The ICES report (SAVIl.LE, 1980) contains also several other valuable studies on
the very important and diflicult topic ofthc pelagic stocks (herring, sardine, etc.) which
have proved very sensitive to over-fishing, and also very difficult to provide good scientific advice for.
While there is little formal inlernational action, and nearly all work in the region is
carried out at the national level, it is dear and increasingly recognized (e.g. ROEDEL,
1974) that the migration orsLOcks, especially between US and Mexican waters, requires
that stock assessment (and, when this becomes necessary, management) be carried out
in co-operation between both countries. So far as research is concerned this is now being
done increasingly effectively, albeit mostly through arrangements less formal than the
type or international commission set up in some areas. Co-operation in management, as
discussed below, has not progressed so far.
The best studied stock has been the sardine. The results of these studies, up to 1963,
by which time the stock and the fishery had almost fully collapsed, have been reviewed
by MURPHY (1966). The most obvious changes, other than in distribution, between the
1930s, when a fishery was growing to its peak, and the 1950s, when it was collapsing,
have been a decrease in the proportion of older fish and in the strength of the recruitment. Fish over 8 yr old were quite common in the 1930s, whereas in the catches of 1960,
6-yr-old {ish made up only 0.1 % of2-yr-old fish. Omitting the exceptional year classes of
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1932 and 1939, wh ich both consisted of some 14 X 10 9 fish at Age 2, the average year class
in the 1930s was around 7 X 109 fish, while the average in the 1950s was less than
2 X 109.
I t is difficult to re/ate either of these changes directly to fishing because the recorded
statistics of nominal fishing effort-number of boat months is the statistic used by
MURPHY (1966)-may not be closely related to fishing mortality. The shrinking southwards of the area of distribution of stock and fishery would ccrtainly be expected to
increase the effectiveness of a unit of effort. Also, in pelagic fisheries the catchability
would be expected to increase as the stock decreases, especially if the decrease is
reOected in a rcduction in the number of fish schools, rather than in their average size.
These considerations make it likely that the increase in nominal effort during the
growth of the fishery, and during its peak years, underestimated the rise in fishing
mortality, and that after the collapse fishing mortality remained high (so long as fishing
on sardine was permitted) even though nominal effort was low. Any purse-seine vessels
fishing for anchovy or jack mackerel kept an eye open for sardine schools, and if one was
sighted went after it. Only if sardine were caught would any sardine 'effort' be recorded.
Despite these difTiculties it is clear from a variety of analyses that fishing is responsiblc
for the increase in mortality, and hence the decline, from a given recruitment, in total
abundance, and in abundance of the spawning stock.
In addition to till' common techniques of analysing age-composition and tagging, thc
study of the stocks in the Californian current has included, to an extent greater than
anywhere else in the world, regular surveys of eggs and larvae (e.g. AHLSTROM, 1966).
Apart from documenting the rise of the anchovy, these surveys allow estimates to be
made of the abundance of the spawning stock of the main species. These estimates
depend on lhe fi"equency with which the individual adult female spawns-about which
therc are some doubts. Does lhe number of large eggs in lhe ovary represent all, or
one-half or one-qllarter of all the eggs that she will produce during the spawning
season? There are also doubts about the precision that can be achieved from such
surveys, at least without great efforts (e.g. ENGLISH, 1964). Nevertheless, these surveys
can be used to produce estimates of adult abundance (SMITH and RICHARDSON, 1977),
and hence, with data on catches of adults, estimates offishing mortality. These estimates
for sardine are in broad agreernen I with those based on other methods.
The questions that have surrounded the assessment of sardine therefore concern the
decrease in recruitment, and the change in distrihution. Are these due to fishing or to
changes in the environment? To what cxtent have either type of ellect been modified or
increased by the rise in the anchovy stock? In either case, changes in distribution and
abundance are probably linked. Any unfavourable change in environment is likely to
have had a greater impact on the fringes of the distribution, in this case towards the
north, where it may be presumed that (he sardine was already on the margin of its
tolerance. Conversely, it is possible that a reduC[ion in abundance caused by fIshing will
result in shrinkage towards the centre of population, especially in the case of a shoaling
fish like the sardine.
These questions have long been the subject of arguments (Mr\RR, 1960; MURPHY,
1966, 1977), and probably no one answer is fully correct. The hypothesis of a fisheryinduced collapse is supported by the close relationship between adult stock and subsequent recruitment lor sardine (e.g. Fig. 9 of MURPHY, 1966). A similar close correlation
is found for mackerel (e.g. Fig. 2 of P,\RRISH, 1974). However, the strong- serial correla-
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tion in the series of both spawning and recruitment mean that the underlying causal
mechanism may be no more than that high recruitment in Year X gives rise to high
abundance in Ycars X + 2 and X + 3.
Similar considerations apply to the role of the anchovy in the changes in sardine slOck.
Studies of the freq uency of scales or differen t species in the annual layers in the anaerobic
bottom deposits off California (SOUTAR and ISAACS, 1974) have shown that the abundance of both species has varied greatly, even before fishing started. However, there are
periods when the anchoveta was abundant and sardine rare, and others (though less
frequent) when the reverse occurred. The changes cannot be represented by a simple
switch between one or other species. The recent increase in anchovy occurred at about
the time of the collapse of the sardine, though the precise timing (the big increase in
anchovy did not occur until after 1950, by which time the collapse in sardine was almost
com plete) suggests that the anchovy has been expanding to fill a gap left by the sardine
(AHLSTROM and RADOVICH, )()70; \1URPHY, 1977). The presence of the large anchovy
stock could well now be inhibiting any recovery of the sardine, and the large-scale
fishing of anchovy has often been suggested as one mechanism for encouraging the
rebuilding of the sardine stock.
The more southern pelagic stocks have not been assessed in detail. It is unlikely that
the stocks in the GulfofPanama are large by the standards of the major upwelling areas.
Current catches are probably approaching, or already at, the limiting potential of the
resource. The very high catches ofI'Ecuador represent a big jump from previous catches.
Though reported in the 1979 FAO Yearbook as thread herring, it is likely that the bulk of
the catches were mackerel. Thread herring, in contrast, has become scarce in
Ecuadorian waters. These changes are probably part of the widespread changes that
have occurred of}' Peru and Chile, as discussed in the previous section. If so, the possibilities of maintaining catches at the 1979 level, or even increasing them, depend less
on the pattern offishing in Ecuadorian waters than on whether general conditions return
to what might be considered 'normal', i.e. those prevailing before 1972.
Assessments of the shrimp fishe,"ics have been more straightforward. Available units
ofe/fort, e.g. number of days at sea, provide a good measure of true fishing mortality. As
early as the I%Os BOEREMA and OBARRIO (1962) found a clear relation between
catch-per-unit-effort and effort in the Panama shrimp fishery, indicating that those
stocks were already fully exploited. Many of the other shrimp stocks along the central
American coast also became heavily fished at about the same time. Some increase of
total catch has been possible by expanding onto some of the less val uable stocks, either
of the less preferred species, or the smaller or more dispersed stocks of the prime species.
The main opportunities for expansion in recent years has come from the deep-water
shrimp, though these are considerably less abundant than those ill shallow waters.
The two groups of shrimp fishermen take dir!erent sizes of shrimp. While small-scale
inshore fishermen catch mainly juveniles, the offshore industrial fishery takes larger, or
mostly adult shrimp. The small-scale fishery is therefore responsible for some degree of
'growth over-fishing', in that for the heavily fished stocks the weight caught from a year
class may be rather greater if it is harvested only in the offshore fishery. The extent of
this difference depends on the balance between growth and natural mortality. Neither of
tl1l's(' is well known. Growth is certainly rapid, but available estimates of mortality in
shrimp are correspondingly high. Both probably vary fi'om stock to stock. The gain in
weight is presumably not much, but because of the higher price obtained for large
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shrimp, there may be an appreciable increase in total gross value of the catch from
harvesting off~hore only.

Management
Direct management of the Californian sardine, one of the most serious points raised in
the 1940s and 1950s, is no longer a problem. The complete collapse of the stock has
made it easy for a complete prohibition on the commercial catching of sardine in
Californian waters to be accepted, but has left a number of questions unanswered. The
first concerns the continued and expanding fishing of sardine in Mexican waters. So far
as Mexico is concerned this stock appears to be in good shape. Though there may not be
much scope for a sustained increase in catches, and attempts to increase catches may
cause damage to the stock, there is, on present evidence, little reason to restrict catches
below the present level. On the other hand, a reduction of Mexican catches would lead
to a greater abundance, and hence encourage an expansion of the stock northwards. The
extent of any effect in the United States would depend on the environmental conditions,
and also on the gl'llctic structure of the stocks of sardine-at its peak the sardine
population was not uniform, and the fish that were abundant off California may have
been quite difTerent genetically from those now off Mexico. Nevertheless, the chances of
some beneficial d10rt of reduced sardine fishing off Mexico on future catches further
north are not neglif.{ible. If all the resources were under the jurisdiction of a single
authority, that authority would probably find it desirable to make such a reduClioll. This
is, however, an academic point. No one would expect, particularly in view of the difference in economic well-being of the twO regions, that Mexico would make sacrifices in its
fishery for the benefit of Californian fishermen. Collaboration between Mexico and the
United States, and the establishment of machinery for co-ordinated management as
,'ecommended in the Law of the Sea texts, would clarify these issues, but not make the
choice any easier.
Another question is far from academic. This concerns the desirable pattern of harvesting anchovy in Californian walt'rs. The scientific uncertainties have been discussed
above. However, the fishery rnanagn cannOt afford to wait for certainty in his scientific
advice, and must act on reasonable probabilities-in this case that the current anchovy
stock can support higher catches, and that increasing the catch('s would increase
(though perhaps very marginally) the probability of a return of tht' sardine. From the
point of view of the commercial fishermen, and of maximizing the yield in weight of fish
from Californian waters, there is little doubt that a considerable increase in anchovy
catches should be allowed-and indeed encouraged. However, current regulations
strictly control the total quantity that may be caught, and additional controls on where
and when anchovy may be fished further reduce the amount that is actually harvested.
These controls have been introduced as a result of pressure from sports fishermen who
fear that too much anchovy fishing wilt reduce their supply of bait, and also (by reducing
their food) reduce the abundance and size of the sports fish. If these fears are well
grounded (and the evidence either way is not strong), then lhe management actions are
reasonable. They would illustrate clearly that management objectives are diverse, and
the balance between objectives varies from area to area. California is not short of food or
employment, and the fish of its seas may well be more valuable as a source of relaxation
for some tens of thousands of sports fishermen than for employment of a much smaller
number of commercial fishermen.
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Social and economic problems also lie at the heart of the other serious management
problem of the region, that of shrimp. Shrimp fishing is highly profitable, and even when
the stocks are fully exploited there is great incentive for additional boats to enter.
Though this does not depress the tOlal yield much, and the boats concerned may make a
profit, or at least break even (at the cost of the vessels already in the fIshery), the country
as a whole loses because of the extra costs (especially of fuel and equipment, much of
which may be imported). Thus, BOERE\1I\ and OBARRIO (1962) strongly recommended
a limit on the number of trawlers in the Panama shrimp fishery. A limit was in fact set,
but because this gave high profits to the vessels allowed to fish, the resulting pressure for
additional boats to enter was too strong for the government to resist completely and the
numbers gradually crept up to a level where most of the potential economic rent has
been dissipated, and there is lillIe further incentive for expansion.
Similar over-capacity exists in most other shrimp fisheries in the region, including
Mexico. Here also result serious social consequences (McGOODwIN, 1979). Because of
the decline of the stOcks bruught about by the large size of the industrial shrimp fleet,
and the political power of the industrial fishery, partly as a major earner of foreign
currency, controls have been set on all sections of the shrimp fishery, including the
inshore fishery. I n fact the open season for this fishery has been less (10-12 wk) than
that for the industrial fishl'r} \;5-40 wk). As a result the catches in the inshore fishery of
South Sinaloa studied by MCGOODwIN declined from around 2000 IOns in the 1950s to
only 400 tons in 1970. This has led to distress among the local fishing communities, who
have little alternative opportunities. As in the case of California anchovy there is a
conflict in management objectives between maximizing gross yield (by fishing anchovy,
or reserving shrimp to the vessels catching them when relatively large) and social
objectives (providing recreational facilities, or helping the poorer section of the community). The different decisions reached in the two fisheries show that there is no unique
solution, and that the actual choice will be based as much on political pressures, as on
the results of biological analyses.

Northwest African Waters

The resources
The area covered in this section consists of the northern coastal divisions of the F AO
statistical area 34, the eastern central Atlantic Ocean, i.e. the area along the African
coast between the Straits of Gibraltar and gO N (about the boundary between Sierra
Leone and Guinea). The whole area of the eastern Atlantic, from the Straits of Gibraltar
10 the Congo River, is the area of responsibility of the Fisheries Committee for the
Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF) which is a subsidiary body of FAO. It has broad
terms of reference including the promotion of management of the resources (in which it
is similar to many others, non-FAO, fishery commissions), co-ordination of research,
and promotion of fishery development. This last involves providing mechanisms for
identifying, supporting, and in some cases executing programmes of technical assistance
to the developing countries of the region, particularly that provided by the United
Nations Development Programme. The southern, tropical, part of the CECAF region,
0
0
from 9 N to the Congo, is discussed in a later section. The boundary at 9 N corresponds roughly to the area of strong upwelling, at least for some part of the year. Seasonal
changes, and changes from year to year, in the southern boundary of the upwelling
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system make it impossible to match this to a fixed boundary that can be used for
collection of sta tis tics. The bounda ry at gO N is a practicable com prom ise; corresponding roughly to the southern boundary of the upwelling system during the northern
summer, and has been used by FAO for some years, notably in the CECAF Statistical
Bulletin which is now produced annually. The species complex is typical of upwelling
areas Cfable 5-13), with a predominance of small pelagic species, but there are some
differences. The proportion of these species is lower than in the other areas where the
pelagic fisheries are fully developed-possibly because there is no substantial fishery on
anchovy, though they occur in good quantities-and there are large stocks of octopus
and cuttlefish which support the economically most valuable fishery in the region.
Squids possibly occur in numbers in the other upwelling areas, though they are not
fished elsewhere in quantity, but there does not seem to be equivalent stocks of the other
types of cephalopods. These stocks occur mostly ofT the Sahara coast, between southern
Morocco and northern Senegal.
Of the typical upwelling species those in the north, olf Morocco, are largely identical
to those found olT Portugal. However, though sardine, horse-mackerel, and hake are
found in abundance north and south of the Straits of Gibraltar, there is little to suggest
that they are the same stocks. Rather, the strong currents flowing through the Straits
would tend to keep the stocks of essentially coastal species separate north and south of
the Straits. There is however some movement of the more active oceanic species, e.g. of
albacore and bluefin, from the CECAF region into the northeast Atlantic Ocean.
The distribution of the main species, and the separation (if known) between different
stocks of the same species, has been described in a number of CECAf/FAO repons
(TROADEC and GARCIA, 1979; CECAf, 1979a,b; BELVEZE and BRAVO DE LAGUNA
1980). Among the pelagic species the pilchard is restricted to the northern part of the
region, but seems lately to have extended its limits southwards from about 26° N in 1966
to 17° N in 1977 though most of the population is fou nd ofT Morocco. Further sou th it is
replaced by the two species of Sardilzella. Mackerel and horse mackerel are more widespread, occurring in most of the region. While they are active, two or three separate
stocks have been identified for each.
The demersal and cephalopod stocks appear to be more localized. For the latter, four
distinct fishing grounds have been identified (CECAF, 1979c, Figs. I, 2, and 3) in the
area from Cape Bojador (ca. 26° N) tojust south ofCap-Vert in Senegal (ca. ~4° N). The
migration patterns of the various species is still being studied, but enough can already be
deduced e.g. from the movements of the centres of fishing activity, that the pelagic
species at least move appreciable distances up and down the coast. Including this
movement of adults, and the movements of younger fish from the nursery areas (mostly
inshore) to the feeding and spawning grounds, it is apparent that most stocks (the most
important exception is the sardine stock olT Morocco) will occur, and can be fished, ofT
the coasts of two more coastal states during its life.

The fisheries
The richness of the resou rces, and their closeness to the markets and advanced
fisheries of Europe, have long attracted fishing vessels from outside the region, first from
south and west Europe, and later from eastern Europe and Japan and other Asian
countries. Local fisheries have also always been importal1l in the north (in Morocco)
and in the south (from Senegal southwards). In the central part of the area-from
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southern Morocco to Mauritania and northern Senegal-the coastal Idnds are mosrly
desert and only a handful of local people live along the shore. Some olthem along the
IvLlUritanian coast do depend on fishing, but their small numbers and their primitive
methuds, mean that their LOwl catches have bet:n vinually negligible.
Among the earliest European fishermen La visit the region were the Breton lobster
fishermen, in the first decade of this century, and soon after the English trawlers came LO
the waters arT Morocco in pursuit of hake. The latter fishery did not last long, but was
followed not long after by Spanish and Portuguese fishermen. They extended their local
activities to a relatively short distance across the Straits of Gibraltar, fishing for both
pelagic and demersal fish (including hake). However, these fisheries were relatively
small, accoun ting, in 1958 for example, for only a bout 80 000 tons, some 14% or the total
catches in the region.
The activities of distant-water vessels only began to dominate the fisheries in the
region Ii-om about 1964 onwards, when much larger vessels from Japan (and later
Korea), eastern Europe and Mediterranean countries began working the more productive waters from southern Morocco southwards. The development of these fisheries up 1O
19iO has been described by GULLAND and co-authors (1973); the later history i~ covered
by the various CECAF publications, particularly theS/atislieal BuLletins. By 1970 catches
by these ve~~els had reached I· i million tons, 66% of the total; 19iO marked almost the
end of the period of rapid growth of the distant water fisheries, and also the year when
they took the greatest share of the total catch. Since then the total by these fisheries grew
slowly until 197i, when the exercise of extended jurisdiction began to lead to their
reduction. By 19i9 the total had fallen to 1·3 million tons (4i% of the total), compared
with nearly 2· 3 million tOns (60% of the total) in 19i9.
The distant-water fisheries include a variety of very distinct fisheries. Apart from the
(una fisheries, described in another section, they included the cephalopod rishery; the
trawl fishery for high-valued species (hake, sea bream, etc.); the trawl fishery for lowervalue pelagic species (particularly mackerel and horse-mackerel); and the purse-seine
fIshery for sardinella and other pelagic species. Some of these fleets have arrangements
·with Afi-ican countries for landing or transhipping their catches-to a growing extent as
part of the condition for being allowed to fish in the EEZ orthe country concerned-and
in Nigeria these landings by Polish and Russian trawlers, especially of those species
which are not particularly liked by European countries have at times been an important
part or the lOtal fish supply. Other vessels lake their catches directly home, without
touching at an intermediate port. A very large part of all the distant-water Deets use
ports in the Canary Islands as base in the region (or transhipment of catches, interchange of crews, purchase of supplies, and routine maintenance. Las Palmas has thus
become one of the most varied and important fishel)' ports in the world.
The cephalopod fisheries have been mainly carried out by Spain and Japan which
have the highest home markets for these species. Between them they have accounted for
between 80% and 90% of the total catch. Other Mediterranean countries (Italy, Greece)
have taken small catches, and lately catches by Korean vessels have increased. Total
catches built up steadily to a peak of some 200000 tons in 1974 and t9i5 but have since
decreased. Cephalopods attract a high price on both the Spanish and Japanese markets.
Therefore the total value of the cephalopod fishery is probably greater than that of any of
the other fisheries-some $200 to 300 million from 19i5 to 1977-though the values of
the catches by some countries, notably the USSR, are not well known (CHRls'rv, 19i9).
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The trawl fIsheries for a variety of high-valued demersal fish (hake, sea bream, etc.)
were the first distant-wattr fisheries to develop on a large scale, and are still among the
most important. Most of the non-African countries are involved, and the vessels fi'om
some countries, e.g. Italy and Greece, are engaged almost entirely in this fishery. The
ships involved range from moderate sized vessels, transhipping their catches at local
ports, to very large trawlers of several thousand tons, capable of very long round trips
and bringing their catches directly back to their home port.
For the Russian fleets and others for which the price offish is not important, or at least
is not determined purely by market forces, trawling for high-valued but increasingly
scarce demersal species has, to a growing extent, been supplemented or replaced by
trawling (with mid-water and bottom trawl) for the more abundant mackerels and
horse mackerels. These fisheries grew particularly strongly in the late 1960s and early
1970s. Catches of horse mackerels increased from 45 000 tons in 1966 to over 400 000
tans in 1970, varying thereafter, with peaks of over half a million (Ons in 1971 and 1973.
Similarly, catches of mackerel grew from less than 40 000 tons in 1966 to nearly quarter
of a miJlion tons in 1970, though decreasing rather sharply thereafter.
The last, and shortest-lived, foreign-based fishery was that for fish-meal, using small
seiners attached to converted whale factory ships. This was an extension of the fishery
that first started off southwest Africa as a method of circumventing the local quota
regulations. While this was technically and economically a success, South African
authorities (Ook only a few years to amend the regulation so as to bring this type of
fishing under controL It then had no advantage over the local-based vessels and the
factories of Walvis Bay. The same method of fishing did however have economic advantages off northwest Africa, particularly the desert sector between southern Morocco and
central Mauritania. To be efficient, a fishery of this type relies on very large quantities of
fish, and in the first year of operations (1970) over 300 000 tons of fish (mostly sardinella) were caught. Later catches were lower, partly because one of the large factory
ships sank, and the factory ships ceased operation after 1977.
Fishing by coastal states is discontinuous, with a gap in the middle, off the desert
coasts of the western Sahara, where there is very Ii ttle local population to do any fishing.
I n the Sahara coastal division of CECAF, between 19° and 26°, the total reported
annual catch in the past decade has averaged over I million, with a peak of ]-5 million
tons in 1976 but the catches by the African countries as reported in the CECAF Statistical
Bulletin have only been some 20 000 tons. In contrast, Morocco to the north, and Senegal
and others to the sou th, ha\T substantial local fisheries.
The Moroccan fisheries are more typical of those of southern Europe than of Africa,
and are little different from the local fisheries of Spain and Portugal across the Straits of
Gibraltar. The biggest fishery is that by small purse-seiners for sardine, mostly for
canning. This long-established fishery has produced around 150000 tons in most years,
bu t rose to over 200 000 tons in the early 1970s. This rise seems to have been associated
with a spread of sardine to the south of Morocco, and increased landings in the southern
Morocco pons. In addition, there are smaJler trawl and other fisheries for a variety of
species (hake, sea bream, etc.), but these account for not more than a quarter of the
catches of sardine.
In the south the catches of Senegal and the neighbouring countries are largely taken in
the traditional canoe lish('ries. The majority of these, which number several thousand
(over 6100 in Senegal alone in 1974), are motorized, but none makes voyages of more
than a few miles from shore. The fishing methods include small seines and gill-nets for
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sardinella and other pelagic species, and handlines for grouper and bluefish. Altogether,
despite the lack of advanced technology (and thus without the cost of much imported
material), catches are large and increasing. The catches of Senegal have risen (rom some
160 000 tons in 1970 to over 330000 tons in 1978, mostly from the traditional fishery.
The catches by the other coastal states (Gambia, Guinea, and Guinea-Bissau) have also
increased, but are considerably smaller, less than 50 000 IOns in all.
In addition to the traditional fisheries Senegal has an industrialized sector consisting
of a small fleet of trawlers fishing for shrimp and high-valued demersal species,
medium-sized purse-seiners fishing for sardinella, and larger purse-seiners fishing for
tuna. The tuna fishery is very closely related with the tuna fishery by French flag vessels
that in season also work out of Dakar.

State of the stocks
The main pelagic stocks do not seem, at least until very recently, to have undergone
the dramatic change, such as the collapse of the Californian sardine, as have occurred in
the other upwelling areas. This may be merely that the stock in this region have not been
so hea vily fished, or fished over such a long period, as those elsewhere. The pelagic stock
that has had the largest history of moderately heavy fishing is the Moroccan sardine.
While this stock is probably rairly fulJy ehploited, and without much opportunity for
substantial increase in total catch, the amount of fishing has been mainly controlled by
economic factors on the demand side. The main use of the fish is for canning, for which
there is a good, bu t inelastic market. There has therefore not been the pressure to
increase fishing effort, and no need to apply the range of controls that were used (albeit
apparently ineffectively) in Peru or southern Africa.
This somewhat peaceful picture may now be changing. In the last few years trigger
fish (Batistes sp.) has been found in increasing numbers in some of the southern parts of
the region, as well as in parts of the Gulf of Guinea where there is seasonal upwelling.
Since there is so far no commercial fishing for Balistes, it is difficult to determinejust to
what extent Batistes has increased its range and abundance, but data from acoustic
surveys show that in some areas it now dominates the pelagic community. Tough skin
and strong spine render a commercial use difficult-even for fish-meal Batistes is unattractive. If the increase in its abundance causes, or will cause, a decrease in· abu ndance
of 01 her, more valuable species, the long-term prospects could be gloomy.
The srock to show the most obvious sign of collapse is the relatively minor stock of
Sardinella aurita off Ghana and the Ivory Coast. It inhabits the mainly tropical area to the
south of the region considered here, in an area of seasonal upwelling, with ecological
characteristics similar ro those further north. Catches from this stock, which had been in
the range of 50 000 to 100 000 tons (or some time, dropped to a low level in )972 (0 1975;
in 1978 catches recovered, but in 1979 there were signs that another collapse might
occur.
The state of the larger stocks of sardinella, mackerel, and jack mackerel between
Morocco and Senegal are Jess well known. Catches of mackerel dropped from a peak of
250000 lons in 1970 to less than 50000 tons in 1975 and 1976, and this stock has
probably been too heavily fished. Probably both horse mackerel and sardinella could
produce higher yields-per-recruit if fished harder, but the increase would not be great,
and the effect of increased fishing on the recruitment and in the long-term stabil ity of the
stock, is unknown.
The situation of the demersal stocks is a lillie clearer, particularly for cephalopods
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(CECAF, 1979c). Though other specie~, both demersal fish such as bream~ and flatfish,
and pelagic species such as horse mackerel, arc taken in the fishery, they are of only
secondary interest, and much oC the calches are discarded. Possibly for this reason the
catch and elTon data fit the simple production models "veil, with the catch-per-unit-el1on
falling olT steadily as the dIan increases. The correlation coefficient between total elTort
and c.-p.-u.-e. for the period 1966 to 1975 ranged from -0,67 for cuttlefish, to -0,97 for
octopus. The recent elTort has been at or beyond that giving the MSY for all three groups
of species.
The boltom-living fish also are heavily fished, and there are suggestions thal as fishing
pressure has increased there has been a shift in the species composition away from the
preferred speries (the Poisson nobles of the French fishermen) towards the smaller and
less valuable species.

Future impacts and management
The important issue in this region, and the issue that is different for most other
regions, is not one of maintaining the biological productivity of the stock or the economic
efficiency of the fishery, but one of allocation of the benefits from the resources between
the coastal states and the distant-water fishing countries. At a time when the extension
by countries ofjurisdiction over the fish resources off their coasts has become generally
recognized, a situation in which the local states take less than half the total catch is
difficult to accept. The fact that the distant-water vessels come mostly Ii-om the large and
rich developed countries make it even more difficult at a time when there is a growing
recognition of the need for the rich to help the poor.
The balance between local and non-local fishing is not uniform. I n the north,
Morocco has a thriving local fishery and there is little foreign fishing, most of it by
moderate-sized Spanish and Portuguese boats coming across the Straits of Gibraltar.
From southern Morocco to northern Senegal there is little local fishing, but stocks are
rich and non-Iocd catches are high-probably 95% or more of the total. From Senegal
southwards African fishing increases, and non-African fishing decreases, to perhaps
no more than a third or a quarter of the whole.
The problems faced by Morocco (at least in respect of the northern and central
waters), and also by Senegal and her southern neighbours, are a little difTerent from
those faced by Canada in respect of the foreign fisheries in the northwest Atlantic Ocean.
These are to maintain the well-being of the existing artisanal fisheries (there is not so
much difrerence between the canoe fisheries of Senegal and inshore fisheries of Newfoundland, the main one being the climate), to build up an industrial offshore neet, and
to control the activities of foreign vessels so that they take no more than can be taken
from the stocks after the requirements of the local fishermen have been satisfied (in
terms or both total catch and catch rate).
For countries with less well-established national fisheries-notably Mauritania-lhe
short-to-medium term problems are dilkrent. Only in the long term can Mauritania
expect to have a truly national fishery capable of laking more than a small fraction of the
potential catches from the waters 01T its coast. Until then, unless the resources are left
more or less untouched (and this would be to no one's advantage), most of the catches
will have to be taken by foreign fishermen. The problem then becomes one of detennining the proper conditions under which the foreign fishery ~hould continue in order to
provide high benefits to the coastal stales on the short-to-medium term, while giving the
best opportunities for the long-term development of a local fishery.
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There are a variety of solutions to this problem. One is the establishment of joint
ventures, llsually between the local government and a foreign fishing company. The
local involvement may be no more than sufficient share capital to ensure control, and a
part of the profits, with the whole operational side being carried out by the foreign
parmer. Most arrangements however look to a greater local involvernenr, perhaps starting with local deck crews, and progressive takeover, until foreign involvement is no more
than in some high-level managerial input, and in marketing the producl. \Vhile joint
ventures are line in principle, they have olien failed in practice, due to misunderstandings, or excessive greed on onc side or the other.
An alternative is to aJlow fishing to continue, but on condition of payment to the
coastal state. This can be a direct cash payment, of licence or access fees, based on the
amount offish caught, or of the number or vessels operating, or of payment in kind. The
foreign country may for example provide training for local people in various aspects of
fisheries, or build facilities ashore, e.g. for fishery research. Since the shore side offishing
is usually more profitable than the actual catching, another provision may be that a
proportion of the catch is landed in the coastal state for processing. Like licence fees
these payments in kind could be advantageous to both sides-the coastal state getting
what it needs, and the foreign country providing what. it is in the best position to supply.
However, this is often not so in practice, the aid provided being not. appropriate to the
real needs of the coastal state.
In two important aspects the problems of the African states in determining and
implementing an appropriate policy towards foreign fishing are harder than those of
Canada. Most of the stocks offish are found only in the Canadian EEZ (though there are
important exceptions), and Canada has the capacity to enforce whatever management
rules she determines should apply to foreign fishing vessels.
The sardine off Morocco (with the exception of the sardine in the extreme south,
which may be a separate stock) remain throughout their lire in Moroccan waters. The
other important pelagic stocks, and also several other stocks, migrate up and down the
coast, and these migrations will take them intO the EE7.s of (Wo or more countries.
Unless the countries concerncd co-ordinate their policies, the actions by one country to
control fishing in its zone can be nullified by increased fishing in another zone. The
problems or the management of shared stocks are always complicated (e.g. GULLAND,
1980). They depend on the nature of the movement between national EEZs and the
similarity of national objectives, and are increased by the presence of large foreign fleets.
Without good collaboration between the coastal states, these fleets can shift their
activities between one EEZ and another, seeking where the greatest catches can be
taken, and where the conditions of access (amount of licence fees, etc.) are least burdensome. CECAF, as the responsible regional fishery body, and with the support ofFAO, is
therefore making considerable efforts to strengthen regional and su bregional collaboration, and to assist the countries concerned with a particular stock to reach a common
approach towards fishing by non-local vessels, and the establishment of a common
management policy.
A common policy, however good in theory, will be useless in practice unless each
coastal state can know what the foreign vessels are doing, and whether they are complying with the management measures, and unless-in the cases without compliance-efTective control action can be taken. The question of monitoring control and
surveillance is general, and is becoming recognized as one of the keys to etTective management (FAO, 1981). The choice of management policy needs to lake account of how a
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specific measure can be enforced, as well as the benefits that are expected if it is
complied with fully. Measures that require frequent surveillance of the fishing grounds
by expensive patrol vessels or aircraft may cost as much or more as the benefits that they
are expected to produce (GULLAND, 1981).
These problems are more critical ofT northwest Africa than anywhere else in the
world, except possibly the island states in the southwest Pacific Ocean. The resources
are large, and potential benefits from good management high. For example, GRIFFIN
and co-authors (1979) estimated that in the cephalopod fishery a licencing programme
that reduced the fishing effort by 40%, and transferred only 15% of the increased net
returns enjoyed by the vessels to the coastal states, would generate revenues to the
coastal state of some $27 million yr- 1• However, the coastal states do not have the
capacity to operate a sophisticated system of surveillance such as those of Canada, UK,
or USA, involving very expensive ships and aircraft, linked to a central control centre.
These systems are necessary when the management system is complex, involving the
detailed specifications of how much of each species can be caught by each group of
vessels in each region. A simpler system may be sufficient with simpler management
systems, e.g. a limit on the total number of vessels. The efTectiveness of individual
systems can be increased by co-ordination between adjacent countries. In CECAF
moves are being made in this direction, e.g. by reviewing on a regional basis the problem
of enforcing fishing regulations (JENNINGS, 1980), and holding consultations between
countries. The process is bound to be long, but the ultimate prospects are good of
at'taining a regional approach to managing and controlling the fisheries in the region so
that the stocks are healthy, and the fisheries are economically efTicient, and that the
'\Crican countries directly participate to the fullest extent practicable in these fisheries,
and where this is not practicable, they enjoy their proper share of the benefits.

Southeast Allal/lic Ocean
The southeast Atlantic Ocean stretches from the mouth of the Congo River in the
north; south and eastwards into what is strictly the Indian Ocean as far as 30° E. This
eastwards extension makes fisheries sense in that the cool water fauna on the Agulhas
Bank southwards from the tip of the African continent are similar to those in the
Atlantic. It is only off Natal that the temperature rises, and the fish fauna and fisheries
become similar to those of the Indian Ocean as a whole.
In the Atlantic Ocean, the boundary coincides with that of the International Commission for the Southeast Atlantic Fisheries (ICSEAF), though to the east the ICSEAF
boundary extends further into the Indian Ocean ofT the coasts of South Africa and
Mozambique as far east as 40° E. All the countries with significant fisheries in the
southeast Atlantic belong to ICSEAF, and despite being politically a very mixed group
(ranging from Cuba and the USSR to South Africa) have worked well together, especially on the scientific side. The various documents of ICSEAF-especiaJly its statistical
bulletins, the working papers presented to its Scientific Council, and the reports of the
Council-provide very complete information on the fisheries of the region. A more
convenient summary was given by NEWMAN (1977).
The region has been divided into six statistical areas, numbered by ICSEAF from
north to south l. 1. to [,6 in the Atlantic Ocean, and 2.1 and 2.2 to the east of the Cape of
Good Hope with the boundaries at each SO interval of latitude. These arbitrary divisions
do not coincide neatly with political boundaries ashore (the waters ofT Angola cover
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di\'isions 1.1, 1.2, and parr of 1.3; those on' ;\Llll1ilJia, parts of 1.3 and 1.5, and all of 1.4;
those olT South /\Ii'ica, parts of 1.5 and I.G, 2.1, and 2.2). Nor do they match what is
known about stock separation. However, this knowledge is incomplete and was even less
when the boundaries were est<lblished. The clearly emp.irical boundaries have enabled
good series of detailed statistical data to be compiled.

The stocks
The fish stocks are typical of the major upwelling areas (table 5-13), wi th a variety of
small pelagic species predominating. The three species of hake in the region are relatively commoner than in the other areas, perhaps because of the relative wider continental shelf, especially in the southern pan of lhe area. Though even here the extent of the
shelf does not approach the wide expanses of some of the northern temperate waters.
Apart from the species shown in Table 5-13, the rock lobsters-particularly the west
coast rock lobster jams lalandii-are, because of their high value, economically very
important.
Of the three species of hake, Merluccius potti only occurs in the north (Divisions 1.1 and
1.2 of Angola). It is much less abundant than the others. The other two, M. paradoxus
and M. capensis, are not easily distinguished, and are not separated in must statisti~s.
/1'1. paradoxus occurs in deeper water than M. capensis. The separation OfSlOCks within {he
species is not clear, but the pattern of fishing and of changes in catch-per-unit-efTort
suggest a separation between a southern stock (or stocks) in Divisions 1.6 and 2, and a
northern group in Divisions 1.3, 1.+, and 1.5. This separation has been used in much of
the analysis of the state of stocks, as well as in setting management policies.
No other demersal stock approaches the hakes in importance. The larger catches are
those of kingclip, panga, and the large-eyed uentex. Most of the kingclip is taken
incidentally in the hake fisheries, and occurs throughout the region, but mosrly in the
southern half. The other species support directed fisheries, for panga in the southeast
pan, principally Area 2, and dentex in the centre (Divisions 1.3 and 1.4).
Of the pelagic species the clupeoids show three distinct areas of concentration-ofT
South Africa (Division 1.6), off central Namibia (Division 1.4), and in the north (Divisions 1.1 and 1.2). In the first two areas the m,tin species are sardine and anchovy, while
in the third sardinellas are most important. The separation between the first two concentrations may be exaggerated by the fact that the fisheries on these spccies is mostly by
local neets, and their operations arc constrained by the shortage of suitable ports. Nearly
all the catches have been landed either around Cape Town or in Walvis Bay. However,
the ecological inlormation does support the separation, and tagging studies show that
the cape and Walvis Bay stocks of sardine are separate (NEWMAN, 1970).
The other major species, mackerels and jack mackerels, are more active and probably
move over longer distances. They do not present such clear areas of concentration;
presumably, probable stock separation prevails. The Cunene horse mackerel Trachurus
treeae does not occur in the SOuthern part of the region, bu t the other species, T. capensis
and mackerel, occur throughou t the area, except in the far north (Division 1.1). This
would be a large area to be inhabited by a single stock, but there are no clear indications
of what divisions, if any, between stocks there are.

The .fLSh.eries
Both locally-based and long-range vessels are important in the region, and because of
the political situation ashore the changes in the general legal regime orthe sea have had
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much less impact than elsewhere. 'fhe total catches are divided roughly equally between
the two groups of fisheries, the proportion changing as much with the changes in local
catches (particularly the collapse of the Namibian pilchard stock) as with controls on the
non-local fleets. Among the local fisheries it is convenient to distinguish the fisheries of
Angola, the pelagic fishery based in Walvis Bay, and the fisheries in South Africa. Each
of these have followed very difTerent trends, especially in the last few years.
Though the weight of lobster caught is small, at most only a few percent of the total
weight landed in the region, the high price results in its value being a significant part of
the total-up to 20% of the total value of the South African production in some years. Its
high value also means that the fishery developed early, at first largely for canning, at the
end of the nineteenth century (GERTENBACH, 1963), but now virtually all the catch is
frozen, much for export. Lobsters are caught, mostly in traps, by a large number of small
boats operating on what are probably a number of independent stocks all along the
Somh African coast, as well as the southern part of Namibia, where Luderitz is a major
landing place. Catches reached a peak some years ago-of 13 100 tons in Division 1.5 in
1952 and 11 100 tons in Division 1.6 in 1960. They have since declined considerably.
NEWMAN (1977) ascribes these changes, and minor peaks in later years, to the fishing
out of accumulated stocks (including those made newly available by reductions in the
minimum legal size).
Until 1964 virtually the only demersal fishing in the region was the South African
trawl fishery for hake (and minor quantities of kingclip and other species) on the Cape
0
0
grounds (south 01'31 S and west 01'20 E). This produced catches approaching 100000
tons, with a value almost exactly the same as the pelagic fishery producing four times the
weight. There was in addition a small fishery for mixed species in Angola, producing
some 10 000 to IS 000 tons. In 1964 the distant-water fleets discovered the hake grounds
further north, and catches steadily increased, reaching a peak of over 1 million tons in
1972. Since then they declined due to heavy fishing. The main distant-water countries
are, roughly in descending order of recent catches, USSR, Spain, Poland, Japan, Bulgaria, Portugal, and Cuba, all of whom have taken more than 10000 tons yr- I . The peak
catches by anyone country reached over 600 000 tons for the USSR in 1972. South
African vessels have also extended their activities, with larger vessels of similar catching
and freezing capacities as at least the smaller distant-water vessels being added to the
fleet. These vessels are now fishing on the more northern grounds first exploited by the
distant-water vessels.
The pelagic fisheries based around Cape Town and Walvis Bay have developed in
close parallel, with the same few companies being engaged in both. Initially the catches
were mainly used for canning (pilchards, mackerel, horse mackerel). Production of
fish-meal was merely a side-line using the waste from the canning plants. Later, fish-meal
(and fish-oil) production became an activity in its own right, especially for anchovy and
minor species (including some quantities of a lantern fish Lampanyc/us heclo/is of which
42 000 tons were landed in the exceptional year of 1973) which are not suitable for
canning. The addition of reduction plants in the 1940s led to a rapid extension in the
following years. By the early 1950s catches in both areas had passed a q Liarter of a
miJJion tons, with pilchard being the main species.
These fisheries are notable as being among the first to apply stringent management
measures, described in detail by GERTENBACH (1963, 1973). A variety of measures were
adopted, starting initially with the least disruptive, such as controls on the mesh size of
the nets used (lam para nets in the early days, but soon the more efficient purse-seines
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we're inlruduced). A little later, a closed season during lhe southrrn spring (Septemoel-October) when the fish were in poor condition was introduced, but very soon
the authorities were tackling the problems of excessiq: lishing effort, <lnd excess fishing
capacity ~tnoat and ashore. The details of the controls changed fairly frequenlly, and
limitedlhe number of processing plants, the amount offish that each plant could handle,
the number and capacity of tlte lishing \'essels, and the LOtal catch. For example, the
total catch landed in Walvis Bay was limited to 250 000 tons in each year from 1955 to
1958, and tlte catches (at least as reported in the ofIicial statistics) dillered by a maximum 0('4400 tons from these quotas (GERTDIBACH, 1963, Table 7). These regulations
worked well, and resulted in sustained and moderately high level of catches, and (what
was probably at least as attractive) very high profits to those participating in the industry, for some years. However, under the usual commercial pressures the catches allowed
steadily increased. What now seems to have been close LO a death-blow to the Namibian
pilchard fishery \vas given by the entry of South African owned factory ships (converted
Antarctic wh<.tle factory ships) operating jusl outside the 12-mile limit. Together with
the 10cally-IJast'd neet, these ships caught 1'4 million tons of pilchard in 1968. Later
catches declined. The Namibian ~tock seems to have virtually collapsed, wilh only very
small catches being laken (TROt\DEC and co-authors, 1980; BUTTERWORTH, 1981). The
main attenlion has swilched to anchovy, which now provides the majority (HO% in 1979)
of the total catches. Since this species can only be used for reduction, the value of the
Namibian catch has decreased greatly.
The South African pelagic fishery has fared better, possibly because it has been able
to spread its effort onto a wider range of species, including mackerel, horse mackerel,
and red-eye herring. However, from a peak of over 100 000 tons in the early 1950s
horse-mackerel have now almosl disappeared li'om the catches of the purse-seine rishery.
Since 1960 the catches of this fishery have remained around 400 000 Ions, with a peak of
509 000 tons in 1967, and a low value of 32:) 000 tons in 1971-a remarkable degree of
constancy for a fishery of this type.
Up to the time of independence, Angola also had an importanl industrial pelagic
fishery for a "ariety of species (sardinella, '.l!1cho\·y, pilchard, horse-mackerel) with
catches running up to 400 000 tons. Following independence most or the Portuguese
seltlers, who owned and operated nearly all the rishing vessels, as well as the planls
ashore, lefl, often taking their vcssels with them. Angola catches fell from nearly 400 000
lOns in 1974 to only H 000 tons in 1976. Since then catches have increased somewhat,
but attention is being given to building up the small-scale fishery on a varielY of species,
mostly demersal, for direct human consumption, and catches of most pelagic species,
except horse-mackerel, ha\'c been low.
nlikc the clupeoids, which have bcen caught almost entirely by the coastal stales,
using purse-seines or similar gear, mackerel and horse-mackerel are caught also by
trawl, and have become incrc-asingly the target uf the distant-water fleets from eastern
Europe. Catches of horsc-mackerel increased greatly in the mid-1970s, probably due in
part to a real increase in stock abundance, the total catches reaching a maximum, for the
two species combined, of' 0\'('1' 900 000 tons in 1978.

State of the stocks
The state of all the stocks in the region are kept L1ndt'r rcview by ICSEAF. Particular
emphasis is paid to the hake because this is the most impurtant species for most of the
member countries, and it is for the hake Iishcries that rC:SEAF is best placed to intro-
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duce eflective management. The results of these studies are conveniently available in the
ICSEAF publications, particularly the annual proceedings (which includes the report of
the Scientific Council) and the collection of the scientific papers. The la tter are produced
annually, and contain most of the original studies on which the reports of the Scientific
Council are based, as well as the report of the Standing Committee on Stock Assessment.
The assessment of hake stocks have been carried out using production models (various methods of analysing catch and elTort statistics) and age-structllred models. These
give results that agree well in showing that each of the main hake stocks are heavily
fished. Fig. 5-6 shows the trends in catch and effon since 1965, as well as the empirical
relation between catch-per-unit-effort and catch for the Cape hake in Divi:;ions 1.3 and
1.4. The data are taken from Table I (p. 185) oflCSEAF (1980). The total catch figures
are taken directly from published statistics. The catch-per-unit-effort data represent the
number of tons caught per hour fishing of the Spanish fleet. From this the equivalent
number of hours of the whole Oeet for the year has been calculated and this used to give
an average elTon over the three years up to and including the year of observation.
Following the method of GULLAND (1961) the observed c.-p.-u.-e. has been plotted
against the mean elTort to estimate the relation between c.-p.-u.-e. and eflon under
equilibrium conditions. This relation and the corresponding relation between total catch
and elTort is shown in the Fig. 5-6. The maximum catch occurs at 500 to 600 000 h yr- I ,
a level that has been exceeded, often by a wide margin in every year from 1972 to 1977.
The empirical relation could have been drawn in dilTerent ways, and different theoretical relations could have been fitted objectively. Also, there can be reservations about the
elTort units used, since the efIiciency of the average Spanish trawler may have changed
(probably upwards) during the period. However, the main conclusion-that the hake
stock is heavily fished- will be changed only in detail. It is indeed obvious from
Fig. 5-6A, which shows that since 1970 the eITort has greatly increased, but the catch
(except for the peak in 1973) has stayed the same or fallen. The same conclusion has
been reached for the hake stocks in the other Divisions. The analysis of age-composition
data adds some important details. First, the calculations of yield-per-recruit give a
relation between Y/R and fishing mortality that is very similar to the yield curve of
Fig. 5-6B-though the detailed form depends on the value used of natural mortality
which, as always, is poorly known. Calculations have also been made of the effect of
changing the size at first capture. This shows that, even if the effect on the proportion of
the catch that is discarded is not taken into account, the yield-per-recruit would be
increased by all incrrase in mesh size used in the trawl Gshery from the sizes commonly
used in the early 1970$ (this varied from Oeet to Oeet, but was often no more than 70 to
90 mm) up to at least 120 mm. Estimates were also produced of the strength of the
recruitment in each year; these showed considerable year-to-year variation, but no clear
trend, or relation to adult abundance.
To this extent the Cape hake stocks have shown themselves to be, in relation to stock
assessment, well-behaved. So far there have been no surprises, or obvious departures
from predictions based on the most simple models. This is perhaps surprising. Since
hake are highly cannibalistic (MACPHERSON, 1980), PRENSKI (1980) for example found
that between 85% and 92% (depending on depth of sampling) of all hake longer than
60 cm had smaller hake in their stomachs. This percentage falls off with decreasing size,
but even among hakes as small as 4-0 cm , some had consumed smaller hake. Cannibalism must be a significant (possibly even the major) source of natural mortality among
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Fig. 5-6: (A) Trends in catch and ('Ilon in the lishery tor Cape hake in
Divisions I· 3 and 1·4 of the southeast Atlant.ic. (Based on data from the
International Commission for the Southeast Atlantic fisheries Report.)
(B) Empirical relation between cl1on, catch-per-linit-ellort, and total
catch for the- Cape hake. (Points arc obsen'ed c.-p.-lI.-e. plotted against
a\'erage effon o\"Cr two years.) (Based on data li'om the International
Commission lor the Southeast Atlantic Fisheries RqJon)

small hake, particularly pre-recruits, and immediately post-recruits. The pronounced
reduction of larger hake due to hea\'y fishing might therefore have been expected to
result in a higher effective recruitment. This does not seem to have been the case, at least
not to the extent of having- to modify assessmellls that ignore the possible effect of
cannibalism.
Surprises have not been lacking in the pelagic fishery ofT Namibia. This fishery has
had a history of sudden and unpredicted collapses that ha\'e occurred elsewhere, but for
which there is no satisfactory quantitative explanation. In the case of the Namibian
pilchard fishery, the management system, and the lags in it between changes in the fish
stock and changes in the management measures, seems to have helped the final collapse
(TROADEC and co-authors, 1980). There seems to be a high degree of variation in the
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stock, particularly in year-class strength, with a space between recent peaks of some 5 yr
(it would not, all the present evidence, be correct to talk ofa period). When the population increased, the reaction orthe managers was to increase the catch quotas-but only
after the change in abundance had been detected, and with some other inevitable delays
in the system. Thus, the increased quotas became efTective as the natural peak or
abundance had passed, accelerating what would have been a natural decline. The
system then reversed, with reduced quotas being applied only after the decline had heen
going on for some time, possibly when a recovery was already occurring (as seems to
have been the case in 1972). The management system thus exaggerated the 'cycles'. The
crash from the peak in 1975 seems to have been disastrous. The stock (and catches) are
now at a very low level, with little sign of recovery. While attention has been switched to
anchovy, this stock does not seem to produce enough to maintain total catches in the
Namibian purse-seine fishery. These have fallen from 750000 tons in 1973 1O a little over
300000 tons in 1979.
The state of the c1upeoid stocks ofr South Africa is rather similar, but management
controls, and switches of emphasis from species to species have been more successful in
maintaining total production. Though pilchard catches have varied, declining to only
17000 tons in 1974, they have recovered and have not since been less than 60 000 tons.
Total production (principally of pilchard, anchovy, and red-eye herring) has remained
in the range of 300 to 400 000 tons since 1968. This level seems therefore to be sustainable, but to attempt to take much more over a prolonged period would probably be a
f~l ilu reo
The Cape horse mackerel, and probably also the Cunene horse mackerel, have
recently become heavily fished, following the great increase in catches since the carly
1970s. The estimates of the present fishing mortality are around that giving thc maximum yield-per-recruit. The interesting question is what the future levels of recruitment
are likely to be. There has been a great increase in recruitment since 1975, which is in
part responsible luI' the increased catches. What is not known is whether this is a natural
event unconnected with events in other fisheries (e.g. the collapse of the Namibian pilchard stock), whrther the high levels will be maintained in the future, or whether the
recent high catches will make it more likely that future recruitment will he equal to, or
even lower than, recruitment before 1975.

Management
Management in the southeast Atlantic Ocean has been largely out ofstcp with the rest
of the world. Prior to 1964 only one country was concerned, except in the north, and that
country could and did set managcment cOlltrols without the need for international
discussions that were so necessary in most other areas with large industrial fisheries. In
1983 this region is one of the last areas where, because of the political uncertainties
ashore, large multinational fisheries (other than for tLIna) are carried on outside national
jurisdiction.
National management by the coastal states has concerned the lobstcr and shoaling
pelagic fisheries. One of the small lobster fisheries presents what comes clost to an idl';t!
solution to many of the problems of fishery management. This is the isolated fisher)
around Tristan da Cunha (NE\\'YIA~, 1977). UK authorities have gi\'en a concession to
a single company, and the isolation of the island means that there is little likelihood of
illegal fishing from outside. The company has therefore been able to operate in a way
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that maximizes its beneEts, voluntarily limiting its catches to 900 tons, and avoiding
catching the smaller lobsters.
In principle the same <lpproach-limiting the amount caught each year, and protecting small fish-is used along the African coast. However, without sole ownership (and
thus the incentive to take a long-term view of the problem) the shon-term pressures to
increase catches, and [0 be allowed to land small lobsters, ha\(' reduced the effectiveness
of the measures. 1n addition, where there are large local markets, e.g. in hotels and
restaurants, for illegally caught lobsters, the high value of lobster can make this a major
problem. The local trade press reponed in 1981 tha t this was approaching the level of
organized crime of the j\;[afia type. The degree of illegal fishing can, however, be seen as
a reflection of the success of management and the value of being able to fish legally.
Application of stricter controls on the total catch, and on the minimum size (after what
now seems to have been unwise reductions in the minimum size in 1964 in Division 1.5)
are rebu ilding the stocks.
The success in managing the shoal fisheries has been distinctly mixed. Elsewhere
mixed success has usually meant that the biological productivity, and the level of the
gross catch, has been maintained, but the economic and social problems of the fishery
have intensified. Here it has been almost the reverse. From the early sLlges in the 1950s
controls were aimed as much on controlling the inputs to the fisheries (number of
processing plants, and of vessels) and hence the costs, as on the purely ecological
aspects. As a result, the fisheries have in most years been highly profitable. This has
raised its own problems as those outside the privileged group of companies holding
existing licences attempted to enter the fishery. One result was the short-lived operations
already noted of ex-whale factory ships of Namibia in 1966 to 1969. Another has been
the continuing pressure to set quotas at least as high as scientific evidence allows. In the
fluctuating environment off Namibia this raises special difficulties because it takes time
for scientists to detect natural changes (reflected in the abundance of pilchard) and for
authorities to react to the scientific findings. It seems that the duration of the time-lag
involved, relative to the period of the natural changes, is just about the right length to
put the system into the violent undamped oscillations Ihat can be predicted from control
theory. Whatever the cause, the result has been the collapse of the Namibian pilchard
fishery.
The pattern of management of the hake fishery has been along the classic lines of
management by an international Commission, and lCSEAF provides in many ways a
better example of how such a body should operate than many of the older and better
known bodies. After its establishment in 1969 its statistical and scientific groups quickly
got down to work, and were soon pointing oul the need for management. The Commission tackled the easier actions first, and in 1973 introduced a minimum mesh size of
110 mm, and also limited the amount of hake (30%) that could be taken in fisheries
directed at other species.
As usual, these measures were incomplete and attention was turned to control of the
amount of fishing. In international fisheries where allocation is important this can be
done best by setting limits on the total catch, rather than controlling effort directly. This
may not be the case in national fisheries. Since there has not been much discussions or
agreement in the Commission on the general principles to be followed in setting the
target amount of fishing (whether for example to aim at that which would give the MSY
on a production curve, or at the fishing mortality giving the maximum yield-per-recruit,
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Table 5-17
Catch quotas ror Cape hake in 19HO to achieve various objeclives (Data Ii-om
ICSEAF Annual Proceedings)
Catches during 1979
Objective
1"0'1 (hi~h

Equal
economic return)

Fm"" (highest yield-per-recruit)

F 79 (maintain mortality at currenl le\'el)

to

quota

113400
171 000
304600

80% orquola
126800
191 100
272000

or the F O' I value (GULLAND and BOEREMA, 1973) or at some fraction of the current
amount of fishing), the scientists were not in a position to recommend a single value of
Total Allowable Catch.
Instead, they have usually given a range of values, corresponding to different possible
policy objectives. Table 5-17 sets out the alternatives suggested by the Standing Committee on Stock Assessment at its 1979 meeting for quotas for hake in Divisions 1.3 and
1.4. Two sets of figures were given because at the time of the meeting it was not clear
whether the full quota in 1979 would be taken, and this would influence the abundance
of the stock at the beginning of 1980.
The proposed quotas vary greatly even though the long-term average yield under
different objectives would not diner so much (with F 79 giving the lowest yield). This is
because thc current fishing mortality was far too high. Until the fish have adjusted to
new, lower fishing mortalities, catches from stocks with these mortalities will be lower.
Naturally, an early reaction by administrators faced with a choice like that in
Table 5-17, and the necessi ty for hard imernational and na tional bargaining if the lower
figures were to be acted on, was to choose a T AC near the top of the range . .I t took only
a few years of declining stocks, and progressively lower sets of alternative figures, for
quotas-more or less along the lines predicted by the scientists-for this attitude to
change. Now the figures chosen by the Commission are usually in the middle of the
range. This provides the correct division of responsibility between scientists and
administrators . .It may be contrasted with situations in the North Sea where the scientists seem afraid (perhaps not without reason) to leave the responsibility for choosing
management measures to the administrators, and only provide a single figure for the
recommended T AC. Since there is no biological reason for preferring ont: level of the
amount offishing to another (so long as the existence of the stock is not threatened), and
the scientists do not discuss non-biological objectives, this procedure is obvious nonsense, and can be defended only by the argument that any other system would be worse.
The quotas agreed by ICSEAF are then divided between countries during discussions
which formally take place outside the ICSEAF framework, being later reported to
ICSEAF. The allocations in 1980 lor the combined TACs for Divisions 1.3 and 1.4
(220000 tons), and Division 1.5 (100 000 LOns) were as follows (in thousand LOns):
Angola 12·1
Bulgaria 8·0
Cuba
16·6
France
4·0

German Dem. Rep.
Fed. Rep. Germany
Iraq
Israel

4·0
5· 7
4-0

4·6

5')
Italy
6-6
Japan
Poland 19·6
Portugal 9,4

Rumania
4·0
S. Africa 21·9
Spain
870
USSR
107'4
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Managemel)( of horsc mackerel, the other important group of species fIshed by the
distant-water fisheries has not ad\'arlcecl so I~lr. This is partly because the fisheries
themselves dcvcloped later, and partly because, with {he natural increase in recruitment
that has occurred it has been difficult to assess the cffect of fishing accurately. Nevertheless the Commission did set TACs for 1981 at its 1980 session (though there was no
agreemel)( between countries on how these should be allocated).

Future prospects
The future prospects of any activity in southern Africa must be discussed within the
framework of the political situation, and lIsheries are no exception. The greatest lIsh
resources lie off Namibia, where there is the greatest political uncertainty. emil
Namibia achieves independence it cannot extend itsjurisdiclion over lIsheries out to 200
miles (and certainly not in a way that would be recognized by the majority of the
distant-water fishing countries). Angola too has internal problems, and its altitude to
some or tht> countries with the largest long-range Oeets off its coasts may well be influenced by the support it gets from these countries in other matters.
Once Namibia gains control O\'er its resources it will probably be concerned not only
with tl1e problems already discussed (rebuilding the badly depleted pilchard stock, and
moving the fishing mortality on hake marc rapidly towards the lower and more economically attractive levels) but also with ensuring t!J;1l Namibia itself gains more benefits
from the fish resources, 'fhough the Walvis Bay shoal fisheries are controlled largely by
Soulh African-based companies, so that the profits have not stayed in Namibia, the
fisheries are an important source of employment both ashore and afloat. The distant\vater fisheries at present contribute nothing, though in money terms they are more
imporrant. In an unpublished stud)', ROTHSCHILD has estimated that-at the prices
current on the world market in 1980-[he catches from distant-water trawl fishing was
worth around $350 million. This is some two to three times the value of the pelagic
fishery (depending on the state of the pilchard stock), and represents nearly $200 for each
individual inhabitant of Namibia-a very considerable sum for an I\fi'ican country,
It is most unlikely that Namibia will itself have the manpower or other resources to
engage directly in these fisheries for some time; when it does, emphasis may be placed on
developing the shore side of the industry (processing and freezing) which is generally
more profitable than catching the fish. Catching hake will therefore continue to be done
by non-local vessels for a long time, but Namibi<l will aim at getting benefits from them
in one form or other. This may be direct payment of licence or access fees (possibly
substantial) or through other transfers, e.g. in training. In any casc, since these fees or
transfer must ultimately come from the net operating profit of the fishing fleets, one
management objective will be to keep the fishing effort (and hence costs) reasonably low,
so as to increase the amount of fees thaI can bc paid. This may be a value of fishing
mortality even less than F O' I ' and will involve quite low catches for a period while stocks
rebuild.
In the long run, a similar, relatively conservative management reg'ime is likely to be
adopted for most othcr fisheries in the region, particularly the shoal lIsheries, where the
attempts to maximize production from Namibian pilchard have been disastrous, That
this stock will recover at some time seems, on the record of other pelagic stocks, highly
probable, but the time-scale is less certain. It does not seem that a high abundance of
Namibian pilchard is an unusual biological event-unlike the situation off California. A
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recovery time of a few years 10 a few decades seems most likely, but the timing may
depend greatly also on the pattern of fishing. Selective fishing on anchovy or other
potentially competing specie~ could help. Any fishing on pilchard, especially lOO rarly a
resumption of heavy fishing on a recoving srock, will certainly delay full reco\'(~ry.
(d) Tropical Areas
The tropical areas of the world have mostly escaped the attention of the large commercial fisheries from the developed world, and have thus also received little attention
from fishery scientists concerned with stock assessment, and scientists and others concerned with management. However, these areas are rich in fish. I n terms of the supply of
food to hungry people and the provision of employment to poor people, these resources
are among the most important in the world. They also supply some of the more significant management problems. However, some of the same factors that make them unattractive to large-scale industrial fishing, e.g. the large number of species involved,
also make them difficult to study, and to provide good scientific advice for managers.
The tropical fisheries are at least as varied as those in temperate waters. For the
purposes of discussion they can be grouped into the mixed artisanal inshore fisheries,
typified by the coastal fisheries of southeast Asia; the industrial trawl fisheries for a
mixture of species, including shrimp (in some places, e.g. the Gulf of Mexico, these
fisheries are predominantly or exclusively for shrimp; elsewhere, e.g. the Gulf of Thailand, shrimp provide an extra incentive to a fishery that also lands large quantites of
fish); the fisheries on pelagic fish, often with very simple gear, typified by the mackerel
and oil sardine fisheries of southwest India; and the coral-reef fisheries, typified by those
of the western Pacific Ocean.

Southeast Asian Waters
The resources
This region comprises the whole of FAa's statistical Area 71 western central Pacific
Ocean, except for the scattered islands of the southwest Pacific, lying eastward of New
Guinea. The production in the Jatter area is very small. Virtually all the 5 to 6 million
tons of fish that puts the western central Pacific in the third or fourth place among the
regions of the world (behind the northeast Atlantic and southwest Pacific and, in some
years, the southeast Pacific) comes from southeast Asia.
One reason for this high production are the wide areas of'shelfthat occur in the south
and western parts of the South China Sea, including the GulfofThailand andJava Sea.
Moderate to high values of primary production are also promoted by the marked
changes in current systems brought about by the patterns of monsoons. Apart from
causing good mixing of the surface waters, there are local and seasonal upwellings, e.g.
ofT the coast of Vietnam in June and July and seasonally in Banda Sea-Arafura Sea
(WYRTKI, 1961).
The demersal stocks are rich in number and in variety. RITSRAGA (1976) lists 40 taxa
caught in the Thai research vessel in the GulfofThailand. Nearly all of these are groups
of species, at the genus or higher taxonomic level. The total number of species that occur
regularly in the commercial landings run into the hundreds, and several dozen may
occur in a single trawl haul. There are differences in the species composition from place
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Table 5-18
Calclws of small pelagic species in southeast Asian waters (Based on FAO Yearbook of Fishery

Statistics)
Species group

1ndonesiat

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailandt

Decapterus spp.

7!H
)·17,5

20·-1
53·/l

86·1
62·9
116-5

Olher jacks, etc. *

Sardinella spp.
Stole/JhorUJ spp.
Othcr c1upeoids
Rastrelliger spp_
Total

134-H

-

102-0
18·1
HHi

37-2
22-5
53-7

1-16-:>
90·2
106-4
70'5
25· :{
56-9

56.'H·

197-6

496-6

Total:f:

-

33·9
393·-!346-2
196-5

11-0
66-0

245-0

342-5

1515-0

'Other species in FAa group :H.
t Includes catches in thc Indian Occan.
:j: Includes catches by other counlries, but excludes catches by Indonesia and Thailand ill the Indian Ocean.

to place, particularly according to depth and the type of bottom, but there is a broad
similarity of composition throughout the region. T-his ranges from the large predatory
fish (sharks, groupers, etc.) through the intermediate predators and larger invertebrate
feeders (snappers, rays, etc.) to small invertebrate and detritus feeders (which include
the valuable penaeid shrimps). In general the abundance is greatest nearshore, and
decreases in the deeper onshore waters_ Not much is known about the movements of the
fish, or the stock structure of demersal fish_ Though the same species may be found over
much of the region, limited tagging studies sug~t:st that the individual demersal fish does
not move far (CHOMJURAJ and BUNNAG, 1970). For management purposes the fish can
be treated as forming a number of independent stocks, withollt much interchange.
The major of small pelagic species (excluding tunas) (Table 5-18) arc probably more
active, though migrations are reason a bIy well known only for the Rastrelliger in the Gulf
01" Thailand. Tagging experiments (KUROG:\1\lE and co-authors, 1971) have shown
considerable movements within the Gulf. Though most of these movements remain
within the Thai jurisdiction, some fish migrate south and west into the waters ofT
Malaysia_ Much less is known aboul the movements of Decapterus and other carangids.
Indeed, the location of their spawning grounds is unknown. Probably they migrate at
least as far as RaJtrelliga, so that there is some interchange of fish between adjacent
countries, but there is a separation of stocks over longer distances_
Table 5-18 shows that there is considerable similarity in species composition in the
catches by the four major countries in the region. The similarity in the actual slocks is
probably even greater. The absence of Sardine/fa spp. in the catches reponed by
Malaysia, and of Stolephorus spp_ in Thailand are probably either because a fishery on
these small species has not yet developed, or h~cause, while they are caught, they are not
distingu ished in the st<1 t istics.

The fisheries
The fisheries in southeast Asian walers are predominantly small-scale and artisanal,
carried out by small vessels (often unpowered) close to the shore_ The process of
development has generally been one of evolution rather than revolution, with gradual
increases in the efficiency of the gear, in the size of the boats, and the power of the
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engines (when fitted), as well as in the number of fishermen. Thus, a great \'ariety of
gears (traps, lines, surrounding nets, trawls, etc.) arc used, especially in inshore areas.
Most developed of the fairly traditional fisheries arc those for pelagic species, but C\Tn
here a variety of different types of surrounding nets (Thai purse-seine, luring purseseine, Chinese purse-seine, etc.) are used.
The exception to this slow development has been the Thai trawl fishery. Its development since 1960 has been only slightly less dramatic than the Peruvian anchoveta
fishery. Prior to 1960 some trawling had been done in the Gulf of Thailand by local
pair-trawlers, and standard North Sea-type single boat trawls had been used by research
and survey vessels. The latter was unsuccessful because the gear used had been toO heavy
for the soft muddy bottom of much of the area. Demonstration by a German aid project
with a more suitable trawl proved highly successful, and was quickly learnt by Thai
fishermen. Catches grew from less than 100 000 tons (most[y by pair-trawl) in 1960 to
approaching I million tons by 1973, nearly all by otter-trawl. The expansion of the
activities of the Thai trawl (leet after 1960 has been very similar to, though much more
rapid than, the expansion of English trawl fleet between 1890 and 1950. As local grounds
became heavily fished and abundance dropped, the fishermen moved further and further
from the initial grounds in the northern Gulf of Thailand. In the South China Sea they
fished further down the coast of Cambodia and Vietnam and off Malaysia. They have
also moved to the west coast of Thailand, and in the Indian Ocean as far away as
Bangladesh. This expansion has been accompanied by a gradual increase in average size
and power of the vessels. The larger Thai trawlers are now some 30 m long, with engines
of up to 1000 hp, i.e. similar to the North-Sea trawlers.

State oj the stocks
The assessment of the state of stocks in southeast Asian waters faces much greater
difficulties than in say the North Sea. Many more species arc involved, there ;J.re fewer
scientists and a shorter history of fishery research, and much of the basic data is poor or
missing. In particular, the statistics, at least until recently, have been incomplete and
often inaccurate. An exception to the lack of' good basic data is the Gulf of Thailand
demersal rishery. As part of the German assistance programme, a trawl survey of the
Gulf was started in 1963, and has been carried out regularly from 1966 onwards. This
provides data on changes in fish stocks, free from the complications involved in catch
and elTon data from the commercial fishery, that is equalled only by data from similar
international surveys on Georges Bank in the northwest Atlantic Ocean.
The immediately striking feature or these data is the continued and severe fall in the
total catch-per-hour trawling from nearly 250 kg in 1963 lO barely one-fifth of this in
1975 (BOONYUBOL and HONGSKUL, 1978). This is very closely related to the increase in
the amount of fishing by Thai trawlers, as measured by the total catch of demeral fish
(Fig.5-7A).
The normal procedure of calculating catch-per-unit-effon from independent statistics
of total catch and total effort can for this fishery be reversed, and an index of the tot,t1
effon obtained by dividing the survey c.-p.-u.-e. into (he total catch. Relating this total
effort to the survey c.-p.-u.-e. and applying the SCHAHER model as though the demersal stocks could be treated as a simple biomass of undifferentiated fish gives a very good
fit (Fig. 5-7B). The deri\'ed relalion between lOtal catch and total effort suggests that the
stock is heavily fished, and that probably the amount of fishing has already passed the
level giving the greatest sustained catch.
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Fig. 5-7: (A) Trends in catch raLes by research trawlers, and of
Lotal calch in the GulfofThailand. (Based on daLa provided by
BOONYUBOL and HONGSKUL, 1978). (B) Relation between
effort, c.-p.>".-e and cotal calch for demersal fish in the Gulf
of Thailand. (Based on data provided by BOONYUlUL and
HONCSKUL, 1978)

Several objections can be raised against this. First, the Thai catch statistics do not
distinguish where the fish were caught, and the figures include large quantities taken by
Th~ti trawlers outside the survey area, ofrVietnam and Cambodia. Thus, the total catch
and the total elTon have been less than the figures suggest. However, the decline in the
slOck is unchanged, as presumably would be the conclusion that it is heavily fished. The
principal changes would be in the estimates of the potential yield from the survey area,
and the level of fishing eITort at which it would be obtained. The second, and more
serious, theoretical objection is that a community of several hundred species should not
be treated as a single mass, especially as there have been big changes in the relative
freq uency of the various species.
There are some weighty counters to these arguments. The most telling, in the context
of the management of the fisheries, is that a proper analysis, taking account of the
dynamics of each species (or at least all the major species) and their interactions, as well
as obtaining reliable information on the location of Thai catches, would be prohibitively
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time consuming. The conclusion that the stocks are too heavily fished is so clear that the
analysis would probably only alter the details, and not the general conclusion, and the
important matter is to start achieving some control of the amount or fishing. Furthermore, the apparently simple-minded analysis may be more sophisticated than it seems.
If the interactions between species act fairly quickly-as may be the case in short-lived
species-what is observed in the sea will tend to represent the equilibrium position,
corresponding to each level of fishing, taking-account of the interaction between species.
That is to say, the simple analysis of total catch may be more realistic than attempting to
combine single-species analyses.
Nevertheless it is likely to be useful and cenainly interesting to look more carefully at
the changes in individual species, as has been done by PAULY (1979) and POPE (1979).
PAU L Y (1979; see especiall y his Table 8 and Fig. 8) looked particularly a t the proportion
by which a given species decreased during the period of the survey, as measured by the
coefficient in the regression of the logarithm of abundance on time. He related these to
the feeding habits of the species concerned. While the relation is not exact, there was a
dear tendency for larger species to have decreased most, and the small 'trash' fish and
invertebrates (including shrimp and squids) to have decreased least or to have actually
increased. There were some exceptions, and large predators (sharks, serranids,
i'vluraenesox) which might from the general pattern have decreased most, actually
changed by about an average amount-less than large zoobenthos feeders and
medium-sized predators. Some of the differences from what might be expected on purely
ecological grounds can be expected from the relative vulnerability to bottom trawls. For
example few rays, which have decreased to around 1% of the initial stock, escape from
the path of the trawl.
POPE used the method of principal component analysis, and showed that the variation
in annual catch rates could be accounted for to a large extent (83% in the area as a
whole, and between 55% and 81% in each of the nine individual subareas) by two
components. The first of these represents the steady trend throughout the period,
decreasing for most species, but increasing for sq uid and crabs. The second component
reflects changes in species (ScomberomoruJ and snappers) which did not decline initially,
but started to decline after a period.
These, and other studies, while still somewhat tentative, do show that changes in
species composition are susceptible to analysis and understanding and hence to prediction. The significance to management is that the value of different species varies greatly.
POPE (1979; his Table 4.21) quotes prices on the Thai auctions in 1973 ranging from 40
baht (20 baht = I US$) per kg for silver pomfret down to I baht for trigger fish (the
large q ualltity offish used for fish-meal would fetch an even lower price). 1n general high
price is associated with large size, and with vulnerability to fishing, and an above
average decrease in abundance (shrimp is an obvious exception). The highest gross
value therefore probably occurs at a level of fishing effort lower than that producing the
greatest weight.
For no other stock in the region is the data so good, nor has any been so carefully
examined, as the GulfofThailand demersal stocks. For a number of the inshore stocks it
has been possible to obtain sufficient statistical data on catch and effort (in terms, for
example, of number of vessels or number of fishermen) to apply simple types of the
production model. These have usually shown-for example in the Malacca Straits
(SOUTH CHINA SEA PROGRAMME, 1976a; WANG and PArHANSAl.l, 1977) and in parts
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of the Philippines (SOUTH CHINA SEA PROGRAMME, 1976b, 1977)-tha( in the areas
with better data-which are also those with the best developed fisheries-the inshore
demersal stocks are heavily fished, with little possibility of increased local catches.
A similar approach has been successfully used lor some of the pelagic fisheries (SCSP,
1978b). These have shown that some of the mackerel stocks are heavily fished (e.g. in the
GulfofThailand and in the Malacca Straits), while most of the scad stocks seem lO be
lightly exploited, with reasonable opportunities for increasing the total catch.
Apart from direct assessments of individual stocks (or rather stocks in particular
areas), attempts have been made, especially by regional or subregional working groups,
to look at the resources of the region as a whole, and to estimate the potential or state of
exploitation of stocks in less well studied areas by extrapolation from the better known
stocks (AOYAMA, 1973; SCSP, 1976a, 1978a). Research vessels have now made surveys
similar 10 those in the Gulf of Thailand, though for a shorter period, in many parts of the
South China Sea and adjacent areas. These surveys show that there is a broad similarity, not only in species composition, but also in catch rates (when due account is taken of
the current amount of fishing) over much of the loegion. The differences in density
between different areas is no more than the differences within areas, and is less than the
consistent difference between depth zones. In all areas catch rates decrease with increasing depth, and in depths greater than 50 m catches are nearly always small. This causes
the larger vessels, which can fish anywhere, to concentrate their effort in shallow water
(at least when local regulations, and the activities of local enforcement agencies allow
them to do so). Since the numerous small-scale fishermen have little choice bu ( to fish
along the coast, the intensity of exploitation falls off with increasing depth and increasing distance from shore. This makes it difficult to conceive any simple and realistic
summary statement of the state of the stocks. The participants at the workshop on
demersal resources of the Sunda Shelf (SCSP, 1978a) felt that demersal catches (currently around 1·3 million IOns) could be increased to some 3 million tons, but a great
deal of this biological potential occurs in the larger areas of deeper water. The fish are
undoubtedly there 1O be caught, but it is far from certain that the catches of an individual boat could be high enough to support an economically viable fishery. Shallower
areas where there is the biological potential for increased demersal catches, and probably also the economic potential, include the east coast of the Malaysian Peninsula, and
the north coast of Borneo. I n contrast, the coastal waters of the Gulf of Thailand, the
Malacca Straits, and the north coast of Java are among the areas which are fully
exploited.
One difliculty in attempting a differentiation between deep and shallow waters,
whether at 50 m depth or at some other depth, or at some ftxed distance from the coast,
is that the extent of movements of fish across such boundaries is unknown. There are
differences in species composition, and some species are confined to shallow water, or to
deep water, but many occur at all depths, or at a wide range of depths. For several of
these species there is a graduation of size, with the fish in deeper water being, on the
average, larger. This would suggest some movement offshore as the fish grow.

Management
I n the Gulf of Thailand trawl fisheries, the administration faces problems familiar to
those or many fishery administrations in developed countries-too many trawlers are
chasing too few fish. These problems are likely to increase in the future as Thai fisher-
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men lose access to fishing grounds off neighbouring countries. At present, many vessels-particularly the larger and more powerful ones-are fishing ofT foreign coasts.
Although these countries have now declared some form of extended jurisdiction, this is
not fully enforced in all countries, and also some non-local fishing is allowed until local
fishing capacity is developed. In due course, few of any Thai trawlers are likely to obtain
access to foreign waters. When all the othn vessels return to the already congested
waters of the Gulf ofThailand, or the small area ofT the Thai wes t coast facing the Indian
Ocean, the problems of over-fishing and over-capacity in these waters may get even
worse.
Reducing severe over-capacity in a fishery has proved to be very difficult, even in the
rich countries around the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. In developing
countries, with generally weaker administrations and fewer opportunities for alternative
employment for those engaged in the fisheries, the problems are even more severe. In the
short run it may not be possible to do much, and the emphasis needs to be put more on
preventing the growth of over-capacity in other fisheries in the region-the trawl
fisheries in other countries, or the pelagic fisheries generally. For example, BOONPRAKOB (1976) has pointed out the need for measures, including limited licences, in
the Thai mackerel fishery, which is now at about the optimum level, in order to avoid
future problems.
The other serious management problem is the conflict between the groups of fishermen, particularly the small-scale fishermen usin~ simple gears along the coast, and the
more industrialized fisheries. The former can only exploit a limited strip of water,
perhaps no further from the coast than one or two miles, or perhaps au t to 10 or 12 miles
if the weather is favourable. This leaves the resources further offshore unutilized, to the
extent ~hat they do not move into the coastal zone. For some time therefore emphasis in
the development plans of Indonesia (ZACHMAN, 1973) and elsewhere was on the
development of the industrial fisheries, especially as these were in the best position to
supply high-valued species (particularly shrimp) for export. However, as these fisheril'~
grew, ~.he trawlers found that the best catches were close to the shore. Their presence in
these waters has brought growing complaints from the small-scale fishermen, against the
direct damage to their gear, and the reduction in the stocks. Most countries have
therefOre introduced legislation, where this did not already exist, prohibiting the use of
trawling and other industrial types of fiShing within specified distances from the shore,
or in waters less than certain depths. In some cases these regulations are complex,
with a variety of different distances or depths for different sizes of trawlers or types
of gear.
A big problem with this type of regulation, even in its simplest form, is that it is
difficult to enforce. Vessels can fish in the legal zone, and move inshore at night, in poor
visibility, or whenever they feel the chances of detection and arrest are small. For this
reason ] ndonesia has moved towards a complete ban of trawling in aJl waters.
Another problem is that it is far from clear to what distance trawling should be prohibited to protect the inshore fishermen. This arises from the uncertainty about the
movements and migrations of the fish, and the extent to which fish caught, say 20 miles
off the coast by the industrial vessels, might have later moved into the coastal zone to be
available to the small-scale fisheries. There are therefore difficult scientific and administrative problems to be solved before this approach can bl' fully effective. However, given
the social conOicts and the growing emphasis on problems of the poorest section of the
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population (which ill many countries includes the small-scale lishermen), it is clear that
the management of fisheries in this, and similar regions, will be increa;;ingly concerned
with measures, like the prohibition of trawling in the coastal zone, which implicitly
,dloc,ue some of the resources to these poorer groups of fishermen.

Indian Ocean
The TeJOUTCeS

In fishery terms the Indian Ocean is the forgotten ocean. It has largely been forgotten
by scientists because it lies a long way from most of the great centres of marine research.
However, the International indian Ocean Expedition did sOlllething 10 reduce this
neglect. The Indian Ocean has been largely neglected by major fishing industries
because it lacks the wide shelf areas, or the major permanent upwellings that produce
rich fish stocks, and because it is far from the major markets. While the Indian Ocean
accounts for over 20% orthe total surface area of the World Ocean, it contains less than
13% of the shelf area, and suppl ies only a little over 6% of the IOtal world marine catch.
A unique feature of the northern Indian Ocean is the impact of the monsoons on the
surface currents, and hence on the general ecology of the region. Twice a year the main
wind systems reverses from the southwest monsoon (in April-September), to the northeast monsoon (OctoIJer-March). This in turn causes many of the surface currents,
especially in the Arabian Sea, to reverse. Thus, during the southwest monsoon there is a
strong and very swift current northwards along the Somalia coast, but during the
northeast monsoon the /low is southwards. These currents produce upwellings at one
season of the year or another along much of the northern Arabian Sea from Somalia to
l.he west coast of India. Upwelling is particularly strong along the south coast of the
Arabian Peninsula during the southwest monsoon. However, in few if any places does
the upwelling persist throughout the year (CGSHIf\G, 1969a).
The distribution of the resources is therefore uneven, with most of the potential
occurring either in upwelling areas in the northern Arabian Sea, or in shelfareas around
Ihe Bay of Bengal. Table 5-19 shows that these areas account for some BO% of present
catches from the Indian Ocean, though the apparent concentration may be exaggerated
because these areas also have the highest human populations and the highest intensity of
fishing.
In the Arabian Sea the main resources are the small pelagic fish typical of most
upwelling areas, with oil sardine (Sardinella) being particularly importanl. In addition,
various species of mesopelagic fish appear to be more common in the nort hern Arabian
Sea than anywhere else in the world (Gj0S!\ETER and KAWAGUCH I, 1980). Demersal
fish are less important, and in some areas the presence of large permanent demersal
stocks is prevented by the invasion of water with extremely low oxygen content at some
stages of the monsoon.
I n the Bay of Bengal the richest areas are the wider shelves in the north and northwest, where the productivity is increased by the great runofl' from the land through the
estuaries of the Ganges and the Irrawaddy. The main species are those adapted to
muddy bottoms and somewhat brackish conditions. They include several, like Hifsa
(shad) that run up the rivers to spawn.
Along the east African coast, from southern Somalia southwards, including the
islands-which range in size from Madagascar downwards to the small atolls-the
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bottom drops ofT rapidly, and the ~hell"is mostly eXlrcmdy narrow. The CUtTenl ~ystems
du nOl favour high production, and only in a few 1;IVOIIlTrt localities (eg. berween
Zanzibar Island and the mainland, in Sofala Bay air vlozambique, and in northwest
il,rladagascar) are there even moderate-sized stocks of small pelagic and otlwr fish.
Elsewhere the main resources are reef fish, which along the Kenya coaSI increase the
attracti\'eness to tourisls, but supply only small catches.
Similar conditions prevail in the Red Sea and, on lhl' opposite side of the ocean, along
most of the Indian Oeean coast of Indonesia and western Australia. The Persian Gull;
however, is shallow and has relatively more abundant (but still not particularly rich)
stocks.
Crustaceans are exceptions to the general poverty of the Indian Ocean. They account
for about 15% of the lotal world production (i.e. its correct share in terms of shelf area)
of both lobsters and shrim ps. The stocks of rock lobster Panulirus cygnus of western
Australia forms one of the biggest resources of rock lobsters in the world (second only to
the true lobsters of the North Atlantic Ocean), and smaller stocks of more tropical
species are scattered around most of the Indian Ocean where suitable rough bottoms
oeclI1. The higgeq shrimp resource is ofTthe southwest coast oflndia, bUI other smaller,
but still important stocks are found in several pans of the Bay of Bengal, in the Persian
Gulf: ofT northwest l'vladagascar, and elsewhere.

The fisheries
The statistics of the fisheries in the Indian Ocean for 1979 are summarized in table
5-19 (in terms of national catches) and Table 5-~() (in terms of species and groups of
species). In general, the distribution ol"catches follows that of the resources. The biggest
catches are taken in the northeastern Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal, but lhe
distribution of populations is also important-much more is taken ofT the I ndian west
coast, with a large population and a long tradition 01" fishing, than by the scattered
population along the Arahian coast. On the other hand, the indian population is even
higher on the east coast, particularly in West Bengal, bUI here the catches are only half
those on the west coast. AlthoughJava is one of the most densely populated parts of the
world, the catches along its south coast-as well as west and south of Sumatra and the
reSI of the Indian Ocean side of I ndonesia-are small.
Catches by countries outside the Indian Ocean account for less than 4% of the IOtal,
and of this nearly all is tuna, caught by the long-line Oeets ofJapan, Korea, and China
(the island of Taiwan). The other non-local vessels are mainly trawlers, now mostly
operating under joint venture and similar agreements, working ofTthe coasts of Somalia,
Yemen, and Oman, though Taiwanese trawlers are also fishing ofT the Indian west
coast. Among the other vessels in the region that fish morc than a short distance from
their home pons an.' the Thai trawlers. As the resources in the GuJfofThailand became
depleted some trawlers moved to the west coast of Thailand and spread OUt north and
westward. Until the late 1970s they were taking substantial catches ofT Bangladesh and
Burma. With the extension ofjurisdiction by the coastal states concerned, the activities
of these vessels has been reduced. Another minor but interesting medium-range fishery
has been that of Mauritius. In a manner very similar to the traditional Portuguese dory
fishing in the northwest Atlantic Ocean, motherships have carried a number of small
dory-type boats to the banks between Mauritius and Seychelles, where they IIsh with
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hand-lines for larger predatory fish. Only a few vessels have ever been involved, and the
catches ha\'e been small.
With these exceptions, the fisheries of the Indian Ocean have been with small vessels,
often without engines, seldom if ever staying out for more than a few hours. A convenient description of the Indian fisheries is given by VIRABHADRA RAo (1973). The
fisheries in most of the rest orthe area are not much different. The species composition of
the catches, as reported to FAO, is given in Table 5-20. This shows that nearly 30% of
the catches are of unspecified fish. Some of these are the mixed species caught in the
trawl and other fisheries, which are not distinguished on the market after the more
valuable shrimp and large fish have been sorted out, but the high proportion is due to
the fact that for several countries, including Bangladesh and Burma, with a total between them of half a million tons, no data at all on species breakdown are available.
Indeed, for some of these countries, and some others lor which nominal species data are
given, there are considerable doubts about the precise value of the total catch. 'fhe
statistics in the tables should lherefore be treated with more than the usual caution.
Despite these reservations it is clear lhal in terms or volume, the most important
fisheries are those for pelagic species-particularly the I ndian Oil Sardine SardineLla
longiceps which accounts for over 8% of the total calch, and possibly as much as 10% if
the quantities reported as unspecified fish, or unspecified clupeoids are included. The
centre of this fishery is the Kerala coast of southwest India. The fish live offshore during
the first half of the year, but during August they begin to move inshore, starting with the
older fish. During the last quarter of the year the population is mostly close to the shore,
where they are caught with a variety of gears including large beach-seines, boat-seines,
gill-nets and cast-nets. Because the fish are delicate, and are caught in large, and
somewhat unpredictable quantities along open beaches without much processing or

Table 5-20
Catches or major species groups from lhe Jndian Ocean in 1979 (thousand tons) (Based on F:\O
Yearbook oj Fishery Sialislics, Vol. 48)
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transport facilities, only a proportion is used for human consumption, traditionaUy a
lillie as {j'esh fish and the rest cured. Other uses of the fish are fClr oil used injute, leather,
and soap industrit:>s, and as fertilizers in the plantations. New enorts are being made to
lISt' more [or human consumption, especially canned.
The short season of pt:>ak landings has heen an obstacle to the de\'t'lopment of a
consumption market. Acoustic surveys ha\c shov,'rJ that during the off season (roughly
Ii'om February toJuly) the fish are not far oflshort> and are accessible to modern types of
gear from mechanized boats. YlO\'('s ha\'e been made to encourage the development of
an industrial-scale lishery, with vessels in the 30 to 50 It range. However, this has led to
clashes, violent at times, with the traditional fishermen, who see such a development as
a thrt:>at to their livelihood.
The other pelagic fisheries follow broadly similar patterns. The traditional fisheries
depend on the movements of the stock inlO the coastal zone where they can be tak('ll with
a variety o[ gears. This makes thcm highly vulnerable to changes in migratory
behaviour, as weU as 1O possible changes in actual abundance. The variations in sardine
and mackerel were noted a century ago by DAY (1868). Reasonable statistics are available from 1925 onwards (RAJr\, 1969), and these show that the catches of sardine
dropped from some 20000 tons in the 1930s to an average of no more than 500 tons in
the years 194~~ to 1949. In the 1960s and 1970s the variation in bOth the sardine and
mackerel fisheries have been striking. Even so, there have been pronounced differences
in individual year classes. [n the data preselHed by BANERJ I (1973) for the mackerel
fishery at Karwar the year class entering the fishery as 0 group in the 196~ to 1964
season appeared to be some ten times as abundant as those in the two preceding years,
and twice as abundant as those in any of the preceding 20 years except 1949 to 1950 and
1957 to 1958.
Attempts have been made to relate the year-to-year fluctuations in sardine year-class
strength to en"ironmcnt,1! factors. Connections ha\T been found with the patterns of the
monsoon (RAJ!\, 1973). Bearing in mind the importance of the monsoon to the whole
climate conditions around India, this is reasonable, but as in all such correlations the
small numbers of pairs of ooserv3tions and lhe wide choice of possible environmental
parameters, make thrst~llislical significance orthr relalion somewhat suspect. Even less
is known about the long-term flucLUations, e.~. lhe 7-yr period of virtually zero catches
in the 19'~Os. Possibly little will be known until such time as another collapse o[ this type
occurs.
in terms of value (or at least economic value) the pelagic fisheries are much less
important than those for shrimp. Pen~lCid "hrimps find a ready and high-priced market,
panicu larly in Japan and the United Sra te~. As a r("sul t a high proportion of the catches
of the larger species are exported. While lhere haVE been complaints, particularly in the
United States, about the quality of some of the shrimp imported from indian Ocean
countries, leading 1O some batches being condemned and a lower price being obtained
than for shrimp from some other exporting countries, the value of shrimp exports from
India alone in 1978 was $200 million.
in several of the countries round the Persian Gulf, and also in northwestern Madagascar, the shrimp fisheries were developed by foreign companies concerned in the international shrimp trade. These brought in large industrial shrimp trawlers, mostly from the
Gulf of Mexico, usually with their own crews, or at least captains. The biggest shrimp
fisheries, such as those of Pakistan and India, which catch 20 000 tons and over 200 000
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tons, respectively, are of more local dcvelopmem, The main catches are taken ollshore,
where the larger indi\'iduals are round, by trawlers, but much is caught inshore. The
latter areas, especially the backwaters and lagoons of southwest India, provide the
nursery grounds {or several of the larger PenQeus species, which move offshore as they
grow, but they also contain smaller species e.g. ofMetapenaeus, several of which remain in
the backwaters. In these areas a variety of traditional gears are used, mostly with
non-powered vessels-gill-nets, stake-nets, and some such as lift-nets which do not need
a boat at all.
In contrast to the pelagic and shrimp fisheries, demersal fisheries are not important.
Much of the bottom fish that are landed are caught while fishing for shrimp, though it is
often not possible to draw clear dividing lines in the spectrum of trawl fisheries for
shrimp only (with any fish that arc. caught not necessarily being released), for shrimp
with fish being a valuable by-catch, (or fish with shrimp as the by-catch, and purely for
fish with few if any shrimp being caught.
Trawling is in fact an advanced gear, requiring an engine-preferably a fairly powerful engine. Apart from the shrimp fisheries (including trawl fisheries for mixed fish and
shrimp) and the Thai fishery, trawling is an uncommon typc of fishery in the Indian
Ocean, Hand-lining, trap-fishing (especially in the rough bottom and coral reefs of East
Africa, Seychelles and Mauritius), and gill-netting are the main methods used for catching demersal fish.

State oj resources and management
While no comprehensive and detailed review of the state of the resources of the Indian
Ocean and their potential has been made, a number of studies exist of smaller regions,
particularly the waters around India (QASIM, 1973). In the western Indian Ocean the
resources have been reviewed at two workshops organized by the FAO/UNDP Indian
Ocean Programme in Karachi in January 1978 (A:''iON, 1978a), and Seychelles in
October-November 1978 (CULLANl>, 1979a) dealing with the resources north and
south of the Equator, respectively,
South of the Equator the resources are not rich, and though catches are small a
number ofsurveys with acoustic equipment, trawls, antI Other fishing gear have failed to
reveal major unexploited resources, The largest of those that were found were pelagic
stocks (mainly Decaplerus) over the shelf area around the main islands or the Seychelles,
The potential yield has been estimated as some 75 000 tons annually, I n contrast some
local stocks are heavily fished, notably around Mauritius, as well as the reef fishes along
parts of the African coase Management of these fisheries, at least in the sense of introducin~ total catch quotas <lI1d other sophisticated measures, is difficult. Though measures are needed, they will take simpler forms such as banning the more destructive type
of fishing (e.g. dynamite), and encouraging those types of development which will shift
Lhe fishing activities away from the more heavily fished stocks.
North of the Equator, in the area ti'01n Somalia to Pakistan, the picture regarding the
resources is brighter, and Lhe gencral need for management less, After the International
Indian Ocean Expedition showed that the general production in this region was high,
more specific fishery surveys, notably by the Norwegian vessel Dr. Fridtjof NansC1l,
were directed to this area. These surveys have shown that an unusually high proportion
of the primary production appears in the form or mesopelagic fish, such as lantern fish
(Gj0Si\ETER and KAW/\GUCHI, 1980) rather than as sardines and other familiar types.
l.j ntil technical and economic problems of harvesting and utilizing mesopelagic [ish are
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solved, thc prospects of increasing fish production from this area are less than the
magnitude of tot a! primary production would suggest. At the same time thc stocks of oil
sardine are substantial, and present catches of pelagic fish, as well as of demersal fish in
some areas (e.g. oil" Somalia), cou Id be increased. This does not mean that there are no
management problems. The lact that the resources are relatively rich is well known, and
in at least the central, Arabian, sector, G;ijJita! is fairly readily available. Since the
resources are far from limitless, and are far from uniformly spread along the coast, there
are consideraole dangers of over-capitalization and of building large fish-meal plants in
inappropriate places. Resource management considerations are also needed to determine the arrangements under which foreign vessels are fishing for high-valued demersal
fish and cephalopods ofT Yei'!1en and Somalia. How large a catch can the resources
withstand? Should catches be set at a rather lower level so as to increase the catch rates,
and hence improve the ability of the foreign fishing interests to pay high licence fees?
Surveys have also been made in the Red ::;(';1 and the Gulfs. The former is similar [0
much of the East African coast. It has a narrow shelf with moderate to low productivity.
The catches come from small-scale artisanal fishermen, and there are neither major
opportunities for development nor are there problems calling for management action.
The Gulfs feature a wide area of shallow water. Extensive surveys, particularly those of a
co-operative regional programme organized by FAa (ANON, 1981c), have shown the
existence of a substantial quantity of demersal fish and provided extensive details of
their distribution. The potential yield from the whole area, including the GulfofOman,
has been estimated at some 180000 tons (SIVASUBRI\MANIAM, 1981). Undoubtedly the
biological potential exists for quite large catches (at least several tens of thousands of
tons) to be taken. Unfortunately, the fish are scattered, and possible catch rates are not
high. Costs in the Gulf area (except for fuel) are high, while there is only a moderate
demand for fish. Under these economic conditions the prospects for developing a demersal fishery are not good. The prospects for fishing for small pelagic fish, of which the
most abundant appear to be sardines, are similar. Estimates of biomass have been
obtained by acoustic methods during the Gulf surveys (ANON, 198Ib), and they are
probably rather more abundant than demersal fish. They are on the average rather
shorter lived, implying a higher natural mortality and a relatively higher potential yield.
However, they arc on the whole less valuable, so that the economic prospects are less
attractive.
For the present, therefore, the main fishery in the Gulf area is likely to remain that
for shrimp. This presents at It';tst one peculiar feature, in that the large-scale industrial
fishery developed first. Between the 1964/65 and the 1967/68 period incl ustrial catches
along the west coast of the Gull; from Kuwait to Oman, increased from under 400 tons
to over 9000 tons. This fishery was carried out by relatively large vessels, mostly of the
Gulf of Mexico type owned by large fishing companies, often with interests in many
countries. It is only later, from about 1973 onwards, that a so-caUed artisanal fishery has
developed with motorized dhows. In the last few years their catches, especially around
Bahrain, have made up a significant part (up to 30%) of the total landings. It soon
became apparent that most of the stocks in the Gulf were becoming heavily fished
(BOER£MA, 1969; ANON, 1977). The resulting need for management has become more
apparent with a recruitment failure in 1979. This has led to several industrial companies
ceasing operations, and the introduction of d closed season by several of the coastal
states.
The stocks around India have been well studied. Vessels of what is now the Explora-
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tory Fishery Project based in Bombay have carried out a very large number of hauls over
a tong period. Though these have concentrated on east-coast grounds, the data enable
estimates to be made of the standing stocks of fish over most of the shelf waters around
India down to somc 200 m UOSEPH, 1974;jOSEPH and co-authors, 1976). For the west
coasts of India and Pakistan, the information available suggests that the stocks are
becoming quite heavily fished. Estimates of the potential yield are in the range 400 000
to 600 000 tons ann ually. The acwal catches of demersal fish, as reported in official
statistics, have risen from an average of240 000 tons in 1965 to 1969 to over 400 000 tons
in 1977. The situation regarding pelagic fish, including sardines and mackerel, is somewhat similar. Estimates of biomass have been obtained from acoustic surveys. Converted into potential yield, these are higher, but not very much higher, than recent
catches. A similar conclusion was reached by BANERJ I (1973) on the basis of agecomposition data, from which he deduced that the fishing mortality was aboLlt half that
giving the maximum yield-per-recruit.
While formal assessmen t of the state of shrimp resources has not been made, or at least
none is generally available, it appears probable that the stocks are being heavily fished.
Shrimp catches rapidly increased in the late 1960s and early 1970s. These reached a
peak ofjust under 250 000 tons in 1974, and have since declined to only around 180 000
tons in 1979. This decline has occurred despite the continuing high demand for shrimp,
and the encouragement given by the Indian Government to what is an important export
industry. The high price of fuel might have brought about some decrease in the fishing
effort among the smaller mechanized boats. There have also been extensions of fishing
efforts into areas that previously had not been significantly exploited, especially on the
east coast.
For the shrimp stOcks, therefore, it is likely that the Indian Government faces a
management problem of the classical kind-too many boats chasing toO few
fish-involving the same social problems and pressures from established interests in
attempting to reduce the excess capacity.
In the fishnies for demersal and small pelagic fish the problems are somewhat special
OF, at least in India, are met wit.h particular force. Increased catches could be taken from
these stocks. In principle, higher catches are highly desirable in a poor country short of
protein. However, increasing catches from the demersal stocks will require greater
emphasis on these stocks, lying offshore in deeper water, which are at present only
lightly exploited. Here, larger mechanized vessels are required. Similarly, increased
pelagic catches and greater catches during the ofT-season-when the distribution system
is more able to handle greater quantities and to ensure that a higher proportion is used
for human consumption-will also require larger and more powerful vessels, e.g. pursesemel's.
Since the stocks are already at least moderately heavily fished (the distinction with the
demersal fishes of lightly exploited species offshore, and more heavily fished inshore is
far from absolute), increased fishing mortality caused by the addition of the mechanized
vessels will cause a fall in stock abundance, and a drop in the catches of artisanal vessels.
The development of the industrial fishery is, therefore, strongly opposed by artisanal
fishermen, even to the point of riots. There is no simple answer to this management
probfem. The Government of India has to make a choice between national objectives-increasing food production and improving the well-being of the rural
poor-which are in this instance irreconcilable.
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In the Bay of Bengal little is known about the state of the stocks off Bangladesh and
Burma. Considerable doubt surrounds even the figures of total catches. Surveys by
research vessels suggest that there are suosl<1ntial stocks and {hat the total catches can
be increased, especially by working further offshore, beyond the range of the present
vessels. OffThailand, however, and also ofrthe west coast of Malaysia, fishing is already
intense, particularly on demersallish. The management problems are similar to those in
the GulfofThailand-how lO reduce the over-capacity of the trawl fleet, and, in {he case
of Thailand, how to deal with the exacerbation of lhese problems caused by the loss to
the Thai trawl fleet of the distant-water grounds following the extension ofjurisdiction to
200 miles by neighbouring coastal states.
Along the Indonesian coasts the management problems are somewhat similar to those
off India. In general, the stocks are not so rich as to attract a high intensity of fishing,
and are therefore not so heavily fished as to require urgent management action. One
minor exception occurs at Cilicap in the centre of the south coast ofJava. Here, the local
stock of shrimp has attracted considerable attention, especially from small local vessels.
It is heavily fished, and management is needed if the potential economic and social
benefits from this fishery are to be obtained (VAN ZALINCE and NAAMIN, 1977).
Another exception involves the Bali Strait (between Bali and]ava) where there has for a
long time been an important fishery for oil sardine by smaJJ local vessels. The slOck is
moderately heavily fished, but catches could probably be increased, especially by introducing larger and more powerful boats, capable of fishing outside the Bali Strait in the
open Indian Ocean. There is then, again, the same choice as for the Indian pelagic
fishery between increasing total fish supply and maintaining the living of fishermen.
Offwestern Australia, catches, except for crustacea, are very small, and the stocks as a
whole are only lightly exploited. However, there are two important management problems. Off the northwest coast, roughly from around Broome into the Gulf of Carpentaria, the shelf is wide, and, at least by tropical standards, supports a moderately rich
fish stock. This has been exploited for some time by long-range, but small, vesse\smostly pair-trawlers from Taiwan-fishing for the marc valuable demersal species.
Their intensity of fishing is probably only moderate, so that stocks as a whole are not
fully exploited. At the same time their activities have reduced the abundance of stocks,
and this reduction appears to be sufficient to make the development of a local
Australian-based fishery on thcse stocks difficult. The catch rates are too low for such a
fIshery to be profitable under Australian conditions.
The major management problem concerns the large crustacean fisheries, especially
that for the western rock lobstcr. This is extremely valuable, and the large export market
is almost limitless in relation to the size of the stock. Once the fishery became properly
established it rapidly expanded until the stocks were fully exploited, with annual yields
around 8000 tons (BOWE\! and CHITTLEBOROUCH, 1966). Since the resource was under
the control of a single country, and a single state within that country (it may be noted
here that reaching agreement on fishery management policies between states or provinces within a country with a federal or similar structure can often be as dilTicult as
reaching agreement between countries), the decisions on the need for, and implementation of, management measures could be taken comparatively quickly. As usual, these
IIrst concentrated on the simplest measures to maintain the biological production starting with size limits (later supplemented by the use of escape-gaps in the pots so that the
under-sized lobsters could escape, and did not undergo the risks involved by being
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brought on deck, sorted out fi-om legal-sized animals, and dumped bad: over the ~ide),
and soon progressing to closed seasons. Later, emphasis was placed on reducing the
overall fishing elfort, and thus the costs offishing. This has been achieved by limiting the
number of boats that are licensed to engage in the fishery, and the number of pots that
each vessel can carry (based on the length of the vessel). In turn, this resulted in a great
increase in the value of a boat with a licence, compared with a similar, but unlicensed
vessel, representing a considerable capital gain to the fishermen. Other, less directly
measurable effects of a long period oC progressively more detailed management can be
seen in the general prosperity of the fishermen. While there are many problems in the
management of the western Australian lobster fishery-the difficulties of enforcement
when the animal can be easily caught, and easily sold (e.g. to local restaurants); the
continuing attempts by fishermen to outwit the regulations (e.g. by using larger pots,
thus increasing the fishing power of a vessel while staying with the fixed number of pots);
and the fact that the benefits are realized mainly by the fishermen, not by the consumers,
the taxpayers as a whole, or the management authority-the fishery does stand as one of
the beller examples of the benefits that can come from good management.

Gulf of Guinea
This region covers the southern pan of the eastern central Atlantic statistical region,
0
from 9 N south to the Congo River. In broad terms it corresponds to the band of
tropical water lying between the rich areas of permanent upwelling of northwest and
southwest Africa. As pointed out by TROADEC and GARCIA (1979) in their detailed
review of the resources of the area the region is, however, far from being homogeneous.
In the nonhern winter most of the area is tropical, with surface temperatures exceeding
27 °c over the whole region. In the nonhern summer, however, the Benguela system in
the south mOves north and causes upwelling and surface temperatures to fall below
24 °c as far north as Pointe Noire and beyond alm()~t to the Equator. There is also
significant upwelling off the Ivory Coast and Ghana. This tends to raise the productivity
of these areas above that normally expected in tropical areas. On the other hand, the
purely tropical areas with high temperatures throughout the year and no upwelling, e.g.
in the Bight of Biafra, are poor.
Another reason for the general low level of the resources in the region-and for the
differences between different parts of the region-lies in the width of the continental
shelL Along most of the coast it is narrow, mostly between 10 ancl 30 miles wiele, bu t in
the extreme north, around the Bissagos Islands, it extends out to some 100 miles. A Jess
wide shell: but still above average for the region as a whole, occurs in the eastern part of
Nigeria, from the delta of the Niger westward to the Cameroons.
The Gulf of Guinea, perhaps because it is the tropical area most accessible to marine
scientists of Europe, has been well studied. In particular, two major international
activities-the International Cooperative Investigations of the Tropical Atlantic
(ICITA) and the Guinean Trawling Survey (GTS)-were carried out in the early 1960s
(MONaD, 1967; WILLIAMS, 1968).
Among the demersal fish, LONGHURST (1969) and others have distinguished three
main communities: (i) those of shallow water, above the thermocline, living on muddy
bottoms, including the deltas of'the Niger and other rivers; (ii) those orhard bottoms in
shallow waters; and (iii) those in deep water below the thermocline. Within each class
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there are differences as one mU\'es ;llong the coast, but thrrt· are pronounced similarities
throughout the region, and also considerable similarities with the communities on similar hottom types and depths throughout the tropics. On muddy i>uttonl.~, the main
groups of fish are sciaenids, polynemids, ariids, and cynoglosids. The same groups,
though with fewer sciaenids, arc lound in the western Atlantic Ocean and in the western
Indian Ocean. In the westeTn Pacilic Ocean and eastern Indi,ul Ocean, Leiognathidae
becomes a \'ery important clement or the soft bottom community. As elsewhere, shrimps
(in this region the pink shrimp Penaeus duom7'llm) are an economically \'Cry important
component of this community. Shrimps are fuund in most locations throughout the
region (GARCIA and LHOMME, 1979, in their Fig. I, identify 14 separate grounds),
with the biggest stock in the Niger Delta's Cameroons grounds. The Cameroons take
their name from Rio dos Camaroas (shrimp river) of the early Portuguese navigators.
The fauna ol'lhe shallow hard-uottom areas is much poorer in number of species thall
in the western Atlantic, or in the Indo-Pacific region, and there are few coral reefs with
their rich fauna. The main commercially used genera-Lu!janus, Lei/ainus, and Pagrus-are, however, much the same as in other oceans.
In terms of aUlIllc!allce a clear trend emerges from the Guinean Trawling Survey.
Densities, deduced fi'om catch rates of the survey trawlers, and expressed as kg ha- I fell
olUi'om a maximum 01'70 to HO kg ha- I in the Bissagos area to a minimum of not much
more than 10 kg in the south or Liberia. They increase again to some 20 to 30 kg ofT the
Ivary Coast (presumably in relation to the seasonal upwelling) and then f~dl olf before
rising again 10 a maximum of some 40 kg ofT the Congo.
The typical pelagic fish of the region, and more particularly of the areas where there is
some seasonal upwe1ling, is the round sardinella Sardinella aurila. A distinct, and loca1ly
important srock exists olTGhalid and the Ivory Coast. The species is also found in large
individual numbers in Ihe north and south or the region in the extensions of the major
upwelling areas. The Oat sardine1laSardilleLla eba has a similar general distribmion; but it
is found further inshore. The other pelagic species of Ihe major upwelling areas (mackerels, horse mackerels) are seldom found, except in small quantities. In the purely
tropical waters, with no upwelling, the most important clupeoicl is the uonga Elhmaloja
Jimbriata. This is essenlially a coastal species, tolerant or low salinities, and found as
much as 200 km upstream in large ri\'ers (Senegal and Gambia) with still some, but
minor, influx of saline water (BOELY and FREON, 1979). Being a coastal species it
probahly forms local stocks, without much migratory movement. This is borne out by
tagging experiments (LO"iGHURST, 1960).
Mention should also be made of tunas. Yellowfin and skipjack support large fisheries
initially with pole and line, but now mostly with purse-seine, in the central Gulf of
Guinea. These are discussed in a later section (p. 994).

The fisheries
'fhough the Cull' of Guinea countries are poor in sea lish, they (Ire rich in people.
Nigeria alone has some 55 million people, OUt of a IOtal All'ican population of some 350
million. Wesl Africa, though nOI devoid of wild life, lacks the great herds of wild animals
that are such a feature of the savannah lands of east Africa, and is not particularly
favourable for raising cattle or other domestic animals. Therefore fish, oath limnic and
marine, are an important source of animal protein. Most of the coastal people have,
therefore, a long tradition of fishing. Of Ihese, Ihe Fanti people of Ghana are among the
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be~t known. \Vilh thousands, or tens of thousands of fishermen engaged in several
counlries, the tolal catch of these lraditional fishermen is large. Also, within the limitation of small open boats and, until comparatively recently, the absence of engines, the
fisheries arc well developed. Where the canoes have to work olT the open beaches they
are usually very well adapted-long, narrow and light-to passing safely through the
heavy surf Some of these canoes are large, up to 10m (30 ft) in length, with crews or a
dozen or more. Most of these larger canoes are now equipped with outboard engines.
The commonest gears are gill-nets, hand lines, and various types of seine. In Dahomey
there is in the lagoons a highly specialized type of fishing-the acadja fishery-which is
somewhat intermediate between ordinary fishing of wild stocks and fish culture. It
consists offixing dense masses of brushwood in shallow water. These sen'e to aggregate
the fish for easier harvesting bu t probably also, perhaps by providing shelter from
predators, increase the lotal production.
Large though the catches by the traditional fisheries are, they have not been able to
supply all the fish needed to satisfy local demand. In several countries there has been
pressure to increase supply by developing an industrial fishery. Usually such pressure
has come from governments, but on occasions from commercial interests engaged in the
distribution and marketing of fish. The first such industrial fisheries were based on lhe
usc of small to medium-sized European vessels, typical of the horne fisheries of England
or France. Much of the landings in the Ivory Coast come from a fleet of moderately
small (15 to 30 m long) trawlers and seiners. The smaller trawlers (less than 400 hp)
work only in lvorian waters, the larger trawlers (400 to 900 hpj and also the purseseiners, work also as far ofr as Senegal. Other countries with local industrial-scale
fisheries, mostly trawling, include Ghana, Nigeria, and Togo, but their catches are less
than those taken by the I vorian (Jeet (some 15 000 tons of trawl-caught fish, and up to
20 000 tons in some years from the purse-seiners). The walers 011' the Ivory Coast are
among the richest in the region. To increase their catches several countries have turned
to distant-water fishing in the more productive areas to the north or south.
Nigeria is engaged in distant-water fishing by proxy. Large trawlers from Poland and
other countries, which have caught a mixture of species in the bOttom-trawl fisheries,
land a proportion or catches in Nigerian pons, usually of the species that are unfamiliar
and therefore less appreciated in the markets of north and eastern Europe, bUl which
fetch a good price in African markets. The distribution of these fish to inland markets is
unusually simple and elTccti\·e. A large solid hlock of frozen fish is taken directly from the
trawler, placed on the back of a truck, and covered with sacks. After a day's drive it is
nicety thawed OUt and ready for sale.
Ghana and Liberia ha\'e their own national fleets of large distanl-water trawlers. In
the case of Ghana, these are mostly government owned, directly or indirectly, but the
Liberian vessels are owned by a company that was initially concerned with the operation
of a cold chain and fish distribution, and which moved into the catching side of the
industry to better assure the supply of fish.
Gi\'en the poor resources, and the strong local demand, there has been relatively little
interest in the area from foreign vessels, or from foreign businesses concerned with the
export of fish. The exception are tunas and shrimp. Abidjan and Tema are important
bases and transhipmenl pons lor the long-range tuna (Jeets (particularly France and
Japan), but these African countries are also de\'eloping their own national tUlla fleets,
usually in associalion with the traditional tuna fishing (and tuna importing) countries.
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On the I"ory Coast, emphasis has been placed on purse-seining, principally for yello",fin. The Ivorian fleet works closely with that of France and Senegal. In Gh:lna, emphasis
has oeen on live-bait fishing for skipjack, in association withJapancse inlerests. Most of
the countries with shrimp stocks export much of their catches. In most cases they use
moderate-sized trawlers, typical of industrial shrimp fisheries elsewhere, and often in
association with large multinational companies engaged in world-wide shrimp trading.
In addition, large amounts of shrimps are also taken by artisanal fishermen 111 the
coastal area, particularly when some stocks of juvenile shrimp migrate to sea through
the narrow entrances of the coastal lagoons.

State oj stocks and management
For a few of the industrial trawl fisheries, notably off the h'ory Coast and Nigeria,
statistical data and biological information are sufficient to make assessments by standard methods, usinK either produClion or analytic models. These analyses, which have
been usefully reviewed by OO\IAI\ (1979) and by the CECAF working party (Al'ON,
1979), show that even 20 yr ago some of the stocks were already quite hea.vily fished
(LO:\CHCRST, 1964). Apart ("rom demonstrating that in the fisheries examined little
increase ill catch would be expected from fishing harder, the analyses often also
examined the eDects of changing the size of fish capture, and revealed that increases of
catclws could come fi'om protecting the smaller fish.
For example, FO.\l'lANA (1979) presented yield isopleth diagrams (or strictly isopleths
of yield- per-recruit) for selected species in the Congolese fishery, showing the yield as a
function of the mesh size used (for sizes from the current 4-5 mm up to 77 mm), and the
amount of fishing as a fraction of the present. Taking the live larger and most valuable
species the greatest catch would be taken with a. 77 mm mesh (or even larger), though
with an amount of fishing greater than the present. If the smaller and less valuable
Brachydeu/erw mm/us is also included the optimum mesh size ralls to 70 mm (at very high
rates offishing) or around 60 to 65 rnm lor moderate rates. This illustrates an important
theoretical dilemma lor most multi-species fisheries, in that the optimum strategy
depends on which combination of species is included.
The dilemma is, howc,'cr, under present circumstances more theoretical than practical. Even when including the smaller species the optimum mesh size is considerably
greater than that currently used Ly Congolese vessels (60 to 65 mm compared with
45 mm). The same conclusion that catches in the main demersal fisheries would be
improved by the usc of larger meshes-at least up to around 60 mm-has been reached
by nearly all analyses, for example by the study of B.-\ Y.\GBO"iA (1965) of the ~ igerian
croaker fishery. The mesh sizes currently in use in several of the coastal countries are
shown in Table 5-21. The table lists the small sizes used in many trawl fisheries, and
also indicates that the mesh size in usc is not necessarily the same as that set in the
regulations. Enforcement of mesh sizes, and indeed of all fishery regulations, is never
easy. Even the countries around the North Sea, with strong administrations, have /lot
been uniformly successful in implementing mesh regulations. The important factor
seems to be as much achieving the understanding and co-operation of the fishermen as
the police-type aspect of control and enforcement. Nevertheless, there are indications
(ANON, 1979) that the Nigerian regulations introduced at the end of 197/ did result in
some increase in the mesh size used, and that this was at least in part responsible for the
increase in catch-per-unit-effort observed in 1973 and 1974.
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Table 5-21
Me"h sizes (stretched mesh in the cod-ends oi"trawls and beach-seines of countries in
the Gulf of Guinea (Aller A:\,o1\., 1<)79; 1l10dilied)
Country
Ivory coast
Ghana
Togo
Nigeria
Cameroon
Gabon
Congo

Trawlers

Shrimp trawlers

Brach-seines

40-60 mm •
35-50 mmt
20-26 mm:j:
ca. 40 mm
§
ca. 40 mm
Probably 4-0 mm
40-45 mm

33-40 mm

No data

No fishery

20 mm
20-50 mm

No lishery
§
ca. W mm
Probably 40 mm
:"lo fishery

Little
Little
Little
Little

fishing
fishing
fishing
fishing

·1968 regulations set a mesh size of:l5 mm each side. equivalent to aboUI 63 mm stretched mesh.
tLarge trawlers; there is a regulation size or 70 mm.
+SmalJ trawlers.
§No direct infonnation a\'ailahle; a regulation size of76 mm for trawlers and 44 mm for shrimp
trawlers were inlroduct:d in December 1971.

These assessments only covered chose stocks lor which there has been a wellestablished fishery, i.e. the shallow-water stocks off certain countries. Elsewhere the
assessments have to be based on the results of the GTS and other surveys. These show
quite dearly that in total there is a substantial biological potential in the demersal fish in
deeper waters, as weJl as in some shaJlower areas. However, the fish are scattered, so that
the catch rates are low and include quantities of low-valued fish, notably Brachydeuterus.
Thus, the economic returns from fishing these Slacks-even at their maximum unexplored abundance-is poor, and the prospects lor development of these fisheries are
slight.
\ssessment or the potential is complicated by the changes lhat have occurred in the
population or trigger fish Batistes capriscus. The recent outburst orB. caprisells has already
been noted in relation to the upwelling areas to the north, where it appears to be
becoming a dominant member of the pelagic community. Howe\'er, at the time of the
Guinean Trawling Survey it was noted as being only a regular, not particularly common
member of the hard-boltom community, with catches of a few individuals per hour.
The increase or Batistes capriJCllS first became noticeable in Ghana in 1970. By 197'2 it
was dominating the catches in the inshore vessels and in the trawl surveys. The percentage in the catches in inshore trawlers rose fi·om 27% in 1972, to 53% in 1974, and nearly
90% in 1976 (ANSA-EM1'v11l'i, 1979). Various reasons for the rise of B. capriscus have been
discussed (DOMAIN, 1979). Though commonly classed as demersal, the young (H to
12 em) are pelagic, and the individuals up to 20 cm feed mostly on plankton (BECK,
1974). Only the larger fish appear to be rully demersal. Thus, it is nOl unreasonable to
examine most or the other changes that have occurred of!" West Africa for possible
relationships with the B. capriscu~ outburst. Possible reasons considered by DOM:\IN
(1979) are the decline of sardinella, the growth of shrimp fishing, and the decline in
sparids. Probably it will be some time before the reason is properly established, but in
the meantime the rise of B. caprisclls and its interaction with other species will have to be
borne in mind when setting management policies.
Among pelagic stocks the only one with good data, as well as the most important, is
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Tahle .">-:22

Sardllle/I(I al/ri/a. Catches (tons) Ilear Chana and In)ry Coasl (:\Iln
BOLLY

and

FREON,

Ghana

I!:J79; lllodilied)
1\'or)' coast

-Year

Canoes

196:\
1%1
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

5500
22 250

nso

'1200
25200
2S00
IS 900
1+ 700
27490
72 350
4-701
1409
1930

Purse-seines
1960
7180
1550
5800
II 000

1800
6600
1800
37H
II 716
615
260
131

Pu rse-st'ines
500
10900
+300
5774
10930
394-1
730410911
-1-614
7676
502
29
0

rotal

79GO

lo:no
B200
15774
'" 7 130
B24-1
29804
30411
35830
9+ 7+2
5818
1698
2061

the srock of sardindJa off Ghana and Ivory Coast. Table 5-22 shows the great fluctuations in catches that have taken pldce in the last IS yr. Alter 1975 there has been a
recovery, with the catches reaching over 50 000 LOns in 1978. Thereafter they dropped in
1979, suggesting a further collapse or the population (F AO, 1981). While some or the
variation in the catches might be ascribed 10 changes in fishing efIort, or even in the
system of collecting statistics, the close correlation between (he catches by all three gears
show that the llidin causes are fluctuations in the stock. As in orher pelagic stocks the
relative role offishing and environmentallactors (of which the intensity ol'upwelling is
(he most likely to have (I significant impacI, eithcr on recruitment, or on the growth and
mortality of post recruits) is unclear. It appears that the large catches in '972 came from
a strong year class, but included a large proportion orjuveniles; they may have seriously
reduced the spawning stock. Assuming this slock does reco\'er, it seems that the catches
should be \'ny carel'ully controlled, though at the moment the mechanisms to do this
ha\'e not been clearly established.
The other management problem concerns the shrimp fishery. As in the majority of
shrimp fisheries, most orthe stocks are rully exploited. For the industrial sector this raises
tIl\' usual questions ofdctermining the optimum amount orfishing, and possible adjustment of the sizes of shrimp caught, e.g. by mesh regulation. In Ivory Coast, and in some
other countries, there are (as in India) problems of conflict between the industrial
fisheries and the artisanal fisheries in the lagoon (GARCIA, 1981). Since the latter catch
small shrimp before they migrate to sea, the IOtal weight is probably less than if all the
shrimp were taken in the offshore industrial fisheries on larger shrimp. The government,
therefore, has to choose between dilferent objectives (maximizing total catch or total
value of the catch, or the social aim or maintaining the welfare of the small-scale
fishermen). Probably some compromise will be achieved which maintains the current
anisanal fishing, but discourages further increase.
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We.ltem Central Atlanlic Ocean
The resources
This region includes the coasts of the United States, north to 35° N, and of South
America, south to 5° N, which face the open Atlantic Ocean, as well as the Gulf of
Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. The fishing grounds can be divided into two main
classes- the shelf fisheries all' the continental coasts, and the predominant reef /isheries
around the Caribbean islands. The former can be further subdivided according to type
of boltom, nature of coastline, etc. Particularly important are the areas of soft bottom in
the northern Gulf of Mexico and ofT the Guianas, which support large shrimp stocks.
The waters of the region are not particularly productive, but the shelf, especially in
the Gulf of Mexico, is wide so that the total /ish potential is quite good. The largest
resource is that of menhaden, of which there are two species: Brevoorlia tyrannus along the
US Atlantic coast, and B. palronus in the Gulf of Mexico. Both are essentially coastal
species, and the juveniles grow up in the lagoons and estuaries. No other small pelagic
species in the region approaches menhaden in volume of current catches, but a number
of specit:s are quite common in the Gulf of .Mexico. Data from egg and larval surveys
HOUDE, 1973) suggest that the combined biomass of round herring Elrumeus leres, thread
herring Opislhoma ogLinum, and other species might approach that of menhaden. Outside
the Gulf of Mexico there is a moderate-sized stock of Spanish sardine Sardinella anchovia
ofT Venezuela, where there is a small upwelling system. Elsewhere, small pelagic species
do not appear to be common.
Among bottom-living animals the shrimp are by far the most important commercially. Shrimp occur in suitable areas of soft boltom throughout the region, but the most
productive area is the Gulf of Mexico coast of the United States. Other important areas
are on Campeche Bank, ofT Venezuela, 01T the Guianas, and along the Atlantic coast of
the United States (ANON t978). A number of species are involved in each fishery. In the
'S Gulf coast the most important are three shallow-water species: brown shrimp Penaeus
a<;lecus, white shrimp P. seli/erus, and pink shrimp P. duorarum. These all have similar life
histories. They spawn olTshore on the continental shetf and the planktonic larvae drift
inshore. For details consult Volume I I I: KINNE (1977). The very young shrimp move into
the estuaries where they spend their first few months of life, mO\'ing out to the open sea
where they begin to approach maturity. They spawn when about I yr old. Few shrimp
appear to live much longer than I yr.
In other grounds the species composition is diOerent, though tht: situation is confused
by the use of the same common English (or Spanish) names in many areas. For example,
ofT the Guianas the fishery is also based mainly on brown, white, and pink shrimp, but
the species are Penaeus sublilis, P. schmilli, and P. lIotiaLis, respectively. HOLTHUIS (1980)
provides a useful guide to the taxonomic c1assi/ication and common nomenclature for
shrimp. In addition in most areas smaller species, such as sea bobs (Xiplzopenaeus spp.)
are found in the shallower olTshore areas, and deep-water species (particularly royal reel
shrimp PLeoticus Tabus/us) are found in depths beyond those typiCal oCthe Penaeus species.
Associated with the shrimp is a rich [ish fau~a typical or soft bottoms. The actual /ish
catches by shrimp trawlers nearly always exceed that of shrimp, by factors ranging from
30r4to l,upto tOor20to I UUHLandDRUMMOND, 1977). Atarge numberorspecies
are involved. The commonest is the croaker A'licropogon unduLatus. Virtually all these /ish
are at present discarded at sea after catching.
On hard bottoms the fauna is very dilTerent. Shrimp are abscn!, but spiny lobsters
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occur in most pans of the region and form a valuable resource. Several of the fish are
also valuable, notably snappers and groupers. They support important local fisheries.
However, the hard-bottom fauna, including the reef resources around (he islands is,
taken as a whole, less than that of soft bottoms.
Aparr from the oyster fishery of the middle !\ tlantic sta tes of the U ni tcd Sta les, on the
nonhern fi'ingc of the region, and some trawling for scallops a little further south along
the US Atlantic coast, molluscs are a small, or at leas I a neglected resource in most of the
region. Conches are harvested throughout much oCthe Caribbean, butthc rotal production is low. Ceph,lIopods appear ro provide a possible resource but are not fished much,
and there is littlt quantitative information about them (Voss, 1960)

The fisheries
Summary statistics of landings in the western Central Atlantic Ocean in recent years,
as presented in FAG's Yearbook oj Fishery Statistics, are given in Table 5-23. Aparr from
the usual caution regarding any statistics, it must be stressed that there are two major
omissions in this table if it is to be regarded as a record of the removals from the sea.
First, it excludes any fish discarded at sea (not landed). As already noted, up to 90 to
95% of the catches of shrimp trawlers may be fish, but virtually all is discarded at sea.
Discarding also occurs in some other fisheries; for example up to 40% of the catch in the
trawl fishery for large croaker UUHL, 1974). Altogether perhaps half a million tons of
various demersal fish may be discarded. Secondly, along the United States coast sports
fishing is very important. Surveys have provided estimates of about 3· 5 million marine
anglers in 1970, catching about 400 000 tons offish (KLIMA, 1977). For several species
(king mackerel Scomberomorus spp., jack and sea trout) the sports catch exceeded by a
considerable margin the commercial landings in the United States.
The table shows the extent to which the total catches are dominated by the United
States, with some 70% of lhe reported landings, and an even higher proportion if the
discards and sports catch arc taken into account. In terms of volume the biggest fishery
is that for menhaden. The catches are taken in purse-seine, and are all used for the
production or meal and oil. The fishery developed in the Atlantic Ocean, but in the
1960s the stocks there showed many of the classic signs of collapse (MCHUGH, 1969;
SCHAAF, 1975). The distribution shrank and the catches Ifll from around 600000 tons
(over 700 000 in 1956) to less than 200 000 in 1967. A tlen tion then shifted to the Gulf
menhaden. Though the Atlantic sLOck has not fully collapsed, the biggest catches now
come from the Gulf. The meal and oil industry has also shown interest in the thread
herring and other pelagic fish in the Gulf' oC Mexico. However, the schools seem to be
small, so that the catch rates are not high enough to support an economically viable
fishery. The only other significant pelagic fishery is the Venezuelan fishery for sardine,
which takes some 30 000 tonS annually, but small quantities are taken in several other
areas, especially by Mexico and Cuba.
In terms of volume, the second most important fishery is that for oysters. The main
production comes Crom the US Atlantic coast, especially Chesapeake Bay. Including
production from north of 35° N the total US harvest is some 300000 tons. This comes
from both culture and dredging of wild stocks, but unlike most other areas, the proportion coming from culture (which had been high) is tending to drop, perhaps because of
the very high labour costs in the United States. 'Some 30000 tons is also produced in
Mexico.
In economic terms, however, the dominant industry is shrimp. While the l.rnited
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Table 5-23

Commerieal landings (omiuing discards and recreational catches) I"om the western central
Atlantic Ocean. Upper: catches by major coumries; lower: catches by m;~or species groups (Based
on FAa Yearbook oj Fishery Statistics)
1970

Countries
United States
Mexico
Venezuela
Other mainland
Cuba
Other islands
Non-local fleets
Total

Thousand
tons
1016·2
114·2
122-6
46·3
61·8
42'4
12'7
1416·2

1973

%

71·8
8·l
8·7
3·3
4·4
3·0
0·9

Various demersal
Menhadens
Other clupeoids
Other small pelagic
Tunas
Sharks and rays
Miscellaneous and
unspecified fish
Shrimps
Other crustaceans
Cephalopods
Oysters
Other molluscs
Others
Total

Thousand
tons
151· 7
598·0
75·9
44·7

38·0
6'4
66·4
168·0
49·5
2·\
177-0
18·2
11·2
1416'2

908·5
130·3
153'8
51·8
72-8
49·5
23·3

Thousand
tons

%

65'4
9·4
II'!
3·7
5·2
3·6
\·7

1080·7
122·9
139·1
47·4
79·2
54-8
50·4

68·6
7·8
8·8
3·0
5'0
3'5
3·2

Thousand
tons

Thousand
tons
1281·5
163·7
128·2
60·7
66·l
65·6
15·2
1780·9

1574·5

\973

%

1979

%

1390·0

1970

Species

Thousand
tons

1976

1976

%

Thousand
tons

%

%

no
9·2
7·2
3·4
3·7
3·7

O·g

1979

Thousand
tons

%

10· 7
42·2
5·4
3·2
2· 7
0'5

183·0
525·5
79· t
55·5
45·8
10·2

13·2
37· 8
5· 7
4·0
3·3
O' 7

184·8
627·3
79·5
51·2
55'4
11-6

II· 7
39·9
5·1
3·2
3·5
07

141·6
896·8
59·5
50·2
54·j
10·3

8·0
50'4

4· 7
11·9
3'5

90'5
153·4
59'0
4·3
145·0
23·3
15·0

6·5
11·0
4·2
0·3
\0·4
I· 7

87'9
168·3
56· 7
6·5
192·2
'1-4-9
7·9

5·6
10· 7
3·6
0·4
12·2
2·9
0·5

119·8
171'5
70·3
7·6
159·9
24·8

O· 7
9'6
3·9
0·4
9·0
1-4
0·5

a·'

12·5
\·3
0·8

1390·0

I·)

1574·5

8·2

3·3
2·8
3·0
0·6

17R0·9

States is the biggest producer, significant catches (several thousand lOns or more) are
taken by several other countries, notably Mexico, Venezuela, Surinam, and Guyana.
In the United States the earliest shrimp fishery was carried out by haul-seines,
but this had given way by 1920 to otter trawling. This has remained the standard
method. However, the gear has been modi lied by the introduction ol'double-rigged trawl
(two trawls, one towed from each of two booms, one each side orthe vessel) around 1955,
which has been generally adopted, and by the double-rigged twin trawl (i.e. two trawls
on each side), which was developed in 1971 (BULLIS and FLOYD, 1972) and is used
where little turning is involved (ROTHSCHILD and PARRACK, 1981). In parallel with
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the improvements in gear there have been changes in distribution and marketing (virtually all the commercial catch is fi'ozcn), and a spread in the area fished, as well as in the
species caught, which was initially only the white shrimp.
As Ihey moved further afield and into deeper water, the US ships also extended lheir
activitics into waters off foreign countries, notably Mexico. For example, the US neet
developed the fishery on the Campcche Bank in 1945, and even in 1965 was taking
one-third of the total catch. With the changes in the Law of the Sea all the fishing
grounds for shrimp fall within the jurisdiction orone or other coas[;11 state, and this form
of non-local fishing is being phased out. All US shrimp fishing oil" Mexico was due to
finish in December 1979.
Another form of foreign shrimp fishing is still continuing in the Guianas. Foreign
shrimp vessels (mainly Japanese and American) are based, with the agreement of the
country concerned, in Guyana or French Guiana, landing their catches in these countries for processing and ultimate shipment to the main importing countries.
Apart from these shrimp fisheries, and a little movement between adjacent countries
in search oflobster and high-valued fish, mostly by small vessels, non-local fishing in the
region is minimal. Table 5-23 (upper) shows that in 1979 less than I % of the total catch
was taken by countries from outside the region, mostly tunas dnd billfish caught by
long-line vessels from Japan and Korea. Catches by the So\"icr {'nion, mostly from a
trawl fishery on the Campeche Bank, reached a peak of nearly 70 UOO tons in 1975, but
no Russian fishing has been reported since 1977.
The rest of the fisheries in the region arc essentially small-scale. There is in fact not
much difference between the artisanal and subsistence fisheries of the Caribbean Islands
and the coasts of Latin America, and the sports fisheries of the United States, particularly in the size of boats involved and the difficulties of gelting accurate statistics. for the
latter it is fully accepted that comprehensive data cannot be obtained. The figures
available are based on interviews of a statistical sampk of the total fishery; this can
provide figures lor confidence limits of the estimated total catch, as well as some idea of
any bias. The figures for the catches of small-scale fishermen are orten little more than
guesses, with little inlormation on their reliability. Attention is now being given to
improving the system of collecting statistics in most countries of the region, especially
via assistance through WECAF (FAO's Western Atlantic Fisheries Commission).
The chief difference is that the sports fishery is mainly carried out by hook and line,
and concentrates on a few species preferred because of their good eating, or sporting
qualities. The artisanal fishery is less selective and uses a wider range of gear, particularly traps in the reef areas. Small shrimp is a preferred hait in the sports fishery, and the
commercial fishel'y for small bait shrimp, plus a recreational fishery by small boats with
a variety of gears-trawls, cast nelS, and dip nets-and other catches in inshore waters
takes about a quaner of the total catch (ROTHSCHILD and PARRACK, 1981; their
Table I).

Stale of th£ slacks
The most comprehensive attempt to review the state of the resources in the region and
their potential for increased harvest is that ofKLlMA (1976); it was prepared for the first
session of WECAF (Port of Spain, October 1975). Further reviews of selected resources
on a regional basis have been made by WECAF working parties (ANON., 1978b).
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National studies have also been conducted, especially in the United States, as part oftht:
background work for preparing management plans for the regional management commissions set up under the US Fishery Management and Conservation Act.
For most shrimp fisheries the assessments were fairly simple and straightforward.
Available indices of effon (mostly days at sea) and catch-pcr-unit-erTon seem to provide
reasonably satisfactory measures of the amount of fishing and abundance. Application of
simple production models usually results in a good fit to observed points (e.g. ANON.,
1978). Inmost cases the resulting curves suggest that the fishing eflort is approaching, or
has already reached, the level giving the MSY. One exception is the Colombian fishery
(ANON., 1978: Fig. 8) where there has been a decline in c.-p.-u.-e., but the total yield is
still clearly increasing. The general result is as expected. Except possibly for the main
US Gulf of Mexico fishery, the market for shrimp is, so far as production from any
individual fishery is concerned, virtually unlimited. Once a fishery has become established and proved itself to be economically viable, the only factor to stop unlimited
growth is a decline in catch rates.
Analytic models have been less commonly used in shrimp assessment (GARCIA,
1981). Fairly good estimates of growth-usually in terms of daily or monthly increments- have been obtained for a number of stocks, including several in the Gulf of
Mexico/Caribbean region. Estimates of m0rtality (total, or separated into natural and
fishing) are scarce; they have been obtained from tagging or deduced from sizecomposition data. These estimates used in a RICKER or BEVERTON and HOLT type of
model give results in terms of the shape of the yield-per-recruit curve. So far as this can
be estimated, the current position of the fishery matches the results from production
models fairly well. Until recently, the eflect of fishing and the resulting reduction in
adult stock on recruitment has not been considered very seriously. There has often been
a hypothesis that because shrimp only live I yr, they can be treated as an annual crop,
without having to worry about recruitment. There is little logical justification for this
hypothesis, and there is growing evidence that the average recruitment does change with
changes in adult stock, but as usual, any underlying relation is obscured by variation in
recruitment due to other causes. However, so far in no shrimp stock in the region does it
appear that the recruitment has been affected to any serious degree.
The menhaden stocks have been c\'aluated using production model analysis and, for
the .\tlantic stock, an analytic age-structured model (SCHAAF and H U!'<'TSM AN , 1972;
KLI\I,\, 1977). Though the fit to the production model is reasonably good, the observed
change in catch-per-unit-effort is small. The effort units used (vessel-weeks, or vesselton-weeks) do not include any correction for searching time. Thl' c,pcrience in other
purse-seine fisheries is that without some correction of this type, the catch-per-unit-effort
can seriously underestimate the decline in abundance, sometimes to the extent that the
stock may be on the point of collapse before there is any noticeable change in catch-perunit-eITort. Though the analytic model has similar problems in obtaining a reliable index
of fishing mortality, the effect on the assessment is less serious. K LI MA (1977) is therefore correct in assuming that the analytic model, in which a spawner-recruit relation
has been incorporated, and which predicts for the Atlantic stock a MSY of some 400 000
tons from average recruitment, is more reliable than the production model, which
predicts a MSY of620 000 tons (these figures include catches outside the present region,
in the northwest Atlantic Ocean statistical area). Both models agree that the fishing
erTort, particularly in the middle 1960s, was above the optimum level. For the Gulf
menhaden, the estimated MSY from the production model is some 430000 tons; this has
been exceeded in some years, notably in 1978 and 1979, and it will be interesting to see
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whether these high catches were due simply to one or two good year classes, or to an
increase in the amount of fishing, and, in the latter case, whether the stock can sustain it.
Variations in year-class strength clearly account for much of the year-w-year changes in
the Atlantic catches, and probalJly also for much of the divergence belween the two
models. NELSO:'-I and co-authors (1977) have examined the deviations from the Rickertype stock-recruitment curve, and found lhal they could account for some 8+% with an
environmental model, in which the wind-induced transport of larvae into lavourable (or
less iavourable) areas was the most importanl factor.
For no individual stock of reef fish are there suflicien t data to make assessmen ts by the
traditional methods. However, M l!i\'RO (1975, 1977) has used a comparative approach
similar to that successfully used in assessing the productivity of lakes and other inland
waters. If the productivity ofdilTerent reefareas is similar, and, as is likely, there is little
interchange offish between areas, then areas with dilTerent intensities of exploitation can
be used to derive a yield curve in the same way that periods with dilTerent intensities can
be used to derive a production-model type of yield curve lor a single lishery. Fig. 5-8
(from ML:NRO, 1977) shows the results for dillerent areas around Jamaica. There is a
very close correlation between the catch-per-unit-elTon (tons canoe-I yr- I) and the intensity of fishing, as measured by the number of canoes km- 2 . The data strongly indicate
that the maximum yield (about 4- tons km- 2 ) is taken with an intensity offishing of about
3 to + canoes km-~, and that the inlensity offishing in several areas exceeds this figure.
Since each of the gears used by the canoe fishel)! (traps, hand-lines, gill-nets, etc.) are
selective to a greater or lesser extent, this conclusion strictly applies to the current
mixture of gears (and hence the balance offishing morrality exerted on different species),
which is probably broadly similar aroundJamaica. The maximum yield, and the density
or canoes at which it occurs, would presumalJly be dilTerent with a different mixture of
gears. However, the results seem ,'aliet under present conditions in Jamaica-and probably in many other pans of the Caribbean Sea. They certainly give useful guidance for
lishery policy maker:;,
For the remaining resources in the region, which includes mOSI of the demersal
resources, lhe main source of information on the potential are the results of trawl and
other surveys, particularly those carried out by the uS National Marine Fishel)' Service,
ancl the UNDP/FAO Caribbean Fishery De\'Clopmen( Project. From these, estimates of
standing stock, and hence, under cenain assumptions, also or potential annual yield,
have been obtained (KLlMr\, 1977). For demersal fish these estimates arc, in round
numbers, 0·6 million (ons ofrthc southeast coast of the United States, I·' mil1ion in the
GulfofMexico, 0·5 million in the Caribbean Sea, and 0·3 million tons ofl'the northeastern coast of South America. The estimates for shoaling pelagic fish are more variable,
but their potential is probably smaller than, but more than half, that of the demersal
fish. 1n total, these estimates considerably exceed the figures of reported Cil teh given in
'T'able 5-23, suggesting that there arc good prospects for increasing production. However, when allowance is made for discards in the shrimp fisheries and US sports catch, as
well as prrors in both estimates, the gap between potential and catch is less striking. The
biological evidence for the possibilities of increased catches include many of the stocks,
e.g. thread herring and other small pelagic fishes in the Gulf of Mexico, which are
ecollom ical1y least attractive,

Management
The region is probably less heavily fished than any other region, except the southwest
Pacific Ocean, but it does have its management problems. Several ofthesf' are similar to
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those in other regions, e.g. the biological problem of determining the optimum harvesting regime for a pelagic fish stock that may be unstable (menhaden), or the social
problems of intensive fishing on local stocks when the fishermen concerned have lillie
alternative employment Uamaica, and probably other islands). The shrimp fishery has
problems that, ifnOI quite unique to the region, are presented in their most acute form in
the Gulf of Mexico. In fact there are two problems, one that is real, but which has
attracted until recently relatively littl,- attention, and one that has attracted much
attention, but which, while a challenge, may not be a problem of fisheries management.
The challenge arises from the large quantity of discards. At a time when large numbers of people, including millions in the countries around the Caribbean Sea and Gulfof
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'-'lexico, are hungry and short of protein, it IS ob\'iously dislLlrbing thai kill' ~I million
Ions of fish, Illuch of it of gooJ quality, is thrown back into the sea. There is a clear
ehalkllge 10 dn'isf' ways in which this fish could be made available to lhose who need it.
The problem is a wide one, ill\'ol\'ing questions of I\,jorlh/South exchange, e.g. how fish
brought ashore in a Louisiana porl can help feed a peasant in the Mexican highlands, as
well as lechnological questions of vessel design, and of processing melhods. Questions of
resource management, i.e. or acUusting fishery policy sO as to make heller use (howe\'er
defined) of the resources, may not arise. They would arise if the demersal fish presently
harvested is caught in a directed finfish fishery, or if the incidental catch could be
brought ashore by the shrimp trawlers without disrupting their operations. The typical
shrimp trawlers fishing out of the GulfofMexico ports of the United States are designed to
achic\'C a high economic elliciency in their operations, with small crews and limited
carrying capacity. Bringing fish ashore would add considerably to their costs-the catch
would need more people to handle, and trips might have to be shoner. Thc result is that
under US conditions a cornhin<>d fish-shrimp fishery is not economically viable. The
situation may be difTerent in other pans of the region where labour costs are lower and
the demand (or at least the need) for fish is higher. EfTorts are therefore being made to
increase the landings of lish hy shrimp trawlers in countries like Mexico or Guyana (the
Ialter requires that toreign shrimp vessels include a proportion offish in all their shrimp
landings), I t may be a mistake therefore to consider that the discarded fish are necessarily wasted, in the sense that with a linle thought or care they could add to the diet of
hungry people-at least they may ue no more wasted than thc \'aSI majorilY oflish in the
sea that are never caught. The lallacy lies in assuming lhat the most ditllcl.llt or cosily
pan ofuringing a fish li'om the sea to the table is gelling it out of the sea. The hislOry of
fisheries show that improvements in handling, processing, and using fish (li'eezing at
sea, cold chains ashore, use offish-meal in chicken rearing), have been just as important
as improved catching methods in stimulating the growth of catches.
More interesting scientific and resource management questions arise if there is an
actual or potential fishery lor the discarded species.
The additional mortality causcd by the shrimp fishery will reduce the fish abundance
(especially iI, as is likely, the small-meshed shrimp trawlers take a lot ofsm<llllish), and
hrnce the catches or those fishing lor lIn-fish, possibly to the point that a fln-llsh fIshery
1V0uid not be econoillically \·iablc. On this argument anything to reduce the quantity of
discards, e.g. by using a larger mesh, reducing the overall fishing intensity, or concentrating shrimp fishery in areas where the discard ratio is low, should be beneficial.
The conclusion is less c:lear ifpossible species illtc'['dctions are taken into account, and
it is accepted thai, whatc\ cr improvements are made in marketing lin-fish, they will
mostly still have a much lower price than shrimp. Some shrimp may feed on detritus,
and the large volume of dead fish dumped by the shrimp trawlers could be a welcome
additional source of food. A more important elkct may be the reduction in abundance of
sewral species of the larger species of fish that arc predators on shrimp. PAL'LY (1979)
noted th~ll in the Gulf of Thailand shrimp were one of the species that has shown the
!c;l::.t decrease since large-scale lrawling started-even though [hcy are one of the species
that is most actively sought by fishermen. He has further suggested (pel's. eomm.) that
the rrcruitl11ent of shrimp can he negarively correIa led with the abundance of the larger
species of fish. On this argument, while ueller use of the by-catch would be desirable,
Illeasur<>s to reduce the magnitude of the by-catch might be counter productive.
The rcal problems concern the shrimp fisheries themseh'es. These are increasingly

I
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exhibiting all the symptoms of an unmanaged fishery-over-capacity, falling calch
rates, conflicts between different sectors of the fishery, etc. 'I'hese problems have tellc!e'd
to be ignored until quile recently, partly because the harmful impacts haw been reduced
by the shifts onco other species of shrimp, or (in the case, particularly, of the United
States) onto more di~tant grounds, and by the rising price of shrimp. Another reason has
been the myth that short-lived shrimp cannot be O\·er-fished. These factors are changing. The U.S. fleet has lost access to many grounds off other countries, Prices are less
buoyant while fuel costs have greatly increased. It is also clear that with their rapid
growth during the first few months in which they are exposed to the fishery, shrimp can
suffer from 'growth over-fishing'. Hence the conflict between inshore and offshore
fishery. There is less clear evidence of the risk of ' recruitment over-fishing', but there are
suggestions that fishing could affect recruitment. If so, in the absence of management
there could be a progressive, and possibly in due course catastrophic, fall in recruitment
and hence in total catch. I t is clear therefore that management questions, especially
methods of controlling the total amount of fishing, e.g. by licence limitation, will receive
increasing attention from all those (scientists, administrators, and fishermen) concerned
with the shrimp industry.

Pacific Islands
ResourceJ and fisherieJ
The Pacific Islands fall mostly within the western central Pacific statistical region.
However, they are so distinct in nearly all ways from most of the shelf areas around the
continental mainland of southeast Asia that they are worth being looked at separately.
Also included are the islands of the eastern central Pacific Ocean, and the tropical and
subtropical islands to the north and south. The region therefore covers an enormous
0
0
area-some 90 of longitude from Palau ([30 E) in the west to the Marquesas
0
(140 W) in the east. A com prehensive review of the resources of the region has been
made by UCHID.\ (1978), More detailed information, particularly on skipjack, is available in the publications of the South Pacific Commission (SPC).
Despite the vast extent of the region the land area is minute. The total area of the
countries of the South Pacific Commission (to which most of the island states ill lhe
region belong) is, omitting Papua New Guinea, only some 90000 km 2. The human
population is correspondinglr small, that of the SPC countries (again with the exception
of Papua New Guinea) being less than 2 million. Beyond the fringing coral reels, the sea
bottom around most islands drops rapidly, so that the shelf area, though greater than
the land area in most cases, is still modest. However, most islands have claimed, in one
form or other, 200-mile zolles around their shores. These are of vast extent-of the order
of 25 to 30 million km 2 , i.e. several hundred times or more greater than the land area of
most of the countries. In other words, the SPC countries have on the average some
15 km 2 of EEZ for each inhabitant,
The resources of the region are therefore sharply divided between those of the open
ocean, which, while not particularly dense, cover a \'ast area and are quile large, and
those around the islands and coral reefs, which are limited. The principal ocean
resources are the tunas. These arc discussed in a later section, but there are special
problems in the management of tuna in this region, where much of the catch is taken
within 200 miles of one or other island state, but the opportunitjes.for many of these
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countries to engage directly in the commercial tuna lishery are limited. KE:\R:'-1EY (1979)
estimates that a quarter or a million tons of tuna are caught within the 200-mile zones of
SPC countries, but only 90000 tons arc landed locally. Of this, nearly all is accounted
for by joint venture operations in Papua New Guinea and the Solomons, or from transhipments of fish caught by foreign long·liners.
The tuna catches by wholly local fisheries are by comparison very small-only a few
thousand tons-but this is quite significant in a total catch that is only about 100000
tons. The methods vary /i'om island to island, but most catches are taken by some
variety of trolling. While the major tuna species (particularly skipjack and yellowfin) are
important in most of the troll fisheries, several other species are taken, particularly
various billfishes, dolphin [ish Coryphaena hippuru~', \'arious species of Scomberomorus, and
jacks (Carang ids) .
The typical fisheries of the region are those on the shallower parts of the reefs, and in
the atolls. A great variet>' of gears are used. In his review UCHIDA (1978, p. 20) notes
that for the 'frust Territory of the Pacific
'the main {ishing gears include handline, trolling line, pole and line, beach-seine,
surround net, gill net, dip net, cast net, scarelinc, spear, fixed traps of rock or wire,
and bottom trap'.
A similar list could be made for many other groups oCislands. The most interesting point
is that the two dominant gears of modern fishing-trawls and purse-seine-are missing,
with very minor exceptions, throughout the Pacific islands. The bottom is nearly everywhere lOa rough for bottom trawling, and apart fi'om lUnas there are no lar~e shoals of
pelagic fish to make purse-seining, or mid-water trawling, worthvihile. Effort" are being
made by US and Japanese fishermen to develop purse-seining for tuna in lhe region,
but catches so far are small.
The vessels used and species caught in the locallisheries are equally varied. The boats
are small, often without motors, but the Pacific is the home of some of the greatest
small-boat ocean travellers in the world, and many of the canoes are highly seaworthy.
On the other hand, in some other areas the canoes used are certainly not safe to go
beyond the central atoll. Most of (he fish, particularly those caught in traps or on
hand-lines, are the typical reef species-snappers, parrot fish (Siganus spp.), etc. Among
other species, Oying fish arc caughl in many areas. Beyond the reef there are good stocks
of larger bottom fish (snappers and groupers) in cleeper water, down to several hundred
metres. These are generally lightly fished if they are fished at all, but efforts are being
made to encourage the greater utilization of these resources, particularly with lines
(CROSSLAND and GR.\:\DPERRI"i, 1980).
A somewhat unique resource is that of pelagic annourhead Pen/aceros richardsoni and
alfonsin Be~yx splendens on the sea mounts to the northwest of Hawaii. This resource was
found by Russian trawlers in 1967 on sea mounts, which come to 100 to 400 m from the
surface, far Crom land in a region of othen\ist' \l.'ry deep ocean. The density of stocks
when they were first found were very high (catchD of tens oCtons were taken wihin a few
minutes trawling), and both Russian and Japanese took good catches (some tens of
thousands of tons) in the early 1970s. Though it is highly likely that both the Russians
and the Japanese have looked Cor similar resources elsewhere in the Pacific Ocean, it
does not seem that they have found them.
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Apart from fish, a variety of invertebrates are harvested. Lobsters (PanutiruJ spp.)
support commercial fisheries in Papua New Guinea (with annual catches up to a few
hundred tons in some years), and in Hawaii, and occur in sufficient numbers to support
at least local fisheries in a number of other areas. Papua New Guinea has also a
signifIcant fishery for shallow-water shrimp (Penaeus spp.), but elsewhere in the region
conditions are not favourable for these species, though deep-water shrimp (J-ieterocarpus spp.) have been found at depths of 300 to 400 m around Hawaii, and probably occur
elsewhere. Molluscs are widely harvested for pearl shell, and for consumption, bu t the
quantities are nowhere large. Sea cucumbers also occur widely, and in some places
exports of beche-de-mer to the Unites States and Japan have been important.
In general, the people of the Pacific islands are great eaters of fish and all marine
products, but fish poisoning (ciguatera) is a problem. This is the curse of fisheries
throughou t most Pacific islands, as well as in the Caribbean (HALSTEAD, 1959; RA:\DALL, 1980). It can produce a wide range of symptoms-from tingling about the lips,
nausea, and skin rash, to paralysis, convulsions, and not infrequently, death. The causes
are not well understood, nor is it easy to determine which fish are toxic. Ciguatera can
occur from a number of species, through larger predatory fish, e.g. Lutjanus bohar are
particularly often involved, and it has occurred at time in most of the tropical Pacific
islands. Its damaging effect is not only immediate poisoning, but the extem to which
fishing is discouraged on species which for most of the time are perfectly good to eat.
Despite the small populations, and the wide seas around them, most of the Pacific
Islands are net importers offish. KEARNEY (1981) notes that some $20 million worth of
fish products were imported into the SPC countries annually (excluding a number of
countries for which data were not available), most of it canned mackerel and similar
species. The countries concerned are therefore anx.ious to encourage greater production
from local fisheries in order to reduce the drain on foreign currencies as well as to
increase local employment and the general food supply.

State

if slaCKS and management

The basic data on which to assess the state of the stocks (except for tUlla) are poor or
completely lacking. In all but one or two fisheries virtually all the catches are taken by
su bsistence or artisanal fisheries and only a small part of the total goes through any
regular market. Statistics of the total catch, even when they are available, are generaUy
unreliable. There is little or no data on detailed species composition or on fishing errort.
Biological information, e.g. on growth and mortality, or on the size composition of the
catches is equally lacking in most areas, though studies have been carried out around
Hawaij and in a few other places.
Apart from tuna (among which it appears that the stocks of larger fish taken by the
long-line fisheries are being fully exploited), no formal stock assessments are available.
However, it is likely that many of the shallow-water reef stocks are being heavily fished.
UCHIDA (1978, pp. 12-20)) in his comments on individual countries noted that:
'illegal fishing methods have seriously depleted the stocks of fish in the lagoon
[Cook Islands]; ... a severe depletion of the inshore resources [Trust Territory]; ... a serious decline in the lagoon stock [Wallis and Futuna Islands]; the reef
and lagoon fauna are undoubtedly overfished [Western Samoa]'.
The fact that reef and lagoon fish stocks are limited, and that their exploitation needs
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to be careflllly controlled was well appreciated by many of the native peoples of the
Pacilic coasts. Their traditions, in addilion to containing information on the biology of'
the more importanl species, and how they can best be caught, also set duwll pallerns of
exploitation, e.g. allocation of certain fishing grounds to specillc villages, and determinalion or how many canoes should fish, which for a long time ensured that the resources
v,'ere harvested on a rational and sustainable manner UOHA,'i>,.'r.S, 1977).
This pattern largely broke down with t!w coming or the European. At first this did not
maller, since the change towards a c,lsh economy, and the drift to the towns caused
fishing prcssure to drop in most places. Now the rise in population, the increased
demand for lish coupled with mechanization of boats, and the introdUl'lion of nontraditional gears is incn.:asing the pressure on the stocks again. Management of these
small-scale fisheries, in the sense of management as applied to the industrial fisheries of
the North Atlantic, is highly unlikely to succeed. As UCHIDA (1978) has noted, even the
simplest and least controversial types of management-the prohibition of the most
obviously damaging types of gear, such as dynamite-have proved in several places not
to be enforceable by governmental decree. The prospects are remote of successful government controls on the total catch, or the number of canoes, except close to the main
towns, and in respect of the larger mechanized vessels. The solution may be LO go back to
the traditional pattern, in which management and control of fishing is a local village
matter. While the use or a small-meshed net, or dynamite, is seen as merely outwitting
the impersonal rules set by a dislant government, it will continue, and the effons of local
fishery oflicers may be able to do little to SLOp it. On the other hand, if the pattern of
fishing is decided locally, and the pressure of the local communit)' is broughtlo bear on
anyone breaking the rules, then there is a good chance they wilt be followed. This will
require big changes in approach, both in the basic administration offlsheries, and in the
way in which the stocks are studied and advice provided by the scientists.
The other management problem in the region-that of tuna-fits more neatly into
the conventional pattern, The problem is not so much that of the overall management of
the tuna fishcries-a world-wide problem that nowhere has been satisfactorily solved-as that of the island states outaining a greater share of the benrfits from much the
biggest fishery in the region. The greatest benefits come [i'om direct engagement in the
fishery, particularly if this is not restricted to catching the fish, but also includes processing (in the case of tunas, principally canning). Some countries, notably Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands, have formed joint ventures with Japanese or other
interests, and catches by these locally-based t1eets arc signillcant (40000 LOns of skipjack
were landed in Papua New Guinea in 1974-). However, the variations in the availability of
tunas in a relatively small area represented by the EEZ of a single country is high; the
PNG skipjack catch fell to less than 20 000 tons in 1975. A tuna fishery will therefore be
more effective ifit can change its areas ofoperation fi'om one year to the next (as well as
within a year) according to the pattern of movement of the fish. This the long-range
fleets can do, but it is less easy for locally-based vessels. Processing presents even more
serious difficulties, particularly for the smaller countries in the region. To operate on an
ecollomic scale a canning plant needs to handle at least several thousand tons offish per
year; this is on a scale beyond the reach of many of the South Pacific countries. At the
other extreme, the water needed lor a moderate-sized canning plant is more than the
total fi-esh water supply of' one or two of the smallest countries.
The countries are therefore on the lookout for obtaining benefits from licensing or
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similar conerols of foreign vessels. Here geography favours them. In the southwest
Pacific Ocean, the islands are well scattered, but are not too far apart. As a result, the
200-mile zone around each country run together, so that nearly all the ocean from the
Marianas, Papua New Guinea, and New Caledonia in the west to the Marquesas and
French Polynesia in the east lie within one or another of the 200-mile zones. If all the
countries concerned can act together, they can set control on the operation of the
long-range tuna fleets, which cannot effectively be avoided by fishing outside 200 miles.
This will require close co-operation in deciding all the various aspects of management,
e.g. how many vessels should be allowed to fish, on what conditions, how should the
benefits (licence fees, etc.) be divided, how can the countries be assured that the foreign
fleets are complying with the regulations, etc. The countries have therefore moved to set
up the necessary co-ordinating mechanisms, establishing within the South Pacific
Forum (which unlike the South Pacific Commission excludes the metropolitan powers)
a Forum Fishery Agency. While it is laO early to see how these policies will turn out in
detail, the long-term prospect would be one in which those countries in the region which
are well placed to do so, will develop their own tuna catching, and (to a more limited
extent) processing industries. The other countries in the region will get their benefits
from the tuna resources less directly, i.e. through controls on the long-range fleets, which
will probably continue to take a substantial part of the total catch in the region.

(e) Southern Temperate Waters
Geography has not favoured the growth of temperate water fisheries in the southern
hemisphere. The amount of shelf in the temperate zone, say hetween 35° Sand 60° S, is
only a fraction of the corresponding areas in the northern hl:misphere, and the hydrographic conditions are generally less favourable to high biological production. Ashore the
human populations are small, and are all among the world's greatest producers and
consumers of meat. The demand for fish for local consumption is therefore small, and it
is only with the greater demand for fish in the northern countril'S that significant
attention has been paid to fishery in these waters, either from local interests looking at
export markets, or from the fishing fleets of northern countries.

Southwest Atlantic Ocean
The resources
The Patagonian shelf, from the River Plate southward to the tip of South America,
provides the richest fishing grounds of the southern hemisphere, other than the Ilpwelling areas of the Peruvian and Benguela currents. The shelf is eXlremely wide. OfT
central Argentina about 45° S, it is so wide that part of the shelf and the upper part of
the slope lies more than 200 miles from the Argentine base line, and is thus outside its
Exclusive Economic Zone. The main demersal stock of the northern part of the shelf is
the Argentine hake Merluaius hubbsi which occurs in large numbers from the River Plate
south to about latitude 50° S. It exhibits clear migrations both north and south, and
from deep water in the winter into shallow water in spring and summer.
On the southern part of the shelf the Argentine hake is replaced by other gadoids,
particularly the southern blue whiting, or polaca Micromesistius australis and the
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grenadier or merluza de cola Maauronw mage!lamcuJ. Both these are common on the shelf
south of about 45° S, including the Burdwood Bank \vhich extends eastwards from the
top of Tierra del Fuego towards South Georgia. The two species have similar distributions, except that the blue whiting is found in rather deeper water from 150 m down to
300 m than the grenadier (30-250111).
North of the River Plate the temperate species start to give way to warmer water
species. The' statistical region of the southwest Atlantic Ocean extends as far north as
50 N, and t!ICrefore includes some strictly tropical waters, but their resources are much
less import;mt than those of southern temperate waters. Of the tropical resources, the
most important are shrimp. Off the mouth of the Amazon the shelfis wide, and supports
a soft-bottom community that is a continuation of that off the Guianas to the northwest,
and very similar to that in the northern GulfofMexico, and elsewhere. Economically the
penaeid shrimp is the most important, but in weight various fish species, especially
croaker, are more significant. South of the Amazon the shelf narrows, and around the
eastern bulge of Brazil, south to about 15° S, the demersal resources are poor. South of
150 S the shelf widens again, and there is a modera te densil y of warmer wa ter species,
(croakers and weakfishes, as well as shrimps).
The best known, and almost certainly the largest, stock of pelagic fishes is that of
anchovy Engraulis anchouia which occur from the River Plate area south to about 47° S.
There seem to be twO main spawnillg groups, one between the mouth of the Plate and
0
Mar del Plata, and the other ofT the northern part of Patagonia (ca. 42 to 45 S).
Mackerel are also fished in the same region, but the abundance of mackerel, as well as of
other small-to-medium-sized pelagic fish (horse mackerel, bonito, etc.) is much less than
that of anchovy. Another large pelagic stock is probably that of the Falkland sprat or
herring Clupeajuegensis. Not much is known about this stock, but research vessels carrying
out resource surveys on the southern Patagonian shelf have found substantial quantities
from about 48° S southward, and especially ofT the coast of Tierra del Fuego.
In warmer waters the most important stock is that of sardinella off central Brazil
between about 23° Sand 26° S. Otherwise the warmer waters north of the River Plate
seem ro be poor in pelagic species.
Among invertebrates the stocks or shrimp in the north and south of Brazil have
already been mentioned. Lobsters are found along the Brazilian coast, particularly in
the northeast, in fair numbers. 50mh of the Plate crustaceans are not important, but
there arc good mollusc resources. Both mussels and scallops are found on the northern
Patagonian shelf, and there is a good stock of squid, which appear ro migrate along the
coast, from about 45° S in summer to around 35° N in the winter.

The fisheries
Fishing has not been an important occupation in the southwesl Atlantic Ocean. The
southern part of Argentina from Bahia Blanca southwards, where the largest fish stocks
live, is not densely populated, and meat is cheap and plentiful. There has therefore been
little or no incentive to develop a local fishery industry. Economic and social conditions
are more favourable to the growth of fisheries in Brazil, despite the poorer resources
(Table 5-24). There is a larger human population, and meat is not so plentiful. The lack
of any big concentrations of fish and the long coastline have resulted in the Brazilian
fisheries being highly diverse with a large artisanal sector. Taking a size of20 gross tons
as the dividing line between the artisanal and industrial sectors-a size higher than used
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Table 5-24Fishery catches. Upper: National catches (thousand tons) in the southwest Atlantic Ocean in
selected years (Based on FAa Yearbook qj Fishery Stati:.ilcs). Lower: Catches or major species
(thousand tons) in the Southwest Atlantic Ocean in selected years (Based on FAa Yearbook oj
Pi:.ltery Statistics and ANON., 1974)
Country

1961

1965

1967-

1970

1975

1978

\981

Brazil
Uruguay
Argentina
Japant
USSR
Poland
Germany (FRG)

215
9
88

27B

:528
II
'228

579
26
196

-

67f.l

433
13
186
14
10

6:n

16
192
2'2

-

-

720
145
350
22
17
73

Total:!:

Species
Hake
Croaker
Sardinclla
Anchovy
Mackerel
Shrimps
Squids
Olhers
Total

No data
-

-

-

318

-l

-

I

73
50421

9

-

21

-

-

508

2
1253

664

820

\281

\339

1961

1965

1967

1970

1975

1978

1981

41
13

104

118

51
17

126
64
139
19
10
44
5
367
820

417

No data

604
24
80
1:5
13
35

333
118
223
13
11
82
54
505
1339

11
10
25
0·3
218
3\8

IB

II

39
O' 7
267
508

3

4S1
1253

36

89
I".)
II

38
2
357
664

14-

94

196
16
7
4-7
75
426
1281

'Year of maximum distant-water calch.
tMoslly lunas, except in 1978 and 1979.
t Includes catches by other counlries.

elsewhere-there are some 50 000 boats in the small-scale sector, with only about J in 8
motorized. These use the variety of gears typical of such fisheries throughou t the world.
The Brazilian industrial sector is also varied, with a tOtal of some thousand vessels,
many old and poorly equipped. The three main groups of vessels are the trawlers in the
north, which principally fish shrimp and some catfish and are relatively the newest
vessels; the trawl fleet in the south, fishing for a mixture of shrimp and the more highly
valued demersal fish such as croakers; and the purse-seine fleet in the central south,
which fishes for sardinelta, and has the highest proportion of old vessels. There is also an
industrial-scale fishery for lobsters in the northeast, and a number oeline-fishing vessels,
collecting high-valued species (snappers, etc.) in the north (principally lor export) and
in the south «(O~ local consumption).
As Table 5-24 shows, the Uruguayan fishery was until very recently extremely small,
with catches of a few thousand tons taken bv small inshore vessels. I n the last few years
the government has given priority to the development 01" fisheries. This has led to the
growth of a deep-sea trawling fleet, which works mostly in thejoint .\.rgentine-Uruguay
zone 01T the River Plate, catching hake and croaker. Most of this catch is frozen and
exported.
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Special mention should be made of the Uruguayan han'est of fur seals. The seals of
I.obos Island ha\'C been han'ested for a very long time, but for an equally long time-at
[e<lst since the early nineteenth ccnlUry-the catches have been conerolled. The amount
ofcalch allowed to he taken has been determined purely arbitrarily (in the early period
110 scientific theory existed about the sustainable yield, or lhe level of the total allowable
catch). Nevertheless, the success of the management of this seal stock, which was the
subject of somewhat envious comment some 150 yr ago from an English sealer who had
witnessed the decline of lhe uncontrolled South Georgia fur seal stock, illustrates that
the mOst critical factor in nearly all resources management is the willingness and ability
of the governmentlo impose eflective controls (FAG, 1978b, p. 118).
The Argcntine fishery is essentially industrial; the small-scale and anisanal sector are
unimportant. Most of the fleet are trawlers, fishing for hake, and to a lesser extent other
demersal species, from the River Plate area southwards, particularly olT Mar del Plata.
Until recently, most vessels were of the traditional type, making shon trips and bringing
the fish back on ice for sale fresh, or for freezing ashore. Recently, a number of larger
vessels, up to 110 m in length, have joined the fleet, which freeze the catch at sea. These
vessels can make longer trips and can work further south. Much of the catch is frozen for
export to Europe and North America, Apart li'om hake some of'the trawlers are turning
their attention to squid. Catches of squid by Argentine vessels have been very low,
tending to incrc-<!se slowly, but were only 2000 tons in 1977; they have leapt to nearly
90000 tons in 1979,
Activities by foreign long-range vessels have been highly sporadic. Before 1965 the
only foreign fishing in the region was a little long-lining for tuna in the oceanic area,
principally by Japan. In 1965 Russian survey vessels found the rich trawl resources of
the Patagonian shelf, and catches of hake by Russia rapidly built up to over half a
million tons in 1967. Then Argentina, in common with several other South American
countries, anticipating what has now become normal international practice, declared a
200-mile limit, which had the effect, if not the exact form, of a 200-mile Exclusive
Economic Zone. Although Russia did not al the time recognize this action, it withdrew
its fishing vessels to avoid what might have become a difficult political incident. Foreign
catches of hake and of other fish on the Patagonian shelf fell to virtually zero by 1969,
although some fishing continued to be done on the Antarctic grounds, principally
around South Georgia, to the southeast. Long-range fishing has remained negligible
until the last few years. Now, with the principle ot'a 200-mile zone generally recognized,
and a wish by Argentina to utilize its flsh resources more fully, the way is open for
long-range fleets to return, but under the control or the coastal state. In part, these
arrangements have involved foreign vessels from Japan and West Germany being transferred to the Argentinian flag (and their catches help account (or the jump in Argentina
catches since 1975). In addition, some long-range vessels have found that the hake, and
other species, can be caught on the part of the shelf and upper slope which lie beyond
0
200 miles off central Argentina around 45 S.

State oj stock and management
The most comprehensive review of the statt of stocks in the region is contained in the
report of a working group of CARPAS (Comision Asesor de Pesca para ef Atlantico
Sudoccidental, the FAG regional fishery body for the southwest Atlantic) which mel in
Montevideo and Rio de Janeiro in 1971 and 1974 (ANON, 1974). Since then a number
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of national studies have been made, but these have not been published in a generally
available form.
Off Brazil a number of trawl surveys have been made from which estimates of demersal biomass have been obtained. Comparison of these figures with current catches, and
other analyses, e.g. from size data, are in general agreement in showing a moderately
high level of exploitation. As might be expected from the differences in patterns of
human population (high in the south, low in the north) and fish density (fairly high in
the north, lowest in the centre), there is a trend in the level of exploitation. The stocks in
the south of Brazil are probably fully exploited, with little opportunities for increase in
catch, while in the north, apart from shrimp and the most valuable species, catches can
probably be increased significantly.
The Brazilian pelagic stocks have not attracted much fishing, apart from the sardinella, and even this probably still offers some opportunity for increasing catches.
With the exception of shrimp, and possibly lobsters, there do not seem to be urgent
management problems. At the same time the fisheries, taken as a whole, are approaching the stage at which further increases in fishing effort could make some controls
desirable. Also, the nalUre of most Brazilian fisheries-on a moderate scale, scattered
along the coast-is such that the application of restrictive measures could be difficult. It
is far better to consider future management problems now, and discourage further
den.;lopment (which is much easier than trying to restrict or reduce the excess t1shing
capacity onCe development has occurred), except when it is quite clear that considerable
increases of catch are possible. This is well appreciated by some Brazilian scientists,
and their attitude to the sardinella fishery is a good example of a careful and conservative approach. It seems that the stock is not fully exploited, and some increase in catch
would be quite possible. The present fleet does not in purely technical terms operate
very tlIiciently, though by supplying a well-defined local market it is econumically
viable, and the fishery is stable. By upgrading the technical operations of the fleet and
opening new mark~ts (e.g. for bulk catches for fish meal) it is highly probable that: (i) the
fishery could be developed; (ii) for a short period catches could be increased; (iii) at least
for the beginning of this period the fisheries will be economically highly successful.
However, it is very doubtful if the stock could withstand a very much greater intensity of
fishing. After the short boom period it seems very likely, looking at the history of other
pelagic stocks, that there could be a collapse. Since strong mechanisms for controlling
the fishery during a period of rapid development do not exist, it is preferable to leave the
fishery in its present viable state, even though the theoretical possibility may exist for a
moderate sustained increase in catch.*
The more abundant stocks from the River Plate southwards, were, until recently, only
lightly fished. A number of surveys have been made over the shelf area, mostly by
countries interested in the possibility of establishing distant-water fisheries. The more
recent of these surveys have been carried out in collaboration with Argentinian scientists. The detailed results of some of the later surveys are not yet generally available,
while there are some differences between earlier surveys. Surveys by the Cruz del Sur
(operated by the FAO/UNDP project in Argentina) and the West German research
vessel Waller Herwig in 1971 gave estimates of the biomass of hake of some 3 to 3· 5
• J am
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million tons, while the sUI"\"ey by the Polish \"('ssel Pro/eHor Siedlecki yielded much higher
estimates of 6·3 million tons (A:"<ON., 197-+). These difTerenct:s can be ascribed, in
unknown proportion, to differences in: (i) season and area in which the surveys were
carried out; (ii) type of gear used; (iii) possihly ~dso the way in which the survey was
designed and carried out. Probably their main significance lies in illustrating the difficulties of' estimating biomass quantitatively from trawl surveys.
At the time of the surveys the hake stock was not heavily fished, and if the estimates
above can he used as estimates of the biomass of the unexploited stock, and a natural
mortality of O' 3 is used, applying the GULLAND formula (Y = O· 5 M 8 0 ), estimates of
potential yield of450 000 to 945 000 tons are obtained. Higher values of M (0'4 and 0'6)
were used by the CARPAS working group, and the total mortality estimated from samples
of commercial landings at Mar del Plata, and from the research catches by the Waller
Herwig were O' 746 and 0-75, respectively. However, such values of M seem rather high
for a fish which appears in significant numbers to age 10 yr and more. Using these larger
values would give estimates of potential yield of from I to 2 million tons.
Until very recently the amount of sustained fishing has not been enough to check these
figures directly. Some confirmation does come li'om the exceptional year of' 1967, in
which over 600 000 tons were caught, mostly by Russian vessels. The slight fall in the
catch-per-unit-effort by the Argentinian fleet (5' 55 kg hp -I b -I in 1966 to 4'43 and 3· 86 in
1967 and 1968, respectively) does not suggest thaI the long-range fleets took a high
proportion of the total stock, though this conclusion must be tempered by the observalion that the two fleets did not work in the same area. Simple algebra would suggest that
if a catch of some 0·6 million tons reduces tbe stock by (5'55-3-86)/5'55 = 30% lhe
initial stock was 2 million tons. This is subject to Illany reservations, but does give some
confirmation to the direct estimates of biomass, more especially to the lower values.
The rise in catches in 1978 and 1979 is now bringing the catch close to the lower
estimate of the sustainable yield. Therefore, as pointed out by FAO (1981 a), the management of the hake stock needs attention. Although hake spend mOSt of their time in the EEZ
of Argentina, this will require international discussion~ on two aspects. In the north,
hake move into the River Plate and into Uruguayan waters, including the common
fishing area established by Argenlinrl and Cruguay in the northern part of the Argentinian EEZ and most of the Uruguayan EEZ. The arrangements for managing this shared
stock, including the principles on which the henefits from the fishery can be divided, arc
being acti\'ely discussed between Argentinian and Uruguayan scientists and adminis0
trators. Further south, arouno 43 S, the shelf widens sufficiently for the hake to be
available, at some times of the year, to long-range trawlers fIshing beyond 200 miles.
The countries concerned mllstlx brought into any scheme for managing the hake (limits
on the totill catch, conlrol of mesh size, etc.).
The other mnjor stocks, especially those on the southern part of the Patagonian shell:
are virtually uncxploited. Together, the potential of these stocks (anchovy, sprat, and
various demersal stocks) is large-perhaps I or 2 million tons. They nre among the few
resources with reasonable chances for the development or an economically viable fishery
once the initial problems e.g. of' building up local port facilities, are dealt with and the
investments in catching and processing plants made. Given the imbalance in the world
as a whole between growing demand lor -fish and virtually constant supply, these
fisheries may develop soon. They will then need management.
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Sou/!lweJ/ Pacijic Ocean
I n this region, as discussed here, are included the temperate waters from the southwestern tip of Australia to Tasmania, which FAO includes in the eastern Indian Ocean
statistical region. The region therefore includes two large shelf areas-the Great
Australian Bight and the Campbell Plateau to the south of New Zealand-as well as the
generally rather narrow shelf areas around the two main New Zealand islands, and the
southeast coast of Australia, as far north as 28° 9' S. The Great Australian Bight lies a
little north of the zone of strong westerly winds and the West Wind Drift. The currents
within the Bight are not strong and there is little mixing of water masses. Primary
production seems low (though this is probably the least studied of any shelf area of
compar<lble extent) and fish stocks are not abundant. A number of fishing trials have
been made in the Bight, both by Australian and by foreign vessels. However, bearing in
mind that they come from an unexploited stock, the catch rates have not been high
(KESTEVEN and STARK, 19(7). Similarly, productivity and catch rates on much of the
Campbell Plateau have only been moderate. This may be because of the great depth of
much of this shelf. Except around Auckland and Campbell Islands, most of the Campbell Plateau-as well as the Chatham Rise which extends from the South Island of New
Zealand eastwards to the Chatham Islands-is deeper; in places considerably deeper
than 200 m. This must reduce thorough mixing of the water column and hence tend to
diminish basic productivity.
The productivity of the fish resources in the southwest Pacilic Ocean is therefore
relatively low, although there are some important stocks. In economic terms, the most
important have been crustaceans, particularly the stocks of rock lobstcr off south
Australia and Tasmania, and around the Chatham Islands. Shrimp are less important,
being scarce around New Zealand, and the main Australian shrimp resources are outside the areas discussed here, in the warmer waters ofT northern and western Australia.
However, stocks of deep-water prawn have been found 01T southeast Australia (ANON.,
1978c).
Molluscs are also important, at least locally. Oysters of different species occur along
the New South Wales coast, where cultivation is important, and in the Foveaux Straits,
in the south of the South Island oll\cw Zealand, where catches come from natural
stocks. The region is one of the more prod uctivc parts of the world for abalones (particularly in sou theastern Australia). Scallop resources, olTTasmania and elsewhere, are also
reasonably good. Other molluscs are widespread, and the physical conditions for mollusc cultivation in New Zealand appear good (WAUGH, 1969a, b). In addition to typical
molluscs, cephalopods are common in the area, with the arrow squid N%/odarus sloani
and broad squid Sepio/eu/his bilinea/a being the best known in New Zealand waters. A
major Japanese fishery for squid has been established ofT the northwest coast of the
South Island of New Zealand. Trial fishery by Japanese \'esscls for squid ofT Tasmania
gave fai rly good catches, bu t not sufTicien tly good for the establishment of a comrllercial
fishery.
Among finfish, most attention has been paid to the demersal fish. In the colder and
deeper waters to the south of New Zealand several of the species, e.g. southern poutassou Jhcromesis/ius australis and grenad iers (ColJphaenoides spp.) lJeing very similar to those
of comparable waters in the northern waters. The hake .HertucciuJ austraLis also occurs,
but does not dominate the system to anything like the extent that other species of hake
do elsewhere. In the warmer and shallower waters the demersal fauna is more specific to
the region, though having some similarities to other regions, particularly to the walers
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ofT southern Afi·ica. OfT sou lheasl Australia the more important species arc the f1athead

Neoplatycephalus spp. and morwong CluiLodactyLus macropterus in the shallower waler. Gemfish Rexea solandri are important in the deeper water out to the edge of the shelf. Many
other species, including some species of Oatfish, also occur in significant quantilies.
Around the main islands of New Zealand the main demersal fisheries have been around
the North Island. Golden snapper ChrysophryJ aurato is the single most important species
in the c:1tch, but other snappers, as well as gurnard, elephant fish, red cod, se\'cral
Oatfishes, and sharks are also caught in quantity. Jack mackerel and barracouta,
although more usually considered pelagic species, also frequently occur in the trawl
catches.
Apart from these incidental catches, and the catches or tunas (especially soulhern
bluefin tuna), pelagic fish have not received much attention. Representatives of man)" or
the typical pelagic genera occu r in t he region. Sardine Sardinops neopilchordus occur ulI'
southeast Australia and New Zealand (BLACKI:lURN, 1960, TURNBRIDGE, 1969). They
have also been taken by Russian trawlers during exploratory surveys in the Great
Australian Bight. Sprat Sprattlls onlipod/lm occur in most of the New Zealand waters;
sprat eggs are common ofT Otago (in the central east coast of the South Island; ROBERT:SON, 1980), but sprat have not attracted economic interest. Southern anchovy Engraulis
australis are also widespread through New Zealand, though they live more northerly than
sprat, which is absent from the northern part orthe North Island (ROBERT:SON, 1980).
The J ack mackercl~ TracllUrus declivus and T. IlOl'oe<.elandiae may be the commonest of'
the pelagic species. They were often seen in aerial surveys around Tasmania and in Bass
Strait (HVND and ROBINS, 1967), and have been caught in quantity by local and loreign
vessels around New Zealand. Blue mackerel Scomber auslralosicus occur around most of
lhe North Island or New Zealand. Here they are one of the species commonly sighted in
aerial surveys. They also occur in the northern part of South Island.
In addition to these genera, typical of coastal pelagic fisheries in temperate waters
throughout the world, the so-called Australian 'salmon' is an important coastal pelagic
fish. There are two species of which the Australian salmon-or kahawai in New
Zealand-Arr(bis tr/lUo is the best known. The most important stock of this species migrates
between eastern Australia (where it spends its juvenile life) and western Australia.
In addition, wiriespread oceanic species-such as saury .)·comberesox sOIiTlis-and \'arious species of lantern fish ~HC also present. Not much detail is known about their
occurrence in thi~ region.
Finally, mention should be marie orthe introduction of salmon from the North P<lcific.
One species (the chinook, or quinnat, Oncorhynchus tshowytsclla) has become established in
the major ri\'trs orthe South Island (ECGLESTO:\, and \V.\LCH, 1974). Compared with
other regions, the lish in the reg-ion appear to
long lived. Snapper, tarakiki (ilvforwong),
and sharks live to over 40 yr, and jaek mackerel, gurnMd, and other I1lrdium-to-smallsized lish live from 25 to 4·0 yr. To some extent lhe dilIerence from temperate waters may
be an artefact: few fish in areas that, like the :"Jorth Sea, have heen hea\'ily fIshed for a
long time, had a chance to li\'(' to high age. To the extent that the diflerence is real, it
could alTeet the ability to take I<lrge sustained catches hom the region, since the rates of
production (and also potential yield) to standing stock is roughly proportional to turnover rate, thus inversely proportional to average life-span.

ue

The fisheries
The first European settlers in Australia and New /ealand concerned themselves wilh
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opening up the land. They neither realized the richness of the sea, nor was then" a
market for any lish caught. Little attention was paid to fishing until towards the end or
the nineteenth century. Then the growth of cities provided a market, and success of
trawling in the North Sea, from whose coasts many of the settlers came, turned some
attention to fishing. A number of Nonh-Sea trawlers were brought out as trial commercial ventures, and to carry out exploratory fishing. These activities also prompted the
beginning of fishery research in these southern waters. Ho\vever, this faced a severe
setback with the loss of the Australian survey vessel with all hands just before the First
World War.
The larger North Sea type of trawler did not prove successful, though steam trawlers
continued to work ofT the southern New South Wales coast. Smaller vessels, usually
crewed by the owner and perhaps 2 or 3 others, became the typical fishing vessel in both
Australia and New Zealand. Demersal fishing, with trawls and later Danish seines, as
well as gill-nets and lines, have remained important, especially in southern New South
Wales and western Victoria, as well as in the northwest part of the North Island of New
Zealand; but other fisheries have also developed. These include the rich lobster fisheries
of South Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand (especially around the Chatham
Islands); dredge fisheries for oysters (in southern New Zealand) and scallops (in Tasmania and South Australia); beach-seining (or 'salmon' in western Australia; and poleand-line fishing for bluefin luna (mostly off New South Wales and on the same stock, but
at different seasons, ofrSouth Australia). The variety of the local fisheries is suggested by
the lack of any dominant species or groups in the statistics summarized in Tables 5-25
and 5-26.
Until recently few boats were longer than 15 to 20 m, but some larger vessels are now
being added to the fleets of Australia and New Zealand, mostly for trawling in deeper
water and purse-seining.
Fishing by larger vessels has been carried out almost wholly by foreign lleets. The first
to work in the region were the long-line tuna vessels from Japan, for which southern
bluefin tuna and albacore have been the most important species, and Japanese long-liners
fishing for snapper off New Zealand. The latter were active in the 1960s, catching several
thousand tons offish. Their activities were disrupted around 1970 when New Zealand
extended its limits from 3 to 12 miles, but after finding grounds beyond 12 miles, and
rebuilding the fishery in the middle 1970s, this fishery was finally phased out after lhe
establishment of a 200-mile zone by New Zealand in April 1978.
Trawling by foreign vessels around New Zealand started later. Again the first to carry
out commercial-scale fisheries were the Japanese, around 1967. USSR exploratory vessels arrived a little earlier, but the first large-scale catches were laken in 197). The
Russian vessels have lended to work further south on the Campbell Plateau for grenadiers and poutassou (Table 5-26). In contraslto the Japanese, who have worked further
north and in shallower waters, particularly for barracouta and jack mackerel, trawlers
from Korea, and, for a short period, Taiwan, have also worked off New Zealand. The
patterns of their operations seem to be similar to those of the Japanese vessels. A
commercial trawler from West Germany, the Wesermiinde, carried out a survey of the
southern waters as a joint-venture enterprise with New Zealand partners. This survey
has produced valuable scientific n'su]ts (KERSTAN and SAHRHAGE, 1980), but the
results during the commercially orientated part of the survey do not seem to have been
sufficiently attractive to lead to continuing operations on a commercial scale.
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Table 5-25
Landings (thousand LOns) of major species and species groups from the south"'t:st Pacific Ocean.
(J3ased on ri\O rea/book oj F",IiN:l' St{/tl~tic.\)

1970

Species
Flatfishes
Southern Poutassou (USSR)
Grenadiers (uSSR)
Total gadoids
Snapper (New Zealand)
Total redfishes, basses, etc.
Jacks, etc.
Clupeoids
Tunas (Australia)·
Tunas (New Zealand)
Total, tunas and billfishes
Snoek (japan)
Total mackerels, etc.
Other and unspecified fishes
Rock lobster (New Zealand)
Total crustaceans
Squids (j apan)
Total cephalopods
Oysters
Scallops
Other molluscs

197f

1976

I -:,
'25'~

'2·1
·12·'2

7<.,
37·2
13- 2
48·5
30'8
0·1
10·2
0·5
82·1
17'0
IH'5
23'2

62·9
13·9
63· 6
32'8
0·2
9·7
l-6
71·8
18'2
22,:,
22'4

2'-1
15·9
41· 7
95·9
14'4
5Nl
47·8
0'2
10·6
+5
52· 7
10·2
14·7
22·9

4·6
7·0

2-:,
-

1·0
12·8
:)4·8
9·7
0·2
8·4
0·1
59''2
16·2
17·0
11·3
6·6
8·7

'~'6

IIH

0'1
1·0
IH·5
2·1
·'·6
26:3'8

7'4

0·6
2·5
1-13'5

Totalt

1972

1978

1981

:).g

0·3
12·3
10·5
48·4
10·3
18'4
49·6

4·5
6·6
3·3
24- I
11·9
1311
29·0
0·2
18·2
5·3
65·0
14·5
30·8
22'4

3·7
6·5

3·H
6'6

4'5
7·8

19·6
19· 7
20'0
3·4
6·9

19·6
19· 7
20·2
6·1
7·9

29·0
36·8
19·2
2'4
1·9

3+0·8

356·3

354·3

45·2
60·6
17-5
2'1
3·6
399·8

1:)-7

17· 5
9·7
41· 7
17· 7
83' 7
40·0

"Includes tunas caught outside FAO statistical area Ell.
t J Ilcludes categories not specilied above

Table 5-26
Landings (thousand LOns) by countries fishing in the southwest Pacific Ocean (Based on FAa

Yearbook or Fi~hery Statistics)
1972

1974:

1976

1978

1981

31-4

58·2
69·6
40'5
10·4
53· 7

32·1
68·6
90·5
44·:3
16'5
88'8

31'1
76'4
134·3
25·2
11'4
78·0

34·5
9g·5
82·3
54·2
) 1·5
72·2

40·8
107·9
139'4
31-1

143·5

263·8

340'8

356'3

354·3

399'8

38·1

660

70·S

69·9

62'1

62·8

Country

1970

Australia
New Zealand
Japan
Korea
Taiwan
USSR

29·6
59·2
+0·9

Total
% Dist;mt water

-

13·8
-

10·7
62·3
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The other foreign fishery in New Zealand waters is that of theJapanese for squid. At
the peak of this fishery, around 1975, some !50 squid fishing boats were working. The
main grounds were to the northwest of the South Island, but good catches have also
been taken ofr the middle or the cast coast of South Island. All these fisheries are now
controlled by New Zealand, following the establishment of the 200-mile limit. Though
continued fishing is allowed, except (e.g. in the case of snapper) where New Zealand
fishermen are already heavily exploiting the stocks, foreign catches have tended to fall
since 1978.
In contrast to these successful and varied foreign operations ofT New Zealand, which,
together with the long-line tuna fisheries in the open areas, have accounted in recent
years from some two-thirds of the total catch in the region, no foreign fishing on a
commercial scale is carried out around Australia, except long-lining for tuna, and some
fishing (e.g. trawling on the northwest shell) outside the temperate waters considered
here. This is not for want of trying, both before and after the introduction of the 200-mile
Australian fishing zone. Since that introduction, activities of foreign vessels have been
restricted to resources not exploited by Australian fishermen, but these are a large
number. Apart from the resources orthe northern Australian shelfin the GulfofCarpentaria and northwest Ausualia (not considered in this section), these neglected resources
include virtually the whole of the resources in the Great Australian Bight, as well as
squid in the other pans of the temperate waters of Australia. Vessels (mostly trawlers,
but also vessels equipped for squid jigging) from a number of countries including Russia,
Japan, Korea, and United Kingdom, either independently or in joint ventures with
Australian interests, have worked in these waters, but none has found th,e operation
economic~dly attractive.

Stale oj resources and management
Umil recently there have been few attempts to make a comprehensive reviewal' the
state of resources in the region. Assessments that were made concerned a few stocks of
particular scientific or economic interest, especially those for which there had been
concern regarding possible over-fishing. With the extension of jurisdiction the coastal
states have found it necessary to review the resources over which they have acquired
control, but these studies are at present mostly internal reports for the governmems
concerned.
The available information suggests that, with some exceptions, the slOcks in the
region are not heavily fished. The exceptions are highly valued species (rock lobster,
scallops, shrimps, snapper), those near the main markets (demersal fish off New South
Wales), or animals that are particularly easy to capture (Australian 'salmon', abalone).
Over 30 yr ago it was shown that the tiger flathead .Veoplatyceplwlu5 macrodon, the
favoured species in the demersal fishery of' southeast Australia, was heavily fished
(FAIRBRIOGE, 1952, HOCSTO'J, 1955). Since then the fishery has reacted in a typical
manner, turning its attention to other species and gradually expanding its operations
into deeper water. Probably most of the demersal species around southeast Australia are
now heavily fished.
Equally heavily fished arc several other stocks of more valuable crustaceans (shrimps,
rock lobsters) and molluscs (scallops, abalones) in southeast Australia. These and the
trawl fisheries are now being strictly managed. In addition to a range of measures
specific to the individual slOck-minimum-size limits for many species, protection of
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berried kmale rock lobsters, bag limits, restriction of dredge size for scallops,
closure of nursery areas of shrimp, etc.-entry into nearly all the fisheries is now strictly
limited. The need to co-ordinate action in respect of seyeral stocks hetween different
states, and also between the states and the central Commonwealth governments, has
probably t('"eled to slow movemenl towards rational management. Australia, logether
withJapan, Canada, and the United Stdles, is a counlry that has moved further towards
an eflective control on the inputs inlo fishing, and hence towards limi(illg excessive costs,
and realizing greattT net benefits.
A scheme of limiting licences was introduced into New Zealand even earlier-in the
1930s-but lhis was Gased mainly on the need to protect fishermen in the light of the
very limiled local market available at that time. It was not aimed at bringing the
harvesting capacity inlO line with the capacity of the resources. As a result, it discouraged the expansion of the New Zealand fisheries at a time when nearly all resources were
most lightly exploited. This licensing restriction was abolished in 1964. Though some
expansion has taken place since then (Table 5-25,5-26), the impact of Ihe purely New
Zealand fishery is fairly small except for some demersal species, e.g. snapper, found
mostly in the shallower inshore parts of the shelf. The main management problems
aroullJ New Zealand concern the stocks exploited by foreign \·essels. In relation to the
size of the New Zealand resource, the available capacity of the Oeels of Russia and other
countries is almost unlimited. Without controls the exploitation would almost inevitably
follow the paltern of rapid growth followed by an eq ually rapid collapse, eilher partial or
complete. At the same time, in the spiril of the texl orthe draft convention on the Law of
the Sea, the New Zealand Government has wished to allow foreign access to resources
which clearly cannot, in the immediate future, be fully utilized by New Zealand fishermen- particularly since granting or such access can be used as a carel in other negotiations, e.g. for access of New Zealand products 10 foreign markets. However, although
some surveys have been done, lhe information on most stocks is not sullicient to make
detailed asscssments with sufficient prceision. A conservative approach has therefore
been used, setting quotas on the basis or a Safe Biological Yield rather below the first
rough estimate of sustainable yield (WALiGH, 1979). This slowly had the elTect of con(wiling, and in fact slighdy reducing, the catches by non-local vessels Crable 5-26),
The prospecls arc now for an expansion of New Zealand fishing, but one tha t will not,
at least for a long time, completely replace foreign fishing, This will continue. Indeed, if
the expansion aflocalfishing is slow, and the accumulation of inform at ian shows that an
expansion of IOtal fishing is possible-and is greater than can be taken up by local
fishing-there may be, at least temporarily, an exp,ll1sion or non-local catches, especially
on those stocks (e.g. grenadiers and blue whiting on the Campbell Plateau) which are
least attractive, economically and operationally, 10 local neets.
This forecast applies only to stocks sufficiently attractive to either local or non-local
[Jeets to ensure at least a moderate degree of exploitati 011. These include mostly demersal
stocks, around both Australia and New Zealand, with the exception oflhose in the Great
Australian Bight; squid around New Zealand, bu L not on present evidence those off
Australia; 'salmon' of Australia (though not the 'kawahai' of New Zealand which is the
same species); and most crustaceans, but only a small proportion of the pelagic species,
These species-sardines, anchovy, mackerel,. etc,-arc not uncommon (e.g, ANON.,
19i8c,d) and the total potential yield could be as high as some hundreds of thousands of
tons. for example, Nosov (19i8) gives an estimate of the hiomass of jack mackerel off
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New Zealand of some HOO 000 tons. However, the species are generally of low value, and
may not be easily caught in suflicient quantities to be worth fishing for fish-meal (lor
example, the average school size of"jack mackerel oITTasmania scems to be too small to
su pport a purse-seine lishery for fish-meal). It may, therefore, be a long time before all
these species are exploited at a level approaching their ecological potential.

(I) Other Resources

Southern Ocean
f ntroductiOIl
The Southern Ocean-the waters surrounding the Antarctic Continent-is the most
isolated and least visited part of the World Ocean. However, it is far from being the least
productive, or least interesting, and has indeed recently been receiving a good deal of
international attention. Its southern boundary is the Antarctic Continent or, for many
practical purposes, the northern limit of the permanent pack-ice-though a surprising
amount of biological activity goes on even under the pack. The northern boundary is less
clearly defined but is commonly taken as the Antarctic Convergence. The recently
signed Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources uses as a
northern boundary of its area of competence an approximation to the Convergence
0
which runs along lines of latitude and longitude-mostly along 60 S in the Pacific
0
sector, but as far north as 45 S in parts of the Indian Ocean sector.
Though inhospitable, the Southern Ocean is rich and full of life-of life in forms
commercially attractive to man. Despite the distances, and the cold and rough weather,
these riches have attracted sealers and whalers for centuries, and much of our knowledge
of the region has come from their activities. During most of the present century the
particular interest has been in baleen whales. Recently, the conservation and management of whales has attracted wide attention. The problems and history of whale management are discussed in the following sections. For convenience, problems of whaling
elsewhere will be discussed in this section, in addition to the specific problems of" whaling
in the Antarctic.

The resources
Antarctic waters are notable for the very short food chain. Often there is only one link
between primary production and the largest animals. This results in high overall elliciency of" transfer to the animals that can be conveniently harvested by man and represents the main factor responsible for the apparent richness of Antarctic waters. The primary production is not particularly high, except locally (EL-SAYED, 1970). The most
prod lIctive areas are along the coasts and ice edge, and especially to the east of the Drake
Passage. Here the funneJling of the circular eastward flow of water around the continent, driven by prevailing westerly winds through the narrow passage between the tip
of South America and the Antarctic Peninsula causes a thorough mi..xing of the water.
This region has been the most actively studied, and this concentration of observations ill
the most productive area can have strengthened the impression of the Antarctic being
particularly productive.
The key element in the Antarctic system, both as food provider for other animals and
to an increasing extent as a resource in its own right, is the Antarctic krill Euphausia
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superba. Other species of euphausids (notably E. cryslallarophias close to the ice edge), as
well as other crustaccam and herbivores, may account for a substantial part of Ihe total
consumption 01" phytoplankton, as well as being an important food for some of Ihe
'higher' animals. For example, copepods are the major food of sci whales (NEMOTO,
1968). However, no other single species is as important as the Antarctic krill, and for
some animals, e.g. blue whales, it is by far the dominant food source. Krill has been the
main object of many or the studies of the marine community, from the time of the
Discovery work between the wars onwards. The repon by Y{ARR (1962) on rhe Discovery work remains the classic study of krill, and the major source of information-though
this will presumably cease to be true when the extensive activities of the BIOMASS
programme (organized by SCAR, rhe Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research in
collaboration with SCOR, ACMRR and 1,'\BO) and especially the multi-ship FIBEX
(First International BiOMASS Expedition) carried out during the 1980/81 Antarctic
summer, become available.
The ecology ofkrilJ, and also of the other resources of the Southern Ocean relevant to
harvesting and management, has been most conveniently summarized by EVERSON
(1977). Krill is distributed throughou t most of the area south of the Convergence, bu I is
particularly abundant in the Atlantic sector, in the arc from the Antarctic Peninsula to
South Georgia; it is also abundant towards the ice edge. Adult and subadult krill (which
may live up to at least 2 yr) form large swarms. These are sometimes clearly visible on
the water surface, but also occur at depth. The FIBEX surveys, using acoustic methods,
have detected at least one swarm of vast size, estimated to contain several million tons of
krill.
All classes of higher animals feed on krill. The leas! important are probably fish. Only
around the Subantarctic Islands-noticeably South Georgia and Kerguelen-and the
northern part of the Antarctic Peninsula are there areas of continental shelf which are
clear of ice for most of the year and which can support substantial fish stocks; in some
other parts of the Antarctic, such as the Ross Sea, the permanent ice may extend well
beyond the continental shelf.
Little is known about the cephalopods of the Antarctic, but large quantities are
consumed by the higher predators, particularly sperm whales and the larger birds. This
indirect evidence indicates that squids are abundant and wide spread throughout the
Southern Ocean.
Birds and mammals are particularly abundant. Birds are not considered a harvestable
resource-though half serious examinations have been made of the potential value of
penguins as a source of oil. However, several groups of" mammals have been in the past,
are now, or could become the object of important fisheries. Best known are the baleen
whales (in order of decreasing size, and also roughly in order of exploitation, blue, fin,
humpback, sci, and minke whales). All have similar life-cycles and ecological characteristics (for useful reviews see M.\CKINTOSH, 1965; and GAMBELL, 1976). They feed
actively in Antarctic waters during the southern summer, migrating to the warm subtropical waters to breed in the southern winter. There are no marked differences between sexes, though the females tend to be slightly larger than males, and the female
produces a single young (very rarely twins) roughly every 2 or 3 yr once becoming
mature. Within the Antarctic there are differences in distribution (though with considerable overlap). Apart from the humpback whales, which have a very patchy distribution both in summer and winter (when they seem to congregate around a few preferred
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islands, e.g. Tonga), the other species are distributed fairly evenly (though with greater
densities in the South Atlantic sector, and low densities in the Pacific) in zones around
the Antarctic continent. Minke whales occur nearest the icc edge, with the blue, fin, and
sei whales being found increasingl)' further north. These latitudinal differences have
caused the whaling {leets to adjust their areas of operation as their main target species
has changed from blue to fin to sei and finalty lO minke whales. The differences also have
implications on the degree to which changes in abundance of one whale species can
affect other species.
The biology of the sperm whale is different. There are also pronounced differences
between the sexes. Males grow to a much larger size than females, and only the large
solitary males migrate into the Antarctic and to the higher latitudes in the Nonh Pacific
and North Atlantic Ocean where (as elsewhere) their food is predominantly squids.
Females, as welt as young males, and adult males with harems remain in warmer waters
throughout the year.
The true Antarctic seals livin~ on the Antarctic continent, or the surrounding ice;
have never been subject ro significant exploitation. They form a potential resource for oil
and meat, as welt as fur. The commonest-the crabeater seal-is also the most abundant seal in the w'orld, with a population estimated to approach 15 million individuals
(little less than :3 million rons in weight). The crabeater-as might possibly be expected
on a wide interpretation of its name-feeds predominantly on krill, eating only a small
proportion of squid and fish. At the other extreme, the leopard seal is an active predator
on penguin-though it also takes fish, squid, and krill. The number of leopard seals, as
of the other truly Antarctic seals- \Veddel and Ross seals-are between I and 2 orders
of magnitude less than crabeater seals.
The Subantarctic seals--fur seals and elephant seals-were subject to heavy fishing
from which they are still recovering. They are found principally on the Subantarctic
Islands, notably the South Georgia group. They breed ashore in large colonies, which
makes them vulnerable to exploitation. It also makes it relatively easy to study, and the
biology of South Georgia seals and their recent increases in numbers is particularly well
known (e.g. LAWS, 1977). The elephant seals-as their name implies, the largest of the
seals with an average weight of half a ton (adult males may be bigger)-are predominantly fish and squid eaters, but fur seals have a lot of krill in their diet.

The fisheries
The Antarctic Ocean has a history of a succession of shon-lived fisheries exploiting
stocks well beyond the natural capacity. The result was that each fishery lasted only long
enough to deplete the stock concerned to a level at which harvesting was no longer
economic.
The first fisheries were those of the subantarctic seals, starting with the fur seals in the
early nineteenth century. The high prices offur meant that the stocks were reduced to a
very low level before sealing became uneconomic. Attention of the sealers then turned to
elephant seals, but these were only used for oil and were much less profitable. Thus,
sealing them became uneconomic and ceased before they had been reduced to a critically low level. However, there was a brief resurgence of sealing as an activity inciden tal
to shore-based whaling \also tor oil) at South Georgia in the early twentieth century.
The latest boom-and-bust fishery has been that for various species of demersal fish
around South Georgia and some other island groups. These fisheries developed around
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1970 as about the last phase in the spread throughout the world of distant-water
trawling by the USSR (and to a lesser fXtel1t by Poland and other eclstnn European
countries). Catches in the ;\l!antic seuor (mostly around South Georgia) reached over
400 000 tons in the 1970/71 season, nearly all nOlOthenids, but immediately fell to
virtually nothing in 197'2/n. After 197G attention of the fisheries was turned to icefish
(mostly Chompsocephalus gWl7leri) with catches reaching 200 000 tons in 1977/78, and since
then decreasing.
During most of the present century, however, the interest of Southern Ocean fisheries
has been in whales. Antarctic whaling can be considered to be nearly in the 'final' stage
following a series of' booms and busts on different whale stocks that started centuries ago.
The earliest whalers were the Basques. It is not known whether early Basque whaling
was responsible for the extinction of the grey whale in the Atlantic Ocean (the species
now only occurs in the Pacific Ocean). However, it is known that by the thirteenth
century the Basques had a thriving industry on right whales. As local slOcks declined
they discovered how to process whales at sea, and at the end of the fourteenth century
Wt"lT working as far afield as Newfoundland. The basic pattern of whaling-the pursuit
of right whales and, later, sperm whales from open boats, followed by the processing of
the whales for oil and 'whalebone' alongside the mother vessel-remained unchanged
until 1860, though whaling spread to other countries, notably Britain, Holland, and the
United St<ltcs. The whalers worked furthcr and further afield as local stocks declined. In
the heyday of New England whaling the Yankee fleets operated in all oceans of the
world, to an extent matched only by the Japanese tuna long-line vessels more than a
century later. The right whale fisheries collapsed to virtually nothing by the end of the
nineteenth century, when most stocks had been reduced to very low levels. I"he sperm
whale fishery collapsed rather earlier, though the reasons seem to have heen as much the
price c-\rop for sperm oil fol1owing the discovery of petroleum, and the losses in ships
during the American civil war, as the decline in the stocks.
Until 1860 only the slower and less active right whales and sperm whales could be
hunted with open boats, but with the il1\'ention of the harpoon gun by Svend Foyn the
more active rorquals (hlue and fin whales, etc.) which sank after dying, could also be
hunled successfully. This technique was first adopted by Norwegian whalers in the
North Atlantic Ocean; as these stocks declined, attention turned to the Antarctic. The
first wll~dillg in the Antarctic was done l'rom shore stations at South Georgia in the early
twentieth century. While this was successful, the great age of Antarctic whaling came
with the dcvelopmenl orthe factory ship with a stern ramp which enabled the whales to
be hauled on board for processing. This opened up the whole Antarctic Ocean to
whaling, and the fishery grew rapidly, reaching a peak in 1930/31 when over 40 000
whales, including nearly 30 000 blue whales, were caught. These catches depressed the
market, and catches in 1931/32, and 10 a lesser extent for the rest of the pre-war years,
were less, primarily for economic reasons.
Up to 1936 mainly blue whales were caught but as these declined the industry shifted
to the slightly smaller fin whales. These provided the mainstay of the industry until
1964. Then attention again shifted, first to sei whales, and then in the last few years to
minke whales, the smallest of the baleen whales. The other change in whaling practice in
the last few decades has been the shift in emphasis to the use of meat lor direct human
consumption. Until about 1950 the only significant product was oil, mainly from the
blubber, but starting with the Japanese fleets more attention was paid to producing
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frozen meat, principally for the Japanese market. While this has meant a marc cfllcient
use of the catch, it has also increased considerably the value·oftht.> individual whale, and
this lowered the limit at which decreasing whalt- density makes whaling uneconomic.
Outside the Antarctic Ocean the use ofractory ships to catch baleen whales has been
for more than 30 yr restricted to the Pacific Ocean where the industry has gone through
mueh the same phases of successive concemration on, and depletion of: the dilferent
species. Elsewhere, hunting of baleen whales has been restrlcteclto shore stations, which
with their restricted range (the distance from which a catcher vessel can tow back a dead
whale in the short time in which it remains fresh) have not developed to such an
intensity as the pelagic fisheries. Some of these shore stations (e.g. in Australia and
South Africa) have harvested the Amarctic stocks during their northern migration to
warmer waters. These have suffered from the depletion caused (mostly) by the Antarctic
operations and are now generally closed down. Others, e.g. in the North Atlantic Ocean
have been operating on what appear to be local stocks.
After the decline of the Yankee whaling in the middle of the nineteenth century, sperm
whales have not been the main object of a major whale fishery. However, since the 1950s
they have provided alternatives or substitutes for baleen whales, especially for the
pelagic factories. A factory ship returning to Japan or the USSR from a poor Antarctic
season would often attempt to make up some of its losses by catching sperm whales in
tropical waters. On the scale on which these factories operated these catches, plus
catches of shore stations, have had serious effects on several sperm-whale stocks.
The last fishery in the Southern Ocean to develop-indeed it is still only in the early
developmental stage and the course of development is still far from clear (MITCHELL
and SANDBROOK, 1980)-is that (or krill. The declining catch rates of most of the better
known species offish, and the extension of fishing limits by many coastal states, together
with the estimates of very large potel1lial yields, persuaded several countries with large
distant-water fleets to look at the possibilities of harvesting krill.
Technicalty, catching krill is not a major problem (EDDIE, 1977). The large swarms,
including those well below the surface, can be readily located with sonar or echo sounders
and caught in large quantities with small-meshed mid-water trawls. The problems arise
once the krill comes on board. It is extremely delicate and must be processed quickly
into some frozen or dried form. The meat in the tails is nutritious and tasty (generally
similar to its relatives, the larger shrimps and prawns), but there is very little on each
animal. Potentially krill could be used for direct human consumption. However, it is
not easy to dn'e!op a method of processing which yields a product that wilt attract a
large demand at an attractive price. Japan has developed a small market for boiled and
frozen whole krill, and the USSR a form of krill-flavoured cheese, but neither has so (ar
developed into a large market.
Krill is also potentially suitable for producing a high-protein meal for feeding chickens
and other farm animals as an alternative or supplement to fish-meal or soya-bean meal.
It might be particularly suitable for feeding salmon and trout, or lobster, in the growing
business of culturing these high-valued species. However, there arc technical problems
(including the high content of fluorine in the shell), and very serious economic problems.
Meal is only useful ifit is cheap, but it is ver~' expensive to operate vessels in the distant
and inhospitable waters of the Antarctic.
The immediate prospects for a take-ofT of large-scale (multi-million ton) krill fishery
are now small. Most countries, except the USSR have slackened off their efforts on
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developing a krill fishery, The USSR has maintained its interests, and its catches rose to
as much as 300 000 rons in 1978/79, but e\'en this is quite small compared with the lotal
USSR catch, and with the likely potential from krill.

State of stock.s and management
So far as the Southern Oceans are concerned, resource assessment and management
mean almost wholly the assessment and management of whales, and refer to the
activities of the Interllal ional Whaling Comm iss ion . The performance of the I WC has
been patchy, but not really as bad as its public reputation suggests. The hislOry of
management of the Antarctic whales can be divided into four periods: (i) the period
before the formation of the I WC in 1946; (ii) the early years of the IWC, up to about
1960; (iii) the years ofscvere crisis from 1960 to about 1970; and (iv) the recent period.
During the pre-war years whaling proceeded unrestrictedly, but not wholly thoughtlessly. The whalers themselves had seen the depletion of the whale slOcks in northern
waters, and the disappearance of the once-thriving industries, and were well aware that
the Antarctic stocks though vast were not inexhaustible. However, \,,,hile at that time the
whaling industry was dominated by Norwegian interests no one country could apply
unilateral restrictions-at least not without letting the other countries gain most of the
benefits. Reaching the necessary formal agreements lOok time, with a series of conferences and meetings which culminated in the signing of the I WC Convention in
Washington in December 1946, for the first time this opened the way to the setting of
internationally agreed limits on the number of whales taken. It was one of the first
international agreements on the take of any wild animal, and as such represented a
considerable step forward in the conservation of stocks of wild animals, Smaller
steps-prohibiting the killing of right and grey whales, which were already at low levels,
and the setting of size limits for thl' major commercial species-had in fact been taken at
earlier, pre-war, meetings. :\nother important anion which was taken in the pre-war
period was the instigation by the United Kingdom of a major research programme-the
Discovery Investig-ations-in the Southern Ocean in support of the whaling industry,
With the benefit of hindsight it might be felt that insufficient emphasis was placed on
studying the population dynamics of whales and perhaps too much on more basic
research such as studies on plankton or currents. Thus, the results were of relatively
little direct help in providing scientific advice to the IWC in its crisis years. However,
the long-term value of the research, especially into the diSlribution and ecology of krill, is
now becoming apparent.
The nyC, as established in 194-6, had a number of defects, These became steadily
more apparent in the period up to 1960. The more serious defects included: (i) the
absence of arrangements for allocation of the overall quota; (ii) the fact that in the
absence of action the annual quota (sel at 16000 Blue Whale Units in 1946) remained
unchanged from year to year; and (iii) the absence of a permanent mechanism for
provision of scientific advice, backed up by adequate national research. That the catch
limits were expressed as a global figure in Blue Whale Units (I blue whale = 2 fin
whales = 6 sei whales) rather than for each species or each stock separately has also
been pointed out as a weakness in the initial IWC arrangements. Undoubtedly, separate
controls for each stock are desirable, but the use of the BWU did not seriously alTeet the
impact of the I WC's policies on individual slocks. Indeed, by facilitating the switch
between species, it probably had a beneficial etTect in the 1950s and 1960s, at a time
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when the species were exploited at very diITerent intensities, but there were no good
estimates of the state of individual stocks. Certainly, if the caleh of olue whales (rather
than the number of BWUs) had been maintained at the same level during this period,
the blue whale stock would have been even nearer to extinClion in 1960 than was
actually lhe case.
In the absence ofallocation, catching was allowed until the total catch (reported weekly
by radio, and as the limit was approached, daily, to the Bureau of International
Whaling Statistics in Norway) was reached. The season was then closed. The result was
that each country, and each company within the country, increased its catching capacity
(particularly the number and power of catcher vessels attached to each factory ship) in
order to maximize its share of the total. As a result, despite the falling stocks, the limit
was reached progressively earlier each season, and the length of the open season, which
had been 121 d in 1946/47 fell to only 58 d in 1955/56. With expensive capital equipment
being fully used for less than 20% of the year, the costs of whaling were much higher
than they need have been. Until this cause of inefliciency was removed the industry had
great difficulty in agreeing to reductions in the quota. Agreements on national allocations of the total quota were reached in 1962, though not without considerable argument, including the temporary withdrawal of Norway and the Netherlands from the
commission. This and further allocations within countries with several Oeets eliminated
the need for each expedition to scramble for its share of the quota, and has greatly
improved the economic performance of the industry.
The shortage of research at the national level inlO the quantitative population dynamics of whales, the lack of good formal arrangements for providing the commission with
scientific advice, and the fact the quota remained at the same level from one year 10 the
next unless specific action was taken, all interacted to result in the great crisis of the
early 1960s. I n 19'~6 the blue whales had been depleted somewhat below their most
productive level, though they were still reasonably abundant, and the other species were
all in a very healthy state. The quota set by the commission was not far from the
combined sustainable yield or' all species, and certainly as close as could be expected
given the information then available.
The quota was, however, too high, so that the stocks declined-at an accelerating rate
as the su~tainable yield also decreased. This would not have been too serious if the
decrease in stocks had been properly measured and the necessary adjustments made to
the quotas. While the decline in the whale stocks was commonly recognized, not least by
those in the whaling industry, there was little agreement on the extent of the decline, or
on the implications of the decline on the policies of the commission and the adjustments
that should be made to the quotas. The majority of sciemists (though with a kw
inOuential exceptions) did advise that the quotas were 100 high, and should be reduced,
bu t did not explain the conseq uences if this were not done. The reply of the industry was
that, while appreciating the scientists wishes, they felt that it would be nice if the catches
could be maintained or even increased. Since much of the attention of the commissioners
was diverted to the negotiations on the allocation of the quota, little was done.
In 1960 a Committee of Three (later Four) scientists was set up. While not (at that
time) whale experts, the scientists were experienced in the dynamics of fish populations
and the provision of management advice. These aspects of applied science had at that
time advanced much further in relation to fish (notably in the North Sea) than to
whales. However, some of the earliest work (e.g. HJORT and co-au thaI'S, 1933) was done
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in relation to whales, and scveral of thc ~impler fishery l110dels (e.g. the SCII.\EFER
model <lnd its relc\tions) arc more applicable to whale than to fish stocks.
When the Committee ofFolIr made its report (CH:\PMr\~, 1964) the situation was put
clearly before lhe commission. They were enabled lO understand the principles underlying the concept of the sustainable yield, and the trade-orTs that needed to be made
between high catches now, and the assurance of continued catches in the future. They
were also given quantitative assessments of the current status of the Inajor stocks. The
blue whales (except for the small slOck of so-called pigmy- blue whales in the southern
part of the Indian Ocean) had been so depleted lhat the sust~tinable yield was neglible,
and any continucd catches could seriously endanger the cOlltinued existence of the stock.
The commission shortly agreed to ban all catching of blue wh,tles in the Antarctic (the
humpback whales had been given protection slightly earlier), and these bans have
continued ever since.
The fin whale stocks, though depicted well below their most productive level, wcre
still abundant enough to support a reasonable sustainable yield. However, the yield
comprised only about 7000 whales, compared with catches of over 25 000 whales taken
every year between 1954 and 1962. The first task of the commission when it received the
Commillee of Four's repon was ro bring the catches down to less than the current
sustainable yield and thus lo ensure that the stocks did not decrease further. This
required something like a 75% cut in the catches, a figure not easily accepled by any
industry. Achieving this therefore took several years of hard argument. This argument
was reduced, and the faith in the reliability of the scientists increased, by the events of the
1963/6·t season. At the preceding commission meeting the proposals to achieve a drastic
reduction in the quota had been unsuccessful. During the discussions the scientists
pointed out that the existing fleets, even if they fished without restrictions, would- with
the faIt in stocks-only catch some 14000 fin whales, and that any larger quota (or its
equivalent in BWUs) would be inefrectual. However, a larger quota was set, the fleet
fished unrestrictedly and only caught 13 870 whales-very close to the prediction.
Agreement was then reached in 1965 to set quotas at or below the estimated sustainable
yield for each stock, thus abandoning the BWU, and this has been done since. Thus,
each stock should, if the estimates are correct, at worst not be decreasing further, and at
best should be increasing. Though it is very difTicult to monitor the slow changes that are
expected to be occurring in the stocks, it is probable that indeed the stocks are
recoverIng.
The agreemelllS reached around 1965 did therefore end the most serious crises in the
commission and determine that whales could be managed rationally. They did not end
the arguments. These have indeed increased, partly because several countries without a
whaling industry have joined the commission. While this has undoubtedly encouraged
the commission to take a wider and longer-term view of its responsibilities, it has also led
to an unfortunate split between whaling countries (chiefly interested in maintaining the
short-lO-medium-term interests of their industries) and non-whaling countries (whose
voice in the commission is in some cases dominated by the views of these conservation
groups chiefly interested in stopping all whaling).
The main arguments concerned the rate at which depleted stocks should be rebuilt to
their most productive level, and particularly whether some small catches should be
allowed from stocks which are below this level, thus slowing down their recovery. The
commission attempted to resolve these arguments by establishing procedures, particu-
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larly the New Management Procedure, according to which management actions taken
followed directly from the conclusions of the scientific committee. These procedures in
fact tended to resolve the arguments in favour of the more conservationist views, by
setting catches at zero if the stock was more than marginally below its most productive
level.
The main difficulty, however, was that the data available to the scientists, whose
activities were now organized within a strong scientific committee, were seldom conclusive, and could be interpreted in various ways according to national interests. The division between conservation and commercial interests was therefore carried into the scientific committee. In the early years of this past period, while the interests of the
whaling industry still had a strong voice in the commission, the tendency was to take
the rather more optimistic interpretations or sets of parameters, leading to higher
quotas. This tendency is now reversed, partly because the conservation interests are
now stronger, and partly because it has become appreciated that when the stocks are
depleted the situation is asymmetric, such that errors in taking too optimistic a view of
the scate of the stocks have far more serious consequences than taking too pessimistic a
view. The result has been that the catch quotas set by the commission have been steadily
falling not only in the Antarctic, but elsewhere, even though during this period most
stocks have probably been increasing.
The Antarctic minke whales present special problems in applying the New Management Procedure. They were virtually unexploited until the 19705, but had been indirectly affected by the catching ofother species. They have similar distributions and food
to the blue whales (and to a lesser extent the other large baleen whales), and have
responded in the same way to the reduction of the stocks of these whales (presumably as
;1 result of better food supplies), most dearly in reducing the age at which the females
first become mature. This means that at the time that exploitation of minke whales
began, they were increasing. Despite catches in the last few years, their present abundance is greater than that which would under the conditions occurring in, say 1900 (i.e.
before any exploitation took place) have provided lhe greatest net production. However,
the abundance is probably less than that which would, under current conditions of the
other species, give the greatest net production. The choice (apart from the short-term
interests of maintaining at least a small Antarctic whaling industry) is therefore between
assuming that conditions will stay as they are now, with few larger whales, in which case
the minke whale stock should be further increased, and no calches taken for some time,
and assuming that in due course the other stocks will recover, in which case the minke
whales should be reduced if they are to be kept at the most productive level (which
would probably also help the recovery of the other whales).
The scientific uncertainties concern the models employed, and the data used, in
applying these models. The models are discussed in several reports, including ALLEN and
CHAPMAN (1977) and ALLEN (1980). They have advanced from the simple SCHAEFER
model used by the Committee of Four (CHAPMAN, 1964) to quite complicated models,
including, for sperm whales, allowance for the social structure of the population, such
that the males do not reach social maturity, and become able to look after a harem, until
some time after reaching sexual maturity. The earlier models were based largely on
fishery experience, whereas the newer models take more account of whale biology.
However, there has been little inconsistency between the results used by different models,
and there have not been the gross departures between expectation and observation
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that have occurred in some fisheries by, for examplc using yield-per-rccruit models when
recruitment has changed. The biggest difference is that whereas the SCHAEFER models
predict an MSY at 50% of the initial unexploited population, the newer models, taking
account of the detailed reaction of the stocks to exploitation (principally reduction in age
at first matllfity, and increased frequency or pregnancy), suggest that it occurs at higher
levels, possibly as much as 60 to 70% of the initial slOck. This change has brought several
stocks into the range where, according to the policies of the commission, there should be
no catch. It is another reason why the quotas actually set have been falling at <L time
when the stocks as a whole have probably been increasing.
The quality of the original data is a more serious problem. Examination of the ear
plugs from a baleen whale can determine its age, and also the age at which it matured. A
reasonable amoun t of sampling of the commercial catches can give useful estimate of age
composition, mortality rates, and change in age at maturity, though in some fisheries the
numbers involved, even if the total catch is sampled, are so small that there is considerable variance on the estimates of mOrlahty.
Other parameters are more difficult 10 measure, parricutarly abundance, or relative
abundance. A few stocks live in so restricted an area, at least at some times of the year,
that they can be counted directly, from the shore or from the air. A long series of counts
have been made of grey whales as they migrate past Point Lama, California. This has
given a clear picture of how this stock has rebuilt. More recently counts have been made
of bowhead whales passing Point Barrow, Alaska. Humpback and right whales have
sufficiently clear but variable characteristics so that individuals can be recognized in the
field, or at least from photographs (KA"fONA and WHITEHEAD, 1981). Some of their
populations are so small that something like a complete count can be made, or the
population size be estimated from the frequency with which known individuals are
sighted again.
These methods cannot be applied to the large oceanic stOcks, particularly in the
Antarctic. For these, and for most of the stocks still being exploited by coastal fisheries,
the most useful and most widely used measure of abundance remains the catch-perunit-effon, usually calculated as number of whales caught per day's work by a catcher
vessel. This suffers from several 01" the problems common to other uni ts of fIshing effort,
though these can to a large extent be minimized by making corrections for the size and
efficiency of the vessel, etc. and by taking account only of the time spent looking for
whales, and eliminating the time lost by bad weather, pursuing and killing other whales,
and bringing them to the pan or factory ship. However, once commercial whaling is
stopped these data are no longer available, and it becomes extremely difficult to determine directly how the population is changing. Some data for the Antarctic stocks are
being obtained from sightings from special survey cruises, but these are subject to high
variance. Over a shon term they are practically useless for detecting the small
increases, of a few percent per year, that should be expected to be occurring in the
protected stocks.
With these reservations, the present status of the major groups of whale stocks is
summarized in Table 5-27. Oftl1(',e stocks twO are in danger of extinction: bowheads in
the North Pacific Ocean-the Atlantic stock may be extinct--and grey whales in the
western Pacific Ocean. Although the number of bowhead whales is very low, they do
not seem to have increased their reproductive rate in response to exploitation. Only few
calves are seen, and the gross reproductive rate of the population seems to be little, if
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TalJle 5-27
Estimates 01" current auundance 01" major whale stocks. High: abundance exceeds
80% 01" initial InTI; moderate: 20 to 80%; low: less than 20% (After ALLE.;-;. 1980;

modilied, by permission 01" University 01" Washington)
Currelll abundance
Species
Blue
Fin
Sei
Humpback
Minke
Bryde
Bowhead
Right
Grey
Sperm (males)
Sperm (females)

Southern Hemisphere
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Low
High
High
Low
Moderate
High

Nonh Pacific

North Atlantic

Low
Moderate
Moderate
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
High

Low
:'vloderate
Moderate
Low to moderate
Moderate
lV!oderate
Very low
I.ow
:\1oderate
High

any, higher than the rate of natural mortality (unless this is much lower among bowheads than it is among other whales). Despite its critical state, continued catching
(though only of a limited number) by the local Eskimo population of Alaska is allowed
and there are great political difficulties in stopping or reducing this aboriginal take.
One other stock is believed, at least by many scientists, to be decreasing. This is the
sperm whale stock in the North Pacific Ocean. The number of large breeding males has
been so reduced that the reproductive rate of the females has been affected. Thus, the
number of births is less than the natural deaths, and this will continue for some years
until the more nunwrous young males have increased in size and experience to bring the
reproductive rate back to normal. This situation is strictly temporary, due to the odd
structure of the current population, whose long-term prospects are quite healthy. All
other stocks of whales are probably now increasing. However, only in some exceptional
circumstances, e.g. when accurate COunts can be made, is it possible to demonstrate this
increase unequivocally.
The increase in some ,eals is much more obvlous. None of the Antarctic seals is now
being harvested, and many stocks are either recovering from over-exploitation in the
nineteenth or early twentieth centuries, or benefiting from the lessened competition from
the baleen whales. The most dramatic increase has been in the fur seals at South
Georgia (PAYNE, 1977). Reduced close to extinction, this population numbered only
about 100 individuals in the 1930s, but recovered to 15 000 by 1957, and to 350 000 in
1976. The future management of seals in the Antarctic seem assured by the Convention
for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals. This was signed in 1972 at a time when commercial exploitation of the southern seals (particularly crabeater) seemed a strong possibility. It was a milestone in conservation in that the management arrangements were
made before the industry started. Since commercial sealing did not in fact stan, litde
aCtion has been taken under the Convention, though provisional catch limits have been set
for each species of seal.
The demersal fish are the group of Southern Ocean stoeks that currently are most
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urgently in need or improved management. The knowledge 01" these storks is not guod
because some 01" the critical statistical clata on catches anc! fishing eflclr( eire not ~t\'ail
able. The BIOMASS Fish Biology Working Group (SCAR, 1980) reviewed the available data, and taking account of the biology 01" the main species, cuncluded th;t( the
stocks were probably \'ery hea\'ily fished.

Ecosystem management
The greatest attention in the lasl Jew years has been focused less on the state of the
individual species, or groups of related species, than on the need to consider the ecosystem as a whole. Particular concern has been expressed about the possible impact of
large-scale catching of krill on the whale stocks, and their ability to recover to their
original levels. Part of the h1\'ourable changes that have been observed in the population
parameters of the baleen whales (earlier maturity, higher pregnancy rates), as well as
the observed increases in seals and penguins, (Ire due to increased abundance 01" krill
following the reduced consumption by whales. Heavy fishing on krill will reduce its
abundance, and hence, presumably, alter the parameters orlhe whale sLOcks, leading to
smaller rate or recovery and a reduction in le\'el of abundance at which recovery ceases.
There has been considerable discussion on how much krill catching would have to
take place to affect the recO\'ery ol'the whales (O a significant extenl. The simple answer
is that there are too many uncertainties to make definite assessments: how much of the
changes in whale parameters can be ascribed purely to changes in krill abundance, and
how much to other factOrs; where and when would the krill catches be taken; how might
consumption by other predators change? Computer models by GRJ::.I:::\f (1977) and by
BEDDI:\fGTON on behalf of IUCN (quoted by M ITeHEL!. and S.--\\DBROOK, 1980) gi\'C
some insight into the nature of the impact ofa possible harvest on wh~iles, but cUllclusive
evidence will probably arise only when a krill fishery develops.
It is therefore important that management mechanisms should be set up before largescale krill fishery starts, so that the dC\'clopment ufany fishel')' is kept under control and
catches do not increase so fast that the impact on whales or uther species cannot be
detected and appropriate action ldken before the impact hecomes tuu serious. Olien it
seems to be assumed that krill fishing should bc controlled so that there should be no
significant negative impact on whales. Howe\'tT, krill might be able to make a sig-nificant
contribution to the world load supply, and one that would be in tonnage much greater
than could be taken from whales, since the sustainable yield of whales is only a few
percent of the total stock, and is \'ery much smaller than the consumptiun of'krilllJy that
stock. In thal case it may he felt de"irable to accept that a large krill harvest will involve
a lower abundance of whales, but this should be a w('ll-founded decision, and not
happen by accident and neglect.
The need for controls has been accepted by the countries interested in the ..\ntarctic
and in possible krill harvesting. The result was the signing of a convention on the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources in Canberra in 1980. This is one of
the first attempts to manage the resource ofa large ocean area as an ecological unit, and
as such represents a major step forward from the single-species approach, sLich as the
whaling convention. In particular, the harvesting of one species, e.g. krill, has to be
contrulled in a manner that takes account of the impact on other species, e.g. whales.
However, while this is line as expressed in principle, it remains to be seen how it can he
applied ill practice.
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Open Ocean
The resources
The area considered here, i.e. beyond the range or the coastal and shelf resources
considered in the regional sections, is vast. It CO\'ers some 80 to 90% of the emire World
Ocean. However, it is not productive-though the po\'erty of some of the ocean areas
such as the Sargasso Sea has been exaggerated. The production is also scattered. To
become available in a form suitable (or harvesting by man it has to be concentrated by
passing through more trophic levels than in the coastal areas, so that ultimately a
smaller proportion of the original primary production remains. RYTHER (1969) estimated that less than 1% of the potential world fish catch comes from the open ocean
(with 90% of the surface area), compared with 50% each from coastal upwelling areas
and other shelf areas. Another index of the low current valuation of the open-ocean fish
resources is the lack of attention given to them in the discussions on the new LawaI' the
Sea, which do little more than call upon interested countries to co-operate in the conservation and management of stocks beyond 200 miles. It may be noted here that, except off
Newfoundland and Argentina, the 200-mile limit goes well beyond the limits of the
coastal resources. The resources discussed in this section include much of the area
within 200 miles, especially around oceanic islands and off coasts with narrow shelves.
Though the density of resoures is low, the large area means that in total they are far
from negligible, and there have been important fisheries in the open ocean for a long
time. The oldest is that lor whales, ,'specially sperm whales. The maps prepared by
TOWNSEND (1935) of the distribution of catches by New England vessels in the
nineteenth century show not only how widespread their acti"ities were in all the oceans,
but also how they concentrated in the areas of high production, e.g. along the equatorial
upwelling zone. Even today, TOWNSE:\'D's maps give one of the best overviews of the
location of the most productive areas in the open ocean.
A number of groups of animals have been mentioned as potential objecti"es of exploitation in the open ocean, notably the squids on which the sperm whales feed, and the
lantern [ish and other small mesopelagic fish. Information on these resources is beginning to be put together (e.g. GJ0SAETER and KAWAGUCHI, 1980) showing that in some
areas, e.g. the northwest Indian Ocean, significant catches of mesopelagic fish can be
taken. However, there is little sign of an early development of a commercial fishery on
these species. Similarly, some other fish-such as saury and dolphin fish
(Coryphaenus spp.)-occur in the open ocean, but are not harvested, except when they
occur close to shore. For the present, with the decline or-whaling, the important oceanic
resources are tunas.
The species caught in the tuna fishery can be placed in three groups: (i) large tunas
(ThuT/nus spp.) and skipjack; (ii) other small tunas (Sardo, Euthynnus, Auxis); and (iii)
bill fishes. In addition, sharks are often caught while long-lining for tuna.
The larger tuna and skipjack are cosmopolitan species occurring in the warmer waters
of all oceans. An exception arc the bluefin tunas in the southern and northern hemispheres which have I,('('.n distinguished as separate species, T!lImnuJ tlry1l1lUS and T macco)'ii. These differ in their preferred temperatures. The bluefin prefers colder wdter,
feeding as far from the Equator as northern Norway and the subantarctic waters of the
Indian Ocean, though spawning in warmer waters, including the Mediterranean Sea,
Gulf of Mexico, and off northwest Australia. The albacore also feeds in temp("rate
waters, and the bigcye, skipjack, and yellowfin are progressively confined to the warmer
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tropical waters. They arc '>ery acti\·e. H;l\'ing negative buoyancy they must keep swimming to Slll~ at the desired depth. They therefore require \vater with a high oxygen
cuntent, and can lind the dissipation or heat a problem at the upper eno of their
lemperawrc range.
All tunas arc cl;\ssified as highly migratory species in terms uf the drart cunvention ur
the Law or the Sea, but the extent or migration varies, being greatest for the more
temperate species (.\<L\THER, 1969; NAI\.I\\-lliRA, 1969). Albacore make regular migrations across the ~onh Pacific Ocean between Japan and North America (OTSC and
UCHIDA, 196:»), and southern bluefln tagged orr Australia have moved past southern
Africa onto the Atlantic Ocean. On the other hand, though large numbers of yellowlin
have been tagged in the ('astern tropical Pacific Ocean and elsewhere, none has shown
very long mO\Tments. Most fish stay within a circle of 500 miles around the t.agging
location, wit.h only a few mO\'ing as much ;:lS 1000 to 1200 miles.
The other characteristics show similar gradations. The bluefin is both the largest (the
northern bluefin grows up to nearly 3 m and 500 kg) and the longest lived (up to 20 yr).
Other large tunas grow up 10 1.5 m and 50 kg. The skipjack attains only some 90 em
(20 kg). Life-span and na!Ural mortality rate are not well known, but skipjack probably
only rarely li\'C as long as 4 yr, with a natural mortality of 50% yr- t or more.
The most important and most widespread of the billflshes is the swordfish. It is the
only billfish to support a directed commercial fishery. The others are caught incidentally
to tuna fishing, or by sports fishermen. I n Cairns, in northeast Australia, and some other
places with a reputalion for record-breaking billflsh, spon fishing for billfish has become
a significant element in the local economy. Largest of the billfishes is the black marlin
Makaira indica; it grows up to -t m in length and to o\'er half a ton in weight (the
world-record fish caught olT Cabo Blanco, Peru, weighed just over 700 kg). The blue
marlin is slightly smaller, and the striped marlin and sailfish reach only 50-100 kg. Like
large tunas and skipjack they are found throughout the warmer oceans.
The smaller tunas are mostly coastal, and so far as known are fairly local, not making
long migrations. The \'arious species of bonito (Sarda spp.) !i\'e in some\vhat cooler
waters (e.g. Mediterranean Sea and coastal upwelling areas), than the more tropical
frigate mackerel (/luxis spp.) and little tuna (Eul/~ymlUs spp.).

The jisherie.l
The tuna fisheries can he di\·idecl into the long-line fisheries for larger fish and the
surface fisheries for schooling fish. The long-line fishery is carried out almost entirely by
fishermen li'om eastern !\sia (japan, Korea, Taiwan). Their vessels cover all oceans,
except the pans too cold lor tuna. A typical vessel will shoot over 100 km of long-line
each day, with perhaps :2000 hooks. The gear in itself is not selective, and in some areas
several species or tuna and billfish may be caught in the same Sf'l, but the choice of
location and th(' depth at which the line is set does innuence the catch. The recent
practice of setting the line very deep (200 mol' morc) has increased the catches of bigeye
tuna, but lowered those of yellowfm. Virtually all tllt' fish caught are large, 100 cm and
upwards in length.
Mention should also be made of IWO tradirionalfisheries for large fish: harpooning 01'
swordfish while they are basking on the surface on calm days, and the Mediterranean
trap fisheries for large, mature bluefin. The latter is highly speCtacular. It used to be
very important to local fishermen. Neither now contributes much to the world calch.
The surface fisheries which catch the fish while they are at or close to the surface when
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thcy lorm schools, are of" three maill types: liw bait, purse-seine, dnd trolling. TroJhooks from a small numher of lines at slow speed through places
wherc it is known or hoped luna arc feeding-is widespread, cspccially wilh smalluoats,
but does nOl SLlpport much large-scale lishing. The largest induslrial fisheries using lroll
gear arc those lor albacore oITthe American wcst coast (where'the same vessels also troll
for salmon), and in the Bay of Biscay. They catch only a few thousand tons.
The largc-scale commercial fishery, which began with the development of the California canning industry around 1907, was bascd initially on the live-bait (or pole-and-line)
fishery. This involvcs hringing a school of fish into a feeding li'enzy by p1ltting small
live-bail fish (which are carried in tanks on deck) into the waler. The tuna can then ue
easily caLlght with a baitless and barbless hook attached by a short line to a pole, with
which the lishennan jcrks the fish back over his shoulder onlO the deck. This method is
very labour intensive, and in the Californian industl)' was rapidly replaced by the
purse-seine,.following the il1\"ention of the power-block in the late 1950's. The Japanese
skipjack lishery is still mainly a bait-IJ()at fishery. By steadily impro"ing the ahility lo
carry live bait for long periods wilh few deaths, Japanese bait-boat fishermen have been
able to extend their operations from their home waters into the South Pacific Ocean as
far south as New Guinea and as far east as the International Date Line. Most bait
fisheries, howeYer, depend on a day-to-day supply of fresh bait, and their development
in some other potentially productive areas is held back necause suitable bailfish cannot
be caught.
Both types of surface fishing depend on being able to locate the schools of tuna. This is
mainly done visually, either by seeing the disturhance on the surface caused by reeding
tuna, or indirectly by sighting the flocks of birds fceding on the small lish disturbed by
the tuna. American fishermen have found that schools of yellowlin tuna are associated
with porpoises. By setting their nets aroundlhe porpoises, sometimes aner herding them
\vith speedboats, they can catch lhe luna that are underneath. If all goes well the
porpoises escape after the net is pursed, but on occasion they hecome entangled in the
nets and drown. In the first years after the technique was de"e1opecl the lotal numbers
drowned were very large, and some porpoise stocks were significantly reduced. The mosl
seriously aITected was stock of eastern spinner dolphin which was reduced from between
400 000 and 200 000 individuals in 1960 to around :30 000 in 1975. Lalcr, especiallv alter
the problem gained public attention, modifications were made to the gear and to the way
it is operated. This has greally reduced porpoise mortality.
Table 5-28 lists recent catches of the major groups of tuna, according to area, and also
giyes the catch by the main fishing countries. Because of its si:t.e, and difTerellce in the
fisheries on each side, the slatistics for the Pacific Ocean arc separated into eastern and
western Pacific, lollowing the division used in fAO statislics-though these do nOt (and
probably could not) correspond exactly to di"isions uetwccn stocks of any tuna species.
The "aILles in the tahle should be treated with the caution needed lor most statistics. The
data for the larger species pertaining to the industrial COlllllries an' reasonably accurate.
Howe"er, among the smaller fish and among the de"eloping countries there can he'
errors in the IOlals, parlicularly with regard to species identifications. The entry 'small
tllIMS' in the lable probably includes somc quantitir., of small yellowlin, skipjack, etc.
The laule witnesses the dominallce of the western P;1rilic Occan (almost exactly half
the total world catch) and, within thal region, the importance of thcJapanese skipjack
fishery. The IJalance in the distribution between oceans of the catches of the larger tuna
lin~-towing baitcd
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is fairly equal-the low catches of albacore in the Indian Ocean can be ascribed atlea~t
in part to the absence of suitable conditions for this cooler water species, except in the
southern Indian Ocean. This balance reflects the worlel-wide acti\·ities of the long-line
fleets, In contrast, the surf~lce fisheries either for the major commercial species that eI1le-r
world trade (especially skipjack and yellowlin), or for the other small species that are
mostly consumed locally are much more une\·en. The main centres lor the smaller tuna
are] apan and other countries ofSouth and East Asia (i.e. in the Indian Ocean and western
Paciflc Ocean). Skipjack catches are concentrated in the western Pacific Ocean.

State of the stocks
The stock with the longest history of assess me III is the yellowfln in the eastern Pacific
Ocean. This stock was the subject of the classic studies by SCHAEFER (1954, 1957) in
which he developed the general theory of applying production-type models [0 fisheries.
These studies were also among the earliest products of the Inter-American 'Tropical
Tuna Commission, which was established in 1949 as an early reaction to fears that the
stocks might be becoming depleted. However, its establishment was also in part a
reaction by the United States to moves by some Latin American countries to extend
their jurisdiction over fisheries.
I-ATTC has continued to collect detailed statistics directly from the fisheries, to
assess the stocks, and to carry out other research. The assessments, the results of which
are made available in the Bulletins of the Commission and in repons of its annual
meeting, are still made mainly by variations in the production models, particularly the
General Production Model (GENPROD) developed by Commission staff (PELLA and
TmvlLlNSO;\, 1969). The results continue to show that the ycllowfin stocks are heavily
fished, though there has been a shift upwards in the estimate of MSY, which is now a
lit de over 150 000 tons for the stock (or stocks) within the Commission's regulatory area.
The reason for the dillerence between this and the IIgure of around half this value
obtained from SCHAEFER's early analyses include the fact that there has been a considerable expansion of the fishery westward, so that a larger stock (or more stocks) is being
exploited, and that the shill from bai[-boats to purse-seine resulted in a shift upwards in
the average size (especially when fishing on porpoises), which will increase the yieldper-recruit. It is also possible that the methods of fitting the production model tend to
give an estimate of MSY that is not very great from the largest obselyed yield, even
when the true MSY has not yet been approached. In the Atlantic Ocean similar analyses
have been made lor the yellowfin fishery, giving estimales of MSY of around 150 000
tons (see annual report" of the Standing Committee on Research and Statistics of the
International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna, ICCAT).
The long-line fisheries, in which for every species and in e\'el'y ocean there has been a
big fall in the catch-per-unit-efTon (number of fish caught per 100 hooks) soon aftrr the
fisheries de\'e!oped, can also be analysed by production models. The jit to the points is
usually very good, particularly when allowance is made for the degree to which the fleets
change their concentration on one or other species by changes in the area lished
(HONyIA, 19i4) suggesting strongly that the stocks are 1'1I11y exploited (ANON., 1980).
Howe\'er, long-lines are highly selecti\'C taking only the largest fish (abo\'e the critical
sizc beyond which natural mortality exceeds growth). Also, there are doubts about the
extent to which the decline in hook rate measures a real decline in stock abundance,
rather than a reduction ill that section or the stock which is \'ulnerable to long-lines.
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:\evertheless, there is no doubt that the data do show that little if any Increase III
long-line catch can be achie\ed by increasing lhe long-line errort.
Application of analytic or age-structured models to lUna-stock assessment is ,it present diflicult because of the problems of age determination. Howe\'cr, because or the size
selectivity of all or lhe gears involved in catching luna (mostly as a function or the
behaviour orthe fish, rather lh"n the physical characteristics of the gear itself), lhe use of
such models is highly desirablr, particularly in assessin~ the changes in the proportion
taken by dilTerenl gears. The assessmrnts made with analytic models on the larger
species tend lO confirm lhe results obtained with the simpler models, i.e. thal no increase
in SUSf;tined (";ttch can he expected from fishing harder on older fish (i.e. with long-lines).
Except where there is already a large surface fishery (e.g. on yellowfin in the eastern
Pacific and eastern Atlantic Ocean) catches could be increased by fishing harder on the
medium-sized fish. In towl though the potential increase in calch from the larger species
of tuna is not large.
The situation regarding skipjack is less clear. Application of production models has
not proved enlighlening; in the eastern Pacific Ocean and elsewhere the skipjack is a
second-choice species. The directed effort on skipjack is high only when yellowfin is
scarce, or skipjack unusudlly abundant. This leads to a positive correlation between
observed effor! and (;ltch-per-unit-effort, which tends lO obscure any negative correlation that might ari~;c ii'om the efIect of fishing. The continued geographic expansion of
the Japanese home-based skipj ack fishery also makes analysis diflicu It for this fishery
becau:-;c the stock being exploited is conrinuously changing. The expansion does suggest
that the stocks nearerJapan have become fully exploited. Iri! is consenati\'ely assumed
that this is true for the western Pacific as a whole, and that the same ratio of world
catches to catches in the western Pacific which dpplies to the larger tunas (2'97:±: 1) also
applies to skipjack, the present world catches can possibly be increased to some I· 4
million lons, doubling present catches.
Billfishes are caught in the long-line fisheries with the larger tunas, and have roughl)'
similar biological fJarameters. It might be expected lhal they are being exploited to the
same exlent. This seems 10 he broadly true. Most species in the Pacific Ocean appear to
be heavily lished (SlIO:Yil;RA, 1980), as are some of those in the Indian Ocean (ANON.,
1980), though there has been no great decline in the catch rate or swordfish, and
increased ealches ur this species from the Indian Ocean may he possible.
Le,\Sl is known aoom the state of exploitation and potential or the smaller tunas.
These are mainly caught in local fisheries, for which the a\'ailable statistics and oth"1
data are nor suilable lor applying the normal models. They are also dilTicult to survl')
quantitatively and are not caught in trawls or other gears which (with cenain assumptions) can give direct estimates of numbers or weight-per-unit-area. Nor, being mostly in
the surface waters, can they be surveyed with the usual acoustic methods. Surveys from
aircraft have given interesting results, but the numbers seen probably depend tOO much
on weather conditions and the behaviour of the Ilsh to be useful in making quantitative
assessments.

Management
Because their movements take them across national boundaries and beyond the limits
ofjurisdiction (even in the age of the 200-mile limit) onto the high seas, management of
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lunas requires co-ordinated international action. This need has been recognized in the
draft lext of the new Law of the Sea Convention, where tunas receivC' special treatment
as highly migratory species (though some tunas migrate over shorter distances than, lor
example, the herring that migrate between Iceland and Norway). Slightly difTerenl
institutional arrangements have been reached in difTerent oceans. In the Atlantic Ocean,
ICCAT has followed the pattern of most other commissions (most closely ICNAF) in
relying on member countries to collect statistics and carry Out research. The Commission itself provides a cemral compilation of statistics, a forum for lhe review of tJIf'
scientific knowledge of lhe stocks, and of the needs of management, and, as appropriate,
makes recommendalions on agreed management measures. In the eastern Paciftc,
I-ATTC maintains its own stafTfor collecting statistics from the ftshery and carrying out
research. The stalT makes recommendations to the Commission on management measures, such as the magnitude or the total allowable catch. Other aspects of management,
particularly explicit or implicit agreements on how this total shall be shared between
difTerent countries, are discussed between gO"ernments outside the framework of the
Commission. In the western Pacific and Indian Ocean, management of tuna is the
responsibility of two subsidiary bodies of FAO-the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Commission and the Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission. These bodies have very broad terms
or reference, concerned with all aspects orfishery management and develoment. To deal
with the special problems of lUna they have set up special Committees on Tuna Management, which have normally met jointly.
While considerable attention has been paid to the mechanisms for possible management actions, less has so [aI', with a few exceptions, been done to implement actual
measures. There are good reasons for this. First, no tuna stocks have appeared to be in
such a serious state that some action had to be taken. Secondly, effective management
has depended on the agreement of all those engaged, actually or potentially, in the
fishery. For example, in the Indian Ocean it is generally agreed that the effon in the
long-line fishery is 100 high, but the coaslal de"eloping countries having not been keen
on accepting limits on the amount of fishing in the long-line fishery, at least not until
such time as they have developed fisheries of their own, or until lhey can be assured
that the form of the controls will not be such as 10 make if difficult for them 10
do so.
The exception has been in the eastern Pacific Ocean. Here, until reccntly, the fishery
has been dominated by the United States, so that a regulation could be efTcctive,
provided it was acceptable to the United States. I-ATIC has been setting catch limits
for many years that have held the amount of fishing within the regulawry area of lhe
Commission to about the level estimated to gi,'C' the MSY. Because of the way the
controls are applied, which include exceptions for coumries with small vessels or with
small total catches, the effeclive restrictions have applied almost solely 10 US vessels.
The controls have bet:n successfi.li in preventing a dangerous increase in fishing mortality. They have not prevented a large, and economically nonsensical increase in fishing
capacity, such that the quota is reached-or at least the period of open fishing is
ended-by the time each vessel in the fleet has made one lrip. The greatest practical
value or the regulations may have been lhal they ha\'e forced the fTeetlO work oLitside the
regulatory area once the period or open lislting is ended, thus bringing stocks well (0 the
westward of the regional fishinl{ grounds under exploitation, and increasing the total
yield of yellowfin.
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(3) General Problems of Management
(a) The 0latme of" the Problem

I n the pre\·ious sections, which rn-icwecl the lisheries in c~\ch region of tile' worlel,
numerous examples were ment ionf'd 01" lisheries that ha\'(' decl ined through hG\\·y fishing, and of" the measures that ha\T been taken to arrest or prevent such declines. The
present section examines in more det<lilthe general principles that unckrlie these man<lgement actions. The section concentrates on fish slOcks and their dynamics, as lir as
these are impon<lnl in management. Special ,Htention is paid to aspects that make it
elifIicult to manage tlsheries successfully_ After considering the general background, the
following points are reviewcd: scientific input to management; stock and recruitment;
in teraction between lisheries; chu nges in t he Law of the Sea; benelj ts from fisheries; new
approaches to IIshery management; ,wei shared stocks.
The collapse of" some IIsheries ,md the serious, if less catastrophic, declinesespecially in the economic performance-of other fisheries, have underlined the need for
improvements in the way fisheries have been managed. In the sense used here fishery
management is considered as encompassing all decisions that alfect the influence olman
on fish stocks in the ocean and the benc!lts that he receives from those stocks. Taking
account of the variety ofinOuences and benefits, this is a \·ery wiele field. However, so far
as most major marine fish stocks are conccrned, the direct influence of fishing is olmuch
greater importance than the other influences (pollution of"dilTerent types, land reclamation, etc.) and it is onty the clfect of Jishing that is considered in derail here_
Among the potential benefits rhose that can be measured in simple biological terms,
especially the weight caught, have traditionally received greatest attention. This is not
surprising, given that those concerned with im·estigating the problems 01 over-fishing
were nearly all biologists, but even in the period just before and after the Second World
\Var when problems of fishery management were first receiving substantial attention,
the biologists were pointing out that the benefits were not soldy biological. In particular,
GRr\Hr\~"1 (1943) gi\-es a description or the English fishing industry between the wars
which, with the details changed, stands unequallrd as a picture of an industry cursed
with unconlrolled expansion onto limited fish stocks. He shows clearly the pressures on
llshermen to continue fishing even when the stocks are heavily fished, and tl·ames his
Great Law of fishing, namely that all uncontrolled fishing becomes unprofitable_
Since then fishery management has received growing attention /i-om economists and
others. The literature inwllveu has now grown LOU large to lJC easily summarized here.
Important early economic studies are those 01 GORDON (1954) and CHRISTY and
SCOTT (1965)_ !\;\DERSO'l (1977) pro\ides a useful review of" the subject from the point
of view of the United Statfs, and the problems of extended.i urisdiction. A mathematical
analysis of the interaction 01" biological and economic Llcwrs has been presented by
CLAKK (1976). A recent report by a working pany of fAO's Advisory Committee on
Marine Resources Research (f .'-\0, 1980) has given one of the wider views of the
problems of management. These studies have made it clear that maintaining a high
yield or an abundant stock arc only two of many objectives of lishery management.
Admirrcdly if the manager fails to keep the fish resources in a productive state it is
difIicult to achieve other objectives, bUL large total catches do not in themselves guarantee rhat the fishery is being well managed.
from the point of view of society as a whole-ancl those concerned wirh fishery
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managemcnt are ultimately responsible to ~encral society-the size of the catch from a
particular fish stock is nOt at" much interest. Of greater conccrn are such matters as the
total supply of fish (or of animal protein or food in general), the net economic returns
from the fishery, and the social well-being of the fishermen and fishing communities. In
the absence of good management it can easily happen-and there arc good theoretical
reasons for expecting that in the long run it almost inevitably will happen-that the
amount of fishing and its costs will rise to a point where these objectives fail to be met.
The inputs of capital and manpower in the fishery will rise to an excessive level, with the
result that the production will be less than if the inputs were used elsewhere, and the
fishermen have only a poor living. The economic wastage is likely to be particularly
unwelcome when, as is often the case, the fishing communities are in isolated or economically backward parts of the country.
Fishery management must therefore take account of the economic and social conditions of the fishery and lhe fishing industry, as well as the biological condition orthe fish
stock, but may have to lake an even wider \·iewpoint. The concern in the past few years
over whales and other marine mammals have shown that for some of these slocks, at
least, the opinions and wishes of the public at large can have a weight greater than that
of those directly involved.
We can now consider why, despite the great importance of proper management,
success has so far seldom been achieved. One reason, which will be examined in more
detail later in this section, is the difficulty in determining with sufficient precision what
measures are needed. It is not lOO difficult to realize that too much fishing can harm the
stock and hence, in due course, the fishery. But how much is too much? It is equally true
that too little fishing means that less is caught than might be taken, and fishermen are
most unlikely to accept restrictions unless there is reasonable evidence that these are
necessary.
The other main reason for failure to manage successfully is that lish stocks are common property, or no one's property. The result is the 'tragedy of the commons' (HARDIN, 1968). There is no advantage to anyone individual fisherman alone restricting his
activities since the benefits would go to others-rather it is to his advantage to fish more,
and so ensure that he has a larger slice of the cake, even if the size of the whole cake is
reduced.
To be efTective, management measures have to be accepted virtually universally by all
those in the fishery either through voluntary agreement or uy the imposition 0('
authoritative controls. Given the individualistic natllre of mas 1 fishermen, acceptance of
voluntary controls-even within a purely national fishery-is unlikely. Given the difTerences in outlook and interests between difTerent countries agreement on international
fisheries is even more difficult-a fact that is illustrated by the generally very slow
progress that has been made in martaging international fisheries. Despite the clear
benefi ts that m igh t be obtained, and the great efTons of scientists and others concerned,
the management measures applied in international fisheries have usually been inefTective, or such as to require from the fishermen little short-term sacrifice or interference
with their normal activities (as in the case of regulation of mesh size in many North
A tlantic trawl fisheries). The cases such as whales, where there has been a clear choice
between accepting management measures and a complete collapse of the fishery, provide most of the few examples of severe measures being applied in a multinational
fishery, and even in these cases the measures have LOa often been too lenient, or applied
too late.
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Successful management therefore almost inevilably presupl-'0~e~ the existence of some
authority able to impose the measures that arc necessary to ensure the long-term wellbeing of the resouru and orthe fishery on it. \Vithout such an <luthoritv the pressures of
short-term interests, the difkrences ill the interests of the \'ariou~ participants, the
contrast between individual interests and the intere~(s of th(' fishery as a whole, and
often, doubts about the exact outcome of specific measures, all combine to make any
measures adopted wcak and largely inetTective.
to the present such autheJl it)' did not
exist for most of the major marine fisheries. These were carried OUI, at least partially, in
waters beyond national jurisdictjon where there was no direcl authority.
As the need for management became apparent, some authority was given to various
international commissions, charged with the management or conservation of resources
in a particular area, or of some particular species. The authority gjven to these commissions was generally limited. Panly this was because of the unwillingness of governments
to grant authority to a supra-national body in any maller, and partly because even if the
original participants in a fishery might grant authority, there would still be no control
over fishermen coming from other countries. While the use of' 'flags of convenience' has
been limited in fisheries-the operations for a couple of years nearly 20 yr ago of a
whaling fleet owned by O:-;i\SSIS is probably the most significant example-it is quite
easy to picture the' large-scale use of such ways of circumve'llting regulations if lishery
commissions were given strong authority by a limited numher of countries. The most
successful commissions have therefore been those where (he number of' actual participants have been Jew, and there has been little attraction for other participants to join. The
best example is one of the oldest of such bodies-that controlLing the harvest offur ~eals
in the North Pacific Ocean; it has existed in one form or another since 191 I. The
arrangements whereby harvesting is limited to a controlled take on the US and USSR
islands on which the seals breed-Canada and Japan abstain from any catch in return
for some of the proceeds from the land catches-has permitted the stocks to he rebuilt
and mail1lained at a productive level aller being reduced to a very low level at the tUl'll of
the century.
This situation of lack ofaulhority is now changing. The draft texts for a new regime of
the sea now emerging from the long discussion at the Unitcd Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea will grant coastal ~tates jurisdiction O\'er fisheries in an extended
economic zone up to 200 miles from lheir coasts. Though the draft convention has
not yet been ratiflcd, most coastal states have taken action to introduce national
legislation along thcse or very similar lines. These actions will mean that something like
99% of the world fish catches-essenlially everything except a proportion of the tuna
catch-will come fro111 waters within national control. The implications of this change
are discussed in a I<t!e'r part of this section.

up

(b) Scientific Input to Management
The scientific input 10 management decisions is concerned with advising on the likely
eflect of ditTerent decisions. If, for example, a closed season of 2 mo is applied, by
how much will the catches outside the closed season be increased, or, if an extra 20 boats
enter the fishery, how will this atTect the total catch and the catches of those already
fishing? As the pressure on the stocks increase and management controls become more
complex, the questions asked of the scientists become more detailed. However, the basic
question is generally the same: what is the relation between the amoum of fishing and
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the sustain("d catch, and mor(" specifically how will the LOtal «Hch change as a result ol"a
decrease in the ,Imollllt of fishing clue to the imposition 01" some possible control'
It is not intended here to gi\'C a comprehensi\"e H'\·i("w 01" the state of the art of fish
population dynamics (and so lar as management ad\·ice is concerned it has to be as
much an an as a science). This can be obtained from the·large and gl"Owing literature,
from the classic works 01" BE\ERTO"l and HOLT (1957) and RICKER (particularly
RICKER, 19.')H) onwards. A convenient entry to this litcratllr(" is prm·ided by GL·LLM\O
() 977), especially the chapter by RICKER giving a review of the history of the de\·elopment of the subject. Here the description of the standard techniques will be limited to
pl"Oviding a general understanding of the procedures used in gi\·ing scientifiC advice, the
data requirements, and the assumptions made when using dillerent procedures. 'fhe
greatcr part of this scction will be concerned with the consequencc of the I"ailures of these
assumptions, and the Lasic scientific questions that ha\"e to he resoh·ed if mor(" precise
procedures arc to he developed.
'What is the effect of changing (particularly reducing) the amount of fishing?' The
simplest method of answering this commonest question that tishery managers ask is
purely empirical. PrO\·ided statistical records over some period of years are a\·ailable, lhe
catch in each year can be plotted against the amount of fishing in that year, and the
relation determined by any appropriate statistical procedure.
Because the relation is usually curvilinear, fitting may not he eas)'. Instead the catchper-unit-effort (or the catch divided by the amount of Ii shing) can be plotted against the
amount of fishing. The result is often found to be approximately a straight line, which
can easily he fitted. For this linear relation between c.-p.-u.-e. and elTort the relation
between total catch and eHort (which will be parabolic) can be readily determined.
A procedure which is efleclively identical lo this empirical one can be arrived at by
considering simple theories of population growth (SCIIAEFER, 1954). These suppose that
the rate of growth of a population is determined by some intrinsic factor (r), its current
biomass B, and the dillerence between that biomass and the carrying capacity (B m ",,) of
the environment in which it lives, i.e.

dB/dl

=

r B (B m ""

-

( I)

In·

If the calch taken is maimained equ,tllO this growth rate, the populalion will be kept
at the same level, i.r;. the catch is. sustainaLIc indefinitely.
The problems in this simple procedure are hoth practical ancltheorctical. The practical ones are that it is not easy to measure the actual abundance, B, or the fishing effort
(in terms 01" its true impact on tIl(> stock). Though methods exist to deterrnlne the
;lhundance 01" fish from \·arious survey methods, e.g. using acoustic methods, trawling,
plan kton surveys of eg!{s or lanae (S:\ \·ILLE, 1977; ULLT:\.\(;, 1977), these are nearly
always expensive and seldom very precise (i.c. usually han' a high variance), and not
infrequently are inaccurate in that tlwy can ha\'e signillcant but unknown IJias.
The practical approach has therefore commonly been to use statistics on the amount of
fishing from the records 01" all or pan of the commercial fishery lO prm·ide indices or the
amounl oCfishing and Crolll the catch-per-unit-elfon of the ahundance urthe stock. The
diflicuJty here is that e\en if the abLlndanc~ ot" the Slack
a gi\'en species does not
change, the average catch per day
fishing can change, e,g. because 01" increased
elTiciency of the avera~e \"essel, or changf's in prelcrence hetween one species and

or

or
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;1I1OIhrr. \tlore seriously, in a srock lhat is rleclining, the c.-p.-u.-e. ma\' IJe maintained
at around the same le\'('1 by tile llcel eUIlCell1raling on the remaining- patches or high
density. COllsider;d)!c' attenlion has thnr!()l'l' I)('cn paid b~ those concerned with IJro\'ining advice on managenH'lH to Jinding methods of' ililerprrting or adjusting commercial
calch and cllort statistics sa thaI thn' pr0\ idr as good innices ;IS possible 01' the abundance and the Llmouul of lishing (1".\0, 197h),
The theorctical shortcomings of this \Try simplilied approach are IlUlnerOliS. I t does
not take account of' the olher nTIH" (e.g. changes in climate, or impact or lishing on
other stocks of lish that may compete with or feed 011 the species of interest) that can
;dTecl stock abunn;\nce. :\0 account is takrn of thc composition of the stock. The same
biomass of lish will ha\T a c\illcrenl capacity lor ilmllediate incre;1se, depcnding on
whethn it is composed or preclominantlv young or old fish. Some tlleets or abundance-e.g. on recruitment of young lish-may Ilot eXt'rt immedi;lte impact on the
growth of' the pupulation biomass but may be delayed lor a period, c.g. lor the time
betwccn birth or spawning ilnd the agr at ,,\'hich (he young lish enler the lislwry. Even if
there is a direct rd;1tion bc(ween hiolTI<tss and its rate of change, this rdatioll may well
not he linear. On top orallthis there c<ln he a greal deal or apparently random \'ariation
about the rrlation descrilJing 'a\'l::rage' or 'steady state' conditions.
Some orthese shortcomings can be dealt with by modilication to the simpif' moclelthat
does not alter its essenti;d character. For cxample, a non-linear regrrssion or c.-p.-u.-e.
on ('/lon (;In he used, alld some dTeets or lags can he dealt with hy relating the change> in
population in one period to the abundancc or the population at somp earlier period.
These acUustments are, 1I0we\'Cr, not generally sllilicient, and an approach is needed
that gi\'es a better insigllt into lhe dynamics or the (Jopulation. This is prm'ided by the
analytic models developed particularly by HE\ERIO:\ and HOJ.T (1957) and RICKER
(1958). These consider the I~Ht' of each brood orfish /i'om the timc they recruit into the
fishery ulltil the last sUI'\'i\'or has been rliminated hy c"ptllre or nawral death. During
this period the nUlllbprs ;m? steadily reduced by natural causes (usually rcpresrnted hy a
li'\rn coellicienl, .\/), <.lIld by fishing ill a rate that depends on thr amount or lishing (or
fishing ellfll' I,.!) , while the indi\'iduals grow. The biomass at any mOIllC'nt can thcll be
expressed ill terms or the numlwrs originallv present at the time OrenUY inlo the lishery
(the recruits, N), anclthe parameters ormonality ;1I1d growth. Th" catch rate at ~lIlY time
is gi\TIl hv the product or the current biomass and the lishing mortality (F) so that the
total catch from the brood, or cohort, can 1)(' obtainrd by summing thr catches onT ilS
life.
I n the past some ingcnuity went into de\'ising exprrssions lor g-rowth and othrr bctars
w that the necessary calculations could be carried out algebraically without too mlLch
diflicult)'. \\'ith compulcrs this is no longcr I\ccessary. lfthr liJe-span can be di\·ided into
sulliciently shorl (Jeriods so tlt<-tt within each (Jeriocl the ehan~e in {otal numbers, or ill
the weigltt olthe indi\'idual lish, is SI11<1I1, then the expression 1(>1' numbers ann weight
caught arc simplr. The calculation of toted catch is thf'n a m;I((('r or repeating thesc
simple steps lor each intfr\.'al, which is (l simple computcr romine. This cl\;lbles ~lrty
p(lltf'rn lor growth or or natural mortality to be used, which can include allO\\'ancc lor
seasonal variatiol\s.
Whiche\'er approach is used, thr outpulS fi'om the analysis, on which managcment
decisions can be based, will be, in simplified terms, a series of Clll'\'es relating jmport~\nt
characteristics of the lishcry to the alllOunt of fishing. Typical ITSldts arc sllown in Figs.
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Fig. 5-9: General rehllion between the amount of'Jishery anclLOlal calch.
Where the curve CLits the line on which costS or lishin?; and "alue or
calch are equal is the equilibrium posilion uncleI' open access.
(Original)

5-9, 5-10, and 5-11. The first 01' these shows the IOtal catch. Initially this increases
steadily with increasing amount of fishing, but then l1attens out, reaches a maximum,
and then declines. Apart li'om showing the loss in lotal catch that can result from 100
much fishing, this diagram illustrates the economic forces that, in the absence of any
controls, result in O\'Cr-fishing. If, as is a re;;lsonable simplifying assumption, the COSts of'

'.'ig ..1-10: Relation bel ween the amount of' fishing', and lhe
calch-per-unil-ellorl (tipper line), th(" marginal "idcl (lower line),
and the net (",onomie relLlrn. (Original)
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Fig. 5-11: L'nCl:nainlies in ,lOek asscssmflll. Possible changes III !Owl
c:lt,h as a resldt oj InCre<l'(', In towl e1lan. The hroad arro\\' indicate,
the pre,cnl position 01" th,' lishcry. (Origillal)

lishing are taken to be proportional to the amOllnt of fishing, and the \'alue or the catch
to be proportional to the weight caught-moderate departures from this assumption rio
not alleC! the argument much-then the line 0.-\ in Fig. 5-9 represents tht> line on \vhich
costs and \'alues are equal. If the yield cUr\'C lies abme this line, then the value or the
catch will exceed the costs ofhanesting it, anclthcrc will be incenti\'es for the fishermen
to increase their activities, and lor new lishermcn to ('nter tile lishery, On the other hand,
if the yield curn lies below the line-as it docs lor high Je\'els offishing-then costs will
exceed returns. There will be little inccllli\'c to rnter thr lishery, and the amount of
fishing will (end to drop as \'essels arc scrapprc! and lishel'lnen retire. The result is that
til(" lishery will tend, ill the long term, to all equilibrium at the point where the line
intersects the yield cun'e,
While the magnitude of the total catch is an important charaCteristic of the lishen' it is
by no means the only one, or ('\Tn necessarily the most important one, to be considered
when determining management jJolicies, To lhe indi\'idual fisherman tlte most important is his catch ralc-the amount he will take in, for example, a day's fishing, This will be
roughly proportional to the abundance or the stock. Government planners are likely to
han: a number or laClOrS in mind, such as employment or earning of foreign exchange,
and among thos(' tlte net economic re(urn to the lishery, i,e. thf' difference between the
\'alue of the catch 'lnd the costs or fishing is likelv to be particularly important to them.
\nother measure oressentially the same point is the marginal yield, i,e. the amount hy
which the total catch will change as a result of a small increase in the lotal amount of
fishing,
These measures or the health of the fishery are plotted in fig, 5-) 0, The catch-perunit-dlon decreas('s cOlllinuously Ii'om a high leveJ when fishing is negligible. This is
obvious-the more people lhat are lishing the Jess is there for each person-but it does
show thaI for a Jisherman any additional lishing is undesirable, and there is no such
thing as an optimum level of fishing other than the situation in which he is the only one
fishing.
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'The marginal yield also decreases continuously, hut lIlore rapidly than tht' c.-p.-u.-e.
Except at \'ery low levels of' the amount uf' lishing it is therefore )rS5 than the c.-p.-u.-c'.
This has great practical significance. From the point of\'iew of'lhe fishery as a whole it is
the marginal yield (i.c. the amount uy which the total catch will I)e increased) thal
determines whether the addition of an extra \'esse! to the nect is worthwhile, but f'rom
the point of view of the o\\:ner of that vessel it is the c.-p.-u.-e. (i.e. the amount of fish
caught by the vessel) that is important. Because the c.-p.-u.-e. is larger, continued
expansion in the Oeet is possible and makes economic sense lO the indi\'iduals responsible lor that expansion, long after the additions, if'any, to the total catch are negligible.
In fact, as Fig. 5-10 illustrates, the marginal yield can become negative. This means that
after a point-the le\·e1 of maximum sustained yield-additional fishing actually
reduces the lOtal yield, e\'en though the indi\'idual \'essels may be catching enough lO
co\er their costs.
The net economic returns 10 the fishery as a whole can he deduced fi-om Fig. 5-9 as the
difference between the yield curve and the straight line of equal costs and values. This is
plotted in Fig. 5-10. Like the yield in weight, the net economic return at first increases
with an increasing amount of fishing, but then flattens out (more rapidly than total
yield), reaches a maximum, and finally decreases, reaching zero at the level orellon that
corresponds to the long-term equilibrium in Fig. 5-9. The puint of Ill;lximum economic
yield (MEY) will occur at a lower level or fishing eOon than the \/ISY. It is orten
suggested as an alternative to MSY, the weaknesses or which h.we ohen been pointed
out (e,g, L.\RKI:\, 1977b), It has some adnullages over \tISY but it IllUSt be recognized
that the objectives in managing fisheries are, once the first step of maintaining the fish
stock in a reasonably productive state has heen satisfied, so \'aried that no single position
on the yield CUI'\'e will meet all objectives,
The curves shown in these figures would go a long way to satisfying the need for
advice if they could be fully relied upon. \tlore details are naturally .-equired by those
concerned with the management of fisheries, on bOlh the administrati\'e dnd industrial
side, but these need not concern us here, \Vhat does concern us is (hat wilh the inf(lrmation and methods of' analysis currently ;l\'ailahle, il is by no means certain that the
curvcs produced in respect or a given fish stock do in bet describe the' events that will
happen to that fish stock under all le\·els of' exploitation, especially ;Ibo\'e those so rar
experienced in practice. The typical situation is shO\vn in Fig, 5-11. The broad arrow
indicates the current position of' the fishery, the ellort IHl\'ing been kss in SO!lle earlier
periods. Three possible cun'es at higher levels orenon h;1\'e been drawn. One predicts a
catastrophic collapse if'lishing increases Illuch abo\'e its present )e\els; another that if'
fishing increascs, there will not be much increase in IOtal calch, uut lhal effort would
ha\'e to increase a 101 be/ore there were any significant drop in catch; lhe third pr('r1ins
that increased fishing would increase lhe total yield, if only slightly, aIld hy an amounl
tkl( is proponionally much less than rhe increase in fishing e(lort.
To those attempting to set a polin: for the utilization and management of the Slack,
and particularly for deciding whether increases in tht' amount of fishing shuuld be
permitted, the differences arr enormous. L'nl()rlllllalely, it can easily hafJpen thal all
thrce' Cllrves are consistent with the a\'ailable inl(1rI11:llioIl, and that-gi\'en the \'ariation
that usually occurs-the melhods or analysis currently in lise offer no clear way of
determining which represenlS the true reaction of' the stock 10 hea\·ier fishing. So !ill' as
the simple production models ofSCH:\I'TI::J{ and others arc concernrc! the dilkrencc may
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!Jt' no more than one 01" lht' \,tluc ofa parall1elrt' w;cd in litting- Ihe data. Sperilirally, the
dilltrent cUI"\'e~ nl<l> represent dillt'I'elll \'alllcs 01" the paramctn ,\/ in thc gencral production model deri\Td by PEI.L.\ and TO\!J,I:\S()\ (1969) ;lS a dl'\'L'lopmcnl of the
simple SCH:\EFER model. Sincc this parameter, and indeed all thosc im'oh'cd in this
type ofmoctrl, is largely empirical, with liull' or no biological meaning, thrre is no reason
to accept one \',tlue rathn than ,1I1Other as being mon' ITasonahlt, and there is, If)!' this
model, little additional information (other thM' new ohseJ'\'ations at the higher InTis of
tishing elTort) lhat might 1)(' rollerlcd to resolw' thc question.
The situ,ltion is dilli..'reIll, a!Hi in the long rnn more hopeful, as regards the analytic
modrl, The diflcrence bctwcen lhe three curn's, and the uncertainty ahout the ellect of
increasedlishing, conrerns the IXlrl orthe lire history orthe lish that is missing from the
simplr lorms 01" Ihis Illodei. These lollow c\'Cnts in a brood or lish from the tiille they
recruit into thr fishery onwards and can include calculations or the number and wcight
armature fish, .\ lillie study of the lecundity ol'the species can drlermine the- number 01"
eggs produced, but tllereafter there is a blank period until the young lish hatched from
these eggs halT in their lUrn n-;Iched the age at which they recruit.
The filctOl'S affecting the 11l1lnbers Orl'ecl'uits may he ig'I'lOrecl, or thc numbers lllay be
assumed to be constant, in which case the results 01' usin~ the lllodel m;\y be best
presentcd ill tnms ol'yield-pn-recruit. HOVoie\'cr, this is an incomplete description of the
beha\'iour of the fish stock, anel consideration should he gi\'en to how the number 01'
recruits can be alTee:ted by the abundance oflhe parent slOck-which in its turn will be
al1'ected uy the amount of fishing, The ifcundit)" of most fish, with some exceptions such
as sharks, is \cry high, This high fecundity is accompanied, under a\'l'rage conditions,
by a high mortality hetween spawning and reCl'Uitmelll, mostly, it is belin'ed, in Ihe lirst
few weeks of life, Rclati\'e!y small changes in this mortality Gill be sulliciel1l to balance
or more dun halance big changes in the auundance ol'the adult stock, or in the numuer
of eggs produced_ Thus increasing the amount or fishing may, over a wide rangc, have
lillIe elfect on lhe numllers of recruits, though a poil1lmay be reached where recruitment
hegins to drcline slowly or \'cry rapidly, Gi\'cn sulflcient knowledge of Ihe relation
between stock and recruitment, it is possible to incorporate this into the analytic type oj'
model, and thus construct a comple\(; description or the dynamics 01' the fish slOek, Some
initial stock will gi\'c rise 10 a cert<lin rrcruitment, which, gl\c'n the patler n of lishing,
will result in a cert;lin abundance of adult lish; this ill turn will give rise to a certain
l'ecrllitment, and so on, III this way it would, in principle, he possible 10 determine the
expected history ora slOck ol'lish, gi\'t'n the pattern oflishing and the initial conditions,
Unfurlunatt'ly, our current kllowledg(' of the relation between stock and recruitment is
nOt sllfliciently good in mOst cases to distinguish between the three siluation~ outlined
abcl\T-he;l\'Y lishing resulting in no change in recruitment, in a slow decline, or in a
rather abrupt declint'; this in lurn corresponds to the three types of curves shown in
Fig, 5-11, Thus, Ihe ill1j.>J'O\·eJl1rlll in our understanding of the stock-recruitment relation is a mailer of high priority if better management decisiolls are to be taken,
Another scientific problem that has to be tackled to impro\'e managemenl arises not
so much from any dilTieult ies in de term ining the CUl'\'es in Figs, 5-9, 5-10, and 5-1 I, bu t
li'Oln the inadequacies orlhose figures as descriptions ol'present-day fisheries, They Ireat
the relation bClween the amount offishing and the output (catch) as a simple one-to-one
relationship between two simple one-dimensional \'~lriables, This approach may be
reasonably satisfactory lor a single species, though even there lishing needs to be consi-
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dered in twO dimensions (as a function of the amount of fishing and lhl" ages or Jish
which are caught). it is wholly inappropriate when, as is becoming increasingly necessary, it is the exploitation of the whole ecosystem, rather than single species, that has to
be considered. It is now to be recognized that the abundance of a gi\'en species of fish,
and the catches fi'om it, depend not only on the amount orrishing directed towards lhat
species, but also on the fisheries directed towards related species-especially those that
feed on the first species, or are preyed on by it, or compete with it for food or space. This
problem of multi-species fisheries, and the preceding one of stock ancl recruitment, are
the two general scientific problems that are of particular interest-and difficulty-to
those providing scientific ad\·ice on management. They are discussed in more dewil in
the following sections.
(c) Stock and Recruitment
The serious failures in fisheries management, when the fisheries ha\'e collapsed, have
come aboLlt through failures to maintain recruitment. In some cases these failures have
operational or political causes, rather than being due to scientific difficulties. In the
salmon fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean it is, within reason, possible to determine the
escapement to a particular stream required, on average, to produce a given recruitment.
However, it may be difficult in practice to achieve that escapement because fish are
mixed with fish going to other streams, and because of the pressure from the immediate
interests of the fishery industry, especially in years when the total run is low.
The latter problems were even greater in the case or whales. Though there was a
period in early whaling days when the International Whaling Commission did not ha\'e
adequate scientific advice-in this context quantitative advice on the size of adult stock
required to maintain recruitment-the main reasons for the low level of whale stocks
and the even lower level of whale catches were the slowness of the IWC during the 1960s
to react to the advice, and the very long time required for the stocks to recover even
when appropriate action was taken.
In some cases the practical problems are insoluble. BRA;'-iDER (1981) has described
the disappearance of the common skate from the Irish Sea. Because or its size and
beha\'iour the skate is vuln('rable to trawls and se\'cral other fishing gears soon after
birth and for a long period be/ore it reaches maturity, Because of its low fecundity it
cannot increase its net recruitment rate (recruits per adult) sufliciently to balance this
fishing mortality, and the stock is steadily declining. This decline cOllld only bl" checked
if the general level or fishing in the Irish Sea were substantially reduced. However it is
unlikely that a major fishery will be restricted for the sake of a single species with no
popular appeal.
Other cases of recruitment failure-and the scientifically more challenging
cases-are where the scientists were unable to give clear advice on the risks or recruitment failure until the collapse had occurred, Indeed, in some cases (Californian sardine,
Peruvian anchoveta) the relative roles of too heavy fishing (and too Iowan adu It stock)
and environmental factors (e.g, EI Niiio) are still unclear. l'he immediate source or the
problem is that the simple and direct approach of piotting the number of recruits against
the abundance of the adult stock is nearly always unproductive. Only one point is
available for each year of what is often a short series ofobservations. The points are very
scattered and the nature of the underlying relation is unclear. These problems have been
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tackled in \'arious ways (for useful entries and reviews see particularly R1CKER, 1954;
1977; anclthe report of the ICES Symposium edited by PARRISH, 1973): (i)
developing appropriate forms for the stock-recruitment relalion; (ii) looking for patterns
and similarities within groups offish (c1upeoids seem panicularly susceptible to sudden
collapse), thus in eflect greatly increasing the number of observations; (iii) looking for
relations between recruitment and environmental factors, thus reducing the scatter; and
(ivi <.Iru,>mpting to obtain a better and broader understanding of the dynamics of the
popublion during the period (probably Ihe first few weeks of lile) when recruitment is
determined,
Most observations of a theoretical curve relating abundance of adult 10 the average
number of resulting recruits have, from the work of RICKER (1954) onwards, started
with the assumption that Ihe mortality of young fish at any age /. increase linearly with
density, i,e,
CU;HI~C,

M, == M + bD.

(2)

This equation can lake IWO forms, depending on whether the density is taken as the
current density of young fish or as Ihe densit)' at some earlier period, e.g. of spawners.
The practical diOerence is that the former can never n'sult in lower recruitment from a
larger spawning, while the latter can result in some intermediate stock giving the greatest recruitment. These have been distinguished by HARR1S (1975) as density dependence and slock dependence respectively, The two forms of the equation that gives the
recruitment R as a function of the adult stock are

P
R = a + cP

(3)

R = APe-liP.

(4)

or

The latter equation can be written in a number of different ways, using different notalion~; an ctlterna tive form which has been used particu la r1)' for Pacific salmon, is

R = P exp (

p - Pj
r POl
)'

(5)

where Pm = adult population giving the maximum recruitment; and P r = replacement
popu la tion, the popu lation level at which P = R. For fish like Pacific salmon which
spawn once and then die, and in which recruitment is normally measured as the number
relUrning to the parent river to spawn, Ihe replacement population represents the stable
level \0 which the abundance will tend to return or the absence of exploitation,
Equations (4) or (5) have been more generally used than Equation (3). They tend to
fit the data betler. Also, the theoretical basis is wider and thus somewhat better. There
are certainly some stocks where the density of adults has a clear relation to the mortality
of eggs or young fish. Later spawners in an abundant run of salmon can disturb the eggs
laid by earlier spawners. Filter-feeding pelagic fish, e,g, anchovies or herring, may be
significant predators on eggs or larvae, Even when the density-dependent effects are
between young fish, e.g, competition for food. they may be expected to occur with some
lag, i.e. the amount of larval fish present at one time. and hence the amount of food they
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eat, will aITect the amount orfood available for later lan'ae, This will in turn afTcct their
growth rate, and hence either directly or indirectly (e.g, by incredsing the time during
which they are vulnerable to a particular size of predator) their mortality rate,
Both equations are in fact over-simplifications or the true rdation, and more complicated formulae would be needed to give a full description of the relation of average
recruitml'/lt to adult stock, Each contains only two basic parameters-essentially the
scales on the two axes-and this is not sufTicient to describe the range orforms observed
in practice, In terms of Equation (4) or (5), there is a diITerence in the behaviour when
the stocks are greater than those giving the greatest recruitment. For some, recruitment
decreases rapidly so that a stock twice the optimum would give poor recruitment. For
others, large stocks give average recruitment not much less than the maximum, Comparing data from a large number of stocks CUSHING anJ HARRIS (1973) found that there
were some systematic similarities within related groups of fish, Flatfishes tend to have
rather flat curves, often indistinguishable from constant recruitment over the range of
population sizes observed in practice (cI BEVERTON, 1962), Salmon all the other hand
tended to have pronounced maxima, with recruitmem clearly lower at high abundance.
Given the variability and the small number of' points in most sets of stock and
recruitment data, increasing the number of parameters-and hence the degrees of freedom in fitting a theoretical curve to observations-is likely to be an unrewarding exercise, A fit may be obtained, but it will probably be little better than that obtained from
the simpler expression, and neither the improvement nor the estimated values of the
parameters are likely to have much practical or statistical significance.
A more adequate approach is to examine the departures from the average relation.
This may be approached by adding a random error term, usually multiplicative (i,e.
good environmental conditions are more likely to increase the recruitment expected
under conditions by say 20%, than by a certain number ol'recruits). In other words, the
recruitment of young fish born in year t will be given by

R, = AP, e- 8P,

.

x,.

(6)

Or, since later analysis is easier in terms of additional [actors
log R,

=

log 11

+

log P, - BP,

+

log

X"

(7)

This formulation does not account for all the possible eITects of environmental factors
(i.e, those not directly related to the abundance of the fish stock), In addition to changing the magnitude of the nTruitment, these' could also change the shape of the
stock-recruit curve, i,e. alter the point at which it has a maximum. This is equivalent to
writing an additional random or environmental term in the exponent. Equation (6)
becomes
(8)
R,= AP,e-B"I',·x"
There is a long history of attempts to relate recruitment to environmental factors,
either using the above equations in some form or other, or by direct correlation, without
taking account of the adult stock. This interest has arisen as much (rom the desire to be
able to forecast recruitment (and hence catches) a year or two in advance as from the
need to elucidate the stock-recruitment relation. Several environmental factors have
been considered in the sea rch for a correlation: (i) the strength and direction of winds
that could move the larvae towards favourable areas; (ii) temperature; (iii) amount of
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river runoff; (iv) feeding conditions for adults or larvac etc. Given lhat there is also a
consirlcrable choice of the precise time at which the chosen parametn should Ix measured, there arc a very large number of possible values thaI could be related to recruitment. I t is therefore not surprising that, over shon series or ycars 01' oi>scrnllion, some
striking correlations ha\'e been ousen'Cd, The real statistical signiJicance 01' thrse correLIlions is at brst unclear. Mosl correlations ha\'c lililedto be confirmed hy I.\ler observations, The exceptions have been those stocks where one el1\irollmental factor is clearly
dominant. For example, at \Vest Greenland the cod is at the northern extreme of its
range, and below-average temperatures arc associated with low recruitment.
A bet ter approach is to look more closely at the mechanisms that can cover departures
from average. So far as the exponent in Equation (4) (i.e, the value ofy, in Equation (8) is
concerned, CSI RKE (1980) has pointed out that the impact on survival should be more
closely related [Q density lhan to abundance. If the distribution changes from year to
year, this should be reflected in the value of)'" For the Peruvian anchovela stock he
obtained independent estimates of density (['rom catch-per-unil-effort) and of abundancc (from acoustic surveys), and hence an estimate of the concentration, Using this in
a variation of Equation (8) he lound that he could aCCOUnl for much or lhe variation in
year-class strength about the avcrage relation uetween adult stock and recruitment.
Another aspecl of the distri but ion of ad uhs and of spawning products is that su r\'ival
of larval fish in the sea may be an unusual cvcnt, and fish populalions may havc to
spread their cggs widely so thaI some lind favourable conditions. In lhe last few years a
considerable attention has heen paid 10 food requirements or larval fish (Volume J II:
KI~N£, 1977), Much or the work hets investigated the possible culture of commercial
species, and has concentrated on finding a suitable food source thaI itself can be cultured. Other sludies have looked at the natural foods and the concentrations that are
necessary to give good growth ::lnd survival. iv-Iany of the sllldies, especially those carried
out in the Calitornia current system, were reviewed at a workshop held in Lima in 1980
(SI-IJ\RP, 1981).
The young larvae depend critically on an adequate food supply, II' they have to
undergo more than I or 2 d of starvation or ncar-starva tion conditions their condition
becomes non-rc\'Crsiblc and they will not fced c\'en if food now hecomes available. The
density of/ood organisms that arc req"ired to ensure feeding and good growlh is high; it
is considerahly <.Ibove lhe average in most sea areas, if the ,1\'Crage is taken over large
distances (kilometres horizontally, and tens or metres \'ertically), It seems that good
survival can occur only in places where the density is much above average. In the
Californian current these conditions occur in horizonrallayers in which the zooplankton
is concentrated, Such byers arr most strongly formed when the weather has been calm
for some time. High winds hreak up the vertical structure so that there are no food
patchrs a\'ailahle even lor the more fortunate fish larvae, Strong winds are therefore
correlated with poor ycar c1asscs (L.\Sf\.ER, 1978), The concentration rnay also be in
lime, In temperale walers the chronological outburst 01' phytoplankton, and later of
zooplankton, is very sh<lrp; the period of peak densitie~ lasling only a couple of weeks,
The success of a )'('<If class can therefore depend, as suggested by CCSHI\'G (1969b) on
the degree to which the fish are successful in timing their spawning so that there is a
match between the peak demand of food by larval fi~h, especially in the apparently
crilical early feeding period and the peak in abundance of the favoured food organisms,
This, and similar information, particularly concerning the year-to-year changes in
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lood abundance, are going a long \·vay towards pro\'iding the allSwer why recruitment in
one year is belln thall in another. How('\'er, nlLlch remains to be done if the more
important questions of the manager are to be answered: '\\'ould the recent poor year
class have been quite so bad if the spawning stock had been larger)' 'How big a
spawning stock should be maintained in order to minimize the risk of poor recruitment"
'What would the expected future benefits (from higher recruitment and higher catches)
be from Corgoing some oC the present benefits by catching less and thus building up a
larger spawning stock?
Answering these questions may invoke shifting the basic srock and recruitment problem rrom the whole population ro the individual patch of favourable conditions. Will
such a patch produce a fixed quantity of recruits, provided only that some minimum
number of eggs or larvae reach it (equivalent to constant recruitment), or will a fixed
population survive, or will there be a more complex relation, with t.he proportion :illl'\i\ing decreasing with increased initial abundance or eggs and larvae?
The lirst of these alternatives gives the simplest relation between total recruitment
and adult slOcks. Recruitment depends on the extent to which spawning is spread (in
space and time) so as to maximize the chances offinding good conditions. It depends on
the geographical and temporal extent of spawning, but not on the total abundance of
spawners. This makes life easier lor the manager. The danger sign of a possible fall in
recruitment is a significant shrinking in the extent or spawning, which can be fairly
easily monitored. However, it is almost as difIicult to see how the mortality of larvae
within a suitable patch can increase so neatly with increasing initial abundance in order
co maintain a constant contribution to the total recruitment, as it is to see how a similar
mechanism works for the population as a whole.
Therefore, on theoretical grounds the first alternative (and also the second, which
would result in recruitment being, for given environmental conditions, propOrtional to
adult stock) can be rejected. This would seem, to leave the problem as before, though on
a smaller scale. There are, however, better hopes or studying the eITect of increased
density of larval orjuvenile fish on the dynamics of food organisms in a small patch, and
during the small time throughout which that patch is coherent, than over the whole
spawning area and the whole spawning period.
For the present, though, the manager's questions can only be given qualitative answers. Only for some groups of fish (e.g. salmon) and here only when they are vcry
abundant (i.e. rxcluding most stocks that are being fished) will reducing the spawning
stock increase recruitment; for most, some, ifonly small, decrease is quite likely. Therefore, management should avoid further decreases in spawning stock unless there are
clear benefits in other ways. How far the spawning stock can be reduced, for example in
order to maximize yield-per-recruit, without a serious or catastrophic fall in recruitment
remains uncertain, but there are clues. A shrinking in the exlt'nt of spawning in space or
time is a danger signal. Some species groups, notably herring and sardine, seem more
vulnerable than say flatfishes. \tlore attention should be given to maintaining the spawning stock of the former groups.
(d) Interaction Between Fisheries
The basic theories of stock assessment consider the dynamics of a single species, and
the basic approaches of most management systems consider a single fishery (usually as
though it was exploiting a single stock). Neither give much attention to the other species
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or other fisheries in the same region. rn contrast to this ~imple approach of management
and assessment theory, in practice in nearly all parts of the world many species are
exploited, usually with several dilTerent fisheries in the region each exploiting a slightly
different mix of species. The success of the management of any one fishery depends on
taking adequate account of the e\'ents in the other fisheries and the other species, and the
degree of the dependence i~ increasing as each stock becomes more heavily exploited.
The nature of the interaction can vary. The simplest case concerns direct interactions
between fisheries, so that a fishery directed principally at one species incidentally
catches species which are the main target of some other fishery. This 'by-catch' problem
has been most serious in the North Atlantic Ocean, where each fishery tends to be
directed at a single species, or a small number of species, out of the total range of
potentially valuable species. Examples are the incidental catches of small haddock,
whiting, and other demersal species in the fisheries directed at sand eel, herring, or
Norway pout, usually with smaller mesh sizes than those used in the fisheries for larger
species for human consumption. In the northwest Atlantic Ocean the problem involved
the trawl fisheries directed at different species for direct human consumption. Here the
by-catch of scarce and heavily-fished stocks, e.g. haddock, in fisheries directed at more
abundant species, e.g. silver hake, may cause the total catch of the former species to
exceed, possibly seriously, the target set by the management authority.
The scientific approach to these problems is generally straightforward. Provided there
is adequate data on the quantities and sizes of fish caught in each fishery, the singlespecies models can be used to determine, for example, the effect on the directed haddock
fishery in the North Sea of the by-catch of haddock in the Norway pout fishery. In the
northwest Atlantic Ocean it is possible lO determine how big the allowable catch in the
directed haddock fishery should be so that, with the incidental catches in the silver
hake and other fisheries, the total catch of haddock rcaches the desired level.
The subsequent management actions are far from straightforward. Biological analyses
show that it is impossible to maximize catches (or any other type of benefit) from both
species simultaneously. For example, full exploitation of Norway pout (mainly taken by
Scandinavian fishermen) would involve a large drop in the directed haddock fishery (in
which Scottish fishermen are the main participants), as well as in the total haddock
catch. In the nonhwcst Atlantic Ocean the quotas in the directed fisheries can be
adjusted, e.g. by linear programming, so that the total catch of each species comes
closest to the desired figure, but it is generally impossible to get precisely the correct
total for each species, and even if this is approached, the allowable catches in the
directed fisheries for the scarcer or more valuable species (e.g. haddock) may be unacceptably low for the fishermen concerned (FUKUDA, 1976).
The reverse situation occurs in those areas, e.g. the Gulf of Thailand, on which the
major fishing is directecl more or less indiscriminately at a large number of species. The
scientific problems of gaining an understanding of the dynamics of the system that is
even approximately complete, are horrendous. On the other hand, the management
questions addressed to the biologist are simple, in many cases involving not more than
determining whether the amount of fishing should be increased or decreased. As the
discussions in relation to the Gulf of Thailand show, a clear answer to this question can
emerge from a very simple analysis, such as applying a production model to the statistics
of catch and effort of the fishery as a whole, without distinguishing between species.
While this answer will not be complete in every detail, it does seem (e.g. ANON., in
press) that the results are reliable, and only likely to change in minor detail if more
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precise analysis could be carried out. The problems in these fisheries are then those of
practical management, and of finding a way to reduce the excess effort in, for example,
the Gulf of Thailand trawl fishery.
The situations that offer serious challenge to the scientist and the manager are where
different fisheries exploit different species which interact biologically, so that management of one fishery will have effects on the other fisheries. These multi-species fisheries
have attracted much attention (e.g. FAO, 1978, MAY and co-authors, 1979, ANON., in
press). The direct method of approaching this problem is the construction of a multispecies model which will take account of all the biological interactions, and so predict
the input of action in anyone fishery on all the other stocks and the fisheries on them.
Models of this type have been constructed for the North Sea (ANDERSEN and URSIN,
1977), and the Bering Sea (LAEVASTU and FAVORITE, 1978a,b).
The difficulties of these comprehensive models is that even when only a moderate
number of species are considered, the number of interrelations, and hence the number of
parameters that have to be estimated, becomes extremely large. Until recently, the
computational problems alone would have made the use of such models impossible.
Even now the demands on computer capacity are high, but a more serious disadvantage
are the uncertainties in most of the parameters. In principle, many of these-e.g. the
amount of 2-yr-old herring eaten each year by an average 3-yr-old cod, or by the entin:
North Sea stock of cod-can be directly observed. Considerable efforts are now being
made in the North Sea to collect food-consumption data of this type. However, given the
great seasonal and spatial variation in the feeding of most species, the sampling error,
even with the great effort put into the collection of samples, remains large. There are also
procedural problems (e.g. how long does a herring remain identifiable in the stomach of
a cod?). In practice, therefore, the values of the parameters may have to be chosen
somewhat empirically, and adjusted so as to fit the model to the observed history of the
fishery. This leaves some doubt as to the true value of many of the parameters, and the
predictive reliability of these models.
Even the most detailed models so far constructed are far from comprehensive, usually
concentrating on the feeding interactions between fish of a commercial size, i.e. cod
eating herring, rather than on the possible interactions at earlier stages, e.g. the possible
influence on the survival of cod eggs and larvae (and hence recruitment to the commercial sizes of cod) of predation by herring or mackerel. A comprehensive and quantitative
model and a comprehensive and simultaneous look at all possible interactions in a fishery
region such as the North Sea is thus at this stage of the development of fishery science a
practical impossibility. The examination, therefore, needs to be done in stages, looking
in turn at the main types or interaction, e.g. between predator and prey; or competition
at the same trophic level.
The best-known case, at least in theory of the predatOr-prey situation, is that of krill
and whales in the Antarctic. This is also one of the simplest in that for blue whales at
least there is essentially only one prey species. Following MAY and co-authors (1979) the
basic features of the dynamics of the two species can be described in terms of an
expansion of the single-species production model, using a simple Lotka-Volterra form of
predation, by the equations
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where tV!= prey population (krill); K= carrying capacity; aN,= rate of predation on it.
For the predator population (whales) the carrying capacity is proportional to the abundance of prey. The two stocks have intrinsic rates of increase 'I, ,." and are harvested
with fishing mortalities FI , Fl'
The greatest yield of whales can be taken only if the krill harvest is zero, and the krill
stock is kept high. Conversely, the greatest krill catch could be taken by first driving the
whale stocks to extinction or close to it-though this does not mean that by allowing the
collapse of the Antarctic whale stocks in the 1960s the IWC was really showing remarkable prescience of the needs of some fu ture krill ind ustry. I t is also possible to determine
the pattern of fishing which would produce the greatest total yield, provided' some
relative weighting (e.g. of price) is used to cover the yield of krill and whales. This will
usually require taking the maximum possible krill or the maximum possible whales,
depending on the relative weightings given to the catches of the two species, the intrinsic
growth rates of the two populations, and the conversion efficiency from krill to whales.
Only if these are balanced within a narrow range will the maximum total yield be taken
with a combination of both krill and whale harvesting. However, determination of some
theoretical maximum is not a realistic management problem. The practical questions
that those responsible for management of Antarctic resources need to know are, for
example, 'by how much would the potential harvest of whales be reduced by taking a
given harvest of krill?' This can be deduced from Equations (9) and (10), and the
resulting expressions for the yield of the two species. It is then a matter for the managers
to decide whether the trade-off is worthwhile.
In the Antarctic this trade-off is still a hypothetical question, since a krill fIshery on a
scale large enough to interact significantly with the whales has not yet been developed. If
it does, there may well be no wllJling industry surviving, and the practical question will
be the degree to which a given krill harvest will affect the abundance of whales , and their
rate or recovery. I n some other areas the questions of trade-olTS between fisheries on
pred,tlors anci prey are real ones. In the northwest Atlantic Ocean the large catches of
capdin in the mid- I9705 ha\'e been followed by a decline in the capelin stock, and a fear
that the several species of fish, particularly cod, and marine mammals that feed on
capel in, are being adversely afl(~cted. The questions are whether, if capelin stocks do
recover, further large-scale catching of capelin should be allowed, and if so, should the
allowable catches be set at a conservative level so as to ensure a plentiful supply of food
[or the other species. In Lhe North Sea, calculations show that iffishing mortality on cod
were reduced to rebuild the stock so as La maximize the yield-per-recruit of cod, this
would add greatly to the precl<ltion of cod on the small fish caught in the fish-meal
industry. The question here is rather the reverse of that in the western Atlantic case; it
must be determined whether an attempt should be made to maximize the catch or the
predator (ignoring for the present any possible effects on cod recruitment of the abundance of adult cod or of other stocks), or whether something (ess than optimum utilizalion of cod has to be accepted in the interests of those fishing for the raw material for
making fish-meal.
The management decisions are likely to be diflicuJr to resolve in. any case because in
both regions different groups or fishermen are interested in the predator and the prey.
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They are made more difficult because the biological information needed for making an
accurate estimate of the extent of the interaction is lacking, particularly with regard to
the effect of changes of prey density on the predator. Unlike the blue whale, cod (and
most other fish) consume numerous different types of prey. If there are fewer capeIin
around Newfoundland, or even no capelin at all, the cod there might be a little more
hungry, but they would switch to other fish or invertebrates. The net effect on their
growth, or natural mortality rate, and hence on the commercial catches may be very
small, and almost certainly quite different from what might be calculated from the loss of
capelin.
The determination of the impact of the predator on the prey species and fisheries on
the prey species raises fewer problems-a sand eel eaten by a cod is no longer available
to be taken in the fish-meal industry-but there are still some. It is not known accurately
just how many sand eels, and of what size, are eaten by cod; nor is it known how the fish
consumption and species performances of individual cod might change following changes
in the abundance of cod or sand eel. A more fundamental problem is to what extent the
sand eels taken by cod are typical of the ~<tnd cd population as a whole, or that part of it
taken in the fish-meal fishery. It has been suspected, particularly with reference to the
possibly harmful effects of seals and other marine mammals on commercial fish stocks,
that the predators may preferentially capture the sick or weakly prey, i.e. those which
would be more likely than the typical fish to die from other causes of natural mortality if
the predator had not come along. If this is the case simple calculations of how much is
eaten by the predators, and what proportion of that would otherwise have been harvested, will probably over-state the impact of the predator, and hence the impact of any
change in the way the fishery on the predator is managed, on the prey and the fishery on
it. At the same time the simple models do indicate the direction of the input, and the sort
of trade-offs that are involved if the interests of fisheries on predator and on prey are to
be reconciled.

Competing Species
Assessment of interactions between competing species, i.e. species at the same trophic
level, is difficult because the mechanisms of the interaction or competition are not
always clear. In some cases it may not even be clear that any interaction exists. It is
generally accepted that Antarctic minke whales are increasing (see reports of the IWC
Scientific Committee) and that the reason for this increase is the depletion of blue
whales, and to a lesser extent that of the other baleen whales. It is less generally accepted
that off California (U SA) the decline of the sardine and the rise of the anchovy is more
than a coincidence. If it is accepted that the anchovy has benefited from the absence of
sardine, there still may be argument about the responsibility of the anchovy in the
sardine collapse. SISSENWINE and co-authors (1979), in a comprehensive analysis of the
species caught in the groundfish surveys off New England, found no more statistically
significant correlations between trends in different species than might be expected by
pure chance. Some of these differences in scientific confidence may be related to the
nature of the interactions and the amount of variability in the systems. The least variable seem to be the whales. Here changes in abundance of anyone species, and its
consumption of krill, is reOected in changes in krill abundance (though so far this has not
been observed directly) and in the vital parameters of each whale stock, including age at
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first maturity and pregnancy rate which can be readily observed (at least as long as there
are commercial catches from which samples can be collected).
The most variable system is that of shaling pelagic species. As noted above, these
stocks have been the most susceptible to collapse as a result of'recruitment over-fishing'.
In several cases, sardine-anchovy in California, anchovy-sardine/horse mackerel in
Peru, herring-sprat in the North Sea, the collapse of one species has roughly coincided
with the rise of another. I n anyone case it is impossible to show that the coincidence is
no more than chance. However, the collapses have too often followed a period of very
heavy fishing to be due solely to chance or environmental effects and also the rise of a
competing species has now occurred too often to be based on chance alone. Nevertheless,
a collapse has not always been followed by a corresponding increase. No species-at
least none capable of supporting a commercial fishery-has replaced the AtlantoScandian herring stock between Iceland and western Norway, and the anchovy off
Namibia has so far shown little sign of benefiting from the decline of the sardine there.
The failure to observe any replacement of herring in the Norwegian Sea may be due to
an absence of a suitable replacement (capelin might be a possibility, but it is a rather
more northern species). The failure of the Namibian anchovy to increase in the few years
since the sardine declined may, on the other hand, be only a chance effect. The decline of
the anchovy may have increased the chances of a good anchovy recruitment, but while
the anchovy parent stock is not itself high, good recruitment will depend also on
environmental conditions being favourable too. That is to say, there may be two fairly
stable situations, of abundant sardine or abundant anchovy, but the switch between
them may involve an interim period when the abundance of both species is low.
The difficulties of establishing any interaction in demersal fish may also be merely a
matter of the degree of noise in the system. Even with good survey data, or good data
from the commercial fisheries, any estimates of the annual abundance of individual
species are subject to considerable variance. The actual abundance also varies much
from year to year for causes other than competition. Furthermore, the impact of the
interactions may be less than in pelagic stocks, where it seems often to be a case of all
anchovy or all sardine. With the other sources of variation, the chances of establishing a
m(·aningful correlation showing that a large decrease in haddock causes say a small
increase in cod, are slight over a shon period of observations and by statistical techniq ues alone.
Despite the greater scientific difficulties, the administrative problems of managing
competing stocks are usually less than those of managing two fisheries, one based on a
predator the other on its prey. Because the fish are usuall)' similar, they can normally be
caught in the same way and by the same fishermen. Instead of adding to the complications of the work of the manager, the existence ofa competing species and its reaction to
the depletion of a preferred species can relieve him of some of the problems caused by
failure to manage an individual species successfully. Thus, the existence of the minke
whale stock in the Antarctic could have allowed the continuation of whaling for a few
years after the depletion of the larger baleen whales, but the fact that the minke whales
have increased allows continued whaling for a much longer period (possibly until some
of the other species have recovered), or on a larger scale. The increase of smaller species
(sand eel, sprat, etc.) in the North Sea has ensured the continuation of the fish-meal
fishery which at one time depended to a large extent on small herring. However, those
fishing for herring for direct human consumption (fresh, kippered, or preserved in
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various ways) have not found an adequate substitute, and the shore-based industries
have turned to alternative suppliers of herring from Canada or elsewhere. The opposite
has happened in Chile and Peru where the replacement of anchovy by sardine has
enabled what was entirely a fish-meal fishery to diversify into frozen and canned products, with a considerable increase in the value of the product from a ton of fish.
The first need of the manager is therefore for information covering not only the
possible biological changes but also the practical implications: what species might
replace, partly or wholly, those now being fished? Can they be easily caught by the
present fishing vessels? Can they be readily processed and sold at a good price? If the
answers to these questions are favourable, i.e. if species apparently competing with
species curren tly the main target of the fishery are themselves commercially attractive,
the need for careful management is less urgent. On the other hand, if the competing
species are not attractive, then it may be very important not to mismanage the present
fishery and to stimulate a change in species composition that would be harmful and
probably dillicult to reverse. For example, the increase of Batistes caprisClis off West
Africa, and similar file fish in the east China Sea are dangerous signs. The fisheries in
these regions may need careful management.

Other Interactions
Some presumed interactions do not fit neatly into the compartments of predator/prey
rela tions or of" competition, particularly if attention is focused only on fish of commercial
size. In the North Sea, the decline of herring and mackerel has coincided with a succession of unusually strong year classes of many demersal species, including cod and others
which, at the commercial size, are predators on herring and would jf anything be
expected to have suffered as a result of the decline in herring. The increase in sand eel on
both sides of the Atlantic Ocean has been ascribed by SHERMAN and co-authors (1981)
to a decline in herring and mackerel with which it competes as a predatOr on zooplankton, but it may be due to other changes.
By considering the whole life-cycle of each species their interactions may be reduced
to cases of direct competition, or of predation. For example, it may be that mackerel or
herring are, as zooplankton feeders, sufficiently important predators on eggs or larvae of
cod, plaice, or other demersal fish that reduction of mackerel or herring will allow
improved survival and better recruitment. However, the match in space and time of the
main concentrations of eggs and larvae of cod and of feeding herring and mackerel are
not close enough to give much suppOrt to this particular hypothesis.
In any case, the range of trophic levels and niChes, in the usuage of terrestrial ecologists, occupied by many species during their life is so large and gives rise to an even
greater range of possible interactions between species that it would be impossible to
predict which, if any, of possible interactions would be important. The manager is,
therefore, reduced to reacting to events and to adjusting his policies to the interactions
only after the changes have occurred. In the North Sea, the potential benefits to the cod
or plaice fisheries were not known, and could not in practice have been known, before
the herring and mackerel stocks declined, and the policies adopted during the years of
crisis in the pelagic fisheries could not have been modified to take account of these
benefits. The situation is now different, and some modifications in a policy towards the
recovering pelagic stocks would be reasonable. It might, for example, be desirable to aim
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at only a partial rebuilding 01 the herring or mackerel slacks, in the hope that the
demersal recruitment would remain at least close to its present level. The attraction of
this policy, compared with one 01" rebuilding the pelagic stocks to the level giving the
greatest catch, is increased by the highly elastic demand lor pelagic species. When the
supply is low lhe North Sea catches are used for various high-priced products, but at the
levels of production in the 1960s much of it went for fish-meal. The monetary value of a
North Sea herring catch of I million tons is, therefore, little greater than that of 100 000
to 200 000 tons-the value to the fishermen may in fact be less.

Implication for Managemenl
Species interactions make matters more complicated for all concerned with management. For those concerned with the theory of management the interactions may be
beneficial in getting rid of the assumption that objectives of management consists of
maximizing some easily definable quantity-the weight of the catch in the case of the
often criticized Maximum Sustainable Yield. If species interact, it is impossible to
achieve the MSY, or any other maxima, from both stocks simultaneously. It might be
possible [Q derive some function, e.g. the weighted sum of the catches from the different
species, which could be maximized. However, it is quite likely that to achieve such
maximization would involve a fishery policy, e.g. elimination of whales to maximize krill
harvests, unacceptable in practice. The loss to the management theory may not have
much immediate impact on management practice, which has seldom if ever been based
on maximizing anything, other than perhaps the administrators' immediate peace of
mind. However, the loss may help in directing the attention of those who have been
discussing the advantages and disadvantages of MSY or other theoretical objectives
towards the ways in which the current practice offishery management can be changed in
a direct ion to increase net benefi IS.
The area of management which is probably being most affected by the existence of
species interactions is the link between ecologists and administrators or decision makers.
When managing a single species in isolation, the ecological advice has often been
expressed as direct prediction-to achieve a certain objective (e.g. fishing at fishing
mortalities giving maximum yield-per-recruit): the total catch during the fo11owing
season should be x thousand tons. While both scientists and administrators are well
aware that absolute accuracy cannot be achieved, and that a catch of x thousand tons
would result in a mortality that might be rather above or below the target value, it has
been convenient for both sides to ignore the uncertainty-the administrator, because
this enabled him to ,',lncentrate on other problems such as the allocation of the catch
between diflerent groups of fishermen; the biologist, because it was often felt that the
presentation of alternatives would encourage the taking of higher catches, with resulting
damage to the stock. The uncertainties within the framework of advice as presented were
in any case nQt great, concerning matters such as the strength of recently recruited year
classes, or the values of the most recent fishing mortality to be applied in cohort analysis.
They effected the details of management policy, but not the broad objectives.
The possibilities of species interactions raise more serious uncertainties: should the
North Sea cod be rebuilt if this will harm the fish-meal fisheries? Should managers be
greatly concerned about the risk of co11apse of an anchovy stock in Peru or California if
the result may be the increase or recovery of a more valuable sardine stock? There are at
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present no clear sciclltific answers to questions the administrators will ask on these
matters. How much will be the loss to the fish-meal industry? What will be the size of'the
sardine catch in 5 yr if the anchovy stocks collapse? The scientists should not be
expected to be able (0 produce such answers in the immediate future. Equally, the
scientists cannot continue to produce advice based on single-species analyses that
ignores possible species interactions. Future advice must be more comprehensive, ifless
certain. Though the degree of uncertainty needs to be no larger than that associated
with, for example, long-range weather forecasts, or economic projections.
(e) Changes in the Law of Sea
Future prospects for managing marine fisheries have been changed by the new pattern
of the lega'! regime arising from the deliberations at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. This conference, which has lasted several )'T~lrsJ
has resulted in the signature of a convention in 1982. After that there can be
expected a further period before such a convention has been ratified by sufficient countries to take fuJI legal eITect. Nevertheless, so far as fisheries are concerned the changes
due to UNCLOS are clear, and are to a large extent already in eITect.
Apart from rather general statements calling for conservation and management of
marine resources, and for collaboration between countries concerned with the same
stock, the most substantive part of the UNCLOS is the authority given to coastal states
to establish exclusive economic zones (EEZs) to a distance of 200 nautical miles from
the base line.
Virtua!Jy all coastal states have now introduced national legislation along these lines;
indeed, several Latin American countries, notably Chile, Ecuador, and Peru, have had
such national zones for some quarter ofa century. Apart from understandable problems
in defining the precise location of the boundaries between adjacent EEZs (in which the
hopes for the presence of oil or other minerals under the seabed have often played as
important a part as fisheries), and questions of the status of the so-called highly migratory species (mostly tunas) within national EEZs, these national measures are generally
recognized.
The most immediate change brought about by UNCLOS and the establishment of
EEZs has been in the balance between coastal states and local fisheries, on the one hand,
and long-distance fishing countries and fisheries by large vessels, on the other.
There has often been the feeling that this dichotomy is equivalent to that between rich
and poor or, to use United Nations jargon, between the developed and the developing
countries. This is some way from being the case. Operating distant-water fisheries does
not demand highly advanced technology, at least not as compared with say setting up an
aircraft factory or building cars. It may require technology that is more advanced than
that of the typical inshore fisheries, but not a technology that is out of the range of the
typical developing country. What it does demand is a moderate degree of capital
investment in vessels, and more particularly moderately skilled crews willing to work
long hours under uncomfortable conditions. Furthermore, distant-water fishing can be
carried out independently of existing local fisheries; it oITers opportunities for increasing
the production of rood, either for local consumption or for export, without requiring the
disruption of prevailing social patterns, which has been an obstacle in developing local
fisheries (and also local agriculture) in some countries. Thus, several of the more
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advanced among the so-called developing countries have established long-range fishing
neets. Notable among these are the long-line lUna neet of the Republic of Korea and the
trawler fleets of Korea and Cuba.
It is at least equally untrue that distant-water fishing is done mainly 01T developing
countries. In fact the requirements for successful long-distance fishing-high density of
fish (i.e. high catch rates) and preferably only one or two species (to simplify processing
and marketing)-are more easily satisfied in temperate waters, adjacent to developed
countries, than in tropical zones where most developing countries are located.
This is shown more clearly in Tables 5-3 and 5-29, which present data on catches by
non-local fisheries in 1972-a typical year in the period before the impact of the new
regime of the sea became apparent. In that year, some 16 million tons-one-quarter of
the total weight caught by all fisheries and probably significantly more than one-quarter
of the total value-were taken by vessels of one country operating in waters off another
country. Most of this total was taken by ships from developed countries, but not an
inconsiderable minority, over 1 million LOns, was taken by developing countries. Looking at it in another way, in terms of the location of the catches, two-thirds (over II
million lOns) were taken 01T developed countries, and one-third 01T developing countries.
The location of these catches is also shown in Table 5-29. The catches have been
tabulated according to the major FAO statistical areas. This shows that some non-local
fishing is done in all regions, but in some regions these catches are small and to a large
extent composed of tuna. The tabulations include all catches in a region not taken by

Table 5-:29
Total catches, and catches by non-local vessels in 1972, one of the lasl years
before the general extension of limits (thousand tons) (After GULLA'lU, 1979b;
modifJed; reproduced by permission of the aUlhor)
Catches by non-local
fJsheries
Area

Total catch

All species

Tuna

-

Northwest Atlantic
Northeast Atlantic
West central Atl'lI1tic
East central Atlantic
Mediterranean, Black Sea
Southwest Atlantic
Southeast Atlantic
West Indian Ocean
East Indian Ocean
Northwest Pacific
Northeast Pacific
West central Pacific
East central Pacific
Southwest Pacific
Southeast Pacific
Total

4327
10699
1488
31 I I
1165
805
3013

1809
821
14- 531
2774
4770
982
275
5539
56 109

2292
3667
143
1930
40
24
1771
201
88
2936
2254
479
287
199
48
16359

10
I

5
180
12

29
67
36
114274
100
13
841
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locally-based fleets, and catches taken more than 200 miles from any coast ur base line.
On the other hand, there are six regions where catches by non-local vessels exceeded a
million tons. In four of these areas (northwest Atlan tic, northeast Pacific, eastern cen tral
Atlantic, and southeast Atlantic) non-local catches exceeded local catches-by a large
margin in the northeast Pacific Ocean. In another region-the southwest Pacific
Ocean-nan-local catches also accounted for well over half the total, though the absolute magnitude of the catch was small. A larger series of data on local and non-local
catches has been presented by GULLAND (1973).
It is also possible to examine the data in terms of the countries concerned, i.e. to
identify 'winners' and 'losers'. These are in some ways misleading terms, especially as
regards the concept of 'losers'. As used here, they denote those countries which operate
long-distance fleets and whose fishermen catch a q uan tity of fish off the coasts of foreign
countries that is greater than the amount (if any) of fish taken by foreign fishermen off
their own coasts. Certainly the freedom of operation of their fishermen will become more
circumscribed, but these need not necessarily be wholly to their disadvantage. Local
fisheries oftell serve important social purposes, e.g. bringing employment to isolated
communities with little alternative economic activity. This cannot be easily equated
with simple measures of economic efficiency and is, therefore, in some ways less vulnerable to the harmful economic effects ofopen-access fishing. J,ollg-distance fishing, on the
other hand, is essentially an economically-directed activity, employing large quantities
ofcapital, labour, and other resources (e.g. money for fuel) which could readily be used in
other ways. Distant-water fishing is, therefore, sensitive to misallocation of these resources
that is the inevitable long-term result of open-access fishing. Put in more concrete terms,
a company operating a distant-water (Jeet that used, prior to the establishment of EEZs,
to take 10000 tons offish with 10 trawlers, may be very happy with controls imposed by
the coastal state that only allow it to take 9000 tons, if at the same time the activities of
all other fishermen are restricted so that this catch can be taken with only 5 trawlers.
There is little such uncertainty about the 'winners'. The extension of jurisdiction
should undoubtedly bring them benefits, if not without some costs. Under open access
the only way a coastal state could benefit from rich resoures otT its coasts was by direct
participation in the fishery itself; in competition with all others. Now it is possible, as
discussed below, for coastal states to reap considerable benefits without necessarily
engaging in actually catching fi~h (which in many countries is the least profitable part of
the whole fish business).
These 'winners' are mainly the coastal states in the region identified above, where
distant-water fishing is most important. These can be listed geographically as follows
(GULLAND, 1979c):

Northwest Atlantic Ocean: Canada, Greenland, USA. These fisheries include the classical
cod fisheries on the Grand Bank of~ewroundland, whose history goes back almost to
the time of Columbus (in fact the tip of the Grand Bank extends just beyond the
200-m iIe Ii mit), and the more recently developed long-range fisheries off Labrador
and Greenland. Lately, cod has been only one ofa large number of species pursued by
long-distance fleets. Silver hake, herring, and mackerel have also Leen taken by these
fleets, especially off the United States.
Northeast Atlantic Ocean: Iceland, Norway, UK. The situation in this region is confused
because so many of the advanced fishing countries are located here, so that many
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non-local fisheries do nol involve very long voyages frolll the home porL There is a
general tendency lor the richer grounds to lie in the nonhnn <lnd western parts of the
region, and for the movements of the fleets to follow this !J~ltttTIL Thus, Iceland ~lfId
Norway gain control of the cod fisheries (in which English \'essels used to t'lke a large
part), while in turn the United Kingdom gains comrol of a \ariet)' of stocks (hake,
whiting, flatfish, etc and also crustaceans) fished by Dutch, French, and Spanish
fishermen, The regional authority and responsibilities
the European Ecunomic
Community adds further complexity to the management of fisheries in this region, but
this will not be discussed here,
Eastern Central ill/antic Ocean: Mauritania, Morocco, Senegal. The pattern of winds and
currents that allow high procluClion in the sea also leads to deserts on land. These
countries, therefore, have only small populations adjacent to the fish stocks, Non-local
fleets take a leading share in all the major fisheries-purse-seining and trawling for
small pelagic fish like sardineJla and mackerels, and trawling for hake, sea bream, and
other demersal fish, and also for cephalopods, The latter (squid, cuttlefish, octopus)
are, because of the high prices for the product, among the most valuable in the region.
Sou/hea"t Atlelf/tic Oceall: l\ngola, '\;amibia, South Africa, The ecological conditions hoth
on land and at sea are \'ery similar (0 thuse in northwest Africa, and so are, to a large
eXlent, the fisheries. The diiTerence is that there is .;t well-developed local lisher)' for
shoaling pelagic fish (mclinly pilchard), based in Walvis Bay, This has badly depleted
the pilchard stock, The prime targets for the long-range lleeL has, therefore, been hake
and more recently massbankeL
Northwest Pacific Ocean: USSR, Japan, China, This region is unusual in that two 01 the
major 'winners', with significant 10 reign fishing off their coasts, are themselves among
the largest operators of long-range fleets, The explanation is that the CSSR and
Japan, while similar in heing big producers and consumers of fish, have dinerent
preferences, Japanese fishermen, therf'f()IT lisll all' the USSR for high-priced lish
(particularly salmon) and lor Alaska polluck 10 supply the specialized surimi (minced
fish) markeL Russian lishermen come to Japanese waters lor pelagic fish (sHrdine,
mackerel) that do not letch a good price in Japan,
.Vor/huut Padjic Ocean: USA, Canada, The coastal states ha\'e long-established and
highly efficient (too ellicient in several cases) fisheries, but principally Lecause of high
lauour costs these have mainly been for the high-priced fish (mainly salmon and halibut).
It has been left to the distant-water fishing countries (mainly USSR and Japan) to
develop the bufk fisheries for the lower priced fish (flatfish other than halibut, ocean
perch, Alaska pollock),

or

So much for the major winners, The losers are most easily discussed in terms of the
type of lishcries, which roughly fall into two classes: the locally-based and the worldwide, The first include many or the most successful groups of fishermen who, finding
local resources inadequate for their demands, move into adjacent waters, The typical
example of this fishery is probably the English trawl fishery, Trawling in its modern
form began when the fishermen of the sailing smack fleet advanced from using steam
power merely through tugs to get them in and out orthe harbour to powering the fishing
vessel itself The English North Sea steam trawlers proved so successful (in conjunction
with the use of ice and of railways to get the fish quickly fi-om the ports to the big cities)
and grew in numbers so much thar by the rnd of the nineteenth century they had fully
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exploited the more attractive species, notably cod and plaice. As catch rates dropped in
the North Sea, the more enterprising fishermen looked further afield for other stocks of
the same species-particularly plaice-since it fetched a better price and lasted longer
on ice. Early in the century they had found the plaice grounds otfsouthwest Iceland and
off the nonh Russian coast (the 'White Sea' grounds of the English fishermen). The
fisheries in these and other grounds (Faroes, West Greenland, Bear Island, Spitsbergen)
grew, until by the middle of the century the majority of the British fish supplies came
from these middle- and distant-water grounds.
Fisheries can expand in this way over surprising distances, even with simple technology. At about the same time that the English fishermen developed the steam trawler,
Breton fishermen found that they could keep lobsters alive on board for a long time, and
that the railway gave them access to a vast market. Before long, Breton fishermen in
small sailing boats were catching lobsters, of various species, from northwest Scotland to
Mauritania, and fully exploiting these stocks.
The same pattern has been repeated-with modifications in scale, type of gear, and
species sought-in all pans of the world. The English trawl fishery has been mirrored
almost precisely by the trawl fishery in Thailand. Around 1960, Thai fishermen, helped
by a small technical assistance team from Germany, started using the single-boat otter
trawl, which proved very etfective ..\s the number of trawlers grew, falling catch rates
(which have been very well monitored by regular surveys by Thai research ships, TIEWS
and co-authors, 1967) forced the Thai fishermen to go further and further to find good
catches. Before changes in the pattern of jurisdiction made it difficult for them, Thai
fishermen were working in most of the are~l from northeast India to Borneu.
These are only the more obvious exampks. A list of at I the countries whose fishermen
did some fishing ofTthe coasts of another country would include nearly all countries with
fishing vesels big enough to stay at sea for more than a day trip. The main exceptions are
geographically isolated countries Iiki..: ,\ustralia or New Zealand. Often there is a move·
ment of vessels in both directions, due perhaps to local preferences for ditferent species of
fish, or to taking advantage of seasonal concentrations of fish in one area or another.
The other group of 'losers' are the long-distance Oeets, which commonly include a
variety of su pport ships to bring su pplies to the Oeets and to take frozen or canned fish
back home, in addition to the ships doing the actual fishing. The biggest Oeets are those
of the Soviet Union, but other eastern European countries have large Oeets, as well as
some western European countries and Japan. A distinction can be made here between
the two groups. For the first, distant-water Oeets have been developed largely as a supply
of animal protein, more or less regardless of species, and are needed to compensate for
failures to develop agricultural production. These Oeets concentrate mostly on the high
volume of relatively low-value species (e.g. mackerel and horse mackerel). For the
second group, the distant-water fisheries have grown to maintain or increase the supply
of preferred species of fish for which the home waters can no longer meet the demand.
These Oeets therefore tend to concentrate on high-valued species such as tunas, octopus,
and hake.
Under the new regime of the sea, all these groups of 'losers' have had to come to some
agreement with the coastal states in order to continue their activities, even at a reduced
level. According 10 the draft Law of the Sea texts, the coastal state should determine the
alJowable catch that can be taken from a slOck, how much of this will be taken by its own
fishermen, and then make the 'surplus' (i.e. the total allowable catch minus coastal state
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capacity) available to other states, under conditions that mainly concern the conservation of the stock (sizes and quantities of fish caught, etc.). A good description of the
practical operation has been given by LARKINS (1980) for the Gulf of Alaska.
There are many reasons why this apparently simple formula will not work in practice.
The allowable catch is not a quantity that is uniquely determined by the ecological
characteristics of the stock, but will depend on the objectives of those responsi ble for the
stock (high gross catches, or high catch rates; employment for a large number of fishermen, or good living for a smaller number, etc.). In any case, it is difficult to calculate
without a large research programme, which many countries lack. A coastal state is,
therefore, likely to find it much easier to reverse the logical steps, i.e. to arrive at a figure
of allowable catch by adding together the expected ca tch by its fishermen, plus any catch
it may allow to other fishermen. In arriving at the latter figure any realistic administrator in a coastal state will take note of the fact that if there is an established local
fishery on a given stock, any additional fishing (e.g. by a foreign fleet) on this stock will
reduce the catches of the fleet-a fact that is not taken note of in the simple concept of
'surplus'. Coastal countries have adopted a variety of methods to control the activities of
foreign vessels and to gain advantages for themselves from these operations. The method
adopted is usually dependent on the extent to which the coastal state wishes to start or
expand its own harvesting of the sLOck concerned, and the nature of the obstacles for
doing so. Many developing countries are anxious to develop their own fisheries, but
cannot do so because of lack of capital or technical expertise. Both of these can often be
obtained from a distant-water fishing company. A common way of doing this has been
the formation of joint ventures, i.e. companies combining interests in the coastal state
(often the government, or a quasi-governmental organization) and in the distant-water
fishing country (usually a large lishing company). Normally the coastal state will retain
control (e.g. by a 51 % holding of the voting shares), though the other partner will
provide most or all of the capital input. Under favourable circumstances this can be a
mutually satisfactory arrangement. The interests of the second group of major distantwater countries (e.g. Japan) and to a large extent also their fish trading companies are to
a decreasing degree concerned with the hard, uncomfortable, and dirty business of
catching fish, and, much more, with selling the product. If the coastal state can be
provided with the capital and know-how to replace the large, expensive, long-range
vessels with a locally-based neet, so much the better, especially if the joint-venture
activities include supervision of the initial processing so that the product (e.g. frozen
fillets) is of a quality to match the demand of the consumer in the distan t-water state.
The development of a locally-based fishery can also be pursued in other ways. In
many fisheries the shore-based side-processing the catch in canning or freezing
plants-is more attractive. I t gives more employment or higher profits than the catching
side. In such cases a condition of access by foreign vessels may be that a certain
proportion of the catch is landed (often at predetermined and artifically low prices) at
local POftS for processing. In other situations getting the benefit may involve no more
than charging a fee for fishing, based on the quantity caught or on the number and size
of vessels allowed [Q operate, or a combination of both. Direct payment of licence fees
can occur at opposite ends of the spectrum of economic development of the coastal state.
At one end the coastal state (e.g. Australia or the United States) may be so well off, with
so many alternative (and more profitable or comfortable) employment for people in the
coastal towns or villages, that it is only foreign vessels with foreign crews that can be
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attracted to go fishing other than for the economically most valuable species. At the
other end are a few countries that have yet to develop an infrastructure to support more
than a small artisanal fishery.
The situation for the medium-range vessels, by fishermen in one country fishing in the
EEZ of some adjacent country, is somewhat diITerent. As already noted, this type of
fishing is often a two-way affair. Vessels from one country will fish off the coast of a
neighbouring country for some preferred species, or at some favourable season, while
vessels from the second country wifl fish olfthe first for other species or at other seasons.
The arrangements for fishing in each other's waters are then likely to be done in a
comprehensive package, concerning all the stocks rather than on a stock-by-stock basis.
Orten these arrangements will be reached through some general regional grouping. In
the northeast Atlantic Ocean, the main grouping-the European Economic Community-has special responsibilities for fisheries, at least in the Atlantic and North Sea, but
to a less extent in the Mediterranean Sea. These responsibilities and the slow development of a Common Fisheries Policy have, at least in the short term, added considerably
to the complications of fishery management in this area.
Further consideration of these international aspects of fishery management is outside
the scope of this chapter. The new regime of the sea and the general establishment of
EEZs by coastal states have altered the whole framework within which fisheries can be
managed. It will now be possible to give more attention to passing social and economic
objectives, and to getting more and greater variety of benefits from well-managed
fisheries. What these are, and how they may be achieved, is considered in the following
sections.
(f) Benefi ts from Fisheries

Discussion of the future of fisheries, and of how improvements might be achieved by
making better use of scientific knowledge offish stocks and of the environment in which
they live, is preceded by a short review of the sort ofbenelits that might be obtained. To
the marine ecologist the interesting part of fisheries usually ends when the fish arrive on
the deck of the fishing vessel, or perhaps his interest may go as far as the auction floor of
the fish ing port. To him, therefore, the benefits from a fishery involve the catch. The bigger
the catch, the greater the benefits. To some extent this is, of course, true. Unless there is
a good-sized catch, there cannot be many benefits-apart from exceptional cases, such
as whales, where the preservation of the stock may become an end in itselr. The converse, however, is not necessarily true. Catches can be high, and indeed so high that no
significant sustained increases are possible, while the actual benefits to society are very
much less than they might be. One possible way or classifying the variety of potential
benefits that could come from better management is in fact according to the degree to
which they are determined solely by the magnitude of the catch. At one end would be the
contribution offish to the world's food supply; at the other, the reduction in international
and intranational conflicts. In between lie the economic and social benefits which
depend as much on the reduction of costs involved in the fishery as in possible increases
in the gross value of the catch.
The role of fish in feeding the world is often under-estimated by those in the richer
countries. To western Europe or America fish is largely significant as supplying a little
additional variety to a market which in dietary terms is already well supplied, or even
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over-supplied, with protein. On a world scale, fish ranks a poor second after meat as a
supply of protein. O\'er"II, lish supplies about 8% of the world lOted of" all types of
protein, and ahout 20% ot" the animal protein, compared with 40% from mear.
These global ligures are Lased on statistics of supply, i.e. for lish, the quantities
lancled. To provide a proper estimate orthe contribution offish or meat to the diet they
should ue corrected for that proportion offish, or carcase of the animal, that is not eaten,
and for other losses thaI clln occur between leaving the sea (or the farm) and arriving on
the consumer's plate, or in his rice bowl. In the case of" those fish (anchovies, capelin,
etc.) which are mainly used for fish-meal the calculations then get quite complicated. In
the first instance these fish do not go for human consumption, and apparently should,
therefore, be omitted. However, all the fIsh-meal produced is used to feed farm animals
(particularly broiler chickens), and the net addition to the broiler chicken production
attained by including fish-meal in the diet should be credited as a contribution of
fisheries to the world food supply. This is quite high. The conversion efficiency (from
food to chicken) in the intensive systems in wh(ch fish-meal is mostly used is high in any
case. In addition, it has been commonly stated that fish-meal contains some 'unidentified growth factor' that increases the growth rate (and the food conversion efficiency)
by an amount over and above that due simply to the protein content of the meal. The
fIsh used for fish-meal should, therefore, be added, with a certain reduction, to the total
amount available (or human nutrition. The reduction, representing the losses along the
chain from fishing boat-fish-meal factory-poultry farm-to cooked chicken on the
plate, may not be so very much more than in other types of fish use. The losses at the
(irst stage, from fish to first consumer (chicken or other farm animal), are small. They
are very much less than, for example, the simple types of fish-drying used in Africa ..'\.t
best, the product from the cruder types of drying will contain much less than the protein'
content ufthe fish as it left the water. Often, attacks by beetles and other pest may mean
that the final consumer gets only a third or less of the original protein.
The other comment that needs to be made about the contribution offish to feeding the
human population concerns distribution. Overall, there is no shortage in food. Curren.t
food production more than suffices to provide everyone in the world with all he needs.
Unfortunately, the poorest people cannot afford to buy the food they need, while the
richest ea I 100 much. The sign ificance of fish is tha t a greater proportion of the world fish
catch is eaten uy the poorer people than other forms of animal protein.
This is witnessed by the per capita supply of fish in different groups of countries
('fable 5-30). Where imports or exports are significant, these will misrepresent the
actual per capita consumption. The difference is important for the big fish-exporting
countries-notably Iceland, followed by other Scandinavian countries, Canada, and the
Pacific states of South America. As might be expected, the average availability of fish is
much higher in the rich, developed countries than in the developing countries. However,
among the latter, the countries of east and southeast Asia, from Korea to Indonesia,
land more fish per capita than the United States, and not much less than the average for
the developed world as a whole. In addition, there are several countries in Africa, e.g.
Uganda, Tanzania, Mali, with per capita production of around 20 kg (mostly from fresh
waters), which if not particularly high, represents the difference between moderate to
low annual protein supply, and severe shortage.
The same is true within countries, in that fish provides food to scattered communit,ies
which have few other sources of supply. The obvious examples are small islands. How-
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n'rr, many communities on the coasts and inland along rivers and lakes, especially those
cut ofl' from the main centres of economic acti,'ity, are in the same situdtion,
This brings up another important function orlishing: pro\'ision of employment. There
arc many communities, even in the den'loped world, which, without fishing and its
<Issociated shorc-I.Msed trades, would have lillie money coming in, These inchlde, for
example, the small Scollish towns around the Moray Firth, many pans of western
:--Iorw3y (though in these cases the ad\'ent oloffshore oil drilling is changing the situation
radically) and most of :--Iewfoundland, as well as se\eral other parts of the Canadian
maritimes.
The function of fisheries as employment provider is even more significant in many
de\'eloping countries. In far too many places the lack oropportunities in the country and
small towns has led to a drili to the big capital cities. This, combined with the steady rise
in total population, threatens to make these big cilies (Calcutta, \1exico City, Jakana,
CIC,) with populations rising well into eight ligures, the major disaster areas of the lale
twerHieth century, Anything that offers cOllnt<>r-attractions to lhe big cities, and keeps or
allLlCts people back to the other pans or the:: country, is extremely welcome. For example, Lhe Indonesian go\'ernment has a major programme of trans-migralion, i,e, the
mo\ing or people [i'om the o\'Cr-crowded island ofJ a\'a to lhe much Ic~s densely populated outlying islands of the vast Indonesian archipelago, lor which the opportunities of
fi~hing in the outer areas are imponanl.
These remarks underline the fact that fishing is an economic aClivity, As such its
success is best measured not by the gross \'alue of the product, bUI by the \'alue added,
i,e, the gross \'a/ue minus lhe outside inputs lIsed in producing the catch, The costs or
se\'eraf or these, notably fuel, have increas<>c! rapidly in the last few years, This is
changing the economic aspects of many fisheries, and hence the way they may need to
be managed,
Fishery management and the de\'elopment ol'nationallishery policie~ are complicated
not only because of t!w \'ariety or benefits lhat fisheries can provide, but also by the fact
that many or (hem are in conllicr. If a group or fishermen i~ harvesting a gi\'Cn resource
more or Ic~s to its biological limit with a simple type orgear, consideration or economic
eHicienc)' may point to the desirability orintroducing a hi,tter type of gear, However, the
use ol'sllch gear could unly IJe accommodated within t!w biological constrainls set by the
prodllcti\'ity oflilC resource, if a proportion ol'the existing fishermen can he pcrsuaded (0
lea\'e the fishing. While raisin!/: the inconH' ol't!le indi\'idual fishermen who remain, this
woufd conllict with the objeCLi\'e or maintaining employlnent.
An imponant conflict, and one that has been increasingly apparent in recent years, is
that between clilferrnt groups of fishermen, The conflict (real or imagined) between
coastal fishermen and those coming rrom other countries was one of the fac(Ors that
triggered the actions for a new Law of the Sea; those arc now reaching their conclusion,
The conflict between Iceland and England (as weJJ as some other European countries)
over cod, and between the Uniled States and several states along lhe Pacific coast or
cenlral and soulh America over lUna, ha\'e perhaps recei\'ed most attention. They arc,
however, far from being the only such conflicts. Where distant-waleI' fisheries ha\'e
operated there have been complaints almosl everywhere from fishermen of damage
to their livelihoou, While these complaints were not always justified, since the two
groups of fishermen may exploit diflerent species of fish, they have nearly always gained
political significance,
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The change in the Law of the Sea regarding the establishment of exclusive economic
zones will end many of these international conflicts by resolving them in favour 01' the
coastal states, but many national and even international conflicts will remain. Fish will
not respect the new man-made boundaries. Where the movements between adjacent
EEZs is substantial there are bound to be arguments as to the shares of the catch that
should be taken by each country. These arrangements get more detailed and harder to
resolve when there are cliffercnCl's in the characteristics of the fish stocks or of the
fisheries either side of thl' boundary. For example, one coulllry might feel that it is
entitled to a major share in the c<ltch because the spawning grounds are contained
within its EEZ. Another country might in response claim that it deserved the main share
because the Ceeding grounds are in its EEZ, and that the bulk of the weight taken comes
from the production in its waters. Similarly, arguments can be based on the relative
needs of one or other country for protein, or for employment, or on the basis of the
relative efficiency with which the fish can be caught.
The new Law of the Sea should resolve a few of these con(1icts. 1n the case of salmon
and other anadromous species, the state in which the fish spawn is given authority to
manage the stocks wherever they might move. Bearing in mind that these states could
ruin the spawning success through a variety of actions (dam construction, logging,
spraying against insect pests, etc.) if these are not properly controlled, and that they
would lack much of the incentive to make these controls if they did not expect to reap
most of the benefits from the fish stocks, this arrangement is reasonable. It resolves
conflicts such as those in the Pacific Ocean berween Canada and the US coastal fishermen and Japanese high-sea fishermen, and in the Atlantic Ocean between the salmon
fishermen of Canada and western Europe (among whom the anglers have been politically most powerful), and the fishermen who catch salmon on their feeding grounds, e.g.
off West Greenland. The latter example is interesting in that the Greenland fishery is
carried on close inshore, and is thus a case in which the coastal state does not have
unlimited powers over what is caught in its waters. Apart from anadromous species,
however, the new Law of the Sea is not very specific on how conflicts over shared stocks
should be solved, merely calling on the states concerned to collaborate.
Conflicts within a single country can be equally difficult. The arguments in developed
countries between spons and commercial fishermen are matched closely by those in
developing countries between the traditional small-scale fishermen and those with newer
and more powerful vessels. I n both cases there is a clash between maximum economic or
technical efficiency ancl other social objectives, recreation or maintaining the livelihood
of part of the poon'st section of the community.
Fishery management cannot, ofcoursc, remove all these conflicts. Ifmore people wish
to fish than the resource can support, someone is going to be disappointed. What good
management can do is to ensure that the actions taken to deal with the conflict are in
accordance with general national objectivL:s, and are soundly based on a knowledge of
the resource (e.g. that restrictions are not placed on industrial fishing to protect inshore
fishermen when in fact the impact on the latter would ~e very small). This reduction of
conflicts can be one of the most important functions of the fishery manager and
his scientific advisers, and one that goes far beyond some of the narrow views of
fishery management as being merely the conservation, i.e. preservation, of the
resource.
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Sn'('r:i1 LIClOr~-lhc ."h'w I.d\ll oj' the Sl',l, Llll' illcrl'i1'II1.~ prl'~~lIrl' (>11 (i.,h :o.tnd:s, and
Ihe grnwing )lublic COllCCI'Il (;It Irast in the I'Ich('I' cOllntrie,» I()r lhe n,\[IIl·,t1 ('Il\'ironmellt-arc C<IU.slllg the qllrstiol1 or malldging lishnir~ to 1Jl' ;lppro;lchrd ill Ill'\\' WilY:;'
The lugieal.'!nIClUrl' orli.~hcry man;Igrmrnt has l)('l'lI mo.'>! clrarh '>l'l OUl ill d report
01 a \\'orking part,' or !".\(Y~ ,\ch'isory COlllllliltt'l' on \(arinr Rc·sourel':o. Re:o.rarch
(AC\IRRj (FAO, 19HO). In this report the similarity or!he processes to lhose in\'oh'ed
in managing a commercial business, or any othrr l1l;tnagement, are stressed. TIlt' working
party pointcd oUlthal Jishery management is ,t co-orJinated system ill\'oll'ing the rollowing components: (ij selling nhjl'rtilTs; (ii) (klining hOllncbries; (Iii) collcCling data; (i\')
lrallslorming data into inlorm<.ltion; (\) lorllllllilllllg action; (\'i) exC'cllting the chosen
policic's; and (\'ii) co-ordinilting the results and lhe system ilselL
\\'hile il cannot be cbimed thatthr workillg parly in itsrlrhas achinecl a rn'olution in
the W,I\" lisheries are managrd, its report dors prm'ide a mileslOl1t' in thr somewhat
erratic progress towards hf'ttrr management. Looking backwards, its report, and
c3pecially the expl icit recognit ion of ma nagement as a process orbringing IOgether di\'erse
and sOll1ctil1lrs coniliCling clcmrnts, rcprC::iellts codilication or ,I pl'oce,s IILlt had been
f{oin,l!; lor many ye<tr", I.ookin,l!; ahead, lhe rqlflrt will, J( is to br hoprd, fJl'O\ ide
guicklinl.:s lor practical management action, <IS wrll as a basis for further Lheoretical
liscu::ision.

,I

Objer/ire\
The nhjrcti\'Cs 01' ll1anagTn1Cnt, espcci<llh li'om the r[ulogical point or \'ie\\', ha\ r
recelllh' rCCl,j\'ed considnahlc attenlion (r.g. HOI.T ;lnd '1'.\1.1:10'1', 1~7H), .\Iorr important thall the specific conclusions reached ill ;1I1Y p<lrticul,lI study has I)('en lhe realizatioll lklt until the obj("Cti\c:o. <11'(' c1e<lrly Slaled (ironly irnplicitly), IIwre GIll In' considerable conl'usion. Groups with dillncnl objeCli\Ts will ol'tell work at cross [lUl'posrs, or the
managcnlclIl <tuthority GIll come llndrr strong criticism li)r lailillg lO arhinT ol>jccti\es
which were nc\rr aimed 'tt. .\ common ex,llllpic i:o. whell lisherics managed 101' purely
ecologica I ohjeeti\TS bl iI lO ,Jchin'C econom ir;lI h- ~a Lisl<lctol'\' rrslills.
or the ecological ohjc('(j\'(·s, one that has bern greatly criticized is thal or maximum
sustain"lJk ~ ield (\ISY) lc.g. (;L 1.1..\:\1), 19GBI>: I~)/H; \(OI:UEI" 197.); 1..\ IUd:\ , 1977a).
SOlllt "I' thr:.c niticisnlS ;lnd thc ,lltenq>ts to lind a sillgle ,>uhstitllte lor \lSY hil\f' bcen
Illisplacrd in that lhe COI]('('PL 01' :\lSY ~cr\Td 1I111111>er ol'distinet purposes. Thr cunT
or SllSLtin<lhle yield, as a 1lIIIctioil 01' thl' d 1110 II 11 I ul' lishing or or the poplllation abundalll'l' <I lid its maximulll (\ISY) at sOl11e particular \ ,due orlishing rl1()rl or ,dJlIndancc,
prO' idect a useful gener;d drsniption (01' non-:o.prci;dists ol'the c"cological background lor
nlanagcmcTlL. \lSY :llso prO\'idcd <I landmark whcleby thr state or exploitation can be
jlldged. lI'the ahunctancc is less (or the amount orli,hing more) than that producing the
\ISY, Ihrn the stock is clearly in some sensc 'mer-fished', and managemellt is needed,
COll\'('l'scly, il' the ahundance is well aboH' \01' Ihe :IIllOllnt or lishing wrll helow) the
l\!SY InTI, then prohahly 1l1,lnagel1lent i:; not I1crdc"d, al least Ilot so br as ecologicLlI
objecli\'f's ,lI'(, concerned. One problelll is Lhal rill' Iliure the concept 01 sustainable
yield-a simple runction ofahundance or amount oflishing-is modified to take account
ol'the ecological racts orlilc (nillilral lluClllations, dd;I\'s between changes in the amount
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01" fishing, and the respon::.e or the population) the Ie::.s the resulting moe!rI ~cn es .l~ .l
simple description I(->r the non-speci,t1ist. It woule! S('('111 that with all its taults \1S'1' will
rrmain as a usel"ul simple drscription or the hiological hasis 01" nWII'lgemCnl. and ,l
landmark again::.t which the need lor ecological Illanagenwnt can hr judged,
In ract, despite the rrterences 10 ~tSY or somr equi\'alcnl words, in the text 01" man)'
cOI)\"entions on lishcry management '\\SY has seldom hcen used in a more exact or rigid
manner, One exception has been the International \\'haling Commission. Especiall~
since the adoption ol'its :"Jew :'.bnagement Policy the quotas setlar each stock or whales
have been determined according to a complicated hut precise lormula which depends on
the abundance 01" the slOck relati\'e 10 thr Y[SY le\'el. Onh- il' the ahundance is close to,
or abo\'c, this le\'e1 is any catching allowed. Though this procedure was designed to
remove arguments about whale management rrom the political arena, and 10 Cl\'oid lhe
conflict 01" ohjectiw's between 'consel'\'ationiSlS' and 'exploitcrs', the practical ellect has
been 10 mo\'e these political conflicts into the scicntific committee, The tact that
relatively minor change in the scientilic conclusions can, il" the stock is near the MSY
le\'el, cause big changes in the quota, has intensified the political pressures on the
scientists. When such changes occur, it has cau::.ed those outside the I\\'C to wonder
whether the Commission reall) knows what it is doing,
The chicI' contender as a replacement (or ;v[SY is y[EY, the maximum economic
yield. This will be taken when lhc dillerence between the gros~ \'alu(' orthe catch and thc
costs of harvesting is maximal. Since, as the \lSY is approached, the catch (and hence
value) increases much morc slowly than the amount ol'lishing (and hence the costs), the
~£Y will occur at an amount or fishing that is less (ol'ten considerably less) than tlMt
giving the :'.-ISY, Similarly, stock abundance at \[EY is greater than that at .\lSY, \,tEY
and the state 01' the stock relati\'c to the \[EY doe::. fJro\'ide a broad guide a::. to whether
or not the stock is being too hea\'ily exploited li'om the economist's point or \'iew. It is,
however, certainly no better than :'.,lSY ~lS a rigid prescription, Like :'.[S'{ it takes no
account 01" social f;lcturs, :\Iso, lhe position or :'.IEY will change as the \',due 01" fish, or
the costs 01' fishing, alter, This is realistic, and in practie<t1 terlll~ desirable, but is
probably not a desirahle feature in a standard oi>jecti\'C',
\ttempls ha\'e alsu been made to strengthen the biological realism 01' :'.[SY, For
example, HOI.T and T.'\LBOT (197H) attempted to de\'elop new mana~ement principles,
to take account or malters such as interaction I)elween species, need to manage the
whole ecosystem rather than il1di\'idual species. and uncertainties in\'oh-ed in making
assessmcnts on which management decisions arc i>ased, This approach has hcrn incorporated in the new Convention for the Conservation or Antarctic \1arine Living
Resources. Unlike most pre\'ious fishery cOIl\'enlions which were drawn up by
those directly interested in exploitation, after it became obvious that some of the stocks
were being heavily fished, the Southern Ocean Conventiun was establisJ1{'d before largescale exploitation orthc species ol'greatest interest (krill) had begun; it was ajoinl ellort
or countries interested in cxploitation (notably Japan and l'SSR) and lhosc interestcd
almost solely in con::.cl'\ation (notahh lX,\) , Tile must ::.igniticant seCiion, ,\nick
J I :3(a), un tl'fe obj(>('li\'('s 01' the Con\'Clllion reads:

,I

'(a) PreH;ntion or decrease ill the size 01' any hal'\'estcd population lu le\'('ls he low
those which ensure its slahlr recn,itrnellt, For this plHr>ose its ~izf should IIO( be
allowed to fall Iwlc\w ~I Jc\TI close 10 that which ensures tIl<' gr('atest ,1I11lual innemenc
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It rcmains to 1Jl' SCen how wrillhis "'ill work. From the consclyation poillt 01"\ ie\\' lhe
,hil'l" illlentiull was to prncnt expluit~tliull 01 krill reaching a le\cl at wllich a rcrluced
~llJlIll(l,mce ol'krill could he a threat to the rclluilding or ,he depletcd whale Slocks. The
l'xtellt to which lhc llTmS or the cOll\'ention will a,hic\T this objecti\'c will only lJecome
<Icar as and when large-s,ale- krililisiling de\·elops. :\1 thp momel1l tllis appears 10 be a
somewhat distallt probability ('v11TCIIEl.I. and S:\\DBIWOK, 1980; see also p. 986).
One point lhal !Jeeanll.' clear in the backgTolllH.J discussions conccrned with this
eOll\ention, ancllrol11 other lhpolTlical studies (e,g, 1-':\0, 197H; \!.\y and co-aulhors,
1(79) is that ir two spe-,ie-s interact, it is mOst unlikdy that ,he \l::-iY I"rom both can bc
obt,tined simultancously. III panicular, a high sustainable yield I"rom a pre-dator (e.g.
blue whales) requires a high stock (and lhert.'lorc a low hanl'sl) or prey (e,g, krill),
There is some implication in lhe Southern Uccall COll\'Cntion, and mort' panicularly in
some other docum('nts (e.g, the liS \'larine- (vlamlnal Act), that-at least as tar as
marine Illammals (especi,dly whales) and their J.lrey ~lre concerned-priority should be
gi\Tn 10 maintaining marine- mammals at or (lbo\'e the le\'Cl ~i\'ing the Tll~lximum net
producti\'ity (which sccms to be indistinguishable Ii'om the \lSY le\'el). There seems
lillie logical basi~ lClI' tlli~, If\\'hales are regarded as an economic resource, maximizing
their yield docs not need to be gin'n priorit) O\'cr increasing economic yield li'om their
prey. In terms of conservation there is a very strong case [or ensuring that their abundance does not fall to such d level that there is any risk of extinction, awl a sOlllcwhat
weaker case lor not killing them at all, but nu case 101' gi\'ing priority to cnSUI illg thaI the
gre-atest J.lossible nUllll)('r can be killed.

HOlllldm'/fl

These discussions o\'er objecti\'Cs, and the search lor a successor 10 \lSY, illustrates
the- general re.dization lhat the boundaries to lishcry management ha\'C ill the past been
sU too narrowly. Tile :\C'vlRR Working Party re-port already relerred to has listed, in
tabular larm, some of the ,lcti\'ities, discipline,s, and interests that are concnned in one
way or another "vitll lishery management. From the core of fishery management-the
catching orfish ane! the control orthe kinds anel qUi,ntities caught-tile uuundaries can
be explored in se\'('ral directions. In the sea there is the need to cUlisider bctors, both
natural and man-made, other than lishing, that can allectthe slOck. Thii> means that the
lishery manager lnust lake account of changes ill ocean climatc, or the inlluence or
competing intercst~ (e,g, land reclamation which can reduce the extent of nursery areas
mailable lO s('\'('ral species such as shrimp or menhaden), and call upon the skills of
physical oceanographers, or pollution experts, On land, what happens to the lish alier it
is caught-lhe market dcmand, particul;u'ly how important it is in local diet, the employment in processing 'll1d distribution, and the supply of alternativcs or competingproducls-all can atll'C! management decisions, These decisions (in the narrow sense of
the introduction of rules and regulations such as catch quotas) are not the only factors
that determine the pattern orlishing. The decisions taken by the indi\'idllal fishermen, or
fishing company, e.g, on buying a newer and better boat, can he aflccted to at least as
~r('at a degree by otl:n aspects orgO\'ernment policy. Some ofthest', such ,lS the degree
to which profits in fishing attract less tax if reinvested in fishing, or the availability of
dilrerent forms of subsidies, should be taken into account (and possibly moclilied) in any
scheme of fishery management that takes a properly broad view of the subject.
This is not the place to discuss such aspects in detail. The main point is that the
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boundaries 01" lishery m"nagern('nt are being considerably widened. It can no longer Ix
considered as solely, or (:'\'en primarily, the responsibility of till' lishery biologist. The
role orthe biologist, "nd to some extent the nature of his work, can he expected to change
accordingly.

Data and {r!formatlon
The working group emphasized that within the broad subject described hy these
tcrms there was an important distinction hetween 'dal<t'-tll(' raw material, e.g. statistics of catch as collected from the rishery or in research \vork-and 'inJorrnalion', the
result of applying suit"lJle methods ofallalysis to this raw material and cOI1\'ening it into
a form that can he understood by the ultimate user, c.g. thc fishery administrator or
planner. Some of the more eflecti\'e, if less recognized, obstacles to fishery management
have in the past been in these fields. This has mainly been a result of poor communication and understanding between the fishery adminisu';llor (the ultimate user of much of
the biological informalion concerning fishery management, and also "cry olien responsible for the provision of much of the data, especially that arising from the ordinary
commercial fishery), and the lishery biologist (responsible (or cOIl\Trting the raw data
into usable information), One problem has in bct been that the in[ormation has not
always been usable, or at least not usable without considerable dirTiculty. This gives rise
to mutual complaints-Irom the biologist that the administrator (or other user) does not
listen to him, and from the administrator lhat the hiologist does not tell him what he
wanlS to know. Similar recriminations have occurred O'Tr data-by the biologist that he
is not provided with lhe data (e.g. detailed catch and effort statistics) which he needs to
do hisjoh, and by the administrator that the biologist usually does not make clear whal
he wants, and when he does, the demands are unreasonable and not accompanied by
com'incing reasons.
Some of the difliculties oLcommunication were connectrd with lhe ,'iew that lishery
management was solely a biological malter. This lllay be caricawred by the fCeling of
some biologists that ironly they could bt supplied with the pedect data, then the perfeCt
management policy could be clearly and uniquely determined. Among the objections to
this view an.:: that complete fishery data are extremely expensi\'(~ to collect (e,'en if they
could be delined). Jr they were collected, uncertainties in other [~lctorS (e.g. climatic
"aridtions) afTecting lisheries would make lhe determination of the uniquel\' perICcl
management policy impossible. In any case, the dillcrence 1)('lween 'perlect' management (whale\ er that might he) and reasonably good managernent is not great, and
much less than that between reasonably good management andlhe ullcontrolled slate or
many present-day fisheries.
The approach to data and information is now changing with the realization that
managing fisheries is a complex and dilTicult multi-disciplinary task. ami the recognition
by particular disciplines or interests that their demands lor information ha"e to
be matched to the ability or other groups to provide lhem, and 10 the \\t1ue oCthe oata or
informatioll in the wholemalldgcmcntprocess.This recognition is ELr I"rorn complete,
but progress is being achic'·ed. For example, most administrators arc aware thal fishery
scientists must have ;ldequate data to do lheir joh, otherwise tile in{(JrIl1ation llowing
back to the administrators will be poor. Equally, most IJiologists are aWdl'(' that they can
never get all lhe data lhey want.
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:\s blr <IS inlormalioll ,IIld ad\ icc arc concerned it is I,ecoming- mort: gl'nnall~ rccogIlizec! (!I;1l while in some wa}s Ihe apparCll1 Cl'lllnll role 01' biologisl:> (in prO\ idin.~ ;In
asses1ifTll'nl or JHecisely wh;lt should be clone) is 0111 of date::, their re;1I importanu' is
incrcasing. Unly in exceplioll;d ('<Ises in the pasl were the biologi~t's plTscriptiolls, e.g.
le\TIs of :VISY, actually followerl closely; in m;lllY C<lses the biologist's ath icc \\';l~ completely ignored. )Jow an incre<lsing proportion oflishcr\' aoministr;llOrs anc! othn r!r'cisian makers (e.g. in large lislting companies) <lrc aw;tn: lltat lhey must h<l\,(' biological
;Ickier if thcy are nOI to make expensi\'(' nlistakl'~. Kiological <Ickier is now being
increasingly used as one of sC\Tral, but among thr mort" important, inlJlIts to decisions
concerning fisheries.
These changes are going to cause large changes ill lite way (hat the biologisls rcsponsible lor prm'iding managemenl ad\'ice go about their job. Dilkrenl appro;lclles will be
needed tor the prepar<ltion oflhe standard scientilic paper ano ad\'iee to managers, The
laller will not seek lor complete proof~ or llnqllalilied conclusions. Rather, it will h,l\'e to
be expressed in terms of probabililies, anri of the likelihood or dillcrent outcomes li'om
\'arious actions that might he taken.

Formulation and fmplelllentatioli 0/ Action
These later stages in the management process (He of less direct interest to the biologist, but arc not entirely irrelevant to his work, Howc\'er, there arc changes in lhe way
management measures are applied thaI can radically change the ability or scientists to
study the stocks. The extension orjurisdiction o\'('r lishnies Iw most cO;lstal sl,He" has
meant thaI more stringent and more ellt-cti\'(' measures arc being imposerl, In principle
the hiologisl should be happy thaI his sllIdies ,1I'l' 1I0W ha\'ing grealer impact 011 the
fisheries, and the well-Iwing or thc fishermen. To some extelll lhis is su also in praC'l ice,
but 1101 wholly. The greater impact or the n('w measures (e.g. C<llC'h quotas) has
inrre;lsrd the rncellti\T to ("\'ade them, ,md this e\':lsiOIl ('(111 threaten the reliability or
some ortlle basic data used in studying the stock. I"islwry scient iSIs haw' ;dways re;,lized
thdt, lor examplc, nUIn' lishermen ha\'e liliit'rI to comply with regulations on the
minimum l11esh size or trawls, either using sm;rllcr meshes, or ildding C'O\'Crs or other
material to reduce" the el1ccti\'(' sc!ecli\'il\' or the Iegal-sizrrl meshes. Fol'tun:ltcly, thc
ellccti\'c mesh size used by til(' lishennen is not a \·ital piece or inlormation in sllldving
lisll slocks. In contrast, knowledge or the total calch is \·ita!. Scientisls, esprcialJy in the
northeast Atlantic Ocean, arc thrrel(")fc hCClJlllillg \el'Y cOllcerned lhat, bec;luse or the
imtJosition ol'catch quotas or similar controls, the a\'ailablc statistics on the qllantilics or
lish IJeing eaughl al'c, for sn'eral important stocks, unreliable, This has re;rched the
stage t1l<lt some groups ha\'(' harl to Slate tllal they are unable to assess the state or the
slocks, or to gi\'c rdiabk ~Id\'icc 011 further managemenl measures. \ 0 doubt, this
problem will be resoh'ed, but in rUlure {he hiologist will ha\'e to gi\'C more attention to
how management measures arc enlarced, ant! to ensure thaI, so br as possible, entorcelllcnt rloes not threatcn the basic supply or elata.

Shared ,"·tock.l
The lIew Law of the Sca has partitioned most or the world's fishing grounds neatly
into dillcrcnt areas, each under the jurisdiction or a single country, This would ha\'('
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greatly simplified the manag-ement problems ir lislwries and lisll stocks could be p,lrtitioned into national boxes in this way, and if interactions across the boundaries could
be ignored. This is till" li'ol11 being the case. Large-scale mO\Tments 01" many lish stocks
across boundaries hetween national wnes ofjurisdiction require that most management
schemes must take accuunt or these trans-boundary mo\·ements. This was, of course, a
feature or most management practices in the pre-UNCLOS era, but the details ofthese
multinational arrangements lor management will h,I\'c to be greatly changed.
Under the old regime all countries had equal access to stOcks on the high seas.
Decisions on management action had to be taken by consensus, and this consensus could
be upset by the entry of a new country into the fishery. In practice, additional entries
into a fishery did not cause a major problem, since their share was almost ineyitably
small at tirst, though spf'cial pro\'isions had olien to be made for them, e.g. through
earmarking a small pan of the Total Allowable Catch 1<.)1' catches taken by non-member
countries. Thc result of' this diffuse and weak jurisdiction was that the management
decisions that were reached were usually weak.
The problems under the new pattern of jurisdiction arc almost the exact opposite.
Rather than lack ofjurisdiction, the difficulty now is too many independemjurisdictions.
Each country in which a fish stock may occur during its migration has, according to the
draft texts of the Law of the Sea, competence to set measures for the fisheries in its zone
of jurisdiction, including determining the allowable catch that may be taken in that
zone. Legally there is nothing to ensure that the sum of allowable catches set in ditlcrent
zones is within the capacity of the stock to sustain. Without international co-ordination
it could easily happen that each country would set quotas which indi\'idually might be
reasonable, but together greatly exceed the sustainable yield of' the stock, leading 10 a
collapse of' the stock and loss of' the fisheries.
Reaching the necessary co-ordination can be complicated (FAO, 1980). Consideration has to be given first to the choice of the general le\'el or exploitation (e.g. should the
objective be high total catches and high effort or high catch rates and lower enon);
second (generally subject to more argument) to the question of how the total should be
divided bet ween the countries. [n the pre-li NCLOS era recen t catches could provide a
reasonable first approximation to how the division should be made. ICNAF developed
a complex rormula for this, in which past catches were modified to take account or
special interests, especially those of the coastal state. In {he post-li \:CLOS era past
catches are only of' historical interest. A country in whose waters a stock spends most of
its time would not agree that it should take a small share merely because it has been slow
in developing its national lisheries. The important lactOrs are more likely to be the
location (relative to national EEZs) of the spawning and feeding grounds; the relative
time spent by individual (ish during its life in one or other zone or national jurisdiction;
and the proportion or the total catch taken in one or other national zone (which can be
\'ery diflerent li'om the proportions taken by the fishermen 0(' each country in the
pre-UNCLOS era).
These changes will alter lhe role, or the \'arious intcrnational bodies concerned with
management. Except 1'01' the stocks which will continue to be harvested to a significanl
extent outside national jurisdiction (mostly whales and tunas), the direct mamlgemenl
role or international commissions will be reduced. This has already been illustrated b\'
the demise or lC\!AF (International Commission for thl: :'\iortlnvest Atlantic Fisheries).
and its replacement by NAFO (North Atlantic fisheries Organization), whose respon-
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sibilitics for selling management measures arc limited to a few minor stocks that lie
uutside the jurisdictiun ur the coastal states (Oll the Flemish Cap and the lip of the
Grilncl Bdnk ofNcwloundldnd). \lanagemellt mC'asul"(:S lor most stucks in tht' northwest
:\t1antir Ocean ,IIC set unilaterally by a single cOllntry, if the distribution of the stock
allows this, <Ind otherwise IJy bilateral deals between the countries clin:ctly concerned.
The trends in other parts arc similar.
The scientific role or international bodies is, in contrast, at least maintained, and in
many ways strengthened. While countries will wish to reserve to themsch'Cs the decisions on the de'-elopment and management of the resources in the EEZs (with as much
consultation as is essential with other states sharing the same stocks), they should be
glad to receive scientilic inrormation and advice (which they can ignore) li'om any
source. Thus, the actilities of leES ha\'e continued undiminished. The diflerence is that
actions arising li'Gln deliberations orits numerous working parries concerned with different stocks, as distilled by its Ad\'isory Commission on Fishery \rlanagement, will be
taken by indi\'idual countrirs, or political combinations such as the European Economic
Community, rather than .\;E:\FC, At present (1981) the scientific work ofNAFO suOers
from the absence of the C nited States, but in the northern part of the region the work of
NAFO's ScientiJic Council is \ery similar to that performed by ICNAF in the past.
Elsewhere in the world a numLJer of FAO regional fishery bodies-the General Fisheries
Council lor the tvlediterranean (GfCM), the Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central
Atlantic (CECAF, which has been particularly active in promoting coopcrati\'e studies
of the rich resources li'om southern \10rocco to Sierra Leone), and the Indo-Pacific
Fishery Commission (II'FC)-are steadily increasing their scientific clCti\'ities.
Thus mechanisms exist for countries which share stocks to work together. The
mechanisms are to an increasing extent being used, However, to produce inlormation
and advice for effective joint management ofthe~e shared stocks will probably take some
time. The questions to be answered include more than the single 'state-ol~exploitation'
questions-essentially a knowledge of the present position of the fishery on a yield
curve-required for management of open-access fisheries and many fisheries restricted
to a single country. It will he necessary to know such things as the position of the main
spawning, nurser)', and keding areas relati\'e 10 the \'arious national EELs. Furthermore, it is necessary lor this information 10 be known with suflicient confldencc and to
have sullicient agrecment between scientists ofdiflerent countries, lor the in(oITn.Hiun 10
be useful in negotiations between the countries in, for example, agrrcing on the share in
some total allowable catch, This will take time, What will almost certainly take even
more time are the later negotiations on how to make the allocations· or, more generally,
10 achieve acceptance, Fish mo\'c, and hence a country cannot decide alone what happens to the fisheries in its EEZ, but will have to relinquish some parr of its newly
acquired authority to a clcgree of joint decisions with adjoining states. All this means
that the management of" shareel stocks will not be achieved easily or quickly.
(4) Future Trends in Catches

The discussions in the immediately preceding sections on techniqucs and objectives
likely to be pursued in planning and managing future lisheries, and the changedjurisdiction that states now have over fisheries-together with the earlier review urthe resources
in the regions of the world-make it possible to present some predictions
how world
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lishuics will (/C\'L'!op ill the linllre, Fir:;L, hOWC\Tr, I would like to discuss some e:\lernal
hictors, p;lrtieularly diose allcning the cost or lishing alld the supfJly or lish, lhat could
afTect ruture lishnies,
(a) General Aspects
The most oll\'ious ex(ernall~lctorswhich change the cost orfishing arc abrupt changes
in fue! prices, particularly such as the rises in 1972/7'3 and 1971:l/HO, These rises ha\'e
exerted impact throughout the world, Fisheries at all levels ol'technology ha\'e sullered,
Among the high-technology lisheries there are many, eSfJecially the tr~lwl fisheries, in
which, e\'en belore the cost increases, fuel was a high proportion 01' total costs, Equally
hard hit have been many fishermen in developing countries who han; replaced or
supplemented their traditional methods with the use or sm,t11 inboard or outboard
motors, Here the prolJlcm is not so much the alJsolute magnitude oradclitional fuel costs,
as that from the national viewpoint 'ud has, lor many countries, to be paid lor out 01' a
limited supply of'foreign currency. from the indi\'idual fisherman's \'iewpoint, fuel has
to be paid lor in cash from a small cash income. Spiralling ruel costs therefore are
threatening many programmes of upgrading traditional fisheries.
Prediction or ruture dC\'e!opments must also take account of possihle technological
ad\'anccs that could radically reduce the costs of imposing a gi\'Cn b'el or fishing
mortality. It would be bold to deny that such an advancc was impossible or improbable.
HOWC\'(T, the changes in fishing techniques which have brought about the great rise in
world catch between 1950 and 1970 were adaptations and imprO\'cmcnts in techniques
that already existed. In a few cases-notably the change to purse-seining-the reduction in costs compared to some or the traditional methods (e.g. dril't-netting lor herring)
has becn spectacular. In many other cases, especially in long-range fishing, the costs
have remained the same, Indeed, large tactory trawlers, even in the days of moderate
fuel costs, were generally more costly to operate than the smaller and more traditional
ways of fishing. The larger vessels have been successful because they h<l\'C allowed the
exploitation of hitherto unused stocks rather than because of any economic efficiency,
Looking ahead, big changes in catching techniques seem unlikely. The changes that do
seem probable are shifls towards simpler methods that require less energy, This could
well include a return to greatcr use of sail power, taking ad\'anlage or the modern
technology de\'e!oped lor yachting, Also, intermediate technology is imprO\'ing SOI11(' of
the catching techniques, e.g. long-lining which, while demanding less fllel than, say,
trawling, demands a large crew and hence high labour costs, In summary, no big
changes in the costs of lishing can be expected,
On the other side or the economic equation, the demand for fish can be expected to
rise. first, although there are signs that the birth-rate in many developing countries is
slowing down, nearly everywhere it is still considerably higher than death-rates, and the
world popUlation, and its need for load, will continur to increase well into the next
century, Increases above lhe global average are likely in many areas-southeast Asia,
parts of Africa-where fish is the most readily a\'ailable and accrptable form of animal
protein. A second cause for increased demand for fish is the rise in the' average income
per head, The income elasticity or demand for fish does vary between countries, bllt
o\'erall consumption of fish per head rises with incrcasing inrome, particularly lor tilt'
more "alLlable species (e,g, shrimp), Studies made by F/\O (ROBINSON, 1979) sLlRgesl
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that if the real prices of fish were to remain constanr (i.e. discounting the impact of
inflation) the demand lor lish for direct human consumption would reaell some 97
million lOns (including freshwater fish) by the year :2000, compared with some 67 million
tons during the base years lor the stud)' (1972-1974). Dem,tlld [or llleal and oil is less
easy to predict, but if prices or fish-meal and soya-bean meal and other compding
prod ucts do not change, it is unlikely to fafl below the 1972 to 1974 bTl of some 18
million (ons of raw fish.
The actual trends in total catch, and the level of landings by the end of the century,
will depend on the extent to which the supply can be increased, and the assumption of
constant prices maintained. This is discussed in detail in the remainder of this section.
In summary it will be shown that on the one hand the supply of the more familiar types
of fish cannot be increased to the exten t req u ired and hence prices will rise; on the other
hand, the supply of the Jess familiar types offish could be increased, but it is less sure that
they can be supplied at a price that will be both high enough to cover the cost of catching
and low enough to attract potential consumers. There will probably therefore not be
more than a slow growth of total world catch (unless there is a break through in the
catching or marketing of unfamiliar types, such as krill or mesopelagic fish). However,
there will be greater pressure on stocks already fished. This will make the rational
management of these srocks more urgent and, ir successrul, more rewarding.
(b) Traditional Fisheries
In altempting to predict the development of the more traditional lisheries there is a
steady increase in dillicuhy and in the danger of the prophet being trapped. Both
progress from single-species fisheries on the more stable type of species (which include
most demersal species as well as tuna and crustaceans), through the single-species
fisheries on the less stable species (particularly herrings and their relatives) to problems
of many interacting species.
For the more stable stocks, recruitment is fairly constant. Ifit varies, the variation is
essentially random Ii·om year ro year and it is independent of any changes in the
abundance of the adult stock. The response of these stocks to fishing then corresponds to
the yield-per-recruit curve which can tor most stocks be calculated laidy easily,
especially if the ages of individual fish can be determined from scales or otoliths. Many
of the stocks concerned are valuable-being either abundant, such as numerous stocks of
cod and other temperate demersal species, or fetching a high price, such as tuna,
lobsters, or shrimp. In either case the importance of the fishing is likely tojustily enough
research to provide reliable predictions of the impact of different patterns of fishing.
Equally, the value of the fishery can justify substantial efforts on the administrative and
legal side to apply management measures, as well as attracting enough economic
resources (labour and capital) into the fishery as to make such measures highly desirable.
Thus, in these fisheries we can expect the development or sophisticated management
regimes. These regimes will be concerned less with the precise level or the biological
yield (which will probably be a little below the MSY) as with the attainment ofa good
(but again probably not the maximum possible) economic return, and with social and
political ends-particularly the questions of allocation, i.e. who should get the benefits
and who should be allowed to participate in the fishery.
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The measures that might be introduced to increase benefits, and to achieve the
desired distribution of these lJencfits, are the subject of lively discussion within the
various professions (ecologists, economists, lawyers, etc.) concerned with the subject,
and also between thcse professions. These discussions arc largely beyond the scope of the
present chapter. Convenient entries to the various non-biological aspects, and to the relevant literature, may be found in CLARK (1976); a mathematical analysis of the
interaction between economics and population dynamics in CHRISTY and SCOTT (1965),
one of the earliest comprehensive reviews ofpolitical and economic aspects offishery management; and ANDERSON (1977), a paper particularly regarding current ideas in the
United States in the light of the new Law of the Sea, and the US Fishery Management
and Conservation Act. There is fairly a general consensus in these discussions that
optimum management, while defined in diOerent ways, will require an exploitation rate
rather below that gi\'ing MSY. This will allow costs of fishing to be reduced, and also
tend to reduce year-to-year Ouctuations in catches. It will further almost certainly
require some form of limited entry, i.e. only certain people will be allowed to fish. This
favoured group might be those prepared to pay a high licence fcc (in which case most
benefits from management will go to the national treasury, and ultimately, to the taxpayers and population in general). It might be the fishermen (and their sons) who would
then be the main beneficiaries, or it might be some other select group. Often the amateur
fishermen are sufficiently numerous and politically powerful to ensure the exclusion, or
severe restriction, of the professional fishermen.
For the less stable stocks (e.g. herrings and anchovies) biological consideration will
carry more weight. For these stocks the ecologist is not at present in a position to say that
such-and-such a level of annual catch, or of fishing mortality, will have such-and-such
an eflect on the stock. It is therefore not possible to dctermine precisely what action
should be taken to attain some economic or social objective. Rather than determining
some unique 'best' policy, the fishery manager will be trying to balance different risks.
The more obvious risk to the outside observer is that the catches will be too great, and
that the stock will collapse. However, at least as obvioLls to people engaged in the
day-to-day business of catching, processing, and marketing fish is the risk that unduly
restrictive measures will mean the loss of fish (and income) that could have been collected.
In the past the shon-term views have been dominant. So long as the scientists could
warn only that a collapse was possible or likely, but not tlMt a collapse was certain, there
has always been the temptation to act on the assumption that the p<lrticubr stock being
discussed is one of those that will not collapse, or at least not collapse this year or next.
This temptation will clearly remain, but with the growing experience of stocks where the
assumption has proved wrong, fishery administrations arc recognizing the need to apply
more conservative measures, and fishing industries art': more willing to accept the necessary controls. The basis of these controls may vary. It may be to keep the fishing
mortality below some determined value or to maintain at least some minimulTl value of
spawning stock. Nevertheless, the net effect will be much the same under all systems.
Catches will be kept below the theoretical MSY, and very much below thc peak catches
taken in many stocks before they collapsed. How much less than the potential MSY will
actually be harvested will depend on how accurate is the available scientific advice, how
far safety and a consistent level or catches will be preferred to a high but risky level of
catches, and on the degree to \vhich the government is able and willing to impose
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policies which may be unpalatable in the short run. It will be more diflicult to approach
full utilization when the variation is great, and in particular to take proper advantage o[
good year classes wh~n they come through the fishery.
While [or these slocks most attention will need to be paid to lhe maintenance of
biological productivity, economic objectives need not be forgotten. A:; long ago as the
1950s, controls on the number of boats and processing plants in pelagic fisheries olT
South Africa (including those ofl Namibia, conlrolled by the South Ali'ican authorities),
combined by controls on total catch, enabled considerable economic benefits to be gained
by those with licences to operate plants or boats (GERTENBACH, 1973). This situation
did not last, since the current Law of the Sea enabled companies not enjoying the
benefits to get around the controls by using factory ships working on the same slOcksjust
outside the 12-mile lim i t.
The cautious approach is particularly needed, and likely to be used when no other
species with broadly similar characteristics occur in the region. The collapse orone stock
and fishery on it is then unlikely co be followed by the increase of another species
(partially or wholly competing with the first) to which the fishery can turn its attention.
Thus, the virtual disappearance of the Atlanto-Scandian herring from the open-ocean
area between Iceland and Norway has nOt been followed by the increase of any other
species. The Norwegian purse-seine fishery for fish-meal has only been able 10 maintain
itself by switching both area and species-to capelin in the Barents Sea.
Elsewhere, the decline of one pelagic species has often been accompanied by the
increase of another. This has been particularly well marked around Japan, with rises
and declines of the individual species such as herring, sardine, squid, and mackerel.
Catches of individual species have varied as much as two orders of magnitude (e.g.
MURPHY, 1977), while the total catches of all species has not varied much (NAGASAKI,
1973). In this situation, a very rigid and conservative approach looking strictly at the
species of original interest can g-ive strange results. Thus, off California, management
authorities are extremely concerned by the disappearance of sardine, and an increase in
anchovy, while (lmhorities in Peru are almost equally concerned by the collapse of their
anchovy stock and lhe appearance of large quantities of sardine. (The species are not
exactly the same, but their ecological relationships are probably similar.) Of course, the
story is not quite as simple as suggested. The increases and decreases do not match
exactly in timing and magnitude, and there are considerable arguments about what
happened in each area, as welt as about the degree to which the recovery of the Californian sardine would be helped by heavy fishing on anchovy (MURPHY, 1966). Nevertheless, both general ecological considerations and the history of areas where two or more
similar species have occurred strongly suggest that the trends in abundance and catches
o[ such species should be closely, and inversel y, rela ted. The practical consequences are
first that the relative variation of the total catch of all species should, with proper
adjustment of the effort directed to each species, be much less thall that orany individual
species taken alone; second, that the potential catch of all species combined that can be
sustained will be less than the sum of the potential catches from each individual species,
based on the periods when that species was most abundant. For example, the history of
the Peruvian anchovy between 1960 and 1971 suggested that carefully managing the
slOck could sustain annual yields of perhaps as much as 9 million tons (ANON.) 1970,
1972). By 1980 lhe whole system had changed, and the current stocks might suggest
catches of perhaps I to 2 million tons of sardines and other species. Though the interac-
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tions belween anehO"y, sardine, ilnd olhn species IS not knowlI e"acll)', il seems cle;lr
that it would 1I0t be possible to han'est simultaneously 9 million lOns or ;1I1cho\')' and 2
million tons or sardines and uther species, Rather, there LilT alternati\T possibilities
between a purely ancho\'eta lishery and one predominantly un olher species, \\'ith the
present Slate ul" knowledge it is dillicult to predict what altcrnati\'es wuuld be a\'ailable
in any future year, or how these might be altered by suitable policies in preceding years.
Presumably, though, these policies will tcnd towards encouraging catching 01" less preferred species or those that are relati\'ely abundant, and restricting catches on preferred
species, at least when they arc relati\"el)' scarce, This will require a more l1exiblc fishery,
The \"essels should be able to catch both aneho\'y alit! the more act i\'e sardines and
mackereb, and the industry should be able to take ad\'antage 01" tile potential high
market prices for s<trdilles, etc. (canned or li'ozen), ;IS well as producing fish-meal li'om
andlu\'y and such quantities 01" other species that cannot be markctcd as higher priced
products,
The need to look at the interactions applies to most ;lrcas and most lisheries. In the
near future it is likely to become ol'greatest concern in the tcmperate waters around the
de\'eloped countries or Europe and :\orth :\merica. In the tropical waters, the ~reater
number or species make the problem [00 complicated lor casy solution. :vIally of the
developing countrics in these regions lack the sophi~ticated administrations to apply
more than the simpler approaches to management. E\'en in a region likc the :\orth Sea it
has so far proved diflicult to apply anything except simple spl'cies-by-species management. The (;ICt that the lish species in the North Sea do interact has lung been recognized. The ICES symposium that re\'iewed changes in the decanc 1960 to 1970 (1-1E.\I.
I'EL, 197B) showed that there had been mallY changcs, only some or which could be
explained by the direct eflCct 01" fishing on the particular speeics, Others were no doubt
due to natural \'ariation, but there remained a nllillber or changes, including the socalled 'gad aid outbu rst'-the series or aho\T-a\'('rage ycar c1a~scs or coel, haddock, and
whiting-which it is tempting to L.lscrilJe at least in part 10 lishery-induced changes in
other stocks, For example, the reduction of herring anel mackerel could kl\T reduced the
preelation on lan'al gadoids.
The practical dillicliity is that thue is as \Tt no qll;tnlit<lti\'(: model which will pro\'ide
genendly accq,Hed estimates of; for exam pI<:, how much cod year c1asscs will increase as
a result ol'a gi\'en decrcase in mackerel..'\ number orll1udcls, notahly that dc\'e!opcd by
Danish scienti~ls (:\:'\DERSE:\ and L'K:-'I:\, 1977), ;lttCll1pt to produce qU<llllitali\'e
descriptions, hilt suflcr Ii-om the problem ol'lilting a large nllllllxT of' par;uJleters in a set
of complex equations (POPE, 1979), \101'1" general IT\ iews oj' tltc mull i-species problem
h,I\'(' heen Illade (e.g...... \0, 197H; \I.\Y .Ind co-authors, 1979), Thesc prO\'ide good
descriptions or the nature or the problem, hut only <jll,t1itali\l' estim;\tes orthc reslII15 or
the in teractiuns.
nder pa~l patterns of management <Inc! pro\'isiull or biological arh'ice to Illanagns,
managemcn t decisions were made b\" consensus, The re~ull or allY uncertain lies in
scientific athice (e.g. the presentation or a r;1I1gc 01 p(b~ihlc \,ducs or tliC TUlal .\IIOl-v,
ahle C<llch thaI should he taken ill the IIcxt year) was that the least rt'stricti\'t' action
(c.g. the largest \"aluc ot'TAC) was t<lkClI, I-Icncc, il was \CIS dilliclIlt to incorpurate
qualitati\'e interactions betwcen specie~ into scientilic ad\'icc,
This situation is likely to change. On the onc hand, lhl' scielllilic insight in the
rd;ltions bctwccn sl)('eies ~hould impro\T. hcn ir the lime wllcn accur.l(C qU<lllliwli\'e
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prrdiclions Call be made is still some wav in the rUllllT, Cjualiwli\'c SLat('mcnt~ shollid
become more detailed <lIldmol(' rrliahlr. On lhe othn hanel, li~hcry administrators now
have, through the extension of'limits, more direct control over how fishing is carried out.
They ha\T also Iearllt through sllt'h 1J<liurul eXIJt'1 ience ,IS the cullap~e or the :"iorth Sea
herring population that management or lish stocks cannOt w;til until all scicntific argumellts are resoked. The comhination or thesc IWO ttc-nels means llwt ill the ITasonahly
near I"uture sciciltilic ach'icc will be sullicicntly clear, and fisher)" administration sul1irienlly willing to clC[ UII ad\·ice that still <Ic1mits lO some range 01" uncertainly, lor
management actions 1O take considerable account or likel~' interspecilic reaCtions. This
will pn:sumably mean that slOcks 01 less dfsir<lbk spc-cies that comprtc with, or prry on,
more valuablc species, will be dcliocrately 'o\er-lished', while mOlT consen'aliy{' policies
will be directeu ,It the more \aluable species. The result should be a sig;IlilicaIlt increase
in the value ortbe total catch, though the weight caught may not incredse, but may e\'en
decrease. Thus, GU.1X'D ( 19H 1) has estimatcd (hat, wit hout any increase in tht" weight
caught, the real \,due or the landings li'orn the :\onh Sec! could Ix inCl"easeclo) perll<lps
as m L1ch as 2S%

(c) Cncoll\'entiol1al Resollrre~
The likely changes outlined aoo\e, though they sholdd IcJd to con~idcrable i,npro\"t'ments in the economic and social benefits li'om lishing, will not lead to any dramatic
increase in the LOtal catch. lI"thi" is going to occur it must result I"rom hal"\"e~ting ol"lhe
unconventional lypes ol"lish (ur odin cillimals) which ,It prcscllt do not appear in large
quantities on the world's lish markels.
or thcse species, the one t ha t h<.ls a tl ractcd til(" most a ttelltioll ill recenl ) CH~ is I he
krill E/(ph(lII~ill ~lIperba. Krill are distributed throughout the Southcm Oce,1Il south 01' tile
Anlaroic Con\"Crgence, with particubdy dense' conccntrations in the .\tlantic scoor
CVIARI{, 196:2; En:RSO:", 1977) ..·\t times thry occur in clense swarms which, when on
the surfilce, can be easih recogni.lcd li'om the deck ul" a ship as large rrd patches.
The interest in krij] as a potential resource arose in part Ii'om the o!J\·ious signs 01"
abundance, l)LIt particularly li'orn all awarel1es~ that thr depiction 01" the great wkdes
must ha\"C caused changes in the ccosystcm, (Inc! thne W,IS ill some sense 'surpliis' 01"
krill currespunding 1O the reduction In the consumption by whales. The number 01
whales has droppcri by some two-dlirds since the beginning 01" thr century; because the
decrease has heen greatest among the biggest whalc~, consumption has dropped e\'en
more. L\\vs (1977) estimated thal the reduClion was nearly ISO million tons (Ii'om 190
million to a lillie o\'er 40 mil1ion tom). Reference to this 150 million tons-or other
simil<tr figures that can be obtained using dillerent estim,Ites 01 the change in whale
numbers, anri or consumption by the a\'erage whales-as a 'surlJlus' 1I<1S caused some
conrllsion, It p<lints a piclUre of some separate mass ol"rnillions ol'tons orkrill drining in
the ocean untouched. ]n ract, dS whale predation decreases so will the rnol'l<dity rate 01
krill ,wei in the short run at least the ahundance will increase. This can be expected to
lead 10 \'arious changes in the system, including increased predation by other species.
Changes in sn'eral of these h(l\'e been obsel"\·ed. The age al maturit)" ol"minke whales as
estimated Ji'OITI the zones in the ear plugs, has decreased, starring soon after the decrease
in blue whales, and well before any significant exploit<ltion 01" the rninke whalcs them-
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selves (LOCKYER. 19i9), This is presumed to ha\'c led to a big numerical increase In
these whales, There is direct e\'idence of increases in fur seal numbers (especially around
Somh Georgia), and of some other seals and penguins (L.-\\\'s. 197i), Hence there is
probably no 'surplus' in the sense of vast quantities of unconsumed krill, What the
calculations of the changes in whale consumption do show is that the ccosystem could
produce this amount of krill. over and above the amount consumed by non-whale
predators, H, lhereforc, the consumption by whales could be replaced by an equi\,.t1ent
harvest by man. the reSI oj' the ecosystem remaining unchanged, then the system as a
whole could remain in its original balance, Here it may be noted lhat whale predadon is
like human predation, and unlike other predation. in that the movements or whales
remo\'es material from the system. At the end of the Antarctic summer the whales
migrate out of the Southern Ocean inlO temperate and subtropical waters. and the
difTerence in weight between the whales moving north. with thick layers ofbluhher, ancl
the survivors, with lillie blubber, returning south in lhe Antarctic spring. is very lar/-!;c.
Other approaches have been made to estimating the potential han'cst of krill. Allor
these (estimations of total primary production and of the proportion going inlO krill;
estimates of krill abundance and dynamics from catches in plankton nets; and estimates
of local abundance of krill from acoustic ~un'cys and catches in trawl nets) suggest thal
the biomass and reproductive rate orkrill are \'ery large. The potential harvest should be
correspondingly large, At this stage, the precise \ alue is mostly irrelevant. In any case, it
can probably be estimated with reasonable precision only after large-scale harvesting
has begun, What malleI'S is that e\'en the lower estimates are of the same order or
magnitude as the present world catch or all species, and that if krill harvesting were to
become a practicable economic operation, the total catch could increase dramatically,
The possibility of this has caused widespread concern among environmcntal interests.
[n the past few years few mailers ha\'c aroused so much public concern as lhe conser\'<ltion of marine mammals in general, and orthe large whales in particular. Add to this the
feeling that the Antarctic and its surrounding waters is the last large part or the world
where the natural ecosystem has not been disrupted and polluted by man, and it is clear
how the possibility that large krill catches might seriously alTect lhe whale stocks.
especially their ability to reco\'er li'om their currently depleted state, has allracted
considerable attention,
Whales recover because there have been favourable changes in population paramelers,
including pregnancy rate and age at first maturity (LAWS, 1962), The chain of cause
and effect is presumably: fewer whales - less krill eaten - higher density of krill - more
krill eaten by each whale (or less energy required to lind and eat a gi\'en quantity ol'krill)
- more surplus energy for growth and reproduction, Clearly, Hill harvesting would
disrupl this chain in the middle, In the extreme, irharvesting welT so great as 10 reduce
krill to such a low density that the whales could not get enough to eat, il would !Lad to
starvation and ultimat\; extinction. In principle, any krill-catching could lead 10 some
reduction in krill abundance and affect the whale stocks. The problem is how big the
catches could be before lhe effect is such as to signiticmtly change whale population
parameters and reduce the net rate of increase, This raise:> essenlially the same prohlems
as those involved in estimaling the potential yield [i'om the krill stock. In additioll it is
probable that it is not so much the o\'crall abundance or krill (hal alfects whales. but
their local density, Since krill-catching may be done at the same concentrations lku
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\vhales prefer, and may im'oh'e breaking up the SWMIl1S, the impact ol'a gi\Tn weight 01'
han'est may be greater than irthe same \\Iei~ht were taken randomly rrom the \dlole krill
stock,
Our knowledge or the many l~ICLOrs ill\'oh-ed-thc keding behaviour or whalc~, lhe
swarming bcha\'iour or krill, the type or krill concentrations most /il\'ouraIJ/r lor man
and whales, the dlCct or krill abundance and densily on whale growth, etc,-is mostly
LOO poor to give precise data on how much krill can Ill' caught belOIT the whale stocks
will be allccted, However, the quantity is \'Cry large-at !east some tens or millions or
tons ir fishing is spread e\'enly through the SOllthern Ocean, and millions or tons jj it
concentrated in one area. It is also clear that as harvesting increases, the first effect, well
berore there is any threat to the continued existence or whales, will be a change in
population parameters (maturity at a higher age, lower pregnancy rates) back towards
the values occurring when the whale populations were unexploited, and their abundance
around the carrying capacity or the em'ironment, This will reduce the net increase rate
of the whale stocks, slowing their recO\'ery and the Iew'l <It which the population will
ultimately stabilize, At this point a choice must be made between: (i) harvesting more
krill, and (ii) achieving a sustained han'est or whales, ~l hlst reco\'ery or whale stocks
and, aftcr thc period orreco\'Cry, high whale ahundance, Presumably there will be some
inrennediate pattern of exploitation which will represent an acceptable compromise
between the intcrests or high krill catches and high wh~de abundance (though it is
possible lhat a sustained whale harve;;l will not Iw pan 01' such a compromise).
VVhether such a compromise is reached ,\ml Illainiained will depend on (Wo thing;;: a
mechanism for the countries concerned to COlllr to a suitable agreement on the pdtterns
orkrill exploitation, and suflicient scientilie infrlrTnatioll to pro\'idf: a sound basis to such
an agreement, so tll(lt it will in ract ha\'C the elkcLS hoped lor. In the case or the krill
lishery, in contrast to what happencd in most other large-scale exploitations or natural
resources, some or the necessary action is being laken IJ('lore the resources show signs or
too much exploit<ltion.
AI'ter s('n;ral years or discussion the countrie~ with intere.sls in the Southern Ocean,
including all those pany to the 1949 :\nlarctie Trr<lt)' alld tho~e currently carrying uut
research illto pilot-scale hal'\'esting or krill, met in C~tllberr;l (.-\uslralia) in \1Ll)' 19110
and agreed on a Convention for the Conservation orf\ntarctic Marine Living ResourCf:S,
This con\'cntion, under which a commission will be srl up in clue course, manages to
bring IOgether the dillcrem inlerests or the COIIScr\;tlioll 1ll0\'en1eI1lS (as represented
pan:culctrly I'rom the LS point or \,jew in (he ncgoti,llions), and or those interrsled in
krill <IS a harvcstable resource (particuLulyJapdn ilnd l)~SR), The successl'ul signing or
this convention in the lace or many complicclled polilical problems, as well a~ these
direct cliflerences of interest (MITCHEl.1. and S,\:\!..H3ROOI-:, 1(110), represenls a big step
forward, at least in intention, in the utilization or natural resources, and in taking
account or Ihe interactions between the different components or the ecosystems. How
well these intentions will work out in practice depends on the quality of the scientific
advice, Lltimate!y, the commission will ha\'c its OW11 scientific committee, but in the
immediate ruture it will be able to take ad\'antagc orthc cXlensi\'e work being carried Ollt
under the BIOMASS Programme, This Programme (EL-SAYED, 1977) is aimed at
promoting and co-ordinating increased scientific research into the structure or the whole
Southern Ocean, Because or the role or krill as a major consumer of phytoplank-
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ton, and the main prey or many 01 lhe larger \'eneurdtes alld ill\'crtcbrates in the
Southern Ocean, studies on krill playa central role in BIO~L\SS. A large part of
FIBEX (First International BIOMASS Experiment) carried out in the Antarctic summer
of 1980/81 will consist of a multi-ship survey of krill. Though the early stages of the
BIOMASS work were successful mainly in showing how little was known about krill, the
programme, as it progresses, will gi\'e much more knowledge or lhe Antarctic ecosystems. It should therefore provide a sound scienti{lc basis lor the Commission to take
decisions as they become necessary.
Irkrill fishing docs develop it may be directcd to one or other ortwo distinct markets:
a high-priced product for direct human consumption or a high-volume product for
animal feeding. In either case the first requirement is a suitable catching method, and
the earlier stages in the applied research into krill harvesting were concerned with
finding a good catching method (EODI£, 1977). For this, modification of" the mid-water
trawl used lor herring has been found suitablc. With a smaller mesh, and directed onto
the swarms by echo sounders, catch rates of 10 tons of more in a shon (hall' an hour or
so) haul can be regularly obtained.
This is a satisfactory rate for a relatively high-priced product, but the problems start
once the krill reach the deck. Compared with most fishery products, krill remain frcsh
only for a vcry shon period, C\'en in thc cold or the Antarctic. J[' krill is to be used for
human consumption it must be processed within at the most 4 h of being caught.
Various forms or processing ha\"e been examined-boiled and li'ozen whole krill, peeled
tails, and a form of mince which could be used in making surimi (a type orJapanese
minced fish used in sausages, etc.) (GRANTHt\\<I, 1977). The markets for these are not
large. With good processing the tail meat has <l li'csh pink colour and an attractive
shrimp l1a\'our, but indi\'idualtails, aftcr processing, are only about the size ora grain of
rice. Krill tails would presumably serve much thc same market as small shrimp but,
because or their small size, at a lower price. The total world production or all sizes and
species of shrimp is now no more than 1-5 million lons, and e\'en if'the price were low, it
is difficult to see how the market for krill tails could in the ncar ruture rise to as much as
that. The total market for minced fish is larger-lhe Japanese, the largest user, consume the equivalent 01"3 million tons ofrresh fish-but probably it could be harder and
take longer f(R this market to adjusl to lhc dillerent characteristics ofminccrl krill, and to
absorb large quantities. Together with the small quantities (around a lew tens or
thousands or tons) which could be ahsorbed by the specializcd Japanese market for
whole boilt:d krill, it would seem unlikdy that the markets for direct human consumption could take more than at most I or 2 million tons hclore the end of this century.
The big IJotential market i~ thaI for meal utilized (or animal keding. At prescnt some
+ million tons offish-meal (equi\'alent to ~O million tons ort'n:sh fish) are u~ed lor fceding
chickens, hecfcatlle, and other animals. The tOlal amount orhigh-lJrolcin meal used by
the animal-ICedslullS industry to sllpplement cl'1"cals is considerably lar~er than this.
vlore fIsh-meal could be used, but the industry i~ \'ery semiti\"C to price, <lud will only
switch fl'OI11 the big~est current sUIJply or prolC'in sllpplelllent-soya meal-ir the new
source wcrc cheaper lhan soya beans. Krill meal might lind, wilhin the gcneral animal
food market, a special role in intensive aquaculture of high-valued fish-salmon, trout,
crustaceans, etc. Thc growth or this l\'pe or aquaClIltuIT is held hack b) lhe high costs,
mainly dut' to the lack of good cheap lOod.
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The key to all those developments is costs. Especially f()r meal, if' tlw pror!uCl can be
delivered to lhe main markets <.lIthe:: right price, a substantiallishny will grow. If'not,
harvesting will at best continue Oll (I pilot-scale ollly. The shon-tl:l'lTl indications are
bad. Energy costs ha\'e heen spiralling, and krill hdl'\'esting is boulld to be energy
intensive in the actual catching, and in transporting the catch to the markets. Except
possibly in the CSSR, for which the normal economic criteria do not apply, it is diHicult
to sec large-scale krill han'esting occurring ill the ncar future (cr vllTCIiELL and
Sr\"iDBROOK, 1980).
The same is true of mesopdagic fish, i.e. the large number of small-sized species,
particularly myctophids and gonostomatids, which occur throughout the middle and
upper layers of the open oceans (GJ0SA£TER and K/\WACl;CHI, 1980) These fish are
particularly abundant in the north Arabian Sea, in the arc from northern Somalia
through Oman to Pakistan. Acoustic surveys by the Norwegian research vessel Dr.
Fridljo/ Nomen yielded high estimates of standing stock of up to 100 million tons. Since
these are shon-li\'ed species, probably living for only 2 or :3 yr (though the life-span is
not known dccurately lor any Or the species), lhe sustainable annual yield is likely to be a
signilic(lnt proportion or this biomass. Including the slocks in other oceans, the pOlential
production or these fish could easily be as high as 100 million tons. The fish are,
however, very small, with only a few species reaching 10 em, and m,tny being much
smaller. They are not atlractj\"t lor direct human consumption and any fishery in rhe
foreseeable future will have to be for fish-meal. The work of Dr. Fridljof Nonsen has shown
that large catches can occasionally be made with mid-waleI' trawls in (he Arabian Sea,
which appears to be the region where de\ dopment ofa fishery is most likely. With hetrer
experience or the behaviour and distriuution or the fish there is little douht that a
well-equipped vessel could maintain in the favourable season a high daily catch rate.
Whether this catch rate would be economically dttractive is another matter. The
region lies in the monsoon t.one, and there arc pronounced seasonal changes in oceanographic conditions. There also secm to be exceptionally large year-to-year changes.
Thus, it may only be possible to maintain good calch rares for part of' the year, and then
perhaps only ill two years out of three. The major concentrations are orten lar li'om land,
which in any case is poorlv supplied with ports and shore facilities. 'fhe tishery is,
therefore, lik<:ly to require considerable rime steaming to and fro between port and fishing
grounds, and in general to l;lce rf'lati\'l~ly high costs. As aJre<luy noted lor krill, high costs
are death to a potential fish-mcal lishny. Thongh the costs are less unfa\'ourable than
lor a fishery for krill-meal, a Jishery lor mcsopelagic fish seems unlikely in the near
future, unless thcrc is some unexpected c\'cnt, e.g. access to fuel supplies well below the
normal world pricc. On the other hand, if economic conditions are En'ourable, a \'ery
large fishcry could dC\'elop \cry quickly. If meal rrom mesopelagic fish could be produced al ,I price competili\'e wilh soya-bean meal, the market would be very large. The
fishery could c1nelop to 10 millions tons or morc I>clore finding sulTicient markets
became a pl'Oblem.
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abalone, 814, 849, 888, 976, 980
Acar/ia, 759
Acrosiphonia, 828
Adinia, 767
Aeginopsis laurflliiae, 689
agaroid,813
Agarum cribosum, 827, 829
Aglan/ha, 688
A. digi/ale, 689
Ahnfel/ia, 797, 824
A. plica/a, 823
Alaria, 823, 828
A. eJCulm/a, 819, R28
A. grandiJolia, fl27-829
A. margina/a, 826
albacore, 848, 920, 978, 994-998, 1058
alfonsin, 967
al~ae, 645, 650, 661, 688,694,704,706,754,
759, 764--766, 768, 770, 771, 775, 779, 780,
782, 792, 795, 796, 798-801,803-805,807,
809-813,815,817,818,822,823,825-827,
829-831, 83~837
algae, blue-gTe-en, 830, 831
algae, brown, 764, 797, 799, 806, 811, 81 S,
817,818,820,823,826,829,830
alKae, green, 764, 799,808,812,815,826,827,
WIO
algal', red, 650, 788, 797, 799, 800, 804--806,
808.811,812,815-821,823,829,830,835
Alsidium helmin/hocor/on, 81 2
Amphidesma ven/ricosum Gn'y, 792
Amphipoda (amphipods), 689,697,767,774,
790
Amphiroa rigida, 812
Amphi/reles, 718
Anarhicas, 772
anchoveta, 842, 844, 846, 847, 903-908,910,
911.913,914,917,1044,1058,1059,1061
anchoveta, Pacific, 912
anchoveta, Peruvian, 65 I, 843, 846, 848, 852,
902,904,938,1010,1013,1052, 1056
anchovies, 651, 652, 846, 848, 852, 879-882,
891.894,896,900-~03, 907, 908,913,914,
916-918,920,927-929,932,936,946,971,
975,977,981,1011,1018-1022.1029,
1042-1044, 1050, 10.">7, 1058, 1060
anchovy, Black Sea, 879, 881
anchovy, Californian, 919
anchovy, Namibian, 1019
anchovy, Peruvian, 652, 900, 1043, 1061

'annori', 815
AnopLogas/er comuta, 729
apcndicularians,691
Apherusa glacialis, 689
arachnids, 769
Arc/ogadus gladolis, 688
ariids, 953
armourhead,967
Arripis trulta, 977
A r/hro/hamnus , 823
Ascan's, 802
Ascophyllum, 818, 822,829
A. nodosum, 798,812,818,820, H22, 827
A. nodosum ecad scorpioldes, 785
A. nodosum Linnaeus, 833
Asterionella spp., 789
Aulacorrrya a/er, 774, 787, 791
A. a/er Molina, 792
Auxis spp., 994, 995
Aviunnia alba, 80S
A. marina, 80S
bacteria, 645, 649, 660. 666, 667, 69~l, 702,
703,705,709,710,712,719,759,762,764,
767, 768, 770, 771, 773, 777, 778, 783-787.
790, 798, 80S
Balanus glandula, 786
Balisles sp., 923
B. capriscus, 9.16, 1020
B. capriscus Gmel, 1051
B. carolmsis, 895
barracouta, 977,978
barnacles, 741
bass, 979
bass, striped, 759, 913
Beroe' cucumis, 689
Bayciformcs, 729
Beryx splmdeus, 967
BiJurcaria, 780
billfisht's, 946, 961, 967, 979, 994, 995, 997,
999, 1050, 1060
bivalves, 741, 750, 7:'>9, 762,777,778,790
blackweed, 822
bluefish, 759,923
bombay duck, 946
bonga, 953
bonito, 902, 971, 995
Boreogadus saida , 688
Bos/rychia radicans, 805
Brachidontts, 768
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Brachydeulerus, 956
B. auritus, 9:>5
Breuoortia, 759
B. palronus, 958
B. tyrannus, 958, 1058
Bryolhamnion triquetrum, 80 I
bryozoans, 741,823
Bullia, 777
bu tiC rfish, 759
calanids, 729
Calanoida (calanoids), 711, 725,726
Calanoides ocuLus, 661, 694-697,723,736
Calanus, 688, 689, 691-693
C. cristatus, 661, 690-692
C. finmarchicus, 661, 664, 691-693, 726, 73\
C. Jinmarclticus Gunner, 728, 729
C.gwcialu, 688,689, 726
C. glacialu Jashnov, 728
C. hyperbortus, 661, 689, 691, 692, 716, 725
C. hyptrboreus Kroycr, 728
C. marshaNae, 726
C. plumcltrus, 661 , 690-692
C. propinquus, 661, 694-697
Callymenia, 829
Caloglossa ad/lOla, 80S
C. ltprieurii, 805
Cancer, 772
Candacia aelhiopica, 700
C. bispinosa, 700
C. pachydactyla, 700
capelin, 694, 844, 847, 854, 855, 860,862,868,
871-873,883, 1017-1019, 1029, 1043
carallgids, 937, 967
Caranx, 901
C. rhoncus, 901
Cardium, 762
Calmella, 807
C. nipat, 805
catfish, 771, 972
Cault/pa, 808
C. ractmosa, 80 \
C. serfularioidu, 8\ 0
cephalopods, 673,684, 705, 714, 716, 718, 721,
879,880,893,898,920,921,923,926,946.
949, 959, 960, 976, 979, 983, 1025, 1052,
1054
CtLtngraulis mysticetus, 913
ChattoceToS, 688
C. armatum T. Wesl, 789
chaclOgnaths, 685, 689, 690, 693, 697, 699,
711, 718
Champia ceylaniea, 800
Champsocephalus gunneri, 985
Chanos chanos, 814
Chauliodus, 716
Chtilodactylus macroplerus, 977

chinook, 884,889, 977
ChirllOlwthis otranyi, 7 16
Cho/ldrus, 797,818,819,836
C. crispus, 785, 798,812,818,819,822,83.'),
836
C. oullatus, 815
Chordaria, 823, 828
C. flagelliformu, 827, 828
Chrysophrys aurata, 977
ciliates, 743, 771, 784
Cirolana, 774
C. imposita Barnard, 792
Cladophora, 764
C. prolifera, 813, 836
clams, 759-761. 771,784,847,868,871,902
clams, hard, 759
clams, razor, 789
Clupeafuegemis, 653, 971
C. harengus harengus, 105 7
c1upeoids, 880, 894, 927, 029, 932, 937,946,
953,960,979, lOll, 1058
coccolithophorids, 728
coccoliths, 679, 706
cod, 651, 654, 688, 694,731,842,846,847,
852,854-869,871-874,879,889-891,946,
1013,1016-1020,1024-1026,1044, lOSS
cod, Arctic, 688, 694, 858, 1052
cod, Arcto-Norwegian, 858-860, 866, 868
cod, Atlantic, 847
cod, black, 688
cod, Greenland, 867
cod, North Atlantic, 1054
cod, North Sea, 1021
cod, Pacific, 886
cod, red, 977
Codium decortieatum, 80 I
coelenterates, 661,693
coho, 889
Coilodesmt, 828
Cololabis saira, 722
conches, 959
Congeria, 768
Copepoda (copepods), 661, 68S, 688-690,
693-695,697, 700, 706, 712, 716,725-729,
735, 736, 759. 983
copepodites, 692, 693
corals, 739, 741, 754, 757, 800, 809, 810, 849,
850, 936, 948, 953, 966
corsican moss, 812
Coryphaena spp., 994
C. hippurus, 96 7
Coryphatlloides spp., 976
Coscinosira polychorda, 688
crab, 756, 763, 767, 772-774, 777,814,849.
857,894,940
crab, blue, 771
crab, Dungeness, A8S, 886
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cran, Gddler, 771, 772
crah, king, 885, 886, 899
crall, ll1arsh, 772

crab, rock, 772
C1'ab, snow, 88~, 886
crayfish, 1051
Creseis vlrgula virgula, 700
croaker, 892, 91.'), 958, 959, 971, 972
croaker, yellow, 891, 893-895, 897, 899
croaker, Nigerian, 955
Crustacea (crustaceans), 661,706,718,724,
729, 750, 756, 764, 786, 792,841,846,847,
852,865,871,880,885,890,892,902,945,
946, 951, 960, 971, 976, 979, 980, 981, 983,
1025, 1041,1048
cryophiles, 687, 688
ctenophores, 689, 693, 759--761
cUlllefish, 894, 9'20, 924, 1025
C.yclococcoli/husJragilis, 7'24
cyelopopoids, 71 1
Cyclo/hone, 7l 7, 726
C. alba, 717
C. pallida, 71 7
C. pseudopallida, 7 17
Cymalhaere, 823
Cymodocea, 805
cyno!/;Iosids, 953
Cypnl/odon,767
eys/mira, 812

DaS)'Cladus clauacformis, 812
decapods, 7lB, 756, 792
Decap/erus spp., 937, 948, 1060
den lex, large-eyed, 927
Desmarestia, 829
D. meT/z,iesii, 819
DeloT/ula conJeroacea, 726
dialOms, 649, 67l, 688, 706.727,733,743,
746, 762, 763, 777, 779, 781, 782, 786, 789
diatoms, pennate, 688
Diadema, 810
Dictyotales,812
Digenea, 80 I, 809
D. simplex, 801
dinoOagellates, 679, 688
Diphyes arctica, 689
dolphin, 653
dolphin fish, 967, 994
Donax serra, 777, 790
D, sordidus, 777
D. sordidus Hanley, 790
dulse (Palmaria), 823
Duroiilea aT/laretica, 819, 825, 834
D, caepaestipes, 819
echinoderms, 741
Ecklonia maxima, 789, 823
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E. maxima Osbrck Papcnr., 790
eel ,grass, 7il7
/-:ledoT/dla, 718
cl("phant fish, 977
/-;ngraulis, 90 I
",'. anchouila, 653, 97 I
F:. auslralis, 977
F:'. capmsis, 90 I
E. maasicholus, 90 I, 1059
E. mordax, 90 j
E. nr/gens, 90 I, 1061
EnltrOmorpha, 807, 819
Ethmalosafimbnala, 953, 10'i7
Etrumeus teres, 958
Eucalanus bUT/gii, 690-692
Eucheuma, 797,798,801,804,805,807-809,
834-836
E. coltonii, 798, 808
E. isiforme, 80 I
E. platycladum, 804
E. serra, 798
E. spinosum, 798,804,808,833,835
E. strialum, 798, 804
EuJerohnia Jowlen, 685, 718
E. hamala, 690
Eulamellibranchiata, 792
Euphausia crys/allarophias, 983
E. superba, 729, 7:{6, 982, 983, 1045
E. superba Dana, 10'i7
Euphausiacta, 70 I
euphausiids, 697, 699, 700, 9A3
EuthyllllUS spp., 994, 995

Fabncia, 762
filefish,89~ 895,897, 899,1020
finfish, R52,883, 888,902, 965,976,1052
fishi"s, Caribbi"an rref, 1058
fishi"s, elupeid, 665
fishes, lagoon, 968
fishes, reef; 945, 948, 963, 968
nagellales, 679, 693, 707
Oat fish, 854, 868, 869, 871, 880, 883, 885, 886,
895,924,946,977,979,1012, 1014-, 1026
Oathcad, 977
Oathcad, tiger, 980, 1053
Oorideans,800
Florideophyccae, 831, 836
Oounder, yellowfin, 885
Oounder, yellow-tail, 869
tloundel's, 847, 890,894
tlying fishes, 967
Foraminifera, 701,724
Fragillaria oceanica, 688
Fntillaria borealis, 689
Fucaceae, 827
Fucus, 766, 822, 823, 826, 829
F. serralus, 812, 820
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F. vesiculosw, 764, 765, 711:">,812.820,827
fungi, 649, 767, 768, 770, 784, 797
Fumflaria, 797, 798
F.fasligiala, 798, 822
gadoids, 653, 846, 864, 880, 883, 894, 970, 979,
1044
gammarids, 646, 720
Gastropoda (gastropods), 780, 786, 793
Castrosaccus, 777
C. psammodyttS, 777
C. psammodyttS Tattersall, 786
Gclidiales, 836

Gelidiella, 797
Celidium, 780, 797, 804. 817, 824
G. am(/llsii, 81.5
C. cartilagineum, 816
7. srsquipedale, 812
p;emfish, 977
Geuxensia, 784
C. demissus, 771, 788
Ciganthocyris, 71 7
Giganturidae, 736
Cigartina, 780, 797, 817, 820, 829
G. acicularis, 812
G. chamissoi, 80\
C. skottsbergii, 819
C. stellata, 812
Gigartinales, 833
goby, 767
gonoslOmatids, 1049
Cracilaria, 797, 798,801,807,808,811,814,
817,820,833
G. domingensis, 802
C. gigas, 814
G. lichenoides, 814
C. verrucosa, 801, 812, 814, 819
C. verrucosa (syn. C. coriferuoidtS), 798
II.'rcnadier, 971, 976, 978, 979, 981
p;rouper, 923, 937, 959, 967
gurnard, 977
haddock, 694, 847, 854, 855, 957-860,

863-865,868,871,873,1015,1019,1044,
1058
haddock, Geroges Bank, 869, 874, 875, 877,
905
'haidai', 813
hairtail, 893, 894
hakes, 846. 855, 856, 865, 879, 885, 900-904,
920-922,927-931,933-935,972,973,975,
976. 1025, 1026
hakes, Argentine, 970
hakes, Capc, 846, lH7, 930, 931
hakes, Pacific, 886
halibut, 849, 868, 869, 884, 886, 887, 890,
1026, 1060

halibut, Pacific. 90 cl, 1052
Haliolis, 814
Halodule, 805
Halosaccion, 8~tl, 1128
Hedophyllum StSsilt, 826
herring, 651, 654, 694, 764, 820, 840, 844, 846,
847, 850, 852, 854-856, 860, 862-866, 868,
871,873,875,879,883,885-887,891,894,
896,897,899,91.5,971,1000,1011,
1014-1016, 1019-1021, 1024, 1040-1044,
1048, 1052, 1053
herring, Atlantic, 847, 848, 1057
herring, Atlanlo-Scandian, 86\, 864, 1019,
1043, 1058
herring, Icelandic, 861
herring, Japanese, 1058
herrinII,', North Sea, 896,1021,1045,1055,
1058
herring, Pacific, 847, 886
herring, red-eye, 929, 932
herrinp;, round, 9.58
herrinII.', Swedish, 1055
herring, thread, 900, 913, 914, 917, 958, 959,
963
Htterocarpus spp., 968
Hi/sa (shad), 943
Himantothallus, 829
Hizikia fusiforme, 81 S
HomaruJ americanus, 774, 793
horse mackerel, 865, 879, 880, 896, 901, 907,
920-924,928,929,935,953,971,1019,1026
horse mackert'1. Cape, 932
horse mackerel, Cune'ne, 927,932
Hydrobia ulvae, 790
hydroids, 741
Hymenodora frontalis, 718
H. glacialis, 7 18
Hyperia, 688
hyperiids, 697
Hypnea, 797, 798,801,802,804,805,808,811
H. cervicornis, 80 I, 8 \0
H. musciformis, 800-802
H. musciformis (Wull) l.amour, 836
ice fish, 985
infusorians, 693, 707

/ridea, 797,817,819,829
rrish Moss, 798, 818, 821, 822
iJopoda asellola, 736
Isopoda (isopods), 679, 724, 730, 774, 789, 792
jack mackerels, 652, 891. 900, 901, 903, 904,

907,913,914,916,923,927,977,978,981,
982, 1058
jacks, 847, 894,937, 946, 959, 967, 979
Jonia rubens, 8 L2
Japetella, 718
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Jasus lalandii, 774, 790, 7(11, 927
jelly fishes, 689, 718
'kawahai', 977, 981
kelp, 64-8, 649, 759, 772-776, 782, 783,
78:>-790,792,793,812,813,815-817,819,
820, 822, 823, 82:>-829, 833, 834, 836, 837
kelp, Bull, 816, 825
kelp, giant, 793,811,816,823-826
kelp, Japanese, 797
Kelp, Undaria, 815
killifish, 767
kingcJip, 927, 928
Kjellmaniella, 823
K. cTassifoiia, 815
knobbed wrack (Ascophyllum Ilodosum
Linnaeus), 833
kombu, 824
krill, 653, 729, 730,847,983,984,986,993,
1016-1018,1021,1034,1035,104·1,
1045-1049, 1054, 1058
krill, Antarctic, 982, 983, 1053, 1057
lagoon fish, 968
Lagunogammams wilkiRkii, 689
Lamellibranchia, 790
Laminana, 815,818, 821-824, 829, 831,835
L. d(gitata, 812,819,820,823,828,829
L. hyperborea, 812, 820-822,828
L.japonica, 797, 813, 814, 823
L. longicruris, 786-788,819,827,829
L. nignpes, 827
L. ochroleucha, 813
L. pallida, 774, 786, 789, 792, 822, 823
L. pallida (Grev.) j. Ag., 834
L. rodrigut?,ii, 812, 813, 834
L. saccharina. 826, 828, 829
L. solidungula, 827, 829
L. solidungula JAg., 833
Laminariaceae (Iaminarians), 821,827
Laminariales,834
Lampanyctus hutons, 928
lantern fish, 653, 731, 928, 948, 977, 994
Laurencia, 808
L. ceylanica, 800
L. obtusa, 80 I
laver, 813, 822
Leiognathida(;, 953
Lessonia, 817
L. j1avicans, 8 19
L.fusetScms, 819
L. nigmcens, 819
Lethnnus, 953
Ligia, 774
L. dilatata, Brandt, 789
limpets, 780, 785
lithothamnia, 800
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Litholhamnion coral/ioides, 821
lizard fish, 891,892
lobster, 772-775. 785, 787, 790,820, 84D, 849,
857,894,928.932,933,945, 94G, 951, 952,
961, 968, 971, 972, 974, 978, 986, 1026,
1041, 1050
lobster, American, 793
lobster. Breton, 921
lobster, rock, 787, 790-792,813,927,945,951,
976,979,980,981
lobster, spiny, 774, 958
lobster, squat, 902
Lophogobius, 767,768
Loxochinus albus, 826
Luljanus, 953
L. bohar, 968
mackerel, 652, 730, 844, 847,852,854,855,
863,864,868, 871-873,875,879,880,891,
893,894,896,897,900,901,903,907,911,
913,914,916,917,920-923,927-929,936,
941,942,946,947,950,953,968,971,979,
981,1016,1020,1021,1024-1026,1043,
1044,1051,1060
mackerel, blue, 977
mackerel, chub, 896, 904
mackcrel, frigate, 995
mackerel, Indo-Pacific, 1057
mackerel, king, 959
mackerel, Pacific, 1056, 1058
Macoma balthica, 790
Macrocystis, 793, 820, 824, 826
M. anguslifolia, 823, 825
M. integnfolia, 816, 817,825,834
M. pyrifera, 816, 819, 824-826
MacruTonus magellanicus, 971
'macrI', 799, 821, 822, 833
Makaira indica, 995
Manayunkia, 762
mangroves, 649, 739, 750, 754, 757, 759,
767-769,782,783,787,789-791,800,804,
805, 830
mangroves, red, 767, 790
marlin, 1057
marlin, black, 995
marlin, blue, 995
marlin, striped, 995
marsh grass, 769
massbanker, 1025
medusae, 777
Melita, 767
Melosira arc/ica, 688
menhaden, 868. 869, 871, 958-960, 962, 964,
1035
menhaden, Atlantic, 759, 1057, 1058, 1059
menhaden, Gulf, 847, 962, 1059
Meningodora, 7 16
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M. millis, 716
M. myccila, 716
Mercmaria, 759
Merluccius, 846, 90 I
M. australis, 976
M. eadeM/i, 901
M eapensis, 846, 901, 927,1057, 1059
M. gayi, 901
M. hubbsi, 653, 970
M. merluccius, 846, 90 I
1\;1. paradoxus, 846, 90 I, 927
M. poW, 90 I, 927
M. productus, 901
M. senegalwsis, 90 I
'merluza de cola', 971
MetapeMeus spp., 948
Metridia longa, 689, 691
M. lIums, 691
M. pacifica, 690
Mierocalanus pygmaeus, 689
Mierornesistius australis, 970, 976
Mieropogon undula/us, 958
milkfish, 808, 814, 830
mink,855
minnows, 768
Mnem.iopsis, 759
Mollusca (molluscs), 673,721,741,777,790,
793,833,840,841,846,847,852,865,868,
8n, 880, 892-894, 902, 946, 959, 960, 968,
97'1,976,979,980
Monostroma, 797,815
Morone, 759
Morwong, 977
Mucus corsicanus, 812
mullets, 771,772,778,847,880
,'viuraenesox, 940
mussel, 764, 765, 768, 771, 775, 781, 782, 784,
785,787,789,791,792,823,840,847,902,
971, 1061
mussel, blue, 764, 788
mussel, ribbed, 787, 788, 792
Mya, 762
Mycwphidae (myctophids), 714, 731, 1049
Mysidacea, 786
mysids,777
Mylilus, 784
M edutis, 764-766, 785, 788
Navicula, 688
l\'assariidac, 793
Nassarius obsotetus Say, 793
nematode, 802
Neoplatyeephalus spp., 977
N. macrodon, 980, 1053
Nephtys, 759, 763
Nereis succinea, 786
Nereocystis lutkeana, 816, 825

Nerita atramentosa Reeve, 793
neritacean, 793
Nil<.Schia frigida, 688
'nori', 797,814-816,835
notothenids, 985
NOlotodarus sloani, 976
Nucula,759
octopUS, 894, 920, 924, 1025, 1026, 1061
Oicopleura labradorimsis, 689
Oi/hona atlantica, 691
O. similis, 689-69\
Oncorhynchus, 883
O. masou, 883
O. nerka, 1053
O. tshawylscha. 977
Opisthoma oglinum, 958
ostracod, 717
ovalipes, 777
oysters, 647,740,741,755,756,771,840,847,
959, 960, 976, 978, 979
oysters, rock, 1061

Pachymeniopsis elliplica, 815
Padina pavonica, 812
Pagarus, 953
Palaemonetes, 768
Palinurus vulgaris, 813
Palmaria, 823
P. palmata, 820, 822
Panda/us boreatis, 868
panga,927
Panuliros spp., 968
P. cygnus, 945
P. cygnus George, \ OS I
paramecia, 786
Parathemisto, 688, 689
Pareuchaela noroegica, 691
Parechinus angulosus Leske, 787
parrot fish, 967
Palella spp., 785
peladilla, 906
Penaeus spp., 948, 958, 968
P. aztecus, 958
P. duorarom, 953, 958
P. duorarum no/ialis, 1054
P. japoni(us, 891
P. monodoll, 81 4P. noliahs, 958
P. schmilli, 958
P. s(.liferus, 958
P. sublilis, 958
penguins, 983, 984, 993, 104-6
Pmlaceros richardsoni, 967
perch, ocean, 1026
perch, Pacific Ocean, 88,),-887
peridinians, 688, 706
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periwinkles, 772
Petaloniafaseia, 827
phaeodarians, 719
Phaeophyceae, 834
Phaeophyta, 822, 834
Phyllogigas, 80 I, 829
Phyllophora, 797
P. nervasa, 813
phyllophoran, 813
Phymatolithon (syn. Litho/hammon) caleareum, 821
pilchard, 855, 865, 920, 928, 929, 932, 933,
935, 936, 1025, 1058, 1061
pilchard, Chilean, 847
pilchard, European, 8·~7
pilchard, Japanese, 847
pilchard, Namibian, 652, 900, 928. 929,
931-933,935
pilchard, Southwest African, 1052
pinnipeds, 883
Pinnularia, 688
plaice, 854, 856-859, 862, 863, 865,889, 891,
1020, 1026
plaice, American, 873
plaice, North Sea, 863, 1054
Pleotieus robustus, 958
PLoeamium, 829
polaca, 970
pollock, Alaska, 846, 847, 883,88,),-887.
890-895, 898, 1025
polyehaetes, 759, 762, 771, 786
polynemids, 953
Pomatomus, 759
porgies, 892, 895
Porphyra, 797,801,807,808,814,815,819,
822-824,828,835,836
P. co/umbina, 801
P. haitanensis, 814
P. kUlliedai, 815
P. seriata, 815
P. Juborbicula/a, 800
P. lenera, 815
P. yu.oensis, 814, 815
porpoises, 996, 998
'Portuguese man-of-war' (Physalis), 777
Posidonia oceanica, 81 2
pout, Norway, 844, 847, 854, 864, 865,1015
poutassou, 976, 978, 979
prawns, 679, 684, 685,714,891,976,986,
1055
Preprilus, 759
Prosobranchia (prosobranchs), 790, 793
Pr%hydra. 763
Protozoa (protozoans), 666, 678, 693, 702,
705, 709, 71t, 713, 768, 777, 778
Pseudocalanus, 688
P. donga/us, 691
Pseudolibrotus nanseni, 689
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P. glacia/is, 689
Pteroe/adia, 797
P. capillacea, 812
P. pinnacea, 834
pteropods, 700
'quinnat',977
radiolarians, 719
Raja batis, 1051
Rastrelliger spp., 937, 946, 1060
R. neglee/us van Kampen, 1051, 1057
rays, 880, 894, 937, 940, 946, 960
redfish,854, 858,860,868, 871, 873, 883, 979
redfish, Atlantic, 847
Rexea solandri, 977
Rhincalanus gigas, 661, 694-696
Rhilhropanopeus, 767
rhizopods, 699
Rhi<.ophora mang!.:, 767,787
Rhi<.oso/enia,68/J
Rhodophyceae, 834
Rhodophycophyta, 833
Rhodophyta, 834
Rhodymenia, 807
rockfish, 883, 895, 912
rockweed, 812,816, 818, 820, 826, 829
rorquals, 985
Ruppia, 764
sablefish,890
Saccorhi<.a, 828
S. dermatodea, 828
S. polysehides, 8I 2
Sagitta, 688
S. elegans, 690, 691
S. macrocephala, 718
sailfish, 995
saithc, 694, 858-860
salmon, 868, 883,884,886-891,893-895,897,
77,986,996, 1010, 1012, 1014, 1025, 1032,
1048, 1056. 1060
salmon, Atlantic, 883
'salmon', AUSlralian, 977, 978, 980, 98\
salmon, British Columbia, 1053
salmon, chum, 891
salmon, japanese, 983
salmon, Masou, 883
salmon, masu (cherry), 891
salmon, Pacific, 883, 889, 902,1011,1052,
1057, 1059
salmon, pink, 883, 895
salmon, sockeye, 883, 89\, 1053
salpas, 661
sand eels, 847, 854, 864, 865,1015,1018-1020,
1060
Sardo spp., 994, 995
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Sardina, 901
sardine, 651, 652, 846-848, 855, 865, 879, 883,
891,893,894,896,897,899-901,903,907,
908,910-918,920,922,925,927,947-950,
959,977,981,1014,1018-1022,1025,1043,
1044,1050,1051,1055,1057
sardine, Californian, 651, 652, 844, 848,896,
900,902,908,912,918,923, 10tO, 1043
sardine, J apanesc, 652, 896, 1056
sardine, Moroccan, 900, 923
sardine, oil, 936, 943, 946, 949, 951, 1059
sardine, Pacific, 1050, 1057, 1058
sardine, Spanish, 958
sardinella, 879,882,90 I, 921-923, 927, 929,
956,957,971,972,974, 1025,1060
sardinella, nat, 953
sardinella, round, 953
Sardine/fa spp., 920, 937, 943
S. anchoma, 958
S. aunla, 901, 923, 953, 957
S. eha, 953
S. longiceps, 946
S. maderms'is, 879, 90 I
Sardinops, 665, 901
S. caemlea, 901,1057, 1058
S. melanosticta, 848
S. neopilchardus, 977
S. neopilchardus Steindachner, 1051
S. ocellala, 90 I, 1058
S. pilchardus, 90 I
Sargassaceae, 815
Sargassum, 802, 803, 805, 815, 836
Sargassum, brown, 808
Sarotherodon escu/en/us (Tilapia), 842
saury, 653,891, 894, 896,897, 907, 977, 994scad,941
scad, round, 1060
scallops, 868, 871, 959, 971, 976,978-981
sciaenids, 953
Scomber auslTalasicus, 977
S.japonieus, 722, 847, 896, 901, 1058
S. japonicus Houttuyn, 1056
S. scomhrus, 847
Scomheresox sauros, 977
ScombeTomorus spp., 894, 940, 946, 959, 967
Scylla serra/a, 814
Scylosiphon lomen/aria, 827
sea bobs (XiphopeTUitus spp.), 958
sea breams, 855, 880, 921,922,924, 1025
sea cucumbers, 968
sea grasses, 750, 757,787,805,812,829,830,
834
sea lettuce, 815
sea otter, 820, 883, 888, 884
sea urchins, 772-774, 78~787, 790, 793, 804,
810,819,820, 825,826, 83~837,888
seals, 984, 992, 993, 1003, rOl8, 1046, 1057

seals, Antarctic, 984, 992
sea Is, crabeater, 984-, 992
seals, elephant, 984sc;lIs, fur, 883, 884, 973, 984, 992,1003, 1046,
1058
seals, leopard, 984
seals, Ross, 984
seals, South Georgia, 984
seals, Weddel, 984seaweeds, 650, 758, 759, 772, 779-783,
787-790, 795, 797-807, 809-812, 814-819,
822-824,829-831,833-837,841,892
Sepio/eu/his bilinea/a, 976
SeTgestes, 716
S. Tobus/us, 716
S. vigilis, 716
serranids, 94-0
shads, 946
sharks, 771,847,880,894,937,940,946,960,
994, 1009
shrimp, 652, 768,771,844,847,852,868,880,
885,886,894,914,915,917-919,923,936,
940, 942, 94~951, 953-966,968,971,972,
974,976,980,981,986,1035, 1040, 1041,
1048, 1050-1052, 1055, l056, 1061
shrimp, brown, 958
shrimp, grass, 814
shrimp, Panama, 917, 919, 105 I
shrimp, penaeid, 852, 912, 937, 947, 971,1059
shrimp, pink, 953, 958
shrimp, royal red, 958
shrimp, white, 958, 961
Siganus spp., 967
Siliqua potu/a, 789
silver hake, 868, 871, 872, 873,1015,1024
silver pomfret, 940
siphonophore, 689, 724
skate, 1010, lOS!
snails, 771
snapper, 915,937, 940, 959, 967, 972, 977-981
snapper, golden, 977
snoek, 979
sale, 840,854,863,891
sale, yellowfin, 887
sparids, 956
Spartilla, 769-771
spiders, 769, 770
spinner dolphin, 996
sprat, 844, 854, 855, 862, 864, 975, 977,1019
sprat, Falkland, 971
Sprauus antipodum, 977
squid, 653, 697,710,847,868,871,872,878,
891,893,894,896,898,914,920,940,971,
973,976,979-981,983,984,994,1025,
1043, 10.52, 1061
squid, arrow, 976
squid, broad, 976
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steclhead, 883
Stolephorus spp., 937
Strongylocentrotus drOl'bachicnsis, 785, 787, 793,
820
S.franciscanus, 820, 825
S. pur/Juratus, 820
sunfish, 661
swordfish, 879, 995, 999
Syn'ngodium, 805
Talitridac, 790
Talorchestia, 774

T. capensis, 790
'tarakiki', 977
Thais, 786
Thalia democratica, 706, 727
Thalassia testudinum, 787, 802
Thalassiosira biowlata, 688
T. gravida, 688
T. hyalina, 688
T. nordenskioldii, 726
Thalassodendron, 805
Thtragra chalcogramrna, 846
Thunnus spp., 994·
T. maccoyii, 994
T. thynnus, 994
Tkysanoma, 688
Tilapia, 842
coheroa, 792
Trachurus, 90 I
T. capensis, 847, 90 I, 927
T. declivus, 977
T. dec/ivus J enyns, 1058
T. murPh.>,ji, 847, 90 I
T. novae<.elandiae, 977
T. symmetricus, 90 I
T. trachurus, 90 I
T. trecae, 901,927
trigger fish, 923, 940, 956, 1051
trout, 855, 889, 986,104-8
trout, sea, 959
tuna, 651-653,724,726,84-1,847-849,853,
880,893,894,897,898,900,911-914,921,
923,932,937,945,946,953,954,960,961,
966-970,973,977,979,980,994-1000,
1022, 1023, 1026,1031,1038, 1041,1050,
lOSS, 1057
tuna, bigcye, 994, 995, 997
tuna,bluefin, 839,848, 879, 920, 977, 978,
994, 995, 997
tuna, halimeda, 812
tuna, skipjack, 847,848,946,953,955,966,
967, 969, 994-999
tuna, Tasmanian, 1055
tuna, yellowfin, 722, 726, 847,848,953,955,
967, 994-999, 1055, 1059
tunicatcs, 679, 697, 706, 727
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turbot, 863, 882
Turnerella pennyi, 827
turtles, 80S, 809, 834

Viva, 780,801,819
U. lactuca, 785, 80 I
VIldaria, 836
V. /ll'terseniana, 815
U. pinnatzfida, 815
U. undarioides, 815
Vamp)'roteuthis, 718
Vaucheria, 827
Vitre/edonel/a, 718
weakfishes, 971
weed, Gulf, 802
weed, Zanzibar, 798
whales, 553, 697,721,729,841,883,884,982,

984-994,1002,1010,1015-1018,1021,
1028, 1034, 1035, 1038, 104~1047, 1050,
1053, 1057, 1060
whales, Antarctic, 909,1017,1052
whales, Antarctic minke, 990, 1018
whales, baleen, 730, 883, 982, 983, 985, 986,
990-993, 1018, 1019, 1057, 1058
whales, blue, 983--985, 987-990, 992, )0 16,
1018, 1035, 1045
whales, bowhead, 884,991, 992
whales, bryde, 992
whales, fin, 983--985, 987, 989, 992,1057
whales, grey, 985, 987, 991, 992
'''hales, humpback, 983, 989, 991, 992, 1056
whales, minke, 983, 984-, 985, 990, 992, 1019,
1045
whales, pigmy blue, 989
whales, right, 985, 987, 991, 992
whates, sei, 983--985, 987, 992, 1057
whales, shark, 561
whales, small-looth, 697
whales, sperm, 653, 597, 983--986,990,992,
994whales, toothed, 883
whales, whalebone, 697
whelk,777
whiting, 854, 855,857,864, 1015, 1025, 1044
whiting, blue, 694, 847, 865, '170, 971, 98 )
wolfJish, 772, 773

Xipho/lenaeus spp., 958
Yoldia, 759
'zicai' (Porphyral, 813, 814
Zostera marina, 829
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Abyssopelagial, 719
ACFM,867
ACMRR,I035
Adriatic Sea:
fisheries, 878
Algae:
annual harvest, 799
Antarctic Ocean:
seasonal changes of plankton, 696
zoocene, 696
Antarctic Treaty 1949, 104-7
Anticyclonic tropical gyres:
ecosystems of, 698
ArClic basin:
communities, 687
ecosyslems of, 689
Association, 643, 666
efficienry, 666
definition, 643
Atlantic ocean:
communities of nonhern regions, 690
Autotrophs, 660
Baltic Sea Fisheries Commission
Baltic Sea:
fisheril's, 862
future prospects, 888
management, 888
Balhypelagial, 719
Bear Island, 857
Biocoenosis, 643,647,660
definition of, 74-1
Biological structure of the ocean, 657
Biomass, 661
benthic algae, 803
benthic plants, 829, 830
changes of, 713
community elements, 712
distribution of, 67\
Expedition, 983
macroplankton, 680
mesoplankton, 680
phytoplankton, 712
plankton, 669, 705
programme, 983, 1047
zooplankton, 664,671,672,679,689
Bird guano, 780
Black Sea:
fisheries, 878
stocks, 881

Blue Whale Units, see BWU
Body sizes:
deep-sea, 717
Brackish:
origin of term, 742
definition of, 742
Brackish waters:
ecosystems of, 742
British isles:
fisheries, 862
Carbon flows:
ecosystems of, 763, 766, 770, 781, 784CARPAS,
Catch per unit effort, 1004
CCAMLR, 1034
CECAF,920, 1039
Cephalopod molluscs, 673
Circumcontinenlal zonality, 669, 673
algae, 796
Climatic regions:
Algae, 796
Closed ecosystems, 774
Coastal ecosystems, 73~759
conclusions, 782
Cold wa tel' zone, 668, 671
Collection by hand:
stupefying methods, 848
Comision Asesor de Pesca para el Atlantica
Sudoccidental, see CARPAS
Committee for Eastern Centra) Atlantic, see
CECAF
Committee of three, 988
Committee of four, 988, 989, 990
Communities, 643
annual cycles, 692
autonomous, 661
biomass, 705
boundaries of, 699
characteristics, 663, 706
cold water, 690
deep-sea, 66\, 7\4-719
definition of, 741
development, 645, 701, 71 0
seasonal development, 659
distant neritic, 698
elements of, 711
energy dependent, 661
food chain, 703
functions, 665, 705
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mixed rock, 763
neritic, 698
northern regions of Pacific, 690
northern regions of Atlantic, 690
pelagic, 658-660, 663, 664
plankton, 660, 662, 664, 692
productive characteristics, 693
mesoplankton, 698
seasonal changes, 691
seasonal dynamics, 709
soft boltom, 763
structure, 665, 666, 691
trophic, 720
tropical, 700
vertical distribution, 714
Convention for the conservation of Antarctic
seals, 992
Convention for the conservation of Antarctic
marine living resources, 993, 1047
Convention for conservation of living resource·s
of Southern Ocean, su CCAMLR
Council for the Mediterranean, see GFCM
Coupling, 649
Deep-scalterin~

layers, 684
Deep-sea:
abyssopelagial, 719
adaptation, 716
bathypelagial, 719
communities, 714, 719
mesopclagial) 719
reduction of energy expenditure, 715

Detritu~:

food rhain, 703
Diel rations:
deep-sea, 717
Distant neritic, 700
Distribution:
algae, 796
biological zonality of pelagial, 685
endemic goitre, 806
general patterns, 667-686
grazing, 669
horizontal, 667-674
light, 668
macroplankton, 673, 684
mesoplankton,679
microzooplankton,678
mineral nutrition, 668
nekton, 674
net plankton, 679
of life in deep zones, 675
of life in surface zones, 67~
phytoplankton, 669
plankton in high altitudes, 676
plankton in lower altitudes, 676
plankton in middle altitudes, 676

plankton in whole water column, 678
seasonal changes, 695
seaweed resources, 806
stratification, 668
surface plankton, 676
vertical, 674, 675, 695, 714
of communities, 714
water surface, 679
zooplankton, 671,673,682,683
zones in Pacific Ocean, 700
Downwelling, 777, 783
Eastern central Pacific Ocean:
ca tches, 914
fisheries, 911
management, 918, 919
stocks, 91 :>-918
Ecological efficiency, 666
Ecosystems:
anticyclonic tropical gyrcs, 698
Askoe/Landsorl area, 763
basic processes, 759
Benguela kelp bed, 774
boreal, 673
categories, 742
carbon flexes, 761, 784
classification, 742
closed and open, 774
coastal, 646, 659,739-757,774
cold watCf, 660
concept of, 746
definition, 643
development, 645
distant neritic, 659
effects on adjacent regions, 669
energy flow, 760, 768, 777, 778
estuaries, 747
equatorial, 703
flow patterns of energy and matter, 648
formation of plankton, 704
functions, 706, 708
Georgia salt marsh, 769
high latitude rcgions, 687-689
hi?;hly productive, 669
in brackish waters, 742
Ia~oons, 747
Lynhcr estuary, 762
macrophyte-based, 767
management, 720
material flow, 76.1
mixed rock and soft bottom, 763
modelling, 646
Narragansett Bay, 759
neritic, 659
neutral regions, 659
nitrogen flow, 770, 773, 78\
Novia Scotia kelp b~ds) 772
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open ocean. 645. 651-737
pela~ic, 644, 646, 6'~8, 659, ti6 I, 708
management of, 6+6, 702
phytoplankton based, 759
production, 702
productive zone, 687-714
rocky shores, 778
sandy surf hed, 778
seasonal changes, 705
simulation, 646
South Florida manKfOvc foresl, 767
South African beach, 775
Southern Oc('an, 694-698
structure, 699, 702
successional changes. 662
surface, 687-714temperatt' regions, 689-693
tropics, 660
trophic web, 697
upwelling, 703
EEZ, 866, 871, 973,1022,1025, 1032,1038
Energyexpc>nditurcs, 1049
reduction of, 715
Energy Oow:
C(;osystems, 760, 765, 768, 773, 777, 778
Energy utilization. 666
Entrapment zone, 756
Estuaries:
hiological characteristics, 750
definition of, 749, 751
ecosystems of, 747
physiographic types. 7"1 I, 752
'[tangs', 742
Eupholic layer, 660, 667, 767
ExelusiVf' Economic Zone, Set EEZ

FaclOry trawler, 857
Faeces loop, 648, 783
FAG, 795,849,851.879,920,1000,1001,
1038
FIBEX, 1048
First International Biomass Experiment, see
FIBEX
Fish meal, 1030,1041, 1048
fisheries:
abundance of whole sloeks, 992
aerial traps, 849
bag nets, 850
benefits from, 1029
Black Sea, 878
boundaries, 1035. 1036
data and information, 1036, 1037
future trends in catches, 1039-1049
catches, 840
atches before extension of limits, 1023
catches by long-rangc vessels, 845
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calches of major species in Indian Ocean,
946
c<ltches of major spe('i\·s in Northeast Pacific
Oceiln,8A6
catchcs 01" major spccies in Nonhwest
Pacific Ocean, 894
catches of major species in Southeast Pacific
Ocean, 904
calch rates in Gulfol'Thaiiand, 937
c<ltches of small pclagic species, 937
chan,ll;es in Law of the Sea, 1022
catch statistics in Eastern central Pacific
Ocean, 914
collapse, 848, 852
collectin,ll; by hand, 849
distribution ofcalches, 840
dragged gear, 850
drive in nets, 849
F:astern celliral Pacific Ocean, 911
catch sta lis tics, 914
,lI;ears used, 849-851
falling gear, 850
gill nets, 850
harpoons and spears, 849
hooks and lines, 849
purse seine, 848, 850
tangle nets, 850
trap nets, 848
trawler. 848
GulfofGuinea, 952-9.17
harpoons lind spears, 849
hooks and lines, 849
implication for management, 1021
interactions, 1020
interaction between fisheries, 1014
Indian Ocean, 943-948
national ('atches, 944·
landings of major spccies, 871
landings of major species from Southwest
Pacific Ocean, 979
m;;lin commercial species in upwelling arellS,
901
m;;lnagclllent, 650, 651. 841
nl;;lnagement problems. 100 I
marginal yield, 1006, 1008
marketing, 851
Mediterranean Sea, 878
m('sh sizes, 956
national catches, 842-846
national catches in Indian Ocean, 944
national catches in Northwest Atlantic, 870
net economic return, 1006. 1008
new approaches to management, 1033-1035
objectives, 1033-1035
Northeast Atlantic, 853--867
Northwest Atlantic, 867-878
Northwesl African waters, 919
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fisheries, 920-923
future impacts, 924manaF;ement, 924-926
resources, 919, 920
state of stocks, 923
North Pacific Ocean, 883-89 I
catches, 886-910
open ocean, 994Pacific Islands, 966
per capita supply in differenl countries,
1024
processing, 85 I
relation between amounl offi~hing and
calch per unit effort, 1066
relation between amount orrishing and total
catch, 1006
resources, 650, 839-1050
scientific input to management, 983, 993
scoop nets, 850
seine nets, 850
Danish,857
Southern Ocean, 982
Southeast Atlantic Ocean, 926
International Commission for Southeast
Atlantic Fisheries, see ICSEAF
stocks, 927
fisheries, 927-929
trends in l"<t tch and effort, 931
Southeast Asia waters, 936-943
catches of small pelagic species, 937
Southwest Atlantic Ocean, 970-982
species caught, 846
surrounding nets, 850
stock assessment uncertainties, 1007
stupefying methods, 849
langle nets, 850
total landings, 84-1, 843, 860
unconventional resources, 1045-1049
world catches of main species, 847
world calch of tunas, 997
world landings according to main uses, 85\
Food chain:
detritus type, 703
ecosystems, 772
in mature communities, 703
Food and Agricul ture Organization, see FAO
Food web structure, 774:
Formulation of action, 1037
implementation of action, 10.37
shared stocks, 1037-1039
Function:
communities, 665, 694
ecosystems, 706
Gears:
aerial traps, 84-9
ball; nets, 850

dragged F;car, 850
drive in nc',s, 849
falling gear, 850
gill nets, 850
harpoons or spears, 849
hooks and lines, 849
purse seine, 848, 850
trap nets, 848
trawler, 848
tangle nets, 850
trap, 848
used in fisheries, 848-851
Gene~al Production Model, see GENPROD
GENPROD,998
GFCM, 879, 882, 1039
Goitre, 806, 8[4
Grazing:
effect on hori7.ontaJ distribution, 669
destructive, 772
Greenland, 957
Gulf of Guinea:
catches, 957
fisheries, 953-955
management, 955-957
mesh sizes, 956
state of stocks, 955-957
Gulf of Thailand:
catches, 939
I-ATTC, 998
ICCAT,998
ICES, 866,1039,1044
ICSEAF,926
ICNAF, 867, 870, 876,1038
yield-efforts curve, 876
ICSEAF,926
Indian Ocean:
('alches, 946
fisheries, 945-948
mana~ement, 948
national catches, 944
resources, 943-945
state of resource, 948
INPEC, 885-887
Interaction between fisheries, 1014Intcr-American Tropical Tuna Commission,
see I-ATTC
International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlanlic Tuna, see
ICCAT
[nlernational Commission for Northwesl
Atlantic Fisheries, see ICNAF
International North Pacific Fisheries
Commission, see IN PEC
International Whaling Commission, sa IWC
Indo Pacific Fishery Commission, Sfe IPfC
IPFC, 1039
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IPHC, R87
fWC. 987, 10lO, 1034

Kelp:
harvestahle annual qU<llllities, 11I6
Krill, 653, \047, 1049
La~oons:

coastal,751
l ypes 01: 753
definition of, 750
ecosystems of, 747
Laminaria harvesting, 821
Latitudinal zonality, 669
Law of the Sea, 1027, 1031, 1032,1038, 1042
UN Conference, 845, lOOO, 1003
changes in, 1022
Lebensgemeinschaft, 647
LebensRemeinde, 647
Landings, 651
Light:
effect on horizontal distrihution, 608
'Limans', 742
Macroplankwn, 673, 674, 680, 684
Management:
fisheries, 650, 1010, 1021
boundaries, 1035, 1036
atch quotas, 1037
data, 1036
enforcement, 1037
formulation, 1037
future trends in catches, 1039-1049
general problems, 100 I
implementation ofaclion, 1037
implication of, 1021
information, 1036
mesh size, 1037
bjcctiveof,1021
open ocean ecosystt>ms, 720
plant resources, 800
scientific input, 1003
shared slocks, 1037
unconventional resources, 1045
stock and recruitment, 101~1014
Markctin~:

fisheries, 851-853
Material nows:
ccosystems, 765
Maturity:
of food cha in, 703
Maximum economic yield, Jee M EY
Maximum sustained yield, JU MSY
Maximum Yield per-recruit, 1021
Mediterranean Sea:
fisheries, 879-881
cn tches, 880
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fUlUre prospects, IlIlS
rnanagemClll, 8811
stocks. 881
[\,1 esh sizes:
GulfofGuinea, 956
regulation of, 1002
Mcsoplanklon, 679-681,683,693,703
production characteristics, 693, 694
Methods used:
fishin~, 84-8
MEV, 1008, 1034
Mineral nutrition:
effect on horizontal distribution, 668
Model:
ecosys tem, 709-714
MSY, 1008, 1021, 1033, 1034,1035,1042
NAFC.857
NA Fa, 870, 1038
NEAFC, 867, 1039
Nekton, 674
Neritic, 698, 700
Net production, 667
:'o1itro~en nows:
ecosystems of, 770, 773, 781
Ni trop:en nexes:
ecosystems, 76 I
North East Atlantic Ocean:
fisherics, 856
fisheries resources, 853
future prospects, 865--867
sta Ie of stocks, 857, 868
Northrast Atlantic Fisheries Commission, see
NAFC
Northeast Pacific Ocean:
catches, 886
fisheries, 884, 88.1
stocks, 8Cl3-888
North Sea:
fisheries, 857, 862
:'o1orthwcst Atlantic Fisheries Orp:anization. J
NAFO
Northwest Atlantic Ocean:
catches, 872, 873
fisheries, 867, 868-878
future prospects, 877
stocks, 867, 873
Northwest Pacific Ocean:
catches, 894, 895
fisheries, 892-895
future prospects, 897-899
management, 897-899
state of stocks, 895--897
stocks, 891, 892
'Null Zone', 756
N utrienlS:
cycles, 765, 78\
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recycling, M9, 764, 765, 769
turnover. 709
Nutrient now:
ecosystem, 766
Nutrient recycling, 619
'Nutrient traps', 756
Nutritional salts:
turnover, 701
Objectives of management, 1021
Oceanic ecosystems, 645. 657-737
Oligotraphic regions, 671, 674-, 700
Open ecosystem, 774
Open ocean:
fisheries, 995--998
management, 999, 1000
resources, 994, 995
tuna catches, 997
Organismic assemblage, 643
Other resources:
Southern Ocean, 982-993

Pacific Islands:
fisheries, 966-968
management, 968--970
resources, 966-968
state of stocks, 968-970
Pacific Ocean:
communities of northern re~ions, 690
Peruvian fishery:
catches, 910
PhylOcene, 677
PhYlOphages:
upper interzonal, 661, 683, 695
Phytoplankton:
abundance, 672
annual production, 661
biomass, 671
dcvelopment, 667-669
production, 669
primary, 670
seasonal changes, 696
Plankton, 657
seasonal changes, 705
Plants, 795, 800, 803, 809, 811, 8 13, 817. 819.
823,825--827,829-831
in the tropics, 800
manage'ment, 800
processing, 808
resources, 800
un recorded uses, 82<)
uses of algae, 829
world harvest. 810,817,826
Populations, 661
PrecialOr control, 772
Predatory/prey interactions. 1020

Primary production:
of seleetrd ecosystems. 758
Production:
ecosystems, 702. 703
mesoplankton, 703
zooplankton, 703
Pycnocline, 677
Production, 667
actual,667
net, 667
primary, 669
Recruitment over-fishing, 1019
Resources:
Arctic Ocean, 826
arctic plants, 826
arctic coasts of Arctic Ocean and adjacent
seas, 827, 829
subarctic coasts of Arctic Ocean and
adjacent seas, 829
benthic plants, 649, 832. 833
cold temperate coasts on,Vest Atlantic
Ocean, 81 I
ecology, 817, 818
cold temperate coasts of East Atlantic
Ocean, 819
cold temperate coasts of West Pacific
Ocean, 823
cold tCl1lprratc coasts of Eilst Pacific Oc(',ttl,
824
ecology, 800
fisherics, 650, 839-1050
management of, 650, 651, 841
marketing, 851
gears uscd, 848
processing, 851
regional aspects, 853
mcthods used, 848
northern tempt'rate waters, 853-899
other resourn's, 982, 1001
hCllefits from fisheries, 1022
changes in Law of the Sea, 1022
competitive species, 1018, 1020
futu re trends in catches, I 039-1 Ot~9
implication ofrnanilgel1lcnt, 1021, 1022
interaction betwt'en fisheries, 1014-1018
new approach to fishing mamlgl'mellt,
1033
Olher interaction, 1020, 1021
problems of manage meat, 1001
unconventional resources, 1015-1049
plankwnic plants, 650
plants, 795, 800. 803, 809, 811, 817,819,
823,825-827.829-831
in the tropics, 800
management, 800
processing, B08
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resources, 800
unrecorded uses, 829
uses of algae, 829
world harvest, 810, 817,826
regional aspects, 853
Sail marsh:
ecosystem, 769
'Saumatre', 742
SCAR, 983, 993
Scientific Commillee on Antarctic Research,
see SCAR
Seasonal changes:
of communities, 691
Seaweed:
annual harvest, 799
estimated annual harvest potential, 799
processing of, 803
Scaweed resources:
unexpJoited, 799
Southern Occan:
ecosystem management, 993
fisheries, 984
management, 987
note of stocks, 987
resources, 98G-984
'Solonovati', 742
Southern temperate waters:
fisheries, 972-982
rcsources, 970-982
Soya-bean meal, 1041
Spitzbergen, 857
Southeast Asia Waters:
catches, 937
fishing resources, 936-938
managemcnt, 941-943
notc of slOcks. 938--943
~outheast Atlantic Ocean:
catches, 931
catch quotas for hake. 934
tishery e!Tons, 931
future prospects. 935. 936
management, 932
state of stocks, 929-9]2
Southwest Atlantic Ocean:
catches, 972
fisheries, 971-971
management, 973
resources, 970, 971
state of stocks, 97:)-975
Southwest Pacific Ocean:
fisheries, 977-980
landings, 979
management, 980-982
state of resources, 98G-982
Species diversity, 662
STACRES,867
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Stratificdlion:
effect on horizontal distribution, 668
Stock and recruitment, 1010
Structure:
ecosystems. 699, 702, 773
ofeommunities, 690, 691, 694,720
trophic web, 697
Succession:
definition of, 662
in an ecosystem, 662, 663
in tropical communities, 701
TAC, 857, 1038, 1044
Temperate wne, 668,671
Total allowable catch, see TAC
Traditional fisheries, 1041
Tragedy of the commons, 1002
Trophic diversity, 663, 66
Trophic web, 697
Tropical areas, 668
fisheries, 937, 938
resources of plants, 800, 936, 937
Southeast Asia waters, 936-943
Tropical gyres, 698
Turnover:
nutrients, 709
nutritional salts, 701
UNCI.O, 84-5.1000, 1003, 1022, 1038
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, .lee
UNCLO
U p,,,elling areas:
catches, 90 I
coastal, 755
ecosystems of, 703
fisheries, 899
main fish species, 90 I
management, 908
Peruvian, 842
Sou theast Pacific Ocean. 902
sta te of stocks, 904
US Fishery Management and Cons(>rvation
Act, 1042
US Pacific Coast:
catches, 912
Venice: System, 744-746
Virtual population analysis, 858
\Vater mass, 657, 658
Western central Atlantic On'an:
ca tch ra tes, 964
density of causes, 964
fisheries, 959-961
landings, 960
management, 96:)-966
resources, 958, 959
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state of stocks, 961-963
total c,lIch, 964Whale stocks:
estimates, 992
Yield per recruit, 1009
Zooplankton, 673, 703
Zonality,
circumcontinental, 667,669,673
latitudinal, 667, 669
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Zoocme, 696
Zooplankton:
seasonal changes,696
Zooplankton biomass, 671, 673
Zones:
cold water, 668
temperate, 668
tropical, 668

